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DR. MILLIGAN'S EDITION OF THE EPISTLES TO
THE THESSALONIANS}

Amid many editions of the Pauline letters, that are appear-

ing in rapid succession, almost all of them containing good

work and some quite remarkable work, I may be pardoned

for devoting a special measure of attention to the elaborate

edition of the two Epistles to the Thessalonians by Dr.

George Milhgan, who shows himself heir to the taste, the

industry, and the love for learning of his distinguished father.

I had the pleasure of counting him for a short time among my
earUest pupils, when I first entered on the work of University

lecturing ; and for this reason I began to read his book with

a special interest, which was increased in perusal by its

merits. Dr. Milligan's edition marks in several important

respects a distinct progress in method beyond the customary

style of commentary on the Pauline Epistles. It not merely

contains a learned and carefully pondered treatment of all the

topics and subjects of discussion arising out of the Epistle,

which would form the staple of a commentary of the usual

kind ; but in addition it essays the difficult task of placing

before the student a summary of all that recent research in

certain other directions has contributed to the illustration of

the Epistles.

The kind of work that I mean is especially noticeable in

two directions. In the first place, much has been learned

through recent discoveries about the ancient customs and

^ St. PauVs Epistles to the Thessalonians. The Greek Text, with In-

troduction and Notes. By George Milligan, D.D. Macmillan & Co.,

London, 1908.

VOL. VII. Januaky, 1909. 1



2 DR. MILLIGAN'S EDITION OF

usages in letter-writing ; and the letters of Paul now appear

to us as examples of a class of work which approximated

in varying degrees to the Uterary standard according to the

amount of education, Uterary faculty, and philosophic insight

possessed by the writers, and which reveals the character of

the individual writer more clearly than any other class of com-

position—more truly than even the formal autobiography,

because the revelation is for the most part unconscious

—

and yet obeys certain general principles of form and

arrangement, principles which were not prescribed and taught

by rhetorical teachers, but which grew naturally out of the

character and customs of human beings in the society of the

eastern Roman Provinces. Dr. Milligan not merely has

a most interesting and thoroughly well-informed Note of

ten pages on St. Paul as a letter-writer, but also shows in

many places that he has constantly in mind this point of

view in his Introduction and Commentary and concluding

Notes.

A few examples may be given of the treatment of words.

The adjective draKTo^ and its derivatives, theadverb araKrcixi

and the verb araKreoo, all occur in Thessalonians ;
^ but none

of the three is found elsewhere in the New Testament. The

adjective occurs in 1 Thessalonians v. 14, and the adverb in

2 Thessalonians iii. 6 ; and I confess that my own incUnation,

based on the probabihties and on the general usage of good

Greek literature, would in both cases be at first to take them

in the severer sense of " disorderly living." The verb in

2 Thessalonians iii. 7 suggests a different conclusion, and

the point deserves fuller consideration.

The Authorized Version uses the translation " unruly '* in

one case, " disorderly " in three : the Revisers, conformably

to their general principle of employing the same EngHsh

word to represent a Greek word, have " disorderly " in all

^ The adverb twice, the adjective and the verb^each once.
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four cases. Several commentaries, while following these

versions, whittle away the meaning of " unruly " and
" disorderly," until they bring it down in 2 Thessalonians

iii. 7 to imply nothing more than neglect and idleness,

though sometimes they cling to the stronger meaning in

1 Thessalonians v. 14. Now the context in 2, iii. 7 ff., so

far as I can judge, places it beyond doubt that idleness is

the idea involved in the words. Paul says, " As you know,

my conduct at Thessalonica might in this respect be taken

as an example to illustrate my precept ; for I did not show

myself an idler, but earned my living by hard work at a

handicraft." The run of the reasoning is confused and

lost, if " disorderly " in the common sense of the word is

substituted for " idler "
; hence the commentators just men-

tioned refine the meaning down till they make it into " idle."

But iii. 7 is professedly given as an illustration in practice of

the advice given in iii. 6, therefore the adverb in iii. 6 must be

interpreted conformably to the verb in iii. 7. Considera-

tion of the adverb in 2 Thessalonians iii. 11 raises this

conclusion to certainty. If that be so, there can be no

justification for clinging to the harsher meaning in 1 Thes-

salonians V. 14.

Here we have an illustration of the fact that a word may
in the New Testament convey a different innuendo from

that which is usual in the earlier literature ; and, contrary

to the general tendency of words to degenerate, this word

changes from the worse to the less bad meaning. Dr. Milli-

gan quotes two telling examples from papjTi found at

Oxyrhynchus, in which the verb refers to idleness, and

rightly infers the probability (p. 154) that the ordinary

coUoquial sense of the word (as proved by those two cases)

was intended by St. Paul " to describe those members of

the Thessalonian Church who, without any intention of

actual wrong-doing, were neglecting their daily duties and
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and to eliminate too completely the old idea of a " Christian

Greek." Even though the same words were used by the

pagans, it may be the case—I would go so far as to say it

certainly was so—that there were some, perhaps many, which

acquired a special and distinct meaning to the Christians, as

suited to express certain ideas of the Christian religious

thought, and which thus immediately became characteristic

and almost positive marks of Christian writing. The early

writers did not, of course, invent new words ; they took the

words used in society ; but the new thought gave a changed

content to the existing words, e.g. arydirr].

This class of evidence Dr. Milligan has studied deeply,

and his commentary everywhere bears the impress of the

knowledge which he has collected.

It would be less than fair to refrain from mentioning that

the edition is founded, not only on study of these sides of

a commentator's work, but also on very wide reading

in almost every department of modern comment on the

New Testament and the period of early Christianity. Dr.

Milligan seems to have acted according to the great German

scholar Lachmann's rule : to read over the whole range of

applicable literature in order to comment on these two let-

ters. I find the edition is instructive to a degree un-

paralleled in recent English work in this respect. It is not

the work of a polymath, whose judgment is crushed by

weight of knowledge about other people's opinions. There

are books which show quite as wide and thorough reading

and yet are far less educative as regards the range in which

one may profitably look for illustration. As one who has

studied the original texts rather than modern opinions about

the text, and who has stood apart from or deliberately thrown

aside most of the modern writers, I find Dr. Milligan's work

exceptionally helpful in this respect.

Before laying aside the book, we may glance at one or

two more general topics that are suggested by it.
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The question is raised on p. 125 f., " How much was St.

Paul in the habit of leaving to his amanuensis ? Did he

dictate his letters word for word, his scribe perhaps taking

them down in some form of shorthand ? Or was he content

to supply a rough draft, leaving the scribe to throw it into

more formal and complete shape ? It is true that to these

questions no definite answer can be given. In all probability

the Apostle's practice varied with the special circumstances

of the case, or the person of the scribe whom he was employ-

ing. More might be left to the discretion of a Silvanus or

a Timothy than a Tertius."

It is true that no certain answer can be given to such

questions as are here raised. But it may be permitted to

express opinions and hypotheses on the subject, as the

present writer has for many years kept these questions con-

stantly before his mind, and been looking for indications of

an answer to them. That Peter, for example, owed much

to the secretary who wrote his letters for him, seems highly

probable : it was the secretary who gave to the " rough

draft," the " formal and complete shape " in which his first

Epistle lies before us. That Paul's letters owed anything

of consequence to the amanuensis seems to me in the last

degree improbable. Can one imagine that the amanuensis

to whom the Galatian Epistle was dictated contributed

anything to the thought or the expression of that most

wonderful of all letters ? The whole seems to have been

poured forth at one effort, like a flood of lava from a volcano.

Others of his letters have evidently or probably been dictated

in parts, and we can trace the points where the Apostle

stopped and began again after an interval—in one case, as

I beheve, after a long interval ;
^ but even where the interval

was short there is perceptible a certain change in the tone

^ See Expositor, sixth series, iii., 1901, pp. 224-240.
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and the emotion. In those Pauhne letters which were

dictated in parts the influence of an amanuensis is not so

inconceivable as in Galatians ; but even in them such

influence seems to me to have been a neghgible quantity,

except perhaps in the Pastoral Epistles.^ In all the rest the

stamp of Paul is too clearly and deeply impressed to aUow

the suspicion of extraneous influence.

Dr. Milligan justly lays stress on the consistent use of

the first person plural throughout the whole course of the

two Epistles, a fact which is unique, and connects it vriih

the opening address : both letters are addressed by Paul and

Silvanus and Timothy to the Church of the Thessalonians.

This point of view seems to me to be inevitable. It is

involved in the very idea of a letter. As was stated long

ago with regard to the opening address of Galatians,^ a

clear distinction must be drawn between messages and

salutations at the end of a letter, which are expressive

merely of love, goodwill and sympathy from well-wishers,

and the fonnal statement at the beginning that the

letter proceeds from several associates. This is part of the

ancient form of epistolary composition. The opening

formula always was the same : so-and-so to so-and-so.

When several persons are associated in the opening address,

the recipients of the letter understood that the sentiments

expressed emonated from these several persons jointly. But

from this it does not foUow that aU these persons took

an equal part, and it is possible that most of them took

no part in the actual composition of the letter. Just as

the letter of Clement nominally emanated from the Church

of Rome, and yet was indubitably the composition of the

^ I make this exception not from positive theory on the subject, but on

the negative ground that I have not as yet studied the three from this

point of view.

* Historical Commentary on Galatians, p. 258 f.
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individual who was charged with the duty of writing the

letter, so it is quite allowable to suppose that the letters to

the Thessalonians emanated from the three associates

who had evangelized in the city and stood in a position of

authority to it, and yet was the composition of Paul alone.

Not that Paul can be thought to have simply assumed their

agreement as a matter of course, or even to have placed

their names at the beginning as merely a courteous acknow-

ledgment of their authoritative relation to Thessalonica.

The invariable use of the first person plural throughout the

two letters is, I think, rightly taken by Dr. ^liUigan to

indicate something more. The case is markedly different

from that of Second Corinthians, which emanates from

Paul and Timothy, or of First Corinthians, which emanates

from Paul and Sosthenes ; in them the first person singular

is used generally throughout the Epistle, and the autobio-

graphical touches prove beyond question that Paul was

throughout the letter thinking of himself alone. In these

cases we must conclude that the mention of Sosthenes and

Timothy is merely a matter of poUteness :
" it belongs to

that fine courtesy which was part of the fabric of St. Paul's

mind, that he never omitted to recognize in the fullest degree

the authority that belonged to another," Hence, since

Sosthenes and Timothy had each played an important part

in the organization of the Corinthian Church, he could not

but associate them with himseM in writing authoritatively to

that Church, when they were in his company at the time. In

fact, it is quite safe, as I beheve, to infer that Sosthenes was

not with Paul when he wrote the second letter, nor Timothy

when he wrote the first letter, to Corinth.

We must, I think, agree with Dr. Afilligan here. Probably

the whole situation was carefully discussed by the three, and

the general sentiment to be expressed in the letter as their

joint opinion was agreed upon ; the composition was left to

I

I
I
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Paul, as no one will doubt ; and yet the agreement dictated

the consistent employment of the plural form. Here, more

than in any of the later letters, we may reasonably ask

whether Paul was perhaps to some extent influenced by the

opinion of others. It is a case diametrically opposite to

that which we find in Galatians. There " all the brethren

which are with me " are associated in the opening address

with the Apostle ; but the letter is most intimately personal

and individual to Paul in subject and expression. The

association of " all the brethren with me " in the address

showed to the recipients that the history and the sentiment

contained in the letter were guaranteed by the whole Church

of Antioch (if I be right in arguing that the letter was written

there) : the place of origin was well known to the first readers,

though it is now obscure to us, but the letter acquires an

unsuspected authority and impressiveness and wealth of

meaning in certain parts when this is recognized. Professor

Zockler, in his commentary on Galatians, has admirably

expressed the intention of this conjoint address prefixed

to the letter :
^ "he does this in order to give the more

emphasis to what he has to say. He writes indeed with his

own hand, but in the name of a whole great Christian com-

munity. The Avarnings and exhortations which are to be

addressed to the Galatians go forth from a body whose

authority cannot be Ughtly regarded." There has generally

been a tendency to regard the conjoint form here, on the

analogy of those just mentioned, as indicating a certain

set of evangehzing fellow-travellers. But Zockler rightly

felt that this interpretation was out of keeping with Paul's

mind and habit : it loses the impression of authority which

would be conveyed by mentioning the individuals of the

company, and it would associate with the writing persons

who as individuals cannot have had any right to be regarded

^ He of course takes it as written from Ephesus.
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as authoritative in Galatia in the sense in which Silas and

Timothy were authoritative in Thessalonica. But the

association of a whole Church, especially if it was the Church

of Antioch, the first and the leading Gentile Church, must

have added greatly to the impressiveness of the Galatian

letter. This is the one Pauline letter which claims the

authority of a whole congregation ; and we must acknow-

ledge that the occasion and the contents are peculiarly

worthy of the authorization.

This long discussion may seem to wander from our proper

subject ; but I believe that it is calculated to enforce the

value of Dr. Milligan's reasoning, and to show how much

importance must be attached to the superscription of the

PauHne letters by those who would fully comprehend their

practical power. Moreover in this direction may lie the

solution of several difficulties, as for example the origin of

Second Peter. That letter cannot be reckoned among the

pure forgeries, a weak and valueless class of literature.

Equally impossible is it, according to almost unanimous

opinion, to reckon it as the work of the author of First

Peter. It comes from some one who believed that he was

authorized and qualified to WTite the message of Peter

in Peter's name, possibly even after Peter's death.

Dr. Milligan is in entire sympathy (see p. xlv.) with the

views of those who hold that Paul, from a comparatively

early stage in his missionary career, had wide plans in his

mind, that he interpreted in a very full sense the Saviour's

command to His disciples to preach the Gospel to the whole

world, and that he regarded himseK as being the Apostle

whose special work was to carry the Gospel to the Gen-

tiles, and especially that portion of the Gentiles with whose

ways and mind he was acquainted, viz., the Roman Empire.

In fact, as a Hellene and a Roman, his immediate views were,

doubtless, Umited towhatwascurrentlyreckoned "theworld,"
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i.e., the civilized world, the world of Greeks and Romans.

His language seems in some cases to reach to a wider

horizon, and, in a sense, he thought of the whole world,

but practically his outlook was restricted to the Roman
world.

It is one of the curious features of modern scholarship

that this estimate of St. Paul's plans is by many, especi-

ally those of the old-fashioned and narrow " critical

"

ideas about the New Testament history,^ regarded as

inconsistent with his eschatology.

The conception of a quickly approaching return of Jesus the

Messiah to reign on earth and of the speedy end of the world

in its existing arrangement is supposed to have been so

firmly fixed in his mind that he was incapable of enter-

taining any far-reaching plans : he was hurriedly doing

a little unorganized and unplanned evangelizing, such as

was possible in the short time that remained. No idea

in modern scholarship has been so falsely and wrongly used

as this " eschatology "
: no idea has been more produc-

tive of erroneous views and mistaken criticism. Paul's

ideas on this subject had been misunderstood by the Thessa-

lonians, and the very same error that they made of fore-

shortening his eschatological view has been committed

by many modern writers. The old converts and the

modern scholars alike failed to appreciate his philosophic

thought. When he is speaking of the end of the world,

he is, so to say, outside of time ; he is contemplating

the world from the point of view of the Divine and

the Eternal ; but in explaining his ideas he is obliged

by the poverty of human thought and human speech to

use the words that belong to time, and express concep-

tions of time. In the view of Eternity that which is cer-

tain is immediate, is now ; but though the apocalyptic

^ But it has been, unfortunately, by no means confined to this schooL
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outlook sees the truth as present, yet if we proceed to inter-

pret this directly, as if that which is declared were actu-

ally beginning at the moment in the evolution of the world,

we should be guilty of the profound and hopeless blunder

that the Thessalonians made and the moderns are so

often making, and we should be showing ourselves incap-

able of appreciating the higher range of religious thought.

The results of this incapacity are serious in many direc-

tions. It has led the logically minded critics, with their

strict but narrow ratiocination, to reject as interpolations

of a later period every expression that indicates a wider

outlook in the primitive Christian history and every in-

terpretation which finds a broader view in the plans of the

Apostles. All the Apostles alike were on this theory bound

fast in the fetters of this " eschatological " idea, and the

Church was incapable of shaking itself free from the bonds,

until the lapse of time convinced it that the facts were

inexorably contradictory. Such is the modern eschato-

logical mirage. When you find the eschatological myth

in a modern book, you may at once recognize that

the writer's historical view is distorted by his philosophic

myopia and judge his results accordingly.

In the case of Paul this mirage is pecuharly misleading,

because he combined the vision of the apocalj^ptic seer

with the practical sense of the born administrator. In

Thessalonians especially the effects are disastrous, because

in this Epistle the apocalyptic point of view is most ap-

parent, though it is never able to extinguish the practical

outlook upon facts. The Roman order was the handmaid

and servant of God, ordained and arranged to play its part

for a season in the world and aid the Divine purposes to

their fulfilment. Yet it had in it the seeds of all evil.

It was capable of being perverted to the worst ends at the

present ; and in the future those seeds must inevitably
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mature and produce their fruit. There must hereafter

come the great and final conflict between Good and Evil.

The lawlessness, which is for the present restrained by

the Roman order will then find its leader and chief in the

Emperor himseK. But this gathering together of all the

powers of evil will only give the better opportunity for the

complete triumph of right, when the Messiah shall destroy

his banded enemies.

If we admit that Jesus ever instructed His disciples to

preach the Gospel to the world, not merely to Jews, if we admit

that He had an outlook wider than the limits of Palestine,

how can we in reason deny that the Apostles who knew

those words and quoted them might have the intention of

acting upon them ? If they had this intention, and espe-

cially if the Roman-born Apostle of the Gentiles had the

intention, how can reasonable persons maintain that he

was merely skirmishing vaguely in the open, without plan

or strategic intention, as he moved on from Province to

Province, and metropolis to metropolis ?

I have discussed this subject, from a different point of

view, and in very inadequate fashion, in the Cities of St.

Paul, pp. 425-429 ; and in that passage a brief com-

parison is made between the Apocalypse of John and the

Apocalypse of Paul, and the essential similarity of thought

and view between them is shown, while the dissimilarity in

style and method of conceiving the thought is illustrated.

It is there pointed out that, whereas John was very strongly

affected by the Jewish Apocalyptic literature and his Apoca-

lypse is moulded in the same type, Paul's Apocalj^se

follows a different type and expresses a more philosophic

conception of the same truth. " He shared in the

views of John, but he expressed them differently." I

used the words that " Paul stood beyond the influence

of this [Apocalyptic] class of literature, thanks to his
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Hellenic education." By this I meant to lay emphasis on

the very marked contrast between his and John's expres-

sion of the same idea. Some have found fault with my
statement, taking it to mean that Paul had not read this

class of literature, which would be an absurd and ridicu-

lous statement, the very opposite of what I intended. I

have reiterated in almost every book that I have published

the opinion that the motive power and by far the strongest

element in the complex character of Paul was the Jewish,

but there was superadded to this the Hellenic sense of mea-

sure and " grace " (to use the term which was such a favourite

with him in religious expression), together with the Roman
practical sense of order. He was educated in all the

Jewish learning and law ; but a person who has once ac-

quired the Hellenic philosophic insight can never let the

expression of his thought be guided by the more concrete,

symbolic and sensuous imagery of the Jewish apocalyptic

literature. Paul's apocalypse moves on a more philosophic

plane, and yet it expresses fundamentally the same view

of the relation between the Church and the Empire that John

expresses, viz., the conflict in which the Empire shall be

annihilated, with the exception that Paul sees and lays

strong emphasis on the remoteness of this conflict and the

fact that the ultimate enemy is for the moment an instru-

ment in furthering the Divine purpose, while John sees

only the conflict and the victory. In John's time the hos-

tility of the Emperors had been long made open and declared,

the enemy was drunk with the blood of the martyrs, and all

memory or feeling that the Imperial order had once been the

protector of the infant Church was lost. There lies an age

between the one and the other.

It is true that my expression was perhaps too strong
;

the process of correction with me is largely a toning down

of too emphatic statements ; and the concluding pages of
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the book just quoted had not undergone the chastening ex-

perience of time, but were printed as they were first con-

ceived. Still I might have expected that one who wished

to understand would gather my meaning from the general

character of my work. I am, however, grateful to those

who have called my attention to a sentence which can be

suitably toned down to the level of the context and of the

general thought.

To many friends who have kindly communicated criti-

cism, privately or printed it pubHcly, I am deeply obUged
;

and even where their criticism imphes misapprehension of

my meaning, it guides me to remove a cause of misunder-

standing. Sometimes, however, they assume a very humble

degree of intelUgence or education on my part, as when once a

Cambridge scholar whom I did not know wrote to point out

that " picker up of learning's crumbs," which is quoted in

St. Paul the Traveller, p.[^243, was taken from Browning and

not original to Farrar. I wTite always unconsciously on

the assumption that the great poems of Browning are

known to all readers of modern books about St. Paul ; and,

on the whole, I beheve that the assumption is justified.

In conclusion I may be permitted to add a paragraph of

acknowledgment, which was crowded out of my article in

the Expositor for December, 1908, apropos of INIr. Calder's

recent discovery, which restored to us the text of a docu-

ment known only from a copy so bad as to be useless. It

is one of the most pleasant experiences of the scholar's

life to confirm the conjectural interpretations or readings

advanced by himself or others ; and I am extremely glad

to have the opportunity of mentioning that the correction

KevTi]<re(ov in 1. 16 was proposed by ]\Ir. H. Stuart Jones in

a review of my Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, vol. ii.,

which he pubUshed in the Oxford Review, 1899, p. 202, com-
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paring the same passage of Epictetus which was quoted by

Mr. Calder in the Expositor, November, p. 406.

I should also take the opportunity of correcting some

mistakes in the titles attached to illustrations in my book

Luke the Physician : these crept in through error of mine in

correcting the final proof. On p. xiii., no. 6 : delete the

words "Christian Star as a Decorative," and insert them in

No. 7 in place of " Symbol of the Cross as a Decorative."

On p. xiv. delete the correction on p. 328. On p. 330 fig. 7

instead of "Cross " read " Christian Star."

W. M. Ramsay.
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THE BBETHBEX OF THE LORD.

Second Thoughts.

As the discussion between "X" and myself has now been

continued through four numbers of the Expositoe, not to

mention the original article in the Church Quarterly, outsiders

will probably think that there has been enough of the tierce

and quarte of debate, and will not object to my turning

aside to consider how the course of the argument affects

my OT\-n statement of the matter in the first chapter of my
Introduction to St. James, which I am now revising with a

view to a new edition.

One feature of the discussion which impresses itself strongly

on my mind is the frequent complaint made on either side

that the opponent is beating the air, that he misses the point,

that his arguments are all beside the mark. I am disposed

to think that this arises from our starting -udth different

canons of logic, and in a later page I have given an example

of what I have called " X's " '' transcendental logic," i.e., a

logic passing my own understanding. It is evident that,

where there is such a fundamental disagreement, no pro-

gress is possible. Each disputant must despair of convinc-

ing his opponent, and must leave his arguments to carry

such weight as they may \\-ith those who accept his own

methods of reasoning.

The points with which I deal in what follows are for the

most part of a different character. I confine myself to the

consideration of cases in which I can see real force in my
opponent's arguments, and feel that the discussion has

thrown real hght on the subject.

The first case which I will consider is concerned with

Lightfoot's statement as to the testimony of Hegesippus,

which appears in p. 277 of his edition of the Epistle to
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the Galatians. Lightfoot quotes from Eusebius, H.E., iii,

20, where Hegesippus speaks of the grandsons of Jude, who

was called the Lord's brother according to the flesh {rov

Kara adpKa Xeyofiivov avrov aSe\(pov), adding, '" In this

passage the word ' called ' seems to me to point to the Epi-

phanian rather than to the Helvidian view, the brotherhood

of these brethren, hke the fatherhood of Joseph, being

reputed, but not real." Again on p. 276 he says that the

Clementine Homihes " speak of James as being called the

brother of the Lord (o Xe^Oeh d86\(p6<; tov Kvpi'ov, xi. 35),

an expression which has been variously interpreted as favour-

ing aU three hypotheses (Hieronymian, Epiphanian and

Helvidian), and is indecisive in itseh." To this he appends

the follo^ving note :
" The word Xe^^el? is most naturally

taken, I think, to refer to the reputed brotherhood of James

as a consequence of the reputed fatherhood of Joseph, and

thus to favour the Epiphanian view."

In p. 170 of the August Expositor I carelessly took these

words of Lightfoot to imply that Ka-d aapKa here had much

the same meaning as in Kara ttjv crdpKa Kpivere (John viii.

15), and that the whole phrase Kara adpxa eXeyero was to be

regarded as equivalent to " wrongly reputed," a mistake to

which " X " very properly called attention in the Expositor

for November. My excuse is that I was suddenly called

away from other work to reply to the article in the Church

Quarterly, and took less trouble than I should have done

to make sure that I was not attributing to Lightfoot an in-

terpretation which had occurred to myself as not improbable.

The phrase 6 Kara adpxa Xeyo/juevo^ d8eX(^6<i is, I think, un-

usual. If , \\-ith Lightfoot, we take >fa ra adpKa as qualifying

d8€X(f)6<i, it impHes that Jude had been described not simply

as brother of Christ, but definitely as his brother according

to the flesh, and it is interesting to flnd this statement re-

ferred to as an old tradition in the preceding sentence of
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Eusebius : 'rra\at,o<; Kari^y^et X6709 tcov alpeTiKwv Tiva<i Karrj-

yoprja-at roiv arroyovcov ^lovSa, (tovtov Se elvat a8e\<p6v Kara

adpKa rov aa)Tyjpo<;) eo? utto 'yevov^ TvyyavovTcov Aa^lS koI a)9

avTov (Tvyyeveiav rov Xpiarov (pepovTcop. ravra 8e StjXol Kara

Xi^iv w5e TTw? Xeycov 6 'H'yr]atTr'7ro<i. Here it is asserted that

" Jude was after the flesh brother of the Saviour," and it

seems natural to explain the following tov Kara adpKa

Xeyo/juivov as referring to the TraXaLO'i X670?, which affirmed as

a fact that Jude was Kara adpKa a brother of the Lord. Can

this phrase here mean anything else than it does in

Romans ix. 3 rcov avyyevMV /j,ov Kara adpKa, and in the other

examples quoted in Expositor, p. 170 ? If Jude was

dBeX<J36<i Kara adpKa, he must have been son of Joseph and

Mary, for if he were merely son of Joseph by a former wife

he would have been in no real sense " brother of the Saviour

according to the flesh." ^

I return now to Lightfoot's explanation of such words as

\ey6/j,6vo'i, <pep6fievo<i, ^pT/^art^cDi' {Gal. p. 283, n.) when stand-

standing alone with dhe\<p6^. As is acknowledged by Light-

foot, these are not inconsistent with any of the three hypo-

theses which we are considering. They simply repudiate the

Ebionite view that Jesus was the son of Joseph and Mary.

Christians who accepted the Gospels of Matthew and Luke

in their entirety, and beUeved, in opposition to the Ebionite

view, that Jesus had no earthly father, found a difiiculty in

^ This interpretation is confirmed by the words of Epiphanius (Haer.,

78,7) ddeXcpbs toO Kvpiov 6 'Iclku^os /caXeirat 5(0. r6 dfiorporpov, oi>xl Kara (pijcrLv

.,.<!)$ Kal avrbs 6 'Iwirij^, fiTj crx'^" Koifwvlav irpbs ttjj' yivv7)(nv ttjv Kara (rdpKa

ToO <ruTy]pos, if rd^ei }raTp6s\oyl^€Tai. The "transcendental logic" which I

referred to above has to do with this use of Kara crdp/ca. I had quoted

Rom. i. 3, where Christ is said to be Kara. adpKa son of David, Kara wveOfia

Son of God. So, I said, Jude, if he were son of Joseph and Mary, might

be called Kara crdpKa, but not Kara, irvevfia, brother of Jesus, seeing that it

could not be said of him, to yewriOiv ck TrvivfiarSs €(ttiv dylov. From wliich

"X" infers that I am boimd to regard " poor Jude" as being carnally,

not spiritually-minded, " aapiciKos only, not 7r>'£ii^ca7-tK(5s."
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using the simple language of the first generation of Christians,

and speaking of Joseph as His father, or of the sons of Joseph

and Mary as being His brothers.

Going back to the words of Eusebius, it is interesting to

have his testimony to the fact that there was an old tradi-

tion {waXaco'i X6709) asserting that Jude was kuto, adpKu

brother of the Saviour. To this same tradition Eusebius

was indebted for the story of the charge brought against

the grandsons of Jude as belonging to the royal line of

Judah and kin to the Messiah (and therefore hkely to take

the lead in any insurrection against Rome). In the next sen-

tence he tells us that this story was recorded by Hegesippus,

whose testimony he quotes in a sUghtly altered form {rov

Kara adpKa Xejofievov dSeXcj^ov), mentioning Jude's brother-

hood as asserted by another, not directly affirmed as a part

of his own beUef. The introductory words ravra Sk SrjXoi

Kara Xi^iv wSe 7r&)<f Xiywv 'H.'yrjaL'mTO'i seem to involve an

inconsistent, Kara Xe^iv meaning " word for word," and

fo)8e TTw? " somewhat as follows." At other times Eusebius

uses stronger expressions to denote his own accuracy in

quotation, such as rovroL<; avToc'i iKTcOefievo^ prjfiaaL, of

Africanus {H.E.,i.l), avXXa^aU avralf of Josephus {H.E.

i. 11). Possibly he may have thought the words of the old

tradition {Kara aapKa elvai) too strong, and modified it by

the saving Xeyofjuevov. That the addition was not due to

Hegesippus is not only suggested by the form of the preced-

ing sentence, but by another quotation from him contained

in H.E., iii. 23, BcaBi')^eTat Berrjv iKKXrjaiav ... 6 a8€X<j)6<i

Tov Kvplov^IdK(tij3o^. At the beginning of the same chapter

Eusebius uses the same language, " after their attack on

Paul had failed through his appeal to Caesar, the Jews turned

their attention to James, tov tov Kvpiov dSeX^ov, who had

been appointed bishop of Jerusalem by the Apostles."

A second point in which I should somewhat modify my
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statement in consequence of " X's " criticism is in regard tomy
remark that the apocryphal Gospel of Peter is tinged with

Docetic heresy. According to " X " the fact that the author

of this Gospel held Docetic views only enhances his authority

as a witness to the truth of the Perpetual Virginity ; be-

cause, if the Divine Christ did not unite EQmself to the man
Jesus until the baptism by John, there was no reason for

the miraculous birth. And so we are told that Cerinthus " re-

jected the doctrine of the miraculous conception and taught

that Jesus was, according to the ordinary course of human

birth, the son of Joseph and Mary ; that He di£Eered from

other men only as being unusually righteous and wise ; that,

on his baptism, Christ descended upon him in the form of a

dove, that He had been thereby enabled to preach the supreme

God and to work miracles ; that before his crucifixion Christ

withdrew himself, leaving Jesus to sufier and to rise again,

while Christ, as a spiritual being, remained impassible." ^

But this was not the only, nor indeed the most common
form of Doceticism. Cerinthus waa a Jew and an Ebionite.

The Docetae were more commonly Gentiles and Gnostics.^

Dr. Sahnon gives an abstract of Hippolytus' account of this

sect (Hippol. Ref. Eaer., viii. 10 ; D. of Chr. Biogr., i. 866),

the substance of which is that the " Aeons " begat of one

virgin a joint offspring, the Saviour of aU, co-equal with the

primal Deity in every respect, except that He was begotten,

^ See Salmon's article on Doceticism in D. of Chr. Biog., i. p. 868.

* That it was easier for Greeks than for Jews to accept the doctrine of

the miraculous birth appears from Jtistin, ApoL, i. 20, where the stories of

Hercules and the Dioscuri are c-ited as parallels, while the Jew Trypho, on

the contrary, savs that the Christians ought to be ashamed to support

their cause by the ridiculous fables of the heathen {Dial., 67). In the

edition of the Gospel according to Peter by Robinson and James, attention

is called to the writer's dislike of the Jews (p. 27), and to the two marka

of Doc-etic-ism notic-ed in the Gospel : (1) that .Jesus felt no paiu when
CTUcified (p 18), (2) the CTy uttered on the cross,)" My power, my power,

thou hast forsaken me " (p. 20), which they compare with what we read

of Valentinus in Iren. i. 8. 2.
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while the latter was unbegotten (p. 867 ) . The Saviour passed

into this lower world, unseen, unknown, not beUeved in.

An angel who accompanied him from above, made the annun-

ciation to Mary, as it is written in the Gospels. At His

baptism He received in the water a form and impress of the

body conceived of the Virgin. [I suppose this new body

was imagined to be a spiritual body inclosed in the outer

fleshly body.] The Saviour received this body in order that,

when the '' archon " had condemned to death the flesh that

was his own creation, the Saviour's soul, having stripped

off the fleshly body, and left it nailed to the cross, might yet

not be found naked, being arrayed in the body received at

baptism. Here the Docetic principle seems to apply only

to our Lord's resurrection-body.

To much the same effect Irenaeus (i. 30, 12) says of the

Ophites, ' Jesum quippe ex virgine per operationem Dei

generatvmi, sapientiorem et mundiorem et justiorem homini-

bus omnibus fuisse . . . (Ibid. 13). Descendente autem Christo

in Jesum, tunc coincepisse virtutes perficere et annuntiare

incognitum Patrem (Ibid. 14). Confirmare autem volunt

descensionem Christi et ascensionem ex eo quod neque

ante baptismum neque post resurrectionem ahquid magni

fecisse Jesum dicunt discipuli." Salmon remarks (p. 868)

that with two exceptions, or perhaps only one, all the sects

known as Gnostic ascribed to the Saviour a superhuman

nature, their main assaults being made on the doctrine of

His perfect humanity. Thus Valentinus held that the body

of our Lord came from heaven and was not formed from the

substance of the virgin : she was but the channel through

which it was conveyed into the worid (p. S69).

It appears then that Doceticism formed no obstacle

to the acceptance of the miraculous conception. If it

might be understood, as by Cerinthus. to render this un-

necessary, it might also be used, as by Valentinus, to
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explain it ; while it further accounted for the absence of

miracles before the baptism
;

gave full meaning to the

words reported to have been heard at the baptism, " This

day have I begotten thee "
; agreed with the appearances

after the resurrection, the power of passing through closed

doors, etc. ; and seemed to afford an explanation of the

resurrection, if the fleshly body remained on the cross, and

the spiritual body suppUed its place.^

The reference to the Docetic Gospel of Peter is introduced

by Origen with the words tov<; 6e aSeX^oi/? 'I-qaov (paa-l rive?

elvaL {eK TrapaSoo-eca? opfioofievoL rov iTrtyeypafM/jLivov Kara

nirpov evayyeXiov rj tt}? ^l^\ov 'Iukco/Sov) vlov^ 'Iwarjcp eK

Trporepa'i yvvaiK6<i. I had cited this as showing that Origen be-

lieved this account to have been derived from the Gospel of

Peter or the ProtevangeHum. "X" considers that this is an in-

correct rendering, and that Origen here expressly speaks of the

" elder brother theory " as a tradition recorded in the Protevan-

gehum and corroborated by its occurrence in the Gospel of

Peter. I do not think this is the necessary interpretation

of these words. Literally translated they mean, " Starting

from tradition (viz., the so-styled Gospel of Peter or the Prote-

vangeHum. '

' Origen knows of the story as contained in these

two books and does not care to discuss which is the older of

the two. Even if the Greek had been e« t/}? TrapaSoo-ecu?

6pp.Q)p.evoi, T^9 Tov iTTiyeypa/xfiivov Kara II. E. it would not

require us to believe that the story, which had come down

to Origen's time from the Gospel of Peter, was already a

tradition to the author of that Gospel. When Clement

speaks of tj ttclvtcov twv arroaroXav TrapaBoai^ {Sir., vii. 108),

^ Thilo, in his Codex Apocryphus Xovi Testamenti, p. 378, goes so far as

to say that the doctrine of the perpetual virginity, as stated in the Prot-

evsmgelium, and generally accepted and defended in the Roman and

Anghcan Churches, is due to the Docetic fancies of the Gnostics :
" dubitari

vix potest, quin Gnostici primi illo commento usi sint, ut suae de putativo

vel aetherio Christi corpore sententiae fidem facerent."
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he does not refer to tradition as coming to the Apostles but

as coming down from them to later generations of Christians.

In p. 171 I spoke of the attempt made to interpret the

ambiguous language of Hegesippus by the unhesitating

assertions of Eusebius. I referred there to Zahn's Bruder

u. Vettern Jesu, as thro^Ting a new hght on the subject, and

in my present paper I have brought forward other con-

siderations which seem to show that Hegesippus himself

held what we know as the Helvidian view. Of the Eusebian

passages quoted on the other side, I said that, with the excep-

tion of one taken from a disputed treatise, they did not seem

to me decisive. One passage is, however, cited by Professor

McGiffert as conclusive against the Helvidian view. It is

the awkward sentence in H.E., ii 1, 'Idtcw^ov rov tov Kvpiov

XeyS^evov uSeXcpov, ort 8r) kol ovto^ tov Iccafjd) covofiaaro Trat?,

TOV Be Xpiarov Traryjp 6 'Icoci'jcf), w fivrjaTevOelaa i) 7rap6evo<;

TrpXv rf avveXdelv avTOv^ evpedrj iv yacTTpl €)(^ova-a in rrvevfiaTO';

dyLov—TOVTOV Btj ovv avTov 'laKco^ov . . . irpoiTov [(TTopovcn,

T^<? iv1epo(To\v/j.oi'i iKK\T]crLa^ tov tt}^ i7ricrK077T]<; e-y)(^eipLa6r}vai

dpovov (we are told that the bishopric of Jerusalem was first

held by James, the reputed brother of the Lord, because He
too was called son of Joseph, and Joseph father of Christ).

The pronoun ovto<; might be understood, as Lightfoot says,

of Joseph, but I agree with him that it is more natural to

take it of Christ, in which case it certainly appears to be

opposed to the Helvidian view. It seems to me, however,

that Eusebius is unsettled in his o^vn opinion : he never pro-

nounces decidedly for the Epiphanian view, which must,

undoubtedly, have been known to him, and of which he

would naturally have given an account if he thought it

worthy of trust, as he does of the relationship of Symeon to

our Lord. Of the Hieronymian view he could have known

nothing. It is noticeable also that he sometimes inserts,

sometimes omits the Xeyo/ievci before d86\<p6<;.
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Another passage which calls for further consideration is

the narrative of the attempt of the mother and brothers of

Jesus to interfere with His ministerial work, contained in

Mark iii. 20-35. The immediate occasion of this attempt

was the pressure of the multitude, which made it impossible

for Jesus and His disciples even to eat bread. His family

thought that His mind was overstrained, ^ that He must be

compelled to take rest. This idea was encouraged, perhaps

originated, by the scribes, who had come from Jerusalem

to prejudice His followers against Him, as they had aheady

tried to prejudice His disciples by the question, " Why eateth

your Master with pubhcans and sinners ? " and the disciples

of John by Christ's apparent neglect of fasting. So here

they try to prejudice His own family by the suggestion that

His mind was disordered, or, as they would phrase it, ='that

he hath a devil," which we know from St. John's Gospel

to have been a common allegation on the part of the Jews.

Thus in vii. 20, when our Lord asks, " Why seek ye to kill

me ? " the multitude answer, " Thou hast a devil. Who
goeth about to kill thee ?

" Again in viii. 48, " Say we

not well. Thou art a Samaritan and hast a devil ? " and in

verse 52, after Christ's words, " H a man keep my word, he

shall never taste of death," the Jews said, " Xow we know

that thou hast a devil. Abraham is dead and the prophets
;

and thou sayest, If a man keep my word, he shall never taste

of death." So in x. 20, after Christ had said, " I lay down

my life that I may take it up again," many Jews said, " He

hath a devil and is mad ; why hear ye him ? " Others said,

" These are not the sayings of one possessed with a devil.

Can a devil open the eyes of the bhnd ?
" Westcott's note

on vii. 20 is as follows :
" Compare Matt. xi. 18, Luke vii.

33, where the same phrase is used of John the Baptist, as

one who sternly and, in men's judgment, gloomily and

1 Compare 2 Cor. v. 13, etre i^ffrjifiev, Qe<^' etre au^povou/iev, v/xtc.
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morosely "^-itlidrew himself from the cheerfulness of social

life. So here perhaps the words mean no more than ' thou

art possessed -^ith strange and melancholy fancies ; thou

jdeldest to idle fears.' In a difierent context they assimie

a more sinister force, viii. 48, 52 ; x. 20. Yet even in these

cases the sense does not go beyond that of irrationahty."

In the Expositor for July (p. 33) I said that the narrative

of St. Mark seemed to me best explained by the supposition

that the relations of our Lord all shared a common anxiety

when they heard that the Son and the Brother was so ab-

sorbed in His work of teaching and heahng that He took no

thought of the necessaries of life ; and that Mary herself

was the one who would feel most eager to suggest some way

of inducing Him to take rest. This does not please "X.'*

He doubts whether " to accuse another of having an imclean

spirit can by any manipulation be made to express soHcitude

for his wehare " (Expositor for November, p. 475). But

where does he find the remotest hint that Mary and the

Brethren accused Jesus of having an unclean spirit ? The

phrase is used in Mark iii. 30 of the scribes from Jerusalem, to

whom our Lord, in the absence of His relations (for they were

still vainly endeavouring to find entrance from the outside)

addressed the stern warning against blaspheming the Hoh*

Spirit. It is even a question whether this discourse is rightly

placed here by St. Mark. Dr. Edersheim {Life of Jesus, i.

573) thinks that St. Mark is here combining two events, one

recorded in Matthew ix. 34, the other in Matthew xiii. 20-32
;

and he beheves that the greater part of our Lord's answer

to the blasphemous accusations of the scribes, as given in

St. Mark's Gospel, was spoken at a later period, when the

opposition of the Pharisaic party assumed much larger

proportions. His comments on the latter are contained in

vol. ii. 197 foil., where he describes the ministry in Peraea.

" X " writes (in p. 470) as if he thought the Brethren were
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somehow implicated in the blasphemy of the scribes ; but the

feeling expressed by the word e'feVn; is entirely aHen to it . Is

it conceivable that those who, even if they had not themselves

been present at the Baptism, the voice from heaven, the testi-

mony of John, must at least have known of them from others

;

those who had heard His teaching and witnessed His miracles

;

who had Uved in His company and felt for themselves the

perfect beauty of His character—that such men could have

listened to the charges brought by the scribes without an

outburst of flaming wrath, such as stirred the sons of Zebedee

on much smaller provocation ? James and Jude, we know

from their Epistles, were not at all the men to bear with

meekness insult and injustice done to a brother. If they

could have listened in silence to such a charge, they would

have been worse than the scribes ; for to whom much is

given, from them much is required. What they could not

help hearing was the common talk of the Jews, of which

St. John tells us, and which was reaUy suggestive of their

i^ia-TT}. '= X's " attempt to screen the Virgin from blame is

scarcely less unsatisfactory than his condemnation of the

Brethren. He thinks she was led to join in their interfer-

ence owing to her'jealousyof the " many women, some prob-

ably nobly bom and certainly wealthy, who ministered to

Him of their substance." '"'

It was hard for her to see others

allowed to be taking that care of Him, which for so long had

been her sole privilege."

This passage of St. Mark is used by the Epiphanians to

prove that the Brethren were older than our Lord and there-

fore felt themselves entitled to press their own plans upon

Him. '• X " endeavours to support this by referring to the

profound respect felt by younger brothers for their eldest

brother in an Indian family. I see no signs of this in the

relations between Isaac and Ishmael, Jacob and Esau, Moses

and Aaron, David and Eliab, Solomon and Adonijah ; or
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between Judah, Joseph and Benjamin,, as contrasted -with

Reuben and Simeon. If it be said that in these cases there

was a special divine intimation, setting aside the prerogatives

of seniority, how much more in the case of our Lord !

In my edition of St. James (p. xxv.) I had referred to Dr.

Edersheim's remark that, if the Epiphanian theory were true,

our Lord would not have been the heir to David's throne

according to the Genealogies, as an elder brother would have

ranked before Him. This is denied by ' X " in p. 476 :
" That

He should be the firstborn is no part of the divine revelation."

I have not myself given any special study to this point,

but I observe that, in Smixh's DiciiorMry of the Bible, Lord

A. Hervey, who is, I suppose, the chief authority on the sub-

ject, writes as follows under the head '" Genealogy " :

" The genealogy of St. Matthew is, as Grotius most truly

and unhesitatingly asserted, Joseph's genealogy, as legal

successor to the throne of David, i.e., it exhibits the suc-

cessive heirs of the kingdom ending with Christ as Joseph's

reputed son. St. Luke's is Joseph's private genealogy,

exhibiting his real birth, as David's son, and thus showing

why he was heir to Solomon's crown "
; and the same view

is taken by the writer in Hastings' Dictionary. I think, too,

that this is the natural inference from the allusions to the

Messiah in the Old Testament.

PS.—I should like to add. in reference to my note on p. 2SS

of the Expositor for September, that I have since heard from

Mrs. Gibson, to the effect that Professor Kautsch, of Halle,

agrees with her view, that there is no reason why a prefixed

l8ov should forbid us to interpret the present participle in

the Hebrew of Genesis xvi. 11, as referring to present time.

The Palestinian Syriac has the present participle in Luke i.

31, where the Greek has the future. It appears to me,

therefore, that the angeHc speaker may well have used

the prophetic present, ' Thou conceivest, thou bearest,"
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the first appearing in the foreground, the second in the back-

ground of the vision : while Mary, taking the present in its

usual sense, may have hastily denied that such was, or could

be at present, the case with her.

J. B. Mayoe.

STUDIES IX THE PAULIXE THEOLOGY.

n. The Doctbete of Christ.

(1) Paix's knowledge of Jesus began with the sight of

the Risen Lord on the way to Damascus. This appearance

he regards as of the same kind as those to the other witnesses

of the resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 8). One of his claims to

apostleship is that he has seen Jesus (ix. 1). The attempt

to treat this appearance as of the same kind as " the visions

and revelations of the Lord " in an ecstatic state, of which

Paul elsewhere speaks, is futile (2 Cor. sii. 1). The condi-

tions for a subjective vision were absent iu Saul the perse-

cutor: the striking and sudden change wrought in him by

the sight of Jesus is a proof of its objectivity. The emphasis

Paul lays on the burial of Jesus indicates that for him -^he

body of Jesus was included in the resurrection. A con-

tinuance of the spirit after death would not have been

described in the words, " He hath been raised on the third

day.*' The description Paul gives of the general resurrection

is evidently appHcable to Christ as " the firstfruits of them

that are asleep " (1 Cor. xv. 20). If the body buried was

natural, the body raised was spiritual (ver. 44). The

possibility of the transformation of the one into the other

is assumed regarding those who may survive until the

general resurrection : "We shaU not all sleep., but we shaU

all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye
"

(verses 51 and 52 j. It is probable that Paul considered
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the body of Jesus as having undergone a similar trans-

formation. It is as risen that Christ is " the second man
from heaven," whose heavenly image those who are raised

from the dead in Him will bear (46-49). It is as risen

also that He is the " life-giving spirit " in contrast with

Adam :
" the Living soul." This contrast is not between

Adam as he originally was, and Christ in His pre-existence
;

it is as subject to mortality, the mortality he brought on

himself and mankind (Rom. v. 12), that Adam is contrasted

with Christ, as by His own resurrection the victor over

death, and the giver of immortality to all who are His.

Any reference to the pre-existence of Christ as a heavenly

man antecedent to the Incarnation would have been quite

irrelevant to the argument in this passage ; and it is quite

a mistake to suppose that Paul is here borrowing this notion

from Jewish speculation. It is certain, however, that the

Risen Lord is for him endowed with corporeality. " In

Him dweUeth all the fulness of the (Jodhead bodily " {aa^a-

TiKw^, Col. ii. 9). The body of humiliation of believers is

to be fashioned anew into conformity to " the body of His

glory " {aco/jLa -n)^ ^o^t]^ avrov, Phil. iii. 21). Glory is

perfection outwardly manifested. " We aU with unveiled

face reflecting as a mirror the glory of the Lord are trans-

formed into the same image from glory to glory, even as

from the Lord the Spirit " (2 Cor. iii. IS). It is in virtue

of this glory that Christ is " the image of the invisible

God," ei<a>v rov 6eov rov dopdrov (Col. i. 15). This glory

is evidently thought of as light of a dazzling brightness,

so dazzling that Paul when he beheld it was bhnded by it

(Acts xxii. 11). Although our present experience may
afford us no data in confirmation of Paul's statements

regarding the corporeality of the Risen Christ, or the trans-

formation of the natural into the spiritual body, it would

be rash to base a denial on our ignorance.
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(2). The Risen Lord with His body of glory is life-giving

spirit {irvevfia ^wottoiovv). If we are to understand Paul's

doctrine of Christ we must rid ourselves of the current

conception of spirit as abstract consciousness, detached

from and even opposed to body. In accordance with the

Old Testament conception spirit is the divine energy, which

not only gives knowledge, skill, wisdom, but is the source

even of physical life. To say that it is substance rather

than subject is to import into Paul's thought later distinc-

tions of which he was not aware. The conception does not

exclude the mental, but is wider. Divine life is in the spirit

imparted to man, and as the divine life is marked by moral

perfection, the spirit is holy. But the'moral transformation

wrought by the spirit is not distinguished from, or opposed

to, the invigoration of the entire personality of man, including

even his physical organism. For Paul the Risen Lord was

such divine energy, for he had himself experienced a complete

inward renovation. While, as in the apostolic benediction,

the Lord Jesus Christ is distinguished on the one hand

from the Father, and on the other from the Spirit, yet the

Lord is also identified with the Spirit :
" Now the Lord is

the Spirit," " the Lord the Spirit " (2 Cor. iii. 17, 18). The

power to produce a new creation, a sinless and immortal

humanity, is what Paul on the basis of his own experience

ascribes to Christ. Christ is the power of God as weU as

the wisdom of God (1 Cor. i. 24). Paul can do all things,

Christ strengthening him (Phil. iv. 13), for Christ's strength

is perfected in weakness (2 Cor. xii. 9). It is the omni-

potence of God Himself which manifested in the Resurrection

of Christ is mediated by Christ. " "V\Tiat the exceeding

greatness of His power to us-ward who believe according

to the working of the strength of His might which He wrought

in Christ, when He raised Him from the dead, and made

Him to sit at His right hand in the heavenly places " (Eph.
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i, 19-20). Christ wields this power because He, by His

resurrection, is invested with divine authority.

(3) For Paul the resurrection was of utmost significance

for Christ Himself. It raised Him to a position, invested

Him with an authority, and furnished Him with a power

which had not during His earthly ministry been His. It

was an exaltation after humihation ; and an exaltation

which appears to have been conceived as not merely a

restoration of prerogatives and privileges laid aside in the

humiliation, for the exaltation was a reward for the humili-

ation. We must return to Paul's teaching about the

pre-existence of Christ in the famous Christological passage

in Philippians ii. 5-11 ; but at this stage of the discussion

we must note that it teaches that God bestowed on the

Risen Lord what He had not before possessed. " Wherefore

also God highly exalted Him, and gave unto Him the name

which is above every name ; that in the name of Jesus

every knee should bow of things in heaven, and things on

earth, and things under the earth, and that every tongue

should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God

the Father " (vers. 9 to 11). What the confession of Jesus

as Lord implies will immediately engage our attention.

But we must first of all notice another passage which

teaches this same truth regarding the resurrection of Jesus.

In the opening verses of the Epistle to the Romans Paul

defines the Gospel of God as " concerning His Son, who

was born of the seed of David according to the flesh, who

was declared to be the Son of God with power according

to the spirit of hoHness, by the resurrection of the dead "

(i. 3, 4). The word opLaOevroq is inadequately rendered

by the R.V. " declared," as the verb opl^eiv means to

set a boundary {6po^). Hence Christ was marked off, set

apart by the Resurrection as the Son of God with power.

There was not merely a proclamation, but an investiture,

VOL. VII. 3
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ordination, enthronement, I may be allowed to quote the

note on this word in my commentary on Romans (p. 83),

" The Greek word means either ' designated ' or ' ordained '

(Acts X. 42 ; xvii. 31) ; but Paul's meaning cannot be

decided by the sense of one term. As Paul taught the

pre-existence of Christ as Divine (2 Cor. iv. 4, viii. 9 ; Col.

i. 15-19) he cannot mean that Christ became Son of God

at His resurrection
;

yet, as he regarded the Incarnation

itself as an act of self-humiliation by Christ, so he represented

the Resurrection as an exaltation of Christ by God (Phil. ii.

5-11). We must take the word rather in the second' sense,

but must understand, not an assumption of Divine nature

at the Resurrection, but the entrance by Christ into the

full possession and free exercise of the dignity and authority

not merely which belonged to Him as pre-existent ' in the

form of God,' but which was conferred on Him as Son of God

as the reward of His obedience unto death. We empty

Paul's argument in the Epistle to the Philippians of its

distinctive significance, as well as this passage here of its

more probable meaning, if we assume that Christ's exal-

tation at His resurrection was merely a return to His

pre-existent state."

(4)
" The earliest creed of Christendom," says Stevens

{The Thex)logy of the New Testament, p. 389), " consisted

of two words, Kvpio'i 'l7]a-ov<;—Jesus is Lord " (1 Cor. xii. 3
;

Rom. X. 9). When Christ appeared on the way to Damascus,

Paul asked, " Who art thou. Lord ? " (Acts ix. 5) and,

" What shall I do, Lord ? " (xxii. 10). As the apostle of

Christ he preached not himself, but " Christ Jesus the

Lord " (2 Cor. iv. 5) as a saving message for all men. " There

is no distinction between Jew and Greek ; for the same Lord

is Lord of all, and is rich unto all that call upon Him. For

whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be

saved" (Rom. x. 12, 13). This quotation from Joel ii. 32
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illustrates Paul's practice of referring to Christ passages in

the Old Testament which refer to Jehovah. (Compare

1 Cor. X. 22 : "Do we provoke the Lord to jealousy ?
"

from Deut. xxxii. 21). Paul prayed to Christ as Lord.

" Concerning this thing I besought the Lord thrice, that

it might depart from me " (2 Cor. xii. 8). He assumes

this as a general practice among believers, describing them

as " all that call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ
"

(1 Cor. i. 2). This title Lord is evidently " the name above

every name " (Phil. ii. 9). God has subjected all things to

Christ (1 Cor. xv. 27). In opposition to polytheism and

idolatry Paul confesses his monotheism in the words :

" To us there is one God, the Father, of whom are all things,

and we unto Him ; and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through

whom are all things, and we through Him " (1 Cor. viii. 6).

How can the Lordship of Christ be reconciled with the

unity of the Godhead ? We are not warranted in assuming

that Paul ignored that problem : for Judaism represented

with ardent conviction the creed of monotheism in anta-

gonism to the prevalent polytheism. The passage just

quoted indicates the subordination of the Lord Jesus Christ

to God the Father. The Father is the ultimate source

(e'l ou) and the final purpose (et? avTov)
; Christ is the

mediating agency (Ai' ov and St avrov). It is by the free

will of the Father {evSoKrjcrev) that the fulness of the Godhead

dwells in Him (Col. i. 19). The name above every other

name is His by the gift of the Father {ixapiaaro, Phil. ii. 9)

.

His Resurrection is ascribed to God's act of power, " God
both raised the Lord, and will raise up us through His

power" (1 Cor. vi. 14). The subordination of Christ to

God is compared to the subordination of man to Christ.

"Ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's" (1 Cor. iii. 23).

When all has been subjected to Christ, then He Himself

will be subjected, that "God may be all in all" (1 Cor.
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XV. 28). The interpretation of Romans ix. 5 is much
disputed. Even if the construction favours the ascription

to Christ Himself of the clause, " Who is over all, God
blessed for ever," rather than the rendering as a doxology,

" He who is God over all be blessed for ever " (R.V. margin),

yet the utterance of passionate emotion cannot be regarded

as qualifying the distinctly expressed doctrine of the subor-

dination of the Son to the Father. This must be kept in

mind in reviewing the passages in which divine prerogatives

and functions are ascribed to Christ.

(5) One of the most significant passages is in Colossians

i. 13-17, in which Christ is described by three epithets :

(1) "The Son of His love "
; (2)

" The image of the invisible

God "
; and (3) " The firstborn of all creation." As the

false teachers against whom this Epistle is directed assigned

dignity and authority to angels, the term Son is intended

here to assert Christ's absolute superiority to the angels,

as in the opening argument of the Epistle to the Hebrews

(i. 1-ii. 8). In this connexion it is especially appropriate

as the whole clause " Son of His love " defines Christ as

both the object and the medium of the love, which is the

essence of the Father. As absolutely possessing the nature

of God, Christ perfectly reveals it. This is asserted in the

second epithet, " the image of the invisible God." As this

manifestation of the nature of God is the final purpose of

the Universe, He in whom it is made is prior to as well as

supreme in the universe ; for the clause " the firstborn of

all creation " does not include Christ among the created.

The phrases " the firstborn from the dead " (i. 18) and " the

firstborn among many brethren " are not strictly parallel,

as the reference in them is to the state of humanity after

the Resurrection, of which Christ's victory over death was

both pledge and pattern. Further in the immediate

context Christ is described as the Divine Agent in creation.
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" In Him were all things created, in the heavens, and upon

the earth ... all things have been created through Him
and unto Him ; and He is before all things ; and in Him all

things consist " Col. i. 16, 17). While the passage does not

allow us to think of Christ as a creature, yet the relation

of the Son of God to the creation is not exhaustively or

adequately stated, when His priority and superiority are

simply insisted on. Both as the Son of God's love and as

the image of the invisible God He is the firstborn in the

Creation in a sense not altogether dissimilar to that in

which He is the firstborn in the Resurrection. He is as Son

of God eternally, the reality of self-expression and self-

communication in which is rooted the possibility of the

Creation. In the Son is the eternal pledge and pattern

of the truth and grace of God expressed and communicated

temporally in nature and history. Our judgment of the

truth of Paul's statements regarding the cosmic significance

of Christ will depend on our sense of the worth of the salva-

tion in Him. If man's relation to God is the supreme

interest of the Universe, we can accept this view.

(6) Still more deeply does Paul cast the plummet of his

thought into the abysmal depths of the personality of Christ

in the classic passage on the Kenosis in Philippians ii. 6-8.

This passage brings before us the Incarnation of the Son of

God as a voluntary act of self-emptying. It has been in

every phrase and almost every word the battle-ground of

scholars, as though Paul were here giving definitions with

the precision of dogmatics, and not in impassioned language

presenting a sublime moral example for human imitation.

" Have this mind in you, which was also in Christ Jesus
"

(ver. 5) might have warned the scholastic theologian off

the ground. The questions which must be briefly discussed

are : (1) the meaning of the phrase cV iJiopc^fj deov. Does

it mean essence or accident ? (2) The reference of the
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phrase to ehat I'aa deep either backward to the " existing

in the form of God," or forward to " the name above every

name." (3) The action imphed in the word ap7rayfj,6v.

(4) The consequent content of the Kenosis, or seK-emptying,

the divine nature itself, or the state of equahty with God.

As regards the first point it may be admitted that Paul did

think of Christ as essentially divine, as possessing the divine

nature, and not merely as exercising divine functions or

enjoying divine privileges. As regards the second point

it seems to the writer more probably true that the equality

with God is not identical with the form of God, but means

position rather than essence. Nature is not that which

can be held fast, or snatched at, but dignity or authority is.

But this granted, the further question arises : Is this equality

with God the position already held by the Son of God as the

agent of God in Creation, or the position attained by the

exaltation to lordship at the Resurrection ? The answer

to this question depends on how we deal with the third

point. Is the prize aheady possessed and to be held fast,

or is it as yet unattained, and to be snatched at ? The

word itself does not decide the matter. We must consider

the passage as a whole. The mind of Christ does appear

more significant as an example to be imitated, if the prize

was something yet to be attained, and in the attaining of

which two courses of action seemed open to the Son of God
;

He might have claimed the position as of right ; but He

preferred to receive it by free gift of His Father as a reward

for His humiliation unto sacrifice. The lordship is the

prize ; this is the equality with God. The Kenosis, to pass

to the fourth point, does not mean the surrender of divine

essence, but the surrender of divine functions and privileges

in order that the sacrifice to be thus rewarded might become

possible. So far we may go in the exposition of Paul's

thought.
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Can we form a distinct conception of the process here

described ? It is obvious that here Paul has left the solid

ground of experience, and that he has essayed a bold

fhght of speculation into a sublime region that lies beyond

our ken. It is the Risen Lord whom he projects into

the pre-existent state. This he conceives as similar, if not

identical with, the exaltation after the Resurrection.

Between the two lies the earthly Ufe, which in comparison

with the one or the other must be regarded as a humiliation.

The descent into it is described metaphysically as a self-

emptying. A sober exegesis can find in this Kenosis no

more than is involved in the contrast between the outward

conditions conformable to the essential divinity and the

outward conditions involved in the Incarnation of Christ.

But it is not a metaphysical process which concerns Paul

;

it is a moral motive. The glory of the Risen Lord has

not been grasped by ambition, but earned as a reward of

humility. The metaphysical process here described involves

insoluble problems for our thought. In the first place the

historical individuality of Christ is transferred to the pre-

existent Son of God ; and thus the unity of the Godhead

is made incomprehensible, for the Son cannot be conceived

as a distinct personality from the Father. We must can-

didly admit that here Paul is exercising his imagination

rather than his intellect ; that, before we can appropriate

his thought and fit it into a credible conception, we must

translate his Vorstellung into a Begriff. It was the divine

mode or principle (it is difficult to find an appropriate term

since the word " person " has acquired so different a conno-

tation from that it had when first used in the creeds) of the

Son in the Godhead that became a concrete individuality,

a distinct personality only through the process of Incar-

nation. In the second place to the Son of God, thus conceived,

is ascribed a single temporal act of self-emptying. Expositors
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have made much of the aorist eKevwaev : but it is doubtful

wisdom to emphasize the niceties of Greek grammar in

regard to a pre-temporal act. It seems to the writer much

more intelligible that the Incarnation should be the consum-

mation of a process of divine self-expression and self-

communication in human history, and that this process

should involve as the ground of its possibility an eternal

act of self-emptying in the Godhead. The Son HimseK

is this Kenosis of the Deity, this self-emptying for self-

expression and self-communication. For a concrete indivi-

duality and a temporal action we must substitute an eternal

act in the Godhead, which we call Word or Son, which is

the necessary condition of not only the Incarnation, but

of the whole process of divine immanence in the Universe

of which the Incarnation is the consummation. In the

third place it is the moral significance of the Incarnation

as self-sacrifice about which Paul is primarily concerned

here, as in 2 Corinthians viii. 9. " For ye know the grace

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though He was rich, yet for

your sakes He became poor, that ye through His poverty

might become rich." The different metaphysics, which

our thinking leads us to, does not at aU lessen the worth of

the Incarnation in this respect. " The grace of the Lord

Jesus Christ " we conceive even more distinctly than Paul

does in this passage as the historical manifestation and

communication of the eternal nature of God as love.

Doubtless Paul was affected in some degree by the current

Jewish belief in the pre-existence of whatever has value, as

the temple, the Messiah, etc. But this Jewish behef does not

adequately account for his doctrine of the pre-existence of

Christ as the Son of God, taught in this passage, as also in

those passages in which the coming of Christ into the world

is described as His being sent by the Father (Gal. iv. 4
;

Rom. viii. 3). It was the absolute value of Christ to Paul
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in his experience that compelled him to regard Christ as

essentially divine. Christ had done for him, and was to

him, all that God could be, and what God alone could be.

This confession of divinity involved the belief in pre-

existence ; as the divine eternally is, and does not come into

being in time. That Paul thought of the Son of God as

eternally existing in the concrete individuality of the Risen

Lord was inevitable ; it did not require any external sugges-

tion. He knew the Risen Lord, and thought of Him as

eternally the same. The modification which we have

suggested as necessary in Paul's doctrine does not make the

pre-existence of the Son of God ideal ; for there is eternally

in God as the reality of His nature as love this Kenosis,

which we call Word and Son, and which became incarnate

in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Alfred E, Garvie.

CHRISTUS uEDIFICATOR

:

A COMPARISON BETWEEN ST. JOHN II. 19 AND
ZEOHARIAH VI. 13.

There are three separate reports of our Lord's saying

about the rebuilding of the temple. Two of these occur in

the evidence given by the false witnesses in the trial of

Jesus before the Sanhedrin. And, although the witnesses

were false, it by no means follows that the testimony itself

was false throughout. It is possible, and indeed probable,

that the misleading character of the evidence consisted in

the interpretation of the words rather than in the report

itself.

Each of the three separate reports differs from the other

two, and each contains distinctive points of great interest

and importance.
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These differences may be accounted for by supposing

that our Lord gave utterance to these words on more than

one occasion in shghtly varying form. Or the two false

witnesses may have gained their knowledge of the saying

from dijfferent informants neither of whom had preserved

the authentic form of the saying, or who had both wilfully

perverted it.

St. Matthew's account is as follows :
" Now the chief

priests and the whole Council sought false witness against

Jesus, that they might put him to death ; and they found

it not, though many false witnesses came. But afterward

came two and said. This man said, I am able to destroy the

temple of God and to build it in three days " (xxvi. 59-61).

What is specially to be noted here is the extreme import-

ance of this evidence in the eyes of the judges. Until the

two false witnesses appeared no testimony was forthcoming

on which a capital charge could be founded. St. Matthew,

writing for Jewish readers, records with emphasis the precise

testimony which would have a fatal significance before a

Jewish tribunal.

According to St. Mark's report Jesus is represented as

saying, " I will destroy this temple," instead of " I am able

to destroy the temple of God." This is probably nearer

the truth than the testimony of the witness as it appears in

St. Matthew's Gospel, both because it approaches St. John's

report more closely, and because in this connexion it is

more likely that Jesus used the expression " this temple "

than " the temple of God."

The most important point, however, in St. Mark's report

is the introduction of the words " made with hands

"

{-yeipoTTolriTov) and " made without hands " (axeopoTroirjTov

(xiv. 58). The word dxetpo7ro[r]To<i is used of that which is

immaterial and spiritual (2 Cor. v. 1 and Col. ii. 11, where

see Bishop Lightfoot's note ; comp. Acts vii. 48). It is a
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phrase which gives the true interpretation of the saying

of Jesus, and it is inconceivable that the word could

have been invented by the false witness. Either it was

an exact reminiscence of the saying, or else the words in

question are a late insertion in the Gospel itself—a very

improbable hypothesis, as the text is based on undisputed

MS. authority.

It is, however, to St. John's Gospel that we must turn for

the circumstances in which this memorable saying was

first uttered ; and it is possible that here only we have an

authentic account of the words.

In St. John's narrative the incident of the cleansing of

the temple had just taken place. It was an act which

implied divine authority ; and accordingly " the Jews,"

probably the temple officials, asked, " What sign showest

thou unto us, seeing that thou doest these things ? Jesus

answered and said unto them, Destroy this temple (XvcraTe

rov vaov rovrov), and in three days I will raise it up " (ii. 18,

19).

Whatever may be thought of the other versions of our

Lord's words this must be accepted as an authentic record

of what was actually said on this occasion, and of the cir-

cumstances which gave rise to the saying. It was essentially

a mystic saying and required interpretation. To the Jews

who took the words in their bare literal sense Jesus would

appear to have vouchsafed no answer, or else one which

involved an impossible act on their part and an impossible

claim on His. But the Evangelist, with deeper penetration,

in one of those " notes," which taken together form the first

commentary on the words of Jesus, adds an interpretation.

" He spoke," he said, " of the temple of his body." And
this interpretation, according to the Evangelist, was accepted

by the disciples of Christ after the Resurrection :
" When

therefore he was raised from the dead, his disciples remem-

/
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bered that he spake thus ; and they beHeved the Scripture, /

and the word which Jesus had said."

But if the Master's words were mystic and symbohcal,
y

the disciples' interpretation also requires explanation and '

development. The prophecy was indeed fulfilled by the

Resurrection of Jesus Christ. The raising of the body of

Jesus Christ was a rebuilding of the temple in a profoundly

true and spiritual sense. The Jews did literally destroy

the temple of the body of Christ. And that body did

literally and in reality rise from the dead. But did this

explain all ? Was there not a sense in which the temple,

and all that was implied by the temple, was destroyed, and

with Christ rose again in a purified and enduring form,

when Judaism was replaced by the Church of Christ ?

All the best commentators have seen this truth, which is \

indeed unmistakably exhibited in the writings of the New
Testament. "Know ye not," writes St. Paul, "that ye ))

are a temple of God {vao<i deov) and that the Spirit of God

dwelleth in you ? " (1 Cor. iii. 16); and again, "We are a

temple of the living God ; even as God said, I will dwell in

them and walk in them" (2 Cor. vi. 16). Compare also ,

1 Peter ii. 5, " Ye also as living stones are built up a spiritual 1|'

house."

The same thought is incorporated in a passage of the

Epistle to the Ephesians, which bears closely on the subject

of the present paper, because it deals with the participation

of the Gentiles in the privileges of the new Covenant and

with the revelation of " the mystery which from all ages

hath been hid in God who created all things " (Eph. iii. 9).

The Christian community is there described as "of the

household of God, being built upon the foundation of the

apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the chief

corner stone ; in whom each several building, fitly framed

together, groweth into a holy temple {el<i vaov a^yiov) in the
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Lord ; in whom ye also are builded together for a habitation

of God in the Spirit " (Eph. ii. 20-21). Is it too much to

infer that this conception of the Christian community as a

temple of God built on the foundation of the risen and

ascended Christ is derived from the saying which we are

discussing as interpreted by St. John ? and that the " other

temple " raised by Christ was this new Society, with its

attributes of peace and holiness and universaHty ?

But if our Lord's words in this way receive their inter-

pretation in the future, have they not also a retrospective

meaning which would in a true sense make them a sign to

the Jews, as, on another occasion, the sign of the prophet

Jonah was given in response to a similar demand ?

The object of this paper is to show that there was actually

a prophetic conception which must have been vividly

recalled by thoughtful students of Messianic prediction,

and which we may reverently believe to have been in our

Lord's mind when He spoke the words which we are con-

sidering.

The conception referred to is expressed in Zechariah vi-

13, and in the context which follows, including the two

following chapters.

The external circumstances of that epoch were not in

some respects dissimilar to those of the time of Christ's

earthly ministry, during the whole of wliich the temple of

Herod remained unfinished. Zechariah was one of the

prophets of the Return. He was an eye-witness of the

rebuilding of the second temple, now within two years of

its completion. At that point of time an incident occurred

which gave rise to the prophecy in which the Messiah is

described as the Branch—a term wliich thi'ough the LXX
rendering by avaToXi] had come to signify to the Hellenistic

Greek the Dayspring or Da^vn (Luke i. 78)—a true and

beautiful, but inaccurate, interpretation of the original word.
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A deputation had arrived from Babylon bearing offerings

to the temple in Jerusalem. The prophet was commanded

to go to the house of Josiah where these men were lodging,

and to take of him silver and gold, and make crowns and set

them on the head of Joshua, the son of Josedech the high

priest, and to say to him, Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts,

saying

:

Behold the man whose name is the Branch,

and he shall grow up out of his place.

And he shall build the temple of the Lord;

Even he shall build the temple of the Lord ;

And he shall bear the glory,

And shall sit and rule upon his tlii'one,

And he shall be a priest upon his throne.

And they that are far off shall come and build

in the temple of the Lord.^

The Messianic significance of the passage is acknowledged,

and the completion of the temple by One who should be

both Priest and King lifts the conception to a spiritual

level far above any hopes which might have centred in the

material building then rising from its foundations. The

same union of the regal and high priestly office in the

Messiah is recalled in Psalm ex., which Christ expressly

refers to Himself (Matt. xxii. 41-46), and in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, which more than any other book of the Bible

points to the mystic and preparatory character of the

material temple and the priestly ritual.

The royal priesthood of the Messiah, then, was in the past

the sign conveyed by our Lord's answer to the Jews, who

required a sign in vindication of His authority. Closely

allied to that is the glorious vision of the gathering of the

^ For the purpose of this paper it is not necessary to go into the question

of the proposed alteration of text, according to which the crowned one is

Zerubbabel, and Joshua the priest on his right hand. According to the

text, as it stood in the days of Christ, Joshua is priest and king.
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nations to the spiritual temple of the Messianic Priest and

King, and of the change from the severe ceremonial of the

captivity to the joyous church and kingdom of the Christ

(Zech. viii. 19).

To grasp the full significance of the words, " He will

build the temple," consider what the temple was to the

Jew. It was the centre and symbolism of Judaism ; it

was representative of the national polity, even of the national

existence, so much so that its seeming indestructibility was

appealed to by the false prophets as a guarantee of security :

" Trust ye not in lying words, saying, the temple of the Lord,

the temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord, are these
"

(Jer. vii. 4). To the true Israelite the temple was the abode

of Jehovah ; his one wish was, " to dwell in the house of

the Lord all the days of liis life, to behold the beauty of the

Lord, and to look with pleasure on his temple " (Ps. xxvii. 4).

To be in the temple was to be in the presence of Jehovah,

to be taught His secret, and to enjoy His protection.

This it was that the Messiah, prefigured as the mystic

Branch, was to rebuild ; and in glowing terms the prophet

Zechariah describes what that rebuilt temple meant, in

other words what the ideal of the future, the golden age

of the Messiah priest and king should be.

It is impossible not to see in the prophetic picture of a

restored and renovated society those features which the

Evangelists of the New Testament rejoice to note as actually

existing in the Church of Christ. If in the prophet's words
" they that are far off shall come and build in the temple

of the Lord " (vi. 15), St. Paul rejoices that " Now ye that

once were far off are made nigh in the blood of Christ

"

(Eph. ii. 13). If the Evangelist warns them to flee from
" the wrath to come," the prophet tells of " a great wrath

from the Lord of hosts " (vii. 12). Then the whole passage

which follows is explanatory of the spiritual building up
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of the house of God, the mode, that is, in which the new

spirit will break forth from the old. " There shaU be to

the house of Judah joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts

(viii. 19) instead of fasting, for the Lord will return to

Jerusalem and dwell in the midst of Jerusalem. " Many

people and strong nations will come to seek the Lord of hosts

in Jerusalem and to pray before the Lord " (viii. 22). There

will be a recognition of truth in the revelation to Israel

;

they will acknowledge that " God is with him " (viii. 23).

The prophet, by his God-given spiritual instinct, was

certain that the principles of religion which he had grasped,

and the character of Jehovah wliich had been revealed

to him, would in the end prevail ; they would reach and

convince the religious consciousness of mankind. Those

that " were far off " would come to feel that notliing else

satisfied their religious sense and yearnings. This was the

true building up of the temple of the Lord wliich would

attract men from every land.

If this relation between the saying of Christ and the

prophecy of Zechariah can be affirmed and accepted, it was

a sign indeed. This Person who had asserted His authority

in the temple was " the Branch " of Messianic prediction,

the Priest and King, who had foretold that He would rebuild

the temple ; and the mystic answer had a literal fulfilment.

It is quite in accordance with our Lord's usual method of

teaching that the sign should be conveyed by a reference

to a Messianic passage in the Old Testament, clear to those

onlywho had eyes to see and hearts to perceive (Matt, xiii.13).

Thus on one occasion to the scribes and Pharisees who

sought a sign He answered, " There shall no sign be given,

but the sign of Jonah the prophet ; on another the disciples

of St. John the Baptist are bidden to compare the works

of Jesus, which they had witnessed, with the works pre-

dicted of the Messiah (Matt. xi. 4, 5). Again the fellow-
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citizens of Jesus at Nazareth are taught by an incident in

the Old Testament that the rejection of a prophet by his

countrymen does not invahdate a prophet's claim (Luke iv.

24 foil.). Other instances are the vision of Jacob (John i.

51), the gift of manna (John vi. 30 foil.), and the serpent

lifted up in the wilderness (John iii. 14).

All these examples point to the inference that in the

saying under discussion our Lord was also directing the

deeper thoughts of His hearers to an Old Testament incident,

which would not only indicate His claim to authority, but

also open out the significance of the temple itself in the

light of prophecy.

More than that, it is one of those words of Christ which

help us to understand—and how far are we from fully

understanding ?—how " all the things that are written by

the prophets shall be accomplished unto the Son of Man "

(Luke xviii. 31). It is a fragment of that lost Gospel accord-

ing to Christ Himself when, " beginning from Moses and

from all the prophets, he interpreted to them in all the

Scriptures the things concerning himself " (Luke xxiv. 27).

Arthur Carr.

THE DA VID OF THE BOOK OF 8A 31UEL AND THE
DAVID OF THE BOOK OF CHRONICLES.

In the book of Chronicles the history proper does not begin

until 1 Chronicles x. In that chapter the disastrous battle

of Gilboa is narrated (but for a few small changes) in the

words of 1 Samuel xxxi., the Chronicler adding his own
comment, " So Saul died , . . because of the word of the

Lord which he kept not . . . Therefore the Lord slew

him, and turned the kmgdom unto David the son of

Jesse." This is the Chronicler's introduction of David
VOL. vn. 4
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to his readers ; the Lord, he tells us, deposed a disobedient

and unfaithful king, and put David in his place.

The whole of the remainder of 1 Chronicles, i.e. chapters

xi.-xxix., is devoted to the story of David. As the Chronicler

tells it, it begins with a reference to the Lord's choice of

David to be king, and immediately proceeds to describe

how David chose Zion to be his city.

The religious motive of this beginning is at once apparent

;

we are introduced to the chosen king and to the chosen city

(1 Chron. xi. 1-8). Three chapters (xiii., xv., xvi.) give an

account (much fuller of ritual than that given in Samuel)

of the two attempts, the second successful, to bring up

the ark into the " city of David." Immediately on this

follows the story (repeated from Samuel) of David's con-

sultation with Nathan the prophet, and of the prophet's

announcement that David himself was not to be the builder

of Jehovah's temple (chap. xvii.). After a section on cer-

tain wars of David (borrowed directly from the text of

Samuel) the Chronicler narrates the Numbering of the

People, an event which immediately led to David's choice

of the site of the Temple, a choice providentially guided

(chaps, xxi. 18, xxii. 1).

From this point for eight chapters onward the story of

the reign of David becomes the story of the preparation

for building the Temple and for organizing its worship.

The last words and acts of David recorded by the Chronicler

deal with the building of the House of the Lord. In the

whole account of this king's reign (1 Chron. xi.-xxix.) no

fewer than twelve chapters (xiii., xv.-xvii., and xxii.-xxix.)

are devoted to the ark, the organization of worship, and

the Temple. David is represented as a warrior only when

the text of Samuel is followed ; when the Chronicler writes

independently David is the organizer of the temple psalmody

and service, and indeed the true Founder of the Temple.
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How much we find missing from Chronicles which occu-

pies an important place in Samuel ! How much is missing

from Samuel which looms large in Chronicles ! If we re-

gard the two accounts as biographies of David, we find the

proportions so much altered, that the features of the hero

of the one are hardly to be recognized in the othei

.

Thus in Chronicles the long civil war with the house of

Saul (2 Sam. ii. 12-iv. 12) is barely glanced at (1 Chron.

xii. 23). The brief account of the two Philistine raids is

taken almost unchanged from Samuel. After chapter

xvii., however, the Chronicler devotes three chapters (short

ones indeed) to David's foreign wars. In these narratives

he follows again the text of Samuel, and in these occurs the

omission which has given most offence to his critics. This

instance needs a somewhat full consideration.

In chapter xx. the Chronicler begins to reproduce from

2 Samuel xi. the story of the Ammonite war. He follows

his authority closely and copies down the clause, " But

David tarried at Jerusalem." In Samuel these are signifi-

cant words, for they introduce the story of the king's tempta-

tion and fall. But the Chronicler, standing on the brink

of the story of Bath-sheba and Uriah, continues his narrative

of the Ammonite war without making a single allusion to

David's double sin.

This omission leads directly to others. In the story as

told in Samuel, a connexion of cause and effect is traced

between David's sins against Uriah and the sins of Amnon
and Absalom against their father (2 Sam. xii. 11). But

these domestic tragedies are passed over by the Chronicler.

For him Amnon and Absalom have no history (1 Chron.

iii. 1, 2) ; Bath-sheba (called " Bath-shua ") is identified

only as " the daughter of Ammiel " {v. 5), and Uriah the

Hittite is only a name in the long list of David's mighty men

(xi. 41).
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At this point, before giving a more decisive reason for

the omission of the story of Uriah's wife it is only fair to

say that the Chronicler may have been moved by a desire

to be brief. The story is indeed a very long one, and it is

not easy to break it off when once begun. The sequel of

" Set ye Uriah in the forefront of the hottest battle that

he may die " (2 Sam. xi. 15) is not " I have sinned against

the Lord " (xii. 13), but " O my son Absalom, would God I

had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son !
" (xviii.

33). The story of Uriah is told in Samuel as if it covered

a third of David's life.

But it would be a mistake to suppose that the Chronicler

wished to represent David as a sinless character. From

his great omission in chapter xx. he passes on in chapter

xxi. to tell in full the story of the Numbering of the People.

He clearly regards it as a great sin, and he attributes the

whole responsibility for the act to David alone. On this

last point he emphasizes the verdict of the book of Samuel

by adding a few words of his own (1 Chron. xxi. 7). Why
does the Chronicler narrate the Numbering ? His reason

for recording in chapter xxi. is the counterpart of his reason

for silence in chapter xx. He is silent over Uriah the Hittite

because the story has nothing to do with the history of the

Temple, but he tells in full the story of the Numbering,

because it culminates in the providential choice of a site

for the Temple (chap. xxii. 1).

Indeed it was no part of the Chronicler's aim to re-tell

the story of David. His interest was not in the Acts of

Hebrew kings so much as in the religion of the Hebrew peo-

ple, that religion which had been handed down from father

to son until it became his own. It is true that in treating

of the Davidic era he could not shake himself altogether

free from the lines of the well-known story of the Hebrew

hero. The freebooting life of David is acknowledged in the
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list of his early adherents given in 1 Chronicles xii., and

the narrative of one group of his wars is copied from the

book of Samuel in chapters xviii.-xx. But the Chronicler

tells only enough to enable the reader to identify his David

—the ultimate Founder of the Temple—with the David of

the book of Samuel—the warrior king. With this he is

content. For the full story of David—shepherd-lad, free-

booter, and king—he refers to " the words of Samuel the

seer " and " the words of Nathan the prophet " and " the

words of Gad the seer " (1 Chron. xxix. 29, Rev. Vers,

margin).

Almost similar procedure is followed with regard to Solo-

mon. The story of the Queen of Sheba is taken over in

full from the book of Kings as sufficient to enable the reader

I to identify Solomon the grand monarqiie of Kings with the

Solomon of Chronicles, the successor of David in the build-

j

ing of the Temple. The remainder of the account of Solo-

mon's secular glories is omitted.

! The Chronicler essayed a task somewhat different from

that of the author of Samuel and Kings—the task of writing

a history of the rehgion of his people. The thread of history

which he followed was the history of the fortunes of the

Temple, for the Temple was in his experience the centre and

stay of Hebrew worship, and so ultimately of Hebrew religion.

The Chronicler closes his history w4th an extract from

1 the memoirs of Nehemiah which tells how the cupbearer

;
of Artaxerxes cleansed the priesthood and took measures

for the maintenance of worship at the Temple (Neh. xiii,

29-31). But at what point should this history begin?

• " With Solomon of course," some would answer, " who
' built the Temple." But there are two reasons why a start-

; ing-point farther back should be selected. In the first

•J

place the story of the providences under which the Temple

I was built and preserved does not in fact begin with Solomon.
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The city which was to shelter the Temple had first to be

won for Israel ;
^ it was won by David, the man whom the

Lord had chosen " according to His own mind " - to be the

first of a Hne of kings. The Temple in turn was built to

shelter the ark, the symbol of Jehovah's presence, to the

care of which David devoted himself early in his reign. ^

Behind the actual building of the Temple are David's choice

of a city, David's care for the ark, and the Lord's choice

of David himself.

Secondly, the Chronicler wrote with the direct evidence

of 2 Samuel vii. and 1 Kings v. 2-5 before him as to David's

interest in Temple-building. This evidence is to be added

to the evidence supplied by 2 Samuel vi. that the ark, the

sacrifices, and religious music were all objects of David's

care. The general action of the Chronicler in carrjdng back

his rehgious history past Solomon to Solomon's father

David is amply justified.

But the Chronicler has gone beyond a general statement

and entered with fulness into particulars. On a few hints

of the earlier authorities he has reared a superstructure of

detail which most modern critics criticize and a few make a

mock of. Thus there are definite statements that the

organization of the Priests (1 Chron. xxiv. 6 fif.) and of the

Levites (xxiii. 2 £E., xxv. 1 ff.) was due to King David.

Speeches (xxii. 7 ff., xxviii. 2 ff.) and a prayer (xxix. 10 fif.)

are ascribed to him, which are not to be found in Samuel or

Kings. David is credited with definite preparations on

a large scale for the building of the Temple, and he is said

1 2 Samuel v. 6 f

.

^ 1 Samuel xiii. 14, " The Lord hath sought him a man after his o\vn

heart." The title " the man after God's own heart " is founded on this

passage, but not justified by it. According to Hebrew idiom the phrase
" after his heart " qualifies the verb, not the object. " Jehovah after

His own mind (i.e. uninfluenced byhimaan motives) sought Him a man."
Acts xiii. 22 gives a midrashic paraphrase.

3 2 Samuel vi. 1 ff, ; vii. 1 ff.
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to have given precise instructions to Solomon as to the

plan of the work (xxviii. 11-19). As to all this the earher

authorities are silent.

Now it is impossible to prove a negative ; we dare not

say that this account of the Chronicler is necessarily untrue.

Yet weight must be given to the consideration that few, if

any, of the Old Testament scholars of to-day suppose that

the Chronicler had other good authorities (now lost) for the

mass of details not found in Samuel or Kings which fill the

last eight chapters of 1 Chronicles. Even the most cautious

critics feel that for this superstructure the Chronicler is

drawing on his own. imagination.

Practically we must allow that the imaginative element

predominates in the account of David's activity in rela-

tion to the Temple and its worship. On the other hand, as

we have seen, the Chronicler follows his authorities some-

what closely in other narratives concerning David.

The Chronicler thus appears in a double character. At

times he is a faithful transcriber of the early annals. At

other times he makes free additions to the annals, evidently

with some purpose not historical in mind. This purpose

may have been in part antiquarian, that is, the author

may have wished to restore by conjecture a pictm'e of the

origins of the Temple worship. But on such a subject the

antiquarian interest runs easily into the religious interest,

and we cannot doubt that the latter was predominant with

the Chronicler, His object is to impress his own generation

with his own conviction of the importance of the Temple-

worship ; in the exhortations which he puts into David's

mouth in chapters xxii., xxviii., xxix. he shows himself a

great religious teacher, a " scribe " perhaps, and yet a

worthy successor of the Prophets. In his teaching he used

the kind of historical narrative which was then current,

namely, that which passed easUy and unconsciously from
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fact to the embellishment of fact, unfolding both by fact and

by parable great rehgious lessons.

Undoubtedly such a blending of Hteral narrative and

illustrative narrative, such a mixture of historical fact and
" fiction with a purpose," is irritating to the modern logical

mind, which asks that the spheres of history and of imagina-

tive literature should always be kept separate. But the

Chronicler lived in simpler times, and we have no right to

judge and condemn him by purely modern standards. He
comes to us as a religious teacher, not as an additional

authority for the annals of a Hebrew king.

We have now reached one of the conclusions of this paper.

The David of Chronicles is on a different plane from the

David of Samuel. From the latter to the former there is

a transition which is in the main from history to theology.

We cannot combine the two in one historic picture of the

man. David is used in Chronicles as an example, an illus-

tration, in a story which the Chronicler tells to recommend

to others the piety which he himself cherished. We may
not suppose that David actually said and did all that is

ascribed to him by the latest of the Biblical annalists.

And what are we to say of the religious teaching which

the Chronicler seeks to convey to us through the words and

the deeds of his David ? This is after all a more important

question than the question, Is the David of the Chronicler,

as distinguished from the David of Samuel, a historical

figure ? Are we to say that because the Chronicler's interest

is so closely bound up with the Temple and its worship,

that his religion is for us mere antiquarian formalism, and

that it has no message for modern minds ? Our first im-

pulse is perhaps to say, Yes, to this question. Some modern

scholars have said that the Temple was in Judah just what

the sanctuary at Beth-el was in Israel, merely the king's

private chapel. Moreover it is a fact that at more than
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one period of the history both sanctuaries shrink into in-

significance by the side of the activity of the great

prophets of the North, Ehjah and Ehsha, Amos and Hosea.

Judging Hebrew rehgious phenomena with the help of

the experience of many Christian centuries we are often

led to pronounce the verdict that the ordered worship of

the Temple is of small significance beside the Preaching and

the Teaching of the Prophets.

But such a verdict has to be modified on further reflection.

The Prophet, though great, was only a revivalist, a rehgious

help appearing fitfully from time to time, while the Temple

and its services, save for the great break after 586 B.C., were

always present. Nor must it be supposed that all religious

I

instruction depended on the Prophets. The Temple itself

was a centre of organized religious teaching. This teaching

I

contained, we may believe, moral as well as ritual elements.

iThe Law, the ToraJi, grew up in the Temple. Some long

history of an oral tradition growing up among the Priests

and embodying itself in a written book must lie behind the

great event of the discovery of the Book of the Law in the

Temple in the reign of Josiah (2 Kings xxii. 8). We have

the suggestion of one landmark in such a history in the per-

son of Jehoiada the priest, who put down Baal worship Avith

more success than Elijah himself. The "testimony"

'ivhich he put upon the young king Joash (2 Kings xi. 12)

may well have consisted of some passage from the Law of

|Moses as it then existed—some earHer form perhaps of

Peuteronomy xvii. 14-20.^ It is in any case striking that

after this mention of the " Testimony " it is recorded of

Amaziah the successor of Joash (2 Kings xiv. 6) that he

I cannot accept Wellhausen's wanton emendation of "bracelets"
\lov " testimony " in 2 Kings xi. 12. The wearing of a document is not
ilien from Eastern modes of thought. See the note on the passage in the

'ambridge Bible (1908).
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acted in accordance with the Law of Moses in Deuteronomy

xxiv. 16. Four reigns later we find Hezekiah (2 Kings

xviii. 4, 22) acting in accordance with a well-known law

preserved to us in the book of Deuteronomy,^ and thus

again the suggestion comes to us that the Law of Moses in

some form oral or written had its home among the priests

in the Temple. Finally it is hardly necessary to record

again in black and white the weU-known fact that from

the recovery in the Temple of the Lawbook—lost or

hidden during the days of Manasseh—came the great re-

ligious awakening of the reign of Josiah.

I have made much of the Temple as the shelter beneath

which the Torah grew up, because this aspect of it hardly

receives as much notice as it deserves. In another aspect,

of course, the Temple was the home of a formal public wor-

ship. But there is yet a third aspect which ought not to

be overlooked. The Temple was the house, the place of

meeting, to which on special occasions of stress the worship-

per resorted that he might meet with God. To the Temple

Hezekiah went up with Sennacherib's threatening letter tol

spread it before the Lord (2 Kings xix. 14). The Temple

was the outward sign of God's presence mth His people

;

its destruction by the Chaldeans brought about the apostasy'

of the remnant of the Jews from the service of Jehovah

to the worship of the Queen of Heaven. All this the Chroni-

cler found written for him in the earlier records.

The Chronicler himself in the opening chapters of the

so-called book of Ezra, has recorded the great religious re-

vival which followed the edict of C3n:us for the rebuilding

of the Temple. With the Temple for nearly a hundred years

from that time (as the succeeding chapters show) the for-

tunes of the Jewish people and of the Jewish religion were]

^ There is nothing to suggest in the alternative that the impulse camel

from Isaiah.

i
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inextricably bound up. At a later time, as the prophecies

of Joel and (still more) of Malachi show, prophecy itself

found the centre of religion in the Temple and its worship.

The Chronicler, writing in the third century B.C., could look

back upon a long religious history during which the Temple

and the Priesthood had exercised an influence as great, if

not as deep, as the Prophets had exercised in the best days

of prophecy.

I In the Chronicler's time there was "no prophet more."
' Indeed there was, so far as we can judge, little room for

prophetical activity. The Temple, with its regular ministra-

I tions of priests, was fulfilling its work worthily. There

was zeal for worship and for the Law. Thus the Temple-

religion (if we may use the phrase) appealed with living

force to the Chronicler. It must not be thought that this,

as the Chronicler held it, was wanting in life, because in it

the forms of worship and the organization of Priests and

Levites loomed so large. The ritual in which he dehghted

enshrined a Uving faith. The burst of praise gathered with

a free hand from the Psalter in 1 Chronicles xvi., the splendid

' thanksgiving of King David in 1 Chronicles xxix., the pro-

] phecy of Azariah, the son of Oded, in 2 Chronicles xv. 2-7,

land the utterances of Hezekiah in 2 Chronicles xxx., es-

tpecially his prayer in verses 18, 19, are enough to show that

the Chronicler's religion was inspired by an inward faith.

J
His religion at the heart of it was indeed the religion of

I
David, as it is still the substructure of the religion of all

j Christian men.
I

[ W. Emery Barnes.
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JESUS' ESTIMATE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.

Many attempts have been made to appreciate the spiritual

influences which told upon Jesus during the years in which

His life is hidden from us. He had, of course, like all Jews,

the great inheritance of the Old Testament ; and if we may-

judge from the evangelists, He had been peculiarly im-

pressed by Deuteronomy and the Psalter, by " the Second

Isaiah " and the apocalypse of Daniel. How His environ-

ment affected Him—what the early interactions of His spirit

were with the various types of popular religion—we cannot

easily tell. The only one of His contemporaries by whom
He was deeply impressed, and on whose appearance he

reflected profoundly, was John the Baptist. John is in his

mind from the beginning of his career to its close, and His

thoughts about John throw a vivid light on His conscious-

ness of Himself. It is by comparison and contrast with

John that He shows us what He Himself is.

To begin with, Jesus had an immense sympathy with

John. When Luke introduces the Baptist's ministry it is

with the Old Testament formula, which occurs here for the

first and last time in the New Testament, " the word of God

came to John " (Luke iii. 2). With this estimate of John

Jesus was in agreement : to Him John was a true prophet.

His conviction that the Kingdom of God was at hand,

and that it must be prepared for by repentance, was one

which Jesus unreservedly shared. Perhaps no one can tell

how the word of God comes to a man—how the immediate

religious certainty is given to him that God is about to do

something decisive, that a crisis in man's relations with God

is impending, and that it is " now or never " if men are to

come safely through it. Such a certainty, however, with

all its strain and exaltation, was the very element in which
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both John and Jesus Hved, and we can well believe that

the sense of it in the Baptist's preaching attracted Jesus to

him. When they came face to face, although they must

have had some such consciousness of their relative positions

as is implied in Matthew iii. 14 f., the ground they held in

common would only seem the more important. If He had

not heartily believed in John's mission and message, Jesus

could not have submitted to be baptized by him.

The baptism, however, has a significance of its own. If

Jesus could not have accepted it unless He had believed in

John, the wonderful experiences which accompanied it must

have magnified, even for Him, the greatness of the prophet

by whom it was conferred. John in his preaching habitu-

' ally distingushed baptism in water from baptism with the

spirit, but in the case of Jesus the two baptisms coincided.

The baptism with the spirit was part of the same experience

as the baptism in Jordan. From that hour a new divine

power invested Jesus. He could do mighty works, such as

I

He had never done before, such as the Baptist himself was

1 never able to do ; He had seen the heavens opened, and

heard the Father's voice pronounce Him the well-beloved

I Son. If we have the revelation here of that in which Jesus

! transcended John, standing alone among the childi'en of

imen and above them, we must nevertheless remember that

the revelation was made to Jesus Himself in connexion with

His acceptance of John's baptism, and must have given

Him a new conviction of the unique place which John filled

in the carrying out of the purposes of God. It was through

him that the new era was ushered in : and though its char-
I

,
acter might in the long run prove to have transcended John's

I

anticipation, that did not alter the fact that he had stood,

I

so to speak, at its threshold, and heralded the King. If Jesus

thought of Himself as the Messiah, He would naturally think

I

of John as His forerunner—the prophet who should come
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in the spirit and power of Elijah (Mai. iv. 5) to prepare the

Avay of the Lord.

The strong impression made upon Jesus by John is re-

flected to some extent in the language common to both.

John addresses the Pharisees and Sadducees, according to

Matthew (iii. 7), the multitudes, according to Luke (iii. 7),

as yewTjixara i')(^t8vMv ; and the same terrific expression

occurs on the lips of Jesus in Matthew xii. 34, xxiii. 33.

Both have the sentence, "Every tree that beareth not good

fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire " (Matt. iii. 10, vii.

17). Both have the figure of gathering the wheat into the

granary, and of burning the chaff or the tares (Matt. iii.

12, xiii. 30), The axe is laid at the root of the tree in Matthew

iii. 10 and also in Luke xiii. 7-9. It may be said that these

are commonplaces of pictorial preaching, found also in the

Old Testament, and possibly due to the evangelist rather

than to proper historical tradition, but in view of the known

relations of Jesus and John such suppositions are gratuitous.

All the probabilities are, that not only in his fundamental

convictions about the imminence of the Kingdom and the

true preparation for it was Jesus in thorough sympathy with

John, but that through that sympathy He appropriated

instinctively some of the vivid features of the Baptist';

speech. It does not derogate from His originality that He

did so, any more than that He found in the Old Testament
j

the forms of thought and language He required to body;

forth His mind to men. He attached Himself to John as a
^

living representative of God, and He caught in liis company t

some reflection of liis living and characteristic tones.

This unity of John and Jesus is what strikes one at the

outset of the Gospel. It is not, however, a permanent or
|

unqualified unity. On the contrary, no sooner has John

been " delivered up " and Jesus come forward independently

than differences emerge. One of the earliest scenes in the
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Gospel narrative (Mark ii. 18 ff. ; Matt. ix. 14 ff, ; Luke v.

33 ff.) directs attention to these differences. Tlie disciples

of John fast, while those of Jesus do not, and the difference

is submitted to Jesus for remark, perhaps by John's dis-

1 ciples themselves. It is assumed that the disciples in each

'Case represent the practice or the spirit of their masters, and

it is implied that those who fast can hardly reconcile with

moral earnestness like their own and the Baptist's what they

•evidently regard as a lower type of life. The answer of

.iTesus vindicates Himself and His disciples, but without

:iiiaking any reflexion whatever at the cost of John. It is

(entirely free from resentment or even from criticism.

j Can the cliildren of the bridechamber fast as long as the

pridegroom is with them ? As long as they have the bride-

jtroom with them they cannot fast. But days will come

"When the bridegroom shall be taken away from them, and

then shall they fast in that day." It has long been custom-

;b.ry with some critics to question the last sentence here on the

^ground that it is irrelevant, and depends upon an " allegoriz-

ijng " of the parabolic saying of Jesus : the taking away of

j*he bridegroom is a gratuitous and unmeaning supposition

Inless the bridegroom is first identified, allegorically, with

^me Speaker. But as Wellhausen has remarked, the first sen-

g^jpnce is just as meaningless and inapplicable as the last unless

:

jnl
is allegorically interpreted, i.e., unless we admit that Jesus

^,:|)mehow identified Himself with the bridegroom of His

J',
pictorial utterance. On the strength of this observation

Vellhausen consistently goes all the way with his critical

^ogic, and denies that Jesus spoke any of these words at all.

t is not imputing motives to say that the motive of such

riticism is clear. It lies in the assumption that Jesus could

r lot say things either about Himself or about His death wliich

i*lmply that an incomparable and solitary significance belongs

t))o Him and to it in the relations of God and men. If we

\

&
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reject this assumption—and unless the Christian religion

is to be pronounced a complete mistake from its birth, we
are bound to reject it—we have no reason to doubt that

Jesus said what the evangelists here ascribe to Him. The

point at present is that according to these words the mood

of Jesus and His disciples was that of a marriage party, a

mood quite unlike that of the Baptist and his adherents.

In spite of that early sympathy with John which is not

disclaimed, Jesus is filled with the sense of something new,

original, and joyous. He does not so much defend it as take

it for granted. It is not to be judged or measured even by

John. It is like new wine which is not to be put into ol(^

bottles, like unshrunk cloth which is not to be used to patcli^'

an old garment. No attack is made on the old even while

its right is asserted for the new. On the contrary, one o^

the evangelists has preserved in this connexion a beautifull

tolerant saying of Jesus in which we can read his indulgenc

for those who, having been trained in one religious habit, fin

it hard to renounce it even for a higher. " No one who hai

drunk old wine wants new ; for he says, the old is good
''

(Luke V. 39). Good, not better, is the true reading ; a tolerl

ant, not a censorious, lover of the old is entitled to equal!

tolerance from those who have discovered the worth of the

new. In these utterances we see Jesus, without the slight

est touch of censure or disparagement, take His stand apail

from John, and in the single, significant word " bridegroom |l

hint at His own unique place.
|

The relative attitude of Jesus and John, as we shoulc'l

infer it from this passage, is emphasized in that to whicR

we now proceed. If it were legitimate to make comparil-

sons in such matters, it might not be rash to assert that th( >

eleventh chapter of Matthew is the most wonderful page it

«

the life of Jesus. Where besides can we find words so*

original, so unmistakably attesting themselves as the vehicle
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of revelation, so charged with the goodness and the severity

of God, so spontaneous, poetic, inimitable ? The close

parallelism of Matthew xi. 2-19 and Luke vii. 18-35

shows that the part of them with which we are here con-

cerned goes back to that common source of Matthew and

Luke which has generally been regarded by scholars as

the most ancient and authoritative record of the words of

/Jesus. It is occupied throughout with John the Baptist,

and it contains an express appreciation and criticism of

!him by Jesus.

I John has heard in prison the works of Jesus—works so

congruous to the Messianic character that the evangehst

calls them directly the works of the Christ—and sends by

his disciples to ask, " Art thou he that should come, or must

we expect another ? " It has become a tradition of criticism

;to assume that this question represents the first emergence in

John's mind of the idea that Jesus might be the Christ, and

^that he submits his nascent faith to Jesus Himself for appro-

?-al or disapproval. Of course this is quite inconsistent with

bhe account given by Matthew of the baptism of Jesus, and

it is not every critic who has the candour and the courage

io say with Johannes Weiss that the evangelist " has mani-

iestly forgotten " what he said in the third chapter, and
ti.

,hat here he pays tribute to the truth of history, uncon-

.^ciously and almost against his will, by showing that John

iji the first instance knew nothing of the Messiahship of

tPesus and at most only suspected it from afar.i Even an

eevangelist is not to be discredited without cause, and there is

Ao good cause for supposing that the writer of our first Gospel

Ifad forgotten anything. He knew that aU faith is open to

(rial, and that under the stress of trial it may prove even in

he greatest spirit to be at fault, and it is such a fluctuation

c)f faith that he here exhibits in John. The mention of the

I ^ Die Schriften dea Neuen Testaments, i. 291.

VOL. VII. 5
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prison by Matthew is not in vain. The liopes which John

had cherished of Jesus at an earHer date languished in

Herod's dungeon : he felt less able to believe that the

destined King of righteousness was in the world when

Jezebel could still crush Elijah. This, which we must assume

to be the meaning of the evangelist, is also the mood to which

the answer of Jesus is addressed. He refers the Baptist'?

messengers to His works :
" The blind receive their sight,

the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the

dead are raised up, to the poor the Gospel is preached."

To Jesus Himself, as to the evangelist, these are " the works

of the Christ "
; what He does identifies Him as what He is.

Nor must we say that these are all ethical works which have

been materialized into miracles by unintelligent reporters;.

They are 8vud/j,ei<;, or mighty works, such as further ori

in the chapter are said to have been done in Bethsaida.,

Chorazin and Capernaum ; they attest the continual pres*

ence and operation in Jesus of the Divine power with whiclli

He was endued at His baptism. Happy is he to whonji

they do not appeal in vain.
|

Perhaps we are too apt to read the closing words of Jesu^

answer, "Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended ijl

me," as if they were only a warning. They do indeed con^

tain a warning, and in that sense they are less appropriateh

.

addressed to incipient faith, feeling its way to Jesus througJiV

perplexing thoughts, than to faith which is in danger «jif

lapsing to lower levels of hope and insight. As a warningj,

therefore, they suit the evangelist's understanding of th/e

situation, and not that of the critical tradition abovfrj-

referred to. But they are as much encouragement as want-

ing. A beatitude of Jesus always describes a rare anti

high felicity, the felicity of a heroic virtue, and it is this tp

which John is summoned in his despondent hour. It is no»t

for Jesus to break the bruised reed or quench the glimme]
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ing wick ; on the contrary, He appeals to the native courage

of the man not to forfeit the happiness which is within

his reach. It was difficult to think that the destined

Liberator was there, and yet to rot in prison ; but no one

—

not John nor Jesus Himself—is too good to suffer for right-

eousness' sake ; and happy are they who, when they see Jesus

at work, cannot be put at fault about Him by any personal

considerations whatever.

', The evangelists connect with this appeal of John to Jesus

an express appreciation of the Baptist by our Lord (Matt.

ii. 7 ; Luke vii. 24). There is no reason whatever for

(Questioning this connexion, even though later references

io John in what seems the same discourse may be due to

^Jompilation. John had been a great figure in the recent

(eligious history of Israel
;

great responsibility attached

o all who had been in contact with him, and yet many had

dismissed him from their minds only too easily. As the

tiourth Gospel has it. He was the lamp that burned and shone,

ind men were willing for a season to rejoice in his hght (John

V. 35). It is this temporary interest which is ominous to

Jjesus. In a striking parable he compares those who had

x^ielded for a time to John's influence to the man from whom
tjjie evil spirit departed only to return to his untenanted

abode with seven other spirits more malignant than himseK

(Matt. xii. 43-45). The forgotten prophet has brought

h'imself again for a moment into the public mind by his

njlessage to Jesus, and Jesus avails Himself of the occasion

tcji bear a striking testimony to him, a testimony which must

h ave awakened in the consciences of all who had heard John

t]|ie sense of responsibilities to which justice had yet to be

one.

1 What, he asks, did you go out into the wilderness to see ?

tjreed shaken by the wind ? In spite of the dubious atti-

P\de of the Baptist to Jesus, as suggested by his question,
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this was no description of the man. But it may quite

possibly have been one of the pleas on which his appeal to

conscience was discounted. Nothing is commoner than for

men to assume that the person through whom a spiritual

movement is initiated must be an easily excited, hyper-

sensitive, hysterical person. The settled order of life, it is

argued, the solid common sense of mankind, is not to be

discomposed because some hght or shallow nature sees

visions or dreams dreams. If religion did not over-stimu-

late such a nature, something else would, and in any case

we pass it by. But although this assumption is commonly

made it is commonly wrong. Excitable and fickle natures

may become prominent in a revival, but the real conductors

of spiritual force are of another type. It would be difficuilt

to name more level-headed persons than John Wesley and

D. L. Moody. The Baptist, Jesus implies, was the very

opposite of a reed shaken with the wind. If passing excit^i-

bility was to be spoken of, it was in the hearers of the dese^

prophet, not in the stedfast preacher himself. /

Another ironical question follows, probably with a simij^ir

moral point. " What did you go out to see ? a m^in

clothed in soft raiment? " Tliis also suggests a way in

which the prophet is still discredited. His disinteresteiid-

ness is called in question. To say he is clothed in soft rjai-

ment, though his camel's hair or sackcloth is conspicuolus,

means that he is feathering his own nest somehow ; ha is

getting what he wants out of his prophetic calling ; h(| is

made much of in ways which are dear to human vanity
;

he travels and is handsomely entertained without expens^e
;

he has a royalty on the hymn-books ; he is flattered Si]ad

deferred to ; the sense of his own importance grows upon him

and he enjoys it. Very likely there were people who hinwed

at charges against John conceived in this spirit, but jfor

Jesus he was beyond suspicion. He was as disinteresJted
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s he was strong. If we wish to find men wearing soft rai-

ment, We know where to look for them, but it is not where

John is to be found.

With His next question Jesus drops irony entirely.

' What did you go out to see ? a prophet ? Yes, I tell you,

aid far more than a prophet." It is hardly necessary to take

tlis as signifying that the multitudes who went out to see

phn did so in the vague expectation that he might possibly

Je no less than the Messiah (Luke iii. 15 ; John i. 20) ;
i

lesus is rather expressing His own opinion about John than

(heir former expectations. It is to him that John is at once

1 prophet and far more than a prophet—a true messenger of

G)d, and yet one who stands in such a relation to the final

acomplishment of that purpose of God which is attested

b all the prophets as sets him in a place apart and confers

o him an incomparable distinction. It is difficult to under-

sind how Jesus could define this greatness by applying to

Jhn the words of Malachi iii. 1 in the peculiar form in which

tby occur in all our Gospels (Matt. xi. 10 ; Mark i. 2 ; Luke

V, 27), and it is quite possible that Matthew xi. 10 is due to

tL evangelist.* Tliis does not, however, throw any uncer-

txnty on the greatness just ascribed to John, a greatness

\ respect of his place and calling in the carrying out of

pd's purpose. This is secured both by the connexion

lich we have already seen between the baptism of Jesus by

ihn and His entrance on His Messianic work, and by the

jbsequent identification of John with Elijah (Matt. xvii. 12).

-lit in the solemn and emphatic words which follow Jesus

So recently J. Weiss.

Tlie difficulty is that in Malachi Israel is addressed, in the Gospels

tl IMessiah ; which necessitates changing " before me " into " before

tl ." There is some doubt as to the order of the sentences in Luke.

Sebhe readings of D in Luke vii. 26-28. From this it has been inferred

tb ver. 27 did not originally stand in Luke, and therefore did not stand in

tlsource common to the first and third Gospels ; that is, it is an inter-

pritive addition by Matthew to the words of Jesus.
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assures us that the personal greatness of John was adequate

to his high place. " Verily I say unto you, there hath not

arisen among them that are born of women a greater than

John the Baptist." It is an extraordinary estimate of the

wilderness preacher, and the shock of astonishment with which

we hear it is not abated when Jesus adds, " Yet he that is

but little in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he."

It is idle to evade, or to try to evade, the contrast which

is suggested by the last words. It is in principle the same

as that which we have already seen when the question was

raised about fasting. It is part of the consciousness of Jesus

that with His own appearance on the stage of history a new

era has dawned, the privileges and blessings of which tran-

scend all that man has hitherto known. He speaks here, in

pronouncing upon John, in precisely the same mood as when

He says to His disciples, " Happy are your eyes, for they

see, and your ears, for they hear. For I tell you of a truthj,

that many prophets and righteous men desired to see what

you see, and saw not, and to hear what you hear, and hear(;l

not " (Matt. xiii. 16 f.). Jesus habitually spoke of His dis-

ciples as " these little ones," ol /xiKpoi ovrot : and here lie

says that even the least of them, the one who by compari-

son with the others is the less, 6 nLKporepo'^, is greater thajti

John. Having entered into the enjoyment of the privileges

and blessings which are identified with the presence of Jesijis

in the world he stands on a spiritual level to which tl^ie

greatest of prophets, as long as for any cause he is evG^n

momentarily at fault about Jesus, has not attained. There

is no disparagement of John in this ; what it reveals is Jes\:i![s'

sense of His own transcendent significance in the spiritual,

world. The kingdom of heaven, in the sense in which it -js

here spoken of, is conceived to be present where He is prest-

ent ; a place in it is conditioned by a certain relation to HiSm

,

and exalts its possessor above all that has hitherto bci;en
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known of spiritual worth and greatness. Even the least in it

is greater than the greatest who has only prepared its way.

When we come to what follows in Matthew xi. 12-15, it

is probable we have to do with compilation by the evangelist

;

at least there is no evident connexion with what precedes.

The subject is still John, and the speaker Jesus, but the occa-

sion may have been later. The very terms, indeed
—"from

the days of John the Baptist until now "—have led some to

argue that the days of John are evidently conceived as

belonging to a remote past, and that the speaker, therefore,

cannot be Jesus, who only survived John a few months. It

is the Church, we are told, which is reflecting here on its own

history in relation to the work of John, and expressing its

mind on John's significance and on the good (and evil ?)

of the movement which originated with him. Even of those,

however, who are nonplussed by the expression " from the

days of John the Baptist until now," some have found it hard

to refuse to Jesus the main proposition, " the kingdom of

heaven sufifereth violence, and violent men seize upon it."

With all its opaqueness it has the ring of originality which

attests the master. The parallel in Luke (xvi. 16) shows that

in the earliest record of the teaching of Jesus there was a

saying currently ascribed to him in which the kingdom of

God was connected somehow with the idea of ^id^eadai.

In Luke it is made quite unambiguous. " From that time

—

i.e., from the time of John—the kingdom of God is preached,

and every one forces his way into it." The " force " used

is presumably that which is necessary and proper to secure

entrance—the response to Jesus' command, " Strive to enter

in at the strait gate." In Matthew it is perhaps fair to argue

that the meaning is the same. The second clause

—

^Laa-ral

apird^ovaiv avTTjv—must be allowed to interpret the first
;

in other words, /Sid^erat, in the clause 7) jBaaCX-eia rSiv

ovpavMv ^id^erai is passive. The kingdom of heaven is the
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object to which force is applied ; men who have summoned

up all the force at their disposal seize it as their prey. The

general idea is that a powerful spiritual movement had

originated with John, which when these words were spoken

was not yet spent. Perhaps in the choice of terms like

^La^eaOai and dpTrd^etv there is an ironical allusion to the

aspect which this movement presented to those who did not

participate in it. It was the publicans and the harlots,

Matthew tells us elsewhere (chap. xxi. 32), who believed

John, and entered the Kingdom of God before the pro-

fessedly pious ; and we can well beheve that to the latter

the whole spiritual movement of the time seemed an auda-

cious invasion of what they regarded as a preserve of their

own. The pubHcans and the harlots—people like Zacchaeus,

or like the woman of whom we are told in Luke vii. 36 ff.

—

stormed their way into a place which the respectable had

set apart for themselves. There is a touch of scorn in the

words with which Jesus describes the movement as from their

point of view. The /Qtacrrat, the a/jTra^oyre?, in spite of

these questionable names, were His friends. It is part of

the greatness of John that a movement so powerful actually

dates from him. His " days " need not be distant, if only

they are past ; and they were past not only when the evange-

list wrote, but within the lifetime of Jesus. As Jesus looked

back to those early days when the voice of the prophet

first stirred the souls of men in the wilderness of Judsea, and

thought of the irresistible impulses which it had generated,

and how it had fallen silent for ever, it is not difficult to be-

lieve that He spoke the words of the verse exactly as they

stand. The chronological interval may have been short,

but chronology is not the only measure of time. Jesus

saw John in his place in a divinely guided history, a place

of critical importance. He stood on the borderline between

the old and the new, of both and yet of neither. The law
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and the prophets fulfilled their function until John, but Avith

John the new day began to break. To some it might be a

hard saying, but he was the true Elijah who heralds the day

of the Lord (Mai. iv. 5 f.). Again it must be repeated,

Jesus reveals Himself here even more signally than He inter-

prets John. He can speak of John as Elijah only because He

thinks of Himself as Messiah. The Messiah may not, any

more than the Elijah, answer exactly to Jewish anticipa-

tions, but for this He is prepared. John's destiny is un-

toward, and so will His own be (Matt. xvii. 12). As on many

other occasions where more is meant than meets the ear, he

adds the arresting word, " He that hath ears, let him hear."

What has just been said covers the reference to John in

the last week of our Lord's life when he was challenged at

Jerusalem to tell by what authority He taught and acted

(Matt. xxi. 23 ff.). If the Jewish authorities had dealt fairly

with their consciences in relation to John, they would have

had no difficulty about Jesus. It only remains to refer to

the passage in which Jesus most explicitly contrasts Himself

and John. It is that in which He reproaches His contem-

poraries with a childish wilfulness that will not be in earnest

with goodness in any form. No matter how God appeals

to them, they will find reasons for evading Hif> appeal.

" John came neither eating nor drinking, and they say, He

has a demon." That is, " It is not sane to behave in this

way. It would bring society and civilization to an end.

All we can do is to ignore it." " The Son of Man came eat-

ing and drinking, and they say, Behold, a man gluttonous

and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners." That

is, " There is no trace of piety here. This is not a religious

life at all. Rather is it a life which insults and flouts reli-

gion, and which the good are entitled to resent on that

ground." It is not easy to understand a scholar who finds

in these words the mind of the Church, not the mind of Jesus,
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merely on the ground that the past tense is used—John came,

the Son of Man came. If anything is certain in the Gospels,

it is that Jesus reflected on his coming, and did it in pre-

cisely this form. " I came not to destroy, but to fulfil."

" I came not to call the righteous, but sinners." " The Son

of Man came to seek and to save that which was lost." So

here, " The Son of Man came eating and drinking." He
came on the level on which men lived, taking life and the

world as God had made them and as His brethren had to

face them, discovering or evoking in those whom others

despised the root of good things toward God. This is His

greatness. He does not here, any more than elsewhere,

disparage John ; on the contrary, according to the most

probable interpretation, John and Jesus are both pre-

sented here as children of the Divine Wisdom ; and diverse

as they are. Wisdom is justified in sending both. Even amid

that childish generation their labour is not in vain.

It is perhaps a fair inference from the fact that John's

disciples long survived as an independent religious party,

that John himself died without defining his relation to

Jesus further. In the fourth Gospel he figures simply as a

witness to Jesus
;
yet when he is asked whether he is Elijah,

the forerunner of the Messiah, he answers No. Nothing

could show more clearly the ambiguousness of his situation.

Jesus, we conclude, knew him better than he knew himself,

and had a sense of his greatness, both in function and in

character, which in himself would have been improper. It

has been too much the custom to use him simply as a foil

to Jesus, and to contrast his mind with that of our Lord as

at all points narrow and unspiritual, but there is something

in this which is quite wrong. The least in the kingdom of

heaven is, no doubt, greater than he, but we wrong John

himself, and we wrong the judgment of Jesus concerning

him, if we do not along with this truth catch upon our minds
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the sense of an astonishing spiritual grandeur. How can

any one speak lightly of a man who so profoundly impressed

Jesus ?

James Denney.

ENEPTEIXQAI IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The active voice ivepjeiv occurs in the New Testament

twelve times, ivepyeladai, nine. Translators have all taken

the latter form for the middle voice, and have rendered

both exactly alike, by operor in the Vulgate and work in

the English Revised Version. There are considerations,

however, which might incline us to take ivepyelaOai as

a passive. One would scarcely expect St. Paul to use

the two forms indiscriminately in the short Epistle to the

Galatians. The promiscuous use of alrelv and alreladai

is not an analogous case.

In the Septuagint ivepyelv occurs six times and evepyeladai

once ; I Esdras ii. 20, eVet ivepyelrat ra Kara tov vaov.

Here it is clearly passive. In ecclesiastical Greek ol ivep-

yov/jbevoi means demoniacs. Here again the verb is passive.

In classical Greek the form is rare, but seems always to be

passive. As all the external evidence is thus in favour of

the passive voice, not a single instance of an undoubtedly

middle being found, so far as I know, there is a presumption

that the usage in the New Testament may be the same.

We may therefore examine the various passages and see

if a passive rendering of the word suits the context and is

in agreement with the general teaching. They would read

thus :

—

James v. 16. " The supplication of a righteous man
availeth much if it is wrought in him," sc. by the Holy

Spirit. Moulton (Prolegomena) says the Revisers had in
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their first draft " inwrought." St. James must have known

well that not every sick person was cured by the prayers

and anointing of the elders. But he was familiar with

the gift of healing " by the same Spirit,"

2 Corinthians i. 6. " It is for your comfort which is

wrought in the patient endurance," etc.

2 Corinthians iv. 12. "So then death is wrought in us,

but life in you."

Galatians v. 6. " Neither circumcision availeth any-

thing nor uncircumcision, but faith which is wrought through

love." This is psychologically true and in agreement with

St. Paul's teaching that love is the greatest of the graces.

It is also the marginal reading in the Revised Version. Per-

haps " rendered active " is nearer the sense intended.

Ephesians iii. 20. " Now unto him that is able . . .

according to the power that is wrought in us." Cf. Philip-

pians ii. 13, 0eb^ jdp ianv 6 eveprymv eV v/xiv.

Colossians i. 29. " According to his working which is

wrought in me."

1 Thessalonians ii. 13. " As it is indeed the word of

God, which also is rendered active in you that believe."

The word must be " mixed with faith " in order to be

eVe/37?;?. Cf. Aristotle, De Anima, 427 a. 7, Bwdfiei ryap to

avTo Kol dhiaipervv rdvavrla, tm 8' elvai ov, dWd tw evepjel-

aOai SiaipeTov. That is, " when thrown into activity," sc.

by the sense object.

2 Thessalonians ii. 7. "The mystery of lawlessness is

already being worked." Satan is the worker {v. 9). The

reference is presumably to some secret illegal plot against

the Christians at Thessalonica, engineered by a thauma-

turgist.

Romans vii. 5. rd iraOrjp.ara, k.t.K. " The consequences

of the sins . . . were wrought in our members to bring

forth fruit unto death." Consequences is perhaps too tame
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a word. These iradi^ixara, inflicted by Sin, personified as

a tyrant, are vividly described in chapters vi. and vii. The

word Tradrnxara occurs sixteen times in the New Testa-

ment, and everywhere, except here and in Galatians v. 24,

is translated by the Revisers " suffering." ITa^o?, passion,

in the ethicalsense, is found three times, and in 4 Maccabees

passim. St. Paul uses irdOr] for passions, Romans i. 26, and

iradij/jbara, sufferings, Romans viii. 18, which makes it highly

improbable that " sinful passions " is the correct rendering

in this passage.

John Ross.

ST. PETERS SPEECH IN ACTS I. 15-22.

The purpose of this paper is to plead for a return in one

more instance to the sound exegetical instinct of the

" Authorised " translators from the hasty conclusions

of modern scholarship which were too often imposed upon

the Revised Version of the New Testament. The inter-

pretation of this particular passage maintained in the

following pages is in part that put forward by Mr. Rendall

in his admirable Acts of the Apostles in Greek and

English (1897) ; but it appears to have obtained very

Uttle notice among editors ; and I trust that incidentally

a fresh discussion of the point will be interesting as show-

ing the disadvantages of marking parenthesis in our texts

of the New Testament. Our new knowledge of colloquial

Greek has discredited the device in one striking instance.

Even A.V. had felt compelled by considerations of gram-

mar to disjoin the apparent nominative case of " full of

grace and truth " from " the only begotten of the Father "

in St. John i. 14. Now we know that the Greek for

" full " was indeclinable, and can be interpreted, as its
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position and the logic of the sentence demands, in close

connexion with fMovojevov<i. (See Deissmann, New Light,

Eng. ed., p. 44.) It would seem safer in all cases not to

prejudge interpretation by the use of brackets, unless the

cast of the sentence makes it absolutely clear that that

was the writer's own intention.

For the sake of easy reference in a somewhat complicated

argument, I will first venture to give the whole speech

with the renderings and arrangement that will best make

clear the view that is maintained—noting in the margin

the chief alternative ways of presenting the passage that

have been adopted by various authorities.

I. 15. And in those days Peter

stood up in the midst of the

brethren, and said :—the

number assembled was

about 120 persons— ..*

(QuotationofPs.lv.) . . .

16. Sirs and brothers, there

had'' to be a fulfilment of

this" scriptvire, in which

the Holy Spirit tlirough

David's mouth referred be-

forehand to Judas, who was
guide to them that took

17. Jesus—I mean, as regards'*

his having been numbered
among us and having re-

ceived his part of this minis-

18. try.^ Now, he pxirchased

a field with the reward of

iniquity, and in a headlong

fall he burst asunder in the

midst, and all bis bowels

19. gushed out. This became
known to all the inhabitants

of Jerusalem, earning for^

that field in their language

the name " Aceldama," i.e.

* The dots and insertion refer

to a suggestion made below.

^ Reading e8ei ; Set D* and
Vulg.

° Reading ravr-qv with D,

Iren., and the Textus Receptus.

Most modern editors omit it.

^ Giving to on the sense of

" that " with Rendall. Most
interpreters, including A.V. and
R.V., "for."

®~' Parenthesis marked by
Westcott and Hort, R.V., and
others.

^ This free rendering is adopted

to avoid prejudicing the criticism

of the passage by a tense in the

indicative.
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20. " Field of Blood." ' For

it is written in the book of

Psalms :
" Let his home-

stead become desert, and
let there be no man to dwell

in it "
; as well as^ "His <•-« Blass suggests marking off

21. office of oversight let another this section as standing apart

take." ^ It is necessary, from the rest, and adopting the

therefore, from the men variant Set in verse 16.

that went with us all the e-h Rendall makes this the

time that the Lord Jesus parenthesis,

went in and out among us

22. beginning from the baptism

of John to the day that he

was received up from us,

that one of these, I say,

should be appointed as a

witness with us of his

resurrection.

The salient fact here is that Westcott and Hort and the

Revised Version (who form the court of appeal for the

average student of the New Testament) place verses 18 and

19 in a parenthesis ; thereby implying that the words

from the Psalms in verse 20, or at any rate those composing

the former of the quotations (Ps. Ixix. 26), are the passage

of Scripture referred to in verse 16, while the narrative

of Judas' death is an explanatory insertion due either to

the speaker or to the author. According to the clearest

exposition of this view known to me (in Messrs. Page and

Walpole's edition, 1895) the quotation of the passage in

the speaker's mind is suspended till two explanations of

its applicability have been furnished. Having first re-

minded his hearers that Judas was an apostle (" because

he was numbered," etc.), and then recounted the story of

Aceldama, St. Peter can without fear of misunderstanding

adduce, as the prophecy that was bound to be fulfilled,

the words of the Psalmist about the abandoned liomestead

of one who held an office. A variation on this view, as
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we have already mentioned, is to take the second expla-

nation (the story of Aceldama) as the author's insertion.

And Blass, in his "Editio Philologica " (1895), seems to

suggest that at one time the speech ran thus :
" It is

necessary (reading 8ei) that the scripture be fulfilled,

which, etc. (continuing through vers. 16 and 17, but then

going straight on to ver. 20 and giving there only the

second quotation), for it is written : His office let another

take." All these explanations, however, agree in the

assumption that the passage of Scripture mentioned in

verse 16 is not quoted or indicated till verse 20 ; and that

interpretation has been riveted on our most popular texts

by the use of brackets.

Now it must be owned that, if this view is correct, the

citation of the Psalter in verse 20 strikes the careful reader

as very inadequate and inappropriate for the purpose.

Neither of the passages quoted has any special connexion

with the treacherous friend of the Messianic prophecies
;

and, looking to the actual history of Judas, the ill repute

of his field seems a somewhat insignificant detail to prove

to the Apostle's mind the divine predestination of the

tragic gap in their ranks ; nay more, those words from

Psalm Ixix. are especially foreign to the main argument

of the speech, because they might be interpreted as a com-

mand not to appoint a successor. Or, if the chief stress

be laid on the second quotation, that of Psalm cix. 7, it

is equally difficult to beheve that the reference to the

" overseership " seemed of such importance to St. Peter

that he should make its fulfilment, as it were, the general

premiss which was to prove the particular practical con-

clusion
—

" it is necessary, therefore, to appoint a successor."

Unless, with Blass, we surrender the impressive inference

from past to present {eSet irXrjpcoOTJvai . . . Set ovv . . .)

by reading Set in the former place, the logic of the situation
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demands a wider reflection on God's mysterious dealing

with His servants than the noting of a popular nomen-

clature or of one aspect of the fallen man's previous posi-

tion. Another prima facie objection to the use of brackets

as in W-H, and R.V. is that it breaks the simple and natural

connexion between the story of Aceldama and the words

" For it is written : Let his habitation be desolate, etc."

Every detail of the historical statement—the ownership

of the farm, the public knowledge of Judas' bloody death

—leads up to the quotation of Psalm Ixix. 26, just as that

quotation is pointless without its historical explanation.

Supposing that it were necessary to identify the words of

the Psalmist as the "scripture" referred to in verse 16,

still the explanation (whether of the speaker or of the

historian) is so completely dovetailed into the argument

of the speech, that it is a violation of language to place

a bracket between verses 19 and 20.

But it is by no means necessary to look for the " scrip-

ture " at all in verse 20, seeing that St. Peter has already

identified it, or at least indicated it, himself, in verses 16

and 17. It is with regard to the interpretation of these

verses that I would draw attention to the sound instinct

which led the scholars of 1611 to refer in their margin to

another passage of the Old Testament than those given

in verse 20, in explanation of the "scripture " " (ver. 16),

and to refrain from marking any parenthesis in the subse-

quent verses. It was the good fortune, also, I believe,

if not the merit of those translators, to give from the text

they used the " this (scripture) " (ver. 16) of Codex Bezae

and other authorities, which possibly supplies a clue to

the reason why the particular allusion to the Old Testa-

ment does not appear so definite as usual. But leaving

aside for the moment what is only a conjecture, it is strange

that so many commentators have failed to see that the

VOL. VII. 5
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speaker himself gives the substance of the scripture he is

referring to in the clause introduced by otl (ver. 17),

which (with Mr. Rendall) may be quite well here trans-

lated " that," and not " because." It might be an in-

teresting study in itself to " settle Hoti's business " as

far as the New Testament is concerned ; the investigation

would very likely reveal that such dependent clauses sel-

dom bear a more definite relation to the main sentence

than is expressed by the original meaning of the particle

"as to the fact that "
; and that the translation " for

"

or " because " is only in a limited class of cases demanded

by our idiom to express the relation. For our present

purpose it is enough to contend that verse 17 must be

taken in close connexion with the foretelling of the Holy

Spirit, and not as an independent statement of the speaker.

For an exact and conclusive parallel to this form of speech

in drawing attention to the fulfilment of prophecy the

commentator need go no further than the next chapter

of this book. In Acts ii. 31 St. Peter, after quoting at

length from a Psalm, goes on to make the comment that

David by liis foresight spake concerning the resurrection

of the Christ that he was not left in hell, nor did his flesh see

corruption. We note how the latter-day fulfilment of the

prophecy is assigned as the scope {irepl t^v avaardaeco'i)

of David's words, and the substance of them is introduced

by oTi, but stated in the terms of their historical fulfilment

{ivKareXeicfiOT) . . . avrov—with change of tense and

person). So in our speech, whether St. Peter had really

begun with a verbal quotation or not—a suggestion to be

considered presently—he in the same way states the true

scope of David's utterance (" concerning Judas "), and

then gives its substance in the terms of its historical

fulfilment
—" that he was numbered among us," etc. No

one thinks of translating 6tl " for " in that other pas-
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sage ; that it has been generally so translated here is

doubtless the principal cause of the confusion into which

the interpretation of this speech has fallen. It may be

noted, in passing, that Latin versions do not determine

the translation either way ; the best text of the Vulgate

has " quia," which of course means " that " as much as

" because "
; while the " quoniam " given in Irenaeus

iii. 12 is equally indeterminate, for that writer's Latin

translator again and again uses " quoniam " in the declara-

ative sense.

So far, I venture to think, a strong case has been made

out for two guiding principles in the interpretation of this

speech
;

(a) that we cannot with appropriateness connect

verse 20 with the reference to scripture in verse 16, or

suppose that the quotation from Psalm Ixix. ("Let his

habitation . .
. ") has any wider application than its fulfilment

in the story of Aceldama. Both these erroneous sugges-

tions are involved in the bracketing of verses 18 and 19 :

(b) that the substance of the scripture referred to in verse

16 is, according to a just interpretation of the Greek words,

indicated by verse 17 ; the gist of the prophecy being

there declared to be the inclusion of the traitor within

the Apostolic circle. This natural connexion has been

obscured by the translation of on, " for " or " because."

There remain, however, some considerations of a more

conjectural character which may be set down here with

the hope that they may contribute something to the eluci-

dation and criticism of this ever fascinating book.

(1) What was the passage of the Old Testament which

the speaker said was bound to be fulfilled ? The margin of

A.V. refers to Psalm xli. 9, " Yea, even mine own familiar

friend," etc., doubtless on the ground that that verse is

used by our Lord in the same connexion in St. John xiii. 18.

But that verse stands alone in the psalm as a reference
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to tlie treacherous friend of the Messiah, and for a formal

justification of the ways of God to man as regards the

Betrayal, such as "we suppose St. Peter to have been making,

it seems far more likely that his thoughts should have

turned to Psalm Iv.. where the significant allusions are

more extended :

"' For it is not an open enemy that hath

done me this dishonour . . . but it was even thou, my
companion, my guide, and mine own familiar friend ; we

took sweet counsel together, and walked in the house of

God as friends. . . . He laid his hands upon such as be at

peace with him, and he brake his covenant : the words of

his mouth were softer than butter, having war in his heart,"

etc. I have never seen it suggested, but it seems not

impossible, that the rather strange phrase " guide to them

that took Jesus" in verse 16 was used with allusion to

"my guide" {-^yeficov, LXX) in the Psalm. And if this

psalm was the recognized starting-point among the dis-

ciples for the interpretation of Judas' fall, the words " Let

death come hastily upon them . . .," occurring as they

do in close connexion with the lament over the friend's

treachery, would, for the historian if not for the Apostle,

lead on irresistibly to an account of Grod's judgment upon

the traitor such as we have in verse 18.

But :—

(2) Whatever the prophecy was, is there any hint of

a verbatim quotation, or is the author content with the

mere mention of a ypa(f)T] and a brief indication of its

substance ? Three parallels in justification of the latter

view can be adduced from St. John's Gospel, vii. 38,

xvii. 12, and xx. 9, where definite " scriptures " are men-

tioned but not identified. That in xvii. 12 concerns Judas
;

and XX. 9 is strikingly apposite, because, as here, the sub-

stance of the prophecy is given in a ori-clause. Xo in-

stance, as far as I know, can be adduced from other parts
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of St. Luke's writings. We should, however, I think, be

compelled to take this view, supposing the reading Tr;v

ypadiTjv of most modem editors to be right. The bare

article would seem to imply that the scripture is now

mentioned for the first time—at any rate by the historian
;

if the Apostle may be supposed to have quoted at length,

the author (granted that reading) has for the sake of brevity

given only the gist of the scripture "proof." On the

other hand, it must be confessed that verse 16 sounds far

more like an orator's actual comment on a text already

quoted (" These are the words of the Holy Spirit, and

they were spoken beforehand with special reference to

Judas," etc., cf. ii. 30-1) than a historian's sole represen-

tation of what the orator had said on the point. I should

like, therefore, on the respectable authority of D and

Irenaeus' Latin interpreter, to go back to the t^v ypacbrjv

TavT-qv of the Textus Receptus—to suppose that the speech

as we have it begins with the second section, Psalm Iv.

having first been quoted at some length, as Psalm xvi. is

quoted in ii. 25-8—and to conjecture either (a) that we

have here an abbreviated edition of the book, ravTTjv being

a trace, inadvertently suffered to remain, of the longer

form which gave the quotation in full ; or (b) that St.

Luke never gave the quotation, assuming that his readers

would take it for granted and would quite well under-

stand what " this scripture " meant in St. Peter's mouth
;

or (c) that the first part of the speech with the full quo-

tation was in the original text, but dropped out at an early

stage of the transmission of the book owing to the eye of

the scribe passing from one "'"^vSpe? aSe\0ot " to another

(see the speech in chap. ii. passim).

It is, in any case, in favour of this reading and interpre-

tation that the phrase " this scripture " is twice used by

St. Luke elsewhere in referring back to a passage of the
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Old Testament already quoted at length—in our Lord's

discourse at Nazareth (St. Luke iv. 21), and in Philip's

interview with the eunuch (Acts viii. 35), whereas " the

scripture," without quotation, cannot be paralleled from

his writings. It is also textually improbable that ravTrjv

is the insertion of a scribe, for it does not serve to identify

the " scripture " with verse 17 any more clearly than the

simple article ; and, if the wish had been to identify it with

verse 20, eKein-jv Would have been a more likely gloss
;

on the other hand, ravrrjv would easily drop out as un-

necessary when the true course of the speech, as we have

conceived it, became obscured.

(3) Lastly, no one attempting to elucidate this speech

can avoid forming some theory as to the literary char-

acter of verses 18-20—the story of Aceldama and the

remaining quotations from the Psalter. There are grave

reasons for thinking that the narrative in verses 18-9 bear

only the most distant relation to any original words of

the Apostle. Not only is there the phrase " their own

language " and the translation of Aceldama into Greek,

but the whole tone of the statement is too historical and
" detached " to represent at all closely the words of an

orator referring to what {ex hypothesi) could only

have happened a week or two since. Indeed, could a

popular nomenclature, such as that described, have pos-

sibly grown up in the time ? It might fairly be urged,

also, that the significance evidently attached in verse 20

to the word iTriaKoirv belongs to the author's historical

interest in the apostolic office rather than to St. Peter's

thoughts of " ministry "
; and that the grossness of the

story and its likeness to other discoveries of divine judg-

ments for the enemies of a good cause are in striking con-

trast to the tenderness and reticence of verses 16 and 25

(" from which Judas went astray "). All this, in my opinion,
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puts verses 18-20 on a different level of originality from

the rest of the words assigned to the Apostle. But that,

is not to say that they, or any part of them, can be marked

off, as regards the author's intention, from the rest of the

speech. Mr. Rendall closes a parenthesis after verse 20,

which is the least objectionable place for a bracket, if there

is to be one at all ; but the collocation of " His bishoprick

let another take " with " Therefore one of these," etc.,

is too obviously apposite for us to suppose that the author

intended any break there in the logical sequence. The

simple connexion " and " forbids a break between the

two quotations in verse 20, as the text stands at present

;

and the disjunction of the former quotation from the nar-

rative of Judas' death has, I hope, been shown in these

pages to be impossible.

I would suggest that the literary character of verses

18-20 is something like this. St. Luke in any case is obliged

to give a strictly compressed account of St. Peter's address,

which would very likely be an exposition and argument of

some hours' duration. After giving the Apostle's treat-

ment of the chief Old Testament passage which was in-

terpreted as referring to Judas (vers. 16 and 17), he bridges

over the transition to the practical business of the meet-

ing with a rapid statement of the remaining Scripture

" proofs " of Judas' history which were current in his own
day—viz., of the horror which surrounded the traitor's

death, and of the rightness of appointing another Apostle

in his place. He supplies, also, in connexion with the

former theme the particular tradition about Aceldama

which he prefers. So he passes on naturally to the last

section of the speech, beginning verse 21. He has not

attempted or professed in the intervening passage (vers.

18-20) to give an exact account of the speech as actually

delivered, but still he means the words to read as part of

the literary " speech."
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How closely St. Luke was here representing in abbrevi-

ated form corresponding matter in the original speech, and

what materials he had for doing so, we can never determine,

except conjecturally from internal evidence. At least let

us take the speech as he gives it, and not pre-judge the

interpretation and criticism of such passages by the indolent

and rash use of brackets.

Stephen Liberty.

LEXICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI.^

XII.

et'croSo?.—Nothwithstanding Grimm's dictum that in the

N.T. et'croSo9 is used only of " the act of entering," there

seems little doubt that it refers to " the entrance " itself

in Hebrews x. 19 (cf. v. 20) and 2 Peter i. 11. This latter is

the predominant sense in the papyri where the word is

constantly found of the " entrance " of a temple, or a house.

For the more metaphorical meaning as in 1 Thess. i. 9

oTTotav eiaoSov ea-j^^ofjiev Trpof vfid-;, cf. the Latin papyrus

letter of ii/A.D., OP 32 ^ 3^-, in which a military tribune

commends a certain Theon to the good offices of Domitius,

" et ideo peto a te, ut habeat introitum at te " (cf. Deiss-

mann, Licht vom Osten, p. 129.

ela-TTTjSdco.—This strong verb, which is found in the N.T.

only in Acts xvi. 29, alTT]aa<i 8e (J3Ct)Ta elaeinjSrjaev, may be

illustrated by OP 37^^ (a.D. 49), elaeirrjhriaev eU ttjv rod

r]/uL6T6pov otKiav Kol TO aw/xdriov dcfi^jpiraaev, " made an

incursion into my client's house and carried the foundling

off " (G. and H.) ; TbP 304io (ii/A.D.) /^era ^vXwv laTrvSrjaai^

" rush in with staves " (ibid.).

^ For abbreviations see the February and March (1908) ExposrrOB, pp.

170,262.
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eV/SaXXa).—For the literal usage of this word as in Matt,

xxi. 12, e^e^oKev TravTa^; r. TrioXovvTU^; . . . iv r. iepa, and

numerous other passages, cf. the early BM III. p. 1^*-

(iii/B.c), e7/Se/3A,77«;e fie etc twv i/xcov fxepcov tj}? av\ij<i Trjt

^lat, %/3ftj/CAe;^o?. The sense of banishment from a famUy or

society, as in Gal. iv. 30 (from Gen. xxi. 10), 3 Jolin 10, may
be paralleled from BU lOSO^^, a marriage-contract of the

time of Augustus, where a man is bound over not to ill-treat

his wife, yu-^S' ey^dWetv f^f]8' dWri^ yvvaiKU eireLad'yeLv,

"nor to divorce her, nor to marry another woman in her

place" (note also MP 12ii^-, i'y^oKelv jxe i/c twv KXi'-ipwv)\

while for the meaning "bring forth," "produce," as in

Matt. xii. 35, 6 dya6b<; avOpwrro'i eic tov dyadov drjaavpov

eK^dWet dyaOd, we may point to BU 197^2^- (beginning of

i/A.D.) " de agrorum proventu," twv iyj3a\\\oiJbev(»iv] Kad'

€T0<; eK TOV Kkrjpov yevrj/ndrtov koI i-Triyevri/uLdrwv.

eKBiScojiL.—With e«StSo/iatr=" let out for one's advan-

tage," as in Mark xii. 1, i^eSero avrov [sc. dp^TreKoiva]

ye(opyot<;, may be compared the sense of " apprentice

"

found in the papyri, e.g. OP 275^^- (a.d. 66) 6 pev Tpvcficov

eyhehoadai tc5 UroXepbaiu) tov eavrov vlov QooivLV, " Tryphon

agrees that he has apprenticed to Ptolemaeus his son

Thoonis," TbP 3853ff- (a.d. 117) i^eZoro Tecj^epadei^ . . .

TOV kavTTj^ vlov KpovLwva, " Tephersais has apprenticed her

son Cronion." Similarly the fragment of a marriage-con-

tract, dated a.d. 74-5, OP 372, begins i^eSoTo Taowaxfjpct

(the mother of the bride): cf. OP 237^"- ^s (ii/A.D.) rr'}?

7rai8o9 tt}? e'/cSeSo/ie'vT;?, " a daughter given in marriage."

For the general sense " issue," " give out " cf. PP III. p.

1236, i^eSodT], and TbP 397^ (ii/A.D.) i^e86(dv<Tav), both of

the giving out of certain contracts. The adj. €kSoto<; (as in

Acts ii. 23, TOVTOV . . . ckSotov Bed ^etpo? dv6p,Q)v irpocnrrj-

fai/re? avetXare) is found in Syll. 1901^ (iii/s.C.) BeScoKev

eySoTOV^ TrjL iroXei,.
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iKBcKeo).—With Luke xviii. 5, Slo, <ye to irape'^eiv /jLoi kottov

rrjv x^P^^ TavTTjv iK^i,KT]a-(o avrtjv, cf. AP 134^" (early ii/A.D.)

a summons eKSiK-PjaaL " to vindicate " a certain Peteus

who had been wrongfully carried off. For the stronger

sense of " avenge " see the striking Jewish prayer for ven-

geance for a murdered girl, Syll. 816, which Deissmann

{Licht vom Osten, p. 314) carries back as far as the second

century B.C., where the " most high God " is implored

iva i'y8iK7]ar}<; ro alfj,a to avaiTLov ^TjTijarjf; {-ei<i Deissmann)

/cal TTjv Taxi(yTr]v, "to revenge the innocent blood, and

that as quickly as possible": cf. Joel iii (iv.) 21 A,

eKScKijaQ) TO aljxa avTcov,

eKBUrja-t^.—A striking curse from Phlius may be cited

from Syll. 810, to illustrate Rom. xii. 19. The fragment

runs ]«al on av tto/,^?, to[i}to] et? aeavTov Tp€7ri[a6(i)'^ TavTcu

act ev-xo/^e[0ct]- et Se ti eKcbv efa/iapT[»;cret], ovk i/iov i-jrapdcr-

[aa6at], Slki] 8e i7riKp6/jiara[i'\ TifM(op6<i a7reX66v[Ti^ d7rei6r]<;

N€fiiae[oi<i], "it is not mine to invoke curses, but the

inexorable vengeance of Nemesis hangs over you as you

go.

eKeicre.—The " pregnant " construction Acts xxii. 5 toj<;

iKelae 6vTa<i, " those who were (collected) there " is illus-

trated by PP II. 45 "• ^^, where (if we may trust the restora-

tion) the writer—probably Ptolemy III. himself (cf. PP

III. p. 336)—describes how certain ships, acting in his

interest, sailed along the coast of Cilicia to Soli and took on

board to, €[K6t1]<Te KaTaaK€9evr[a ^Pv]/^^'^'^, "the money

that had been seized (and carried) there."

GKdeai^.—In TbP 410 verso (16 a.d.) we have a short

account, with the heading €K6eac<; Ti/j,(rj<;) '7Tpo/3d(TOiv). Syll.

929^' (ii/B.c), Trepl //? kuI t^v KaOrjKovaav ^^deaiv ireiTOLtjfjieOa,

has the same spelling as in Wisdom xi. 14 ^JAC. In

calling attention to the needless margin here (where

the ix^- spelling seems to have been taken as a form of
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€xOo<i), Mr. Thackeray * has achieved the rare feat of catch-

ing Hort and his colleagues tripping, in the R.V. Apo-

crypha.

e/<:X6«T09.—In Rein P 43^ (a.d. 102) a " choice " or " beauti-

ful " lodging for a man which is being let is described as

eKXeicrov avrpSiva {=dv8pcoya) : cf. Isaiah xxviii, 16 (cited

1 Pet. ii. 4), \l6ov . . . eKXeKTov, where the sense of " choice
"

passes into that of " chosen." The latter is the distinctive

Biblical use of the word, and may be illustrated by such a

passage as OGIS 499^ (ii/A.D.), twv iicKeKTOiv ev 'Poifiyj

SiKuaTMv, with which Dittenberger compares ibid. 567 ^"^

(ii/A.D.) eTrlXeKTov Kpnrjv, the index selectus of the Latin

inscriptions. 'EKXo^rj occurs in an illiterate papyrus of the

early Empire, BU lOlSi^.

€K7ra\ai.—This late word, which in the N.T. is confined

to 2 Pet. ii. 3, iii. 5, is found in the fragmentary OGIS 584^

(ii/A.D.) St' MV eKTrakat avrijv (sc ttjv irarplSa) eL'ep7e[T7;crev].

iKTnjSdco.—A good example] of this expressive compound

(Acts xiv. 14:k^€'nr7]8r]aav et? rov 6)(Xov)) is Par P 14^7 a- (ii/s.C.)

d(f)op^Ta) Se dvo/jLia e^eve'^6evTe<; koI eK7r7]Srj(TavTe<i /jLOL koX

H,idvavTe<i—a petition.

iKTrXvpdco.—For the meaning " make good," in Acts xiii.

33 (t. iirajyeXlav e'/cTrX.), cf. an interesting letter from

Petenephies, apparently a priest, requesting the release of

certain persons that they may be able to furnish the sup-

plies of food for the sacred crocodiles, TbP 51^-^- (ii/B.c.=

Witk. 76), Ta.9 Tcov lepcov ^cotcov (Teiraymyia'; eK-TrXrjpMaai.

iKTeXeco.—This word, which in the N. T. occurs only

Luke xiv. 29, 30, is weU attested, especially with reference to

the performance of religious duties, e.g. TbP 302=^" (a.d. 71-2)

eVreXoOi'Te? Td<; twv decov Xenovpyla';, and ibid. 293-''^-

(ii/A.D.), a report regarding the circumcision of an aspirant

to the priesthood, as otherwise he cannot perform the

* In his forthcoming Septuagint Grammar.
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sacred offices

—

^ta to /u.?; Svvaadat ra? i€povp<yLa<; e/CTeXelv.

eKTidrjfjbt.—The literal sense, as in Acts vii. 21, may be

illustrated by Par P 493^- (ii/B.c.:=Witk. 45), ^avavalav

(handicraft) iKTeOeiKairaaLv avOpoyirot,^. In EP 18^ (iii/B.C.)

el' Ti eKTidevTai ev oU e;;^ei? 6(^eCK,^']fxa(TLv, the reference is to

those "noted" or "posted up" in the receivers' list as

debtors.

ifCTivdaao).—See Notes iii. p. 429, and for the subst. cf.

FP 11421^- (a.D. 100) /n't] ovv Xr]pi]ar]<; tov h/crivay/jLov crov,

" don't talk nonsense about your threshing " (G. and H.).

It is used metaphorically in Nahum ii. 11, iKTivay/jio<i koi

dvaTivay/jio';, koI iK^payfib<; koI KapSia'i Opavcr/no'i.

eK')(^e(o.—With Matt, xxiii. 35, otto)? eXOr] e(f v/xd<; irdv al/xa

BUaiov iK')(vvv6fjievov eirl Trj<i <yf]<?, cf. Syll. 816^ (ii/B.c),

e7^eavTa9 avTi]<; ro dvalnov al/xa dSi/cco? (cited above under

e/cSi/ceo)),

eXaTToveco.—" Not found in prof, auth." according to

Grimm, but now certified not only by Arist. de plant. 2,

3, p. 825^, 23, as Thayer has shown, but also by a passage

from a Magdola papyrus of iii/B.c, BCH xxvii. p. 181 1*,

which, according to Wilcken {Archiv iv. p. 53), should read

eTravayKaaai, avrov a7r[o]Soi)va[t] r}fju[i]u to Sia[(f)6pov] TOiV

iXaTTOVovvTCdv tB' Kepa/xicov oaov dv Karofioacofieda. ^EXaTToco

is common.

ixijx^-—For the milder sense " expose," " set forth,"

which best suits this word in John iii. 20, 1 Cor. xiv. 24,

Eph. V, 11 (where see Robinson's note), cf. such a passage

from the vernacular as HbP 55^^- (iii/B.c.) dyeov koI tov

TToi/jueva tov iXey^ovTa irepl wv /jlol elira^;, " bring with you

the shepherd in order that he may give evidence in the

matter about which you told me " (G. and H.).

e'X,609.—The masc. form of this word, which in the N.T.

is wholly rejected by WH., and which in the LXX is com-

paratively rare (e.g. Ps. Ixxxiii. (Ixxxiv.) 11), is found in
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Syll. 376^^, Kol vvv he ov Sl eXeov u/xa?, dXka St' evvoiav

evepjeTM, Nero's address to the Greeks at Corinth : the

Emperor's composition-master took care that he Atticised

properly in this great oration.

iXevdepia.—For the historical background which lends so

much significance to the Pauline descriptions of the eKevOepia

which His people enjoy in Christ, we must be content mean-

while to refer to the important discussion in Deissmann's

new book LicJit vom Osten (Tiibingen, 1908), p. 234 ff.

iXXojdoi) (-eft)).—To Lightfoot's examples of this word

from the inscriptions in his note on Philem. 18 rovro i/xol

iXkoya, may now be added several occurrences in the papyri.

Thus the technical sense of " set to one's account," as in

the Philemon passage, is well brought out in Str. P 32^/^

(iii/A.D.), SoTco \6yov, ri avrtp 6if>el\€TaL . . . ira ovrco'i avrcp

evkoji-jOfi . The more metaphorical usage of Rom. v. 13,

dfjuapTca Be ovk iWoydrac jjurj ovTo<i vofiov, may be paralleled

from an interesting rescript of the Emperor Hadrian, in which

he authorizes the announcement of certain privileges to his

soldiers: BU 140^^^-, ovx eveKa rov SoKeli' jxe avrol<i ivXoyeiv,

"not however that I may seem thereby to be commending

myself to them." The form evekoyi')0{riaav) is found septies

in BU 1028 (ii/A.D.).

i/jbl3dXX(o.—With the solitary occurrence of this common

word in the N.T. (Luke xii. 5e/xjSaXeti/ eh rrjvyeevvav), may

be compared Par P 47^ '^^ (ii/B.c.=Witk. 64), iv^e^XrjKav

(sc. ol 6eol) iifxaq tt? uXr}v fiejdXT]y, where apparently vXijv

must be understood melaphorically, Dante's " selva oscura."

ifi^arevco.—For €.=:" take possession of " as in Josh.

xix. 51, eTTopevOrja-av ifi^areva-ac Trjvyrjv, cf. a will of iii/B.C,

EP 2^*, where, in the event of their parents' leaving debts,

right is reserved to the sons not to "enter on" the inherit-

ance—f^cCTTft) Tot9 uiot? fir) €/ji/3areveLV, ed/n /j-r] jSovXoiVTai.

The thought of forcible entry (1 Mace. xii. 25, ov<ydp eScoKev
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avrot<i avo')(y]v tov e^j3arevaaL eU ttjv ')((apav avrov) is well

brought out in BM II. p. 14^^ (ii/B.c), ^catorepov e/j./3a-

Tevaa<i et? to hri\XoviJuevo\v e8a(f)0<i rov a[jiTTe\(avo<^. On the

form of the word, in which 8 and t are freely interchanged,

see Mayser, Gramm. p. 176; and for the technical use of

TO ifx^ahiKov as the tax paid by tenants to the owners of

the land see Wilcken, Ostr. i. p. 190 f.

ifiijievw.—As showing the persistency of the legal formula,

ep/jbivQi with or without iv followed by the dat. of a participle,

of which apparently we have a reminiscence in Gal. iii. 10,

we may add to Deissmann's examples {BS p. 248 f.) the late

PFi 93^^ (vi/A.D.) CLKOVTa ififieivat iraaL toI<; irpoyeypafxfievoi'i.

In Syll. 879-° (end of iii/B.c.) the verb is construed with

the simple dat., iTrev^eadai rot? ep.fiei'ovaLv koi tol^ ireiOo-

pLevaL<i TMiSe tcol vofiooi ev elvat : cf. TbP 382^°^- (B.C. 30-

A.D. 1), ofxvvo Kaicrapav 9eov vlov AvTO/cpaTopa ei pr)v i/ii/Jievelv

Kal TTOLr'jaeLv irdvTa, " I swear by Caesar son of God and

Emperor, that I will truly abide by and perform all."

eVTrXoA:;;.—With 1 Pet. iii. 3 cf. Syll. 65322 (I/b.c.) /x^

e^ero) he fir/SefiLa ')(^pvaia . . . fn]S€ ra? Tpi)^a<i avTre7r\e'yixeva<i,

regulations regarding the Upai in the celebration of the

mysteries of Demeter and Kore : cf. ihid. 939^''.

€fx(f}avi,^co.—The quasi-technical sense of this word in

Heb. ix. 24, vvv e/x(pavi.a6f]vai tm TrpoawiTM tov 9eov virep

rjfiiov, may be illustrated by the corresponding adjective in

the legal OP 260^^^- (a.D. 59), eaaaOalt, e/M](j)avt] tm ^apaTrlco-

vo<i dpxthcKaaTov ^rjfxaTi, "I will appear at the court of the

chief justice Sarapion " (G. and H.). How readily the

meaning passes into " report or inform against," as in Acts

xxiv. 1 {evec^uviaav . . . KtiTct tov UavXov), xxv. 2, 15, is

shown by EP 8^- (iii/B.c), ifx^avi^a aoi'^flpov UacrdToi;, a

report to the Praetor, and TP I, 8, 12, eix^iaviaTov kol

KUTTjyopov (with Peyron's note).

GvavTL.—That evavTt with the gen., as in the phrase
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evavTL Tov 6eov (Acts viii. 21), can no longer be confined to

biblical Greek (as Grimm) is proved by its occurrence in

the translation of a Roman senatus consultum, Syll. 300^2

(ii/B.C.) Trepl tovtov tov 7rpdy/jiaT0<; varepov evavTi Tatov

AoKperlov ^ovXevaaadai e8o^eu : cf . also for imperial times

OP 4955 (a.d. 181-9), evavTL UeXa. Wackernagel, Hellenis-

tica, p. 1 £f., shows that the word came into the Kolvt] about

300 B.C. from Cretan, Delphian, or a like dialect, helped by

the fact that the Attic ivavTiov had this sense.

James Hope Moulton.

George Milligan.

To THE Editor of the "Expositor."

Sir,-—

I am much perplexed by a statement which " X " has

made in his interesting paper published in the December

number of the Expositor, p. 535. He says :

" We meet the same contradictory phenomenon in the

recently discovered Syr.-Sin. Paliywpsest, which reproduces

a codex of the earliest date, worked on in all probability by

a thoroughly heretical scribe ; so much so indeed as to

require very drastic treatment at the hands of the orthodox

librarian, even to erasure with a knife.^''

Does this refer to the self-contradictory passage in

Matthew i. 16 ?

I may safely say that no one has studied the Sinai pahmp-

sest for a longer time, nor examined it more carefully than

I have done. In 1895, on my third visit to Sinai, I filled up

most of the gaps in the published text, which, for want of

time, had been left by the three decipherers of 1893 (the

larger portion of these having been left by the late Professor

Bensly). They naturally occurred in the most illegible por-
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tions of the MS. I examined all difficult passages again and

again during my subsequent visits to Sinai in 1897, 1902,

1903 and 1906, working at it eight hours a day for ninety-six

days. And I have at the present moment a new and more

complete edition of the whole text in the Press. It will be

published next year by Messrs. Williams and Norgate.

I am, therefore, in a position to state :

I. That the page containing Matthew i. 16 shows no signs of

scraping or erasure, but that it is distinctly legible through-

out. It is one of the best preserved pages in the whole MS.

II. That, while several other pages have been scraped

as with a knife, this scraping has been done impartially,

with the sole apparent purpose of getting a clear surface

whereon to write the " Stories of Holy Women," edited in

the seventh or eighth century by John of Beth-Mari.

III. I have never observed any case of an erasure in the

interests of orthodoxy or the reverse. Nor has any rumour

reached me that such a case has been noticed by one of

the other decipherers.

I do not now enter on the question of the peculiar reading

in Matthew i. 16. I am concerned only to correct a misstate-

ment, due probably to " X " having put together, in his own

mind, the fact of an apparently heretical reading existing

on a very legible page, and the fact of a knife or some other

sharp instrument having been used, in the seventh or

eighth century, on some other pages. It is curious that so

serious a misapprehension should have arisen with regard

to a document which actually exists in our own time, and

has been open to inspection by any Syriac scholar who may

have visited the Convent of St. Catherine since its text was

first published in 1894.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

Agnes Smith Lewis.



PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY AND THE LOWER
CLASSES}

I.

It is the custom of the Evangelical Social Congress ^ to

devote some of its working hours to a subject that necessi-

tates withdrawal from the noisy arena of present-day prob-

lems. We retire to the quiet study of the scholar and the

man of theory, there to examine ourselves awhile—to reflect,

it may be, on the latest principles of social ethics, or to

consider historically some characteristic social phenomena

of the past.

In choosing as my subject " Primitive Christianity and

the Lower Classes " I have had in view the historical variety

of self-examination. The subject is an inquiry into the rela-

tion in which the Gospel and its makers stood to the great

mass of the small and the weak. It thus undertakes, we

may say, to apply the historical test to our old watchwords,

" Evangelical Social " and " Christian Social." Not one of

us who has been actively engaged in the socal movement

during the last twenty years can say that the subject is un-

familiar. In many of us it awakens memories of delightful

old wanderings in search of a social-political programme

^ Address delivered at the Evangelical Social Congress, Dessau, June 10,

1908, by Professor Deissmann, and itranslated for the Expositor by

Lionel R. M. Strachan, M.A., Lector of English in the University of Heidel-

berg. In substance, and occasionally also in form, Professor Deissmann's

remarks are based upon earlier works of his, particularly his recently

pubhshed book, Licht vom Osten, Tiibingen, 1908. (Where no reference is

given the New Testament passages are such as can be easily found.)

^ The Evangehcal Social Congress was inaugurated in 1890. Its objects

are to investigate impartially the social conditions of Germany, to test

them by the moral and religious standard of the Gospel, and to make the

Gospel teaching more efficacious and fruitful than hitherto in the economic

life of the present day. The President of the Congress is now Professor

Adolf Hamack.

VOL. vu. February, 1909. 7
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which we felt could be found in the Gospels with as little

trouble as the text for a Whitsun sermon.

The psychological explanation of the attempts to found a

social-political programme on the New Testament is simple

enough. After the foundation of the German Empire the

work of Adolf Stocker ^ and Friedrich Naumann ^ brought

social questions down like devouring flames on the con-

sciences of the rising generation, and many felt instinctively

that if they were to abide by the old Gospel they could not

help being interested in social questions. Those who were

not already by education and temperament linked heart

and soul with the lower classes were fiUed by the spirit of

the New Testament with unquenchable sympathy for the

humble masses. With hearts thus stirred it was almost a

matter of course for many to reformulate the old Protestant

Scriptural principle by saying that the New Testament must

be the normative authority for social poUtics.

The counterpart to this Christian Social romanticism of

the earlier period was to be found in certain convictions that

sprang up amongst the lower classes of our population under

the influence of Socialism. They flourish still, and not un-

frequently find expression in newspapers, cheap pamphlets,

pubUc meetings, and correspondence columns ^ as the voice

of the labouring people. Certain beliefs have gathered

round the figure of Jesus, the social reformer. As a " car-

penter's son " He appeals naturally to the proletariat, and

they have come to regard Him as a martyr for communism

and the social revolution, one who feU fighting against the

exploiters.

^ The veteran court chaplain and member of the Reichstag, author of

Christlich-Sozial (1890) and many subsequent works.
* Another poUtician who has stood in the pulpit. He is editor of Die

Hilfe (since 1895), author of many books, and still in the prime of life.

^ Cf., for instance, " Religiose Fragen aus der unteren Schicht " in Patria

(Jahrbuch der Hilfe), 1905, p. 144, No. 33.
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The spontaneous emotions of the social-democratic prole-

tariat/ however, are not without some sort of learned support

from educated men. Karl Kautsky ^ has explained Primi-

tive Christianity as being essentially the outcome of the

communistic movement under the Roman Empire. The

great feuilleton-writer, Albert Kalthoff,^ of Bremen, gifted

with a still greater amount of inventive imagination, has

derived Christianity from the combined effect of the ancient

popular philosoph}'-, the proletarian spirit of communistic

associations, and the passion of the Jewish Messianic hopes.

Taken as a whole, these hypotheses must be altogether

rejected. Any permanent importance that they possess is

due not to their authors' knowledge of the historical sources,

nor to their considered judgment in working up and arranging

facts, but to their instinct. It is the same instinct which

fills the social-democratic proletarian with sympathy for

the carpenter's son, no matter how much he mistrusts the

oflScial church. The same instinct coined the watchwords

" Christian Social " and " Evangelical Social " and threw

the New Testament into the social ferment of our day. It

is the pure sense-impression that (to put it quite generally)

there was a close connexion between Primitive Christianity

and the lower classes.

The weakness of Kautsky's and Kalthoff's hypotheses,

apart from their more or less consistent exclusion of creative

personalities from aU share in the origin of Christianity, is

^ Cf. the excellent statement and criticism of these theories by Ernst

Troeltsch in his important series of essays in the Archiv fur Sozialwissen-

schaft und Sozialpolitik, vol. 26, and Adolf Hamack's review of the same
in the Preussische Jahrbmher, vol. 131, part 3.

* A Socialist journalist of over thirty years' standing. He is the

founder and editor of Die Neue Zeit, a weekly organ of the German Social

Democrats. He recently published a book, Der Ursprung des Christen-

tums, eine historische Untersuchung, Stuttgart, 1908.

^ Author of The Rise of Christianity, translated by Joseph McCabe,
London (Watts), 1907.
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obvious enough. Chiefly it lies in their venturing to solve

one of the most tremendous problems of historical science

solely on a dilettante book-knowledge of the Roman Im-

perial age, derived at second or third hand from works that

in many of their details are now out of date. Blinded by

doctrinaire prepossessions, they misunderstand and do fan-

tastic violence to the New Testament, the one main source

of information, while the other complex of sources they have

not regarded seriously at all : I mean the original documents,

left by the lower classes contemporary with Primitive Chris-

tianity, which have been made newly accessible to scholars

by the archseological discoveries of the last twenty or thirty

years.

In the present generation some at least of the German

educated classes, particularly members of the academic

class, have learned to look on social facts of the present day

in the light of actuality and to see in the existence of

different social levels a living cultural force. It will always

remain a most remarkable fact that in the same generation

the discovery of abundant new texts on stone, earthenware,

and papyrus has for the first time brought the study of

antiquity into real touch with the lower classes of the

age in which Christianity grew up.

Our previous knowledge of the world contemporary with

Primitive Christianity was in all its essentials derived from

the remains of classical literature.

In the literary memorials, however, what we have is prac-

tically the evidence of the upper, cultivated class about

itself. The lower classes are seldom allowed to speak, and

where they do come to the front—in the comedies, for in-

stance—they stand before us for the most part in the light

that is thrown on them from above. The old Jewish litera-

ture, it is true, has preserved along with its superabundance

of learned dogma much that belongs to the people—the
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Rabbinic texts are a mine of information for the folklorist

to explore—yet it may be said of the Graeco-Roman litera-

ture of the Imperial age that it is on the whole the reflection

of the dominant class, possessed of power and culture ; and

this upper class has been almost always taken as identical

with the whole ancient world of the Imperial age. Compared

with Primitive Christianity, advancing like the under-

current of a lava-stream with irresistible force from its source

in the East, this upper stratum appears cold, exhausted,

lifeless. Senility, the feature common to upper classes

everywhere, was seized upon as characteristic of the whole

age in which the great religious revolution came, and thus

we have the origin of the gloomy picture that people are

still fond of drawing as soon as they attempt to sketch for

us the background of Christianity in its early days.

This fatal generalization of course involves a great mistake.

The upper class has been simply confused with the whole

body of society, or, to use another expression, Primitive Chris-

tianity has been compared with an incommensurable quan-

tity. By its social structure Primitive Christianity points

emphatically to the middle and lower class. Its relations to

the upper class are very scanty at the outset. Jesus of

Nazareth was a carpenter, Paul of Tarsus a weaver of tent-

cloth, and the words of St. Paul at the close of the first

chapter of his first Epistle to Corinth, about the origin of his

congregations in the lower classes of the great towns, form

one of the most important testimonies, historically speaking,

that Primitive Christianity gives of itself. Primitive Chris-

tianity is another instance of the truth taught us with each

return of springtime, viz., that the sap rises upward from

below. Primitive Christianity stood to the upper class in

natural opposition, not so much because it was Christianity,

but because it was a movement of the lower classes. The

only comparison possible, therefore, is that between the
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Primitive Christians and the corresponding class among the

pagans.

Until recently the men of this class were almost entirely

lost to the historian. Now, however, thanks to the discovery

of their own authentic records, the/ have suddenly risen again

from the rubbish-mounds of the ancient cities, little market

towns, and villages. They plead so insistently to be heard

that there is nothing for it but to yield them calm and dis-

passionate audience. The chief and most general value of

the non-literary written memorials of the Roman Empire,

I think, is this : They help to correct our picture of the an-

cient world, which has been viewed hitherto exclusively from

above. They place us in the midst of that class in which we

have to think of the Apostle Paul gathering his early Chris-

tian recruits. This statement, however, must not be pressed.

Of course among the inscriptions and papyri of that time there

are many that do not come from the lower class but owe their

origin to Caesars, generals, statesmen, municipalities, and

rich people. But side by side with these texts lies evidence

of the middle and lower classes, in countless depositions

made by themselves and recognizable in most cases at once

as such by their contents or the peculiarity of their language.

These arerecords of the people's speech, records of the insigni-

ficant affairs of insignificant persons. Peasants and artisans,

soldiers and slaves and mothers speak to us of their cares

and labours. The unknown and the forgotten, for whom
there was no room in the pages of the annals, come trooping

into the lofty halls of our museums, and in the libraries, folio

on folio, are ranged the precious editions of the new texts.

We have to do chiefly witli Greek and Latin inscriptions,

inscribed sheets of papyrus, and earthenware potsherds.

The bulk of the inscriptions are on stone, but to these must

be added inscriptions cast and engraved in bronze or

scratched on tablets of lead or gold, a few wax tablets, the
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scribblings {graffiti) found on walls, and the texts on coins

and medals. These inscriptions, of which there are hundreds

of thousands, are discovered on the site of the ancient civilized

settlements of the Graeco-Roman world, in its fullest extent

from the Rhine to the upper course of the Nile, and from the

Euphrates to Britain.

The papyri come almost invariably from Egypt. They

have generally been dug out of the dust-heaps of ancient

towns and are non-literary in character. For instance, they

include legal documents of all possible kinds : leases, biUs

andreceipts, marriage-contracts, bills of divorce, wills, decrees

issued by authority, denunciations, suings for punishment,

minutes of judicial proceedings, tax-papers in great numbers.

Then there are letters and notes, schoolboys' exercise books,

magical texts, horoscopes, diaries, etc. As regards their

contents these non-literary documents are as many-sided

as life itseK. Those written in Greek, several thousand in

number, cover a period of roughly a thousand years. The

oldest go back to the early Ptolemaic period, i.e., the third

century B.C.; the most recent bring us weU into the Byzantine

period. All the chequered history of Hellenized and Roman

ized Egypt in that thousand years passes before our eyes on

those tattered sheets. The Greek documents are supple-

mented by large numbers of others in Aramaic, Demotic,

Coptic, Arabic, Latin, Hebrew and Persian. Of the most

ancient hieroglyphic papyri we here say nothing, but there

should be no possibility of disagreement as to the value of

those we have mentioned for the scientific study of antiquity

in the widest sense. They mean nothing less than the recon-

stitution of a large portion of the life lived by the ancients.

They bear witness to the condition of affairs in the past with a

freshness, warmth and sincerity such as we can boast of in

no ancient writer and in but very few of the ancient inscrip-

tions. The record handed down by the ancient authors is
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always, even in the best of cases, indirect, and has always

been somehow or other touched up or toned down. The in-

scriptions are often cold and lifeless. The papjrrus sheet is

far more living. We see the handwriting, the irregular charac-

ters ; we see men. We gaze into the inmost recesses of

individual lives. The souls of these men of old, seemingly

long since perished, live once more. Fate is indeed kind to

the scholar who will study the lower classes at the turn of the

new great epoch in religion. He can take in his hand, for

example, the original letter ^ sent by a Roman soldier of the

second century a.d. to his father, and he can read what

the young man, just arrived in Italy, wrote home to his native

village in Egypt :

—

" Apion to Epimachos, his father and lord, many greetings !

Before all things I pray that thou art in health, and that

thou dost prosper and fare well continually together with

my sister and her daughter and my brother. I thank the lord

Serapis that he saved me immediately when I was in peril

in the sea. When I came to Miseni I received as viaticum

(journey-money) from the Caesar three pieces of gold. And
it is weU with me. I beseech thee, therefore, my lord father,

write unto me a little letter, firstly of thy health, secondly

of that of my brother and sister, thirdly that I may behold

thy hand with reverence, because thou hast taught me well

and I therefore hope to advance quickly, if the G[o]ds

wiU. Greet Kapito[n mu]ch and m[y] brother and sis[t]er

and Se[reni]lla and m[y] friend[s]. I sent [or " am send-

ing "] the[e] by Euktemon a little [picjture of me. [More-

over] my name i[s] Antonis Maximos. Fare thee weU, I

pray. Centuri[a] Athenonike. There saluteth thee Serenos

the son of Agathos [Dajimon, [and . . . .]s the son of [. . .]r

^ Papyrus in the Berlin Museum. Text, facsimile, and commentary
in Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, pp. 116 ff.
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and Turbon the son of Gallonios and .[....]....[....]

...[...][ ].[•••].[ ]•"

The address on the hack :
—

"T[o] Pli[il]adelphia for Epim X achos from Apion his

son."

Two lines running in the opposite direction have been

added :
—

Give this to the first Cohort \/ of the Apanienians to ( ?) J[uli]a[n]osY An [. .]

the Liblarios, from Apion so / \ that (he may convey it) to Epimaehos
his father.

Deciphering another original letter ^ of the same period we

light upon a most affecting picture, a living illustration of

our Saviour's parable of the Prodigal Son. These are the

cries that reach us from the mangled lines—a prodigal's

cries for help, addressed to his mother :

—

" Antonis Longos to Neilus [h]is mother ma[n]y greetings !

And continually do I pray that thou art in health. I [mak]e

supplication for thee daily to the lord [Serjapis. I would

thou shouldst understand that I had no hope that thou

wouldst go up to the metropolis. And therefore I came not

to the city. But I was a[sh]a[m]ed to come to Karanis,

because I walk about in rags. I write [or " have written "]

to thee that I am naked. I besee[c]h thee, mother, be r[e]con-

ciled to me. Furthermore, I know what I have brought

upon myself. I have been chastened every way. I know

that I have sinned. I have heard from [Postjumos, who

met thee in the country about Arsinoe and out of season told

thee all things. Knowest thou not that I had rather be

maimed than know that I still owe a man an obol ? . . . .

come thyself ! . . . . I have heard that I beseech

thee .... I almost .... I beseech thee .... I will ....
not .... d[o] otherwise

"

* PapjTus in the Berlin Museum. Text, facsimile, etc. in Deissmann,
Licht vom Oaten, pp. 123 ff.
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Here the papyrus breaks off. On the hack is the address :—
"[ ] the mother, from Antonios Longos her son."

A letter ^ dated June 17, of the year 1 B.C., permits us a

shuddering ghmpse of the fortunes of a proletarian family.

With a curious mixture of the sentimental and the brutal,

Hilarion, an Egyptian labourer, writes from the capital,

Alexandria, to his wife, whom he had left at the little town of

Oxyrhynchos expecting her confinement :

—

'

' Hilarion to Alis his sister, many greetings ! Also to

Berus my lady and ApoUonaris. Know that we are still even

now in Alexandrea [sic]. Be not distressed if at the general

coming in I remain at Alexandrea. I pray thee and beseech

thee, take care of the little child. And as soon as we receive

wages I will send thee up [mistake for ' send (them) up to

thee']. If thou— — art delivered, if it was [mistake for

' be '] a male child, let it live) ; if it was female, cast

it out. Thou saidst unto Aphrodisias, ' Forget me not !

'

How can I forget thee ? I pray thee, therefore, that thou

be not distressed. (Year) 29 of the Caesar, Pauni 23."

On the back the address :—
" Hilarion to Alis. Deliver."

The inscribed potsherds, which few scholars yet care to

take any notice of, lead us still lower in the social scale. The

ostraca, as the potsherds are called, come like the papyri in

thousands from the rubbish-mounds of ancient places in

Egypt. In a climate like ours the preservation of the papyri

and ostraca for such a long space of time would indeed have

been impossible. After the fire that took place in the Eathaus

at Heidelberg in March, 1908, the debris was carted away

to the rubbish-shoots of the town. Then indeed it was possi-

ble to pick out from the charred bundles of archives of the

Board of Guardians documents not unlike the ostraca in

^ Papyrus published by Grenfell and Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri

(iv.), No. 744. Fascimile, etc. in Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, pp. 106 ff.
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their social import. But, written on such poor stuff as our

paper, how long would a widow's application for relief be

preserved in the earth of our rubbish-heaps ? On the other

hand, the dryness of the Egyptian climate and the excellent

quality of the ancient writing material have rendered possible

the preservation of texts that were thrown away as worthless

thousands of years ago, and it happens that quite a number

of widows' petitions have come to light amongst the dis-

coveries from those ancient times. The writing material

in special use by the poor, viz., the potsherd, was endowed

with immortality. In spite of its durability it was also the

cheapest of writing materials, obtainable by every one gratis

from the nearest rubbish-heap. For this reason it was so

admirably adapted for recording the vote of the Demos in

those attainders by potsherd at Athens of which we used to

hear at school under the name of ostracism. The ostracon

was beneath the dignity of the well-to-do. As a proof of

the poverty of Cleanthes the Stoic it is related that he could

not afford papyrus and therefore wrote on ostraca or on

leather. In the same way we find the writers of Coptic

potsherd letters even in Christian times apologising now and

then to their correspondents for having made use of an

ostracon in temporary lack of papyrus. We, however, have

cause to rejoice at the breach of etiquette. The ostraca

take us right to the heart of the class to which the Primitive

Christians were most nearly related, and in which the new

faith struck root in the great world. Most particularly the

potsherds enable us to see into the economic life of the poorer

classes, for the writing they bear is most often a tax-receipt.

St. Paul's injunction (Rom. xiii. 7) to the Christians to pay

their taxes properly (" tribute to whom tribute ") acquires

a new significance when we learn that 218 different sorts of

dues are known from the ostraca to have existed in Egypt

alone. So too upon the family life of the poorer people much
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light is shed by the potsherd letters and other allied docu-

ments.

We have every right to say that an entirely new world is

opened up to the student in this multitude of ancient lower-

class documents. Where formerly there was nothing but a

great grey expanse we now see the most brilliant variety

of colours in every degree of shade. Once it was all pro-

miscuous scrimmage, the swarming masses presented no-

thing but insoluble historical riddles ; now single individuals

emerge, clean cut and tangible types of the life lived by

the masses at the turn of the new great epoch in religion

—

men who worked with their hands on field and dyke, in the

scribe's chamber, aboard the Nile boat. We can check

their accounts for wages, taxes, and rent. The prices of

corn and oil, fish and sparrows, how much was paid for a

draught-camel and how much for a slave, what a wife brought

with her as her portion and how the husband was to treat

her—aU this we can calculate to the last obol and date to

the year and the day with the original memoranda of the

persons lying before us. The period of dreams, in which

Kautsky and Kalthoff rhapsodized and preached about the

life of the ancient proletariat, has given way to the age of

factual research—painful research into minute facts. To

one engaged in this research there often comes a feeling as

if some invisible authority, sovereignly disposing of the

centuries, had held a deferred inquiry into the social condi-

tions of the early Roman Empire. In hundreds and

thousands the single texts come pouring in upon the his-

torian's desk, and with them he is to construct in mosaic a

complete picture of the life of the masses in antiquity.

These ancient materials, however, are altogether more

straightforward and trustworthy than the replies reluc-

tantly penned to so many modern inquiry schedules that

issue from official quarters.
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It is true, not every one engaged in research has the eyes

to read these materials and the mind to appreciate them.

There are still antiquarians to whom the mutilated fragment

of a commonplace Alexandrian hexameter is more interest-

ing than an original letter written by a poor widow or the

original contract for the sale of a slave. Anything with a

shimmer of culture in it is still so vastly over-valued, any-

thing in the shape of a book is still held in such special ven-

eration, that many people fail to realize how greatly a bit of

ancient life, a fragment of ancient naive reality, exceeds in

value a fragment of ancient artificiality. But there is no

doubt that attention paid to social problems of the present

day will react beneficially upon the study of the life of the

people in ancient times. It wiU help to spread the convic-

tion that the innumerable popular texts recently discov-

ered are not curiosities to be dismissed with a blase smile

by dwellers in our modern great cities, but that, taken to-

gether, they afford invaluable and irreplaceable material for

the reconstruction of the civilization amid which Christianity

arose and within which its chief work lay during its creative

period.

The study of the civilization of the ancient lower classes

is still in its infancy. One problem in particular is still far

from being solved, viz., the problem as to the actual amount

of division between the classes. It is still uncommonly diffi-

cult to separate sharply from one another the three classes,

lower, middle and upper, which we should expect to find on

a priori grounds.

What we can perhaps already make out is that the lower

classes are divided off from an upper class distinguished by

the possession of power, literary culture, and wealth. We
must guard against expressing this contrast as though the

whole mass of the uncultured were below and the sparse

number of cultured persons above. Even in the classes that
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I call " lower " there was not a complete absence of culture,

as was pointed out very rightly by Adolf Harnack not long

ago ; and, on the other hand, the upper class is not without

crass examples of the reverse of culture. If we regard culture

as a factor in the division of classes among the ancients, the

point of importance is rather the opposition between the

more literary, reflected culture of the upper class and the

more non-literary, naive culture of the lower classes. St,

Paul, who was keenly alive to this contrast, gives expression

to it with a fine irony that discloses his strong sympathy for

the lower classes. He places on the one side the " wise

men," and on the other side those whom the world considers

" foolish " (1 Cor. i. 26 ff.). Of course he does not mean to

say that they really are stupids. This remark applies also

to the emphatic words of Jesus (Matt. xi. 25 ; Luke x. 21),

to which St. Paul was perhaps alluding, that God had

revealed Himself not to " the wise [and prudent " but to

" babes." What wealth of spiritual culture there was in

those lower elasses, dull and apathetic as they were deemed

by many, and how remarkably open-hearted and responsive

they were in their inmost lives, is shown to us by some of

the papyrus letters written by unknown Egyptian men

and women in that critical epoch of the world's religion.

But if we are thus able to mark ofE the lower classes from

the upper, it follows from what has been said that we must

avoid the error of regarding the lower classes as a uniform com-

plex. Indeed, there can be no doubt that amid the non-

literary masses of the Hellenistic East with which we are

concerned there was a further marked subdivision into

classes. The difference between the lower classes in the great

towns and those in the small towns and villages must have

been considerable. Our subject will bring us back to this

question of differentiation once again later on.

Adolf Deissmann.
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THE TESTAMENTS OF THE TWELVE
PATRIARCHS IN RELATION TO

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

At the request of several scholars I have undertaken to

write an answer to Dr. Plummer's review of my edition of

the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. I have edited

many non-canonical Jewish works and written much on this

literature, but hitherto I have only once replied to a review

on any of my books. For controversy of this nature I have

no leisure. Hence it is with extreme reluctance that I

write the subjoined notes in order to oblige my friends, and

to prevent those who are not specialists in this subject from

being misled by Dr. Plummer's criticisms. The considera-

tion of Dr. Plummer's criticisms has confirmed me as to the

justness of my views on the Testaments.

1. Original language of the Testaments.—The Testaments

were written in Hebrew. This is now universally acknow-

ledged, although only twenty years ago it was universally

believed that they were originally written in Greek.

2. Place of icriting.—The Testaments, like the Book of

Enoch, were written in Galilee. Their author definitely

mentions the places in Galilee where certain of his visions

took place. In Galilee there was greater religious and ethi-

cal freedom than in Judea.

3. Time of writing.—I cannot here enumerate the various

grounds for assigning the Testaments to the close of the

second century B.C. They are given at length in my Testa-

ments of the Twelve Patriarchs (A. and C. Black),^ and have

been so cogent as to convince practically all my reviewers

save three, and these, I feel confident, will in due course yield

to the arguments, which have convinced all students who
^ I have published a series of studies of the Testaments, beginning with

the year 1899 and closing with the two volumes published last spring.
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have made a first-hand study of this Hterature. Thus this

second century B.C. date is accepted by Bousset, in the

Zeitschrift f. d. Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1900, pp.

187-197
; by Professor Beer, of Strassburg, in the Article

on " Pseudepigrapha " in the new edition of Herzog and

PHtt's Real-Encyclopaedie ; by Dr. Kohler, in the Article on

the Testaments in the JeivisJi Encyclopaedia ; by Dr. Perles,

in a review of my edition and an original study of the

text in this year's Orientalische Literaturzeitung ; by Pere

Lagrange, in his work on Le Messianisine chez les Juifs, 1908

;

by Professor Burkitt, in the Journal of Theological Studies,

1908; by Dr. Oesterley, in The Doctrine of the Last Things,

1908, and by many other scholars.

Yet in the face of the arguments that have convinced the

above Christian and Jewish specialists Dr. Plummer writes :

" Let us take any time between B.C. 100 and a.d. 50 for the

Hebrew original." In my opinion the origin of the book

within these dates is inexplicable, and in this view I believe

I am at one with those who know this period best. Dr.

Plummer quotes Professor Harnack in support of this late

date. But though I have the greatest respect for this scholar

on the field of Christian literature, he has made no first-

hand study of Jewish Apocalyptic literature. Besides, when

he assigned the Testaments to the beginning of the Christian

era, he had not at his disposal adequate material on which

to form a just conclusion.^

4. Christian Interpolations.—But even though we accept

the questions of language and data as settled,'there still re-

mains the possibility that the conclusions arrived at may be

true only of the ground-work of the book, and that other

^ The Testaments are not intelligible unless we suppose them to be

written in a period when Israel was floiu-ishing and independent in Pales-

tine, and under the sway of Maccabean priestly rulers. There are half

a dozen chapters containing a bitter attack on the Maccabeans. These

are at variance with their content and are later Jewish interpolations.
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parts of it, i.e. those that are most akin in character to the

New Testament, may have been subsequently added by

Christian scribes. To a very limited extent this is quite true,

but, after all, these interpolations are not very numerous

—moreover, they are not ethical but dogmatic statements,

and as a rule they are easy to detect. One Testament is

wholly free from them in all the chief authorities, while, in

the last two Testaments of Joseph and Benjamin, of the eight

interpolations in the Greek Version only one is found in the

Armenian. Thus as late as the sixth century some of the

Testaments were free from Christian additions. Moreover,

even passages where the diction seems Christian it is some-

times genuinely Jewish. Thus in T. Levi ii. II, after

the words, " And through thee (i.e. Levi) and Judah the

Lord will appear to men," we have the apparently suspicious

line aco^tov ev eavToj {v.l. avrw) irav <yevo<; avOpcioTrcov. In

my text I obelized the phrase eV kavrw as a Christian inter-

polation or as unintelligible. Now I find that it is a literal

reproduction of the Hebrew lD2iJ^^, which should here have

been rendered by avro^;. In other words, the passage de-

scribes a theophany, such as is found eight times in the rest

of the Testaments, and the second line should be rendered,

" He HimseK saving every race of men." The same Hebrew

idiom is similarly rendered in T. Sim. vi. 5. The text thus

refers to God Himself. Now in Ben Ammi, a writer of the

second century a.d., we find practically the same statement

as in our text. After declaring that in the past partial salva-

tions had been wrought by individual men, as Moses, Elijah,

etc., he goes on to say that God Himself would effect

the final salvation of Israel—DD-Hl^ '?^<^:l ^12'IV'^ ^<J^<=e7a>

auTo? o-wo-G) u/ia? (Midr. Wajjikra on Lev. xvii. 3).

5. Unity of the religious and ethical basis of the Testaments.—
When the above score or so of Christian interpolations have

been excised, as well as some later Jewish interpolations

VOL. vn. 8
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of the first century B.C., we have a book exhibiting a remark-

able unity in religious and ethical thought. The phrases

and clauses in this book, which find remarkable parallels in

the New Testament, belong essentially to its very texture,

and not in a single instance are they out of harmony with

the uniform tone of the book. The writer was a member

of the Chasidim who had taken up and developed the best

elements in the Old Testament. Thus our author is the

first Jewish writer to quote with any adequate recognition

of their significance the notable words of Genesis i. 27,

" God created man in His own image." ^ Starting from such

a foundation it is not strange that, like the greatest prophets

of the past, he should look forward to the salvation of the

Gentiles—a belief that he expresses repeatedly. Again,

as the mind of our author was of a profoundly ethical charac-

ter, it is natural that he should look forward to the achieve-

ment of salvation through character rather than through

outward ordinances as the author of the contemporary Book

of Jubilees did. The Law furnished the norm according to

which character should be shaped. Nay, more, it was a

spiritual guide and a light to illumine man on the way that

led to God ; for, as a later member of this school taught,

" the Law was given to lighten every man " (T. Lev. xiv. 4

—

circa 50 B.C.). Our author thus believed that salvation was

designed by God for all men and was to be realized through

character—character, that is, won gradually in the spiritual

fulfilment of the Law given of God.

6. Thus the Testaments constituted a book of religious ethics.

Ethics and religion were never sundered for the true Chasid.

The Ethics of the Testaments spring naturally from the fun-

damental principles of our author combined with the special

character and incidents recorded of each of the patriarchs.

^ Never quoted subsequently in the Old Testament. First quoted in

Sirach.
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Let me take as an example the Testament of Gad. Now
the leading ideas of this Testament are envy, hate and love.

At the outset Gad confesses (i. 9 ; ii. 1-2) that He hated

Joseph from his heart and sought to destroy him, but that

God delivered him out of his brethren's hands (ii. 3-5).

Next he proceeds to set forth before his children a series of

remarks on the evils of hatred, how it hates truth, rejoices

in slander, joins hands with envy against a prosperous rival

and mates with lying (iii.-iv. 1-5, v. 1). Then he presses on

them the duty of love ; "For the spirit of love worketh to-

gether with the Law of God " (iv. 7). That this love they

can attain through right-doing; for "righteousness casteth

out hatred, humility destroyeth envy." Hence " he that

is righteous and humble is ashamed to do what is unjust,

being reproved not of another but of his own heart " (v. 3).

Such truths Gad declares he learnt not from man but

through repentance and spiritual experience (v. 2, 6, 8).

But the true Chasid is to be free not only from the hatred

that springs from envy at another's success, but also from

the hatred that arises naturally from the wrong done

by a neighbour. Here it is that the Testament reaches

its natural climax in the great passage on forgiveness,

wherein Gad instructs his children how a man is to be de-

livered from the sin of hating his neighbour, however deeply

he wrongs him—nay, more, how he is to seek to deliver

his neighbour from his wrong condition, and under all

circumstances to maintain a right attitude towards him free

from all personal animosity (vi. 3-6). This chapter contains

the most noble and remarkable statement on the subject of

forgiveness in all ancient literature. Its originality in its

present context cannot, I hold, be reasonably questioned nor

its influence on the sermon on the Mount. The next chapter

(vii.) follows with teaching no less lofty. As in the case of

a man who has wronged us we are to banish all feelings of
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peisonal resentment, so in the case of a successful rival

^^e are not only to banish all feelings of envy or jealousy,

we are to do more, we are also to pray for him that he may
be prospered to the full (viL 1). "Put away, therefore,

envy from your souls, and love one another with uprightness

of heart " (vii. 7).

Before I leave this subject I may point out that the exist-

ence of a high conception of the doctrine of forgiveness in cer-

tain circles in Palestine is attested by the fact that it made

its influence felt even on such a cultured man of the worid as

Sirach, whose statements on this question give, no doubt,

but a pale reflection of the reahty, but are, nevertheless,

invaluable in showing that Jewish thought in the second

century B.C. had advanced beyond the Old Testament stage.

By a close study of the other Testaments it could be shown

that the same high ethical teaching is present in each—not

as an interpolated element, but as an essential characteristic.

The prec-eding facts are, I conceive, sufficient to prove that

where a close affinity exists between the New Testament

and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the relation

of the latter to the former may be taken with some excep-

tions to be one of dependence, and therein an answer is

virtually given to Dr. Plummer's objections. But before I

close this reply I wish to pass a stricture or two on Dr.

Plummer's criticism, and also to remove, if possible, some

of the special difficulties he feels in the matter of the

Testaments.

First of all. Dr. Plummer fails to attach the adequate

weight to the evidence I adduce as proving the depend-

ence of Hennas on the Testaments. Seven of the eight

paraUels I give occur in the coui^e of a single short

chapter of less than 300 words. The fact should not be

ignored. The evidence, moreover, in such a case is cumu-

lative. Further, if Dr. Plummer had consulted either
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the English or Greek index he would have found that the

use of ' spirit " in a good or evil sense is characteristic of

the Testaments, being found nearly seventy times. Again,

a reference to the index would have shown him that the

phrases " the spirit of truth," " the spirit of error," occur

not once, but several times in the Testaments. These facts,

taken in conjunction with what precedes strongly presume

the priority of T. Jud. xx. 1 : Bvo Trvevfiara a^^oXd^ovaL rdJ

avOpdyiT^ TO 7^9 akr}6ela<i koI to r^9 irXdinj^, to Hennas, 2Iand.

vi. 2. 1. Bvo elcriv ay/eXoi^ fiera rod avOpwirov, et? r^?

BiKaiocTviT]^ fcai eU rf]^ TToi'rjpLa^—in fact, the evidence for

the direct derivation of the latter from the former is practi-

cally conclusive. But, again. Dr. Plummer has ignored the

strongest parallel that I gave. This parallel is asfoUows :

—

T. Iss. iii. 8. —gg-t yap ehrrjai Hermas, JI/aj/</. ii. 5, ol p.€y

Kol ^Xt^o^iooi; —apei\oy i< tu)v ' yap Ao/i^oi oj-res OXiBo^eioi—4.

dyaOQiv TTfi fii^ h- a-XoTTfn £< tQ)V Korrtpv crov —acnv {-crreor -

Kopdia? fiov. uri 3.; :.::. ::—.'._; .

I hold, therefore, that nothing has been advanced to show

that Hermas is not dependent on the Testaments.

In the next place. Dr. Plummer asks how it is possible

that the Testaments could have had such a great influence on

the Synoptic Gospels and the Pauline Epistles and yet have

exercised none on Clement. Ignatius, Barnabas. Aristides,

Justin ^lartyr, 2 Clement, etc. To this I might rejoin :

How is it that the Gospel of Mark exercised such a preponder-

ating influence on the First and Third Gospels and yet has

left no certain trace in Barnabas, the Didache. 1 Clement,

Ignatius. Polycarp. 2 Clement ? - Or, again, how is it that

the Similitudes of Enoch exercised such a great influence

on the Fourth Gospel and certain passages of the Synoptics

* aS-jeXot is characteristic of this part of Hennas.
* The present text of St. Mark is, as Professor Burfcitt has pointed out,

derived from a single mutilated MS.
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and yet are not quoted by a single Apostolic Father ? Or

how is it that 1 Thessalonians, the earliest Pauline Epistle,

has left no trace on Barnabas, the Didache, 1 Clement, Poly-

carp, 2 Clement ? But I need not further press this argu-

ment. Dr. Plummer's question is answered satisfactorily

by the fact that, when the New Testament books were pub-

lished, they speedily ousted from circulation the very books

on which the Jews who embraced Christianity had been

brought up, and by which they had been prepared for the

higher revelation.

One more note and I have done. Dr. Plummer cannot

understand how it is that the Testaments have so largely

influenced St. Matthew and St. Luke and have hardly if at

all influenced St. Mark. Here again the answer is obvious.

The influence of the Testaments as an essentially ethical

work is naturally seen in the First and Third Gospels, which

record the ethical teaching of our Lord. There is httle room

for the exercise of such influence in the Second Gospel, which

confines itself to narrative.^ R. H. Charles.

STUDIES IN CONVERSION.

I. Justin Martyr.

In the thirteenth chapter of St. Matthew, besides the

Parable of the Sower, there are three pairs of parables, in

which the commencement, the development and the con-

summation of the kingdom of heaven are respectively set

forth—its commencement in the Parables of the Treasure

Hid in a Field and the Pearl of Great Price, its development

in the Parables of the Mustard-seed and the Leaven, and

its consummation in those of the Wheat and the Tares and

the Drag-net.

^ The eschatological element naturally had some influence on the New
Testament, bvit this was wholly secondary.
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The two parables dealing with the commencement of

the kingdom are tolerably like each other. Both represent

Christianity as the supreme good—as a prize so valuable

and dazzHng that he who finds it will abandon every other

pursuit in order to attain it ; and he will be justified in so

doing. Yet there is a difference : the finder of the treasure

hidden in the field comes upon the prize by chance, when

engaged in a pursuit of a totally different nature ; while,

on the contrary, the finder of the pearl of great price is in

search of pearls, the finding of which is his occupation.

This was a prophecy that, in the history of Christian

experience, there would be two kinds of conversion : some

people would be suddenly awakened to the consciousness

of there being in the Gospel an object worthy of the most

ardent and exclusive pursuit, whilst their attention was

fixed upon an object entirely different or wandering from

one worldly object to another ; whereas others, being formed

of finer clay and cast in a less worldly mould, w ould be bent

not on the pleasures of sense, but on the satisfactions of the

soul, and, whilst thus engaged, would, after enduring many
illusions and disappointments, come at last, in Christianity,

on the perfect satisfaction of all their longings.

This prophecy of the Author of Christianity has been ful-

filled in every generation. Sometimes the conquests of His

Gospel have been won from the ranks of the worldly or the

dissipated, whom the vision of the facts of the world unseen

has drawn away from the pursuits of business or pleasure

with the irresistible force of religious conviction ; at other

times those destined to become Christians have been votaries

of art or science, of literature or philosophy, when the call

of the Gospel has come to them ; they have been athirst for

truth, beauty or goodness, and have been pursuing it wher-

ever they have considered it likely to be found ; till it has

dawned upon them that Christ is the way and the truth and
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the life ; and at last their weary wanderings have terminated

at His door.

Of the latter type an early example is to be found in the

conversion of Justin Martyr.

This man was a Samaritan, as we learn from the opening

sentence of his First Apology, where he introduces himself

thus
—

" I, Justin, the son of Priscus and grandson of

Bacchius, natives of Flavia Neapolis in Palestine," this

being the Roman name for the place known to all readers

of the Bible as Shechem. Though, however, a Samaritan

by birth, he was not either Samaritan or Jew by rehgion,

but a heathen. He appears to have been a person of inde-

pendent means ; for he was able to devote his entire time

to the study of philosophy, and he wore in pubhc the philo-

sopher's cloak. It may have been the thirst for knowledge

that carried him to the West, where the foremost represen-

tatives of philosophy were then to be found. We read of

him at Ephesus, and afterwards at Rome, where he died a

martyr's death, probably a little after the middle of the

second century. His life may not have been long. One

ancient authority mentions that at the time of his death he

was only thirty years of age ; and there is nothing about his

TVTitings that can be called decisive to the contrary ; for

they are of limited extent, and they bear the stamp of youth-

ful enthusiasm and conviction. His Second Apology was

an indignant protest against an act of injustice to a Christian

perpetrated beneath the veil of authority ; and there may

have been something youthful in the confidence that in such

a case anything could be accomphshed by such an appeal.

His own condemnation appears to have come from the same

official whom he had thus attacked, and he may have sacri-

ficed his life to his zeal. But he met his death Uke a man.

Indeed, in his Second Apology he had expressed the expec-

tation that martyrdom would be his own fate ; but he was
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not afraid of it ; for it was a maxim of his, that persecutors

may kill but cannot harm God's true people.

It was not in the religion in .which he had been brought

up that Justin found a preparation for Christianity. On the

contrary, the scandals of the mythology of Parnassus, and

especially the tales related of the Father of the gods, had

entered deeply into his soul, and none of the early Christian

writers are more severe than he on these inconsistencies

of the popular rehgion. It may be that there are heathen

reHgions capable of satisfjang in some degree the cravings

of the religious nature and conducting their votaries a cer-

tain distance in the right direction ; in which case it may
be the true poHcy of missionaries to avail themselves of the

opportunities thus made to their hand and to acknowledge

the good elements even in systems that as a whole are false
;

but, in Justin's age, the religion of the classicaLnations was

not worthy of any such commendation. Those athirst for

God had to turn away from it ; and the point to which

they were attracted was philosophy, Justin speaks of

wisdom as " the most valued possession, the most valued

by God, to whom it alone leads back and unites us ; for

those are, indeed, holy who have apphed their minds to

philosophy."

If this expresses accurately his mental condition when

he was a votary of philosophy, it shows how pure and refined

were his aspirations even before he became a Christian.

It is not surprising, therefore, that, when the great change

took place, it was not necessary at all points to break with

the past. He continued to wear the philosopher's garb,

because, he found, it helped him to get into conversation

with persons disposed to talk on serious subjects. Thus

the Jew Trypho, a dialogue with whom is one of Justin's

principal works, was drawn into conversation by the bait

of the cloak. Justin was one of those of whom there have
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been too few, who have " talked " rather than preached the

Gospel. It may have been from him that the custom was

derived of calling Christianity by the name of " philosophy "

—a suggestive trait of early Christian literature. The same

influences led him to take a sanguine view of the destiny in

the next world of those who had in this world been earnest

cultivators of philosophy ; and he expected to meet such

worthies as Socrates and Plato in the kingdom of heaven.

At first, however, he was very far from the kingdom him-

self ; for, having heard nothing of the followers of Christ

but the vilest slanders, he believed them to be persons whom
a man like himself should carefully avoid. The love-feasts

of the early Christians, their figurative language in speak-

ing of the Lord's Supper, and the absence of any represen-

tations of the Divinity in their places of worship were con-

strued by the heathen in the most sinister sense, the children

of darkness interpreting the children of light by the know-

ledge of what they would be doing themselves in similar

circumstances. But it is probable that, when he came to

Ephesus, Justin had more ample opportunities than before

of observing the behaviour of actual Christians. These he

watched, whenhe got the chance, at first with suspicion, but by

degrees with an open mind ; and the result was that, even

when still a pagan, he came to the conclusion that the deeds

of darkness alleged to their discredit were calumnies ; and

to such a degree did this discovery move his indignation

that, he says, he longed for a rostrum, from the top of which

he might denounce and shame the heathen for imputing to

the Christians the sins which were their own. This also

is the prevailing tone of his two Apologies, which were

addressed to the highest authorities in the state, the author

assuring them, that the Chrstians, instead of deserving

persecution, were worthy of praise and encouragement as

the best citizens which any government could possess.
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In spite, however, of the partiaHty for intellectual pursuits

retained by Justin, philosophy had proved a failure in his case

;

and it was by the despair thus produced that he was driven

to the more excellent way. In the dialogue already alluded

to, he is led, for the sake of assisting another, to detail at

some length his personal experience.

He does not tell how the thirst at first had awakened in

him ; but it was at once a thirst for knowledge, a thirst for

happiness, and a thirst for God ; and he does tell us how he

tried to satisfy it. He put himself under a Stoic, a member

of the philosophical sect to which at that time many of the

best people belonged ; but this man, while devoted to certain

aspects of wisdom, had apparently nothing of the instinct for

God, and, indeed, confessed that he did not know what it

meant. His next venture was with a Peripatetic, or follower

of Aristotle, who appears to have had an abundant share of

the matter-of-fact and utiUtarian spirit of his master ; for,

after a few days, he began to talk of his fee, about which he

seemed to have more concern than about either his subject

or his student ; and so Justin fled from liim, accounting him

to be no philosopher at all. The third he tried was a Pytha-

gorean, who had an air of wisdom, but considered the secret

so recondite that he would impart it only to one who could

profess to have already studied music, astronomy and

geometry ; and the soul of Justin was too passionately

desirous of satisfaction to tolerate so long delay. So he

withdrew from this teacher also and tried another, a Platon-

ist, who proved to be the most attractive he had yet experi-

enced ; for, as the master expounded the Platonic doctrine

of ideas, the disciple felt as if the wings of his soul were bud-

ding, and that he might soon hope to reach the vision of God

after which he was aspiring.

All this is narrated not without humour. Here was a

soul athirst for the highest good and trying cistern after
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cistern ; but it was an apparently fortuitous circumstance

that was destined to bring home to him the bottomless empti-

ness of the endeavour. One day he was walking not far

from the sea, in what town v^e know not, in a sequestered

spot, where he was wont to meditate, when a stranger, an

old man, made up to him and, entering into conversation,

proved to be one who had gone through the very same round

of philosophical inquiry as Justin had been pursuing, with

the same negative result. But he was able to tell of a source

of knowledge quite different from any yet triedby the younger

man. This was in the Old Testament, of the prophets of

which he spoke with such kindling enthusiasm as to excite

the desire of his fellow-inquirer. He led Justin from point

to point, so as to bring home to him the consciousness of how

completely at the essential points he had, by the way of

philosophy, been brought up against a stone wall, and then

he drew him aside and pointed out the more excellent way.^

So completely was the old man's communication a repro-

duction and completion of Justin's own experience that some

have looked upon the messenger as merely a fiction, used for

the purpose of sho-^ing dramatically how the service rendered

by philosophy was exhausted and another guide had become

necessary. But there is no real reason for doubting that

this momentous encounter was an actual event ; at the

crises of rehgious experience such providental meetings are

not uncommon.

^ It is not easy to follow some parts of the Dialogue with this anony-

mous interlocutor, which Justin reports ; but the drift of it seems to me
to be as indicated in the text. From the close of the report the following

words may be worth quoting :
—" \\*hen he had spoken these and many

other things, which there is no time for mentioning at present, he went
away, bidding me attend to them, and I have not seen him since. But
straightway a flame was kindled in my soul ; and a love of the prophets,

and of those men who are friends of Christ, possessed me ; and, whilst

revolving his words in my mind, I found this philosophy alone to be safe

and profitable."'
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At all events this is obviously the record of a spiritual

crisis. In this old man's demeanour Justin saw the evi-

dence of Christian experience and felt the charm of spiritual

peace. Under the direction thus obtained he betook him-

self to the holy oracles, and the copiousness of his own quota-

tions from the Old Testament proves with what result.

These Scriptures pointed the way to Christ, for whom he was

led to entertain a glowing faith and love. In Christ he

embraced ^dth special fervour the gift of immortahty, as did

the generation of the martjTs to which he belonged ; and

this glorious hope enabled him to meet with calmness and

dignity the fate to which he was early destined.

Justin Martyr is not by any means the only figure in the

ancient world whose experience illustrates the parable of the

Pearl of Great Price, To many besides, philosophy served

as a schoolmaster to bring them to CTirist. And instances

to the same effect could easily be adduced also from modern

times. Indeed, the Reformation itself was introduced by the

Renaissance, and Rationalism was undermined by both

Hterature and philosophy before it was overthrown by the

EvangeHcal Revival. We too readily think of those beyond

the pale of Christianity as abandoned by God ; but Justin's

perception was truer when he spoke even of heathenism

as sown -u-ith the seeds of the Logos. Origen bears witness

that Christianity gained more adherents from the thought-

ful and virtuous elements in heathenism than from those of

an opposite tendency. The work of the Holy Spirit is far-

reaching ; it is not confined to Christians or even to Chris-

tendom ; and ambassadors for Christ will do well to make

those the objects of their special aim whom this divine

Guide has been leading towards the Ught.

James Stalker.
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STUDIES IN THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

III. The Doctrine of Christ.

(7) The eartlily life of Jesus was in contrast both to the

pre-existent state and the Risen Glory a humiliation. It

was throughout a proof of the grace of the choice of poverty

instead of wealth. The Synoptists see the glory of the

Son of God in the words and works of Jesus ; the author

of the Fourth Gospel as an eye-witness beholds in the

Incarnate Word " the glory of the only-begotten of the

Father, full of grace and truth " (i. 14). While it would be

an unwarranted use of the argument from silence to infer

that Paul was ignorant of the facts of the ministry of Jesus,

and that the Gospel-story had no place in his preaching,

yet we do seem entitled to argue that the earthly life cannot

have meant to him as much as to the \vriters of the Gospels,

even as much as to the modern reader of the Gospels, for, if

it had, he could hardly have avoided more frequent allusions

to the facts than we find in his Epistle. Should we not

frankly recognize that so distinctive and intense an experi-

ence as Paul's brings with it its own limitations ? He was so

absorbed in the Crucified and Risen Lord, that much which

now appears to us of primary importance in the complete

revelation of God in Christ was to him comparatively

indifferent. Apart from the appeals to the teaching and

example of Jesus for practical purposes, the facts about

the earthly life of Jesus which are of importance for him

are the following. The human birth of Jesus is referred to

in the phrases, " born of a woman, born under the law "

(Gal. iv. 4), and " born of the seed of David according to

the flesh " (Rom. i. 3). In both of these passages a contrast

is presented ; in the first it is God's own Son who is thus

sent forth ; in the second He is instituted Son of God with
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power according to the spirit of holiness. Without any

desire to find evidence in Paul's letters for the virgin-birth,

I cannot altogether escape the impression that in the first

passage there is an allusion to it. The participle yev6/xevov

does not require the mention of the mother any more than of

the father ; it is a neutral word. Why then the phrase ck

iyvvacK6<i ? Does not the preceding plirase 6 ^eo? tov vlov

avTov exclude a human paternity, but admit an entrance

into the world of the Son on His mission through human
motherhood ? The allusion to the Davidic descent in the

second passage does not contradict the virgin-birth. The

Gospels which record the virgin-birth also give the genealogy

of Joseph. The legal and putative paternity of Joseph is

an adequate explanation of this claim of Davidic descent

for Jesus. It is to be noted that this Davidic descent is not

mentioned as the reason for claiming the Messiahship of

Jesus. What the pious and patriotic Jew regarded as one

of the brightest glories of the Messiah, Paul deliberately

uses to describe what he regarded as the lower side of the

personahty of Jesus. As a Jew Paul was proud that

" Christ as concerning the flesh " was of Israel (Rom. ix. 5)

;

yet in his doctrine of Christ the Jewish nationaHty and the

Davidic descent both belonged to the temporal and local

conditions in contrast with the divine, eternal and universal

import of the person of Christ.

(8) It is possible that the phrase " born of a woman "

had no more significance for Paul's doctrine regarding

Christ than the Davidic descent ; it is certain, however, that

the phrase, " under the law," was of the greatest importance.

Although the R.V. renders, and our English idiom demands

the rendering " under the law," yet the Greek is without the

article. Paul has undoubtedly the Jewish law mainly in

view, as it was to it that the Judaizers were seeking to

bring the Gentiles into bondage, but the context shows
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that the reference is wider. It is the legal relation to

God which is contrasted with the fihal. The end of the

dehverance from the law is the adoption as sons of God.

The principle of redemption Paul here states is presented

to us, as we shall see, in various forms ; its rationale must be

reserved for a subsequent discussion ; meanwhile we are

concerned only with Paul's conception of the earthly Life

of Jesus as determined in its distinctive character by this

principle. The principle may be briefly stated thus. Jesus

became what men were that men might become what He

was. He took to HimseK man's lot that He might give to

man His life. For mankind the moral relation to God is

that of subjection to His law. As long as human wishes

and the divine wiU are not coincident, the righteousness of

God presents itself to man as command or restraint. Of

this legal relation Judaism presented the classic example,

both objectively in the extensiveness and minuteness of the

code imposed, and subjectively in the spirit of legalism

which was characteristic of Pharisaism, the logical outcome

of this conception of the relation of God to man. That

Jesus shared the spirit of legalism Paul does not afl&rm
;

but he does teach that Jesus submitted Himself to this code,

which He did experience as a contradiction to His own spirit

of sonship. The Gospel record offers us a commentary on

this statement of Paul's in the incident of the temple-tax

with Jesus' comment, " The sons are free. But, lest we

cause them to stumble . . . give unto them for Me and

thee " (Matt. xvii. 26-27). But is Paul's meaning in the

phrase adequately explained by this external conformity ?

Must we not ask further, Did Jesus ever Himself experience

the strain of the divine will in His wishes ? His saying to

the rich young ruler, " ^^^ly callest thou me good ? There

is none good save One, even God " (Mark x. 18) seems to be

the confession of one who felt that He had not yet reached
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the goal, but was still in the labour of the race. Was not His

warning to the disciples in Gethsemane, " The spirit indeed

is willing, but the flesh is weak " (Mark xiv. 38), uttered

out of His own troubled soul ? It may be doubtful whether

Paul knew these sayings or not, or, knowing them, found

in them the meaning they suggest to us ; but it does seem

to the writer that this principle of the Pauline theology

—

Christ's self-identification with the sinful race—must have

led him to the conclusion that in His earthly hfe Jesus, too,

sometimes felt the will of God as command and restraint,

and thus, inwardly as well as outwardly, was, in spite of His

fihal consciousness, " under law."

(9) This conjecture gains confirmation from the next

statement regarding the earthly life of Jesus which calls

for examination. Paul's use of flesh for the lower side of

Christ's nature has already been noted. In neither of these

passages is there any moral reference in the term flesh,

and so they throw no hght on Paul's conception of the

experience of Jesus. It is otherwise with Romans viii. 3 :

" For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through

the flesh, God sending His own Son in the Ukeness of flesh

of sin and for sin (as an offering for sin) condemned sin in

the flesh." The impotence of the law to restrain man from

sinning in consequence of the sin which has its seat and

vehicle in the flesh has been proved by our appeal to Paul's

own experience in the preceding chapter (vers. 7 to 25).

The phrase, " flesh of sin," does not mean that the flesh as

material substance is necessarily evil, but that " there is

as a matter of fact a close and constant connexion between

sin and flesh." That connexion it is not necessary here to

define more exactly. There being such general connexion,

but not necessary identity between flesh and sin, the whole

clause " in the likeness of sinful flesh " may be taken as

asserting not merely a similarity with some difference, but

VOL. vn. 9
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even a sameness of human nature in Christ and mankind.

To Christ is assigned a material organism, and all which

that necessarily involves in man's moral experience

—

liability to temptation, and conflict with evil—but in Christ's

case it does not involve that the flesh is the seat and the

vehicle of sin. The following phrase, " for sin," is rendered

in the text of the R.V. " as an offering for sin." This is

not a translation, but an interpretation, for which, however,

a good deal can be said. " This phrase is found constantly

in the Greek Old Testament as an equivalent for the ' sin-

offering.' " As such Paul regards the death of Christ in

chap. iii. 25. But the context seems to point to a wider

meaning. The Son of God came to deal effectively with

sin as the law had failed to do. Exposed to temptation,

He resisted it ; beset by evil. He overcame it. His sin-

lessness is the proof that for mankind, whose nature He

made His own, sin is unnecessary and unjustified. The

condemnation of sin lies in His conquest of it as man.

While this does appear to be the interpretation suggested

by the immediate context, yet it must be admitted that

Paul's mind was so concentrated on the Cross, that it is

not improbable that for him the condemnation of sin lay

not so much in Christ's victory over temptation as in His

endurance of the consequences of sin in His death. He

has not the same interest as the writer of the Epistle to the

Hebrews in the moral experience of Jesus as making Him

perfect as the High Priest who can offer HimseK as the

efficacious sacrifice. Nevertheless if the last clause, "for

sin," does refer to the death of Jesus as a sin-offering, the

preceding clause, " the likeness of sinful flesh," cannot

but refer to the moral experience of Jesus. It is with

Christian experience Paul is in this passage deahng, and

there can be no doubt that he does here appeal to Christ's

conquest of evil as typical.
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(10) The relation of Christ to sin is further defined in

2 Corinthians v. 21, " Him who knew no sin He made to

be sin on our behalf, that we might become the righteousness

of God in Him." The first clause afiirms unequivocally

the absolute sinlessness of Jesus, and not merely as a fact,

but as the fact on which depends the efiicacy of His sacrifice

for sinners. We are not warranted in assuming that Paul

inferred the sinlessness from the value he assigned to the

death of Christ. Where so much depended on the fact,

we may assume that as in regard to the Resurrection of

Christ, he made sure of the sufficient evidence ; but whether

he simply accepted the general testimony of the eye-witnesses,

or drew his own conclusion from the traditions he received

of the words and works of Jesus we have not the means of

deciding. That God made the sinless sin can mean nothing

else than that God willed that the sinless on behalf of sinners

should be treated as a sinner, that is, should Himself experi-

ence the consequences of sin. To avoid misunderstanding

it is better not to use such phrases as " He was held guilty
"

or " He was punished " ; but, nevertheless, it must be

insisted that Paul regarded Christ's death as an endurance

by the sinless of the death which is the penalty of the guilty.

The contrasted phrase, " the righteousness of God

"

clearly indicates that it is not moral character, but relation

to God's law that is here in question. Paul here is concerned

only with God's appointment ; how it was possible for the

sinless to be made sin is a question which must meanwhile

be reserved.

(11) From this passage it is easy to pass to Galatians iii.

13, " Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having

become a curse for us ; for it is written, Cursed is every

one that hangeth upon a tree." In the previous study it

was argued that the common Jewish behef that death by

crucifixion was accursed had been one of the greatest
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hindrances to Paul's belief in the Messiahship of Jesus.

That hindrance had been removed only by the conviction

that Jesus had risen from the dead. But Paul does not

altogether abandon this Jewish belief ; he transforms it

to become an element in his Christian faith. All explana-

tions of these words seem to be far-fetched, which discover

in them a condemnation of the law which thus condemned

Jesus the Christ, and as a consequence an emancipation of

believers from the claim of the law so discredited. To Paul

the mode of the death of Jesus may have been significant,

owing to this saying in Deuteronomy xxi. 23, as it is not to

us ; but the curse Jesus endured has the wider reference

of the quotation in verse 10 from Deuteronomy xxvii. 26,

" Cursed is every one which continueth not in all things

that are written in the book of the law to do them." The

penalty of the transgression of the law—death, and death

viewed as a curse—is what Christ endured on our behalf,

and what we in Him are saved from. Doubtless Paul

conceived the death of Christ as invested on account of this

its distinctive character with unique terror, darkness and

desolation, as the story of the passion would not be unknown

to him.

(12) In all these respects Jesus put HimseK in the place

of man. He was subject to law, liable to temptation, endured

the consequences of sin, although HimseK sinless, and

suffered even the extreme consequence death as divine

condemnation. It was through death, however, that He

was Himself delivered from all relation to sin. " The

death that He died He died unto sin once ; but the life

that he liveth He liveth unto God " (Rom. vi. 10). Until

the crucifixion sin with all its consequences was His environ-

ment ; at His Resurrection God became wholly His home.

This final separation from sin was not an involuntary

consequence of His death, but He Himself freely willed His
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death as such a condemnation and execution of sin. He
so absolutely willed the perfect fulfilment of the holy will of

God in His sacrifice that His relation to sin in any form of

necessity ceased. The next verse, in which Christ's example

is applied to the Christian, " Even so reckon ye also your-

selves to be dead unto sin, but alive unto God in Christ

Jesus," shows that in the Crucifixion and Resurrection of

Jesus we are concerned not with physical events merely,

but with physical events as the expression and consequence

of moral processes. Christ died because He absolutely

condemned and executed sentence on sin ; Christ rose

again, because He absolutely consecrated Himself to the

will of God. It is one moral decision in its negative and in

its positive aspect which is manifested in His death and

rising again.

(13) This moral act is more fully discussed in Romans v.

12-21. Christ is contrasted with Adam not as in 1 Corinth-

ians XV. 45-49 in respect of nature as the Risen Lord and

the Life-Giving Spirit, but in respect of character as obedient

to the will of God. Sin, with its consequence death, entered

into, took possession of, gained dominion over mankind

through the disobedience of Adam. Grace, with its gift of

eternal life, has come into the world, and is more exceedingly

abounding through the obedience of Christ. Paul's teaching

regarding sin, death, the fall of man will be discussed in a

subsequent study, and must now be passed over. For the

present purpose what alone claims attention is Paul's

conception of the sacrifice of Christ as an act of obedience,

and one of so immeasurable value that it is more than a

compensation morally for the loss involved in Adam's

transgression. It is not in the penalty of sin endured by

Christ instead of sinners that the virtue of His sacrifice lies,

but in His obedience to the will of God in submitting Himself

to the consequences of sin on behalf of sinners. If Paul
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does not make as prominent as does the writer of the Epistle

to the Hebrews the moral quality of the sacrifice of Jesus

as that which alone gives it efficacy, this passage shows

that this conception was not absent from his mind. We
may even conjecture that to a man of his moral seriousness

it was thoroughly congenial, and only the necessity of meet-

ing the Judaizers on their own ground forced him to give

greater prominence to the more legal aspect of the sacrifice.

(14) The Cross is not only an act of obedience, it is also

a gift of grace ; and injustice has often been done to the

teaching of Paul by not adequately emphasizing what he

teaches on this subject. The Apostolic Benediction sums

up what Clirist is and does in the phrase, " The grace of

our Lord Jesus Christ," and Paul has himself given us a

concise description of grace in the words, " For ye know

the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though He was

rich, yet for your sakes He became poor, that ye through

His poverty might become rich." Self-sacrifice for the

salvation of others is what grace means. The heights from

which, and the depths to which love as grace stoops are

vividly presented in the passage already discussed ixi

connexion with Paul's doctrine of the pre-existence of

Christ (Phil. ii. 5-8). The self-emptying in the Incarnation

of the Son of God has its culmination in the obedience unto

death, yea, the death of the Cross. Grace toward man

has its fulfilment in obedience to God. It is in submitting

to the will of God that He should endure the consequences

of sin, that Christ perfects His grace for the saving of men
;

in Him love and law are one, for " all's love and all's law."

Why the will of God required this sacrifice is a question to

be answered in dealing with Paul's doctrine of the atonement.

What has here to be emphasized is that in Paul's conception

of Christ it is grace, self-sacrifice for the salvation of others,

which is the supreme moral quality.
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(15) It is the grace of Christ which explains the inner life

of Paul. For him the Son of God, the Risen Lord, the

Life-giving Spirit is the close and constant companion,

nay, is more than any human companion could be, for

Christ Himself is Paul's own inmost seK. " I have been

crucified with Christ, yet I Hve ; and yet no longer I, but

Christ liveth in me ; and that life which I now live in the

flesh I hve in faith, the faith which is in the Son of God,

Who loved me, and gave Himself up for me " (Gal. ii, 20).

This intimate communion is, however, no mystical absorp-

tion, in which personal distinctness is lost. Paul conceives

Christ as a distinct personahty, and he does not lose his

sense of his own individuality. Christ's experience on

separation from sin (in His death), and dedication unto God

(in His rising again) has its counterpart and consequence

in Paul's own experience and character. It is personal

affection inspired by gratitude which is the motive of his

consecration. " The love of Christ constraineth us ; because

we thus judge, that one died for all, therefore all died
;

and He died for all, that they which live should no longer

hve unto themselves, but unto Him who for their sakes

died and rose again " (2 Cor. v. 14). He is confident that

Christ is still interested in him ; for the sorrows he endures

are " the sufferings of Christ " (2 Cor. i. 5 :
" As the

sufferings of Christ abound unto us, even so also our comfort

aboundeth through Christ "). Christ's self-identification

with him of which he was conscious is surely the clue to the

voluntary substitution of Christ for mankind in His death.

As Christ so loved Paul as to make his sorrows His own
(see the Expositor's Greek Testament on Colossians i. 24),

so He loved sinful mankind so much as to become one with

it in its sin and curse. It is true Paul does not himself

make this application
;
probably because he did not perceive

that in vicarious suffering there is a problem to be solved.
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However close his communion with Christ, yet Paul felt

it was not yet perfect. In two ways did he look for the

fulfilment of his desire. On the one hand he took over the

eschatological beliefs of the primitive Church, and shared

its ardent hope that Christ would appear bodily in power

and glory to establish His kingdom. Sometimes he

expected to survive to the Resurrection of the dead, and

thus to be brought into the Presence of his Lord. There

is no evidence that he ever consciously changed his beliefs,

or abandoned his hope of the Lord's coming. But on the

other hand he does at times appear to expect that it is

death which will take him home. " Being therefore always

of good courage, and knowing that, whilst we are at home

in the body, we are absent from the Lord (for we walk

by faith, not by sight) ; we are of good courage, I say, and

are wUling rather to be absent from the body, and to be at

home with the Lord " (2 Cor. v. 6-8). This wavering

of judgment, due probably to change of mood, regarding

the mode of his introduction into the full glory and blessed-

ness of his Lord does not affect his constant conviction that

Christ has not yet manifested to himself, or to the world,

aU the fulness of Godhead it has pleased God should dwell

bodily in Him.

(16). In closing, two questions which the previous dis-

cussion raises may be briefly answered. (1) Was Paul's

Christology original or derived ? (2) Was there development

in his own conception of Christ ? As regards the first

question it has been pointed out that we need not assume

that Paul's teaching about the man from heaven or the

personal pre-existence of Christ is borrowed ; both concep-

tions follow naturally from the course of his argument.

In the Epistles of the Captivity the angelology is that of the

Gnostic heretics. Paul's assertion of the absolute supremacy

of Jesus in the world as well as over mankind is the inevitable
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reaction of his Christian faith against error which chal-

lenged the Christian estimate of Christ. The angelology is no

essential element in his doctrine. His argument shows that

he was prepared to maintain the absolute worth of Christ

as Saviour and Lord against aU rivals. Even if current

beliefs affected his mode of statement to a greater degree

than it seems necessary to the writer to assume, yet such

beliefs were not added to his Christian faith. At the most

they only made explicit what was implicit in it. The

answer to the second question has in those sentences been

already partially anticipated. Although the teaching of

the later Epistles differs from that of the earlier, yet that

difference is due to the variety of the errors against which

it was directed more than to any development in Paul's

own thinking. That Paul's mind, as Hving, was also growing

need not be denied ; nor that in controversy he defined his

own beliefs more distinctly, nor even that, when necessary,

he adapted the language of his opponents to his own uses.

But it does seem that the revelation of the Son of God in

Him came not in the gleams of dawning day, but in the

blaze of glorious noon. In his conversion was implicit his

experience and his theology. His contact with the common
faith of the Christian Church, his conflict with Judaizers

on the one hand and with incipient Gnosticism on the other,

the passing of the first Christian generation without the

Return of the Lord, the evolution of the Christian Church,

of which he was spared to see the beginnings, into a world-

wide community, in which Jew and Gentile were reconciled,

by all these factors was his inner development affected

;

and so his conception of Christ enriched and enlarged.

What has to be insisted on is that the process was a living

growth, an assimilation, and not an accretion. No change

of thought in his later life can be compared in decisive

significance with the change of the persecutor into the
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apostle. With a nature like Paul's, intense, passionate,

one may say explosive, one may easily attach too much

importance to development, and may unduly depreciate

what may be described as the revolutionary in his experience.

Although the writer is aware that in the representation

he has given he has detached himself from a great mass of

current opinion, which minimizes originality, and magnifies

development, yet this is the impression Paul makes upon

him, and he has endeavoured to report it faithfully.

Alfred E. Garvie.

THE UNIO MYSTICA AS A THEOLOGICAL
CONCEPTION.

In recent years a tendency has been shown on the part of

some prominent theologians to question, if not the Christian

character of the " mystic union," at all events its value as

a doctrinal concept. Professor Denney, who has been one

of the most unrelenting critics of Ritschlianism in this

country, joins with Ritschl in protesting that the idea is

one of which we should do well to clear our minds, and has

expressed something like gratitude that the phrase is not

to be found in the New Testament.^ What Ritschl com-

plains of is the sentimental associations of the phrase, and

the ease with which those who employ it rise superior to

the idea of justification through trust in the historic Christ ;^

what Dr. Denney finds unsatisfactory is the way in which

the term " mystical," suggestive rather of that which

has not yet reached the moral level, such as the union of

nature with God, is brought in to describe something which

professedly transcends moral relations.^ Both writers, on

* Expositor, Oct. 1903, p. 256.

2 Justification and Reconciliation (Eng. Trans.), p. 112.

3 Expositor, Feb. 1904, pp. 155 ff.
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grounds of the sort I have indicated, make no use of the

idea in their theological constructions, not altogether, as it

appears to me, to the advantage of the whole.

It is of course impossible to deny that good cause for

these complaints, or for at least some part of them, is fur-

nished by the language in which orthodox writers of the

post-Reformation period felt free to indulge. Thus we read

in a standard work that the Unio Mystica " is the action

of the Holy Spirit, whereby the substance of believers is

joined, most closely, though without intermixture, to the

substance of the Holy Trinity and the flesh of Christ." ^

The conjunction is elsewhere characterized as "special"

and " intrinsic "
; it is set forth as being a case of consub-

stantiality, two essences becoming one ; although it is only

fair to say that this is usually followed up by an explicit

repudiation of Pantheism. One can see elements in such a

description which were sure to offend a later age. Take the

use of the term " substance." This was the category, of

course, by which writers of that day indicated the highest

degree of reality ; it was indeed their loftiest idea

of God Himself. Nothing so adequate or exalted could

be said of Him as that He was the ultimate or universal

Substance. In moments of personal devotion, no doubt,

this idea was put aside ; for no one can really pray to

a substance ; but when a need was felt for the intel-

lectual definitions of the text-books, it was resorted to

unsuspiciously once more. This being so, it is not sur-

prising that men should have spoken of a substantial union

of man to God. A substantial union was the deepest and

most real that the human mind could imagine ; it seemed

to have in it a secret or inexpressible somewhat far tran-

scending all conscious ethical relations, with an intimacy

^ Konig
; quoted by Rothe, Dogmatik, zweiter Theil, zweite Abtheilung,

p. 250.
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and intensity to which ethical words fail to do justice. But

it — :
"- d be generally felt now that if the tenn is taken in its

L-^:,T-: sense, no relation can be more intimate or intense

than an ethical one ; or at least that the deepest and most

passionate experiences do not cease to be also ethical. And
even those who feel that they need the word " mystic " do

not, or at least ought not to, mean by it anything which

is defined by contrast with " ethical," but rather, I think,

ethical relations of a kind more profoundly intimate than

any that obtain between one man and another.

It is, therefore, no argument against the reality of

the mystic union, or its value for the interpretation of

Qiristian truth, that people used once to describe it

by conceptions which are now felt to be inadequate. To

be described at first h»y inadequate conceptions has been

the lot of most great things. Even if writers of the

seventeenth century made the tmion of the beUever and

the Lord a " substantial " one—existing between two mys-

terious impersonal substances—even if they held, at all

events in some cases, that the flesh of the behever and the

flesh of Christ are mysteriously united and identified, this

otight not to deter us from .seeking a more worthy interpre-

tation of the real fact they had iu view. There was a day

when it was thought a stifficient definition of electricity to

say that it is a projjerty of amber ; that early idea indeed

settled how the new phenomenon should be named ; but

no one now receives that description as stifficient, or, because

it is obsolete, holds that electricity does not exist. What
we have to do, therefore, in regard to our present subject,

is to put aside the category of " substance," and try to

think out the matter in terms of personahty. On the ac-

cepted principle of modem philosophy that there are degrees

of reality, a personal imion must be regarded as infinitely

more real than a " substantial " one.
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It is well to recall the fact, however, that the conception

of a mystic union is one that in no way depends npon the

authority, be it great or small, of post-Reformation systems

of theology. Its roots go much deeper in spiritual

life, as well as much farther back in Christian history.

If the phrase is not in the Xew Testament, the thing is

on every page of St. Paul and St. John. Take for ex-

ample a startling sentence like that of St. Paul in 1

Corinthians vi. 17 :
" He who cleaves to the Lord is one

spirit." As it is said elsewhere of man and wife that they

two are one flesh, so, the Apostle implies, a spiritual unity

no less real and close in its far higher sphere is established

by saving faith between a man and his Redeemer. It is a

union that lasts as the other does not, and has effects the

other can never have. Again, there is the ever recurrent

form " in Christ." with its converse " Christ in you "
:

both to be fotmd now and then almost within the limits of a

single verse. How the words " in Christ " stretch through

aU time ! How they cover not the present merely, but

eternity before and after I We were chosen " in Him " before

the foundation of the world ; we are made to sit with God

in heavenly places " iu Christ
'*

: and all in order that in

the ages to come He might show the exceeding riches of

His grace in kindness towards us " in Christ Jesus " ^ The

locus classicus is of course Galatians ii. 20 : "I am crucified

with Christ ; no longer do I live : Christ liveth in me,"

where the very breathlessness of the verse betrays the

pent-up feeling with which St. Paul wrote it. We can hear

the triumph iu his voice. He feels as if he had lost Ms old

seh". and all but changed his identity. There has been the

importation of another's personaUty iuto him : the life,

the will of Christ has taken over what was once in sheer

antagonism to it. and replaced the power of sin by the

» Eph. L -4, iL 6, 7.
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forces of a divine life. As an old writer quaintly puts it

:

" If any one should come to Paul's doors and ask, Who
lives here ? he would answer, In this body of mine lives

not Saul of Tarsus, but Jesus Christ." ^ What he was

had ceased to be, and what remained had a better right

to Christ's name than his own. No doubt the verse

was written at a white heat ; no doubt the Apostle, if he

had been cross-examined, would have admitted that he did

not mean, after all, that Christ and Paul were so utterly

identical as now to be indistinguishable ; but this implies

only that language has broken down under an intolerable

strain, and that words which at their best must always be

general are insufficient to express a fact that has no

real parallel or analogy anywhere. It is one thing to assert

that a given formula exactly coincides with the reality it

represents ; this no one would claim even for a Pauline

expression in any connexion whatever. It is another thing

to hold that a given formula looks in the direction of abso-

lute truth, and is infinitely nearer to that truth than its

negation would he ; and this, surely, we may claim here for

these passionate apostolic words.

A fuU discussion of St. Paul's conception of union with

Christ, however, would virtually mean the detailed treat-

ment of his entire system of doctrine. His whole view

of Redemption is implicitly present in it. It is a spiritual

union ; a mutual appropriation and interpenetration of

spirit by spirit. The bond between them is sufficiently

powerful to support the assignation of the same predicates

to both. Our solidarity with Christ is such that in His

death we also die ; in His grave we are buried ; with the

^ Cf. Luther, in his exposition of the passage :
" Thou art so entirely

and nearly joined to Christ, that He and thou art made as it were one

person. . . As touching my natural life I am dead, and now I live another

life. I live not now as Paul, but Paul is dead. Who is it then that liveth ?

The Christian."
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Risen Lord, and in Him, we too rise to newness of life.

Nor can an attentive reader fail to notice that St. Paul's

greatest words on the subject of Atonement occur in

this connexion. Romans viii. 1 is typical :
" There is

now no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus."

By faith we have made Christ's death for sin our own, our

old man being crucified with Him ; the law therefore has

lost its rights over us, for he that hath died is justified

from sin. If the conception can be put more clearly stiU,

this is done in 2 Corinthians v. 14 :
" We thus judge, that

one died for all, therefore all died." The sentence of death,

executed on the Head, takes effect eo ipso on the members,

not by a legal transference of role, but in virtue of a per-

sonal incorporation. In such a form of words more than

substitution is impUed, though there is a hint of substitution

also in the statement that " one died for all." It was His

death primarily, theirs only in Him, and through the

mediation of faith. The believer, in the familiar phrase,

has an interest in Christ's death because he has an interest

in Christ Himself, and has so lived himself by faith into

Christ's personal being that old things have passed away

and aU things—including and centring in his old self—have

become new. I think most students of the Pauline theology

would concede that, wherever its circumference may be, its

very heart is here.

St. John, to whom it was given to speak the last and

deepest word on the great Christian certainties, repeats still

more convincingly the assertion that union with Christ is

the secret of redemption. " This doctrine of a mystical

union," says Mr. Ernest Scott, " in which the higher life

flows uninterruptedly from Christ to the behever, contains

the central and characteristic thought of the Fourth Gospel." ^

It is true that Mr. Scott proceeds to argue that a totally

1 The Fourth Goepel, p. 289.
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unethical and realistic factor enters into the Johannine

conception. Metaphysical categories, in his opinion, have

ousted the moral and religious categories of earlier Christian

thought, or at all events relegated them to a secondary-

place, all possibility of man's participating in the Divine

life being foreclosed until the very constitution of his nature

has been radically changed by the infusion of the higher

essence present in Christ. But I feel it to be very difficult, if

not quite impossible, to reconcile this view with the emphasis

which the Evangelist uniformly lays on faith. Clearly the

experience of abiding in Christ is represented as conditioned

by " believing," not in the sense of acquiescence in a pre-

scribed dogma, but as trust in a living Person. This is

obviously the conception which pervades the First Epistle

of St. John ; there, union with Christ is the result, as well

as the basis and foundation, of ethical and spiritual experi-

ences. It is relative to personal apprehension of the " word

of life "
; "if that which ye heard from the beginning abide

in you, ye also shall abide in the Son and in the Father "

(ii. 24). So too in the Gospel it is through " belief " in

the sense of spiritual apprehension and self-committal that

the impartation of the life which resides in Christ is medi-

ated to His people. As Bernhard Weiss has expressed

it :
" The object in which the believer sinks himself when

abiding in His words . . . always is just Christ Himself." ^

The crowning proof, indeed, that it is a mistake to interpret

St, John's symbolic phrases in a literal or realistic sense

is the fact that these very phrases, or their equivalents,

are used freely by every powerful religious writer to this

day, not least by those—like Mr. Scott himself ^—to whom

the realistic view is abhorrent.

The images by which St. John expresses union with

^ Der johanneische Lehrbegriff, p. 78.

2 Cf. op. cit. p. 294.
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Christ are familiar to every one. Christ is the Vine, in

which His followers are engrafted as living branches. He

is the Bread of Life by eating which they live for ever.

Just as in St. Paul, the mystic union is contemplated alter-

nately from either side, and can be described equally by

the phrases "ye in Me " and " I in you." The former appears

to mean that the Christian's life is rooted in Christ and has

in Him its encompassing vital element and medium; the

second that He Himself is present in His people as the

living centre, the animating principle, of their inmost being.

Now in all such passages we feel that the distinction between

Christology and soteriology, never more than provisional any-

how, has simply disappeared. Christ is definable as the Person

who can thus be our inward Life, while on the other hand

it is because He is this Person that His relation to us can

be of this interior kind. PersonaUty and possession mutually

condition each other. To sustain this unparalleled relation

to men, to impart Himself to them so that they have Him
within and can hold fellowship with Him as with their own

souls—this is a capacity or act which we can only interpret

as specifically Divine. Not only so ; the fellowship thus

established with Christ is in express terms set forth as being

intrinsically, and purely in itself, fellowship with God. To

have the Son is to have the Father also. Precisely identical

phrases are employed, in the Gospel and the First Epistle,

to signify our relations to God and Christ respectively. In

both cases a mutual inherence is affirmed, mediated in

each case by the trustful acceptance of " His word." ^

The fact that Christ is thus felt to sustain a relation of

indwelling in unnumbered souls, to which their indwelHng

in Him corresponds, points to the real argument for the

higher being of Christ which we feel to be implicit in the

New Testament as a whole.

1 St. John XV. 7, 10 ; 1 John iii. 24.

VOL. Vli. 10
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Turning now to the doctrinal bearing of this great con-

ception, I should like to put forward the plea that Union

to Christ is the fundamental idea in the theory of redemp-

tion. It is from this centre alone, as it seems to me, that

we can interpret luminously all the problems which gather

round justification and sanctification, and which have so

often been construed in a way that sacrificed either the

moral or the rehgious interests at stake. The mystic

union is the pivotal and organizing fact. If we start from

the experimental certainty of coalescence between the

Redeemer and the redeemed, we can understand some

things about the Christian life, and its relation to God,

which, at least to me, would otherwise remain darkly in-

scrutable. I do not mean that they cease to be mysteries,

but only that they are no longer merely mysteries. Light

penetrates them at least a certain way. We can draw

lines of interpretation which go so far, and even if we soon

have to stop, we can perceive that the lines have a real

tendency to converge, and therefore may be presumed

to meet somewhere, even if it be beyond our range.

But before we attempt to illustrate the centraHty oi

Union with Christ in the theological scheme, there are

two questions of a prehminary kind to be considered.

We have aheady touched on one of these. First, what

is meant by the term " mystical," and is it legitimate to

define it in contrast with "moral " ? Now, as we have seen,

no experience is possible to man which gets above ethics,

which has not an ethical content or is not fraught with ethical

issues. In Professor Denney's words :
" When two persons,

two moral natures, are to enter into union with each other,

then their union, no matter how intimate and profound

it may be, must at the same time be personal and moral. . . .

We must not forget that personality lives only in a moral

world, and that its most intense and passionate experiencei
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are moral to the core."^ But while this is so, I think there

are certain aspects of Union with Christ which are insuf-

ficiently described by the epithet "moral," and which

many people have dimly in their minds when they still

hanker after the word " mystical." In the first place,

they feel that the Union in which they are personally

identified with Christ is far and beyond anything they

have experienced in their relations to fellow-men. To

the term " moral " there always seems to cling a certain

externality ; it appears to describe and regulate affairs

between persons that after all are separate, each possessing

the solid rights of independent being, which in many

cases it is their duty to assert and enforce. Some-

how in our relation to Christ that separateness has dis-

appeared ; things happen as if it were no longer there. I

do not say it is non-existent, or that there may not be

varying degrees of it ; but I do say that great saints, who

were also great theologians, have felt that language which

spoke of its absence was far truer than language which

assumed its presence. Hence, while even in our relations

to Christ our experiences remain ethical, in the sense that

it would never be right to call them unethical, yet they are

also more than ethical ; they are religious. Between the

parts of a living body there are always physical and chemical

relations, and these the presence of life does not abrogate
;

yet a rapidly growing number of biologists would also

hold that vital interrelations are the highest of all, be-

cause they take up the rest into a richer unity, not by de-

struction or suppression but by transmutation. This analogy

may help us believe that there is a real sense in which we
may say that Union with Christ is more than moral. It

is the experience, or the fact, in which morality, carried

up into its highest and purest form, passes beyond itself.

^ ExposiTOB, Feb. 1904, p. 156.
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And this is one aspect of the truth, I think, which many have

tried to express by the word " mystic."

The second aspect is very much akin to the first. Those

who plead for the word " mystic," and are dissatisfied

with the word " moral," feel, I think, whether consciously

or not, that to describe Union with Christ as moral, and

no more, makes no provision, or only a quite insufficient

one, for the fundamental truth that the Union is initiated

on His side and sustained at every point by His power. It

is a commonplace of the preacher that our hope lies not

in our hold of Christ, but in His hold of us ; but is it not

just in such certainties, familiar as the sunshine though

they be, that the power and glory of the Christian gospel

dwells ? Are we reaDy to say that our connexion with

Christ consists in, and is exhausted by, the conscious feel-

ings and motives which pass through our minds ; that if

I get up some morning with my soul dead and my gratitude

dumb, with faith so darkened that I cannot utter a sincere

prayer, my relation to Christ is, for the time being, at an

end ? By all means let us beware of construing personal

reHgion in mechanical terms, or of speaking as if the life

of God could be passed into the human soul like a stream

of electric force ; but do not let us forget that a man is

more than his conscious thoughts and feelings, though

certainly what he is depends to an indefinite extent on what

his conscious thoughts and feehngs have been. Not a few

passages in the New Testament suggest that regeneration

makes a man Christ's in a deeper fashion than he himself

may ever dream. "We know not what to pray for as we

ought," says the Apostle, " but the Spirit himseK maketh

intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered "
;

the suggested truth being, apparently, that in the Chris-

tian there is a Divine presence other than, and yet one

with, his own consciousness, a larger and fuller indwelling of
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the Spirit of Christ than he himself may as yet have awakened

to. So again in the great Colossian passage : "Ye are dead,

and your life is hid with Christ in God." I do not like

to introduce at this point the idea of " the subliminal

consciousnsss," or categorically to suggest that it suppHes

a sphere within the personal life to which the indwelling

of Christ may be assigned ; for " the subliminal conscious-

ness," as to which our information is so largely hypo-

thetical, threatens to become rather a nuisance to those who
care for clear thinking, and is already populous with un-

sol\^ed mysteries. At the same time, I think it is worth

while looking in that direction
;
provided we make it clear

that the presence of Christ in our life at all, and therefore

also in that hidden region of personality, is always mediated

by conscious ethical motives on our side.^ But, however

this problem may finally be solved, at all events the fact

that Christ can and does breathe His life into us, taking

the first step in this true miracle of a communication of

spiritual life, " is one aspect of the whole fact which the

term " mystic " is chosen to indicate rather than the

term " moral."

It may be, of course, that our conception of personality

must be revised before we can make much in a philo-

sophical way of a fact like the mystic union ; indeed,

some of the most suggestive writers on these topics have

begun to point quite clearly towards something of the

kind. We are far away now from the point of view of

Strauss when he wrote that " Personality is that self-

1 To say that Christ dwells in the buried life of the soul is not in

any sense to discount the spiritual character of our relation to Him. For
that buried life also receives its quality from what goes on in consciousness.
It is indeed the permanent deposit of conscious processes. Just as the
underworld " in a bad man is likewise bad, because his conscious thoughts

and feelings are, and have been, bad ; so the *' underworld " or subliminal
self in a believer is pervaded by Christ because he has turned to Christ
in conscious faith and love.
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hood which shuts itself up against everything else, thereby

excluding it from itself. "^ This may be called the adaman-

tine theory of personality ; the world of persons, it implies,

is best illustrated by a number of marbles in a box, as to

which the truest thing we can say is that each of them is

utterly and completely outside its neighbour. But thinkers

like Dr. Moberly and Professor Lofthouse have outlined a

theory which, prima facie, does more justice to the actual

experiences of life. " Personality, in fact," writes Professor

Lofthouse, "is not exclusive but inclusive. We are per-

sons, that is to say, not by our power of self-isolation, but

by our power of transcending that isolation and linking

ourselves to others, and others to ourselves." ^ We all

know the lines of Matthew Arnold, with their touch of

divine despair :

Yes ! in the sea of life enisled,

With echoing straits between us thrown.

Dotting the shoreless watery wild.

We mortal millions live alone.^

But is that the whole truth ? Is it even the best part of the

truth ? I do not doubt that those who have tasted the

sacred joys of that human love which is our best analogue

to religious communion, will feel that impenetrable soHtude

of spirit is not the deepest thing in us. On the contrary,

it is possible, in some real degree, to escape from ourselves,

and mingle in love and thought and will in the lives of others.

And if, as Lotze has so impressively argued, personahty

in us is incomplete, and exists perfectly in God only, may

we not say that this self-communicating power which we

possess only in part will have its perfection and fulness

in Him, and therefore also in Christ who is God appre-

^ Die christl. Glaubenslehre, i. p. 504.

^
- Ethics and Atonement, p. 117.

3 To Marguerite—continued.
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hensible by us ? And since this interpenetration, if it is real

at all, is reciprocal, may we not find that it is only an exten-

sion of principles already implied in our social existence as

human beings when we go on to speak of a true solidarity

of life, a spiritual coalescence, between Christ and His

people ?

It is of no slight importance to bring out clearly the fact

that the Union we are speaking of is, as I have just said, a

Union between Christ and His people. For various writers,

like Erskine of Linlathen and Maurice in a past generation,

and Dr. Moberly in our own, have asserted rather a Union

between Christ and the race. As Maurice unequivocally

puts it :
" The truth is that every man is in Christ . . .

except He were joined to Christ he could not think, breathe,

live a single hour." ^ And in the same way Moberly dwells

on " this mutual inherence, this spiritual indwelling, where-

by humankind is summed anew, and included, in Christ." ^

Is this the teaching of the New Testament ? No one would

say that it is Johannine, and careful exegesis seems to

prove that just as little it is Pauline. Can it be maintained

seriously that when St. Paul wrote, " There is now no con-

demnation to them that are in Christ Jesus," he meant

that there is now no condemnation for any man ? But, apart

from this, to say that the race is in Christ is to say something

that has no relation to experience. One can understand

what is meant by a Christ who is vitally one with believers
;

for this is interpreted to us by first-hand acquaintance with

the Christian life, and the psychological coefficients involved

in it can be pointed out. But if we refuse to depersonalize

Christ, or to think away the ethical qualities revealed in

His career on earth, the statement that He is vitally one

with all men, even a Caesar Borgia, becomes, I submit,

^ Life and Letters, vol. i., p. 156.

* Atonement and Personality, p. 90.
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quite unintelligible. The tendency of such a view, in

short, is to bring salvation down to the level of a natural

process. We are in Christ just as our bodies are in the

atmosphere, and in either case we may undergo the specific

effects of the encompassing medium without knowing it.

Can salvation be kept spiritual on such terms ? Are ethical

experiences, are faith and love, of so little value that it

matters nothing to redemption whether they enter into it

or not ? One feels that there is something wrong some-

where ; and in the minds of those who resort to these more

sweeping and universal expressions a consciousness of this

seems at times to stir faintly. This is shown by the qualifi-

cations which are sure, in the long run, to be inserted

somewhere. All men are one with Christ, it is said, at

least ideally, or implicitly, or potentially. But when we

scrutinize these adverbs ^ closely, it turns out that what

they mean is not that men are in Christ simply in virtue

of their being men, but only that so far as God's wiU of

love is concerned, or their own constitution, there is no

reason at all why through faith they should not be in

Christ. It is worth while to note, ere we leave this point,

that to deny that aU men are in Christ is not the same

thing as saying that they have no relation to Him at all. ^

^ I mean that " in Christ " is a New Testament phrase, with a quite

clearly defined significance. It denotes that any one who can be spoken of

as being " in Christ " is saved in virtue of that union. This is what the

expression implies properly, as a designation of the believer's self-con-

sciousness ; and in accordance with the right usage of words it ought
not to be wasted on any lower idea. It ought not to be natural to those

who take their religion from the New Testament to say that—in the right

sense of the words—a man who hates or despises the Cross is nevertheless
" in Christ." But to insist on this truth is not to lift man as such away from
any and every relation to the Exalted Lord. Though a man may resent the

very thought of it, Christ is still seeking him, blessing him, gathering round
him all the appealing influences of the Kingdom of God on earth. And from
that universality of living power and sufficiency, which resides in Christ

always—yesterday, to-day and for ever—may spring up at any moment
the spiritual redemptive relationship of personal indwelling. This seems
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In conclusion, a few words may be said upon the centrality

of the mystic union in the organism of Christian doctrine.

1. As to the Atonement. The difficulty that has always

counted for most here has been the difficulty of perceiving

how the expiatory suffering of one person could benefit,

or avail for, any other. And if Christ were just one more

human individual, as separate from us as we are from

each other, this objection undoubtedly would be fatal,

alike from the standpoint of logic and morality. But if,

with St. Paul, we refuse to think of Christ as one isolated

person, and the Christian as another, then the represen-

tative action of Christ in His sacrifice becomes quite another

thing. The union, just because it is a union, has two sides.

His self-identification with us involves consequences for

Him, and it involves consequences for us. I venture to

quote, as the best statement known to me of this point

of view, a few sentences from a recent sermon by Dr.

W. M. Macgregor. " Jesus," he writes, " who sought in all

things to be one with His brethren, emboldens us to seek

in faith for oneness with Himself ; and in virtue of that

mystical union our pardon is secured. As He associated

Himself with us, so we associate ourselves with Him both

in His doing and in His suffering. We make His confession

ours ; the homage due to the righteous will of God, which

we cannot render of ourselves, we find in Him. We have

no desire to stand apart, living out our lives in ways of

our own ; we wish to be found in Him, and judged only

in relation to Him." ^ The false step in many theories

to be truer to the facts of New Testament religion and personal experience

than to say that all men are in Christ by birth, and continue to be in

Him unless they definitely thrust themselves out by unbelief. On the

bearing of this problem on the question of Conditional Immortality I

express no opinion.

^ Jesus Christ the Son of God, pp. 74-5. Cf. Luther {ut supra) :
" Thou

mayst boldly say, I am now one with Clirist, that is to say, Christ's

righteousness, victory and life are mine. And again, Christ may say, I
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of Atonement, I feel, is that they first abstract the Christian

from Christ, and then find it hard, naturally, to put them

back into such a oneness that what He did and is affects

our relation to God. But if all Christian theology, by its

very nature, is an interpretation of believing experience

from the inside, oneness with Christ is our punctum stans,

and the attempt to put it in abeyance is illegitimate. We
do not have to prove it, or to make a doctrine of the Atone-

ment apart from it ; we assume it rather, and seek to draw

out its implications for the sinner.

2. As to Christian morality. " The ethics of the Sermon

on the Mount," said the late Dr. Dale, " have their

root in the mystical relations between Christ and His

people." ^ If we have forgiveness in Christ, we have also

holiness in Him. We cannot join ourselves to Him by

faith, so admitting Him to heart and life, without thereby

receiving into our being the germ and principle of

perfection.^ The moral resources of life are now in Christ.

This is an experimental truth, against which the argument

of this or that man that he does not have any such experience

has no cogency. Men do pass out of themselves to make

the will of Christ theirs and their will His ; having died

with Him they also live with Him. In Him they share

the relationship of sons of God, and are supported in the

struggle with self and evil by His sympathy and communion.

They share, they reaUy share. His conflict and His triumph.

Not only is it true that the law of life that is in Christ Jesus

makes them free from the law of sin and death, but they

partake in His service to the world. As members of His

body they are His hands and His feet, doing His will for

men.

am that sinner, that is, his sins and his death are mine, because he is united

and joined unto me, and I unto him."
^ Fellowship with Christ, p. 12.

* Cf. Simpson, Fact of Christ, p. 163 f.—a noble passage.
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3. As to the truth of the Christian Gospel. The con-

sciousness of union with Christ—a fact as real as the con-

sciousness of right and wrong—is the greatest apologetic

asset of the Church. It is unaffected by controversies

as to the date or authorship of documents, though it has

a very direct bearing on the question of the truth of

their message. It is unaffected by differences of doctrinal

interpretation. And as we look around us, in the society

of behevers in Jesus, and mark the beauty and devotion of

character displayed in thousands of His people, it is the mere

instinct of truth to say, " We know that He is alive from

the dead, for He lives in them."

H. R. Mackintosh.

AN EMENDATION TO 1 PETER II. 8.

In studying the text of the first Epistle of Peter the convic-

tion has been deepening with me for a long time that it

contains a large number of residual errors, such as cannot

be cured by the aid of the manuscripts which are at present

at our disposal. Perhaps this may be due, in part, to

the antiquity of the document, of which we may say that,

as a whole, it is one of the best attested compositions

of the New Testament. But this presumed antiquity can

hardly be a complete explanation of its errors, supposing,

that is, that we agree that the text still needs mending.

For, after all, the difference in the length of Hfe between this

composition and other similar compositions in the New Testa-

ment is small enough, even if we were sagacious enough

in our criticism to estabhsh definitely a chronological

order for the books and pamphlets and letters which make
up the New Testament. And it is, therefore, wiser to say

that if residual errors should be detected or suspected in
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one particular book or tract, the reason must lie in the paleo-

graphical fortunes of the book itself, and in its pre-canonical

Hfe, before it came to be part of a recognized collection and

treated hke the rest of the books of which the collection is

composed.

In the present brief article I want to discuss the original

form and meaning of the closing words of 1 Peter ii. 8, which

stand in our Authorized Version in the form, " Whereunto

also they were appointed "
; the Revised Version does not

suggest any change in the rendering of the original text et?

o KOi €Te6r]aav, nor does it decorate its margin with an

alternative either to text or translation ; from which it

may be inferred that they had no fault to find either with the

one or with the other. Whether they hked the doctrine,

as in all probabihty the Revisers of 1611 did, will not, of

course, appear, as we have no printed reports of the proceed-

ings in the Jerusalem chamber. If they did not like it (and

it is one of the strongest pieces of Predestinarian doctrine

in the New Testament), they had no way of expressing it,

for no one has any right, in editing a text, to say whether

he hkes the text when he has edited it, or, to put it more

exactly, to edit the text because he Ukes it. We have no

control over the thoughts or expressions of Peter and Paul,

because we may agree or disagree with them in the matter

of the Freedom of the Will, for the Freedom of the Will in

a critic or a translator is a very hmited Free Will, inside

the circle of Free Will generally and very near the centre.

So we must be cautious in saying that the text is wrong,

merely because we may not like the statement that the un-

believers stumble at the Stone of Offence, and were appointed

so to do. The harshness may be the inevitable concomit-

ant of the writer's theology, and in that case what right have

we to suggest a change ? On the other hand, it is not im-

possible that the harshness may be an importation or a
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misunderstanding, and if we can find any evidence that

bears upon that point, it is not improper to produce it.

But, first of all, let us examine the passage at length to

which the words under consideration are a pendant. It is

well known that this famous statement about the place of

the Stone Rejected of the Builders in the Divine Architec-

ture is one of the passages which are held to prove the

dependence of Peter upon Paul. The argument is as fol-

lows : here in Peter we have the statement, " Behold I

lay in Sion a stone, elect, a corner-stone, a precious stone,

and he that beheveth in Him shall not be confounded. To

you, then, that beheve He is precious ; but to the unbeHev-

ing the stone which the builders rejected is become the head,

of the corner, and a stone of stumbhng and a rock of offence
;

who stumble at the word, being disobedient ; whereunto

also they were appointed."

Now in this passage we have a combination of two pas-

sages from Isaiah with a passage from the Psalms, the latter

being also quoted in the Gospel of Matthew (xxi. 42), the

two passages being Isaiah xxviii. 16 and Isaiah viii. 14.

And in the quotation from Isaiah xxviii. 16 the writer is not

working, as we should expect, from the text of the LXX
;

if he had been, he would have begun his quotation with

ISoi/ i/jiBdWoi et? ra de/xiXta ^l(ov instead of ISov TL6r)fj,c iv

Xiuiv, to say nothing of some other changes ; so we have

here either an independent translation or a reformed render-

ing of the LXX by reference to the original Hebrew.

Then it is further noted that the same two passages

of Isaiah are found combined in Romans ix. 32, 33 ;
" they

stumbled at the Stumbling Stone, even as it is written,

Behold, I lay in Sion a stone of stumbling and a rock of

offence, and he that beheveth on him shall not be ashamed,"

where we see the same modified rendering of Isaiah xxviii.

16. And from thence it has been inferred that Pauline
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material has been worked over by Peter, for which opinion

confirmation has been suggested in other quarters.

The same divergence from the LXX to the Hebrew will

be found in the other quotation from Isaiah (viii. 14), for

here the LXX have wrongly ov^ <»? 'Xidov irpoaKoixixarL

avvavTrjcreaOe avro) ovBe (1)9 ireTpai; TrrtofMart : and it is

this repeated coincidence between Peter and Paul in the

selection and use of material that furnishes the ground for

a belief in a connexion between the two writers. Dr. Hort

states the case thus : "St. Paul substitutes a literal render-

ing of the Hebrew and St. Peter follows him."

But then Dr. Hort goes further and points out that the

single word a/cavSdXov, as used in this connexion by St.

Paul and St. Peter, pointed back to characteristic language

of our Lord Himself as well as of the Evangelists on His

being a " stumbling-block " to the Jews who refused Him
;

as St. Paul elsewhere pronounced a crucified Christ to be to

the Jews distinctly a "stumbling-block."

But if this idea of stumbling at the stone of scandal is

so widely diffused in the Gospels and Epistles, the question

arises in our minds as to whether the teaching is not a part

of the earhest Christian tradition, and whether the agree-

ment between the two Apostles cannot be explained by

the use of this tradition, without the necessity of quoting

one another. The use of the same passages of Isaiah in the

same translation, and that an independent translation, points

at once to the use of a Book of Testimonies antijudaic in

character ; if we can show reason for such a hypothesis, we

can Hberate Peter from the control of Paul, at least as far

as this passage is concerned, and make them independent

channels for the propagation of a primitive Christian argu-

ment. Now it is well known from the surviving collections

of Testimonies against the Jews, and from quotations which

may fairly be traced to such collections, that one of the
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earliest arguments embodied in them was based upon the

statement that Christ is in the Old Testament known as

the Stone. To estabHsh this at length would take far too

much space, and I will only refer to the matter very briefly
;

if we look at Cyprian's Testimonies, we shall find in the

second book three sections devoted to the establishment of

the following points :

—

(a) That Christ is called the Stone
;

(6) That then the same stone should become a mountain

and fill the whole earth
;

(c) That in the last times that mountain should be made

manifest, on which the Gentiles should come and into which

all the Just should ascend.

The proof-texts in Cyprian are Isaiah xxviii. 16 followed

by the passage from the Psalm (cxviii. 22). Cyprian does not,

however, quote the second passage from Isaiah, and in the

first passage he appears to follow the LXX rather than the

Hebrew (or is it a Latin text based upon the LXX ?) ; for

he reads :

—

" Apud Isaiam prophetam sic dicit Dominus : Ecce ego

immitto in fundamenta Sion lapidem pretiosum, electum,

summum angularem,^ honoratum : et qui crediderit in

eum non confundetur. Item in Psalmo cxvii., etc."

Cyprian may then be taken as evidence for (1) the doctrine

that Christ is the Stone, and (2) for the fine of proof ; al-

though it does not run back demonstrably into the ancestry

of the Peter-Paul quotations. StiU the substance of the

argument against the Jews is there, and we shall find pre-

sently the same variation in the Epistle of Barnabas. So we

suggest that the agreement between Peter and Paul is due

to the use of a Book of Testimonies. The following further

passage from Dr. Hort mil now require modification.

Comm. in 1 Pet., p. 116.

^ The two words summum angularem are a translation of aKpoywvialov.
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"It is morally certain that St. Peter borrowed from St.

Paul those peculiarities in his mode of quoting the passage

which he has in common with him ; and hardly less so that

St. Paul was not following any antecedent version other

than the LXX, but freely adapting the LXX itself. Neither

he nor St. Peter had occasion to cite the reference, twice

repeated in the Hebrew and the LXX, to the laying of founda-

tions." The first sentence in this passage needs now the

expansion, " or quoting from some collection of prophetical

testimonies available to them both."

And now I want to draw attention to a curious passage

in the Epistle of Barnabas, where we shall again come across

traces of a similar gnosis with some striking variations
;

the text is as follows :

—

Kal iraKiv Xeyec 6 '7rpo(])j]Ti]<i, eTrel o)? X,lOo<; l(T')(ypo<i eredrj ei<i

avvrpi^riv' Ihov i/x/3aXM et<? ra defieXta "^icov Xldov TroXyreX?},

eKKeKTOv, uKpoycovialov, evri/jbov. eira re Xeyei ; koI 6 iTLcrrevoiv

€L<; avTov ^ijaerat eh tov aloiva.^ ^EttI 'kiOov ovv rjixoiv rj eXTrt?
;

Mrj <yevoLTO' dX)C eVet eV lcr')(^ul redetKev rrjv adpKa avrov 6

Kvpi,o<i' XeyeL yap' koX edrjKev fie co? cnepeav irerpav.^ Xeyec

Be TrdXiv 6 •jrpo^TjTtj'i' AiOov ov aTreBoKifiaaav ol olKo8o/jbOvvT€<i,

ouTo? eyevrjOri eU KecfjaXrjv <y(ovia<i.^

The variations in the text are curious, and the argument

obscure ; but it will at once be noticed that Barnabas is

quoting the same passages from Isaiah and the Psalms that

we found in Cyprian, and quoting Isaiah xxviii. 16 as Cyprian

does from the LXX. There can, then, be no doubt that

Barnabas is using famihar matter from the Testimony

Book.

Upon looking more closely at his statement we find him

saying that Christ was set as a strong stone for breaking

{eU avvTpi^rjv) ; and here we have an echo of the other

passage from Isaiah concerning the Stone of Stumbling and

^ Isaiah xxviii. 16. ^ Isaiah 1. 7. ^ Ps. cxviii. 22.
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Rock of Offence. Accordingly Funk adds a note on this

clause to the effect that Barnabas here seems to have in

mind Isaiah viii. 14 in the Hebrew text. If this be so,

we have the same Testimonies in Barnabas as in 1 Peter,

and Barnabas becomes the connecting link between Cyprian

and Peter-Paul. In this respect, then, the reference to

Barnabas is important ; but there is more to come from it.

Not only does he hold the doctrine that Christ in the Old

Testament is represented as Stone and Rock {Xtdo<; and

irirpa), but he plays on the word rldrj/xt (which Peter and

Paul employ in quoting from Isaiah) in such a way as to

suggest that he knew the other rendering from the Hebrew,

in spite of the fact that he quotes the LXX. The proof

of this hes in the Greek of Barnabas which is before us

:

ft)9 \[6o^ lajQjpo'i iredr) eh (Tvvrpi^rjv'

ev tcr-)(^v'i redeiKcv rrju adpKa avTOv 6 Kvpt,o<i'

e9r]K€
fj,€

ft)? aTepeav Trirpav'

and the repetition suggests a knowledge of the text

ISov TtdrjiJii ev ^ca>v Kre

instead of l8ov iyco e/M^dXci) et? ra Oep,e\La Xtwv.

And the importance of this observation is that it at once sug-

gests to us, from the repeated statements about Christ, that

the words in 1 Peter with which we started refer to Christ

and not to the disobedient or unbelievers, and that the

text should be corrected from et? o ereOr^aav to

et? o eridr].

When this is done, the passage becomes quite clear, for just

as Peter takes up the various terms in Isaiah and comments

on them, playing on the word evTifiov by a following ^
TLfir) and reflecting the X/^o? eK\eKr6<i in ^yeVo? eKXeKTov,

so he carries on the thought of the laying of the foundation

stone (" Behold, I lay, etc."), and sums up the results of the

laying of the stone in the words, " For which cause also the

stone was laid," (ek o kuI ereOr]). It is curious how near

VOL. VII. jl
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Dr. Hort came to this explanation of the obscure clause in

Peter : he remarks as foUows :

—

" 'Eredrja-av, a somewhat vague word in itself, expresses

simply the ordinance of God, perhaps with the idea of place

added, that is place in a far-reaching order of things. The

coincidence with ^I8ov TidrjfiL iv Sicbv \l6ov in verse 6 can

hardly he accidental " (itaHcs ours).

Certainly the coincidence is not accidental, and the

reference to Barnabas enables us, by a simple conjecture,

to make it exact. It is a case of deUberate repetition from

the opening words of the passage quoted and commented

on.

Assuming this to be correct, the exegesis of the passage

is much simphfied. As long as it was a case of the depend-

ence of Peter upon Paul's quotations, it was almost inevit-

able that his argument should follow the PauHne direction.

From this point of view Dr. Hort said very properly that

" all attempts to explain away the statement [et? o koX

iridr)(Tav) as if e.g., it meant only that they were appointed

to this by the just and natural consequences of their own

acts, are futile." When, however, we see that it is the

Stone that is the ordinance of God, and not the stumblers,

the statement which Dr. Hort takes exception to ceases

to be futile, and exactly expresses St. Peter's mind. Some-

thing of the same kind is true with regard to the following

sentences :
" These four mysterious words become clearer

when we carry them back to what is doubtless their real

source, those three central chapters of Romans of which the

apostasy of Israel is the fundamental theme." The words

are no longer unduly mysterious, and they are to be under-

stood without any reference to St. Paul. I do not, of course,

forget that this still leaves St. Paul's argument against the

Jews, by way of prophetical testimonies, to be dealt with,

and it may be difficult to extract from them any interpre-
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tation that must not be described as Predestinarian. All

that we have urged is that the difficult words in Peter are

to be interpreted without aid from Paul and in a dififerent

sense. In conclusion I may remark that the corrections

and interpretations here offered have come to me gradually :

the recognition that we were dealing with extracts from the

Testimony Book came first ; but here one was held up by

the fact that the agreement with Cyprian was inexact.

After that I came to suspect the genuineness of eTedrjcrav and

made the necessary marginal correction ; it was only recently,

however, that I saw that Barnabas had been on the same

track, that he agreed with Cyprian on the one hand, and

probably with Peter on the other, and that he furnished a re-

markable confirmation to the emendation which I had made.

So we may leave the matter to be further tested, and cover

the final judgment with the words, " He that is able to

receive it, let him receive it."

J. Rendel Harris.

JUSTIN MARTYR AND THE TEXT OF HEBREWS
XI. 4

IIiorTet nXetova Ovaiav 'AjSeX irapa. Katv irpocrrfVcyKev to) 6e^ 8t' ijs

i/jiapTvpi^Orj cTvat StKatos, fx.apTvpovvTo^ iiii rots Scupots auTU) tov O^ov,

Kat OL auT^s aTToOavwv tri AaXei.

There are two difficulties in this verse, (1) the interpretation

of the words rrrXelova dvauav, which in their most obvious

sense, a " larger " or " greater " sacrifice, do not suit the

context
; (2) the text of the words given by Westcott and

Hort as avrov tov deov, but of which they say in their appen-

dix that Clement of Alexandria, who quotes the passage

in Stromata ii. 4, 12, has probably preserved the true text

{avTw, as above), while all the MSS. have become corrupt.

This article is concerned principally with the first point

;
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but if the argument is even partially justified, we shall have

still earlier indirect evidence for Clement's text of the latter

part of the verse.

nXeiova is difficult to interpret. The word requires to

have a meaning for which we can find some justification

either in the Old Testament or in Jewish tradition. For

the instances of faith in Hebrews are all instances as familiar

to the readers, either through recorded or traditional history,

as the famous events of English history to us. There is no

evidence to show that the advantage of Abel's sacrifice was

ever held to consist in its mere quantity. Translators have

recognized this and given a metaphorical sense to irXeiova.

Though the Vulgate is literal with " plurimam hostiam,"

Beza's Latin gives " majoris pretii," more valuable, and

the English A.V. and R.V. " more excellent," both leaving

it uncertain in what the value or excellence consists. This

translation can be justified from the New Testament, e.g.

Matthew vi. 25 (=Luke xii. 23), "Is not the life more

than food ? " Matthew xii. 41, 42 (=Luke xi. 31, 32), " A
greater than Solomon, or than Jonah, is here." In Mark

xii. 33 the MSS. vary between wXelov and Trepia-a-orepov,

*' to love the Lord is more than all burnt offerings and

sacrifices." But irXelov is most distinctly elevated to the

expression of moral greatness in Mark xii. 43 (=Luke xxi. 3),

" This poor widow hath cast in more than they all."

But we expect the writer of this chapter to keep close

to tradition if possible, and irXeiova, however excellent a

word in itself, is not easily suggested by any account we have

of the sacrifices of Cain and Abel, and it does not clearly

bring out the point on which stress is laid in the story.

" The Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering, but

unto Cain and his offering he had not respect." The

Septuagint suggests some ritual error in Cain's offering :

*' If thou offeredst rightly, but didst not divide rightly, didst
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thou not sin ? " This attempt to account for the different

reception of the two sacrifices does not seem to have com-

mended itself to the Jews; but the point of the story is

that in some way or other, not clearly signified, Abel's

sacrifice was more acceptable than Cain's, and we expect

a word in Hebrews xi. 4 to convey this idea.

Cobet has made the plausible conjecture that a slight

corruption of the text has substituted the unsuggestive

word irXeiova for the right and telling word which calls up

the whole story even before Abel's name is mentioned. He
proposes that for FIAGIONA we should read HAIONA.
The alterations are three (1) the change in the position of a

stroke in fl to make H
; (2) the addition of a horizontal line

at the base of A to make A; (3) the reading of I for €1.

In this last matter the orthography of MSS. is so liable to

variation (see Westcott and Hort, Appendix, p. 153) that

there is no difficulty in supposing that a scribe who had

read flA at the beginning of the word would imagine that his

original had written the word flAIONA and would improve

on it with the more correct diphthong. We are thus sup-

plied with the sense of a " more pleasing sacrifice," which

exactly represents the traditional character of the distinc-

tion between Abel's sacrifice and Cain's. This reading so

far commends itself to Baljon that he puts it in his text on

the strength of Cobet's conjecture.

Most students of texts have some difficulty in maintain-

ing a happy mean between reverence for what is written,

which may sometimes be mere grovelling reverence for an

age-long mistake, and a soaring faith in the verbal inspira-

tion of conjectural emendations. But even those most

inclined to the latter state have their faith confirmed when

literary support is found for the conjecture. Now Cobet's

attractive emendation finds support in the following passage

from Justin, Dialogue ivith Trypho, ch. 29.
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evSoKrjcre yap kol eis to, eOvr], kol Ta5 dvcria^ ^Stov Trap' -r^plv rj nap

v/xwy XafLpaviL' tl^ ovv cti fiOL TrepLTOfxrjs Xoyo?, iiro tov 6eov fxaprvpTj-

OivTi

;

Here we have the collocation of Ova-La<; with tjSlov, the

latter indeed as an adverb, and referring grammatically to

the glad reception of the sacrifices instead of to the sacrifices

that cause the gladness ; but though not precisely in the same

form it is used in the same general sense as in Hebrews xi, 4

as emended by Cobet. It is clear that the emendation is

not merely the result of a manipulation of alphabetic signs,

but is in accordance with the thought and usage of the

church of the second century.

But we can go further, and show that Justin had Hebrews

xi. 4 in his mind when writing this passage. He passes

immediately from the more pleasing sacrifices to the witness

borne by God to him who offers them, again using the lan-

guage of Hebrews xi. 4 in a slightly different construction.

Thus we have the following parallelisms between Justin

and Hebrews xi. 4 :

—

Heb. [i^Stova] Ovcriav . . . iixaprvpyOr] . , . fxaprvpouvTO'; . • . tov

Oeov-

Justin. 6vcrLa<; ^Stov . . . jxaprvp-qOivTi vtto tov Oeov-

This is not a mere verbal coincidence. The two central

ideas of the verse in Hebrews reappear in Justin. The

thought of the faithful being testified to by God seems to

have been made current among Christians by the author of

Hebrews. We are familiar with the idea that the faithful

are witnesses who testify to God, and may seal their testi-

mony as " martyrs." But this testimony is mutual : they

are equally testified to by God. In Ignatius, ad Philad.

5. 2, the Christian prophets (thought of as in the line of the

old prophets) are " testified to " by Jesus Christ. In

Ignatius, Eph. xii. 2, Paul is described as " the sanctified,

the one testified to," almost as if o ij,apTvpovfMivo<i had
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become a title of honour. Clement of Rome ad Cor. xvii. 1

;

xviii. 1 ; xix. 1, borrowing the thought from Hebrews,

speaks of the company of the old saints as " those testified

to." In Hebrews xi. the expression is used generally of all

the ancient saints in vv. 2 and 39, in v. 5 of Enoch particu-

larly, on the ground that he pleased God, and in v. 4 of Abel

on the ground of his . . . sacrifice. (The adjective is

omitted for the present). Abel is the one person " testified

to " on the ground of sacrifice. We see then that in speak-

ing of God's testimony to His saints on the ground of sacri-

fice Justin must have Abel in mind, though he does not

mention him by name, and we shall be able to show that it is

Abel who suggested to him the passage in Hebrews.

Justin is engaged in arguing to justify to Trypho the

absence of circumcision and Sabbath observance among

Christians. He has already referred to those who lived before

Abraham as not being bound by either. He has further

said, chapter 28, " If a Scythian or a Persian has the know-

ledge of God and of His Christ, and keeps the eternal right

things, he is circumcised with the good and profitable cir-

cumcision and is dear to God, and He rejoices in his gifts

and offerings." Here we have the same words from Gene-

sis iv. 4, as are quoted in Hebrews xi. 4, while x^^P^^

(rejoices) fairly represents the thought expressed in Genesis

by eiTiSev. But in using this line of argument Justin does

not stand alone. He is using the regular Christian testi-

monies against the Jews, and the point where we can convict

him most readily of using a regular book of testimonies is

in the quotation which immediately precedes the passage

we are discussing. He quotes Malachi i. 10, 11, "I have no

delight in you, saith the Lord, and I do not accept your sacri-

fices at your hands. Wherefore from the rising to the

setting of the sun my name is glorified among the Gentiles,

and in every place a sacrifice is offered to my name, a pure
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sacrifice. For my name is being honoured among the Gen-

tiles, saith the Lord, but you profane it." By means of

this quotation we can trace the argument into Cyprian

and Tertulhan. Cyprian's Testimonies against the Jews

are a third century form of the older style of testimony

book. It is clearly based on former collections of passages

suitable to quote against the Jews. Cyprian's Testimonies,

book i. chapter 16, is entitled "That the ancient sacrifice

should be made void and a new one celebrated," and Malachi

i. 10, 11 is quoted under this head. Book i. chapter 8 is

entitled, " That the first circumcision of the flesh is made

void, and the second circumcision of the spirit is promised

instead," and under this heading is the following testimony,

" Adam was first made by God uncircumcised, and righteous

Ahel, and Enoch, who pleased God and was translated, and

Noah . . . and Melchizedek." These testimonies of Cyprian

show us that the thought of an acceptable sacrifice from

the Gentiles, and that of the faithful uncircumcised before

Abraham, including Abel by name, belong to the stock of

testimonies against the Jews.

But TertuUian is the most useful witness to the way of

using these two testimonies. In Adversus Judceos he ap-

phes in great detail the testimonies which we find lying in

the armoury in Cjrprian, and handled gently, and with a

polite and persuasive reserve, by Justin. In chapter ii. he

treats of the patriarchs who pleased God though they were

not circumcised and did not keep the Sabbath. (The

Sabbath argument seems to have dropped out by Cj^rian's

time.) He has the same list as Cyprian, but adds Lot.

Of Abel he says, " God commended Abel who offered him

sacrifices, though uncircumcised and not keeping the Sab-

bath, counting as acceptable {accepto ferens) what he offered

in simplicity of heart, and reproving the sacrifice of his

brother Cain who did not rightly divide what he offered."
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After a passing reference to Abel in dealing with the Sabbath

question in chapter iv. Tertullian comes in chapter v.

to the earthly and spiritual sacrifices, where he quotes the

story of Cain and Abel at length, with this introduction.

" So also we show the sacrifices of earthly offerings and

spiritual sacrifices to have been predicted, and that from

the beginning the earthly sacrifices of the elder son, that is,

Israel, have been shown before in Cain, and that different

(diversa) sacrifices of the younger son, Abel, that is, of our

people, have been pointed to." Following the story of Cain

and Abel, in due course, comes the quotation from Malachi.

Justin is evidently using a book of testimonies against

the Jews, though he does not use it slavishly. The passages

in Cyprian and Tertullian show that the book had probably a

direct reference to Abel in connexion with Sabbath and

circumcision and the better sacrifice. There can be no

doubt that when Justin combines in one passage a reference

to the more pleasing sacrifices and to the needlessness of

circumcision he has Abel in his mind. The thought of Abel

calls to his mind the reference in Hebrews, and in the fervour

of his conclusion of this part of the argument he falls into its

language.

But it is no accident that Justin should fall into the

language of Hebrews. He has caught also the spirit of

Hebrews. The study of the Epistle must have been part

of his preparation for dealing sympathetically with Jews,

and this little passage of the Dialogue shows that it had

helped him to know himself. Hebrews xi. and xii, persuade

us, all unconsciously, that the saints of old and the saints

of our own time are one community. They are united in

the common witness of God to their faithfulness. Abel is

" testified to " by God, so is Enoch, as are " aU these
"

ancient saints, who are inseparably connected with " us
"

(xi. 40, xii. 1). Justin must have had great sympathy with
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this sentiment ; he had himself found in the Hebrew prophets

the masters of philosophy and they had led him to Christ.

He was one of a people still liable to the persecutions and

sufferings of the righteous of old time. More thoroughly

than either Clement of Rome or Ignatius he has appropriated

to himself the language in which the Divine testimony to

the righteous is described

—

[xol vtto tov Oeov /xapTvpTjdivTc.

To sum up and return to the question of text. It appears

that the acceptableness of Abel's sacrifice to God made it

the type of the Christian's acceptable sacrifice, and that

it was so quoted against the Jews in Justin's and in Tertul-

lian's time. That Justin in referring to it in the Dialogue

with Trypho does not mention Abel by name, but has him in

mind when he quotes generally those who lived before Abra-

ham as not being bound by Sabbath or circumcision. That

in the thick of an argument on the subject Justin falls into

the language which the author of Hebrews had used in

reference to Abel, and adds a thought which belongs not to

the testimony book but to Hebrews. That in referring to

Hebrews he uses the same word, tjSlov, in the same degree

of comparison, in equally close connexion with Ovdia,

which Cobet has suggested as a substitute for the lifeless

word irT^eiova in Hebrews. The substitution is palaeo-

graphically easy and greatly increases the force of the pas-

sage. Therefore Cobet's conjecture that we should read

qhiova for nrXelova is supported by a passage in Justin which

is so full of the spirit of Hebrews and so clearly uses the

language of this verse that it deserves high consideration

as an early patristic reference. If this argument is accepted,

we have textual evidence for Hebrews xi. 4 older than the

earliest direct quotation, that of Clement of Alexandria,

and this evidence supports the reading rjhiova.

To come now to the second textual difficulty in this verse.
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Quite apart from any evidence .respecting rjStova, if it is

allowed that Justin is referring to Hebrews xi. 4, we have

fresh evidence for the uncertain text in the latter part of the

verse. Justin has /jloc . , . utto tov deov fiaprvprjOevTi.

In Hebrews we have first the aorist indicative passive with

no agent expressed, then the present participle active.

Justin's reference retains the aorist passive but in the parti-

cipial construction. If we turn his passive into active again,

we see that his reading of Hebrews must have been fxaprv-

povvTo<i . . . TOV deov. But did he read avrov or avrtp ?

Justin's fioL represents the subject of the passive fiapTvprjdevTi,

and by it he identifies himself with the offerer of the accept-

able sacrifice. What he says (though in the dative case ^)

is " I being witnessed to by God "
; and if we are to find an

original for every part of that in Hebrews, it was " God wit-

nessing to him," and Justin must have read avrai. There

is a fair presumption that Justin's reading of the doubtful

words was avToi tov deov, and we have earlier inferential

evidence in support of Clement of Alexandria's text, which

Westcott and Hort believed to be the true one.

J. D. Maynard.

^ The case of /uot . . . fiapTvpTjOivn is of course determined by th»

construction of Justin's own sentence and has nothing to do with Hebrews.
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THE AUTHORITIES USED IN THE ACTS I.-XII}

On what authorities was Luke's History of the early apos-

tolic period based ? Its trustworthiness rests ultimately

on the answer to this question—at least, for those who are

not content with the old-fashioned assumption of direct

Divine inspiration, and who have had to dismiss as decisively

disproved and inconsistent with known facts the old idea

that he was one of the earliest disciples and actually one

of the two who were going to Emmaus on the day of the

Resurrection.

Luke's history is trustworthy to us, because he had access

to good sources of information and made use of his oppor-

tunities. He mentions in the opening sentence of the first

book of his History that he had come into personal relations

with persons " which from the beginning were eye-witnesses

and ministers of the Word." Those who are going to make a

serious study of a historian must begin, and do always in

the case of a non-Christian historian begin, by accepting as a

foundation for their investigation his own account of his

sources and authorities. If they cannot accept this account,

they cannot accept the writer as a serious authority. We start

from this elementary principle, which lies at the basis of his-

torical study, noticing only that Luke pointedly distinguishes

himself from those that "were from the beginning eye-wit-

nesses." He implies that he was not one of the original

disciples, and that the first book of his History was composed

after reading various written narratives, but that he was

in a position to control these documentary sources in a

^ While I am of course very much indebted to older scholars, especi-

ally Blass, Harnack, Bartlet and Knowling, not to mention the greatest

and best old edition, which is the foundation of all scholars' work, I

have purposely as far as possible divested myself of all other ^aersons'

ideas about authorities, and written this article from personal impressions.
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degree which he counted immensely important by the oral

accounts which he had received from eye-witnesses. It

is quite evident that he reckoned the real value of his History

to lie in the latter fact : his work was authoritative, because

it rested ultimately on knowledge gained direct from the

best human authorities. He was in a position to judge and

to criticize, and to compare the written narratives ; and

he had done so, and therefore confidently sends to Theo-

phQus—a real person, yet at the same time one who was

to Luke a typical representative of the congregations drawn

from the outer world of the originally ignorant and pagan

population—the first book of this History, which is more

correct and satisfactory than any of the previously pub-

lished histories of the Saviour's life.

That this preface to his first book applies—with proper

modifications—to his second book may be taken for granted,

and needs no further consideration. The difference in

historical character between the two books lies mainly in this,

that in the later half of the second book either he was

himself the eye-witness for part of the narrative, or he

had long been in other parts in most intimate relations

with several of the actors in the scenes described. But

in the first half of this second book he was hardly in

such a good position as in the first book. The events

described in the first book had overshadowed in public

estimation those described in the opening chapters of

the second book, both at the moment when they were

occurring, and in subsequent history. Peter and the

rest of the Twelve, and of the whole Chiu-ch, had their

attention so occupied with, and so concentrated on the

past, viz., the life and, above all, the death of Jesus, that

the present sank into insignificance as being merely an

evanescent state, and only preparatory for an impending

transformation. No one seems to have thought that this
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present time was worthy of formal historical registration.

All lived much in the past and the future.

It is not meant by these words that there was no con-

temporary writing of events in the first score of years after

the Resurrection. To any one who takes into account the

prevalence of writing at that time in ordinary life and

about everyday matters, such an assertion would be in-

credible in respect of a congregation consisting of many

thousands of persons, a congregation which had attained

already, at an early point in this period, a high state of

organization, with a church fund managed by a responsible

board of seven officials {septein viri mensis ordinandis, as

they might suitably have been termed in Latin), with a

superior board of twelve officials, and an elaborate system

of alimentation (as the Romans would have called it), i.e.

charitable distribution of food to the poor on fixed prin-

ciples and in a systematic way.

The more closely the history of this first period is scanned,

the more striking are the evidences of method and order

and permanence in the Church constitution. It was no

collection of individuals sitting in momentary expectation

of the Coming of the Lord and the end of aU earthly

things, as many modern devotees of the Eschatological

theory love to describe it. It was a firm and definite organ-

ization, resting on a strong foundation in the past, and

looking forward to a mighty future, fully conscious of

the inevitable truth of the Saviour's prophecies, that this

organization, as yet confined to one city, was to extend

over the whole earth by steps and in ways which they

did not venture even to think about, much less to form plans

for reaHzing.

If this had been a congregation of mere eschatological

enthusiasts and dreamers, the eagerness with which they

were ready to examine dispassionately, and to accept, if
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approved, every new step in method would be quite in-

conceivable and psychologically impossible. Enthusiasts

are only too apt to be one-sided : they see their own method

with so single and concentrated intensity of gaze that they

can see nothing else which differs from it. But it was

not the church officially, or its leaders, which made the

great steps. Stephen, who found the church at his appoint-

ment wearing the appearance of a mere Hebrew sect, com-

mended by the Pharisees as an interesting class which

possibly even might have originated through " the counsel

and work of God," and who burst these fetters and provoked

the bitter hostility of the patriots and Pharisees, was not

one of the Twelve, though he was of the Seven. But the

Church went with him, and adopted his methods, and

regarded his action as epoch-making. Philip, again, had

no authorization from the Church, and no commission

from the Twelve, when he brought the whole of Samaria

into the Church. The spread of the Church to Phoenicia,

and to Antioch and north Syria generally, was equally

unauthorized ; and was not even engineered by any of the

Seven, but only by chance missionaries. But none of

these steps were regarded with any prejudice : all were

estimated fairly and dispassionately on their merits. No
question was asked except one : was the Spirit of God in

the work ? Whither the Spirit led, the approval of the

Church followed. Such openness, such utter freedom

from prejudice, such perfect readiness to learn, to advance,

to absorb new ideas, such willingness on the part of the

older teachers to listen to younger teachers and to change

their own old ways of thinking—cannot be found in a mere

body of enthusiastic dreamers about a mistaken eschato-

logical idea. It is only those who have a firm grip of the

truth that are able to learn and to change. He who has

the truth knows that he has only got a small part of it,
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and longs for more, and will do anything, and learn from

any one, if only a better and fuller hold of the truth can

thereby be attained.

Moreover, an eschatological idea cannot conquer the

world, since it is in itself final and cannot stoop to learn

(for to learn is, with its devotees, to unlearn). Hence

the eschatological mirage has produced this great evil in

modern scholarship, that it tends to cause an exaggerated

idea of the gap which divided Paul from the Twelve. Paul

was one of the outsiders who developed the ideas of the

Church, and was accepted by its leaders, though not im-

mediately by the whole Church.

But on this we must not dwell. The purpose of these

words is to insist on the evidences of permanent organiza-

tion in the first Church, and to infer therefrom that there

must have been a certain degree of writing involved, of re-

ports, of registration of facts, in order that organization should

be carried into practical effect. Every one who learns

what were the methods of that period, how administration

was carried on, how numberless little religious societies

in almost every city of the Graeco-Roman world had their

own special assemblies, their assemblies, their officials, their

decrees, and their registered acts, knows that something

of this kind must have existed in the great assembly of the

Church of Jerusalem. To take here only one example—the

one which seems to be the clearest—I cannot for a moment

doubt that, when the apostles " heard that Samaria had re-

ceived the word of God," they heard it by written report

from Philip, and not by vague report or by a mere oral

message sent up to Jerusalem by Philip through some other

person.

This consideration places the early history of the Church

on a firmer basis. Yet the Acta, as recorded, would be

only official, and would be confined to official things, and
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would not contain much of the most permanently interest-

ing facts of Church development—since those were, as we

have said, unofficial—until the wider development of the

Church beyond Jerusalem had occurred. Moreover, it is

highly probable that the earlier Acta may have perished

in the great persecution when the Church was scattered

after the murder of Stephen. That this was so is suggested

both by the general character of the early chapters, and

by one special detail. The order of the lists of names in

i. 13, vi. 5 is certainly unofficial, the order of the names

in xiii. 1 is apparently official. Assuming for the moment

this statement—to which we shaU return—we may still

infer that, in a community where Acta had existed, there

was a more orderly and trustworthy tradition, even after

the destruction of the Acta, than in an unorganized multi-

tude of enthusiasts. That orderly discipline was a marked

feature of the primitive Church is shown, not merely by

the facts of organization already mentioned, and by the

whole spirit of those early chapters of Acts, but in a

striking way by the word used in vi. 7 : "A great multi-

tude of priests were obedient to the Faith." ^ A rule and

a discipline is here clearly implied, comparable to the

rule and discipline of the Levitical system.

In view of these facts regarding the ancient Acta ^ of

the primitive Church, may we not ask whether the name

of the book in later time, when it was separated from the

Third Gospel, does not represent a certain view : viz., that

this was the record of the Acta of the Church as expressed

through its governing body, the Apostles. When in viii. 2

it is said that the Christians were all scattered abroad, except

the apostles, this cannot fairly be pressed to imply that

all the Twelve remained in Jerusalem (as it often is) : the

meaning is merely that the government and the governing

^ iiTT-qKovov ry Trlffrei,, wpd^eii,

VOL. vn. 12
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coimcil of the Cimrch c-Dntinned zo be there, thongh quite

possibly some of them m^v have been absent for a short

time, or even for a long time.

We have to ask first whether these opening twelve chapters

are based on an oral or on a written source ; and secondly,

how far the anthor in each incident and episode depended

on some sinade sonrce or combined at his own discretion

information derived from various sources.

In order to make the general drift of the following lemarks

clearer, it may be well to state at the outset that they start

with the opinion that (except perhaps in some small parts)

theauthority was not written, but that the author used the

oral reports of several different persons and the ctnrent tradi-

tion of the Palestinian Giurch as he heard it at an early date

(viz., A-D. 57-59). We should not assume that in regard to

any episode he confined himself to one single source of infor-

mation- On the c-ontrary, the analogy of many passages in

his GospeL in which he used Mark as his source, suggests that

aloTig with the main source he would probably work in

details gathered from other authorities.^ If he did so even

-vdien he was using a written source, he was likely to foUcw

tiie same practice even more freely when he was using oral

information.

The best method is to consider one by one the passages

from which some hints as to his sources and his method

can be gathered.

lL-?:eid. of going through the opening chapters of Acts

regularly from the beginning, I propose at present to set

down, in a somewhat haphazard way, some notes that

have suggested themselves on various passages. While the

evidence is not sufficient to give certainty, it is cumulative

in character. Each item stands by itself, and does not

depend on the others. Hence even a mistake in estimat-

- See Luke Ae Phyndamy p. 43 f., »id other pa^ta of the first article.
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ing the value of anv one item does not rJiTninish the

value of the others.

In the fii^t eleven verses of the Acte the opening th::ee

are introductory. Thereafter the scene of 4-11 would

naturally be understood to be in Jerusalem :
"" He being

assembled together with them, commanded that they

should not depart from Jerusalem "
: this statement, indeed,

does not prove where the scene was laid, but certainly sug-

gests the city. Luke, however, did not assume that this

was so : he takes the scene as laid on the Mount of OUves.

as in his Gospel xxiv. 50 f., and therefore he continues

in verse 12. " Then returned they unto Jerusalem from the

Mount called Olivet, which is from Jerusalem a sabbath day's

journey." The explanation as to locality is designed by

the author to connect the preceding narrative with the

other account of the same scene as given in the Gospel

;

and the explanation as to distance is intended for the benefit

of a pubhc ignorant of Jerusalem, i.e. Theophilus and the

congregations in Graeco-Roman cities. The two accoimts

rest on different authorities, and are taken by Luke as

equally good (for it would be absurd to suppose that the

later statement in Acts is a correction of the earKer in the

Gospel), though they differ in details. This difference in

details cannot have escaped Luke's attention ; he was cer-

tainly aware of it, just as he was evidently aware of

the differences in details between the three accounts of

the conversion of St. Paul, which he records in Acts. He
dehberately leaves these differences on record : these are

the statements of his several authorities (in one case two

statements made by the same authority, viz., PauL at

different times). If he leaves such differences designedly

in his history, his reason must be that they were entirely

unimportant in his estimation and for his purpose. He
thought of the edification and instmction of the congrega-
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tions in the west and the Aegean lands. He wished to con-

centrate their attention on the spiritual facts and truths,

not to present a history for scholars and critics to pick to

pieces. And, in the larger point of view, he is right. These

differences are not in essential details. They are only in

the emblematic or symbohcal expression of superhuman

and spiritual reahties in the imperfect language of men.

It is inevitable that the eternal realities, which stand outside

of the fetters of time and space relations, the same always

and everywhere, should be conceived and represented in

different ways by different minds, and that none of these

conceptions and representations should be completely

sufficient, or absolutely true.

The supposition that the author of this history was,

through defects of education or intellect, incapable of per-

ceiving the differences in details between the different

accounts which he records—a supposition which was, and is

still, the platform for some modern writers to build theories

upon, and which, when I was young and untrained in his-

torical study, was sufficient for me—must be rejected as

entirely inconsistent with the character and standard of

the history as a whole. Those for whom that supposition

is sufficient are not likely to agree with any historical judg-

ment expressed by the present writer, or to read the present

article. For our purpose, the important point to observe

is that such differences indicate change from one authority

to another in Luke's history, and combine with many

other facts to prove that (as he himself tells us in his intro-

duction) his work was composite, bringing together the

evidence of many witnesses, all, in his estimation, witnesses

of the highest character.

The next section, verses 13-26, contains at least three

separate or separable portions. (1) We have in verse 13

the hst of the Eleven who " abode " in an upper room

—
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a remarkable expression. Following this, we should rather

have looked for some account of an incident that occurred

in the upper chamber. But this incidental detail regarding

the abode of the Eleven is introduced for no ulterior purpose.

It is simply a little piece of information which came from

Luke's informant and has survived to us in his History, It

marks the original witness, and it marks the oral character

of the source at this point, Luke had talked with one of

those who remembered the upper room, because he, or

she, had sat in it.

It is difficult to feel clear about the relation of verse 14

to verse 13. Are we to understand that the women and

the brothers of Jesus also remained in the upper room,

in which case the room is mentioned only as the place in

which they assembled every day ? Or are we to suppose

that the apostles remained in the upper room as a body

continuously,^ waiting for the fulfilment of the Promise,

while the others are mentioned as being in less continuous

association with them ? In a case where there is such

a difficulty in understanding the connexion between two

statements in Luke, we may always reasonably suspect

that two separate courses of information are placed side

by side. Where there was a single source for a narrative,

the logical sequence in the thought is not doubtful ; but

where two separate sources are placed side by side, how-

ever good each was by itself, doubt might arise as to the

relation between them.

Westcott and Hort rightly see that this enumeration

in verses 13 f. of the earliest Church is broadly distinguished

from the following episode, and mark it accordingly in

their text,

(2) We have next the general assembly, the statement

^ That, of course, would not imply that they were there without any
temporary absence.
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of their number, 120, and the speech of Peter. We can

hardly suppose that this meeting of so large an assembly

occurred in the upper room of verse 13 ; and accordingly

Luke must have understood that the apostles lived and

waited on in the room, as an abode in the city where they

were all strangers, but that a special assembly was held

elsewhere of the whole Church for the purpose of filling

up the vacancy caused by the death of Judas. Here, again

the difficulty in the connexion with the preceding verses

rouses the thought of a change in the authority.

That the authority for the speech was not a document

written down in this exact form at the time seems highly

probable and almost practically certain. How far the

speech is due to Luke's editing of an account given to him

might be reasonably discussed. The choice of the expres-

sions, " this diaconate " or " ministry," and " his bishop-

ric " or " office," and " this diaconate and apostleship,"

seems dictated by following history, when the offices of

deacon and bishop were important, and it was desired to

connect them with the original organization of the earliest

Church. The earliest chapters of Acts are full of details,

showing that the author had clearly before his mind the

important subject of the growth of organization and adminis-

trative machinery in the Church. We remember that in

the Philippian Church bishops and deacons are mentioned

as the only classes of officials,^ and that Luke was closely

associated with the congregation in Philippi. We observe

also that,, although the Seven are never in the Acts

called deacons, or thought of as deacons, but are regarded

more as supplementary collaborators and assistants of

the Twelve, yet the noun diakonia, ministry, and the verb

diakonein, to serve, are employed with regard to the duty

for which they were appointed ; they constitute an inter-

^ Philippians i, 1.
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mediate stage in the development of the fuller organization

as it existed in Philippi (and doubtless elsewhere) about

A.D. 60.

Moreover, the speech of Peter, verses 1 6-22, is awkwardly

composed partly of his sentiments, and partly of explanatory

particulars, which were quite needless in such a meeting,

and which interrupt the run of the speech. The story

of the death of Judas was not required among those who

were famihar with events that had occurred in their midst

only a few days previously ; and it is one that obviously

grew up at a later date in Church tradition. Luke inserts

it as an explanation required by his readers, without intend-

ing to imply that Peter explained the meaning of the name

Aceldama or rehearsed the details to his audience. But,

just as in Galatians ii. 14-21, it is impossible to tell where the

speech of Paul to Peter ends and the address to the Gala-

tians is resumed, so it is difficult to tell in Acts i. 16-21 where

the interposed explanation ends and the speech of Peter

is resumed. This is a fault of composition, but it is one

into which Luke might be betrayed as readily as Paul was.

This may, perhaps, be reckoned as one of the places in Acts

,

where the final revision of the author is lacking, as it is

in parts of chapter xvi.

(3) The explanatory interpolation in Peter's speech,

verses 18, 19, is an addition by Luke for the benefit of his

own readers, difficult to connect with the speech, and derived

by him from a different source, doubtless oral.

In all these parts, it is not easy to see any sign of a written

source. In some cases the oral character of the authority

seems evident, and only in the fist of the Eleven might one

be disposed to think of a written document ; but this docu-

ment was at least not one written down at the moment,

for it shows clear signs of the influence of the immediately

subsequent history. This is an important and compfi-
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cated matter which needs larger and more careful treatment.

As to the speech of Peter, it is so much looser in con-

struction and so much less important in its bearing on the

development of doctrine than most of the other speeches

in the early part of Acts, that it stands apart from them,

and we may doubt whether Luke had more than a mere

general indication of the purport of his speech in the inform-

ation that he had received.

The order of enumeration of the Twelve has been dis-

cussed by Rev. Cuthbert Lattey in the Journal of Theological

Studies, 1908, pp. 107-116 ; and this article must be studied

by every one who approaches the question of these hsts.

The parallel between the order in the Hsts of the Twelve

(rather, of the Eleven) and of the Seven in Acts is striking :

in each case the order is that of historic importance during

the apostolic period, as it appears in the chapters that

follow. In the one case Peter and John come first, in

the other Stephen and Phihp, It is no accident that

dictates this order : these were the members of the two

colleges that impressed themselves most deeply on the first

steps in the development of the Church, as it is described

stage after stage in the Acts. Luke places at the head

of his Hst those who play the most noteworthy part in the

earher chapters of Acts, though not in the later chapters.

In the later chapters, James appears more prominently

than John, or even than Peter ; and the order of importance

then is, as in St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians ii. 9,

James and Peter and John. But at first Peter and John

stood out prominently ; and the list is arranged accordingly

in i. 13.

Mr. Lattey has shown that this order is an innovation

in the Acts ; and he has traced in a convincing way the

principle underlying the varying order of enumeration in

the Synoptic Gospels : the earHest being that of Matthew,
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the intermediate one Mark's, and the latest Luke's/ while

the Ust in Acts belongs to a later period. The fact that

the order in Luke's Gospel differs from that which he gives

in the Acts, taken in conjunction with the other fact that

the order in the Acts is that of importance in the earlier,

but not in the later chapters of that book, makes it probable

that the order in i. 13 was not Luke's choice, but was

given him by some authority on whom he depended in

that part of his work. The only alternative is to suppose

a quite remarkable attention, on Luke's part, to historical

accuracy in the minutest matters of detail and arrangement,

so that even in the same hst of names he varied the order

of enumeration in different parts of his work to suit the

varying importance of the personages at different stages

in the development of history. The latter supposition

seems improbable ; and we must therefore conclude that

popular estimation varied the order of enumeration at

diflferent periods in accordance with order of importance.

^

This variation, then, was taken by Luke from the different

authorities whom he used, and was retained by him as

characteristic ; but one cannot take these authorities

as official hsts, for official lists would naturally preserve

the same order always. Only in unofficial enumerations

would the order vary according to varjdng temporary

importance.

The Hst of the Seven cannot safely be supposed to be

^ This priority is characteristic of Matthew's hst, and its character as

a hst of pairs suits well the theory as to the contemporary registration in

the common non-Markan Source of Matthew and Luke stated in the

paper called The Oldest Written Gospel (published second in Luke the

Physician). Luke used that Source, but Matthew's Gospel is founded
on it.

* As Mr. Lattey observes and has been often pointed out by older

writers on the same subject, these lists of the Twelve must always be taken
as arranged in three groups of four ; and the variation is only within
each group, while the groups are permanent and unchanging.
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an official list, determined by order of precedence in selec-

tion. It is improbable that the two first in precedence at

the original appointment should also be the two who subse-

quently signalized themselves first and second in actual

history. We must, therefore, regard the hst as representing

the way in which the Seven were arranged in the popular

memory, i.e., in the early Church tradition.

Moreover, among the Seven, we observe that the last

was a proselyte—Nicholas of Antioch. This would be in

itself consistent with either supposition. The proselyte

was probably chosen last ; and he would also in Palestine

naturally be remembered and thought of always in the

last place after all the Jews. But it may safely be concluded

that there must have already been other proselytes in the

Church at this early time, and that Nicholas was chosen

to look after them ; for it may be regarded as certain

that Jews would not be very ready to select an alien, a

converted pagan (even although he had adopted the whole

Jewish Law), to look after their food. Now, if one of the

Seven was chosen to look after a particular section of the

Church, it is natural to suppose that the other six had

also each a special sphere of duty. Inasmuch as the apostles,

in proposing the appointment, mentioned the number

seven, and as it is improbable that they merely pitched on

this as an old sacred number, we infer that there were seven

obvious spheres of duty, and that the intention was to

choose one man who should be responsible for knowing

the needs and deserts of the poor and the widows in each

sphere.^ The sphere of duty which fell to Stephen may

^ The distribution of the Church fund for charity, which the Seven

had to regulate, could not be fairly performed unless they acquired a

correct estimate of the needs of aU persons within the section of the

congregation for which they were responsible. Volunteers had previ-

ously done the work of distribution, with the apostles over them, in a

vague, luidefined way. Those who had signalized themselves by energy
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probably be gathered from vi. 9 : his action as a teacher

would naturally be exercised most in his own sphere of

duty. The other five spheres of duty cannot even be

guessed at. It is, of course, quite conceivable that Luke

knew what they were, but did not think them worth record-

ing ; but the more probable supposition is that the official

record had perished, and that he knew neither the official

order of precedence in the election, nor the several spheres

of duty allotted to each.

On the contrary, in xiii. 1, the order is not determined

by importance in subsequent history, but differs notably

from it. It does, however, correspond to the order of

dignity and precedence at the moment, so far as we can

gather what that order would be. First comes Barnabas,

as one who was sent with commission from Jerusalem,

and thus represented the supreme authority of the entire

Christian Church. Next come three persons who presum-

ably had been among the founders of the Antiochian branch

of the Church. Last is Saul, a late comer, who had been

brought in quite recently by Barnabas as a helper, and

who had already signalized himself so much as to have

been sent on a special mission to Jerusalem as colleague

to Barnabas. He had, therefore, gained a place among
the five outstanding leaders in Antioch ; but old connexion

with the work still dictated an order of precedence, which

put him only in the fifth place.

Here we have, evidently, the fact of the moment perman-

ently recorded : in other words, we have the official fist

as it stood about the year 46 a.d., unaffected by subsequent

changes in importance among the five. Totally different

is it in the case of the lists of the Twelve and of the Seven,

and ability and devotion (vi. 3) were now chosen as the Seven ; but
that does not imply the end of voluntary work. Rather, the voluntary
work still continued, but it was now under reeponsible supervision.
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which are given according to importance in the historical

future : this points to the tradition generally current

in the primitive Church as the source of Luke's information,

while the accuracy in detail points to a very early tradition,

which had not grown faint and vague through lapse of

years.

Hence it is natural to conclude that he gathered this

information when he was in Palestine in a.d. 57 to 59,

partly from oral information, partly from documents of

the period after the first great persecution and dispersion.

The order of the Twelve is not that of a.d. 57, or even of

A.D. 45, when James is regarded as the head of the Church

and the one who finally utters the decision of the whole

body. But it is the order of the first ten years or so after

the Resurrection,^ and to this time belongs some written

list, or some list preserved in the memory of a person whose

activity lay in that period, which was Luke's authority

here. The place of honour given to James probably began

in the period when the Twelve began to scatter over the

world, and to give themselves largely to foreign mission

work : James was then entrusted with the leading position

in Jerusalem, and it will be necessary to allude to the

possibility that he is the Apostle James, son of Alphaeus,

placed in this position of dignity as the eldest cousin

(" brother ") of Jesus. This period may be assumed as begin-

ning with the mission of Peter to Samaria, a year or two

after the death of Stephen. Peter, who had hitherto

taken the lead in Jerusalem, was henceforth probably much

engaged in foreign work ; in Samaria, in Palestine generally

(ix. 32), in Antioch (Gal. ii. 11), and (as I have argued

elsewhere) in Corinth and Rome as early as a.d. 54.

1 Making allowance for the old-standing division into three groups

of four, which belonged to the lifetime of Christ, and persisted for some
time afterwards, but which was not likely to remain in permanent effect

so late as 57 or even 45.
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Opinion as to sources in this passage depends largely

on the disputed question as to the last group of apostles,

James, son of Alphaeus, Simon, and Judas. Are these

to be identified with the three " brothers of the Lord,"

who in that case must be His cousins ? The most serious

difficulty which that theory of identification has to contend

with hes in the present passage, where the brothers of the

Lord are so pointedly distinguished from the apostles. If

three of the four brothers are already mentioned as the

third group of the Eleven, why should Luke add that along

with the Eleven there were assembled also the women and

Mary, the mother of the Lord, and his brothers ?

Suppose we assume that the identification is correct,

how can we account for such a double mention of what is

almost the same group ? It cannot be thought that Luke

could have been ignorant of the identity between the last

three of the Eleven with three of the four brothers who

had met along with the Eleven ? Nor does it seem sufficient

to say with Mr. Lattey that Luke would probably not have

mentioned the four here, had it not been that Joses, the

last of the four, was excluded from the number of the apostles.

The difficulty appears to me so great as to be almost insuper-

able, except possibly on the supposition that here we have

a case where two authorities have been amalgamated, and

that in the amalgamation Luke was led into a careless

form of expression by the analogy of a current way of speak-

ing, which isexemphfied in 1 Corinthians ix. 5,
" the rest of

the apostles and the brothers of the Lord and Cephas."

I should not consider that it was justifiable even to

mention such a theory as an explanation, were it not that

the second half of the chapter, verses 13-26, has long appeared

to me apart from, and previous to this question, to be put

together with less than Luke's usual skill from more than

one source of information.
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I do not profess to be able to analyse the first chapter,

and divide it between its different authorities. It is not

a case where we have to distinguish between formal written

sources. I beUeve that all the sources of Luke's information

here were oral (except possibly the list of the Eleven). A
writer hke Luke, catching up the words of several informants,

welds them afterwards into a narrative, in which you may
feel vaguely the difference of the parts, but in which the

points of juncture cannot be precisely indicated.

As regards verses 13 and 14, we are placed in the position

of choosing between two alternatives, one a very simple

and easy one, the other a comphcated and difficult one.

If the " brethren of the Lord " are a group different from

the apostles, the Hst of those who meet in the upper chamber,

a sort of inner circle consisting of those most closely con-

nected with Jesus during his Ufetime, would appear to be

homogeneous and derived from one authority older than

Luke. That is a natural and tempting view, but not a

necessary view. If the " brethren (i.e. cousins) of the

Lord " are identical with the third group of the Eleven,

we must suppose that the list of those present in the upper

room was made up by Luke himself from two or more

different sources of information, and that he put them

together rather awkwardly. It is unsafe to assume that

the simple must be preferred to the comphcated view
;

the latter has some notable advantages, but also has to

contend with some other difficulties ; and the question

is one that cannot here be treated completely.

W. M. Ramsay.

{To he continued.)
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NOTE ON 'ENEPTEl^BAI

I SEE that Mr. Ross writes under the impression that

he stands alone in maintaining that ivepyetadai should

be taken as passive and not middle wherever it occurs in

BibHcal Greek. If he looks at my note on St. James (v.

16), he will find some three pages of examples in proof of

the same proposition, in answer to the notes of Dean

AKord and Bishop Lightfoot. I refer there to the following

authorities : Hort on Clem. Al. Strom, vii. p. 852, § 36,

r) aKOT] Blo, aw/jbarcKMV iropcov ivepyov/juevr], where he says

ivepyovfiivT] " passive, as always "
; Stephanus, after quoting

examples of the passive use from Polybius, goes on to

say, invenitur autem in N. T. significatione etiam activa,

which is, however, corrected by the latest editor in the

words immo semper passiva. St. James' words Seijcrcf;

iv€pyov/j,evr] are translated by Macknight " inwrought

prayer," by Benson " inspired," by Bassett " when energized

by the Spirit of God," after Bull's fervore atque impetu

quodam divino acta et incitata. The last, in his Examen

Censurae (vol. v. p. 22 foil.) says ivepyeladai fere semper

id significat quod Latine dicimus agi, agitari, exerceri, efflci,

and he supports this by TertulHan's renderings of Romans
vii. 5, Galatians v. 6 and by Chrysostom on 2 Corinthians

i. 6, rj a(i)T7)pLa vfxcov Tore evepyelrat fj,eit,6vco<{, tovt iart

BeiKvvTai, av^erac, iimeiveTaL, orav VTrofiovrfv e')(r] . . . ovk

enrev tt)? ivepyovcrr]<;, dWa Trj<; evepyovpbiv7]<i, Set/cvu? otl rj

X^P^^ TToWa elae<^epev ivepyovaa ev avro). I then sum
up the discussion in the words, " the passive interpre-

tation being thus supported by the early Greek and

Latin commentators, as well as by the constant usage

in non-bibUcal Greek, we are naturally led to ask whether

there is any necessity for a different explanation in the
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nine passages of the New Testament in which the word

occurs, viz., eight times in St. Paul and once here. Dr.

E. A. Abbott writes to me that, after careful examination

of all the PauUne passages, he is convinced that the passive

meaning is not only possible, but in every case superior

to the middle ; and Dr. Hort in a private letter takes

the same view of our text and of Galatians v. 6, without

touching on the other examples."

J. B. Mayor.



SOME PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL
INTERPRETATION.^

Let my first words from this Chair be a tribute of piety to

the distinguished scholar, the revered teacher, who has laid

down its duties after three and twenty years of service. I

have a vivid recollection of attending his inaugural lectures

on Ewald in 1886,^ and of the impression which they made

upon me. They were far above our heads as undergradu-

ates, but they communicated to us the stir of a new experi-

ence. Voice and manner at once caught our attention
;

it was as though we listened to a poet imparting his vision,

or to an artist revealing the aim and secret of his craft
;

above all, we gained some conception of what real know-

ledge means, of the exclusive devotion which its pursuit

demands, of the sacredness of the cause of truth. The im-

pression made in those early days has been strengthened

by the lectures and writings of the years which followed.

Many of us began to study Isaiah and the Psalms under his

guidance ; he opened new worlds to us ; and though the

author has changed his views since on many points, we still

find those commentaries the most helpful in our language.

The best kind of teacher is always learning himself and ex-

pects his students to learn with him ; he does not do all the

work for them, but sets them thinking and exploring on the

lines which he points out. Such a teacher Dr. Cheyne has

^ Inaugural lecture delivered by the writer, as Oriel Professor of the

Interpretation of Holy Scripture, in the Examination Schools, Oxford,
January 20, 1909.

* Expositor, vol. iv., 1886, pp. 241 S., 361 ff.

VOL. vn. March, 1909. 13
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been. He has never lost his vitality and freshness ; his

courage has never faltered, even in days when the principles

of Biblical criticism were neither so well understood nor so

widely accepted as they are now. The teaching which has

come from this Chair has always been on the side of progress.

No living master, perhaps, expects more of his learners

than Dr. Cheyne in the way of intelligent co-operation
;

but the discipline, if sometimes severe, is thoroughly whole-

some ; he would spur us on to greater efforts and new points

of view ; he would bid us not be afraid of the truth wherever

it may lead us, and whatever the cost may be. Both his

teaching and writing are coloured by his own strongly

marked individuality, and this gives to both a peculiar at-

tractiveness. The most transparent of writers, as he was

once called, he takes us all into his confidence and discloses

the working of his idea. And since he combines with a

learning which cannot be surpassed in this country, or on the

continent, the mind of a poet and the fine and beautiful

temper of " a man of the spirit," his work has had an in-

fluence second to none in authoritj'^ and range. This is not

the occasion to enumerate in detail the immense services

which my predecessor has rendered to Biblical science in

these fruitful years. If it is the duty of a Professor to teach

those who are willing to come and listen, he has an equal

obligation towards those who are not within reach of the

living voice ; he is called upon to make his contribution

towards the advancement of learning by his written works.

No one in this University has more amply fulfilled the obli-

gation than Dr. Cheyne ; and no Oxford scholar has counted

for more in the great world outside, wherever the Bible is

studied. Without forgetting the importance of his other

books, I should like to bear my testimony (for what it is

worth) to that magnificent enterprise of combined scholar-
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ship which will always bear his name, the Encyclopaedia

Biblica. It would be difficult to point to any work of the

kind edited with more consummate skill ; and the whole of

this vast undertaking is penetrated by a dominant spirit,

inexhaustible in resource, fertile, original, adventurous.

The student has already found in these splendid volumes

not only a rich treasury of information but a stimulus to

fresh inquiry in almost every department. With the publi-

cation of the Ericyclopaedia Dr. Cheyne inaugurated a fresh

epoch in his career as a Biblical scholar. He is teaching us

now to look out for more signs of corruption and alteration

in the traditional text than we used to suspect, to apply

more vigorous tests to current views, and to keep an open

mind for fresh discoveries in geography and archaeology

and early religion. Whether we are convinced or not by

his North Arabian theory, as it may be called for short, we

cannot withhold our admiration for the astounding feat

of heroism—it can be called nothing else—which has re-

written the work of a lifetime in the light of what he con-

siders to be a discovery of new truth.

In the inaugural lecture of 1886 he quoted some words of

Niebuhr :
" History has two means by which it supplies

the deficiencies of its sources—criticism and divination "
;

and on these words he based an appeal for " a more pene-

trating criticism and a better regulated though not more

intense divination." The appeal was characteristic, and

he has repeated it all through the years of his professoriate.

He is not one, however, to despair of the younger generation

of students whom he has influenced, because they must

needs work on a humbler level according to their own lights.

He has bequeathed to his successor a high tradition of

concentration, of hard work, of single-minded devotion

;

and the disciple called to take up the succession, and in all
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honesty realizing his unworthiness, is compelled to pray for

"a double portion" of the master's spirit.

In thinking over the way in which I might best approach

the task which my office lays upon me, the Interpretation

of Holy Scripture, it occurred to me that there was some-

thing to be learned from a brief study of the principles of

interpretation which may be discovered in Holy Scripture

itself, especially in that part of it which I have to teach.

At the outset the first thing that strikes us is a fundamental

difiEerence of method between the ancient and the modern

practice. While we write commentaries on the text, the

early practice was to write commentaries in the text ; or if

the gloss was not actually inserted, it was written on the

margin and ultimately crept in beside the original passage.

The ancient material of the Old Testament has passed

through a long course of editing ; it has been altered, adapted,

enriched by successive generations of pious commentators.

As a rule they interpreted the past by the present, and thus

naturally enough transferred to antiquity the ideas and

customs with which they were famihar. The interests of

edification were supreme ; it was not history for its own

sake, but history for the sake of its moral which determined

how an early document was to be understood. Matters

offensive to a growing spirituality of view were expunged
;

sometimes increased knowledge led to a revision of tradi-

tional writings
;
prophecies, especially unfulfilled prophecies,

were re-interpreted to suit new needs. There is hardly

a book in the Old Testament which has not been anno-

tated and re-handled in this way : it took the Book of

Judges, for instance, some five hundred years to reach its

present form; the literary history of our Book of Isaiah covers

a period almost as long ; in fact the ancient Scriptures as a

whole grew with the growth of the people. And what is true
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of the Old Testament is equally true of other ancient tradi-

tional books. In his illuminating lectures on the Rise of

the Greek Epic, my old friend of school and undergraduate

days, whom we are proud to welcome to the Chair of Greek,

Professor Gilbert Murray, has shown that the Iliad and

Odyssey can only be understood if they are regarded not as

primitive poems but as the products of a long process of de-

velopment ; and he makes an effective use of the analogy

of the Old Testament to support his argument. Some in-

stances of the exegetical methods of Old Testament editors

are two well known to need more than a passing reference.

We are familiar with the manner in which the Deuteronomic

editor of Judges and Kings interpreted the history of the

past by his own standards of doctrine and practice, and

consequently seldom allowed the conduct of rulers and

people to pass without an unfavourable judgment. The art-

less enthusiasm of the author of Chronicles, again, leads him

into the most courageous treatment of his sources ; a musi-

cal Levite, with a passion for the temple and its services,

he must needs assign to the arrangements so dear to his

heart the prestige of immemorial and unbroken usage, and

he rewrites history accordingly. I have mentioned the

tendency to get rid of names and things offensive to later

religious feeling. There was a time when Israelites could

use harmlessly the title Baal when speaking of Yahweh
;

Gideon was known as Jerub-baal, Jonathan and David called

their sons by such names as Merib-baal, Ish-baal, Baal-yada

;

but Hosea found it necessary to protest against the custom
;

and in later times the scribes altered Baal to bosheth,

"shame/' and turned Jerub-baal into Jerub-besheth,Ish-baal

into Ish-bosheth, etc. In Chronicles the names were allowed

to stand in their original form ; but in Samuel the names

were altered, and the change must have been introduced
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at some time later than the date of Chronicles, i.e. after the

third century b.c.^ The name of the idol set up by Antiochus

Epiphanes upon the altar of burnt-offering must be given

an opprobrious disguise ; it was an image of Baal-shamaim,

Baal of heaven ; in Daniel the name becomes " the abomina-

tion which appals."- Again, it would never do to allow the

patriarchs to set up pillars, or to offer worship under a sacred

oak ; accordingly the pillar is turned into an altar and the

oak into grove. ^ Nor must Ahijah carry about for Saul's

benefit an ephod, probably the loin-cloth which the priest

put on when he wished to consult or to deliver an oracle *

;

so Ahijah is made to carry about with him " the ark

of God." ^ It is not necessary to multiply instances of this

kind. But I will illustrate my point a little further. I need

not remind you that the stories of the creation, of the ante-

diluvian patriarchs, and of the flood, are told in duplicate
;

the documents which narrate them are J, J^, and P. It is

common knowledge that these primitive traditions were

more or less influenced by the similar traditions current

among the Babylonians, though in passing through Israelite

channels they have been purged of the gross polytheism

1 Hos. ii. 16, 17, ix. 10. Judg. vi. 32, etc. 1 Chr. viii. 34, ix. 40, xiv.

7. 2 Sam. iv. 4, 5, v. 16, ix. 6, xi. 21.

« Dan. xi. 31, xii. 11, cf. ix. 27.

^ Gen. xxxiii. 20 ; cf. 1 Kings xvi. 32 with 2 Kings iii. 2. Gen. xviii. 1

cf. LXX. ; Deut. xi. 30, cf. LXX. and Gen. xii. 6.

* So the ephod is now explained with much probabiUty : SeUin in

Bezold's Orient. Studien, ii. 699 ff. (1906); Benzinger, Hebr. Archdologie,^

347 f. (1907). It might be made of costly materials, as in Judg. viii. 26 ;

in Egyptian and Phoenician figures such richly ornamented loin-cloths

are represented. The ephod worn by the high priest and by the priests in

later times was also a loin-cloth, but it had lost its ancient significance

and become merely one of the sacerdotal insignia.

s 1 Sam. xiv. 18, cf. R.V.M. ; similarly the case of Abiathar, cf. 1 Sam.

xxiii. 6 with 1 Kings ii. 26. In 1 Sam. xv. 23, idolatry has probably been

substituted for ephod.
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which is characteristic of them in their Babylonian forms.

Now the curious thing is that Babylonian influence appears

most markedly in the document where we should least ex-

pect to find it, in the Priestly narratives,Genesis i., v., vii., viii.,

In the earliest document, J, the tradition is native not Baby-

lonian ; in J 2 a general acquaintance with the Babylonian

forms is clear ; but in P we trace a knowledge of details,

even a studied approximation to Babylonian types, which

fills us with surprise. Thus it is P who has preserved in

Genesis i. two Babylonian words, the words for " void " and

" the deep" ; as in the Seven Tables of Creation so in Genesis i.

the universe reaches its finished state in progressive stages

;

beginning with the emergence of light, as in Babylonia with

the appearance of Marduk the god of light, and ending with

the creation of man in the image of God, as in Babylonia

with the creation of man out of the blood of Marduk mixed

with earth. Again, in the list of patriarchs before the flood

J originally gave seven names, in J^ the number is in-

creased to ten, recalling the number of the ten antediluvian

kings of Babylon in Berosus' list ; but in P this list is worked

over, altered in details, and arranged in a more formal

genealogy ; the patriarchs are credited with fabulously long

lives ; all in agreement with Babylonian tradition. The

duplicate narrative of the flood, again, shows in J^ an ad-

herence to the general outline of the Babylonian version,

but P knows its very details, the measurements of the ship,

the stories, the cells, the order to pitch the ship within and

without with pitch. Here, then, we have an instance of a

Biblical exegete revising the work of his predecessors in the

light of more accurate knowledge gained from outside.

During the exile in Babylonia the Priestly writer came into

more direct contact with Babylonian traditions than was

possible in the land of Judah ; and while his own high con-
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ceptions of God and the universe remained unaffected by the

contact, he did not refuse to derive, even from Babylonian

traditions, such information as suited his purpose.

It is instructive to notice how the editorial process, in

dealing with old traditions, reflects the gradual develop-

ment of national institutions, particularly of the hierarchy.

A striking instance maybe found in Numbers xvi., the story

of Korah, Dathan and Abiram. The narrative of course is

composite. First of all we pick out the story of Dathan

and Abiram ; these make a protest against the civil authority

of Moses, " Thou must needs make thyself a prince over us "
:

the authority of Moses receives an awful confirmation in

the earthquake which swallows up the malcontents. We
unravel next an account of the rebellion of Korah and his

followers ; this is a revolt against the levitical rights of

Moses, " Ye take too much upon you, seeing all the congrega-

tion is holy, every one of them, and Yahweh is among

them "
: it is laymen here who are chafing under the domina-

tion of Levites ; in the end the tribe of Levi is upheld by the

destruction of the rebels in fire from God. But the stcry

of Korah when closely examined reveals yet another con-

test, or rather another interpretation put upon the last

episode ; here Korah and other Levites claim the priesthood,

the prerogatives of Aaron himself, " Seek ye the priesthood

also ? and Aaron, what is he that ye murmur against him ? " :

the result is to establish the priesthood for ever in the pos-

session of Aaron and his descendants. There is one stage

further. Among the decendants of Aaron themselves

rivalries and jealousies went on until the priesthood became

permanently secured ; the true line, therefore, must be

singled out and shown to have been settled from the begin-

ning of the national history. We turn to Leviticus x. : there

we are told how the two eldest sons of Aaron committed a
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serious breach of ritual ; they were punished by the fire of

Yahweh, which devoured them ; the elder sons of Levi were

thus eliminated, and the priesthood secured to the younger

branches of the family.^ Truly a dreadful page in the record

of hierarchical developments ! After the exile, when hopes

revived, and there seemed to be a prospect of seeing once

more a king on the throne of David and a priest in a restored

temple, the prophet Zechariah was told to make crowns

out of some offerings which had been presented, and set

them on the head of Zerubbabel the prince of the old royal

family, and on the head of Joshua the high priest ; the two

were to reign over the new community as joint rulers in

church and state :
" Zerubbabel shall sit and rule upon

his throne, and Joshua shall be priest on his right hand,

and the counsel of peace shall be between them both." So

the text originally ran ; but it has been altered by a later

scribe ; Zerubbabel has been cut out, and all the honours

heaped upon Joshua. As time went on, history proved

that the hope of a Davidic king was vain ; the high priest

became the supreme authority ; and the text was altered

to suit the facts. Or was the alteration prompted by sacer-

dotal jealousy of state interference ? The prophet must not

be allowed to enthrone prince and priest side by side. What-

ever the reason may have been, the change introduced into

the text—it was clumsily done, for we can recover the ori-

ginal reading without much difficulty—reflected the chang-

ing fortunes or opinions of the people.

What are we to conclude from our observation of the

methods of Old Testament exegetes and editors ? The

answer is clear. The Old Testament was interpreted on

the principle that it " was at all times a word full of fresh

^ See Stanley A. C!ook, Notea on 0. T. History, pp. 75 fE.
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Life and not a dead book." Xew truths and discoveries

were continually being found in it. " Hence every

period, every school, every individuahty introduced

into the Bible its own way of regarding the contents

of the Bible." The Holy Book thus '" became the full

expression of the higher Life of the people." I am quoting

some words of Greiger pubhshed so long ago as 1857 ;
^ the

illustrations which he gives are inadequate, and will not all

bear examination ; but the progress of Bibhcal studies

during the last fifty years has only confirmed with increasing

emphasis the truth thus declared. As a living word from

God, speaking to each generation an appropriate message,

claiming from each a response of spiritual intelligence, that

is how Jewish students regarded the traditional scriptures

of their rehgion. Like a river fed by the streams which join

it along its course, the record of God's revelation has come

down to us enriched by those who were able to contribute

to it something of their own insight and experience. In a

fuller sense than we have been accustomed, perhaps, to

think, the Bible is the record of a progressive, historical

revelation ; it must be studied in the historical spirit. We
must learn to appreciate each stage in the long process and

assign to each its just value ; obviously, too, it is more than

ever necessary to devote fresh study to the text that we may

be able to detect the handiwork of editors and scribes ; and

we must be on the watch for new discoveries which may

throw light on the historical situation or enable us to account

for the particular interpretation put upon the text. The

methods indeed of those early students were wholly different

from ours and we cannot follow them ; we must not read

into the past the moral standards or the rehgious ideas of the

* Urachrift, p. 72 f., quoted by Cheyne, Introd. to Bk. of Isaiah, p. xix.
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present ; nor must we expect to discover in the prophets,

for instance, New Testament things under Old Testament

names. Our methods will be those of our own day, the

methods of historical and hterary criticism ; but a principle

of sound interpretation we may well leam from those devout

scholars, our predecessors of long ago, who interpreted their

Bible as a Hving word of God speaking to them in a language

which was in touch with reahties, and with an authority

which was that of the Truth itself.

And there is one other principle of interpretation which I

think we may discern in the work of the Bibhcal editors and

scribes ; it is closely connected with the principle of which

I have been speaking. These ancient exegetes were students

of prophecy, that characteristic product of Israel's reUgious

genius. Their study had trained them to familiarity with

the prophetic manner of viewing the history of the past and

the movements of the present. For the most part these

students of the Bible lived in an age when the voice of pro-

phecy was silent, when faithful hearts were haunted by
disappointment ;

'"' We see not our signs," they cried,

" there is no more any prophet ; there is not one

among us who knoweth how long " (Ps. Ixxiv. 9). All

the more eagerly, then, the ancient prophetic writings

were searched for guidance, for consolation ; they were re-

interpreted and enlarged in scope. Men turned from the

unhappy present, say, at the end of the Persian period, to

fortify themselves by recalling the days of the famous past.

In some such way the great persons and the great events of

former days acquired ideal proportions ; they became sym-

bols, prophecies capable of far-reaching apphcation. Thus

the whole system of Israel's ceremonial and moral statutes

came to be known as " the law of Moses," the ideal lawgiver

(cf . Mai. iv. 4) ; David, '''

the darling of Israel's songs " and
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her gallant warrior-king, became the typical Psalmist

;

Solomon, the typical wise man. The Exodus, the overthrow

of Midian, the destruction of Sennacherib, were interpreted

as types of deliverance and overthrow. At this period the

text of Isaiah received additions of a Messianic and apoca-

lyptic character ;
^ in the case of the other prophets, Amos,

Hosea, Micah, Jeremiah, passages seem to have been inter-

polated to relieve the prevailing sternness of the message

and introduce a ray of hope.^ It is held by many critics

that the three famous Messianic prophecies, Isaiah ix. 2-7,

xi. 1-9, Micah v. 2-5, belong to the age after the exile ; chiefly

for the reason that they speak of the royal family as reduced

almost to extinction, as a "stump " left in the ground, and

that they appear to have made no impression upon the

times of Isaiah and of his immediate successors. Jeremiah

and Second Isaiah, who are familiar with the writings of

Isaiah, know nothing of this coming Saviour, nor does

Ezekiel refer to him ; Haggai and Zechariah fix their hopes

on Zerubbabel, but betray no acquaintance with earlier

promises of an approaching king who is to work a deliver-

ance and set up a kingdom of righteousness ; in all these

prophets Yahweh Himself is the Saviour, not the Messianic

king. It must be admitted that there is considerable force

in these arguments ; and the whole subject of the rise of

those hopes and ideals which we are accustomed to call

Messianic needs fresh investigation. But I see no reason

why this ideal should not have taken shape so far back as

the time of Isaiah ; the argument from silence is proverbially

unsafe ; and there is really nothing in the language or terms

of the prophecies which compels us to say that they could

^ E.g. Isa. xxiv.-xxvii., xxxiv., xxxv.
" E.g. Am.ix. 11-15. Hos. i. lOf. Mic. ii. I2f.,iv. l-6(cf.iii. 12). Zeph.

iii. 19 t. Jer. XXX. 10, 11, etc.
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not have been written by Isaiah.^ But even if we adopt the

usual view, and date the rise of this Messianic ideal so far

back as the eighth century, there can be no doubt that it took

increasing hold of the imagination and hope of the people

during the later periods of Jewish history. This is apparent

from the undoubted insertions of Messianic passages, and

from the enlargements of ancient texts, made by those

faithful students M^ho turned to former prophecy in order

to strengthen their faith in the destiny of their race.^

FeAv things in the history of Israel's religion rouse our

admiration more than the way in which these men clung to

their hope in spite of continual disappointment and hard-

ship of every kind. Let me give an instance. Jeremiah

had prophesied that the exile should last seventy years

(xxix. 10, XXV. 11) ; then Babylon would be punished, Israel

restored to its own land (xxiv. 5, 6), and the good time would

arrive under the new David,the righteous Branch (xxiii. 5, 6).

The captivity in a sense did come to an end, but the good

time did not arrive. Still the seventy years remained a

fixed term in prophetic hopes and longings (Zech. i. 12) ;

Haggai and Zechariah hailed Zerubbabel as the ex-

pected Branch of David, and they declared that when once

the temple was rebuilt the glories of the Messianic kingdom

would appear. The temple was rebuilt, but Zerubbabel

vanished into obscurity, and no glorious kingdom followed.

Generation after generation struggled on, and suffered, and

never let go its hope. The seventy years continued to be a

^ In the case of Mic. v. 2-5 this does not hold good to the same degree :

the name Ephrathah is only fomid elsewhere in late passages.

* E.g. Mic. vi. and vii. ; Jer. xxv. 12-14, xxix. 14-15, xlvi. 25 f., xlix.

23-27, 28-39, etc. In not a few instances the Massoretic scribes have
made a pathetic attempt, by altering the vocalization, to interpret as

future verbs which were meant originally to be past ; see Driver, Tensee,

p. 216, n. 4 ; Gray in New World, Mar. 1899, pp. 124-143.
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rallpng-point for drooping hearts. At last, about 168 B.C.,

the author of Daniel came forward ^dth a happy suggestion :

Jeremiah must be re-interpreted ; the fulfilment of the

prophecy has only been adjourned ; the seventy years need

only be multiplied by seven, i.e. turned into -weeks of years
;

69| are gone, only half a week remains ; in 3| years Antio-

chus Epiphanes will meet with his fate, and the kingdom of

the saints ^-111 fulfil the sure word of prophecy.^ But the

fulfilment was not j^et to be. We go outside the canonical

writing, and, following the skilful guidance of Dr. Charles,

we find in Enoch Ixxxix. 59 ff., almost contemporary with

Daniel, another device for re-interpreting Jeremiah. The

mystical number 70 is now taken to mean the 70 shepherds,

i.e. the angelic rulers of the heathen countries. Their govern-

ment is to come to an end in the present generation ; the Mes-

sianic kingdom is therefore close at hand. But again this

hope was not reaUzed. Coming do\\Ti to circ. a.d. 90, after

the destruction of Jerusalem, we meet with yet a further

attempt to re-interpret Daniel and keep alive the ancient

promise. Dr. Charles has called our attention to a passage

in 4 Ezra (xii. 11, 12) in which Daniel's prophecy about the

Greek kingdom is re-applied to the more formidable tyranny

which had succeeded it in the East. The Fourth and last

Empire, which the angel in Daniel vii. 19-25 explains to be

Greek, is now declared to be Roman ; and God is made to

say to Ezra, with naive frankness, that there had been a

mistake :
" The eagle which thou sawest rising out of the

sea, this is the fourth kingdom which appeared in vision to

Daniel thy brother ; but it was not interpreted to him as I

now interpret it to thee." ^

' Dan. vii. 25, 26, ix. 2, 25-27, xii. 7.

^ Charles, Eschatclogy, pp. 171 S. ; Beer in Kautzsch's Apokr. und
Paeudepigr. des A. T., p. 294 n.
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Thus we trace the unquenched vitality of a principle of

interpretation which found in the history and promises con-

tained in the Holy Book an ideal, prophetic, mystical ele-

ment capable of continuous apphcation ; and again I think

we may recognize the principle as a sound one. These early

students interpreted their Bible in a sense which pointed

to some larger issue and encouraged the hope of a higher ful-

filment. To call them mystics would be, perhaps, to suggest

too much ; but they were men who had strong affinities with

what we understand by the mystical temper. Some of their

number were no doubt the writers of the Jewish Apocalypses,

who, for all their fantastic dreams, were nevertheless men of

intensely spiritual \nsion. They have something to teach

us. If we would interpret the Old Testament to the full

we must do justice to the ideal element which it contains,

to its capacity for re-interpretation in the light of larger

experience and new needs. We may call this element pro-

phetic or Messianic ; we may call it the sign of an increasing

purpose in the development of reHgion. In any case it is

this which distinguishes the history and institutions of Israel

from those of other nations. They point forward ; they

are leading up to a fulfilment. The Biblical interpreters

understood this thoroughly. And I think that we need

to be reminded that the historical spirit is not the only

spirit which we must bring to bear upon our task ; at times

we are apt to forget that the Bible is something more than a

text which offers scope for our ingenuity, or an archaeolo-

gical tumulus which " awaits the spade of the explorer."

The Old Testament is first and foremost a work of rehgion,

and it must be interpreted in the rehgious spirit. The

worthiest interpreter will be in full sympathy with that tem-

per of his distant predecessors which I have described as

mystical.
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It is significant, and I think not fanciful, that the Word

of God is the name given, in the prophetic period, to the

message which the prophets received directly from God and

uttered as from Him : this was the period of creation. Then

followed an age when the Word of God was identified with

a written book, Deuteronomy and the codified Law : this

may be called the period of reflection. At last the time

arrived when the Word of God became flesh and dwelt among

us : this is the time of illumination—the time in which we are

called to study and to understand. We must be loyal to the

whole truth ; following each stage in the process of its

unfolding with a trained historical sense, and interpret-

ing it all in the light, the True Light, which has shined

for us.

G. A. Cooke.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY AND THE LOWER
CLASSES.

II.

The student of Primitive Christianity—the classical and

creative period, distinguished from aU others by the two

names of Jesus and Paul—now finds himself in a new position.

The lower classes of the period having been rediscovered, he

is enabled to test critically the correctness of the first

instinctive impression which comes to us of a close connexion

existing between Primitive Christianity and the lower classes.

And here a remark has to be made. On the one hand we see

clearly, in the light of the recent discoveries, that Kautsky

and Kalthoff were glaringly mistaken in their hypothesis

when they derived Primitive Christianity directly froni
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movements of social revolution among the proletariat. On

the other hand, however, we see no less clearly—the fact in-

deed is overwhelming—that Primitive Christianity is closely

intertwined with the lower classes. More clearly than ever

before. Primitive Christianity appears to us to-day as a

movement among the lower classes of the early Roman
Empire, a movement, however, neither political nor social,

but religious.

The popular character of Primitive Christianity is reflected

first of all in a quarter where there is little scope for imagina-

tion, but where by dint of sober attention to details there is

much to be discovered, viz., in its language. We possess

in the New Testament a considerable number of Greek texts

that were either written by leading men of the classical

Christian period, or at least preserve fragments of their oral

deliverances in the form of very early Greek reports, dating

back to the creative period.

It is a matter of old observation that the Greek of these

most ancient Christian texts differs markedly from the Greek

of the contemporary secular literature. Indeed, the con-

trast was so strongly felt that, in order to account for it,

a distinct form of " Biblical "or " Christian " Greek was

postulated, in the formation of which the " Semitic
"

genius in the language of the Apostles was supposed to

have taken a large part. Even in this old way of looking

at the language of the Apostles there was an instinctive

appreciation of the problem of division between classes,

though it was defined as division between races. I believe

that much is true in the details of the statements on this

head. I fully recognize that there is Semitic influence in

the language of the Apostles. But this influence has been

beyond measure exaggerated. The peculiarity of apostolic

Greek can certainly not be grasped by mere attention to

the racial division. It is explainable by the facts of class-

voL. vn. 14
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division. It was popular Greek that the Apostles spoke :

popular Greek with intrusive Semiticisms here and there.

Here the written memorials of the lower classes have come

to our aid and helped us to understand the matter more in

detail. The inscriptions, papyri, and ostraca are for the

most part written in the popular colloquial language of the

age. Of course this colloquial language in its turn exhibited

various grades, from the vulgarities of the playground and

the alley to the more restrained forms in the language of

business and the courts. But in spite of its own pronounced

variations it is clearly distinguishable as a whole from the

Attic then employed for artistic purposes by the leading men

of letters. It was bound to be so, for these literary magnates

waged vehement war against the encroachments of the popu-

lar language, which to them was altogether plebeian. And

now we find that the New Testament, in the majority of its

component parts, speaks the non-literary language of the

people. Hundreds of linguistic details that used to be set

apart as isolated peculiarities of New Testament Greek can

now be proved by quotations from contemporary inscrip-

tions in Asia Minor, or from Egyptian papyri and potsherds,

to have been common to aU speakers of popular Greek.

There is no need for me to weary you with details. They

have their place in the study and the theological class-room.

But I may be allowed to add a short survey of the whole

field of the New Testament writings.

The most popular in tone are the gospels of Matthew,

Mark, and Luke, especially when they are reporting the

sayings of Jesus. Even St. Luke, with his occasional striv-

ing after elegance, has not deprived them of their simple

beauty. The Epistle of St. James clearly re-echoes the

popular language of the Gospels.

The Johannine writings, including the Revelation, are

also linguistically deep-rooted in the most popular colloquial
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language. The Logos in the very first line of the Gospel

has blinded most critics to the essential character of a book

which, for aU its share in the world's history, is a book of

the people.

St. Paul, too, can command the terse pithiness of the

homely gospel speech, especially in his ethical exhortations

as pastor. These take shape naturally in clear-cut maxims

such as the people themselves use and treasure up. But

even where St. Paul is brooding to himseK and takes more

to the language of the middle class, even when he is carried

away by the priestly fervour of the liturgist and by the en-

thusiasm of the Psalmist, his Greek never becomes literary.

It is never disciplined, say, by the canon of the Atticists,

never tuned to the Asian rhythm : it remains non-literary.

Thickly studded with rugged, forceful words taken from

the popular idiom, it is perhaps the most brilliant example

of the artless though not inartistic coUoquial prose of a

travelled city resident of the Roman Empire, its wonderful

flexibility making it just the very Greek for use in a mission

to all the world.

We are thus left with the total impression that the great

mass of the texts which make up the New Testament, form-

ing at the same time the most important part of the sacred

volume in point of contents, are popular in character. The

traces of literary language found in some few of the other

texts cannot do away with this impression. On the contrary,

the contrast in which the Epistle to the Hebrews, for instance,

stands linguistically to the earlier texts of Primitive Chris-

tianity is peculiarly instructive to us. It points to the fact

that the Epistle to the Hebrews, with its more definitely

artistic, more literary language (corresponding to its theologi-

cal subject-matter), constituted an epoch in the history of

the new reHgion. Christianity is begining to lay hands on

the instruments of culture. The literary and theological
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period has begun ; the end of the creative period is in sight.

The modern conception of New Testament Greek is not

altogether a new thing ; our advances in knowledge seldom

are. Under the later Roman Empire, when the old learn-

ing and culture came into hostile collision with Christianity,

pagan controversialists spoke mockingly of the language

of the New Testament as a boatman's idiom. The Chris-

tian apologists accepted the taunt and made the despised

simplicity of that language their joyful boast.

I consider that their pride was whoUy justified. In my
estimation the New Testament, a simple monument of the

language of the people, stands high above the artificial

products of the contemporary secular literature in graceful-

ness and sheer native strength. The New Testament spring-

ing from the living language contrasts with the artificial,

cold, ornamental language of the literary magnates in a way

that reminds me of a sight that I have often seen in the East :

a field strewn with ruins, ancient marble blocks scattered in

wild disorder, and shooting up among them in bright pro-

fusion the red and blue flowers of an Anatolian spring.

The significance of the linguistic criticism for our purposes

is that Primitive Christianity, from the decidedly popular

character of the language of the New Testament, is seen to

be most intimately bound up with the non-literary lower

classes. The contemporary literati, intent on the pursuit of

that delusive phantom, Attic as the language of art, gaze

fixedly backward upon the classical past, and are out of aU

touch with the masses. Primitive Christianity, speaking

the language of its time, is in living connexion with its con-

temporaries. Exalted as it is, in the persons of its great

creators, high above the masses and above the upper class,

it yet stands firm and immovably rooted in the masses.

A similar conclusion would be reached if we were to exam-
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ine the New Testament from a literary point of view. We
should find that some of the texts produced by Primitive

Christianity are not literary at all, while the rest are not

artistic literature for the cultured, but popular literature.

But for the sake of brevity I will only hint at these considera-

tions here.

Still more important is the fact that the whole cultural

background of Primitive Christianity is simply the ancient

culture of the people. All attempts to exhibit Primitive

Christianity with the ancient philosophy as a background

are highly unjust, for they uproot Primitive Christianity

and drag it into the sphere of the doctrinaire culture of the

upper class. AU the ancient philosophy that enters into

the background of Primitive Christianity is simply so much

of popular wisdom as had filtered down to the lower classes.

The great conflict and compromise of the Gospel with high

secular culture does not begin until after St. Paul, who for

his part still contemplates the wisdom of the world with the

consciousness of superior strength.

In its creative period the cultural structure of Primitive

Christianity is altogether popular in character. There

were, it is true, decided differences in the popular

element according as it was rural and Palestinian or urban

and cosmopolitan. To understand these differences it is

necessary to know what the culture in town and country

was like in ancient times. While we were fairly well ac-

quainted with the great cities of antiquity from literary

sources, the villages and small country towns, being seldom

touched on in the literature, were practically beyond our

ken. Archaeology has restored them to us, chiefly by

means of the papyri and ostraca that have been discovered.

It is the villages and small country towns of Galilee that count

for most in the background of the Synoptic Gospels, and we
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have at any rate learnt something about such places in the

neighbouring land of Egypt.

As regards certain Egyptian villages and small towns we

now possess most abundant and vivid materials for the his-

tory of their culture. Any one who was country-bred and

has still a breath of imagination in him can now without

difficulty participate by sympathy in the thousand and one

little things that made up the social vortex for the men and

women of these places. The same trifles, of daily occurrence

among their not very dissimilar neighbours in Galilee at the

same epoch, served the Master of parable as symbols of the

Eternal. Again and again details of the life of the Galilean

people that Jesus has recorded in His parables can be illus-

trated from Egyptian papyri. Features in the parables of

the wicked servant, the good Samaritan, the importunate

widow, the prodigal son, thus find parallels. And one who

is familiar with the Gospels learns still more from the total

impression than from the details : they are the same men of

the non-literary classes who meet us in both places. Even

before the new discoveries the rural background of the Synop-

tic Gospels was indeed clear enough. Animals and plants,

vineyard and cornfield, sun and rain, sowing and reaping

—

how often they figure in the words of the Master ! In the

parables especially, as already hinted, innumerable inci-

dents in the life of the farmer, the shepherd, the fisherman,

and such lowly persons are immortalized. Notwithstand-

ing the various parables of kings one cannot help feeling

that the Saviour borrowed most of the forms of His symbolic

language from the rural culture of the lower classes.

In contrast to the rural setting of the Gospel of Jesus the

background of the Pauline mission to the world is essentially

that of the populace of the great cities. Born himself in a

great city, and by fate a cosmopolitan, St. Paul has not the

same magnificent immediateness as the Master in his rela-
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tion to nature. His figures taken from country life tend to

be somewhat conventional. But where St. Paul uses legal

metaphors, especially those taken from the law of domestic

relations, inheritance, and the criminal law, figures from the

army and the gymnasium, there the man of towns is in his

element. His central conceptions of justification, i.e., ac-

quittal, of redemption, i.e., buying out, adoption as a son,

and many others, although they have since been made un-

speakably difficult by the theologians, were in fact easily

understood by plain men of the ancient world.

The rural element is counterbalanced by others character-

istic of the great cities of the world when we come to the

Gospel of St. John, the great book which combines the

qualities of the Synoptic with the Pauline style. It is neither

decidedly rural, nor decidedly urban, but it is decidedly

popular. Its background, in spite of the Logos in the open-

ing line, is not the colourless, literary culture of the period,

but the bright world of early Christian non-literary piety.

It is no mere accident that so many scenes and sayings re-

corded by St. John have found their way to the heart of the

people in later Christian generations.

Seen against the general background supplied by the

ancient popular element, the two dominant personalities

of the creative epoch, Jesus and Paul, now both appear

inseparably linked with the lower classes. In speaking of

" two dominant personalities " I do not think of Jesus as

the first and Paul beside Him as second. To place them thus

side by side would be unhistorical—a modern collocation.

Their historical position is : Jesus the One, Paul the first

after the One, the first in the One. From the personality of

Jesus there went forth the decisive impulse, the effects of

which are felt to this day ; historically speaking, Jesus is

the origin of our religion. The historical significance of St.

Paul is that by insistence on the cult of the ascended Master
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he preserved what was precious for men's souls in the revela-

tion of Jesus, saved it from being narrowed by the national

religion and from being sacrificed to legalism, and secured it

to the heart of the people forever. He gave to the cult of

Christ at once both its popular shape and the outlines of its

world-wide organization. The structure of their irmer lives

is alone sufficient reason to prevent Jesus and Paul from

being ranked together. With Jesus all is bed-rock, resting

on nothing but itself. St. Paul's masonry needed founda-

tions ; Paul is great, but he is great in Christ.

Only from the sociological point of view do Jesus and St.

Paul rank together, and this because they do not belong

to the thin upper layer of literary culture but have grown

up from the mass of the many. As leading personalities

they tower high above the many below and the few at the

top, but they are not on that account in opposition to the

lower classes. On the contrary, they are united to them

as closely as head and hand are to the body.

In judging of the underlying popular element in Jesus

and St. Paul it is of the utmost importance to remember

that Jesus, on good authority (Mark vi. 3), was a carpenter,

and, as a prophet, was always poor, while St. Paul was a

weaver of tent-cloth. Of St. Paul we know that, even as a

missionary, he pursued his trade and supported himself

entirely by the work of his hands, so as not to be a burden to

his poor congregations. He refers with pride to his own labour

(1 Cor. iv. 12). His big, clumsy handwriting, of which he

speaks once (Gal. vi. 11, R.V.), may weU have been the writ-

ing of a tired artisan-hand, deformed by labour, and we can

imagine that it was pleasanter for him to dictate his letters

than to write them himself from beginning to end. What

a suggestive picture of the guild life of the working-classes

we have in the Acts of the Apostles (xviii. 1 ff.), where St.

Paul, arriving at Corinth, finds lodging and employment in
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the house of his guild-brother, Aquila. The passages in the

New Testament dealing with work and wages, in the literal

and in the figurative sense, sound very differently, and far

more life-like, when we know that they were addressed by

working men to working men, in phraseology that had long

been customary in the workshop. There is a phrase we

find on the tombstone of a humble man of the early Empire

in a country district not far from the home of St. Paul in the

south-west of Asia Minor. To the eye wearied with the

bombast of overloaded eulogy in showier inscriptions it

appears scarcely noticeable, and yet how eloquent in reality

is this simple form of praise : Daphnos, the best among

the gardeners, has raised for himself a hero's resting-place

(Heroon), and now has reached the goal, " after that he had

much laboured." ^ To any one with a sense for beauty in

simplicity these lines concerning the much labour of the

gardener Daphnos are as a green spray of ivy tenderly clasp-

ing the tombstone of its old friend. And the words of St.

John, in the Revelation, are no less racy of the people when,

recording the voice heard from heaven, he gives a slight

Asiatic tinge to an old Biblical phrase, and says that the

dead " rest from their labours " (Rev. xiv. 13). St. Paul,

however, the artisan missionary, catches the popular tone of

his native country even better when he boasts of an Ephesian

Mary, while she was yet living, that she " bestowed much

labour on you" or "much laboured for you" (Rom. xvi.

6). Again, in a Roman cemetery ^ of later date, we hear the

old popular phrase re-echoed by a wife who praises her

husband, " who laboured much for me."

In fact, with regard to all that Paul the weaver of tent-

1 R. Heberdey and E. Kalinka, Bericht uber zwei Reisen im Sudweatlichen
Kleinasien, Denkschriften d. kaiserl. Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.-hist. Classe,

45 Band (1897); Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, p. 227.

* Corpus Inacriptionum Graecarum, No. 9552 ; Deissmann, loc. cit.
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cloth has to say about labour, we ought to place ourselves as

it were within St. Paul's own class, the artisan class of the

Imperial age, and then feel the force of his words. They all

become much more lifelike when restored to their original

historical milieu. " I laboured more abundantly than they

all " (1 Cor. XV. 10)—these words, applied by St. Paul to mis-

sionary work, came originally from the joyful pride of the

skilled weaver, who, working by the piece, was able to hand

in the largest amount of stuff on pay-day. The frequent

references to labour in vain are a trembling echo of the

discouragement resulting from a width of cloth being re-

jected as badly woven and therefore not paid for. And then

the remark to the pious sluggards of Thessalonica :
" that if

any should not work, neither should he eat " (2 Thess. iii. 10).

I remember a newspaper controversy in which a social re-

former, not quite so well up in his Bible as he should have

been, denounced this text as a heartless capitalist phrase.

As a matter of fact, St. Paul was probably borrowing a

bit of good old workshop morality, a maxim coined perhaps

by some industrious workman as he forbade his lazy

apprentice to sit down to dinner.

In the same way we can only do justice to the remarks in

the New Testament about wages by examining them in situ,

amidst their native surroundings. Jesus and St. Paul spoke

with distinct reference to the life of the common people. If

you elevate such utterances to the sphere of the Kantian

moral philosophy and then reproach Primitive Christianity

with teaching morality for the sake of reward, you have

not only misunderstood the words, you have torn them up

by the roots. It means that you have failed to distinguish

between the concrete illustration of a popular preacher, per-

fectly spontaneous and intelligible in the native surround-

ings of Primitive Christianity, and a carefully considered

ethical theory of fundamental importance to first principles.
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The sordid, ignoble suggestions, so liable tp arise in the lower

class, are altogether absent from the sayings of Jesus and

His apostle, as shown by the parable of the labourers in the

vineyard and the analogous reliance of St. Paul solely upon

grace.

And what Jesus says about the building of houses and

towers, sowing and reaping, and many things besides, can-

not have come from idle observation of the work of others.

It is the reflection of His own experience gained by many a

hard day's toil.

A thorough man of the people in His outward appear-

ance, a man of the people, also, as none other before or since

in His mastery of language, Jesus, according to the best and

oldest authority, often stood literally before the masses

when He spoke or acted in public. It is highly significant

how often the words " much people " and " multitude " oc-

cur in the Gospels when the auditors of Jesus are mentioned.

The people surround the house where He is so closely that

it is impossible to break through the living wall and so

reach the door ; a sick man has to be let down by ropes

through the roof. An innumerable multitude of people,

" myriads," gather together another time about Him, so

closely crowded that they tread one upon another (Luke xii.

1). Most vividly of all, however, the pictures of the feed-

ing of the four thousand, and of the five thousand, record

this impression : Jesus with the masses.

This pressing of the masses to Jesus is responded to by a

strong sympathy of Jesus for the masses. We have proofs

enough that His grand consciousness of His mission drove

Him to the many. His call goes out to "many." He
speaks, in one of His deepest utterances, of the " many "

for whom He must lay down His soul as the price of redemp-

tion ; they are the " many" for whom, as He said at the
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Last Supper, according to St. Mark, He would shed His

blood. He even appeals to " all," aU that are weary and

heavy laden, and He looks out over the people as over a

broad cornfield that promises a plenteous harvest (Matt. ix.

37).

What He thought of the multitude in His heart may be

gathered from the Evangelist's statement—admirably char-

acteristic, and probably reminiscent of some saying of

Jesus Himself—that He felt compassion at sight of the

people, because they were lying down exhausted, as sheep

having no shepherd (Matt. ix. 36). He speaks with especial

warmth of His mission to those whom He calls " the lost
"

or " the little ones." Defiantly, like one of the old pro-

phets. He takes His stand by " the poor," mistrusting al-

together " the rich," who in His experience were as a rule

not susceptible of the Kingdom of God. Where He has

observed cases of the exploitation of the weak by the strong

He attacks the exploiter : a typical instance is His upbraid-

ing of the Pharisees, who devour widows' houses (Matt, xxiii.

14 ; Mark xii. 40 ; Luke xx. 47). Full of irony against

" them that are full," He sympathizes most deeply with the

multitude of the hungry and thirsty, the naked and sick,

the strangers and prisoners. How deeply He sympathized

with them is strikingly shown by the picture of the Last

Judgment, in which Jesus identifies Himself with these

unhappy ones, all of whom belong to the lower classes.

Most instructive of all, however, is His own testimony in

the solemn prayer of thanksgiving (Matt. xi. 25 ff. ; Luke

x. 21). Full of deep joy, according to St. Luke, He thanks

the Father for having hidden from the wise and prudent the

powers at work in His mission, and for having revealed them

to babes. Here, on His own experience of life, Jesus draws

the distinction between classes : on the one hand the but

slightly susceptible upper class, full of obscurantism and self-
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exaltation of the wise and prudent, from whom God hides

Himself ; on the other hand the babes, judged by God to be

worthy of mighty revelations.

The picture of Jesus amid the lower classes repeats itself

in its main lines in the case of St. Paul. It is of course ob-

vious that St. Paul achieved no wholesale results on the

masses. Such mass-revivals as took place on the first

apostolic Whit-Sunday, according to the Acts of the Apos-

tles, were probably never experienced by St. Paul in his

evangelization of the world, although he was extremely con-

scious of the universality of his mission. But the social

structure of his churches points none the less clearly to the

lower grades of the town population. The names of slaves

in the lists of persons to be greeted in his letters are suffi-

ciently typical of this. Still more instructive is the organi-

zation of collections for the poor at Jerusalem. The Gala-

tian churches and the Corinthians were advised by St. Paul

to raise the money by weekly instalments, payable on the

Sunday (1 Cor. xvi. 1 f.). This is advice to poor people,

working for a daily wage. In the church of Thessalonica

also manual labourers must have been to the fore (1 Thess.

iv. 11). St. Paul speaks expressly of the deep poverty of

the Macedonian churches (2 Cor. viii. 2). And besides this

there is the great confession in the first Epistle to the Corin-

thians, at the end of the first chapter. In the spirit of the

Master's prayer of thanksgiving St. Paul looks out upon

those who had been won to the Gospel, and observes that

not many men of worldly culture, not many men of influ-

ence, not many of good family had been called by God.

Things that counted in the world as foolish, weak, and of

base extraction, things that were naught—these had God
chosen.

From such passages as this we must construct our picture
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of the churches of St. Paul, and from the realistic imagery

employed by the people we must try to understand the forms

of expression that St. Paul created for the new cult. We
possess these forms of expression only in fragments, and

those fragments scattered up and down the Epistles. Read,

however, in their real context, they appear far more simple,

far more popular in character than they are usually conceived

to be by Pauline scholars. Some details I have alluded to

already. To any one at all conversant with Hellenistic

popular law the ideas of justification, redemption, and adop-

tion would be at once intelligible. For congregations espe-

cially in which the slave element was more or less strongly

represented, salvation in Christ could not be illustrated more

popularly than by the figure of emancipation for a sacred

purpose. The Primitive Christian preaching of Christ cruci-

fied, as formulated by St, Paul and otherlike-minded apostles,

is altogether of great popular simplicity in its outlines. The

eternal glory of the Divine Cfhild with His Father, His com-

ing down to earth in voluntary self-abnegation and servi-

tude. His life of poverty with the poor. His compassion,

His temptations and His mighty works, the inexhaustible

riches of His words, His prayers. His obedience. His bitter

suffering and death, and after the cross His glorious resur-

rection and return to the Father—all these episodes in the

great divine drama, whose peripeteia lay not in hoary anti-

quity, but had been witnessed a score or so of years ago,

were intelligible to every soul, even to the poorest, and parti-

cularly to the poorest. And the titles with which the devotee

decked the beloved object of his cult could, many of them,

claim domicile in the souls of the poor and the simple :

titles such as Lamb of God, the Crucified, Shepherd and Chief

Shepherd, Corner Stone, Door and Way, the Corn of Wheat,

Bread and Vine, Light and Life, Head and Body, Alpha and

Omega, Witness, Mediator and Judge, Brother, Son of Man,
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Son of God, Word of God and Image of God, Saviour, High

Priest, Lord, King. Unfathomable in intellectual content,

giving scope to every variety of personal Christian experi-

ence and every motive of self-sacrificing obedience, this

series contains not a single title that was likely to impress by

mere sacerdotal associations or unintelligibleness. In the

same way the gospel tradition of worship, with its sturdy,

popular tone, was far superior to the fantastic, hysterical

mythologies of the other cults, which piled one stimulant on

another. So too the celebration of the mysteries of Christ

required no magnificent temple or awe-inspiring cavern : it

could take place wherever two or three were gathered to-

gether in His name. All great movements in the history of

our race have been determined by conditions of the heart of

the people, not by intellect. The triumph of the cult of

Christ over all other cults is in no remote degree explainable

by the fact that from the first Christianity took deep root

in the heart of the many, in the hearts of men and women,

old and young, bond and free, Jews, Greeks, and Barbarians.

Holding these views we of course run counter to the widely

spread theory that St. Paul turned the simple gospel of

Jesus into an abstruse theological system. No ! Jesus far

exceeds him in simplicity and m popularity of appeal, but

St. Paul as the evangelist of the great cities has not parted

company with the lower classes, nor does he preach above the

heads of simple folk. The doctrinaire elements that St.

Paul undoubtedly has adopted from the culture of the

upper class are altogether eclipsed by the popular build of

his personality as a whole.

How truly St. Paul was a man of the people may be seen

admirably by comparing him with one of his contemporaries,

Philo of Alexandria, who undoubtedly belongs every inch of

him to the upper class. A Jew—and, like St. Paul, a Jew of

the Diaspora and the Septuagint,—like St. Paul, moreover,
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a man accustomed to great cities,—Philo, in spite of these

and other noticeable affinities, is nevertheless sharply con-

trasted with St. Paul. We can perhaps formulate the con-

trast by saying that Philo, the Platonist and man of letters,

stands at the last stage of the ancient culture, unconnected

with the masses. St. Paul, the practical man and witness

to Christ, stands at the beginning of the religious transfor-

mation, surrounded by the non-literary inhabitants of the

great city.

The result of our observations so far is this : Primitive

Christianity, alike in its leading personalities and in the pre-

ponderating number of its adherents, was a movement of the

lower classes. The water of life did not filter down from the

upper level to the many and the insignificant, but came

welling forth from the depths of a soul of Divine simplicity.

The first to drink of it were fainting stragglers from the great

caravan of the unknown and the forgotten. Again it was a

simple man who led forth the waters of the unquenchable

spring into the world, for simple men and women to drink at.

Let two or three generations pass away, and then the wise

and prudent will be thronging to the well-spring.

Adolf Deissmann.

WELLHAUSEN AND OTHERS ON THE
APOCALYPSE.

Thirteen years ago it looked as if the analytic, literary

method of investigating the Apocalypse of John had almost

exhausted itself. Gunkel's Schopfung und Chaos, pubhshed

in 1895, opened up a fresh method of research, which pro-

mised to solve the problem of the book by exploiting the

hypothesis of different eschatological traditions ultimately

derived from oriental cosmology and current in the writer's
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age. The searching analyses which had been started dur-

ing the preceding ten years had reached no common goal.

Some of them were critical eccentricities, and others were

critical outrages. In part, they had been ultra-Uterary.

In part, they had not been conducted upon the principles

of genuine hterary criticism. In any case, it was argued

by the exponents of the newer method, they had failed to take

account, or at least proper account, of one vital factor

in the Apocalypse, viz., the time-honoured conceptions of

Jewish eschatology. This contention was urged in the

flush of a critical reform with more ardour than accuracy.

It was not difficult to predict that the next advance would

be along the hnes not of an internecine but of a co-operative

relation between these two methods. Instead of one method

suppressing the other, both would require to adjust them-

selves to the special data of the Apocalypse itself, bearing

in mind not only its resemblances to previous apocalypses

but its intrinsic qualities. As a matter of fact, the newer

method has not killed the older. Since 1895, several previous

adherents of the Uterary method have re-adjusted their views

to the fresh conditions of the problem, while one or two others

have come forward for the first time with independent at-

tempts to exploit the principles of source-criticism.

Of the former class, Charles Bruston, von Soden, and

Daniel Volter are the most outstanding. The veteran

French scholar had already pubhshed an essay on the Num-
ber of the Beast (1880), in which (hke Gunkel, pp. 352 f.)

he attacked the idea of Nero redivivus, and denied that such

a legend could be present to the mind of the prophet John.

This was followed by Etudes sur PApocalypse (1884) and

Origines de VApocalypse (1888). The main results of these

studies, partially revised in the fight of recent research,

are now re-stated in his jStudes sur Daniel et VApocalypse=
(1908). Bruston is quite undeterred by the pretensions of

VOL. vn. 15
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the newer school. He beheves still in his source-criticism.

The Apocalypse, according to him, consists of one apocalypse

(introduction =i. 4-end, letters=:ii.-iii., visions =iv.-ix., x. 1,

26-7, xi. 14-19, xiv. 2-5, 12-13, xix. 4-10, xxi. 1-8, epilogue=
xxii. 6-13, 16-17, 20-21) into which an earlier apocalypse

(introduction =:x. 1-2, 8-11, vision of Judaism=xi. 1-13,

19a, vision of the Roman Empire and the world =:xii.-xiii.,

xiv. 1, 4f., XV. 2-4, xvi. 13-16, 196, xvii.-xix. 3, xix. 11-xx.)

has been dovetailed by an editor or compiler who added a

few passages Uke xv. 1, 5-8, xvi. 1-12, 17-21, xxi. 9-xxii. 5,

and probably xxii. 14-15, 18-19, besides i. 1-3. The earlier

apocalypse was composed during the reign of Nero, the

sixth emperor (xvii. 10). The second must be dated after

the death of John the apostle ; it was written by one of his

disciples, possibly with the authority, and upon the basis

of the visions, of his dead master.

A special feature of Bruston's position is that both of these

apocalypses are held to have been not only Christian but

originally written in Hebrew.^ This helps to explain the

comparative uniformity of the Greek style^ as due to a later

editor or translator. It also clears up the problem of the

Hebraistic idioms which occur throughout the book. But,

while one or two passages in the Apocalypse are certainly

to be referred to a Hebrew or Aramaic original (e.g. chap. xi.

and xii.), it is extremely difficult to understand how a scrip-

^ A curt, tinconvincing statement of the Hebrew original of John's apoca

lypse was printed by an anonymous critic in the Zeitschrift fur die alttest.

Wiss. (1887), pp. 167-171.

2 Dr. Abbott's {Notes on New Test. Criticism, p. 113) recent protest,

which tallies with Harnack's verdict on the author of Acts, is both timely

and sound :
" Fi-om a grammatical point of view the hypothesis of the

compilation of documents is most imlikely. Differences of style undoubt

edly exist in different portions of Revelation, but not a tenth part of such

differences as separate The Tempest from Richard II." The analogy is not

on all fours, however. Allowance must be made here and there for John's

use of earlier sources, especially of Hebrew or Aramaic ones, if the data

of the book are to be cleared up.
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ture intended for Christian readers in Asia Minor should

have been written in Hebrew. Bruston admits this ob-

stacle to his theory. His solution is that it was at once

translated into Greek for the purpose of transmission and

circulation. But this only solves one difficulty by raising

another.

The hypothesis of a Jewish source (or sources), upon

the other hand, has not yet faded from the field entirely.

Thus Von Soden, who had already analysed the Apocalypse

in the essay which he contributed to the Theologische

Abhandlungen (p. 115) seventeen years ago, returns to the

subject in his Urchristliche Literaturgeschichte (1905, pp.

171 f. ; Eng. Tr. The History of Early Christian Literature,

1906, pp. 337 f.). He finds a Jewish apocalypse in chap,

viii. f., with Christian editorial additions in the references to

the Lamb, to Christ (e.g. xi. 15), and to the apostles (xviii. 20,

xxi. 14), in passages like xii. 11 (xiv. 1-5 ?), xvii. 14, and

elsewhere. This first Christian editor, John, is to be dis-

tinguished from a second who put John's original apocalypse

into its present form. The argument, in short, is that this

original apocalypse of John, beginning with i. 4, was sub-

sequently revised (i. 1-3, xxii. 18-21) by another editor

who interpolated short notes (e.g. in v. 6, 8, ix. 19, xx. 2,

14, xix. 8, 10, xxi. 8, etc.). The Jewish apocalypse thus in-

corporated by John was composed between May and August

of 70 A.D. John himself wrote under Domitian ; he was the

presbyter of Asia Minor, not the son of Zebedee. Von

Soden rejects the hypothesis of pseudonymity (p. 444).

The twelve criteria (pp. 372 f.) of style and thought which

distinguish the Jewish source from the Christian apocalypse

are far from adequate, however. One cardinal flaw in Von
Soden's analysis is his failure to recognize that even in Jew-

ish and Jewish-Christian eschatology there was seldom any

homogeneous view of the future. He neglects the results of
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the " traditional " method almost entirely, and this vitiates

his adroit hypothesis with an ultra-hterary bias.

Much more justice is done to the time-honoured traditions

of current eschatology by Volter, though his hterary analysis

of the Apocalypse is more complicated and violent than

that of Von Soden.^ Volter's latest volume (Die Offen-

harung Johannes neu untersucht und erkldrt, 1904) repre-

sents a certain modification of the unwieldy theories which

he had previously floated in Die Entstehung d. Apokalypse

(1882, second edition 1885) and Das Problem der Apokalypse

(1893). He now postulates an apocalypse written by John

Mark (about 65 A.D.:=:i. 4-6, iv. 1-v. 10, vi.l-vii. 8, viii.-ix,

xi. 14-19, xiv. 1-3, 6-7, 14-20, xviii. 1-xix. 4, 5-10) and

an apocalypse of Cerinthus (written about 70 a.d. := x. 1-11,

xvii.1-18, xi. 1-13, xii. 1-16, xv. 5-6, 8, xvi. 1-21, xix. 11, xxii.

6), both of which were edited under Trajan ^ (i. 7-8, vii.

9-17, xii. 11, 18-xiii. 18, xiv. 4-5, 9-12, xv. 1-4, xxi. 22-27,

etc.) and Hadrian. Volter accepts Gunkel's principle of

tradition. He finds Babylonian and (especially) Zoroas-

trian elements in the Apocalypse, but he professes that he is

unable to account for the internal data and the ecclesiastical

traditions of the book without some source-analysis such as

he ventures to print.

Three fresh critics have also ridden into the fists. In the

same year as Volter published his latest essay. Professor

Johannes Weiss of Marburg issued a monograph upon the

1 Volter thus agrees with Spitta in attributing part of the Apocalypse

to John Mark, though Spitta's John-apocalypse is different (i. 4-6, 9-19,

ii.-vi., viii. 1, vii. 9-17, xix. 9&-10, xxii. 8, 13, 16a-17, 18a, 206-21).

Spitta's general view, that a Christian apocalypse has been fused with

Jewish sources and subsequently edited, is reproduced by J. Weiss among

recent critics.

^ A Trajanic editor is required in order to explain the ten emperors

which Volter finds in xiii. 1. This is even less convincing than the attempt

to postulate a Hadrianic editor in order to accoimt for the opposition of

the Jews to Polycarp in Smyrna which Volter finds in chap. ii.
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sources of the Apocalypse which appeared, oddly enough, in

a series devoted to the interests of the "eschatological tradi-

tion " school {Die Offenbarung des Johannes, in Bousset and

Gunkel's Forschungen zur Religion u. Literatur des Altenund

Neuen Testaments, Heft 3), Since then he has written, on

the same lines, a brief commentary in his own Schriften

des NT. (1907). Weiss, like Volter and Bruston, practically

bisects the Apocalypse. He posits a Jewish apocalypse (Q),

written in 70 a.D. ; also a Christian apocalypse (68-70 a.d.),

perhaps written by John the presbyter of Asia Minor, and pre-

served in i. 4-6 (7-8), 9-19, ii.-vii., ix., xii. 7-12, xiii. 11-18

(xiv. 1-5), xiv. 14-20, xx. 1-15, xxi.1-4, xxii. 3-5, 8 f. These

were edited in 95 a.d. by a disciple of John the presbyter.

The process of composition may be roughly outhned as

follows. First of all we get the Jewish apocalypse (Q) con-

tained in X., xi. 1-13, xii. 1-6, 14-17 (xiii. 1-7), xv.-xix., xxi.

4-27. This collection of small fragments is the ^i^XapiSiov

absorbed and reproduced, according to x. 2a, 11. Its con-

tents, though not always uniform, were a hterary unity

before they came into the hands of the final editor.^ They

were composed or rather put together by a Jew who had

lived through the dreadful siege of Jerusalem, and seen the

Kaipoi Toiv Wvwv commence, in a.d. 70. His consolation

to the saints of Judaism is that the Danielle prophecy (Dan.

vii. 21) is now fulfilled ; the last enemy of God's people has

appeared in the person of the Romans, but the final dehver-

ance of the saints is not far off.

The years passed, however, and the promise of reUef

^ Pfleiderer {Das Urchristentum, 1902, vol. ii. pp. 305 f.) also finds the

contents of this jSi^XapidLOf in the Jewisli oracles underlying the following

chapters (xi.-xiv., xvii.-xix.). Another Jewish source is detected below

xxi. 10-xxii. 5. The former source originated under Caliguia ; it was

expanded under Vespasian, before it came into Jolin's hands. This is a

simplified form, of course, of the hypothesis which Weyland and Spitta

had already worked out with regard to the ^i^Xapioiov as a special source.
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tarried. The fresh peril of the Imperial cultus threatened

the Church under Domitian, and the final editor took it upon

him to re-issue John's Apocalypse along with the Jewish

oracles ; he did so, not as a mere hterary editor, but as one

possessed by the prophetic consciousness that the long-ex-

pected hour had now arrived. The traditional prophecies

of the Dragon and the Beast were fulfilled in the contempo-

rary attitude of the Empire to the Church.

The arguments by means of which this hypothesis is

threatened on its hterary side are often unconvincing in the

extreme. It is also very difficult, as Weiss himself recog-

nizes, to believe that John's Apocalypse was re-edited and

issued by another hand during the lifetime of John himself.

But Weiss, in contrast to most of his predecessors, is right

in ascribing to the final editor more than purely hterary

functions. This is one of the truest touches in his theory

of the book. Whoever this editor was, he was no mere com-

piler or redactor, but a man of genuinely prophetic spirit,

who saw, as he thought, earlier prophecies on the eve of ful-

filment.

This hypothesis of a re-editing is independently employed

by Dr. Fritz Barth in his recent Einleitung in das Neiie

Testament (1908, pp. 250-274), but on much simpler lines

than those of Johannes Weiss. Barth recognizes the diver-

gent time-allusions in the Apocalypse ; some point to Nero,

others to Domitian. He is unjustly sceptical of all source-

criticism, and consequently he argues that the Apostle John,

who originally wrote the Apocalypse shortly before 70 a.d.,

re-issued it himself under the stress of the Domitianic perse-

cution for a wider circle of churches. In so doing he added

glosses which have crept into the text as we now have it.

These marginal comments, inserted for the purpose of bring-

ing the book up to date and recommending it to the churches

in view of the new situation, are to be found e.g. in i. 1-3
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(and xxii. 17-21), the series of appeals in ii. 7, 11, 17, 26 f.,

iii. 5 f ., 12'f.,[21 f. (here,'as we shall see, Barth and Wellhausen

independently agree in the main Avith J. Weiss and others),

xii. 11, xvii. 14, and xxi. 7, besides the interpolated appeals

of xiii, 9-10, xiv. 12, 13, xvi. 15, xx. 6, and xxii. 6-8a, as

well as the brief interpretations ^ of i. 206, iv. 56, v. 66, 86,

xix. 86, 106, 136, xx. 56, xxi. 86. A hypothesis like this, how-

ever, does not go deep enough. The phenomena of xi.-xii.

alone demand the recognition of sources.

Wellhausen's notes, in his Analyse der Offenbarung Johannia

(1907), are free from any such hesitation ; they presuppose

not only that the author worked over such sources, freely

adopting and altering them to suit his purpose, but that a

further revision by a later editor can be traced in one or two

passages, e.g. i. 1-3, xxii. 18-19. The author, who calls

himself John, wrote under Domitian. Wellhausen, like Dr.

Abbott, regards that as almost beyond discussion. But

the sources he used for his series of tableaux ^ were earlier,

although most seem to have the fall of Jerusalem behind

them.

Wellhausen purposely speaks of " editing " in a vague

way. To distinguish the various data at every turn leads,

as he observes, to dangerous subtlety. The main point

in general " is to scrape off the varnish." He proceeds to

distinguish the original source from the editorial colouring

which overhes them, as follows. From ii.-iii. (the seven

letters) he deletes, as later additions, all the promises ^ to the

6 vLKMv, together with some of the surrounding material

(i.e. ii. 76, 116, 176, 26-28a, iii. 5, 10-12, 20-21), besides ii. 9

^ Wellhausen (p. 9) also regards the interpretations & elaiv k.t.X. in

iv. 5, V. 6, 8 as glosses, with (pp. 10 f.) viii. 2, 36-4, x. 2a (p. 14), xiii. 76-9

(pp. 21 f.), xvii. 5-6a, 8, 14-16a (pp. 26 f.), xx. 5-6, 10, 14 (pp. 30 f.), etc.

* " Die Apokalypse ist kein Drama, sondem eher ein Bilderbuch " (p. 1).

' This deletion was suggested by Vischer years before, on the inadequate

ground that these phrases presupposed tlie Apocalypse as a whole.
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{aXXa 7r\ovai,o<i el), ii. 10 {ylvov . . . ^w^?), ii. 23-25, and

iii. 8 {Ihoi) . . . avTrjv). Similar deletions are proposed

throughout the entire book, but mostly upon a small scale.

The main interest of the essay lies in the treatment of the

three passages, xi., xii., and xvii., in all of which Wellhausen

finds two separate sources which have been welded together.

His criticism of the two former passages is not new. It

was at this point, especially on the character and form of

xii., that he first came into collision with Gunkel ten years

ago, and the present essay re-states, in more elaborate form,

the conclusions which he then advocated in his Skizzen und

Vorarheiten, vi. pp. 215-249. Thus he regards xi. 1-2, and

xi. 3-13, as two separate fragments of apocalyptic tradition.

The former is an oracle of the Zealots who, during the siege,

refused to believe that the temple could perish. A fanatical

faith in its inviolable character distinguished them as the

seed of the future and the true messianic remnant. On the

other hand, xi. 3-13 originally was an oracle for Rome,

which has been altered by the Christian prophet into an

oracle for Jerusalem. The contents of xii., again, form an

oracle, not of the Zealots, but of the contemporary Pharisees,

who during the siege held that the messianic hope rested

not with those who clung to the Temple but with those who

fled from Jerusalem. The oracle is thus a picturesque

allegory of Sion besieged and delivered.

The twelfth chapter has been often bisected by critics.^

But Wellhausen's analysis is unique. He regards it as a

combination of (A and B) two independent fragments,

which have been hnked together with a common conclusion

(C).

^ Weyland and Baljon find the redactor in ver. 11, Spitta also in ver. 6,

J. Weiss in 6 and 13, Calmes and Pfleiderer in 10-12.
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(1) KOI (Trjfielor fxeya tcxftOr] iv

Tw ovpavw, yvin] Trepi/SefSXrjixeur)

Tov r]X.LOV, Kai y (rcXyjvr) inroKaTOi

Twv TToSwv avT^?, Kal eTTt T^S

K€(f>a\rjs avrrj^ crrec^avos dcrrepwv

owO£/ca, (2) Kal iv yacrTpl tvovaa,

Kai KpoL^et wSivovcra Kal jSaaravi-

^ofxei'Tj re/ceu'. (3) /cat w(f)6r] aWo
(rrjfxetov iv tw ou/aavw, /cat iSov

opoLKwv yiteya?, e-^wv /c£<^aAa9 eTrra

Kat Kepara 8e/ca Kat ctti ras

/cc^aAcxs auToG eTTTO, StaS^/Aara,

(4) /cat 1^ ovpa aiuToD avpu to

TpLTOv Twv dcTTepuyv TOV ovpavov,

Kat efSaXev avTovs cts T^v yiyv-

Kat 6 SpaKoov ecTTrjKev evcoTrtov t^s

yVJ/atKOS TT^S yUfAAoUCTT;? T£K£tV,

iva orav T£Kr; to tIkvov avTrj<;

KaTa<f)dyr]. (5) Kat €T€K€v vlov

apcrev, bs //,£AX£t Troifxaivuv iravTa

Ta €Pi/7y ei/ pdji^ia aiSrjpa, Kal

rjpTTaaar} to teki/ov avTrj<s Trpos tov

PCOV Kat TT/OOS TOV Opovov aVTOV.

(6) Kat
7/ yuv^ ecfivyev £ts t^v

eprjixov, OTTOv e^ei £K£t tottov yroLp.-

aarp-evov oltto tov Oeov, Iva iKei

Tpe(f)ov(nv avTTjv r]p.€pa<; ^tAi'as

otaKoo'tas ffr/KOVTa.

(7) Kttt eyeVfTO ttoAc/xo? ev to

ovpavw, 6 MtT^a^X Kat oi dyyeXoi

avTov TToXep^rjcraL /xeto. tot) Spa-

KOVTos. Kat 6 SpaKuiv iTroXe/xTjcrev

Kai ol ayy€XoL avTOv, (8) Kat ovk

i(r)(V(rav, ovSe tottos evpeOrj avrwv

eVt ev Tw ovpavw. (9) Kat efSXrjOr]

6 opoLKwv 6 fxeyas, 6 oc^t? o dp;^at09,

6 KaAot'/u,£VO? Std/SoAos Kai o

craTava?, o TrXavwv t^v oiKOVjxivrjv

oXrjv, kISXrjOr) els ryv yrjr, Kal ol

dyyeXoi avrov fxer' avrov ifSXy'jOq-

crav. (13) Kat oVe EtSev o SpaKiov

OTL il3Xrj$r] €is Trjv yrjv, fStw^cv

TT^v ywatKa i^Tts I'tekev tov apaeva.

(14) Kat iooOrjaav ttj yvvaiKL 8vo

TTTepvye'S tov cietoG toG fxeydXov,

tva 7reT7/Tat £ts tijv €py]p.ov €ts

TOV TOTTOV avTrjS, OTTOV TpeffiCTat

£K€t Kaipov Kai Kaipovs Kai yp.l(TV

Kaipov airo irpoaoiTTOv tov Kalois.

(15) Kat fiySaXfiv 6 o(^t5 eK toG aTcp-aTOS avrov oTrtVco Tiys yvvatKos

vd(ap (Ls 7roTap,ov, tva avTrjv -KOTapLOtjiopyTov iTOiyarj. (16) o0£ i/Soydya-ev

V yV '^V y^vaiKi, Kal yvoi^ev rj yrj to (rTopia avTrjsKal KaTeiruv tov TroTap.ov

ov epaAfv o opaKwv €K toG crTo/^aTOS auToG. (17) Kat wpyicrOrj o

opaKwv £7rt T^ yuvatKt', Kat aTr^A^EV Troirjcrai ttoAe/xov /aetoi twv Xolttwv

Tou a-mpp.aTo<; avrov tCjv TypovvTMV Tas evToXas toG ^eoG Kal ep^ovTwv

T^v p.aprvpiav 'Ii/croG.

On this scheme, B (7-8, 13-14) is not the continuation of A
(1-6) but a variationupon the same theme. The trouble is that

B is incomplete. Wellhausen has to conjecture, e.g., that the

great eagle (ver. 14) must have been already mentioned, while
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even in A the editor must have omitted, the overthrow of the

dragon, Mdthout which the opening of verse 4 is unintelligible,

and the persecution of the woman on earth. Finally, the

entire vision is a fragment, on this hypothesis. The fortunes

of the XoLiro i are left untold. Thus Wellhausen is unable

to float his ingenious theory without recourse to a series of

abbreviations and omissions. Furthermore, his reference

to the Book of Daniel as the source of the allegory does not

work out properly. The parallels between it and Revelation

xii. are too vague to admit of the former having been the basis

of the latter. The originality of John's vision requires other

materials, in cosmological tradition, in order to account for

its final shape and colouring.

Bisecting chapter xvii. similarly into A (=vers. 3-46,

6&-7, 10) and B (=vers. 11-13, 16&-17), which have been

joined by an editor who has furnished them with an intro-

duction (vers. l-3a) and numerous glosses, Wellliausen gets

in A an oracle, composed during Vespasian's reign, upon the

Beast as the Empire (so in the nucleus of xiii.), and in B
another oracle which views the Beast as Nero redivivus, the

eighth head of the Beast (so in additions to xiii.). Verse 8 is

the editorial mortar which holds the two sources together.

Probably they were independent oracles, in their original

form. B is to be dated after A, and is also, though less

certainly, of Jewish origin. " Christians could hardly have

had any sympathy with Nero or regarded him as the ful-

filler of God's purposes ; they could hardly have expected

that he would actually overcome and exterminate Rome."

This is thin reasoning. If later Christians, as we see from

the SibylHne oracles and Lactantius, held this behef, why

not others in an earlier age ?

These are the leading proposals in the field of source-

criticism. The Roman Catholic Introductions of Belser

(second edition, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1905) and E. Jac-
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quier {Histoiredes Livres du N.T., iv. 1908, pp. 311 f.) offer

no help. The very suggestive work of P. Calmes {L'Apoca-

lypse devant la tradition ef devant la critique, Paris, 1905) is

valuable, mainly, for its employment of eschatological tra-

dition in the determinations of the various symbols and

visions. Calmes admits sources used by a redactor, but he

also exploits the Babylonian ^ mythology especially with

acuteness and sanity .^ Baljon's Dutch commentary {Com-

mentaar op de Openbaring van Johannes, Utrecht, 1908) con-

tains no introduction. Its critical basis is that already out-

hned in the author's Introduction {Geschiedenis van de Boeken

d. nieuwen Verbonds, 1901, pp. 241-265), which approxi-

mates roughly to that of Bousset. Baljon, hke Calmes,

admits the presence of sources and primitive traditions here

and there ; dates the main composition of the book under

Domitian ; but fputs the final editor in Trajan's reign.

The presupposition of the commentary is that which is com-

ing to be shared by an increasing number of critics, viz., that

while Jewish or Jewish-Christian sources may be detected

behind the canonical Apocalypse, these did not form any

coherent apocalypse of any size, and also that it is impossible

to differentiate source and editor with anything of the ex-

actness with which Lord Hailes, for example, could point out

to Boswell his additions to a law-paper composed by Dr.

Johnson.

Wellhausen shares this presupposition. But is his ap-

phcation of it sound ? In the first place, the hope that the

temple would remain inviolate was not confined to the Zea-

lots. In the second place, as Schiirer has already pointed

^ Cp. his article on " Les Symboles de I'Apocalypse " in Revue Bihlique

(1903), pp. 52-68.

^ His fellow-Churchman, Dr. M. Kohlhofer, has written a pamphlet in

Bardenhewer's " Biblische Studien " (Die Einheit der Apokalypse, 1902),

which stoutly abjures the whole of 'modem criticism upon the escha-

tological traditions and literary analysis of the book.
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out (Theologische Litteraturzeitung, 1908, 41), Wellhausen

has overlooked the fact that the capture of the Temple pre-

ceded that of the upper city. In the third place, there is a

serious practical difficulty in the way of such a hypothesis

as he suggests to explain xi. 1-2. The so-called oracle of

xi. 1-2 would amount to the tiniest scrap of papyrus. How
can we imagine that a diminutive fragment of this kind

floated safely through all the perils of the siege and was

finally preserved as a memento of the Zealots' hopes, even

if we could conceive that these passionate citizens took time

to write down any oracles ? The impossibiHty of forming any

reasonable explanation of this tiny oracle's composition

and preservation tells heavily against all the hypotheses

which regard xi. 1-2 as an originally independent source.

The alternatives are : (a) to regard it as a fragment of

some larger oracle, or (b) to find some links between it and

3-13. The latter seems the more probable fine of explana-

tion. Both passages are Jewish sources ^ ; the second has

been translated from Hebrew or Aramaic.

^ Some spiritual or allegorical significance must attach to xi. 1-2, in the

mind of the final editor ; otherwise it is impossible to account satisfactorily

for his reproduction of an oracle wliich was no longer literally true. Pos-

sibly, as in the case of the eschatological predictions in the SjTioptic Gospels,

while the crisis of 70 a.d. had widened the horizon of Cliristian behef in

the second advent of Jesus, the literature retained traces of the earlier

view which it had outgrown. In this way, the new setting would not quite

obUterate the older contour of the oracle. Wrede, in his pamphlet on 2 Thes-

salonians, prefers to regard xi. 1-2, like 2 Thess. ii. 1-2, outright in Aaew of

passages like Clem. Rom. xli., Diogn. iii., Justin's Dial, cxvii., Jos. Ant. iii.

6-12, Apion. i. 7, ii. 6, 23, etc., where the present is used of the Temple,

the latter being treated as still standing. In this case, xi. 1-2 would be no

proof either of the pre-70 date or of a Jewish origin. Furthermore, it

would not be necessarily allegorical. The allusion might be to (a) the

expectation of a re-building of the temple (cp. Wabnitz in Jahrb. f. protest.

Theol., 1881, pp. 512 f., 1885, pp. 134 f., and Abbott's Notes on New Test.

Criticism, pp. 48, 88), or (b) to a traditional reproduction of some feature

which had lost its original reference. The former (a) is much the more

likely of the two. But it conflicts with the seer's expectation of no temple

in heaven, and the problem of the passage is better approached along the

lines of a hypothesis which postulates a spiritual meaning superimposed

upon an earlier and literal prediction.
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The proposed bisection of xii. and xvii. also involves

special difficulties. According to Wellhausen we are to

think in each case of two sources, originally parallel or at

any rate independent, which the editor has abbreviated

and interpolated as he fitted them together for his own

purpose. Now, it may be granted that without some ap-

pHcation of source-criticism, the problems of these chapters

remain insoluble. But on Wellhausen's hypothesis the

function of the editor is not psychologically credible.^ It

is too intricate a solution to postulate abbreviated sources

of this kind. Any editor would surely have either done less

or more with his materials. May we not also argue that

he would have covered his traces more effectively than,

upon Wellhausen's theory, he seems to have succeeded in

doing ? In chapter xvii. a simpler hypothesis of editorial inter-

polation AA-ill be found sufficient to clear up the perplexities

of the oracle. Here, as elsewhere, the road to a satisfactory

result hes through a theory of source-composition which is

at once less intricate than that of Wellhausen and more

thorough-going than that of Barth.

It is on chapter xii., however, that the main interest of Well-

hausen's trenchant essay concentrates. Here the dual

^ Besides, there are two points of difficulty. The resume of the Hfe of

the Messiah as bom and caught up to heaven is strange enough, upon the

hypothesis of a Christian author. But is it really less remarkable in a Jew-

ish ? Again, have we any rehable evidence to prove that the suiJerings of

the Jews during the siege led pious Pharisees to believe that the ilessiah

would suddenly be born amid the crisis ? It is not enough to point to the

predictions of Isaiah and Micah. The Talmudic parallel (Berachoth II. 5a)

which Vischer relies on for the former view, is not only late but imperfect.

The Messiah there is bom at Bethlehem and swept away by a storm-wind,

just after the fall of Jerusalem. But whither ? Xot to heaven at all, but

into vague space ? Gunkel (pp. 178-179, 258, 394) develops a wild theory

to prove that the child Messiah, dtuing the interval between xii. and xix.,

grows into a successful and mature opponent of the heathen (xix. 15, cp.

xii. 5). The natural close to xii. is thus xix. 11-xx. 3 (anticipated in xvi.

12-16). But this sort of tjXikIci XpLcrTov (Eph. iv. 13) is opposed to the

Johannine view (John xvii. 4, xix. 30). Besides, the rule of the Christ is

alreadv noted in ii. 27,
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nature of the cosmological traditions which have been ap-

pHed to eschatological ends is accepted by most critics.

The only question is whether John employed a source (tra-

dition) which already contained the twofold aspect of

the woman's flight, or whether he dovetailed two separate

sources together. Even in the latter event, it is more hkely

that the two sources represented different conceptions (the

birth of the Messiah in heaven and in the Church on earth)

than parallel statements of the same idea. Both Gunkel

and Wellhausen fail to link xii. to xiii., and this isolation of

the former passage helps to invahdate their respective hy-

potheses. Even if the two chapters had an originally inde-

pendent position (Gunkel, 329 f.), they are united by the

Christian editor, and the question which the prophet John is

answering is one started by the urgent circumstances of the

age. Wliy is Jesus, the true Messiah, absent from the scene ?

What is he doing whilst his people suffer down below ?

What is the divine purpose underlying and controlling this

exposure of Christians to persecution for refusing to worship

the Emperor ? John's answer ^ is that the Christ is in heaven,

where the Evil Power has been already defeated. The trou-

ble on earth is not merely foreseen but limited ; it is only a

guerilla warfare carried on by an opponent who has been

beaten out of heaven and whose days of power are num-

bered. Moriturus mordet. With dramatic point, John intro-

duces Satan as one who has been already beaten and foiled.

The Imperial cultus, which is the acme of his devices, is a

last and ineffective resource. In xiii. John describes this

at work on earth, but not until he has described the heavenly

victory in xii., and the latter description is couched in terms

of antique, cosmological tradition. The hght of the reve-

lation filters through the lower air. It takes on tints of alien

* The Messiah also has been exposed to the persecution of the Evil Power.

His triumphant deliverance is a prototype and pledge of his people's.
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colour. But it would be absurd to neglect the sunbeam for

the motes which dance within its ray.

These motes can be analysed by aid of research into the

primitive, Oriental conceptions which are famiUar to us in

early religions. However far-fetched many of the astrologi-

cal interpretations of the Apocalypse's imagery may be, yet

in view of the ancient recognition of astromony " as nothing

less than a phase of rehgion " ^ and of the wide-spread

use of the constellation figures, e.g. in the Gilgamis epic,

it is difficult to deny that the pictorial language of chapter

xii. does not reflect a transcript which is coloured by the

planisphere, 2 where Cetos,^ the aquatic dragon in the southern

heavens, which astrologically is a watery, region, cast forth

the river of Eridanos (Euphrates). It is too much to say

with Mr. ColHngwood (Astrology in the Apocalypse, 1886,

pp. 79f.),that"a person famihar with constellations may
recall St. John's vision on any starry night in the figures of

Cassiopeia, Draco, and Hercules," but the dragon of the chaos

had once had the signs of the zodiac as his monster allies,

in the Babylonian mythology, and the Babylonian traits

reproduced in the imagery of chapter xii. in all Hkehhood are

coloured by such primitive conceptions. Even in Bundahis

xxxiv. (cp. Sacred Books of the East, vol. v. pp. 149 f.)

the millennia of the world are calculated by means of the

zodiac, and the eighth is that of Scorpio, i.e. Dahak the

adversary. As the Pyramid texts also prove, astro-theology

lay far back in Egyptian rehgion. The association of deities

and spirits A\ath constellations and the connexion between

stellar cults and popular religion are patent in Egypt as well

1 Cp. R. Brown, jun., Semitic Infl. in Hell. Mythology (1898), pp. 162-194.
* OnSabaism, see Sayce's Gifford Lectures, 1902, pp. 234 f., 479 f., and

Gunkel's Schopfung und Chaos, pp. 389 f.

' Cf. Aratus, PAaen. 45, followed by Vergil (Georgics, i. 244—246), on the

fiiya dadjj-a of the op6.Kwv or snake with its winding coils or streams.

Cp. Dr. Abbott's Note* on New Testament Criticism,, p. 101.
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as in Babylonia. It was an Oriental phase of speculation

which left many phrases and conceptions hngering on in

popular reHgion long after their original meaning had been

lost.i

The astro-theological elements which here as elsewhere

are made the vesture and vehicle of deeper truths are prob-

ably to be ascribed to the character of the Babylonian

reUgion ^ from which such eschatological conceptions were in

part adopted by the later Judaism. Babylon, however, will

not by itself explain the data of the vision. Wellhausen is

right in urging this against Gunkel. The latter has to read

the ideas of Revelation xii. into the scattered Babylonian

allusions, in order to get his Marduk-myth, and the Etana-

myth is too fragmentary to be reUed upon as a basis here,

though it may have some connexion with Isaiah xiv. 12-15

(cp. Zimmern in Schrader's Keilinschriften,^ pp. 564-566).

The story of a divine child or hero menaced at his birth is

in fact an international myth of the ancient world ; it is a

favourite topic, which reflects the danger run by the seed

sown in the dark earth, and its Egyptian and Hellenic forms

are at least as relevant to the imagery of the Apocalypse as its

'Bahylomein {Cheyne, Bible Probleins, 80 f., 22f.)orZoroastrian

(Volter). The local spread of the Leto-myth is as Hkely ^

as any, if a particular phase of the myth is to be assumed as

having furnished the colours for the palette of the seer.

^ Thus the origin of the phrase ten days^(cp. Rev. ii. 10) seems to be

astro-theological. It denoted the period after which the constellations

changed (cf. Diod. Sic. ii. 30). The historical useoi dexviJ-^po" among the

Greeks was different.

^ Cp. Hugo Winckler's Geschichte Israels, ii. pp. 275 f., Anz's paragraphs

in Texteu. Unters.,-sv. 4, pp. 6.5-68, where the influence of astro-theology

upon the later Babylonian faith is discussed adequately.

^ It is no argument against this to speak, as Gunkel does, about the

Palestinian Judaism of apocalyptic tradition. The Apocalypse of John

is as much Asiatic as Palestinian, and elsewhere Gunkel himself (p. 286 note)

admits the connexion between early Christianity and the Orphic or Pj-tha-

gorean circle of religious tenets.
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When the myth was employed for the purpose of religious

polities, the dijpcov'^ became the Roman Empire or its

head, while the dragon became the world-opponent of God,^

and further appUcations to contemporary history, e.g. in the

present case to Herod's persecution of Jesus and to the

flight from Pella, were natural. Upon the other hand, no

attempt to explain chapter xii. has much chance of success, if

it does not recognize that the oracle is more than an allegoriz-

ing version of history or an exegetical construction of Old

Testament texts or a free composition of the author, and

also if it does not recognize the danger of modern scholarship

attempting to give an unnatural precision to what in the

nature of the case was often vague and undefined tradition.

James Moitatt.

STUDIES IN THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

IV. The Need of Salvation.

(1) In the First Study an endeavour was made to present

the whole experience of Paul as the basis of his theology.

In the Second Study the object of his faith—Christ—was

described. In this Third Study we ask, and seek to answer

the question, What need did Christ so fuUy meet as to be-

come the object of his faith ? It was from sin that Christ

saved Paul. But sin is presented to us in two aspects in

his teaching, as it affects a man's own nature, and as it

affects his relation to God. While for modern thinking

there can be Uttle doubt the former is most important, for

Paul's thought it is certain the latter held the foremost place.

^ Bellua {Oijplov) was not an uncommon term for a tyrant in ancient

terminology.

- The Dragon became the symbol and embodiment of the Babylonish
spirit just as renardie in the thirteenth centm*y stood for the depra\'ing

and cruel influences abroad in himaan society. Cp. Oesterlej-'s Evolution of

the Messianic Idea (1908), 177 f., for an admirable statement of the relation

between Tehom and Satan.

VOL. VII. 16
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To distinguish these two aspects we may use the terms guilt

and power ; the first belongs specially to the religious con-

sciousness, the second to the moral character. We may

follow the order in which these topics are dealt with in the

Epistle to the Romans.

(2) Paul did not hold, as some modern revisers of Christian

theology maintain, that God is either because of His infinite

transcendence of the world and man, or because of His abso-

lute identification with the cosmic process so indifferent to

man's sin that man's relation to Him is not, and cannot be

affected by wrong doing. Paul inherited, not only the

ethical monotheism of the prophets, who taught a God so

holy that He punishes iniquity, and shows pardon only

to the penitent ; but also the rigid legalism of the Pharisees,

for whom man's relation to God depended wholly on his

keeping of the law. But it is not only as Jew and as Pharisee

that Paul is concerned about the guilt of mankind, or his

own guilt. He claims—and rightly—that the human con-

science is upon his side. There is a witness to God and a

witness to right and wrong in the breast of man ; and both

the moral standards men apply to themselves, and the moral

judgments they pronounce on others imply the recognition

of a more righteous Will, and the anticipation of a more

searching judgment (Rom. i. 28-32; ii. 14-16). It was

a fundamental article of Paul's creed that " the wrath of

God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and

unrighteousness of men, who hold down the truth in un-

righteousness " (i, 18). From this universal divine judg-

ment the Jew is not exempted. By his failure to keep the

law, of the possession of which he makes his boast, he too is

condemned, " that every mouth may be stopped, and all

the world may be brought under the judgment of God "

(iii. 19), As the objects of the wrath of God, His punitive

justice, men are His enemies (e'^^pot, Rom. v. 10, xi. 28),
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that is, not only hostile to Him, but, as the context in each

case seems clearly to show, exposed to His hostihty. The

readers of the Epistle to the Ephesians are described as

" by nature children of ^\Tath, even as the rest " (ii. 3). In

order that God and man might be mutually reconciled

" by God's not reckoning unto them their trespasses," that

is, by His not treating them as they as sinners deserved to be

treated. He made Him who knew no sin to be sin on our

behalf " (that is. He treated Him as a sinner, 2 Cor.

V. 19-21). On those who do not continue "in all things

that are wi'itten in the book of the law to do them " there

rests a curse ; and from that curse there is redemption

only because Christ has "become a curse for us" (Gal. iii.

10-13). Whether Paul ascribed to God the passion of wrath,

the emotional disturbance, or not it is certain that he was

sure that sin involved guilt, that is, so changed the rela-

tion of the soul to God that it became liable to divine punish-

ment as expressing divine displeasure. Although in the auto-

biographical passages in Romans vii. 7-25, it is the other

aspect of sin which is emphasized, yet there can be little doubt

that the wretchedness he there confesses was due not only to

the sense of his moral weakness, but also to the dread of the

death, that is, God's judgment on sin, in which this weakness

involved him. He found the wrath, the enmity, the curse

of God towards sin in his own soul, nay, it is not improbable

that what he met in the microcosm of his own experience

he saw writ large in the macrocosm of human history.

(3) Before we go further with our discussion we must ask

ourselves whether in this representation of God's relation

to sin Paul is simply reproducing the opinions of his own

time and people, and not expressing truth of permanent

and universal vahdity. The most important consideration

is that Jesus who taught the Fatherhood of God also spoke

of the divine judgment on sin and unbelief. " It shall be
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more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in the day of judgment

than for you" (Matt. xi. 22). This He declared of "the

cities wherein most of His mighty works were done." How
pathetic is the appeal and solemn His warning to Jerusalem

(Matt, xxiii. 37-39). That judgment of Jesus finds confirma-

tion in the human conscience. Remorse is one of the reahties

of human experience. Shakespeare's Macbeth and Haw-

thorne's Scarlet Letter cannot be charged with theological

prejudice. Even where there is no exphcit recognition of

God there is the sense that suffering will and must foUow

sin. Does not human history—the course of events—bear

the same testimony ? The lot of individual men and the

fate of nations alike declare that penalty falls on wTong-

doing. The scientific tendency of to-day, with its emphasis

on the invariable sequence of cause and effect, is here in

accord with conscience and faith. It is the opinion of many

who would reject Paul's terms, the wrath, the hostihty, or

the curse of God as Rabbinisms, that forgiveness cannot pre-

vent the consequences of wrong-doing, that payment must

always be to the uttermost farthing. But if the divine

immanence is to be understood as personal, can we detach

this moral order of the world, with its mirror in the soul of

man, from the reason and the purpose of God ? It may be

granted that Paul's terminology is liable to misunderstanding,

that under cover of it unworthy human passions may be

ascribed to God ; but what those terms seek to express is

not an illusion, but a reahty. There is an opposition of

God to sin, which is felt by the sinner as guilt, and falls on

him as punishment ; and it is probable that we do err in

trying to conceive this antagonism too abstractly. If we

may invest God's love with emotional content, may we not

also His wrath, remembering always, however, that this is

not inconsistent with, but a necessary element in, holy love ?

The need Paul felt then of being saved from guilt was a real

need for him, and is a real need to-day.
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(4) The second aspect of sin which Paul presents to us

is its power. The classic passage on this subject is Romans

vii. 7-25. It was indicated in the First Study that the

wTiter must regard this as a confession of Paul's experience

before he found dehverance in Christ. Although after his

conversion Paul was stiU subject to temptation, and had to

exercise a rigid discipline over himself lest he should fall

from grace (" I buffet my body, and bring it into bondage,

lest by any means, after that I have preached to others,

I myself should be rejected," 1 Cor. ix. 27), yet it is certain

he, as united by faith to Christ, never passed tlirough such

despair of soul because of his moral impotence, as he describes

in the words, " I dehght in the law of God after the inward

man ; but I see a different law in my members, warring

against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity

under the law of sin which is in my members. wretched

man that I am ! Wlio shall dehver me out of the body of

this death ? " (22-24). There he lays bare to us the inward

conflict which Christ alone was able to bring to an end with

His peace. On the one hand there is his mind which knows,

approves, and delights in the law of God as holy, righteous,

and good ; and on the other there is the flesh, in which sin

dwells and works, the law in his members. The antagonists

are not equally matched, for the lower gains ever the victory

over the higher, so that he, identifying himself with his mind

as his real self, and distinguishmg himself from his flesh

though his own, yet ahen to him, is morally impotent both

negatively and positively ; he does not what he would do,

and does what he would not do (verse 15). Two questions

in connexion with this passage have already been discussed.

In verses 7 to 13 is Paul describing a particular occurrence,

a moral crisis in his life, when he discovered his moral impo-

tence, and so lost his Pharisaic complacency ? Is his use

of the term flesh as the seat and vehicle of sin to be explained
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by a personal peculiarity, a special liability to sensual temp-

tations ? The affirmative answer was in the first case re-

garded as certain, in the second as probable, and the results

of this previous discussion may be here assumed.

(5) What Paul meant by the flesh is one of the most hotly

debated questions in regard to his theology. As a fact of

experience he was conscious of appetites, passions, desires,

tempers, or ambitions contrary to the law of God, but so

strongly entrenched in his nature that he could not of his

own will withstand, overcome, and expel them. Had he

thought as some modern thinkers do, he would doubtless

have found an explanation in his heredity or his environ-

ment, and would not have felt the shame, or taken the blame

of these tendencies towards evil ever passing into actuafities,

as he surely did. It is true that he appears to deny his moral

responsibihty in the words, " So now it is no more I that do

it, but sin which dwelleth in me" (verse 17); but in the

verse that follows he identifies himseK with the flesh in

which this sin dwells, although elsewhere he distinguishes

himself from it. This is not scientific psychology, nor dog-

matic theology, but personal experience passionately and

vividly expressed. In all his vain struggles against the

temptation, whatever it was, which so overcame him, he

always felt that his true and abiding self did not consent to

this bondage, did not find any satisfaction in the surrender

to evil. Had Paul regarded himseK as naturahsm would

have us regard man to-day, as the necessary resultant of the

forces of heredity and environment, his subjection to sin

would not have been the misery it was to him. Such a con-

fession shows a sensitive conscience and a rehgious passion

or which Hberty and responsibihty are real. As he has

himself told us in his review of his life in Phihppians, he was

" as touching the righteousness which is in the law, found

blameless " (iii. 6), we may infer that his failure was not
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in outward conduct, in the standard morality. His reference

in this confession in Romans to the commandment, " Thou

shalt not covet " (marg. R.V. lust), if combmed with this

statement in Philippians, seems to indicate that it was sin

in the inward parts which was his torment. If this be so, the

intensity of his pain shows the loftiness and largeness of his

moral ideal ; he thought and felt about sin as Jesus taught in

the Sermon on the Mount. That he could not subject feeling

and desire to God's holy law, that was his real moral need.

(6) His moral experience, which is common to all morally

vigorous natures, explains Paul's doctrine of the flesh with-

out any assumption of the influence of Greek dualism. The

arguments need not here be repeated by which it has often

been shown that for Paul it is not flesh as material substance

which is evil, but that he uses flesh as a compendious term

for the nature of man as a creature, who not only in weak-

ness as destitute of the indwelhng power of God, but in wil-

fulness opposing himself in his individuality to the holy will

of God, becomes in this very nature the seat and the vehicle

of sin. On the one hand the works of the flesh are not con-

fined to sensual sins, and on the other the flesh itself is re-

presented as capable of sanctification. Paul's view of this

condition of inward conflict in which man finds himself,

apart from any explanation he offers of its cause, is not in

necessary opposition to more modern views of the moral

problem. Mr. Tennant, who seems to have set himself the

task of disproving the traditional views of original sin and

total depravity, and of demonstrating the scientific view

of man's moral life, writes :
" The moral life is a race in

which every child starts handicapped, the pleasures of

forms of conduct which are destined to be forbidden him have

been tasted and known
;
pleasure-giving actions have al-

ready become forged into chains of habit ; the expulsive

power of the new affection which is to estabUsh another rule
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cannot at first be strongly felt. When will and conscience

enter, it is into a land already occupied by a powerful foe.

And, in the opening stages of the moral life, higher motives

cannot, from the very circumstances of the case, appeal so

strongly as the lower and more accustomed already in pos-

session. Into the ' seething ' and tumultuous life of natural

tendency, of appetite and passion, affection and desire, is

introduced the new-born moral purpose, which must struggle

to win the ascendancy." {The Child and Religion, p. 178.)

This is a description of the moral experience at its commence-

ment. Paul's confession refers to a much later stage, when,

while on the one hand the conscience has become more sen-

sitive, yet on the other the yielding of the wiU to desire has

lessened its powers of resistance, and when as a consequence

there is a keen sense of blameworthiness as well as of weak-

ness. Whether, as in the older view, the foe in possession at

the beginning of the conflict is any inherited tendency to-

wards evil, or, as in this view, natural, and till opposed to

conscience non-moral desires, the reahty of the conflict re-

mains the same, unless, as will not be the case in any sound

moral consciousness, the naturalness of the desires be used

as an argument against the authority of the conscience that

forbids them. This danger Mr. Tennant does not adequately

recognize ; and certainly the older view of these desires as

not merely natural for man, whatever they may be for the

lower animals, but as aheady morally affected by the sin of

previous generations, does guard against this peril. What

now may be noted, however, is this, that personal blame-

worthiness is not represented as less in the newer than the

older view, as a man is not personally responsible for in-

herited tendencies more than for natural desires.

(7) In his representation of the two aspects of sin, as guilt

towards God, as power in man, Paul cannot be regarded as

antiquated, but as correctly interpreting universal and per-
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manent realities. This cannot be maintained, however,

regarding his explanations of the origin of sin in man. It

seems to the writer to be quite unreasonable to ascribe to

Paul two distinct explanations of the origin of sin by alto-

gether disconnecting his doctrine of the flesh from his doc-

trine of the fall. It is not only a legitimate, but seems even a

necessary assumption that he did "think things together"

so far as to explain the entrance of sin into, and the opera-

tion of sin in the flesh by the disobedience of Adam. But

we must not draw hastily the conclusion that the account

he gives of the origin of sin is the ground of his belief in the

sinfulness of mankind. Because we cannot now accept the

story of the Fall as literally history, that does not throw any

doubt on the reality of Paul's experience of his bondage to

the flesh, or of the wrath of God against sin. The Gospel

of Paul does not rest on his view of the origin of sin, but on

his own knowledge of man's double need of deUverance from

the guilt and the power of sin. Looking more closely at

the passage in Romans v. 12-21. we must observe that it is not

introduced in the course of the argument to prove either

man's sinfulness or even the universality of that sinfulness,

for that proof ends at verse 20 in chapter iii. ; but to demon-

strate the efiicacy for all mankind of the reconcihation in

Jesus Christ (v. 20). The first premiss of the syllogism, if for

clearness we may reduce the proof to that logical form, is

the universahty of sin and death as the effect of Adam's

disobedience. The second premiss is the necessarily greater

effect for man's salvation of the obedience of Christ, as the

act of a greater person. The conclusion is the more exceed-

ing abundance of grace than of sin. In this passage Paul

sets forth an adequate moral cause for the stupendous moral

effect of man's universal sinfulness. Hence he emphasizes

the voluntary character of Adam's act. It is disobedience.

The edge of the argument is blunted in the attempt to find in
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1 Corinthians XV. 47 (" The first man is of the earth earthy ; the

second man is of heaven") an extenuation of Adam's fault.

He is not contrasting Adam before the fall with the risen

Christ ; but Adam as the head of sinful and mortal humanity

with the firstborn from the dead among many brethren,

the head of the redeemed humanity. We have no warrant

to assume that Paul thought of Adam as subject to the flesh

as his posterity is. Without assigning to him the extrava-

gant notions of later dogmatics about the perfection of Adam,

we must admit that this passage indicates that he thought

of Adam as possessing a liberty and responsibility greater

than any of his descendants. The animal, just emerging into

the human consciousness with a rudimentary conscience

and will, as modern anthropology represents the primitive

man, has no resemblance whatever to the Adam of Paul's

thought. A childlike ignorance and innocence even as the

moral condition of the ancestor of the race could not invest

his moral act with the significance and consequence which

Paul in this argument assigns to it. Let us frankly admit

that his view of the origin of sin leaves the problem for us

unsolved.

(8) There are two questions dealt with in this passage

which, however, deserve further notice. Paul represents

death as the consequence of sin. Now it is generally ad-

mitted that death is a natural necessity for animal organisms

such as man's, and that before man was in the world death

prevailed. It seems vain to justify Paul by speculations

such as these, that God anticipating sin introduced death

into the natural order as a penalty already prepared for sin,

or that had man preserved his innocence, he might have risen

above this natural necessity. Paul's interest is primarily

in the moral character and the religious consciousness.

What he was concerned with was man's sense of the mystery

and dread of the desolation of death, man's looking for judg-
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ment after death. In such totahty, including what man

thinks of, and feels about, death, surely Paul's view of the

connexion between sin and death is not altogether false.

It is man's sense of guilt that invests death with its terror.

Nor are we warranted in saying that conscience here is

playing tricks on man, frightening him with illusions. If

there be indeed, as has been argued in a previous section

of this discussion, a moral order in the world, an antagonism

of God to sin, and if, as there is reason to believe, there is a

moral continuity between this life and the next, such a

change as death may be conceived as fraught with moral

significance, as introducing the soul into such conditions

as have been determined by the judgment of God on the

moral character of this life.

(9) It seems clearly to be Paul's intention to represent

both sin and death as introduced into the world by Adam,

and as passing from him to all his descendants ; but in his

statement he obscures his meaning by an ambiguous clause.

We might have expected him to write, " As through one man
sin entered into the world and death through sin, and so sin

and death passed unto all men "
; but he changes the struc-

ture of the latter half of the sentence, and writes : "And so

death passed unto all men, for that all sinned " (Rom. v. 12).

In what sense did all sin ? Some hold that all sinned in

Adam as the physical source or as the moral representative

of the whole race : his sin was also theirs as included physi-

cally in him or represented morally by him. Others main-

tain that Paul simply affirms that all men have by personal

choice sinned, and consequently shared Adam's doom of

death. But he goes on to argue that in the absence of law

sin could not be imputed, and, therefore, the sin of Adam's

descendants until the law came could not in his view involve

the same personal guilt and consequent penalty as Adam's.

The comparison with Christ would be incomplete unless
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Adam's disobedience had some causal relation to the sin of

his descendants. Accordingly we are driven to conclude

that Paul represents Adam's sin as the source of the sin of

the human race. Without expressly stating it he assumes

the doctrine of original sin in the sense of an inherited tend-

ency to sin, for he does undoubtedly affirm here that both

the sin and the death of mankind result from Adam's trans-

gression. Does our modern knowledge allow us to find

any truth whatever in this view ? It is very often assumed

that the whole matter may be dismissed without any further

inquiry. It is said, for instance, that breeding means more

than birth, that is, education is a more potent factor in

development than inheritance. That is not at all improb-

able, but it does not prove that inheritance is not a factor.

And in the education the social inheritance of rehgious be-

hefs, moral standards, social customs, which constitute the

environment, is potent. If that has been tainted by sin,

can the individual hfe be unaffected thereby ? The sin of

the race is thus perpetuated and diffused along aU the chan-

nels of the relations of men to one another. This considera-

tion is too often ignored. But are we compelled to concede

that heredity, in the stricter sense of physical heredity,

does not affect at aU the moral development of the indivi-

dual ? Granted that it is not a strictly correct use of words

to speak of original sin, and stiU less of original guilt, as

there is sin or guilt only where there has been free personal

choice, and granted that what is inherited is only the

raw material for moral choice, is it not hkely that the

appetites and passions, which may be natural, have been in-

creased in their intensity by the self-indulgence of previous

generations ? Children do resemble their parents men-

tally and morally, however we may explain the resemblance.

Is not sensuous desire hkely to be more ardent in the off-

spring of the sensualist than of the chaste ? Does not the
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drunkard bequeath to his children a greater liabihty to

succumb to the temptation from strong drink ? Our modern

knowledge does not disprove Paul's view, although it may
necessitate a change in the form of statement.

(10) There is one statement of Paul's on this subject of

sin which demands closer scrutiny. He regards the moral

corruption of paganism as the result of its idolatry. Because

they "changed 'the glory of the incorruptible God for the

likeness of an image of corruptible man, and of birds, and

fourfooted beasts, and creeping things, God gave them up

in the lusts of their hearts to uncleanness, that their bodies

should be dishonoured among themselves " (Rom. i. 23, 24).

" Even as they refused to have God in their knowledge God

gave them up unto a reprobate mind, to do those things

which are not fitting " (v. 28). We must first of all recog-

nise the Hebraic mode of speech. Paul describes as direct

divine action what we should regard as the necessary moral

consequences. As God is the Author of the moral order

these consequences are willed by God in that order ; but it

does relieve our moral diflficulties to regard God's action as

mediated and not immediate. Secondly, it is now impos-

sible for us to hold with Paul that polytheism and the ac-

companying idolatry were a defiberate choice of a lower

religion when a higher rehgion was equally possible. We
regard these as stages in the development of the rehgious

consciousness of the divine. This, however, is not to afl&rm

that human sin did not adversely affect that development.

Evolution is not uniform progress. There were dark shades

in the picture of paganism which we cannot confidently

affirm to have been inevitable. As an ethical monotheist,

who was not conscious of the slow growth by which the race

to which he belonged had reached this faith, Paul probably

painted paganism in darker colours than it altogether de-

served, although his qualifications of his description in his
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recognition of moral standards and judgments, and of life

according to the inner law known even among the Gentiles

must not be overlooked. But lastly, that polytheism, and

especially the mythology of Greece and Rome, exercised an

adverse moral influence can scarcely be doubted. The

moral conscience was often in advance of the popular re-

ligion. Plato's care about the selection of the tales to be

told in the education of the citizens in his model-state is one

evidence that immoral views about the gods might inflict

moral injuries. Is not Lucretius' passion against the wrongs

religion had inflicted another proof that religion may corrupt

morals ? Can we wonder, then, that Paul connected the gross

immorality of paganism with its debased religion ? In this

statement the principle is recognized that sin itself may be

punitive of previous sin, that one consequence of wrong-

doing is a tendency towards worse doing, that sin grows

from the less to the greater. Here, as in other statements

of Paul regarding sin, we are not concerned merely with

speculations of the schools, but with realities of man's life.

There is the husk of traditional views, and we should freely

cast that away ; but there is also the kernel of real experience

of himself and of the world. The guilt and the power of sin

were facts for him ; these are facts for us. In these facts

is to be found the need of the salvation in Christ, with the

nature of which the next Study will deal.

Alfred E. Garvie.

THE ASCENSION IN LUKE AND ACTS.

That the writer of our Third Gospel and of Acts is the same

individual is an established fact of modern criticism. In

accordance with tradition we will designate him " Luke,"

without committing ourselves on the hotly debated question

of his identity. It seems to be almost an axiom, however,
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with all schools, that this author, " Luke," has contradicted

his " former treatise " in his second, on the important point

of the date of the Ascension. Whether the critic be engaged,

like Harnack, in the ardent defence of the tradition of Lukan

authorship, or as ardently opposing it, like Schmiedel,

seems to make no difference, save that the assumed contra-

diction is in the former case a difficulty to be accounted for,

even if " Luke " must be supposed to have twice over sub-

stituted a later and more legendary form of the tradition

for the more authentic obtained in personal interviews with

eye-witnesses in Jerusalem ^
; while in the latter case it is

simply one of many instances to prove the carelessness and

inaccuracy of the unknown compiler in fitting together his

sources.

To the present writer, whose personal convictions are on

the side of Schmiedel rather than Harnack, and who accepts

the main results of B. Weiss, Spitta, Jiingst, Clemen, Hilgen-

feld and others in their efforts to prove the use in Acts i. of a

Palestinian source also employed in Luke xxiv., any evidence

of disagreement between the two representations would

certainly not be unwelcome, since it would merely tend to

confirm similar evidence in Luke xxiv. itself .^ And yet as a

candid interpreter the present writer feels compelled to

challenge the assumption, ancient, general, perhaps universal,

as it is.

The ordinary interpretation of Acts i. 3, which regards

* Die Apostelgeachichte, 1908, p. 128.

* The narrative of vers. 36-43, in which the disciples are first " terrified

and affrighted " at the appearance of Jesus, then, after the effort to over-

come their incredulity, still "disbelieved for joy and wondered," must ori-

ginally have related a first appearance. It cannot possibly have been framed
to stand after ver. 33-34, in wliich the two from Emmaus find " the eleven

gathered together and them that were with them, saying. The Lord is risen

indeed, and hath appeared to Simon." The impossibility of crowding
the events of this chapter into the limits of time allowed by vers. 29, 36,

60 is a further proof of compilation. As it stands, the ascension from Olivet

would have to take place at midnight !
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the period of " forty days " as terminated by the ascension

into heaven described inverses 9-11, is at least as old as the

Alexandrian form of the text in Lukexxiv. 51, which omits

the words " and was carried up into heaven." Plummer's

statement, "No motive for their omission, if they were in

the original document, can be suggested,"^ is correct if we

add to it " except the desire to avoid contradiction with

Acts." This, however, is just such a motive as would avail

to produce the cancellation in our Alexandrian authorities.

That the clause was understood to contradict Acts is very

certain from the Church calendars, which date the Ascension

" forty days " after the Resurrection. Even if we cancel

it we shall but leave a palpable lacuna. The sense will still

require us to assume that the preceding words " he parted

from them " are to be understood of something more than

an ordinary leave-taking. Thus internal and transcriptional

evidence as well as the earlier, " Western " form of the text

are in favour of the judgment of the Revisers of 1881 in

retaining the clause. And indeed Luke himself has really

placed the matter beyond reasonable dispute by his own

subsequent references. Twice over (Acts i. 1-2 and 22) he

refers to the period of the ministry as extending " from the

baptism of John until the day that he was received up from

us," and in the former instance expressly states this event

to have been included in his " former treatise," which re-

lated the things done and taught by Jesus " until the day in

which he was received up.^^

But we are told that the clause in Luke xxiv. 51, even if

genuine, is a mere prolepsis. Although verse 50 seems to be

continuous with verse 49, and verse 44 with 43, an interval

of " forty days " must be understood to intervene at some

point, else there is contradiction with Acts i, 3.

Certainly it is the same scene which is more fully recapi-

^ International Critical Commentary on Luke, p. 565.
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tulated in Acts i. 6-14. Once more the Eleven are gathered

together. Once more the mission to the Gentiles is pre-

sented as a necessary preliminary to the Coming and Restora-

tion of the Kingdom. Once more they are bidden to await

in Jerusalem the outpouring of the Spirit, and " power from

on high." Once more they are commissioned as " wit-

nesses." Once more Jesus is " received up into heaven."

Once more they return to Jerusalem " from the Mount called

Olivet," and are " continually in the Temple.''

But Acts i. 1-5, it is said, cannot refer to the same. True,

verse 6 seems to be continuous with verse 5. There is no

mention of any interval, no disappearance and reappearance

of Jesus, or the like. The question "Dost thou at this time

restore the kingdom ? " follows naturally for a Jew familiar

with the prophecy soon to be quoted (Acts ii. 17-21) of the

outpouring of the Sphit " before the great and notable Day
of the Lord," upon the promise " Ye shall be baptized with

the Holy Ghost not many days hence." The introductory

words of verse 6, " They therefore (oyy resumptive), when they

were come together," seem to refer to verse 4, " being assem-

bled together with them he charged them not to depart

from Jerusalem, but to wait for the promise of the Father."

Even if we take the possible alternate reading " eating with

them," the reference will still be the same.

But no ; there must be an interval of " forty days " in-

terjected here, because in i. 1-6 the author is stiU speaking

of what he had related in " the former treatise." Moreover

the reference to the injunction " not to depart from Jerusa-

lem, but to wait for the promise of the Father " is too mani-

festly a reference to Luke xxiv. 48-49, and especially that

of the " eating together " (if that rendering be followed) to

Luke xxiv. 43, to permit this scene to be dated " forty

days " after the first appearance.

But we have no analogy in the earliest Christian writings

VOL. ^^I. 17
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for regarding the ascension as marking the end of the fort^y

days period of manifestations of the risen Lord, and on the

contrary several unmistakable indications that it was under-

stood to mark its beginning.

Thus in John xx. 1 7-1 8 the appearance to Mary Magdalene

corresponding to Matthew xxviii. 9-10 is set in striking con-

trast with those which subsequently are granted to " the

disciples," by the fact that Jesus tells her :
" Touch me not

;

for I am not yet ascended to my Father : but go unto my
brethren and say to them, I ascend unto my Father and your

Father, and my God and your God." Thereafter (vers. 19-

25) comes the manifestation to the disciples corresponding

to Luke xxiv. 39-40, in which Jesus " shewed them his hands

and his side," with the more specific direction to the doubting

Thomas, "Reach hither thy finger and see my hands; and

reach hither thy hand and put it into my side, and be not

faithless but believing." Into the hotly contested debate

of the period from Paul to Ignatius, " With what body do

they come ?
" ^ Was the risen Christ " in the flesh " or "a

bodiless daemon ? " ^ our Fourth Evangelist interjects his

harmonizing combination of both the earher and later form

of Synoptic tradition. Jesus' appearance at the sepulchre

itself to Mary was—to use the Pauline expression
—

" un-

clothed," not yet clothed upon with the " house which is from

heaven," since He was "not yet ascended." There is in-

troduced, therefore, a tacit correction of Matthew xxviii. 9,

" They (the women) came and took hold of his feet and wor-

shipped him." Per contra, at the promised manifestation

to the disciples, "when it was evening" on the same "first

day of the week," as described by Luke xxiv. 36-43, and in a

supplementary manifestation on the ensuing " first day "

for the express purpose of removing all remaining doubt

1 1 Cor. XV. 35-45.

^ Ignatius ad Smyrn. iii.
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upon the question, increased emphasis is laid upon the tan-

gible and corporeal nature of the resurrection body. To

our Fourth Evangelist accordingly the ascension marks the

beginning, not the end, of the period in which Jesus " shewed

himself alive after his passion by many proofs, appearing

unto them (the disciples) by the space of forty days, and

speaking the things concerning the kingdom of God."

The same is admittedly true of the Epistle of Barnabas. In

arguing against the observance of the seventh day with the

carnal-minded Jews (xv. 8-9) the author quotes the Isaian

" Your new moons and your sabbaths I cannot away with," ^

and adds, "Ye see what is his meaning; it is not your

present sabbaths which are acceptable, but the sabbath which

I have made, in the which, having given rest to all things

(Gen. ii. 2, 3, Heb. iv. 3-10), I will make the beginning of

the eighth (creative) day, which is the beginning of another

world. Wherefore also we (Christians) keep the eighth day

for rejoicing, in the which also Jesus rose from the dead,

and having been manifested ascended into the heavens.
^^

In the Gospel of Peter we have a more or less confused

combination of early sources, so that it is not easy to deter-

mine whether the author thinks of the ascension as taking

place at the moment of Jesus' expiring cry, which in Mark

is given as " My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?
"^

or, as Ev. Petri renders it, " My Power (controlling spirit),

my Power, thou hast forsaken me," in Luke as " Father, into

thy hands I commend my spirit "
;
^ or whether in the night

before the resurrection day. In the former case * the dis-

tinctive term is used, " And as soon as he had spoken he was

taken up {ave\7](j)dr)) into heaven." In the latter ^ we
have a description of the spirit of Jesus in gigantic form,

^ Isa. i. 13. * Ps. xxii. 2.

* Ps. xxxi. 6. * Ev. Petri, v. 19.

Ev. Petri, x. 38-42.
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his head towering " above the heavens," escorted by angels

into heaven. Whichever is taken as the equivalent of the

Lukan tradition of the ascension, or " taking up " of Jesus,

in either case it precedes the appearances to the disciples.

Returning to the representations of the New Testament

itself, it is clear that Paul, the earliest of our witnesses, knows

nothing whatever of an occurrence such as a visible " taking

up " or departure into heaven, dividing his own experience

of the manifestation of the risen Lord from those experienced

by " Cephas, the twelve, the five hundred, James, and the

apostles." The appearance to Paul is simply the " last of

all " in an unbroken series of similar experiences. Luke

himself, who interjects in Acts i. 3 a general summary of the

appearances to the disciples as having covered a period of

" forty days," in no way brings out the fortieth day as signa-

lized by any particular occurrence. It is not connected in

any way with the occurrences of Pentecost on the fiftieth

day from the sabbath of the crucifixion. The entire verse 3

is interjected parenthetically, simply to inform the reader

that the main manifestations already related were not the

only ones, but that the appearances to the disciples con-

tinued for " forty days." True this " forty days " may

well be regarded as an invaluable datum of early tradition

fixing in round numbers the period covered by the appear-

ances referred to by Paul.^ This period began with the

appearance " to Peter," the occasion of his " turning again

and stablishing his brethren,"^ an occasion almost certainly

to be dated later than " the third day " (or " after three

days ") from the crucifixion. It may therefore very well

have ended with Pentecost, which Dobschiitz and others

have identified as the occasion in Paul's mind in the state-

ment " then he appeared to above five hundred brethren at

1 1 Cor. XV. 3-8.

* Luke xxii. 32.
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once." As Luke, like the rest of our Evangelists, has can-

celled the story of the appearance to Peter, that most funda-

mental and critical of all the resurrection appearances, the

significance of the traditional datum of " forty days " re-

mains as unintelligible in his narrative as the other references

to Peter's "turning again and stablishing his brethren,"^

the Lord's having "appeared to Simon," ^ and Peter's unex-

plained reappearance as acknowledged leader after the story

of his flight and disgrace.^

If, however, we simply regard the whole interjected verse

Acts i. 3 as the historian's more or less inadequate attempt

to compensate for these omitted traditions, all the difficulties

surrounding the relation of this chapter to Luke xxiv. will

completely vanish. Acts i. 4, so obviously referring to

Luke xxiv. 48-49, and Acts i. 6-11, so clearly continuous

with the preceding 'paragraph, so obviously referring to

the same ascension story as Luke xxiv. 50-53, this in its

turn continuous with its preceding context, will really refer

to the same occasion, if only on the simple principle that

things which are equal to the same thing are equal to each

other. Moreover, " Luke " will not have contradicted his

own " former treatise," nor will he have departed from the

standpoint of all the testimony available from the apostolic

and post-apostolic age, that the ascension was conceived to

have occurred at the beginning, not the end, of the period

of appearances to the disciples.

This seems to the present writer a more probable view

than that in this account of the ascension Luke has " twice

over exchanged his better knowledge for a later and inferior

tradition."

Benj. W. Bacon.

^ Luke xxii. 32. * Luke xxiv. 34.

3 Acts i. 15 ff. ; cf. Luke xxii. 54-62,
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LUKE'S AUTHORITIES IN ACTS I.-XII.

II.

Peter is the leader and, so to say, the hero of the first

half of the Acts. All others are quite secondary in compari-

son with him. Stephen, who seemed to be marked out as

a great leader, and who was certainly uncompromising and

epoch-making, found an early death. The inference which

some modern writers have drawn is that in this part of

Acts we have a tradition depending on Peter as its ultimate

source. Such an inference seems based on a false principle

of judging.

Peter and John are mentioned repeatedly as acting in

company. But it is Peter who speaks and acts ; John is

secondary. The inference which those critics draw is that

Peter is the original authority for the narrative. They

seem to argue from the analogy of young scholars eager to

bring themselves before the attention of their Universities

and to obtain calls and preferment to official positions in

the educational world by drawing attention to their achieve-

ments. On the contrary, I would maintain that, if one of

the pair of apostles was the ultimate authority for these

parts of the history, John and not Peter was the source of

information. The man who tells the story hides his own

share in the action and brings the work of his companion

into prominence : such is the spirit in which the books of

the New Testament were written, as might be shown from

many examples : but these will readily rise to the memory

of all who are interested in the subject.

But I think that neither John nor Peter was the author-

ity upon whom Luke relied. He depended on a spectator,

and not on either of the two^principals. I see nothing to
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suggest the interposition of Peter or of John as authorities

in this part of Acts ^ ; but much to suggest that another

person has played an important part in the narrative.

The speeches of Peter in the first ten chapters of the Acts

(with the soHtary exception of the address to the meeting

of the Hundred and Twenty in chapter i.) convey the im-

pression of being reports by an auditor. They are speeches

—condensed, doubtless, but real addresses throughout in

tone and style. The sentences are sometimes difficult in

respect of construction : there are words which have not an

evident relation to any verb ; but the awkwardness is that

of a speaker who, without being a cool and practised orator,

plunges into the utterance of his thought without seeing

his way clearly to the other side of his sentence—who, in

fact, does not speak in sentences, but in detached ideas.

Perhaps the most typical of all the speeches is the one ad-

dressed to the little company in the house of Cornelius (x.

34-43). The thought here has burst all the bonds of syntax :

it pours out hurriedly, in a series of ideas which trip one

another up, as they successively struggle forth.

On the other hand, the address to the Hundred and Twenty

is not a speech ; it is a mixture of address with explanation

and narrative (partly even expressed in the third person).

Setting it aside for the moment, we must (as I think) regard

the speeches of Peter and Stephen in chapters ii.-x. as the

most valuable and absolutely trustworthy part of the narra-

tive. They are like contemporary documents enclosed in

a history written in a later period : the history may be

excellent in character, and founded on first-rate evidence
;

but it is a later view of the facts, while the written or spoken

words give the facts as they appeared at the moment to the

actors. The individuality and freshness of these speeches

^ It is not intended to express any opinion as to whether Luke had
enjoyed personal intercourse with either of the two Apostles.
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stamp them as Peter's and Stephen's. They could not be

invented at a later time by Luke, or by his informant.

Moreover the parts of the narrative which are most closely

connected with these speeches are on the whole the best in

this part of Acts. Nothing can surpass the naturalness,

the verisimilitude, the photographic detail in the surround-

ings, that mark the story of the lame man in chapter iii.,

the account of the trials in iv., v., vii., and of the episode of

Peter and Cornelius in x. I cannot resist the conviction

that these parts rest on the account of an observant and

highly competent witness, who listened to the speeches and

marked the surroundings with keenest interest and a reten-

tive memory. On the whole they all ^ strike me as proceed-

ing from the evidence of one witness. While it is not un-

natural or in itself improbable that the floating tradition in

the Church should preserve more precisely the spoken words

than it remembered the ordinary facts of history—for such

is, if I judge correctly, the character of popular historical

memory in the East—yet there is in those scenes and speeches

something that differs from the character of the mere Church

tradition, as we have it probably in such scenes as that of

Ananias and Sapphira.

How shall we explain the contrast between these speeches

and the address to the Hundred and Twenty in chapter i. ?

The plain and simple explanation is that they were reported

by a witness who was not present among the Hundred and

Twenty, and who was himself dependent on subsequent

fame for his knowledge of that speech. In other words,

the witness was one of the converts at Pentecost and there-

after was a member of the Church, one of the public who

after the well-known ancient fashion stood in the circle of

spectators {corona adstantium) and listened to the trial of

the apostles and of Stephen, one who was present in Caesareia

^ Some exceptions will be noticed in the sequel.
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at the moment when Peter with his company entered the

house of Cornelius. In thus stating the circumstances, we

have practically named the witness, so competent, so obser-

vant, evidently such an intense admirer of Peter, and so

keenly interested in the affair of Cornelius and the admission

of the Gentiles into the Church. He was Philip, one of the

Seven.

One of the purposes which is set before me in this paper

is to give reasons for thinking that Luke, as a rule, names

his authority, but that he does so always indirectly, because

to name him directly would involve the use of the first person

singular, which Luke avoids except in the purely formal

introductions to the two books. He does not directly say,

"this I learned from so-and-so "
; but he indirectly points

out in many cases that people who were on the scene were

known to him personally. He leads us to believe that Philip

was in Caesareia at the time when Peter visited Cornelius

(compare viii. 40 with xxi. 8) ; andhe intimates that he himself

had been in a position to learn from Philip and Philip's

daughters what they knew, though he never says that they

spoke to him. But my belief is that Luke has a definite

purpose bearing upon his subject in everything which he

records and in every name that he mentions. This point

will be illustrated later by other examples. At present we

are concerned only with the indications which mark out

Philip as a natural, probable, and sufficient authority ; and

as these indications are undeniably present in the book, it

seems irrational to doubt that Luke consciously placed them

there as a guide to the reader.

If Philip was an authority on whom Luke depended, it

may be regarded as beyond question that he was the source

of the narrative about the evangelization of Samaria ; and

we may take this episode as a specimen of his style and his

personal character. Now there is one marked difference
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between this episode and the general tone of the early chap-

ters. Here a singularly important step is made in the ex-

pansion of the Church, and yet the Divine Spirit does not

order the advance. " Philip went down to the city of

Samaria and proclaimed unto them the Christ." His ac-

tion is not said to have been authorized in any way : there

was no previous revelation to him of the will and purpose of

God. Almost every other step in the progress of the Church,

made by a person that is specially named, springs from or is

accompanied by the orders and the guidance of the Spirit.

One may say also that emphasis is laid on the incomplete-

ness and imperfection of Philip's work. He did not see

through the hollowness of Simon's character, who " being

baptized continued with Philip." The Spirit was not com-

municated to any of Philip's converts. There is a strong

contrast drawn between him and the power of Peter and

John. Philip could only baptize ; but the two apostles " laid

their hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit."

Peter detected and rebuked Simon : Peter foresaw the evil

which Simon was destined to work, as a root of bitterness

and corruption for the Church into which he had been ad-

mitted. The superiority of inspired insight over the juggling

of the false prophet is here prominent ; but Peter, not Philip,

is the man of insight.

Is this consistent with the origin of the narrative from

Philip ? Would Philip have represented himself as making

this great step on his own initiative ? At first, to our modern

and western view, this seems improbable. We regard it as

more presumptuous and pushing to go forth of one's own

initiative and make such an important change in the work

of the Church. But was that the way in which the men of

the first century thought ? Are we not in this superficial

judgment intruding modern ideas into the first century ? It

is regarded commonly at the present day as a mark of
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humility to place oneself as it were in the hands of God, and

to speak of all one's acts as directed by God. But in ancient

times and in the East to be guided and inspired by God was

the highest privilege and the greatest honour. Paul him-

self apologized to the Corinthians for his boasting and pre-

sumption in speaking of the revelations Avith which he had

been favoured ; and he speaks of his Divine authority and

Divinely vouchsafed guidance only under compulsion, in

order to give emphasis to his message. In the narrative

which we regard as originating from Philip, only the humble

and unnamed agents who fled before the persecution are

not said to have acted under Divine guidance in spreading

the Faith. The great agents, Stephen, Peter, Paul, were

directed in all their steps by special revelation or accom-

panied by special Divine grace (as when Stephen's face shone
'' as it had been the face of an angel ").

It was the humility and modesty of Philip that prevented

him from claiming Divine direction for his journey to Sa-

maria : and the silence on this point is not to be construed

as an assertion that he went there of his own initiative.

This silence is a proof of the same modesty that makes him

record his own mistake, and emphasize the superiority of

Peter's action at Samaria, and omit all reference to himself

after Peter appears there, and refrain from mentioning

himself in the scene at Caesareia in chapter x.

It may be said that the narrative which lies before us is

Luke's, not Philip's ; and it may be asked whether Luke

would not have set Philip's action before us in its real pro-

portions and on its true plane. To this we must reply that

it is in Luke's style always to retain in a remarkable degree

the tone and atmosphere of his original source : he treats

his source as his own property, making it serve his purpose,

and yet with marvellous literary skill he preserves its charac-

ter, while handling it in some ways with great freedom. I
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need only refer here to Professor Harnack's masterly account

of Luke's relation to the two sources which are common to

him and Matthew, viz., Mark and Q.^

It forms part of our theory that Philip was not the author-

ity for any part of Luke's narrative after the end of chapter

X. The scene then changes to Jerusalem, and does not return

to Caesareia until Luke himself arrives at that city in chapter

xxi. (the incidental allusion in xviii. 22 forms no real exception

to this statement). If there is a change of authority, we

may expect that some sign of this change should be per-

ceptible in the style, especially in that of the speeches.

Our theory is that the reports in ii.-x. of what Peter said

and did are so trustworthy because they are transmitted to

Luke through the mouth of one excellent hearer and spec-

tator. But the speeches are condensed, and not verbatim,

and therefore they contain something of the expression of

the reporter, while retaining much of the individuality of the

speaker. Luke regarded this reporter as so competent and

so admirable that he treated his accounts with the greatest

respect.

The account of the scene in Jerusalem, when Peter's

action to Cornelius was challenged, shows some difference

in style from those in ii.-x. (amid the general similarity of

character that marks Luke's work as a whole). It has been

observed by others that there is in the report of Peter's

speech at Jerusalem, xi. 4-7 (in which he related to his

audience the whole story of what had just happened) a

larger element of characteristic Lucan phraseology than in

the account of the same incidents as they occurred at Cae-

sareia. To show this I may quote the brief and clear state-

ment given by Mr. Vernon Bartlet :
" This speech, re-telling

the substance of chapter x., bears more marks of Luke's

own style." He quotes the phrase " fastened mine eyes"

^ Briefly summed up by the present writer in Luke the Physician, pp.

47, 71 f., 80 f.
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(v. 6), which is peculiarly characteristic of Luke. The non-

Greek expression in x. 14, "I have never eaten all that is

common and unclean " (which is of Hebraic type and is

found also in Luke i. 37, a very Hebraistic passage, and

never elsewhere in Luke) is transformed in xi. 8 into the

better Greek form " nothing common or unclean hath ever

entered into my mouth." This change is very character-

istic. Professor Harnack has shown in detail and in per-

fectly convincing style that Luke very frequently improves

the Greek of his authorities, even when he was using a written

Source like the Gospel of Mark.^ In x. 5 and x. 32 Cornelius

is merely ordered to send men to Joppa and summon Simon

Peter, and his residence is described. In x. 22 the further

detail is added that Cornelius would hear words from Peter.

In xi. 14 there is a much fuller statement : Peter " shall

speak unto thee [Cornelius] words whereby thou shalt be

saved, thou and all thy house." These variations are very

characteristic of the method of abbreviated reports, such as

are customary throughout Luke's history : it is never safe

to take the shortest report as most authentic, and assume

that details added in longer reports are additions made by

the historian. One cannot reasonably doubt that some

reason was assigned by the messenger in giving orders to

Cornelius ; that is proved by the fact that his messengers

added in x. 22 a brief statement of the reason, for these

trusty and devoted household servants were in the last

degree unlikely to add anything to the message which

they were charged to deliver. The reason is stated in the

fullest form in xi. 14, and this form contains a thought that

is frequent in Luke : the whole household of Cornelius is

to be saved along with himself. One thinks, for example,

of Lydia hearing with open heart the things which were

spoken by Paul, and being baptized with her household

—

* Examples are quoted in Luke the Physician, p. 38 ff.
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and of the jailor to whom Paul and Silas said, " Believe on

the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt be saved, thou and all thy

house," and who was baptized immediately with all his

household. These were events that occurred in Luke's

own immediate presence or which would be reported to him

by the eye-witnesses within a few minutes or hours after

they occurred : he saw Lydia as she listened to Paul ; he

probably may have assisted at the baptism of her and her

household : he was in the city of Philippi when the jailor

came into relations with Paul and Silas, and was doubtless

watching with the anxious eyes of love the issue of their

imprisonment moment by moment. This thought of the

close relations and common feeling which united a whole

household, master, mistress and slaves,^ was evidently one

that was deep-seated in Luke's mind ; and he found that

the words of xi. 14 were the best expression of the message

given by the messenger to Cornelius. One cannot think

that this peculiarly Lucan expression was the verbatim

message spoken to Cornelius, or that the person who was his

authority gave Luke the account in those exact words : but

in Luke's free report such was the fair equivalent of what

was mentioned to him. Luke gave himself more liberal

discretion in chapter xi. than in chapter x. : and this prob-

ably, almost certainly, means that his informant in x, was a

person in regard to whom he felt more profound respect.

Hence he speaks in xi. more as the free historian, even when

reporting Peter's speech. The speech is largely a narra-

tive, and Luke assumes that the reader knows the story of

^ To understand ancient houseliold life rightly, it is necessary always

to remember that a man's most faithful and trusted helpers were his

slaves, that paid service was always considered untrustworthy and almost

degrading, and .that close ties bound together master and slaves in the

household. The word familia includes slaves quite as much as children ;

and in fact famulus (from which familia, famulia, is derived) came to mean
slaves alone, and familia came to be used often where slaves alone were

meant.
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chapter x,, for he makes Peter speak of " the messenger "

in V. 13, though his hearers were quite ignorant what

messenger he was speaking about, whereas the readers of

chapter x. understand at once. Other examples of the

markedly Lucan tone of chapter xi. might be mentioned

;

but they will suggest themselves to any careful reader.

It may be urged against our theory that in viii. 26-40

Philip appears as the prominent figure, and a very different

picture of him is there presented. That is so ; and there

we have a different source, which can, as I think, be identified

with practical certainty. It has been already pointed out

that even " in regard to any episode we should not assume

that Luke confined himself to any one source of informa-

tion." 1 Especially is this caution necessary where a pas-

sage contains two separate episodes.

A specially clear example of this principle is found in the

two scenes from the life of Philip, We have noted the self-

suppression and humility of the first episode. We have

seen that Philip is not represented as guided by Divine

power, and that Peter's superior insight and authority are

brought prominently before the reader. The tone of viii.

5-25 is that of the early history of the Church as it appears

in the Acts. But the tone of viii. 26-40 is markedly differ-

ent : in the Ethiopian episode Philip stands out alone

like an old Hebrew prophet : the style and the details put

him on the standard of Elijah and Elisha : he is in con-

stant communication with the Divine power : every move-

ment is the result of a message from God. We have here

the picture drawn by an admirer, and not one that comes

from Philip himself. The hero-worship shown in this part

of the narrative is that of an admiring pupil or a loving

woman
; and the marked resemblance to the Old Testament

narratives about the early prophets reveals the hand and

^ Expositor, Feb., 1909, p. 178.
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mind to which Luke was indebted. The source is one (or

all) of the daughters of Philip, the prophetesses. Luke

mentions them in xxi. 9, though they play no ostensible

part in the action, and have no apparent effect on the history,

because they had exerted a real though hidden part in

moulding his narrative.

There is no part of the Acts whose reason for admittance

to this highly compressed history is so difHcult to under-

stand. The law of the book is that only what was really of

outstanding importance is admitted, and that while number-

less events, important each in itseK, are omitted, a very large

space is devoted to the critical steps in the development of

the Church. The episode of Cornelius, the Conversion of

Paul, are described twice and even three times ; the trial

of Paul in Jerusalem and Caesareia and the progress towards

the last stage of the trial in Rome are described at great

length. These can all be justified from their comparative

importance in the line of development of the Church. The

Ethiopian incident, however, lies apart from that line, and

affects in no obvious way the main purpose of the book.

So entirely is attention concentrated on Philip in this

episode that the religious position of the Ethiopian remains

quite uncertain. Was he a native Ethiopian and is this

incident recorded as a proof that the Gospel was spreading

already at this early period to the outer world ? This view

seems impossible, unless we understand that he was a prose-

lyte : for the whole plan of Luke's history is to record the

steps by which gradually the Church was opened to the

Gentiles, The episode of Cornelius loses almost all its im-

portance, and there is no reason why Luke should dwell on

it with such emphasis, if a pure Gentile was already baptized

on the Divine command by an official of the Church ;
and

the words of xiv. 27 lose all significance, if that were so.

^Vliy should Paul and Barnabas regard as the great fact
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of their journey that God " had opened a door of faith unto

the Gentiles," if a Gentile was freely admitted years before ?

The Ethiopian, then, must have been at least a proselyte
;

and, indeed, the fact that he undertook so long a journey

to worship at Jerusalem implies his close connexion with

Judaism. But proselytes were already freely admitted even

to Church office, vi. 5 ; and the mere admission of one

other proselyte was not important enough to call for a

detailed narrative of the circumstances in so highly com-

pressed a history as Luke's.

Further, there seems a considerable probability that the

Ethiopian was still more closely connected with Judaism,

and that he was in fact a devout Jew of the Diaspora, like

those Parthians and Elamites and others, who had listened

to Peter at Pentecost and had come over in numbers to the

new Faith. It is now a fact firmly established on the most

indisputable evidence that there was a Jewish colony far

up the Nile beside Assuan in the fifth century before Christ,

and that this colony had aheady been settled there long

before ; and it is practically certain that they were sprung

from the Jews who had migrated to Egypt in the time of

Jeremiah. From this colony on the borders of Ethiopia it

is perfectly natural and probable that Jewish influence and

Jewish men would pass into Ethiopia ; and there is no reason

to think it strange that a Jew should be treasurer of Queen

Candace. That is precisely the suitable and probable place

for a Jew to fill.

Why, then, should Luke record this incident in his history,

if it was merely the admission to the Church of a foreign

Jew, or even of a proselyte ? We start, of course, with the

principle that there was a clear and sufficient reason for

regarding this incident as important enough to deserve ad-

mission. The reason was partly that the Ethiopian Jew

or proselyte, as a eunuch, was not permitted to have the

VOL. VIL 18
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full privileges of the Jewish congregation (Deut. xxiii. I).

The full admission of the Ethiopian was an advance in

the development of the Church because it involved the

principle that no man, however maimed and humiliated by

the accident of fortune or by the cruelty of man, was

excluded from the mercy of God and the grace of Christ.

It anticipated in a certain degree the revelation to Peter

that he " should not call any man common or unclean."

Although this principle was not enunciated expressly to or

by Philip, yet it was in a way involved in his action. But

the action remained an isolated one : it was not confirmed

by the Church, and probably was unknown to it until a

later time. It exercised no influence on public opinion or

on the course of events in Palestine, for the Ethiopian

" went on his way rejoicing," and passed out of the domain

of Luke's history.

The only way in which a really important effect on the

development of the Church can be assigned to this episode

is on the theory that Luke regarded it as a step in the spread

of the Church to the south ; and, if so, one must proceed

to the further supposition that he had this direction of church

development before his mind, and, therefore, that the

further stages in it formed a possible extension of his

historical purpose in the sequel.

Yet even this supposition does not fully explain why

the Ethiopian is left so much in the shadow, why his person-

aUty remains almost wholly unknown, why he is rather a

figure in a chariot than a real man whose position and

character stand out before us. In many other cases Luke

makes even quite secondary actors in his drama live in

their acts and words, though they fill less space in his pages

than the eunuch. Moreover what we learn about him is

through formal description, and quite an unusual space

is occupied in describing his position in the world : his acts
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and words reveal little, and are mentioned rather as being

the occasion of Philip's action than as manifesting his own

individuality.

In short, this figure finds a place in Luke's pages mainly

for the purpose of bringing into relief the character and

power and influence of Philip, and not as indicating an

important direction in the groAvth of the new Faith towards

the south. Such a story was not gathered from Philip

himself, but from a warm admirer of Philip. Yet admira-

tion does not affect the representation of the facts. The same

limitations are observable here as at^Samaria. Philip can

only baptize ; his influence does not carry with it the gift

of the Spirit.

Our view, therefore, is that the Ethiopian episode was

included by Luke rather with a view to showing the char-

acter of Philip than with the intention of describing a

step in the growth of the Church. Luke appreciated the

great men who had made the early Church, and was resolved

that his readers should appreciate them also. He knew

that no impressive view of history can be given or acquired,

unless the dominating figures are set in their true hght.

He was writing for the congregations of the Graeco-Roman

world ; and one of his main objects was to move them, and

to affect their life. To do this it was above all things neces-

sary to put before them in their true colours the great

figures Peter, Stephen, Philip and Paul. He had at the

same time the Greek sense of historic truth and of propor-

tion : he shows those figures to us 4n action, and never

merely describes them. For example, the scene of the

voyage and shipwreck in chapter xxvii. is not directly im-

portant in itseff for the development of the Church ; but

it is highly important as illuminating the character of

Paul and showing how even as a prisoner and a landsman

at sea he became the dominating personage in a great
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ship's company as soon as danger threatened ; and it

also draws the reader's attention to the central and critical

importance of the scene towards which it leads up, viz.,

the trial of Paul in Rome. So, also, the Ethiopian episode

places Philip before the reader in a new light. Henceforth

we realize his character and his action in a very different

way ; Philip now rises from the level of a second-rate

figure almost to the higher plane on which Peter and

Paul move. Even the Samarian episode assumes a different

character, when it is read in the light of the Ethiopian

incident.

Such seems to be the intention of Luke, when he gives

the story of the Ethiopian eunuch a place in his history.

He heard it, not from Philip himself, but from the pro-

phetesses his daughters, one or all. It was they who

imparted the spirit of the Old Testament to the story,

regarding their father after the fashion of an old Hebrew

prophet, who went forth into the wilderness, to whom
the messenger of the Lord spoke, who was caught away

by the Spirit when he had done what he was ordered to

do. The narrative impressed the imagination of Luke,

and has been recorded by him in the same tone in which

he heard it. It shows us how Philip impressed those among

whom he lived ; and we recognize in him a person who

was fitted to write the Epistle to the Hebrews.^ He was

a great admirer of Peter, and yet he had the freedom of

mind that fitted him to appreciate Paul. The self-suppres-

sion that characterizes the part of the Acts in which Luke

depends on him is also evident in the Epistle, where the

writer never mentions himself, and where the first person

singular appears only as a literary form.^ The personality

^ The writer's view on this subject is stated in a^ paper in Luke the

Physician, pp, 301-328.
^ See Luke the Physician, p. 324.
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of this leader may yet be recovered in a much completer

fashion by a careful comparison of the Epistle and the

portions of the Acts that we have been discussing in a

general way.

It has been stated that Luke has always a definite pur-

pose in mentioning any individual—a purpose bearing on

the plan of his history, and not a mere desire for literary

effect. The case of the slave-girl Rhoda in chapter xii.

may seem to |be an exception. It may be thought that

the incident in which she appears is recorded only for its

picturesque and literary value. While Luke was certainly

perfectly sensible of this value, he has another purpose

in view. He knows the very inmost feehngs in Rhoda's

mind, her joy as she heard the voice of Peter, her fluttering

eagerness which defeated her own desire by leaving Peter

in the street in danger of discovery while she ran into the

inner house to tell the news, her confidence that she was

right while the others disbelieved her and thought she was

mad. This is the way in which Luke intimates to us that

he had himself talked to Rhoda, and had her own evidence

to go upon. Only from her, or from some one who took

a warm personal interest in her, could he have learned

these details ; and there was no one who was likely to

have interested himself in the slave-girl and to have treasured

up such information in his memory to retail to Luke. We
have here personal recollection, narrated to Luke by the

maid herself, and caught by his sympathetic and appre-

ciative mind.

Incidentally, we notice here the close and friendly rela-

tion between the slave-girl and the family and family-

friends. Rhoda knows Peter's voice, is full of joy at hearing

it, forgets in her joy her duty as a servant, and runs in to

impart the glad news to the family as a friend. She is in

the most real sense a part of the household, fully sharing
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in the anxieties and the joys of the family, knowing the

family's friends as her own friends. As has been said

above, it is impossible to judge ancient society and life

from the proper point of view, unless this fact is fully

appreciated.

The story of Peter's release from prison is palpitating

with life. There is nothing quite so picturesque, after a

certain fashion, in the whole of Luke's work as this scene :

but the fashion is not exactly that of Luke's pictures generally.

This scene stands apart by itself, just as the Ethiopian scene

also stands alone. Some special authority was followed

by Luke in each case for one scene and no more. The

ultimate authority for the facts of Peter's escape was,

necessarily, himself. No other had seen the facts. No
other person could tell what thoughts, and what confusion,

filled Peter's mind. No one heard his soliloquy, when

the angel left him in the street. But the description of the

scene was not got by Luke from Peter's lips ; it has all

the character of a narrative by a spectator, who was present

in Mary's house and listened with eager interest and reten-

tive memory to his hurried account of his dehverance.

The listener's attention, of course, was concentrated on

Peter ; and the Apostle's narrative was brief and confined

to the facts which were most important in his hearers' estima-

tion and his own. He had already lost valuable minutes

at the door, while Rhoda was talking with the incredulous

people inside and maintaining that Peter himself was at

the door. His escape might be noticed at any moment, an

alarm raised, and strict search made for the fugitive. Hence

neither does Peter tell, nor do the hearers ask, what the

two soldiers watching in his cell were doing, what the two

sets of sentinels on guard outside the cell
—

" the first and the

second ward "—were doing, whether all were asleep. We
gather later that the escape was not discovered until the
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next morning. As Peter had been roused from sound

sleep by a blow on his side, and was as in a dream throughout

the whole escape, and only awoke to full consciousness after

he was clear of the prison and the angel had left him, his

account would naturally take little notice of surrounding

circumstances, and be restricted to the facts that had most

strongly impressed him ; he saw nothing else, and was con-

scious only of those urgent facts, and that in a dim and

half-dreamy fashion. No questions were put to him by any

of his hearers on those other circumstances, or, if put (which

is extremely improbable), they were not answered :
^

although information about them might be useful in view

of his escape from Jerusalem and the chances of immediate

pursuit. It was sufficient for the little crowd of listeners

to have a clear conception of the really important factors

in the situation—the distress of the Church in the prospect

of losing its most influential and guiding spirit :
^ the earnest

prayers of its members : the wonderful deliverance by " a

messenger of the Lord " at the very moment when those

prayers were being made most insistently and distressfully

in the last night before the execution. These are the

features set clearly and strongly before the reader in the

whole narrative, and only one of them belongs to Peter

himself or could originate from him. His story is, in the

strictest sense, only subsidiary to the greater story, that

of the Church's need ; and it is placed before us from that

point of view. In short, as has been said, we have here

the authority of a Christian who listened to Peter, and had

^ Impljdng that Peter either had no information to give or no desire to

give it. But, considering the character of the Oriental audience, I should

feel very confident that no questions were asked, and that the description

of the scene is perfect and complete in all essentials..

* James was now evidently regarded as the head of the Church in Jeru-

salem ; but that was probably due to the frequent absence of Peter on
external duty (viii. 14, 25, ix. 32, Gal. ii.).
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prayed for Peter. But the circumstances were such as

to impress Peter's words indelibly on the memory of his

hearers : we have the scene before us in all its intensity

and anxiety, yet in every stage deliberate and unhurried.

Even Peter's dressing is described point by point ; he and

his guide move on in the light, but the light shines in dark-

ness, and all that does not concern their acts from moment
to moment is shrouded in the darkness.

The narrator was Rhoda. Luke had listened to her.

He had doubtless heard the tale from others, e.g., from

John Mark, perhaps, when they were together in Rome ^

or elsewhere. Probably he heard Rhoda tell the story in

the house of Mary, and in the presence of other witnesses

who could corroborate or correct her. But she needed no

correction. It was the great event of her life, and she

told it in that striking fashion in which we read it. Luke

recognized that her narrative gave the true spirit of the

scene ; and he used the narratives of others only as subsi-

diary.

If we be right in this interpretation of the source, the

story of Peter's deliverance lies before us almost in his very

words and certainly in the exact details of the facts, as they

were described within an hour after they occurred by the

one man who knew them. This has a most important bear-

ing on the trustworthiness of the Acts. There is no room

here for invention or for the growth of legend. People

were too eager : the need was too great : no one could

do anything except under the overpowering urgence of

the danger. All the persons who played a part in the

scene were compelled by the circumstances to be themselves

for the moment, and to strip off all pretence and regard to

outward appearance. Eripitur persona : manet res.

That this interpretation is the true one must be felt by

,
.

^ Colossians iv. ; Philemon,
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every one who has the literary and the historic sense for

reahty. Luke, according to his custom/ gives the story of

his informants with an added touch of Hterary skill, but

never such a touch as to disturb the simplicity and the

vivid rush and hurry of the original ; and Rhoda is the main

authority.

Now, given this tale, based on this supremely excellent

testimony, related to Luke thirteen years after the event,

and, doubtless, often related in the interval, what are we

to make of it ? We have here a test case of the worth of

the class of evidence on which (as I believe) ultimately the

whole three Synoptic Gospels rest, as well as much of Acts :

the evidence is that of eye-witnesses, and absolutely honest

truthful witnesses. What is its value ? what are its defects ?

It is obvious, on the surface, that we in one sense do not know

exactly what happened in the prison, but that much is

enveloped in obscurity, and observed almost in a dream
;

and that in another sense we know on the very best evidence

all the really important and critical facts of the case.

{To he continued.)

W. M. Ramsay.

' As demonstrated by Hamack ; see footnote above, p. 268.
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LEXICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRL"^

XIII.

evheLKvvfjLL.—With the construction of e. in 2 Tim, iv. 14,

iroXkd fioi KUKa eveBel^aro (cf. Gen. 1. 15, 17) cf. OP 494^

(ii/A.D.) iraaav TriarLV [xol ivBeLKVv/j,evr}, a passage which also

helps to confirm the meaning of " faithfulness " for iriari'i

in certain N.T. passages such as Matt, xxiii. 23, Gal. v. 22.

evhihixjKdi.—The range of this somewhat rare word is

extended by the dialect inscription Syll. 857^^ (ii/B.c),

€vBvSi<TK6fji€vo<;, clearly a hewer's error for ev5tSi;cr/c6/i.evo9

(Deissmann, Licht vom Osten, p. 51).

iv86/j,i]aL<;.—The spelling ivBco/uLTjo-L'i, which W.H. adopt in

Rev. xxi. 18, is confirmed by Syll. 58 3^^, rr/v ivBcofMrjaiv tov

Tefiivov<;, where the editor pronounces this orthography as

" new."

iveSpa.—The derived meaning of " treachery," " fraud,"

is illustrated by OP 62^^- (iii/A.D.), tva /u^ i/c t?}? o-?}?

a/iieXeia^ iviBpa irepl rrjv €/x^o\7]v 'yevrjrat, " in order that

there may be no fraud in the lading through any neglect

of yours " (G. and H.). For a similar use of the verb see

Notes iii. p. 430, and add P Rein 7^^^- (ii/B.c), Beofxai ovv

vfxSiV rSiV fMejlaTCOv decov firj jxe VTrepiSelv iveSpevo/xevov vtto

avOpcoTTov dyvcofMovo^, " I beseech you therefore, most high

gods, not to show yourselves indifferent to the trap laid

for me by this unfeeling "man." Cf. Syll. 324^9 (i/B.c),

€V€8p€VcravT€<; Be avTov vvKTcop i8o[Xo(f)^6vr]aav.

iveiXeco.—TbP 24^^ ^g ^ 117)^ iviwv fiev avroiiq iveiXrjKorcov

olKovofi[iac^] K.T.X., " some have wormed themselves into

positions of oeconomus," etc.

evecfii.—The interpretation of Luke xi. 41, ttXtjv rd evovra

Bore iXerjfioavvTjv, " the contents of your cup and platter

* For abbreviations see the February and March (1908) Expositor, pp.
170, 262.
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give ye in alms," may be supported by TbP 41 4i^^- (ii/A.D.),

TO ar(f)vp[,8Lv fiera twv ivoprcov kutco, " the little basket with

its contents at the bottom " (G. and H.).

ivepyeta.—With the limitation of this word in the N.T.

to superhuman activity (see Robinson, Eph. p. 242) cf.

OGIS 262* (iii/A.D.), 7rpo(T6V€')(^divro<; imol irepl rr}? ivepy€La<i

6eov Aio<; BatTOKaUT]^. The generally strong sense of the

word comes out in a fragmentary letter from Cronion, a

7rpo(f)7]T'rj^, TbP 616, eK 7r[acr7;? ?] ivepyia^ kol ctttoj^S^? koX

<^i\eia<i. The adj. is used in BU 1067* (a.d. 101-2) of a

mill in working order, ixvKaiov ivepjov, while in Syll. 517^'

it refers to " employed " capital, money which brings in a

return.

eVe%&j.—Numerous instances of the construction of this

verb with the simple dative as in Gal. v. 1 (see Proleg. 61)

are forthcoming, e.g. TbP 5^ (ii/s.c.) an amnesty granted

by Euergetes II. and the two Cleopatras, the "sister" and

the " wife " to all their subjects, ttXtjv r[(bv (f)6v]ov<i kKovaioL<i

Koi lepoaoXCat'i eVe^o/A[eywi'], "except to persons guilty of

wilful murder or sacrilege," BU 1051 ^^ (time of Augustus),

^opt9 (='^Q)pl^) Tov TOP TrapaTraivovTa {=7rapal3aivovra)

eve-)(^ea6aL tm ooptap^evw TrpoaTifMU), " apart from the trans-

gressor's being involved in the appointed penalty." Cf.

also Syll. 1542« (end of iv/B.c), eve)(^ead(ov tmv -^rjcpia-fjuaTt,.

€vvofMo<i.—Sir William Ramsay contends {Pauline

Studies, p. 203 ff.) that Acts xix. 39, iv rfj iwofio) iKKkrjaia

iirCKvdrjaeTai, should be rendered " it shall be determined

in the duly constituted assembly " ("lawful," A.V.) rather

than " in the regular assembly " (R.V.). In connexion

with other nouns the adj. means "legal," as in OP 247^^

(a.d. 90) of the registration of a man irpocnpexovTt rfj

ivvofiw rfKiKLq, "who is approaching the legal age." In

Syll. 922*^- (iii/B.c.) we read of a decision come to in the

city of Delphi, ev wyopav reXelwi avv '^d(^0L<i ral^ evv6fiOL<; \

of. for the same phrase OGIS 241^3 (ii/B.c), etc.
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ivopKi^o).—See Thess. 80,

evoxo'i.—Wellhausen's assertion {Einl. p. 33 f.) that e.

rfi Kpuaei in Matt. v. 22 is not Greek is sufficiently ruled

out by Grimm's apt parallel, e. ypacfifj,
" liable to be in-

dicted," from Xenophon : Blass (p. 106) makes the dative

there " the commoner classical construction.'" The dat. of

the crime, also classical, is found in Hellenistic, as EP 23^^ *

(iii/B.c), e. rijc aae^elauTov opKov. The gen. in 1 Cor. xi. 27

is claimed by Deissmann as a Cilician provincialism of

Paul [Licht vom Osten, p. 78, where evo^o^ earco iraa-i 6eoh

is cited from an inscription in SW. Asia—a yet closer

parallel for Matt. I.e.).

evra^LCL^a).—In OP 476 (ii/A.D.) we have the report of

two ipTacpiaarai, " mummijfiers," who had been com-

missioned to examine a dead body. On the use of the same

subst. in Gen. 1. 2 f. to describe the Egyptian physicians

who embalmed the body of Jacob, see Deissmann, BS 120 f.

ei/ref^i?.—The usage of this word in 1 Tim, ii. 1, iv, 5

is readily explained by its constant recurrence in the papyri

and inscriptions as a kind of " vox sollemnis " for a

" petition " of any kind. Thus AP 3S-^^- (ii/B.c, a petition

addressed to Ptolemy Philometor and Cleopatra II),

Seo/xed' Ifiayv rwv fieyiaroiv deoiv el vfjuv SoKel airoaretXaL

rjfiMV rrjv evTev^LV eVi tov<; avrov'; '^pr}/jbaTicrTd(;. According

to Dittenberger on OGIS 138^ the word signifies properly

the act of approaching the king, and was thence transferred

to the statement or petition presented to him at the time.

For the more literal meaning of " congressus " see OGIS 5^

(end of iv/B.c), T7)v evrev^iv iirl rov 'EX\T]a7r6vrov iTroiovfieda.

ivpeTTOfiai,.—See Notes iii., Thess. on 2 Th. iii. 14; add

Witkowski's note, p. 47.

ivTv\L<raa>.—In BM II. p. 11^^, an inventory ofii /b.c, we

find amongst other articles mention of an ipta (epea) ivTvXi],

by which the Editor understands a woollen wrapper or rug.
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The verb is found in the magic papyrus BM I. p. llO^^e

(iii/A.D.), ivTvKiacre ra (f)u\{\a) iv aovhapiw KevM (^KaLVM ?),

a passage which strangely recalls its only occurrence in the

N.T., John XX. 7, to aovhdpiov . . . ivTeTij\tfyfMivoi> th eva

TOTTOV.

ivvirviov.—This common LXX word (cf. Acts ii, 17) may

be illustrated by two passages from the Paris Papyri, both

belonging to ii/B.C, 44 ^^- (rrrWitk. 58), e7cb yap evvirvia

bpoi TTovrjpd, 4:7^'' ^-j dTroireTTTajKa/Mev TrXavcofjbevoL virb rSiv decov,

Kol 7ri(TTevovTe<i rd evviri'ta.

ivcoTTiov.—See Proleg.^ p. 99,

i^akeicfjco.—Syll. 439^° (iv/B.C), o? S' dv So^rji fxrj a)v (fypdrrjp

eaaj(drivai, i^aXei'^dTCO to ovojxa avrb b lepev'i. OGIS 218^^^

(iii/B.c), e^aXe/i/rai/ra? rb bvo/xa rb eKeivov—passages which

at once recall Rev. iii. 5, ov ^rj e^akel->^(o to 6vo[xa avrov e«

i^apTi^co.—As this word is " rare in prof, auth." one or

two citations may be of interest. OP 296' (i/A.D.), irefxyfrov

Vfj-elv irepl TOiv ^i/SXiov *'°
77 k^7]pTtaa<;, " send me word about

the documents, how you have completed them," where the

editors remark that e^rjpTiaaq probably = eVeXetwo-a?. In

TbP 342i6f- (ii/A.D.) it is found in the sense of "furnish,"

K€pa/ji€Lov . . . efi7pTio-/u,(€vov) Trao-i, and similarly in BM III.

p. I6411 (iii/A.D.) of a boat, crvv kcottoc^ Sual e^TjpTKr/jLevov,

" supplied with two oars." For the subst. see Aristeas 144

(ed. Wendland), 7rpb<; . . . rpbircov e^apriafibv BiKatoavvT]<i

evcKcv ae/jLv6i}<; tuvtu dvareraKTai,.

James Hope Moulton.

George Milligan.
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THE RELIGION AND WORSHIP OF THE SYNAGOGUE.

An Introduction to the Study of Jtidaism from the New Testament

Period, by W. 0. E. Oesterley and O. H. Box. Sir Isaac

Pitman and Sons, 1907.

A TRUSTWORTHY handbook to modern Judaism, written from the

Christian standpoint, has long been a want felt acutely by scholars,

and by others interested in the Jewish race. Those who desired

to obtain information about the doctrines and practices of Jews

in this twentieth century have been obhged to read either books

written by Jews (as, for example, on the Orthodox side, Mr.

Michael Friedlander's J'e^/;^s7» i2e%iow, 1891, and on the Reformed

side, Mr, Morris Joseph's Judaism as Creed and Life, 1903, both

able books from their ov,ia. standpoint), or to hunt up separate

articles, whether in that storehouse of information, the Jewish

Encyclopedia, or in magazines and reports issued by missionary

societies. Mr. J. Allen's Modern Judaism (1830) and Dr. Moses

Margoliouth's Fundamental Principles of Modern Judaism

Investigated (1843), though valuable in their day, are not up to

modern requirements ; while Dr. McCaul's Old Paths (1st edition

1835) never pretended to do more than describe and refute the

opinions of extremely Orthodox Jews in Poland.

In truth no book has been pubhshed of recent years that deals

in a comprehensive and scholarly way with the behefs and prac-

tices of this strange Semitic nation which is to be found in every

civilized country, and is of growing influence in each, save,

of course, those of times contained within the Canon of the

Old Testament. We therefore heartily welcome this present

attempt to satisfy a very legitimate demand.

The authors divide their work into three parts—Introductory,

Dogmatic, and Practical. In the first they deal chiefly with the

Sources of Judaism, by which they understand, of course, not

only the Canonical books of the Old Testament, to which they

only allude, but also later writings. Thus they describe briefly,

with dates, the Apocrypha and the pseudepigraphic writings, and

rightly, if, as it seems, these played an important part in the

development both of Christianity and of Judaism. They give

summary information about the Targums and the Talmudic
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literature of various kinds, indicating the best editions, whether

of the original texts or of translations. For their book is intended

even more for ordinary readers than for Hebraists or Talmudists.

They also state the various methods by which such books are

usually quoted, conscious of the fact that there are many pitfalls

here, into which, it may be remarked, most commentators of the

Bible fall. We hope, by the bye, that in the second edition,

which must, we should suppose, soon be demanded, the learned

authors will note that the Palestinian Talmud is quoted at least

as often by the pages and columns of the first edition (Venice,

1523), copied at Cracow (1609) and Krotoschin (1866), as by the

chapters and Halachoth. A wise man, however, quotes by both

methods, for he has learned by experience that thus the exact

passage required can frequently he found more quickly. Then

follows an excellent chapter on the Midrashim and the Prayer

Book, the rationale of the latter finding a place in the Third Part.

We observe with pleasure that the Authors have here added a few

references to the great mediaeval Jewish tliinkers and theologians,

though the information given might well be amphfied. Mention

should have been made of the German translation of Bachya's

Duties of the Hearts, for the advantage of those who are unable

to read that remarkable and stimulating treatise in the Arabic

or the Hebrew. This Part is fittingly closed with a brief account

of the Jewish sects and parties, coming down to those of modern

times, the Chassidim and the Reform Jews.

The Second Part, on Dogmatic Judaism, is bolder and more

original, being an attempt in a hundred and thirty pages not only

to state the chief doctrines of Judaism, but also to explain their

origin and development. Naturally much use has been made
of Weber's standard work on Jiiddische Theologie for the later

developments, and Bousset's Religion des Judentums (we wonder

how many of his readers know how his name ought to be pro-

nounced !) for the earher. But nothing has been taken for

granted, and almost every paragraph is marked by independent

thought. At the same time it is the most tantaUzing portion of

the book ; for it suggests the need not only of describing a

doctrine, but also of weighing it in relation to Christian truth.

This is hardly attempted. We should greatly like to see an

exhaustive study of Jewish doctrine from this point of view

made by Dr. Oesterley and Mr. Box. They have an absolutely
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clear field before them, for no one has yet attempted it, at least

in a serious and fitting way. We hope that they will carry it

out, working, we may add, very slowly at a task of such impor-

tance, and therefore very surely.

The Third Part is on Practical Rehgion, and describes the

education and life of the Jew, the Synagogue and its Calendar,

the Prayer Book looked at from within (and Mr. Box, as is well

known, has made a special study of this), the Sabbath, the

Festivals and Solemn Days, with a closing chapter on some

rehgious rites and ceremonies. In this last chapter we again

have an attempt to explain the origin and development of the

subjects examined.

It is poor praise to say that the book is unique. It is equally

true to say that it is an extraordinarily able arrangement of trust-

worthy information about modern Judaism, with a great deal

of original suggestion. It is, we hope, an earnest of a stiU more

finished and judicial study of the doctrinal relation of Church

and Synagogue.

A. Ltjkyn Willl^ms.



APOSTOLIC PBEACHING AND EMPEROR
WORSHIP.

The aim of this discussion is to attempt, on the basis of

researches made by scholars within recent years, a more

or less definite estimate of certain aspects of the bearing

of the Imperial cult on Christian teaching and influence

in the first age of the Faith.

Certain facts, it may be held, have passed bej'ond the

region of controversy. The best authorities, for example,

are agreed that the real clue to the interpretation of the

Apocalypse is to be found in the very enigmatic thirteenth

chapter. There, the great Dragon, the embodiment of

all that is evil and ungodly, makes over his power and

authority to the Beast which comes up out of the sea.

The Beast, upon whose horns are ten diadems, and upon

his heads names of blasphemy, is worshipped by all who

dwell on the earth, " every one whose name hath not been

written from the foundation of the world in the book of

life of the Lamb that hath been slain " (Apoc. xiii. 8).

The second Beast, which comes up out of the earth, exercises

all the authority of the first Beast. He commands those

who dwell on the earth to make an image to the first Beast.

Those who refuse to worship that image, he causes to be

killed. Recent interpreters are at one in holding that the

first Beast symbolizes the Imperial Power of Rome. ^ That

dominion is visuaUzed for the inhabitants of Asia Minor

in the temples erected, at first, to the Divine Augustus

and the goddess Rome, subsequently, to the Divi (dead

^ See, e.g., Boiisset ad loc.

VOL. vn. April, 1909. 19
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rulers) and tlie living Emperor.^ The second Beast repre-

sents the provincial priesthood of the Imperial cult, which

had attained enormous power in Asia Minor.

The provincial Diet, the yearly gathering of the municipal

deputies of the province, had become so closely associated

with the temple festival and games celebrated annually

in honour of the deified Emperor, that soon the presidency

of the assembly became a function, ex officio, of the high-

priesthood of the provincial temples."^ These provincial

high-priests necessarily became links between the Imperial

administration and the general religious life of the provinces.

It would therefore be for them a matter of self-interest, as

well as of patriotism and rehgion, to denounce to the ruling

state-officials any disloyalty on the part of individuals

to that worship which was the very emblem of Imperial

unity and stabiUty.

The difficult references to the mark of the Beast (Apoc.

xiii. 16, 17) have had, at least, some light shed upon

them by Professor Ramsay's brilliant investigation of

the inscription of Gondane, belonging to the Imperial

estates, near Pisidian Antioch, relating to a religious

society known as the ^ivoi TeK/Mopeloc or Tekmoreian

Guest-Friends. The Tekmor {reKiicop), from which they

took their name, " was some solemn sign and pledge of

the loyalty of the celebrant to the Emperor and his

service. We can hardly be mistaken in connecting the

institution of this solemn secret symbohc act with the

greatest political fact of the third century, the war between

the State and the Christian faith " (Ramsay, Studies in the

Eastern Roman Provinces, p. 347). There is nothing rash

^ See Komemann, Zur Geschichte d. antiken Herrscherkulte, in Klio,

ed. by Lehmanii, i. p. 108.

* See Mommsen, Provinces of the Roman Empire, i. pp. 347, 348 ;

Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 127 ; O. Hirschfeld, Sitzungs-

berichte of the Berlin Akademie, 1888, p. 347 (notes).
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in the hypothesis that similar usages must have been current

at an earUer date.

It is plain that the writer of the Apocalypse, composed

in all hkelihood in the reign of Domitian, recognized a

life and death struggle in the opposition between the Chris-

tain faith and the Imperial worship. This was precisely

the attitude taken by the Emperor Domitian himself. No
ruler more arrogantly asserted claims to divine adoration.

In his own lifetime he had himself proclaimed as dominus

et deus.^ Refusal to acknowledge those claims must have

appeared the highest form of treason. And such refusal

adherents of the Christian faith were bound to make.

This negative aspect of the situation is thoroughly in-

teUigible. But was there a positive aspect also ? Apart

from the general situation, were there definite elements

in the Christian faith and in the Christian Gospel, as they

were propagated throughout Asia, calculated to provoke

bitter antagonism in the minds of loyal adherents of the

Imperial cult ? The central Figure of the new and rapidly

spreading propaganda was the crucified and risen Jesus.

In what character was Jesus set forth by the Christian

missionaries as they journeyed through the provinces of

the Roman Empire ? We know that among their Jewish

compatriots in Palestine the first followers of Jesus were

designated Nazarenes. But soon, as the sphere of influence

of the new rehgion expanded, this name, which probably

had a more or less contemptuous nuance, was exchanged

for that of XpLcnavoi. This, also, may have been at first

a nickname (so Wetstein and others). In any case, it is

a striking outside testimony to the fact, so fully estabHshed

by the New Testament, that the Messiahship of Jesus stood

in the forefront of apostoUc preaching.

A larger view of the Messianic Hope of Judaism has shown

^ See Ramsay, Church in Roman Empire, p. 275.
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that the remarkable foreshadowings of the Old Testament

cannot be compressed within the conception of the Anointed

King. Yet this must not blind us to the significance of Jesus'

own central idea of the Kingdom of God, and the continual

quotation in a Messianic sense by New Testament writers

of Old Testament passages dealing with the God-appointed

King. Even in the Epistles of Paul, whose personal experi-

ence of Christ has largely shaped his Christian vocabulary,

the term ^aaiXela, in its Synoptic sense, occurs far oftener

than is sometimes realized. In the Apocalj^^pse, a typically

Jewish book, and yet written in Asia Minor, /3aai\eLa and

^aatXeveiv are found with noteworthy frequency. That

this element was prominent in the Messianic status of

Jesus comes out quite incidentally in all the accounts

of His trial before Pilate. Luke describes the main accusa-

tion brought against Him as that of ".perverting our nation

and forbidding to pay tribute to Caesar and saying that

he himself is Christ the King" (Luke xxiii, 2). Similarly

the Fourth Gospel reports the Jews as shouting to Pilate :

" If thou releasest this man, thou art no friend of Caesar's
;

every one that maketh himself a king, opposeth Caesar "

(John xix. 12). At Thessalonica the mixed rabble describe

the Christian missionaries Paul and Silas to the Politarchs

as men who "act contrary to the decrees of Caesar, saying

that there is another Eang, one Jesus " (Acts xvii. 7). The

Kingship and Kingdom of Jesus the Messiah must therefore

have been powerfully emphasized in the apostoUc preach-

ing. And often the impression received by Hellenistic

audiences would no doubt be exceedingly literalistic,^

It need scarcely be said that no name was more expres-

sive of the Christian attitude to Christ than that of KvpLo<;,

1 See an interesting note in Harnack, Mission u. Ausbreitung d. Xtums.,

p. 191, note 2, in which he shows that the early Christians were accus-

tomed to call Jesus fiaaCKevs in the East, and in the West imperator.
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Lord. Probably its full significance is exhibited in Philip-

pians ii. 9, 10, where Paul, after describing the infinite

condescension and lowliness of Jesus, declares that, as the

result of this voluntary humiliation, " God highly exalted

him, and gave him the name which is above every name,

that in the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things

heavenly and earthly and beneath the earth, and that every

tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father." The universal Lordship of

Jesus means universal adoration. Hellenistic Jews recog-

nized in the title Kvpio<; the Septuagint translation of the

Old Testament Jehovah. Again and again the apostolic

writers adduce quotations in which it stands for God.

This was the designation which adhered to Christ in the

early Church, as Harnack notes,^ above all others.

It is interesting to observe that the title " Saviour,"

(Twrrjp, which has had such a wide currency in Christian

usage, is almost confined to the latest books of the New
Testament. This may be entirely accidental, as it must

be recognized that acoTrjpla, " salvation," has a wide range

in the New Testament writings. In any case, towards

the close of the Apostolic Age, awrtjp became a favourite

title for Christ. And its vogue so largely increased that

" in some Christian circles the designation ' Saviour ' was

exclusively used of Jesus " (Harnack, Mission, etc., p. 74,

note 3).

2

No reference has as yet been made to the very important

appellation " Son of God " (u/o<? tov 6eov). Obviously,

the phrase has its roots in the Messianic conceptions of

the Old Testament (e.g., such passages as Ps. ii. 7, Ps.

^ Dogmengeschichte, i.^ p. 153, note 1, in which he quotes a remark-
able testimony from Novatian.

^ Harnack points out that Irenaeus (I. i. 3) reproached the Valentinian
Ptolemaeans for not consenting to call Jesus Kvptos, but only auT-qp,
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Ixxxix. 26, 27). But in the self-consciousness of Jesus,

as disclosed by the Synoptic Gospels, and in the thought

of writers like Paul, John, and the author of Hebrews, the

idea has been infinitely deepened. Its significance for

these writers is sufficiently elucidated by the fact that they

all emphasize the pre-existence of Christ. The Sonship

of Jesus means an altogether unique relationship to God.

Its background stretches behind time. It postulates

Divinity in the fullest sense.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the rarer designations of

Jesus such as 6 uyaTrrjTo^, 6 opxvy^^, o elKcov tov 6eov, 6

TrpwTOTOKo^, and others, although all of these might be

brought within the scope of our discussion.

The all-important fact to observe at the stage we have

reached is that the chief names of reverence and adoration

given to Him whom the Christian missionaries proclaimed

on their journeyings as the sole Hope of humanity were

precisely those accorded to the Emperors, dead and living,

by the votaries of the Imperial cult. They also are wor-

shipped under the appellations of Kvpio<i, acoT7]p, v'lo'i tov

6eov, eLKQiv rou deov, Oe6<; eirKpavrj^, etc.

It may be well, before examining the facts more closely,

to recall, in a few sentences, the historical process which

led to this result. In oriental civilizations like those of

Babylon, Persia, and Egypt, from an early time, the king

was regarded as the son of a god. It may be impossible

to determine all that was involved in the content of the

conception. But the ideas associated with it became

familiar to eastern peoples. In the Hellenic world probably

the neari'st approach to this cycle of thought was the super-

human honour paid to those who, in their lifetime, had

been pre-eminent among their fellows for bravery, patrio-

tism, or some other impressive characteristic. Raised

after death to the rank of " heroes," they had sacred rites
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and festivals dedicated to them. A formula found in in-

scriptions is ^eot<? ripdocxi re (see Rohde, Psyche,''' ii. p. 353,

notes). These two currents of thought must inevitably

mingle when the conquering genius of Alexander the Great

brought East and West together in a common Hellenism.

As a matter of fact, the deification of rulers takes very

definite shape in the kingdoms of Alexander's successors.

Thus in an inscription of Halicarnassus (perhaps about

306 B.C.) Ptolemaeus I. (Lagi) is named crcorrjp koI 6e6<i

(Dittenberger, O.G.I, xvi. 2,
3).i But not before 261 B.C.

was he called 6e6^ in Egypt {ibid, note 3). The various

kings of Syria who bore the name of Antiochus receive the

title 6e6<i (see the very significant inscriptions in Ditten-

berger, O.G.I., 245, 264), The fourth, of notorious memory,

is designated on his own coins 6eo<i e-rr Lc^avi]'^ , the god who
has appeared among men. Antiochus I. of Kommagene,

at the opening of the famous inscription in which he recounts

his own merits, names himself deo<i BLKaio<i i'iri^avri<i

(Dittenb., O.G.I., 383, 1). A step of immense significance

for history was taken when titles of this description were

given to Roman rulers. The custom seems to have begun

in Asiatic communities, in the last century of the Republic,

when temples, e.g., were erected to Roman proconsuls

and generals. 2 This was partly due to the habit of cringing

adulation, characteristic of Eastern races, which had

become acclimatized in Asia Minor, and partly to genuine

gratitude for the stability of Roman supremacy. Thus, an

inscription of Ephesus (Dittenb. Syll.^ 347, 6) honours

Julius Caesar in his lifetime as rov drro 'yipew? kuI yicppo-

^ All our examples, unless otherwise cited, are from W. Dittonberger's

splendid collection of Greek inscriptions, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum,
ed. 2, 3 vols., Leipz., 1898-1901, and its supplement, Orientis Qraeci

Inacriptiones Selectae, 2 vols., Leipz., 1903-1905.
2 See Hirschfeld,^,op. cit., p. 836.

^
* SeeJKomemann, op. cit., p. 97.
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S€It7]<{ deov iinffiavrj koI kolvov rov avOpcoirivov ^lov aojrypa,

" the god descended from Ares and Aphrodite, who has

appeared in human form, and the universal Saviour of

the life of men." In 42 B.C., apotheosis was officially

decreed for the dead Julius under the title Divus (not deus).

For a time, at least, Augustus restricted the worship of

Roman citizens to the Divus Julius, but accepted divine

honours for himself from his Graeco-Asiatic subjects.

Apparently the first temple dedicated to his worship was

one at Pergamon, erected to " Rome and Augustus."

Connected with the temple was a guild of choristers, Oeov

^e^aarov koI 6ed^ Poifjurjf;} A similar temple at Ancyra

in Galatia soon followed (Dittenb., O.G.I. , 533, note 2),

From this time onwards divine honours were showered

upon Augustus in his Eastern dominions. At a later period

he accepted deification even from Italian communities,

e.g., Beneventum (about 14 B.C.). The Imperial cult was

now an elaborately organized institution. Professor Ram-

say has shown with masterly ability that this organized

worship was the real basis of Roman provincial unity, and

that that unity was the most influential idea in Asia (e.g.,

Letters to the Seven Churches, pp. 115, 127).

We are now in a position to set side by side the earliest

Christian designations of Christ, as proclaimed by the

apostolic missionaries, and those of the deified emperors

in the opening centuries of our era. It is scarcely necessary

to call attention to so obvious a fact as the conflict between

the Christian idea of fiaaiXeix; and ^aaiXeca, and that univer-

sal throughout the Graeco-Roman world. The former was

central for the teaching of Jesus, and must have been

prominent in early Christian preaching, even apart from

its implication in the conception of the Messiah. Harnack

refers {Mission u. Ausbreitung, p. 191, note 2) to an inter-

^ See Kornemann, op. cit., p. 99.
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esting passage in Justin Martyr {Apology, i. 11): "You
(i.e. the Pagans), having heard that we expect a kingdom

{^aacXelav), have, without discernment, supposed that we

speak of a human kingdom," On this point, as we have

hinted above, an issue must early have been raised by loyal

subjects of the Emperor throughout the Hellenistic world,

who gave their liege lord this very title of BaaCkev^. We
shall have occasion to return to this subject in discussing

the idea of the Christian and Pagan Messiah.

Still keener would be the controversy roused in Greek-

speaking audiences by the constant description of Jesus

Christ as Kvpio^ on the part of the Christian missionaries.

We know what the term meant for the Apostolic Church.

It expressed the claim of the risen Christ to the sole worship

of men. The title o Kvpto<; is sometimes given to the gods

in the hieratic inscriptions, although it is not very common.

Professor Ramsay (Expos. Times, x. 5, p. 209) is inclined

to attribute it to Semitic influence, particularly to " the

old Semitic spirit of early Anatolian religion." ^ Something

of this flavour will have probably adhered to it when used of

the emperors. In any case, for our purpose, the usage

is highly significant. In a decree of the inhabitants of

Acraephia in Boeotia, in honour of Nero, he is styled

6 Tov TravTo? Koa/xov Kupio<;, " Lord of the whole world "

(Dittenb. Syll.^ 376, 31). It is easy to realize the pro-

foundness of the antagonism between the Imperial worship

and the new faith when, over against such appellations we

place utterances like Acts x. 36, ovr6<; (i.e. Christ) eartv

TTCLVTwv Kvpio<; : 1 Cor. viii. 6, et? Kvpto<; ^I)jaov<; XptaTo-i :

and Apoc. xvii. 14, KvpLo<i Kvpiwv ianv kuI ^aat,\€v<; ^aaLXecov.

The epithet 6 Kvpto<i is constantly found attached to the

names' of the emperors, and often in the interesting form

^ Compare the extraordinary importance of the Baalim (Lords) in

Semitic religions (W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites, pp. 92 ff.).
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6 tcvpum fifuav, e.g. of Antoninus Pius (Dittenb., O.G.L,

706, 5), of Commodos {ibid. 708, 1), of Caracalla, and others.

Asiatics, Greeks, and Romans had, therefore, aheady a

Tery definite connotation for the phrase 6 Kvpio^ VH-^v, a

phrase which occurs on every second page of Paul's Epistles,

and which must hare been equally common in his preaching.

How much was inrolTed in the Imperial designation be-

comes clear from such noteworthy collocations as rav

fi€^i<rTar /cat OeiOTaTav icvpiav ^fia>v avroKparopai .
" OUT

absolute Lords, most mighty, most divine '' (Dittenb.,

O.G.I., 515, 10-11). And it is worth while comparing

with this the combination so frequent in the Apocalypse.

Kvpio^ o Beo^ 6 -TTavTOKpaTao. "the Lord God omnipotent,""

a combination already found in the Septuagint. That,

in turn, brings into bolder relief the full content of /cvpio^

as applied to Jesus Christ.

In a few passages, belonging almost entirely to the latest

books of the Xew Testament (Phil. iii. 20, Tit. i. 4 ? 2 Pet.

i. 11, ii. 20, iiL 2, IS), Kvpio^ is coupled with aam^p, usually

in the phrase tov xvpiov ij^wv kui caTrjpo^. The noun

aatTTip is curiously rare in the New Testament, with the

exception of the Pastoral Epistles and Second Peter. This

may be whoUy accidental, as we have seen, for the cognate

words aamjpia and crco^eiv are widely current among Xew
Testament writers. And in the passages in which aw-qp

does occur it seems impossible to discover in it a shade

of meaning diSerent from that belonging to its kindred

terms. This, in our judgment, has been established by

W. Wagner in an exhaustive article {Zeitschr. f. X. T.

Wissen&chafi, vi, pp. 20 S.), in which he comes to the

conclusion that "croitetv and its derivatives in the technical

sense do not describe dehverance from any casual trouble,

but deliverance from spiritual or eternal death to a new

rehgio-ethical or eternal life " (p. 229). The conception
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of salvation {aarrripia) is, of course, the very core of New
Testament Cliristianity. It is virtually identical •vnth

that of Eternal Life, the final goal of the Christian career.

Its basis already appears in the redeeming mercy of God

in the Old Testament, and Jesus deliberately describes

His own mission as " to seek and to save that which was

lost " (Luke xLs:. 10).

At the same time it is possible that Hamack^ and Wend-

land are not whoUy mistaken in associating the appearance

of the actual noun a-aynip in the later Xew Testament writings

with its prominent position in the Imperial cult. The sub-

ject has been so thoroughly discussed by Wendland {Zeitschr.

f. y.T. Wis-seri'Sch. v. pp. 335 ff.), that aU we can do is to

state concisely the salient positions of his article. It makes

little difference to our discussion whether the early Chris-

tians were actually influenced iu their application of trwnjp

to Christ by the Imperial worship or not. The fact that

they used the title, a title which in any case lay close to

their hands, reveals another sharp point of conflict between

them and the State-religion.

The word ccorrp constantly occurs in the LXX as a transla-

tion of the Hebrew IX*^*w ' or of > '^
', as applied to God. It

has also had an important place in Greek religion. Zeus,

Apollo, Asklepios, Hermes, etc., are aU worshipped under

the title of cra-n^p. Then it was applied to heroic men who

received divine adoration, and particularly to the successors

of Alexander, the Ptolemies and the Seleucids. Finally,

it was ascribed again and again to Augustus, as, e.g., in

* In his ilisfion u. Aii^frcir-tn.:. etc., Hamack strongly empha^iz^ the

missionary preacbii]ig of the eariy Church as the Goep«el of the Physician

and Saviour (fledamfea, Healo-), and in this ccnneiion nicsi inrerestirLriy

traces the enonnous expaneion of the colt of Asklepice, the god of medi-

cine, into that of the rvn^p par exeeBenoe, the Helwr in every time of need,

the friend of mankiDd, ^tXarCfttritnrts (pp. 74. 76, 77). I have not been

able to consult bis S«de» «. AnftatBe, L pp. 301-311, which ocmtuns •
paper, " Als die 2««t ofuDet war. I^r Hefland,''
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an inscription of the island of Philae, which says of the

Emperor : 09 acoTrjp Zev<i avereCke /jbeya<;, " who arose a

Saviour, Zeus, most mighty" (Wendland, loc. cit., p. 343).

Wendland shows that the designation emphasizes the clem-

ency and grace of the Emperor, qualities peculiarly valued

by his subjects in the Provinces, who call his birthday,

probably not insincerely, " the beginning of existence and

life " for them (inscription of Priene).^ Soter is the helper

in time of need, the bringer of deliverance and salvation.

Thus Hadrian is described as acoTrjpi pvaafievM koI Ope'^avn

rrjv eavTov 'EWdSa, "the Saviour who rescued and nurtured

his own Hellas " (Dittenb. Sj?11.2 383, 1). Wendland is

disposed to think that expressions like 6 acorrjp rov Koa/xov

in John iv. 12, 1 John iv. 14, t)}<j eVt^aveta? rov a(jt)Trjpo<i

in 2 Tim. i. 10, j; %«/3^? rov 6eov a(OT7]pco<; in Titus ii. 11, and

a few others, suggest a more or less conscious adoption

of ideas by Christian teachers from the Imperial cult. The

question appears to us impossible of decision, although we

cannot deny that there are good grounds for speaking of

" the complete mosaic of ideas from the sphere of the

Hellenistic Imperial worsliip revealed in these two passages,

from the Pastorals" (Wendland, loc. cit. p. 349). Thus, for

example, the phrase quoted above from 2 Timothy i. 10,

T^f eVi^afeta? rov ara)T7]po'^, receives a new significance

when we remember that i7ri(f)avq^ was the stereotjrped

epithet applied to the deified King or Emperor to express

the idea of divinity made visible in him to humanity. And

unquestionably the suggestion would wonderfully illuminate

Paul's words in Philippians iii. 20, " Eor our citizenship

{iroXlrevfia) is in heaven, from whence we truly expect a

Saviour {awTrjpa), the Lord Jesus Clu-ist." A supreme

test of loyalty for citizens of the Empire was adherence

to the worship of the Imperial ruler who was Kvpto^, acoTvp,

^ See also Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 115.
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and ^609. The Christian Commonwealth also has a KvpLo<i

and (Twri'jp. But the commonwealth and its Lord belong

in reality to the miseen world.

There remains the important New Testament designation

of Christ as 6 vi6<i rod deoO. It is needless to give examples

of its occurrence. As early as the famous inscription on

the Rosetta Stone (b.c. 196), Ptolemaeus V. (Epiphanes)

is called eUobv i^warj rov Ai6<;, " the hving image of Zeus." ^

In the Roman Empire, the living Ruler is regarded as the

incarnation of Sol Invictus, the invincible Sun-God.^

Domitian desired to be worshipped as Divine Providence

in human shape. ^ The inscriptions abound with the direct

title Oeov vl6^. Thus, in an inscription of Olympia not

later than 27 B.C., Augustus receives this designation

(Dittenb. Syll.^ 351, 1). A favourite appellation is

avTOKpaTcop Oeov vld<i Se^acrro? (numerous examples in

Dittenberger). An inscription of 31 a.d. denominates

Tiberius as dead He^aarov vt6<i, Oeov lovXiov vla)v6<i (Dittenb.

O.G.I.. 471, 1). Deissmann, who believes that wto? Oeov

is a translation ofj divi filius, so common in Latin in-

scriptions, cites an interesting inscription in honour of

Augustus, bearing this title, from the city of Tarsus, in

which, he suggests, the youthful Paul may, for the first

time, have come across the idea of the Son of God " long

before the words for him were filled with a different content
"

{Bibelstudien, p. 167, note 2). In this case, of course,

no hypothesis is admissible as to a possible derivation of the

phrase from Hellenistic usage. But it is easy to picture the

impression made on the inhabitants of the Roman Provinces,

whether Greeks or Asiatics, as they listened to the humble

yet ardent missionaries of the new faith heaping upon its

^ See Kornemann, op. cit., p. 76.

* See Wendland, Die Hellenistisch-Rdmiache Kultur, p. 97.

* See Ramsay, Church in Roman Empire, p. 275.
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Founder the highest titles which adorned the Imperial

Ruler, that Ruler whose worship was the most important

symbol of all that they valued in their poUtical life. The

effect must have been startling ; and the result, either the

creation of a bitter antagonism or the awakening of a

mysterious interest in Christ and His religion.

For this latter aspect of the situation must not be left

out of sight. Each fresh investigation of the life and

thought of the Empire makes a new contribution to the

significance of Paul's phrase, " the fulness of the time."

It was not indeed mere flattery which led to the apotheosis

of the Imperial Rulers, as the foci, so to speak, of Roman
dominion. The Pax Romana was an inestimable boon to

regions which had been for centuries the arena of bitter

and deadly strife. There is rich significance in the words

of an inscription of Halicarnassus :
^ elprjvevovai ... 7?} koI

OdXaTTa, "land and sea are at peace" (qu. by Wendland,

loc. cit., p. 344). But this boon of material order and

stability left unstilled the religious cravings of the people.

Emperor-worship was at best a superficial expression of

feeling, of feeling that was not religious at all. As Professor

Ramsay has shown, in Asia the gods of Pergamon, Dionysus

Kathegemon and Asklepios, and Artemis the goddess of

Ephesus, were brought into prominence for the purpose of

satisfying this need.^ More remarkable still was the welcome

given to all manner of Oriental cults, which had esoteric

doctrines to impart and mystic sacraments to communicate

to their devotees.^ The Christian faith came into the arena

as one of those competing views of life. But it refused

to compromise with the State-religion. It claimed for

^ Brit. Museum Inscrr. 894.

^ Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 230.

* See an admirable brief statement in Heinrici, Der litterarische Charak-

ter d. N. T. Schriften, pp. 6-17 : fuller discussions in Cumont, Lea Religions

Orientates dans le Paganisme romain : Reitzenstein, Poimandres.
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its central Figure the highest prerogatives which had ever

been assigned to the Emperor. Jesus also had been man,

but finally had been " declared Son of God in power, accord-

ing to the spirit of hohness, as the result of His resurrection

from the dead " (Rom. i. 4). Was it of no moment that

these inhabitants of the Graeco-Roman world were accus-

tomed to hear at all their national festivals the very names

by which He was named ? If the person who symbolized

that power on which their national prosperity depended

was greeted as Lord, Saviour, and Son of God, must it not

have been easier for them, through the spiritualizing of

these very terms, to rise to the understanding of Him in

whom their souls could find the living God and be satisfied ?

But over and above this strange parallelism between the

Imperial Ruler and the risen Christ, we must note the

fact that each was the centre of a new order. The Christian

missionaries proclaimed that in Jesus the wonderful Messi-

anic forecasts of the earlier revelation were perfectly realized.

The moment for which the world had been waiting was

come. There is a remarkable similarity in the thrill of

joyful expectancy which greeted the accession of Augustus.

The Roman people were sick of bloodshed and slaughter.

The awful proscriptions were an indelible memory. Those

who were most sensitive to the currents of history saw in

the establishment of the Empire the opening of a new era,

the advent of a Golden Age which should wipe out the

stains of crime and cruelty. Many passages might be

quoted from classical writers to exemplify this outlook.

A most interesting conspectus is given in Wendland's

brilliant work. Die Hellenistisch-Romische Kultur, pp.

88-89, notes. Probably the most famous of these passages

is the Fourth Eclogue of Vergil, which has been the subject

of such keen controversy. We are not concerned here

with the detailed interpretatioji of the so-called Messianic
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idea of the poem, although we are persuaded that Pro-

fessor R. S. Conway and others are right in holding that

Vergil had in view the birth of a son to Octavius, which

was expected in 40 b.c.^ Of chief importance -is the

poet's [reference to the boy " who shall put an end to the

age of iron and cause the age of gold to arise for the whole

world " (lines 8-9). That this expectation belongs to the

hopes kindled by Octavian, as founder of the Empire, is

plain from other passages in Vergil, e.g., Aeneid, vi.

791-794 :

This, this is he, so oft the theme
Of yoixr prophetic fancy's dreaixi,

Augustus Caesar, god by birth ;

Restorer of the age of gold

In lands where Saturn ruled of old (Conington).

With these lines may be compared Aeneid, i. 291-296.

But this welcome of a better and brighter age echoes through-

out the poetry of the time. Thus Horace in the Carmen

Seculare, 57 &., can sing :
" Now Faith and Peace and Honour

and ancient Modesty and neglected Virtue dare to return,

and Plenty appears to view, rich in her full horn." The

fifth ode of Horace's Fourth Book is a Hymn to Augustus,

resounding with the same note of glad security, relief from

the burden of lawlessness and vice, and the restoration of

purity to the world. Numerous parallels might be quoted

from the literature of the opening decades of the Empire.

It is, therefore, no exaggeration to call Augustus a Pagan

Messiah, the inaugurator of a " Messianic " Age. Indeed,

many passages occur in Vergil and Horace in which the

imagery has a remarkable resemblance to the prophetic

pictures of the Messianic era in the Old Testament. The

parallelism, as we know, made so powerful an impression

upon the Fathers of the Church that Vergil, at least, was

ranked among the prophets. But apart from this, the

^ See Conway in the Hibbert Journal, January, 1907, p. 318.
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facts are surely full of significance. Must not this spirit

of the time have worked powerfully in favour of the Christian

missionaries who announced that the Messiah was indeed

come, and this a King, whose pathway had not been pre-

pared by force and bloodshed like that of Augustus, whose

kingdom, on the contrary, was " righteousness and peace

and joy in the Holy Ghost " ? This was the very ideal,

as Conway admirably shows, which Vergil extolled, " the

conception of peace by forgiveness, of conciliation instead

of punishment,—in a word, the ideal of mercy " (loc. cit.,

p. 324). It corresponds to the ^iXavOpcoTria, " humane

conduct " (benignitas), the :\;apt9, or " grace " (clemeniia)

of the Emperor, so frequently lauded in inscriptions. And

these are precisely the ideas emphasized in Titus iii. 4 :

"When the kindness {xpv°"^oTr]'i) of our Saviour God appeared

{i7recf)dv7], the word used of the visible deity of the Emperors,

i7n(^avr}<;), and his love towards men {(f)iXav6pco7r[a).''^ Equally

suggestive is Titus ii. 11 :
" For there has appeared {iirecfydvi])

the grace (%«/>t?) of God, bringing salvation (o-&)T7;/3/o9)."

In view of these facts it is not surprising that among

Patristic writers we come upon statements like that of

Origin c. Celsum, ii. 30, which estimates the situation from

a kindred, while slightly varying, standpoint :
^ " In

Jesus' days righteousness arose and abundance of peace :

they began with His birth. God was preparing the peoples

for His doctrine, and ordained that the Roman Emperor

should rule the whole world. ... It is well known that the

birth of Jesus took place in the reign of Augustus, who

had united most of the peoples into a single dominion.

The presence of a number of kingdoms would have hindered

the diffusion of Jesus' doctrine over the whole earth, not

merely on account of the causes already named, but also

because the peoples would then have been compelled to

^ See Haraack, Mission u. Aushrcitung, etc., p. 13.

VOL. vn. 20
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wage war and defend their fatherland. . . . How, in that

case, could this peaceful doctrine, which does not for a mo-

ment permit revenge upon one's enemies, have penetrated

and found a reception, if the circumstances of the world

in every direction had not taken a more peaceful shape at

the time when Jesus appeared ? " We will not dwell on

this most noteworthy feature of the situation which Pro-

fessor Ramsay has made so familiar to students of early

Christianity, the unity of the Empire, expressed in the

Imperial cult, as a wonderful preparation for a universal

religion and a universal Church.^

Enough has been said to indicate some of the positive

as well as negative bearings of Emperor worship upon

the apostolic preaching and its influence. The antagonism

between the Imperial cult and Christianity must have

been enormously intensified by the very fact that Christ

and the Emperor were worshipped under synonymous

titles which established identical claims upon the adora-

tion and devotion of the worshippers. But this identity

must, in turn, have opened up avenues in the Hellenistic

mind for the entrance of the highest Christian conceptions.

Moreover, the quasi-Messianic significance of the new Impe-

rial order, which ultimately led to Emperor worship, was

the counterpart of the new dispensation of grace which was

heralded by the Christian missionaries in the name of

Jesus the Christ. And, finally, the unification of the Roman
provinces, a process whose basis was the State-religion,

was unconsciously preparing the way of the Lord. Even

externally, although this consideration opens up a vista

into another far-reaching branch of the subject, the intimate

relationship of the two orders can be maintained. " It

^ Letters to the Seven Churches, pp. 29, 115, 127, etc. ; Church in the

Roman Empire, pp. 133, 192, 362, etc. ; also, Wendland, Die Hellenistisch-

Romische Kultur, pp. 93 ff. ; L. Hahn, Rom und Romanismus, pp. 99-

104, 169-176.
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is a remarkable testimony," says Hirschfeld,^ " to the con-

tinuity of all human development, even when, to all appear-

ance, it is accomplished in sharp contrast to its past, that

the Christian Church in no small measure derived the out-

ward forms, titles, and insignia for its councils and priests

from that provincial Emperor worship which, for three

centuries, had constituted the Pagan emblem of Roman
Imperial unity in the East and in the West."

H. A. A. Kennedy.

A FOURTH-CENTURY LYCAONIAN BISHOP.

II.

The biography, in nineteen condensed lines, of a Roman
country gentleman who served as a military officer in a

Provincial governor's train under the Emperor Diocletian,

who suffered many tortures under Maximin rather than

be disloyal to the Christian faith, and who afterwards

administered an important bishopric during a period of

peculiar romance in the history of the early Christian Church

—the period of the first Emperor who took up arms for

Christianity, and of the last armed champion of paganism

—is preserved to us in the Epitaph of Bishop Eugenius,

found last summer at Laodiceia Combusta, and published

in the Expositor for November of last year. The sketch

given there of the career of Eugenius in its historical setting,

and the attempt made to appraise the bearing of the evidence

contained in his epitaph on our knowledge of the relations

between Church and Empire was necessarily brief and

inadequate. It is only ^\'ith time, and with close study

of the history of the period, that the full significance of a

miniature autobiography from the hand of a man who

lived through such an epoch of disruption and recon-

1 Loc. cit. p. 862.
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struction can be realised. A few further notes on the

early career of Eugenius, suggested by a criticism of the

article referred to above by a distinguished German epi-

graphist, may remove a possible cause of misconception

as to the direction and aim of the new Edict of Maximin

against the Christians in the Roman army, and help some-

what towards a clearer understanding of the position of a

Roman provincial of good family in a Provincial governor's

bureau in the years preceding the Nicene Council.

These notes must open with a correction and an acknow-

ledgement. In the translation appended to the text of

the Epitaph in the November Expositor, the word rd^i

is rendered " detachment of troops " (on the analogy of

a common use of the word in Greek writers of the early

Empire ^), and Eugenius is represented as having served with

the body of troops under command of the Governor of

Pisidia. This (possibly with the substitution of " attached

to the train of " for " under command of ") is, as we hope

to show below, a perfectly accurate description of the

facts, but full justice is not done to the rendering of the

word Ta^t9. Professor Dessau, of Berlin, in a private

criticism of my former paper, has pointed out to me that

in texts of the later Empire the word Ta|t9 occurs regularly,

denoting the vvliole ofjicimn or bureau of a Provincial

governor,^ and this is quite clearly the meaning of the

^ Philo, in Flacc. § 11, ttji viv7)Kbov rdfews : § 13, ^era rrjs rd^eut tQv crrpa-

Tiuiruiv fjs a.<p-qytlTo (in both cases under a centurio). Aelian, Tactic, ch. 9.

Professor Dessau writes Dec. 1908: ". . . Ichglaubelhnenschongesagt
zu haben, dass nach meiner Meinimg der spatere Bischof Eugenius nicht

im Heer Kriegsdienste gethan, sondem im Bureau (Officium) des Statt-

halters von Pisidien eine Stelle bekleidet hat : ifye/jLovLKr} rd^is ist offi-

sium praesidis, rd^is das technische Wort fiir das Officium (die appa-

ritores) des Statthalters. So kommt das Wort z. B. in Martyrerakten

vor, unter anderni in den Akten des Romanus and Calliopius, die Mommsen,
Feateckr. f. O. Hirschfeld, s. 6, und im Martyrium SS. Theodorae et Didymi,

die Ducange s. v. Ta^is anfiihrt (Ducange ist iiberhaupt zu vergleichen),

vomehmlich aber in zahlreichen griechischen Kaisererlassen, im Cod. Justi-

nianus und anderswo : die meisten sind zwar aus der Zeit Justinians
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word in Eugenius' Epitaph. The translation of the passage

aTparevadfievo'i iv rfj Kara UcaLhiav rjye/jboviKfj rd^i should

accordingly be " who served in the train of the Governor

of Pisidia."

Under the Roman Empire, the body of civil " appari-

tores " and in certain cases the troops attached to the

service of a Provincial governor, came to be known by the

term officium, which occurs in this sense as early at least

as the younger Pliny (Ep. i. 5, 11), and which gradually

ousted the older word cohors} Our information about

the comj)Osition of the officia of the higher civil and military

officials is chiefly derived from the Notitia Dignitatum,

an incomplete list of the official hierarchy belonging to the

beginning of the fifth century, the Codices of Theodosius

and Justinian, and the Digesta Justiniani. The Notitia

Dignitatum unfortunately omits the officia of the lower

Provincial governors. It mentions the Praeses Pisidiae

only as being under the " disposition " ^ of the Vicarius

of the Asian Diocese ; the officials in his o/jlcium are not

enumerated. Our arguments as to the composition of this

officium, must therefore rest on analogy (a safe guide so

far as Roman Provincial adminstration is concerned) and

on such support as the epigraphic evidence afifords.

It is well known that militia and militare, arpaTeia and

selbat (z. B. Cod. Just. 9, 4 (6), 9), aber einige auch alter (z. B. Cod.

Just. 11, 41 (40), 7, ol S-pxovres Kal al rd^eis avTQv). Daraus erklart sich

wohl auch, dass Eugenius nichts iiber den Rang sagt, den er innerhalb

der reikis gehabt hat ;
' Princeps officii ' wird er iibrigens nicht gerade

gewesen sein. Die Zugehorigkeit zum Heere wiirde gewiss anders

bezeichnet worden sein, als mit den Worten arpaTevaifievos iv t-q Kara Hur.

irYe/ioviK-g tcl^h. Dass der Dienst in den Biireaus der Statthalter als 'Militia'

ffTparela bezeichnet wurde, ist bekannt . . .
." Professor Kiibler quotes

Mittei 8, Popyri Lips. 1906, No. 49, 15 and No. 51, 14 (which belong to the

fourth century), and B.G.U.I. No. 306 ; III. No. 749 (which are later).

^ In Byzantine times, members of the provincial officia were called

cohortalini, civil servants in the higher bureaus apparitores. Cf. Bury.
Later Rom. Empire, p. 45, n. 2.

^ " Sub dispositions."
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a-TpareveaOai ^ were used under the later Empire in the

sense of civil service, without any military connotation.^

The question may therefore be raised whether in the Epitaph

of Eugenius the words aTpareva-diievo'i iv ry Kara TlLaihiav

r)<yefioviKfi rd^t, and a-rpaTevadfMevov and arparela^ (bis)

below, imply that Eugenius had been a soldier, or rather a

civil official in the governor's offlcium. The latter view has

been taken by such an authority as Professor Dessau,^ and

will doubtless occur to others. It therefore seems worth

while to discuss the evidence.

In the ensuing discussion, two points must be kept dis-

tinct. In the first place, we are able to show by incontro-

vertible evidence that there were soldiers attached to the

offlcium of Provincial governors, and that these soldiers

had officers of their own, apart from the civil governor,

but also in his officium.^ In the second place, we must

ask whether the evidence warrants us in believing that

Eugenius was one of these soldiers. We must further

bear in mind that while we are discussing a fourth-century

career, yet the part of that career in dispute lay in the

period before the sweeping reforms of Constantine, which

made the cleavage between the civil and military adminis-

tration of the Empire, which in the natural course of things

was already declaring itself, final and complete.

The relation between civil and military administration

in the years preceding Constantine's reforms is an obscure

^ Also tnilitaris, aTparia, arpaTev/ia.

* But see below, p. 315fE. ' See his letter quoted p. 308.

* The governorship of certain provinces involved the command of

legions, and in such cases the offlcium probably did not include soldiers,

apart from the legionaries. Nor were the legionaries said to be in officio

proconsulis. The Notitia Dignitatum in such cases mentions the offlcium

apart from the legions, beginning with the words " officiiun autem . . .

habet ita." The governor of Isauria is a Praeses ; but, as he has the

command of two legions, he holds the rank of a Comes rei m,ilitaris. In

Pisidia, which bordered on Isauria, there were no legions ; but obviously

some troops were required.
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and difficult subject,^ but a few general principles can be

laid down, and partly verified by the evidence of inscrip-

tions.

The police-work of the Roman Empire was partly left

to local authorities, partly committed to Imperial troops.

In so far as civil administration was separated off from

military, ordinary police measures were a department of

civil administration. In so far as these police measures

were carried out by Imperial soldiers, it is evidently implied

that those soldiers were at the disposition of the governor

of the Province, even in cases where the Province was under

a civU governor, and did not involve the command of

legions.^ Such soldiers, of course, had officers of their

own, but soldiers and officers alike must have been in the

bureau of the governor. In the Latin language they

would be said to be in officio praesidis, or in officio procon-

sulis.

The evidence which would enable us to say to what

extent the Governor's offtcium in the various administrative

areas consisted of soldiers has still to be collected : but

that there were soldiers in the officium can be proved beyond

question. An inscription of Eumeneia in Phrygia, copied

by Professor Sterrett, and published by Professor Ramsay,

first in J.H.8. 1883, p. 401, and afterwards in Cities

and Bishojyrics of Phrygia, vol. i. part 2, p. 529, contains

the epitaph of a certain " Aurelius Mannus, a soldier in

the Mounted Archers serving with the Dragon standard,

belonging to the officium of Gastrins Constans, most re-

nowned." ^ It would be an important point gained if we

1 See the remarks of Mommsen in Hermes, vol. xxiv. p. 195.

* The employment of soldiers for this purpose must be distinguished

from their employment in civil functions in the Imperial household or
in the bureaus of high officials. See below, p. 316.

. . . Avp. Maj'^'os arpaTiuTTji iTnreiis (rayiTTapi(o)s SpaKUjvapL{o)i i^ 6(t>iKiov roO

Xa/j-TrpoTaTov rfyefibvos Kaarplov Kuvaravros. 6 XafiirporaTos corresponds to " vir
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could determine the date of this inscription, which is unfor-

tunately very doubtful. The inscription belongs to Phrygia

Pacatiana, and it is probable (though not certain) that

Gastrins Constans was governor of that province. Sup-

posing he was, the inscription must be later than the Notitia

Dignitatum. The province of Phrygia Pacatiana is there

said to be under a Praeses ; and we know from another

source ^ that the dignity of this governorship was subse-

quently raised ; the inscription must be later than the

date of the change, for it mentions the governor of Paca-

tiana as vir clarissimus, a man of consular rank. Pro-

fessor Ramsay, was inclined originally {J.H.8. 1883,

p. 434) to place the inscription between the date of the

Notitia Dignitatum and the end of the fifth century ; in

Cities and Bishoprics, loc. cit., he decides for a date about

290-300.^ If the inscription is post-Constantinian, it

proves that even after his reforms an officium contained

soldiers ; a fortiori it contained soldiers before the civil

and military spheres of administration were absolutely

separated off. Our argument from this inscription to the

case of the Province Pisidia is nowise invalidated by the

fact that Pisidia was under a simple Praeses, while the

governor in whose officium Mannus served was a vir claris-

simus. The Romans were practical enough to send soldiers

wherever they were needed to preserve order and uphold

Government : the rank of the governor was a secondary

consideration. The proximity of Pisidia to Isauria, one

of the great centres of disturbance in the later Empire,

necessitated the presence of a considerable body of troops

clarissimus," a man of consular rank. 4^ dtptdov is a Latinism. Cf. the

centurio ex officio (praefecti) annonae quoted from Orelli-Henzen by Kuhn,

Verfassung des rom. Reichs, vol. i. p. 152.

^ Hierocles, 664, ''ETrapxia. ^pvy. UaKar. virb Kov<ni\6,pLov.

^ "Taking Castrius Constans as consular governor of the undivided

Province of the entire Phrygia." (Note by Sir William Ramsay.)
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there. An example of the kind of duties which justifies

us in assuming, even apart from such corroborative evidence

as the above, that a civil governor had troops at his dis-

posal, is given in Codex Justinianus, i. 40, 17, where a

rescript of the first Emperor Leo runs :
" The (Provincial)

governors shall seize and condignly punish those who engage

in brigandage and similar offences." ^ The fact that

measures like these came under the competence of the civil

governors evidently implies that they had a body of soldiers

attached to their suite.

These soldiers must, of course, have had officers of their

own, apart from the civil governors The rank of the

officers varied with the importance of the command, but

in most cases the officer would be at least a Trihunus.

The handful of soldiers required to guard the prisoners

in a marble quarry in Pannonia in the time of Diocletian

had a Trihu7ius in command. ^ Similarly, the corresponding

soldiers in charge of a mine in Palaestina were under

command of a Trihunus.^

It is certain that the Province of Pisidia, where a con-

siderable unit of soldiers must always have been required,*

and where the epitaphs of soldiers abound, must have

had officers of higher rank, and not mere centuriones or

decuriones in command of the troops attached to the ofjicium

praesidis.

That the presence of soldiers in a governor's offlcium

^ To!>s XrjCTTevovTai ^ Trapaw\rj<ria, TTTaiovra^ (rvWafi^avirua-av Kal apfiodius ol

ipXovTes Ti/jLupeiroiffav. The subject of both verbs is oi dpxovres, the pro-

vincial governors. Cf. Digest. Just. I. 18, 3.

^ Passio Sanctorum IV, Coronatorutn.
^ Eusebius, De Mart. Palaest, 13, p. 335 (ed. Schwegler). See Biidinger,

Romischer Kaisergeschichte, vol. iii. pp. 344-5.
* Examples of the lawlessness and brigandage of Pisidia under the

Empire are given by Sir W. M. Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,
p. 23 f. On the centurio regionarius at Antioch, see his Cities of St. Paul,
pp. 254, 445, Professor Sterrett, Ep. J., p. 122, wrongly reads {\)eyeo}vdpiov^
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involved the presence of officers there is self-evident. It

is unnecessary to labour the point, but one circumstantial

proof may be given. The word Ta^€(t)T7]<f occurs regularly

in Byzantine texts in the sense of officialis, a civil servant

in the o/ficium or rd^t^ ; but it also occurs meaning military

officers, and perhaps even the soldiers under their command.

For example, in Theophanes Continuatus, ii. 11, where a

civil war in Asia Minor is described, we read :
" Slaves

armed the hand of murder against their masters, the soldier

of the ranks against his company officer,^ the captain

against his general." Here the word ra^ewT?;? means a

military officer, not of very high rank ; it could obviously

have acquired this meaning only if there was a military

detachment in the Ta^tq. The same writer (iii. 28) uses

the expression Xa^dpwv ra^ewTat, where the word " quem-

dam miltarem gradum supra milites gregarios videtur

denotare " (Ducange). The same body of ra^ewrai are

mentioned by Constantinus Porphyrogenetus.^ In another

passage ^ of Constantinus we read : r]6poi^ero ovv dva irav

€To<; eK TOiV XoLTTWV Kdarpwv Tr]<i AeXixaTia^ crrpaTLwraL

e^tTTTTOi, Kol direaTeWovTO aTrb t^9 Sa\wvo<; . . . eVet ovv

Kara to <jvv'r}6e<i avOt'i ol ra^ewrai d'lreaTdX'qaav diro SaXcovo^.

Here the word ra^ecoTai means either the mounted troops

themselves, or the officers in charge of them. It is not,

of course, implied that in Dalmatia these troops were in

the governor's officium ; for Dalmatia was a province

where legions were required. But it is implied that in

certain cases the officium was partly military—else how

could the word ra^ecar?;? have come to mean both civil

servant and military officer ?
*

^ ffTpaTLil}r7]s Kark ra^eiirov.

2 De Adm. Imp., ch. 45. * Ibid. ch. 30.

* The word ra^eibrris as a military term does not appear to occur

before.Theophanes. late in the sixth centxiry ; therefore it cannot be derived

from reikis in the sense it has in the early Imperial writers (above p. 314).
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We have accordingly shown that the offt,cium praesidis

included soldiers, and therefore ofl&cers. How far these

officers were under the direct command of the civil govenor

it is impossible at present to say ; but they, like the soldiers

under them, were clearly in ofjicio praesidis or iv Trj tov

We now pass to our second question, whether Bishop

Eugenius had been a soldier or not. This is an important

question, for on our answer to it must depend our whole

view of the significance of the new Edict of Maximin against

the Christians, and of the other evidence on the period

contained in the epitaph. We take the view that if the

Christian who suffered under Maximin's Edict and " strove

to leave the service " is held to have been a civil servant

in the bureau of Valerius Diogenes, the history of the

Persecution, instead of acquiring clearness and precision from

the information contained in the Epitaph, becomes more

confused than ever.

First, then, as to the phrase a-rpareva-dfjLevo'i iv rfj Kara

TlLcnhiav rjve^oviKy rd^c, it must be conceded at the outset

that these words could at one period of the Roman Empire

have meant " having been a civil official in the bureau of

the governor of Pisidia," ^ but it is at least doubtful whether

the words could have had that meaning when Eugenius

composed his Epitaph. We must at this point turn our

attention to a chapter of Imperial history, which has a

direct bearing on our subject—the transference of the

The officer in command of a rd^is in this sense was a ra^lapxos (Aelianus,

loc. cit.) or a iKarovTdpxv^t Philo (loc. cit.) ; of. Suidas, Lexicon, s.v. rdfts.

It is true that the Lexicon Cyrilli, compiled by a monk of Palestine

in the sixth century, contains the gloss rd^ir tJ arpaTLwrLKhv avvTaynct' i^

oil Kal ra^ewrai Kal ra^eidiov (a military expedition) ; but this must be a
mistake. The regular meaning of the word ra^euirTis is officialia, and its

military meaning must be derived from the presence of soldiers in the

Ta|is, in its later sense of officium.

^ Examples of ffrpaTftjeudai in this sense are given in Stephanas.
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term militia from military to civil service. The transfer-

ence of militia (with the verb militare) from its earlier

meaning of military service in the Roman army to the

meaning of " civil service " (by civilians) which it bears

from the beginning of the fourth century onwards, must,

of course, correspond to some real change in the status

of the persons to whom the term was applied. It must

be confessed that after a slight treatment of the subject

by Mommsen, and a fuller discussion by Professor Otto

Hirschfeld, a good deal of misapprehension exists as to

the origin and meaning of the use of militia and militare

as signifying civil service under the Empire. This use

was investigated by Mommsen ;
^ the earliest examples of

militia in the sense of civU service known to him occur in

an undated rescript of Diocletian, and a rescrij)t of Con-

stantine dated 314 a.d., and he regarded Diocletian as

responsible for the innovation. Professor Otto Hirsclifeld ^

quotes a passage in Tertullian ' as proving that miltitia

was used in the sense of civil service as early as the time

of Septimius Severus. But a fast distinction, according

to our view, must be drawn between the use of militia in

the sense of civil service in the time of Severus, and militia

in the sense of civil service as used in Mommsen's instances

from the time of Diocletian and Constantine. Mommsen

and Professor Hirschfeld agree that the new use of militia

must be closely connected with the substitution of free-

born Roman citizens for Imperial slaves and freedmen in

the service of the Imperial household. When this sub-

stitution took place is not clear, but by the end of the

third century it had certainly been effected, and after that

date the use of militia denoting civil service is common.

^ Hermes, vol. xxxiv. p. 153.

^ Kaiserlichen Verwaltungsbeamten (2 Auflage), p. 464.

^ De Corona Militis (ch. 12), " Est et alia militia regiariim familianim."
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But it is equally certain that at the time of Septimius

Severus this substitution had not been effected ; for as

late as 258 a.d. we have a clear and unmistakable

reference to the slaves and freedmen in the Imperial

household. Cyprian gives a rescript of the Emperor

Valerianus to the senate, belonging to that year, directed

against the Christians in Rome which mentions in a

separate category the " Caesariani," or Imperial slaves

and freedmen.^ Now, so long as the personnel of the

civil service was composed of, or included slaves and

freedmen, the use of the term militia as denoting

civil service in general was clearly impossible, for those

classes were rigorously excluded from military service

throughout Roman history, and not even by a legal fiction

would the Romans have used the term militia in speaking

of slaves and freedmen. The term militia in the passage

quoted from TertuUian must therefore be explained dif-

ferently, and the true explanation is given by Professor

Hirschfeld himself,^ although he does not draw out the

full conclusion contained in his premisses. He points out

that from the time of Septimius Severus—we may add

even earlier ^—soldiers began to be employed in large

numbers in civil functions alongside of the Imperial slaves

and freedmen,* and it is surely clear that, when TertuUian

uses the words " Est et alia militia regiarum familiarum
"

he is thinking of those soldiers who perform their militia

* Cyprian, Ep. 80, " Caesariani autem . . . confisccntur et vincti

in Caesarianas possessiones discripti mittantur." This passage (a remi-

niscence of the practice in the time of Plautus of sending slaves to the

country ' Ergastula,' as a pmiishment) proves that the Caesariani were

still in the service of the Household, and were not yet reduced to the

condition of overseers or serfs on Imperial estates, in which position

they are found in Byzantine times (e.g. in Cod. Just. iii. 26, 8, referred

to by Mommsen, Hermes, xxiv. p. 151).

* Loc. cit.

* Kuhn, Verfassung, vol. i. p. 152 (quoted by Hirschfeld).

" Cf. p. 311, n. 2
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in the Imperial household. The object of the tract De
Corona Militis is to discuss the question whether a Christian

can become a soldier, or a converted soldier remain in

the ranks ; and Tertullian must discuss every branch of

the military service. A reference to persons who are not

soldiers would be irrelevant here. For TertuUian's purpose,

there was an obvious distinction between soldiers who
served in civil posts and those who spilled human blood

in war, though for a Christian he condemns all kinds of

soldiering alike. But militia applied to civil functions

performed by soldiers is a very different thing from militia

as applied to civil service performed by civilians, although

the former use shows the step by which the change to the

latter use effected itself. We must therefore maintain, as

against Professor Hirschfeld, that Mommsen was right in

attributing the change to Diocletian, and rule the instance

quoted from Tertullian out of court, however interesting

it may be as showing how the way for Diocletian's innovation

was prepared by his predecessors. ^

^ The Digest, xlii. i. 6 quotes from Ulpian the expression :
" miles

qui sub armiata militia stipendia meruit." As Mommsen knew no instance

of militia= cxvi\. service of earUer date than the time of Diocletian, he

regarded these words as an interpolation (Hermes, xxxiv. p, 153, n. 3).

Hirschfeld, on the authority of the passage quoted from Tertullian, upholds

the genuineness of the text
(
Verwaltungsbeamten, p. 464, n. 5). Hirsch-

feld is wrong in ascribing the fourth century meaning of militia to the

passage in Tertullian ; but our explanation of militia in Tertullian admits

the possibility that the passage in the Digest ostracised by Mommsen,
may be genuine. In opposition to the civil militia of the later time, the

phrase armata militia {evoTrXos arpaTela) was regularly used for service

in the army. This use implies m.ilitia firmly established in the sense of

civil service ; and of course an opposition between the two in this sense

is foreign to the time of Ulpian. But it is conceivable that the phrase

armata militia was used as early as Ulpian in the sense of the ordinary

service of soldiers in the army—in the Praetorian Guard or on the frontiers

—as opposed to the service of soldiers as civil officials in the state service

—the opposition, in fact, hinted at by Tertvillian (est et alia militia).

This is put forward as a suggestion to be confirmed or rejected by further

inquiry. It is interesting that in Middle-Age Latin militia returns to its

original meaning, especially of the military service owed by a vassal to

his feudal lord.
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We conclude that militia in the sense of civil service by

non-military persons began to be used m the time of Dio-

cletian. This usage clearly belonged at first to the official

terminology, and it would be some time before it passed

into common use.^ It may be argued that as soon as

the usage established itself in Latin, it would be copied in

the Greek equivalents o-Tpareia and arpareveadat ; but

no later scholar appears to have produced an instance of

this use in Literature or Epigraphy of earlier date than

those quoted in Stephanus' Thesaurus, aU of which date

from the fifth century and later.^ Until a third- or early

fourth-century instance of arpaTela or arpaTeveadat m
the sense of civil service by civilians is produced, we may
claim as highly probable that the usage was foreign to the

Greek of the time of Eugenius.^ Inscriptions of Pisidia

and the surrounding district contain examples of the word

arpuTeveLV or arpareveaOaL, always in the sense of military

service. The word would almost certainly have been

understood in that sense by the people of Laodiceia Com-

busta in the early fourth century, even if we admit that

Eugenius, who would be acquainted ^•ith the new usage

in Latin, might have copied a Latin usage in Greek. Had
the epitaph been composed in the fifth century, we should

have to concede that for the participle (npar€vcjdiievo<i,

taken by itself, civil service was a possible meaning ; but

that this meaning was possible early in the fourth century

requires the proof of illustration.

^ Tlie earliest literary references I have found are : Ammianus Mar-
cellinus (late in the fourth century), xxviii. 4. 20 : militia principis

;

another quotation from the same author in Ducange, Lex. Tot. Graec.

8.V. cTparela (without reference) : notarius militans inter primos. St.

Augustine (born 354), De Civ. Dei, v. 6 : ille in officio comitis mihtat (et

alibi). Prudentius (born 348), Prooein. Cathemer. 19, tandem militiae

gradu Evectum pietas principis extulit.

' No inference as to date can, of course, be drawn from <TTpaTeL<f.

(rxoXdfo);' in Apost. Can. 83.

^ The Epitaph was composed about 340 a.d., or earlier. See Sir W. M.
Ramsay, Luke the Physician, p. 351.
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But even if we Avere to admit for the present that the

words, when used by Eugenius, could have denoted a

civil office, other considerations make it clear that Eugenius

must have been a soldier, and in virtue of his social rank

necessarily an oflEicer.

In this connexion, as in others, stress must be laid on

the social rank of Eugenius. That he was of high social

rank is proved by his marriage into a Roman senatorial

family. It was the regular practice under the Roman
Empire for families of high social standing to send their

sons into the higher ranks of the army as a preliminary

step in either a civil or a military career, and there is no

reason to believe that the practice had been given up at

the end of the third century. On the other hand, it is

certain that the social rank of the various subordinate

civU officials enumerated in the Notitia Dignitatum—
much more of those omitted by the Notitia as composing

the offlcia of governors of lower standing—was not com-

patible with that of Eugenius. We know that the cohorta-

lini, the officials in the train of Provincial governors, con-

sidered their position a hardship—they were not allowed

to qualify for promotion even into the subordinate posi-

tions in the Palace service.^ The social status of members

of the offlcia can best be gauged by the fact that those

who attained the rank of a princeps ^ in their bureau were

called priynipilares, the name given also to the highest

class of common soldiers.^ That the son-in-law of a Roman
^ See esp. Professor Bury, Later Roman Empire, vol. i. pp. 45-6

(on position of cohortalini), and p. 39 (on social rank of Senate).

* See Not. Dign. passim.
^ Cagnat's discussion in " Daremberg et Saglio," s.v. " Primipilus,"

merely proves that primipilares sometimes rose by merit to high military

rank. Their social standing as a class is quite unaffected by this well-

known fact. We have an exact parallel in the British Army : the fact

that common soldiers occasionally rise to the rank of general does not

influence the social standing of sergeants and other non-commissioned

officers. Nor do sergeants as a rule marry the daughters of peers.
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senator could have been an ordinary cohortalinus is as

unthinkable as that he could have been a ^niles gregarius.

The awkwardness of expression in the first four lines

of the Epitaph can be readily explained on the supposition

that Eugenius was an officer in the army ;
^ no explanation

is obvious on the rival theory. Professor Dessau admits

that the words are inapplicable even to the princeps of a

bureau.^

A careful consideration of the phrases " should not be

allowed to quit the service," ^ and " having striven to leave

the service " * in relation to the known facts concerning

the attitude of the authorities to the Christians in the army

and outside of it during the Persecution, can leave no

doubt in any mind that the reference is to military service.

This subject has been discussed already ; a short restate-

ment of the main points will make it clear that civil service

is out of the question in this Epitaph.

The Edict of Galerius in 303 ordained that recalcitrant

civil officials should be scourged, while recalcitrant soldiers

should be dismissed. A sharp line is drawn in his Edict

between the military and the civil services, because he

wished to have a pagan army, and the only way to secure

this was to dismiss the Christian soldiers. The Edict of

Maximinus,' following closely on that of Galerius, must be

understood as having direct reference to the effect produced

by the latter ; it is evidently designed to check the decrease

in the army caused by Galerius' Edict. On the supposi-

tion that aTparela in the inscription means civil service,

we are at a loss to find a motive for the decree of Maximin.

With reference to civil servants, Galerius decreed that

^ See ExposiTOK, Nov. 1908, pp. 394 ff. Ramsay, Luke the Physician,

pp. 341-2.

* See his letter quoted p. 308.

* Kal fxTj cnraWdaaeadai rrjs (TTpareias.

* ffTTouSdcraj re d7raX\a7^j'at r^s CTparda^.

VOL. vu. 21
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they should be scourged, not dismissed ; why, then, should

Maximinus decree that they should not be allowed to leave

the service ? The most important factor in the history

of the whole period was the proportion of Christians and

Pagans in the army. The words " having striven to quit

the service," are intelligible only of military service ; the

whole point of the Edict of Maximinus, as of these words

of Eugenius, is that the persons concerned were under

military discipline. " Mr] uiraWdaaeaOat t?}? a-rpaTeia^ in

Maximinus' Edict is a clear echo of " ut . . . militia

solverentur," in Galerius' Edict.

W. M. Calder.

STUDIES IN CONVERSION.

II. CONSTANTINE THE GrEAT.

In the thirty-third chapter of the Book of Job there is a

lyric which can be lifted out of the surrounding context

and enjoyed as a composition by itself. Its subject is con-

version ; and it is interesting, both as proving that cases

of conversion were numerous in the remote age of which

the Book of Job is a monument ^ and as indicating the

means through which they were brought about. These were

three—dreams or visions,- bodily suffering ^ and testi-

mony.^

The last of the three is represented as prevailing in cases

^ " Lo, all these things worketh God oftentimes with man " {v. 29).

2 " In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon

men, in slumberings upon the bed, then He openeth the ears of men and

sealeth their instruction " (vv. 15, 16).

3 " He is chastened also with pain upon his bed, and the multitude of his

bones with strong pain, so that his life abhorreth bread, and his soul

dainty meat " {vv. 19, 20).

* " If there be a messenger with liim, an interpreter, one among a

thousand, to show unto man His uprightness, then He is gracious to him,

and saith. Deliver him from going down to the pit, I have found a ransom "

{vv. 23, 24).
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where the first two had failed ;
^ and this accords with the

efficacy recognised in modern times as belonging to the

testimony of those who have experienced the power of God

themselves. In both ancient and modern times great

virtue has belonged to the second means—namely, bodily

suffering. But the first—dreams or visions—would prob-

ably, at the first glance, be relegated to ancient history and

not supposed to play any part in modern times. Any,

however, who may think so must be either ignorant or

forgetful of facts ; for, indeed, dreams and visions still

play a part in the religious life, as all are aware who have

any considerable acquaintance with the details of personal

experience. In any hundred cases of conversion in a modern

revival a considerable proportion would be found to have

been cormected with incidents of the nature of dreams or

visions. In ancient times, nevertheless, the proportion was

undoubtedly greater. In Scripture such cases as those of

Jacob, Samuel, Isaiah and St. Paul spring at once to mem-
ory ; and in the early Christian centuries the same element

is everywhere conspicuous. No case is, however, more

famous than that of the Emperor Constantino, whose date

is 274 to 337.

The conversion of this man filled the world at one time

with its rumour. No wonder : up to the very day when it

took place the Roman emperors had, at intervals, for more

than two hundred years, been persecuting the Christian

religion and inflicting on its professors every slight, injury

and torture which the wit of man could invent ; and now,

in a moment, the immense influence of the Empire was

transferred to the opposite side, and, like nursing-fathers

and nursing-mothers, imperial personages embraced the

cause which their predecessors had treated with contumely

and cruelty.

* " God speaketh once, yea, twice, yet man perceiveth it not " {v. 14).
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Since then, in the lapse of time, even this event has shared

the obHvion which is ever creeping over human things. To

the average man history, unless there be some particular

motive for keeping it in memory, is a record which quickly

fades. In this case the religious interest might have been

sufficient to keep the obscuring mists at a distance ; and it

has proved so in the Eastern Church, where to this day the

Great Emperor is a figure as distinct as the Reformers are

to Protestants ; but the same cannot be said of the West.

Another influence which has helped to displace Con-

stantine from the position he might have held in the Chris-

tian mind is the dubiety which, in the course of time, has

gathered over the good he did. As it is usually expressed,

he was the first to establish the Church ; and the number is

daily increasing of those who are not sure if this was ever

a real advantage or are even certain that it was always the

reverse. Many know little more about Constantine than

that Dante said of him,

Ah, Constantine ! to how much ill gave birth,

Not thy conversion, but that plenteous dower

Which the first wealthy Father gained from thee.^

But it ought to be noted that, while undervaluing the estab-

lishment of the Church, the poet does not speak lightly of

the conversion, but the reverse. Constantine had to find

out for himself how a convert to Christianity ought to

act who occupied the very highest position in the world,

and how such an one might best serve the cause he had

embraced. It requires but little imagination to realise

how difficult this must have been ; and, if he made mistakes,

he erred with the best men of the age, which was by no

means an age of little men. All his Christian contemporaries

approved of what he did ; and, indeed, their own situation

became so different from that of their predecessors that

Inferno, xix.

i
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it was no wonder if they seemed to themselves as men who

dreamed and could find no fault with the conduct of their

patron.

But, no doubt, the Christian mind has been prevented

from dwelling with pleasure on this conversion chiefly by

the backsliding of Constantine's later life. After he

had done well for many years, there came a time when,

for a httle, he seemed to slip back into some of the worst

practices by which the history of the Roman emperors has

been made infamous, even a satirist of his own day suggest-

ing a comparison with Nero. He caused his own eldest son,

Crispus, to be put to death ; likewise his nephew, Licinius
;

while the elder Licinius, his own brother-in-law, was dis-

patched in spite of a promise to spare his life ; and there

is too much reason to fear that his own wife, Fausta, has to

be added to this list. Of course it is possible that there may
have been the best of reasons for all these executions, and

very strong reasons indeed are whispered by antiquity in

some of the cases ; but these incidents have, like the back-

sliding of another pious king, given great cause to the enemy

to speak reproachfully and have, in the same degree, chilled

the enthusiasm of Christians. Against him a great deal has,

further, been made of certain conformities to the old religion

of which after his conversion he is accused. But, in his

position, these were to some extent inevitable ; while the

reahty of some of them is doubtful. The use, for example,

on one side of coins of representations of the Sun-god, while

Christian symbols adorned the other, is capable of the

interpretation that his intention was to represent God as

the Sun of the soul or Christ as the Light of the world.

To make an objection out of the postponing of his baptism

till the very end of his life is to betray ignorance of the time
;

for this was then common in the Church and recommended

by teachers of eminence. Even the darker stains mentioned
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above did not destroy the belief or pride in him of the most

Christian of his contemporaries. Eusebius, his biographer,

does not even mention them. But this reticence was the

worst of all services to his hero. To posterity a frank state-

ment of the entire case from the contemporary Christian

point of view would have been invaluable.^

In spite, however, of some blemishes on the character of

this man, his conversion cannot be omitted from any list of

the historical conversions of the world, and its reality is not

refuted by the record of the life that followed it, when this is

judged fairly and as a whole.

The interest of the inhabitants of this country in Constan-

tine used to be conciliated by the belief that he was born in

our island ; and, although this is no longer credited, it is

certain that his father died at the city of York in the arms

of his son, and that Constantine was proclaimed Emperor

by the army there. How near he was to the age of the perse-

cutions is shown by the fact that Diocletian, the author of

the severest of all these outbreaks, was his father's colleague.

In fact, he himself had, in his youth, been on the staff of

Diocletian, and he was present in Nicomedia when the fire

of persecution broke out against the Christians. In order

to secure the protection of the Empire from danger, threaten-

ing from the Persians and the Germans, Diocletian had

arranged that there should be four joint-emperors, stationed

at different centres of the vast Roman dominion ; and

Constantine 's father was one of these. The arrangement

did not prove a lasting one ; but, for a considerable time,

^ Zahn's estimate in Skizzen aus dem Leben der Alien Kirche is so severe

and unsympathetic as to raise a suspicion that some modem poHtical

motive may be behind, as in Strauss' treatise on Julian ; and of what

nature this is may perhaps be inferred from the note in the index after

the name of the paper—" (Hanover, 1876)." At all events, with Zalm ought

to be compared the sane and well-reasoned discussion by Dr. E. C. Richard-

son, which forms the introduction to the translation of Eusebius' Ldfe of

Constantine in The Nicene and Postnicene Fathers.
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it was apt to recur when the rulers were weak, whereas a

really strong ruler was apt to revert to the more natural plan

of taking all the reins into his own hand. This Constantine

did ; and it was in the process of fighting down his unworthy

colleagues that he became a Christian. Apart from the

persecution of the Christians in Avhich some of them in-

dulged, these were so profligate as men and so evil as rulers

that it was a blessing to humanity to root them out, and the

proceedings of Constantine assumed the character of a

crusade against persecutors and evildoers.

In searching for the beginnings of Constantine's piety,

we observe that Eusebius speaks of his father as having

been a Christian. It would be probably more correct to

say that he was a monotheist. Zalin conjectures that he

may have been an adherent of Mithras, a Persian divinity,

whose cult was at that time popular throughout the Roman
Empire, and that this may account for the partiality of

the son for sun-imagery in worship. At all events, the

father kept entirely apart from the persecution practised by

his colleagues, as well as from their other violent and oppres-

sive proceedings, and was warmly loved by his subjects.

As this was an age of good mothers, who won their sons to

the faith, and as Helena, the mother of Constantine, is a

saint in the calendar, it might be natural to look to her as

the source of his religious impressions ; but the fact seems

to be the other way : he seems to have been the source

of hers.

Some have attempted to explain Constantine's change as

a result of deep foresight and political calculation. The old

religion was in the last stages of decrepitude ; its oracles were

dumb ; its priests could only be impediments to any friend

of progress ; but the new religion embraced the people of

character ; its bishops held their adlierents in the hollow of

their hand ; to it the future belonged. Certainly this was
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the actual situation ; and Constantine derived immense

advantages as a statesman from his connexion with Chris-

tianity, But it does not follow that he foresaw these or

chose his course with diplomatic skill with a view to them.

On the contrary, the element of surprise, which always enters

more or less into conversion, was conspicuous in his case. It

was not he who sought Christ, but Christ who sought him.

Indeed, so ignorant was he of Christ at the time when the

signs of Him were presented to his apprehension that he

had to go and ask who it was who had thus appeared to

him. This he asked of the ministers of the Gospel, who

thenceforward became his friends, and he asked it of the

Word of God, of which he became for life a diligent student,

often rising for its study while others were asleep. His

biographer puts it as if, when setting out against Maxentius,

the first of his colleagues who had become a foe, he had been

in doubt under which divinity he should place his enterprise,

when Christ appeared to him and offered His assistance.

Others have represented the scene as taking place in the

crisis of the battle at the Milvian Bridge, just outside Rome
;

so it is depicted in the great picture by Raphael in the Vati-

can. An ancient authority places it two days before this

battle. But the impression produced by Eusebius, who knew

best, is that it took place earlier, at some place undetermined.

At all events, while his mind was bent on his enterprise

and on the relation of Christianity to it, he saw at midday

a great cross in the sky, with this motto, Under this banner

conquer ; his men saw it too ; and that night he was com-

manded from the same quarter to adopt the cross as his

motto and to put it on the shields of his army. But the

incident is so important that it had better be given in the

historian's own words : "A most marvellous sign appeared

to him from heaven, the account of which it might have been

hard to believe had it been related by any other person.

i
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But, since the victorious emperor himself long afterwards

declared it to the writer of this history, when he was honoured

with his acquaintance and society, and confirmed his state-

ment by an oath, who could hesitate to accredit the narra-

tion, especially since the testimony of aftertime has estab-

lished its truth ? He said that about noon, when the day

was already beginning to decline, he saw with his own eyes

the trophy of a cross of light in the heavens, above the sun

and bearing the inscription. Conquer by this. At this sight

he himself was struck with amazement, and his whole army

also, which followed him on this expedition and witnessed

the miracle. He said, moreover, that he doubted within

himself what the import of this apparition could be. And,

while he continued to ponder and reason on its meaning,

night suddenly came on ; then in his sleep the Christ of God

appeared to him with the same sign which he had seen in the

heavens, and commanded him to make a likeness of that

sign which he had seen in the heavens and to use it as a safe-

guard in all engagements with his enemies." ^

This is an arresting testimony ; but it does not stand

alone. It is certain that he caused the cross to be thenceforth

impressed on the shields of his soldiers. He made it the

standard, with the initial letters of the Saviour's name at the

top, round which his bodyguard was clustered, and he testi-

fied to Eusebius with what effect it had often been carried

into the hottest part of the battle where his adherents were

giving way. The same sign was painted on the outside of

his palace, with a dragon beneath, to betoken the defeat of

the Old Serpent by the Saviour ; and " so large a measure of

the divine love possessed the Emperor's soul that, in the

principal apartment of the imperial palace itself, on a vast

tablet displayed in the centre of its gold-covered panelled

ceiling, he caused the symbol of our Saviour's passion to

1 Life, i. 28, 29.
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be fixed, composed of a variety of precious stones richly

in-wrought with gold. This symbol he seemed to have

intended to be as it were the safeguard of the Empire

itself." 1

Of course, every conceivable explanation of the vision

has been attempted, from the theory that it was a pure false-

hood of the Emperor's invention, up through all kinds of

subjective impressions, magnified by rumour and tradition.

But^these look very poor beside the statements quoted above.

The vital question is, whether we can assume a divine agency.

Was this the gracious self-manifestation of Christ to a

human soul ?

Many considerations may have to enter into the answer

to be given to this question ; but the principal surely is the

testimony borne by his subsequent Hfe to the reality of the

change through which he had passed.

As might have been expected, he immediately put a stop

to persecution ; and he got his principal colleague in the

East to consent to an edict of toleration by which freedom

of belief and worship was accorded to all religions. When
his colleague subsequently contravened this engagement and

resumed persecution, Constantine advanced against him,

and the campaign, in which he was completely successful,

assumed the character of a conflict between paganism and

Christianity. He invited the exiled Christians to return to

their homes and compensated them for the losses they had

incurred on account of their testimony. Having an im-

perial passion for building, he now caused churches in im-

mense numbers and of great splendour to rise in every part

of his dominions, while the temples of the heathen divinities

were transmuted into Christian sanctuaries. He conferred

on the Church and its officials ample privileges, delighting

to call himself a bishop for the external, while Christian

1 Life, iii. 49.
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ministers were the bishops of the internal affairs of the

Church. Yet he did not fail to manifest an interest also

in the Church's spiritual welfare, as was proved, in more

cases than one, by his efforts to efface differences and restore

concord, his greatest effort in this direction being the calling

of the ever-memorable Council of Nice, at which he not only

presided but did not a little personally to secure the decision

which has ever since expressed the faith of the Church

on the greatest of all her dogmas. He was a man of prayer,

taking about with him on his campaigns a tent for his private

devotions. " He pitched the tabernacle of the cross outside

and at a distance from his camp, and there passed his time

in a pure and holy manner, offering up prayers to God,

following thus the example of His ancient prophet, of whom
the sacred oracles testify, that he pitched the tabernacle

without the camp. And, making earnest supplications to

God, he was always honoured, after a little, with a manifesta-

tion of His presence. And then, as if moved by a divine

impulse, he would rush from the tabernacle, and suddenly

give orders to his army to move at once without delay, and

on the instant to draw their swords. On this they would

immediately commence the attack, fight vigorously, so as

with incredible celerity to secure the victory, and raise

trophies over their enemies." ^ It is a much more striking

evidence of the strength of his new convictions that he tried

without ceasing to impart to others the experiences through

which he had passed himself . Thus he taught^his soldiers a

prayer for daily use. " On one occasion he thus personally

addressed one of his courtiers, * How far, my friend, are we

to carry our inordinate desires ? ' Then, drawing the dimen-

sions of a human figure with a lance, which he happened to

have in his hand, he continued :
' Though thou couldst

obtain the whole wealth of this world, yea, the whole world

1 Life, ii. 12.
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itself, thou wilt carry with thee at last no more than this

little spot which I have marked out, if, indeed, even that be

thine.' " ^ He even went so far as to preach, thus anticipat-

ing the practice of the present Emperor of Germany ; and

Eusebius gives an admirable account of the general scope of

his doctrine on such occasions.^ He has also preserved for

us an actual specimen of the Emperor's sacred oratory.

This is generally printed at the close of the Life under the

title of To the Assembly of the Saints, and, although it cannot

be recommended as a sample of the highest pulpit eloquence,

it is very good preaching for an emperor.

As a ruler, Constantine is not only praised by Eusebius

and other Christian panegyrists, but ranked among the very

foremost in history, as one equally great in the arts of war and

the achievements of peace, who shed happiness on his subjects

and, after uniting the empire in his own hand, bequeathed it

to his sons. In his own day this was not the only estimate

;

for some, who disapproved of the favour shown by him to

Christianity, accused him of extravagance ; and there is no

doubt that he was often taken in by hypocrites. In modern

times estimates have gone to opposite extremes ; for any one

who makes such an outspoken religious profession is sure to

excite partisanship of both a favourable and a hostile de-

scription. It does not, however, admit of question that he

was superior in every respect to the competitors whom he

displaced ; he was conspicuously free from the grosser vices

by which, in the imperial period, the highest place in the

state was so often disgraced ; and he devoted his energies

of mind and body unweariedly to the service of the position

in which Providence had placed him. Eusebius, who saw

him in youth, describes him as having been at that time tall

and handsome, excelling in all manly exercises, and he testi-

fies that at the Council of Nice, where he sat by his side, he,

1 Lije, iv. 30. ^ Life, iv. 29.
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in his maturity, bewitched all present by the dignity and

graciousness of his manner.

His baptism, as has been aheady mentioned, was delayed

to the very close of his life, not because he hesitated to con-

fess himself a Christian, but on account of a superstition,

common at the time, that this ordinance could wash away

sin and secure a straight passage to glory. After the act he

refused to clothe himself with the purple any more, and, in

a few days, amidst many expressions of happiness and faith,

he passed away. He was buried in a church which he had

caused to be erected in Constantinople, to be his mausoleum.

It contained twelve pillars, to represent the twelve apostles
;

and he himself was interred, in an upright position, in a thir-

teenth pillar. This may explain the title given him in the

calendar of the Eastern Church, " equal to the apostles,"

unless, indeed, the meaning of this title be " like to the

Apostle "—that is, St. Paul—the reference being to the

circumstances of his conversion, which bear not a little

resemblance to the scene on the way to Damascus.

James Stalker.

STUDIES IN THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

V. The Righteousness of God.

(1) In the last Study the Need of Salvation was shown to

be due both to the guilt and to the power of sin. Man's

conscience witnesses against him that in his sin he is es-

tranged from, and opposed to God, and that he, therefore,

needs the forgiveness of God. He is also conscious of his

weakness to withstand temptation, and to discharge duty,

and seeks deliverance from the bondage of sin from God,

It was argued, in criticism of current theological tendencies,

that the one need is as real as the other. The sense of guilt

is not an illusion, and the feeling of weakness only an actual-
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ity. For Paul even the first need seems to be greater than

the second. But it is not at aU necessary thus to compare

them ; for the salvation which cancels guilt is conceived

as also renewing strength. It is the one act of God in the

death and rising again of His Son, which offers forgiveness

and breaks the fetters of evil habit. This needs to be in-

sisted on, as there has been a tendency in a good deal of

theological speculation on the theory of the Atonement to

dissever justification and sanctification, the forgiveness of

sin, and the holiness of the forgiven. It is necessary to

show, on the one hand, that both the divine grace which

offers, and the human faith which receives pardon is preg-

nant with moral purpose and power ; and on the other, that

Christian holiness has its roots in, and draws its nourish-

ment from the forgiveness presented in Christ's Cross.

(2) Having recognized the close bond between the reH-

gious good and the moral task of the Christian solvation,

we may venture, for clearness of statement, to treat them

separately. The need which man feels of forgiveness be-

cause of the guilt of his sin is met in the righteousness of God,

a characteristic Pauline phrase about which there has been

much dispute. Luther's explanation is " the righteousness

vahd with God "
; while it is imparted to the sinner by

God, it is the ground on which God receives biTn again to

His fellowship. There can be no doubt that Paul was as

much concerned as Luther about the sinner's acceptance

with God ; and, therefore, we may be sure that this mean-

ing is included in the term. But we want to go a httle

deeper than this : we want to know of what content is the

righteousness which is vaHd with God.

Baur seems to take us a step further : he renders the

phrase " a righteousness agreeable to the nature of God."

That can be vaHd in God's judgment which is in accord

with His nature. Over against theories of acceptUation
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which regard the death of Christ as the condition of man's

forgiveness by an arbitrary appointment of God, it is neces-

sary to emphasize that God in forgiving sinners is true to

Himself. The view now generally held is that the right-

eousness of God is the state of pardon and acceptance before

God, which is the gift of God's grace and is welcomed by

man's faith, and which has been provided by God for man-

kind in the work of Christ in His Crucifixion and Resurrec-

tion. There is no doubt whatever that this view explains

many of the passages in which the term is used.

(3) In Romans x. 5, 6, it is contrasted with " the

righteousness which is of the law " as " the righteousness

which is of faith." It is not a reward earned, but a gift

bestowed. In x. 3 the Jews' failure is thus explained :

" Being ignorant of God's righteousness, and seeking to

establish their own, they did not subject themselves to the

righteousness of God." It is not the result of man's efforts,

but contrasted with them. Coming from God to man, it

claims man's submission. In the exercise of the faith which

receives God's gift there is obedience to God in turning from

the path of estabhshing one's own righteousness to the way

God commands of accepting what He bestows. In PhiHp-

pians hi. 9 Paul seeks to put his meaning beyond all doubt.
'"' Not having a righteousness of mine own, even that which is

of the law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the

righteousness which is of God by faith." In Romans v. 17

" the gift of righteousness " is conjoined with " the abun-

dance of grace," and in verse 21 grace is described as reign-

ing " through righteousness unto eternal life." The grace

of God, the desire and purpose of God to save mankind, is

the ultimate cause ; eternal life is the final result ; the right-

eousness of God is the historical reality through which this

cause effects this result. The difference between the grace

of God and the righteousness of God is this, that in the right-
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eousness of God this grace saves man, not in contradiction

of, but in conformity with " the wrath of God which is

revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unright-

eousness of men " (Rom. i. 18). The wrath of God against

sin, and His love for the sinner are moments in the righteous-

ness of God ; in other words, God judges the sin He forgives.

It is because Paul attached so great importance to God's

condemnation of sin in His forgiveness of it, that he did not

use the simpler term forgiveness for this gift of God's

grace, as many who do not share, and cannot understand his

moral seriousness would have preferred him to have done.

The righteousness of God means forgiveness, but forgiveness

coming in such a way as adequately to express God's con-

demnation of sin, and so fully to satisfy the conscience which

in the sense of guUt echoed that condemnation.

(4) Our conception of the righteousness of God will be

superficial, however, unless we connect immediately the gift

to the Giver. What God does shows what God is. Hence it

has been maintained that the phrase means, " God's attri-

bute of righteousness." There are several considerations

which can be advanced for this view. It is in accord with Old

Testament teaching, as in Psalm xcviii. 2, " The Lord hath

made known His salvation. His righteousness hath He openly

shewed in the sight of the nations." Paul himself uses the

term of God's character, " But if our unrighteousness

commendeth the righteousness of God " (Rom. iii. 5). The

contrast of the revelation of the righteousness and of

the wrath of God (i. 17, 18) at least suggests a quality of God

shown in His action. It may be objected, however, that

God cannot in His grace confer His own perfection on man

as a gift to be received in faith. But surely the phrase may

be elastic enough to embrace both the divine cause and the

human effect, even as grace means both God's favour and the

state of man which that favour confers. As the forgiveness
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of sins means the restoration to fellowship with God, parti-

cipation in the divine life, God gives Himself in His gift.

There is a moral continuity between God, Christ, and

Man, God's whole attitude to sin and sinners finds its ex-

pression in Christ's experience in the Crucifixion and the

Resurrection, and the believer as crucified and risen with

Christ is put in the same attitude. The sinner is saved from

God's wrath against sin in his sense of guilt, which expresses

only one moment in God's disposition and dealing with

sinful men, by coming to share God's righteousness, the full

expression of God's will. If Paul does not himself clearly and

fully state this view of the phrase, " the righteousness of

God," it is implied in his conception of saving faith as such

moral unity with Christ in the act in which this righteousness

of God is revealed.

(5) Having thus connected the gift with the character of

God we may press the further question, Wliat is the con-

tent we must give to this attribute of God ? Is it judicial,

governmental and penal only or is it more ? It has aheady

been suggested that the wrath of God, the antagonism of God

to sin and His infliction of penalty on sin, is included in it.

This is proved by Romans iii 25, " Whom God set forth to be

a propitiation (or propitiatory), through faith, by His blood,

to shew His righteousness, because of the passing over of

the sins done aforetime in the forbearance of God ; for

the shewing, I say, of his righteousness at this present season,

that he might himself be just, and the justifier of him that

hath faith in Jesus." To this verse we must afterwards

return ; but the one point to be noted at this stage of the

discussion is that Paul assumes here that God's revelation

of His righteousness must include both the wrath and the

grace of God ; the term propitiatory cannot mean the one with-

out the other, for the revelation must show adequate reason

why God's punishment of sin did not always exactly corre-

voL. vn. 22
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spond with man's transgression. Judgment on sin is in-

cluded in God's righteousness. But something more ; and

that something more is suggested in the last clause, which, to

bring out the close connexion with the term under discus-

sion, would be better rendered, " righteous and reckoning

righteous." This does not mean that God reckons righteous

the believer in spite of His being righteous ; but rather that

He reckons righteous just because He is righteous. His

righteousness is not merely protective and punitive, but

expansive and reproductive. As righteous God does not

merely condemn and punish sinners ; it is His righteousness.

His moral perfection, which prompts Him to seek their salva-

tion, so that they too may become righteous even as He Him-

self is. This they cannot be unless they judge sin even as

He Himself does, and, therefore, the penal is necessarily

included in the redemptive energy of the character of God

in the Cross of Christ. It may seem that we have read more

into the phrase than Paul as a Pharisee could mean ; but

(1) surely Paul's conception of God was one of the things

made new in the conversion ? and (2) are we not entitled to

put into the object of faith the fuUer content which Paul

himself suggests in Romans vi. in his revision of the concep-

tion of faith ?

(6) If we rightly conceive the gift offered to faith " the

righteousness of God," we shall be in a better position to deal

with another much disputed question : Does justification

mean making righteous or reckoning righteous ? As

regards the meaning of the term there is a growing agree-

ment among scholars that it means reckoning righteous.

For this view four reasons can be advanced. The whole

class of Greek verbs formed in this way supports this mean-

ing, and is opposed to the other. No instance of the other

meaning has been yet cited from classical literature. This

is the usual sense in the Septuagint, the extra-canonical
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Jewish literature, and the New Testament, including the

passages in Paul's writings where he is not dealing with

this distinctive doctrine. Paul gives a definition in Romans

iv. 5 which seems to be intended to put this sense beyond

doubt, " But to him that worketh not, but believeth on Him
that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is reckoned for right-

eousness." His teaching on this point clearly is that the

ungodly are reckoned or treated by God as righteous, because

He reckons as their righteousness the faith which has Christ,

especially His propitiatory death, as its object, and which

grows to such a union with Christ as to become a being cruci-

fied and risen with Him. But can we leave the question at

this stage ? If Paul's doctrine is to be made '

' worthy of

acceptation " to-day, it seems to the wi'iter we must show

that it is not merely forensic, and that antinomianism or

even moral indifference in the slightest degree is not a justifi-

able conclusion from it. We must avoid handling merely

Paul's abstract theological definition instead of getting

into as close touch as we can with the concrete moral and

spiritual reality of his experience, which he was trying to

express and explain in his doctrine. It is the righteous God

who forgives in judging sin in the Cross of Christ, with whom
the sinner through faith in Christ is brought into personal

contact and communion. To be received into fellowship in

being forgiven by such a God, to be thus brought under the

direct influence of moral perfection, is surely to be treated

as righteous in such a way as cannot but make righteous.

The religious good received is of such a kind as to produce

the correspondent moral change. The conclusion which it

is desired to reach at this stage of the discussion may be

put in this way. Will a taskmaster who rewards only those

who have properly done their tasks and punishes all others

in strict proportion to their failure secure by inspiring the

best service, or will a Father who whUe making plain to His
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children the holiness which He Himself is, and which as His

children He desires them to become, treats them as His

children even when they fail and faU short ? To reckon

as righteous in the way in which the righteousness of God is

offered to men in Jesus Christ is to make righteous far more

effectively than to leave men to win the divine favour by

their own deserts. What needs emphasis is, to vary the

terms, the impulse to holiness which forgiveness brings with

it. We may thus connect " the righteousness of God

"

which seems at first only a legal conception with moral char-

acter in God and in man.

(7) The righteousness of God is manifested in the Cross of

Christ. It needs no elaborate demonstration that Paul's

thoughts about Christ centred in the Cross (Gal. vi. 14
;

1 Cor. i. 18, ii. 2). That death he closely connects with

man's sin {virep tcov aixapTidv rjixwv, 1 Cor. xv. 3 ; rrepl r. a. 77.,

Gal. i. 4 ; irepl dju.apria'i, Rom. viii. 3 ; Blcl to, irapa-

irTWjxaTa rjjxwv, Rom. iv. 25; irepl r^fjiwv, I Thess. v. 10;

virep rjixSiv Trdvrwv, Rom. viii. 32 ; virep ttuvtcov, 2 Cor. v. 15).

If we are not warranted in saying that Jesus died instead of

us as well as on our behalf, in our interest, yet we may
recall at this point the statement in a previous Study on the

Doctrine of Christ, that Paul conceived Christ as assuming

man's condition because of sin, as sent in the likeness of

sinful flesh (Rom. viii. 3), born under the law (Gal. iv. 4),

made sin (2 Cor. v. 21), and become a curse (Gal. iii. 13).

While we must carefully avoid any attempt at estimating

a quantitative equivalence between the suffering of Christ

and the punishments of men, or even at describing His pas-

sion as qualitatively the same, that is, as penal, we do not

interpret Paul's teaching adequately unless we lay due stress

on this fact, that Christ took upon Himself the fuU conse-

quences of human sin. It was not a legal substitution of

one victim of divine judgment for another, but a voluntary
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identification by Christ of Himself in love with the sinful

race so as to share completely its condition. What pmpose,

we must ask, did this sacrifice serve ? There can be no

doubt that for Paul's thought Christ's sacrifice served the

same end in God's moral order as the punishment of sinners,

as well as efifected their salvation.

(8) There are three words which must be examined more

closely to justify this conclusion : IxaaTijpiov (Rom. iii. 25),

a'7ro\vTp(i}<TC<; (Col. i. 13 ; 1 Cor. i. 30), KaraXkayy (Rom.

V. 10, 11, and 2 Cor. v. 18, 20). As regards the first of

these terms, it is not at all likely that Paul meant by
IXaa-Tqpiov, the lid of the ark of the covenant, as the allusion

would have been too obscure. More probable is the view

that Paul meant the propitiatory victim, although no dis-

tinct evidence of such a use of the term has been produced.

His allusions to the Old Testament ritual system are not

so frequent as might have been expected, yet here he need

not have been thinking of any of the Levitical sacrifices at

all. He had mixed enough among Romans and Greeks to

know about the human sacrifices offered to turn away the

anger or to secure the blessing of the gods. This allusion,

even if it were certain, would not help us in our interpreta-

tion of the passage. As there is some proof of the use of the

word as an adjective, it is best to take the term in the widest

sense possible. Paul does not directly affirm that the blood of

Christ propitiates God ; that would be an altogether pagan

thought ; but just as in Galatians iii. 13 he says that Christ

became a curse, not accursed, so here he represents Christ's

death as propitiatory in the sense that in it God reveals both

His wrath against sin and His grace to the sinner, carries

out judgment on sin as well as offers forgiveness to the sinner.

The emphasis on the blood of Christ forbids our omitting this

element of wrath or judgment, and the context absolutely

demands it. The previous argument is intended to show
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how the revelation of the wrath of God is superseded by the

revelation of the righteousness of God. This is not effected

merely by the cessation of the former revelation, but by the

fulfilment of it in the latter revelation. Whatever necessity

for the revelation of wrath there was is fuUy recognized in

the revelation of righteousness which takes its place. Nay,

even more than this. The revelation of wrath had not been

in times past adequate to moral requirements. God had in

His patience not exacted from men all the penalty they had

brought upon themselves by their wrong-doing. Before

forbearance could be changed into forgiveness, the passing

over of sins into the blotting out, it was necessary that what

the revelation of wrath had but imperfectly accomplished

should be perfectly accompUshed in the revelation of right-

eousness in the Cross. How does the Cross meet this de-

mand ? Possibly Paul did not ask himself the question.

On the one hand, he was sure that sin ought to be punished

;

on the other, that God in Christ offered forgiveness : he

solved the problem by assuming that in the Cross the mo-

ment of punishment is taken up into the moment of forgive-

ness. The Cross has a moral value for God and a moral

efficacy for man far transcending aU that punishment could

effect for the expression and maintenance of God's moral

order, as an act of moral obedience by Christ which more

than compensates for the moral disobedience of Adam and

of the human race '(Rom. v. 12-21). The obedience of

Christ so transcends the disobedience of Adam that the

grace which comes through Christ abounds more exceedingly

than the sin brought in by Adam {vv. 19, 20). If we com-

pare with this statement by Paul the others in which he

describes Christ as entering into man's condition, we are

warranted in affirming that the value for God and efficacy

for man morally of the Cross of Christ Hes in His voluntary

acceptance as required by the divine will of, if not the punish-
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ment, yet the consequences of sin which for mankind are

penal. The grace of God which in Christ bestows forgive-

ness confirms, approves, vindicates the wrath of God against

sin by enduring the conditions imposed on sinful mankind.

May we not say that in the obedience of the Son of God
in enduring these final consequences of sin God's moral

order in the world which necessarily expresses His moral

perfection is fulfilled, expressed with a completeness and

finality that the continuance of mankind under these penal

conditions cannot reach ? If as the Psalmist believed the

broken and the contrite heart is a more acceptable sacrifice

to God than the sacrifices of burnt offerings (Ps. li. 16,

17), if penitence for sin is an element in the faith which

claims God's forgiveness, then this judgment of sin may be

fitly regarded as necessarily included in the act of forgive-

ness. Antagonism too, and condemnation of sin, is an

essential feature of moral perfection, and of its manifestation

in word and deed. If man's moral nature is that in him which

has most afiinity with God, our thought does not presume

too far in the conclusion that for God in revealing Himself

it is absolutely necessary that His attitude to sin should be

adequately and conclusively expressed.

(9) What further light on the matter Paul's use of the

idea of redemption throws we must next inquire. In the

passage we have been discussing the term arroXvTpoxTL'^ is

used, " Being justified freely by His grace through the

redemption that is in Christ Jesus " (Rom. iii. 24) ; but

the idea is not made any clearer. In Colossians i. 13 " our

redemption " is equivalent to " the forgiveness of our sins."

In 1 Corinthians i. 30 it is conjoined with righteousness

[hLKaioavvq) and sanctification (aYmo-yao?), and we seem en-

titled to assume that it is used as combining both ideas.

In Christ man is delivered from the guilt of sin by God's

righteousness {hiKaioavvr]), and from its power by tho
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sanctification {dyLaaino'i) of His Spirit, Redemption is pre-

sented as deliverance from the law itself in Galatians iv. 4,

" that he might redeem them which were under the law,"

and from its curse or penal consequences in death in iii." 13,

" Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having

become a curse for us." The last passage shows that Paul

did think of a ransom paid for the redemption, and this is

definitely stated in 1 Corinthians vi. 20, " Ye were bought

with a price." Without committing ourselves to any judg-

ment on the authorship of the Pastoral Epistles we may

compare 1 Timothy ii. 6, " Christ Jesus, who gave Himself

a ransom for all," and Titus ii. 14, " Who gave Himself for

us, that He might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify

unto Himself a people for His own possession, zealous of

good works." What the ransom consisted in has been made

plain already : it was Christ's endurance of man's lot, not

only to deUver man from all consequences of sin as well as

sin itself, but also by so doing, as the last three verses quoted

state, to bring men under such obligation to Himself as to

make them His absolute possession. The means of justifi-

cation is the motive of sanctification.

(10) Christ having been set forth as propitiatory, and

man having been redeemed from sin by the Cross, there is

reconciliation between God and man. That the reconcilia-

tion is mutual, of God to man and man to God, is taught

by the two passages in which the doctrine is most fully

stated. In Romans v. 10, 11 the removal of the enmity

between God and man is declared. " For if while we were

enemies, we were reconciled to God through the death of His

Son, much more, being reconciled, shall we be saved by

His life ; and not only so, but we also rejoice in God through

our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now received

the reconciliation {KaToXXayijv).'^ God is reconciled to man

not in the sense that His disposition to man is changed from
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an adverse to a favourable, but that the revelation of His

wrath is, as we have already seen, taken up into the revela-

tion of the righteousness in Christ as propitiatory. In 2

Corinthians v. 1 8, 20 the declaration of God's reconciliation

to man is the reason for an appeal to man to become reconciled

to God, that is, to lay aside his distrust, estrangement, and

enmity to God. " But all things are of God, who reconciled

us to Himself through Christ, and gave unto us the ministry

of reconciliation ; to wit, that God was in Christ recon-

cihng the world unto Himself, not reckoning unto them their

trespasses, and having committed unto us the word of

reconcihation. We are ambassadors therefore on behalf of

Christ, as though God were entreating by us : we beseech you

on behaK of Christ, be ye reconciled to God." It is only a

very superficial interpretation of Paul's teaching which can

assume that the reconciliation is only of man to God. The

reconcihation takes place first as an objective fact through

Christ ; Christ propitiatory declares God reconciled to man.

To men who have in faith accepted this divine gift is com-

mitted its proclamation to their fellows. The reconcihation

of God to man consists in His " not reckoning unto them their

trespasses." Men are entreated to accept this objective fact

so as to be changed in their subjective feelings to God. It is

God's forgiveness, which does not exclude, but includes, as we
have again and^again shown, judgment on sin, which casts out

fear or hate of God, and awakens trust and love. It is not

necessary for the present purpose to discuss Paul's extension

of this idea of reconciliation in Colossians i. 20, 22 to all

things, and in Ephesians iii. 16 to the relation of Jew and

Gentile. This conception of reconciliation forms the link

between justification and sanctification : and we may here

note how the means of the one is fitted to be the motive of

the other. It is not only the love of God shown in the Cross

which awakens man's love. If there were no more in this
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reconciliation, it would be a sentimental, and not a moral

relation which would be constituted between God and man.

God's love has a moral content in the Cross inasmuch as sin

is judged as well as forgiven, and therefore it exercises a

moral constraint, human love responding to it is humble and

contrite, as well as grateful and devoted. It is the objective

fact of God's reconciliation that gives its character to the

subjective feeling of man's reconcilation.

(11) This doctrine of an objective atonement, a righteous-

ness of God revealed in Christ propitiatory for the redemp-

tion of man from sin and evil and the reconciliation of God

and man, is to many Christian thinkers foolishness and a

stumblingblock. To avoid intellectual and moral offence,

it is necessary that it should be stated with the utmost care
;

that the wrath of God and the propitiation in Christ should

be kept free of pagan associations of anger changed to favour

by the shedding of blood ; that the sacrifice of Christ should

not be spoken of as the endurance of penalty to the confusion

of the distinction between man's guilty and Christ's sinless

consciousness : that the moral character of divine grace

and human faith and the suffering of Christ should be made

evident and certain ; that forgiveness should be conceived

as the necessary commencement of holiness. In main-

taining all these safeguards it is not necessary for us to de-

part from Paul's teaching ; for his was a vigorous moral

conscience and an intense religious consciousness. This

doctrine of the righteousness of God in the sacrifice of the

Cross is not of the husk which the Christian faith can without

loss strip off, but of the kernel itself ; for however theories

of the Atonement may have varied, religious revival and con-

sequent moral reformation have in the history of the Church

ever had their source in Christ Crucified as the power and

wisdom of God unto salvation.

Alfrep E. Garvie.
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COVENANT OR TESTAMENT ? A NOTE ON
HEBREWS IX. 16, 17.

No one who reads the passage cited at the head of this

paper, whether in the Authorized Version or in the Revised

Version, will fail to admit that the introduction of a fresh

illustration at a critical point disturbs the argument, and

seems out of place. On referring to the Greek text the

reader will see that it is the English rendering, and not the

Greek word employed in the passage, that necessarily brings

in the fresh and disturbing illustration. He will see that

the same Greek word, Siad/jKT} {diathehe) is used throughout,

and that the change to the rendering " will " or " testament"

is supposed to be necessitated by the context, and, to say

the least, may not have been intended by the writer of the

Epistle.

The question turns, in the first instance, on the usage of

the word ScadiJKr) in the classics and the LXX and the New
Testament, and especially in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

In the Classics the meaning of disposition by will or testa-

ment stands almost without exception. ^ On the other hand,

in the LXX and in the New Testament, with the doubtful

exception of the passage under discussion, and the still more

doubtful exception of Galatians iii. 15 (where see Lightfoot),

the word is used to translate the Hebrew berith or " coven-

ant "
; and in the Epistle to the HebrcAvs the argument so

largely depends on the contrast between the old and the new

covenants that the use of the word in a different sense is

prima facie most improbable. ^

^ One instance only is cited from the Greek classical writers, where

dLaOrjKr] is used in the sense of a covenant or agreement, viz., Aristoph.

Aves, 439.

2 A writer in a recent number of the Expositor has spoken of SiadrjKTj

as " not only a key-word in the Epistle but almost the keyword " (Exposi-

tor, vol. v., Seventh Series, p. 348).
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It is also to be noted that not only is Sta67]K7j found in

about 330 passages of the Greek Bible in this one sense of

" covenant," but that the phrase itself here used, hiadrjKrjv

hiadkcrdaL, is of very frequent occurrence and would un-

doubtedly be suggestive of a " covenant," and of a " coven-

ant " only, to the Hebrew readers of this Epistle. Such a

passage as : Ihov to al/xa r^? hi,adriKri<i 779 SieOeTo Kvpio<;

(behold, the blood of the covenant which the Lord hath

made), Exodus xxiv. 8, is doubly suggestive.

An even stronger argument for the sense of " covenant "

is derived from the position of the word in the text of the

Epistle.

The writer has been treating of the sacrificial death of

Christ and of the offering made by His own blood. He
indicates the far greater efficacy and value of the blood of

Christ as compared with the blood of bulls and goats. In

this way Christ is the Mediator of a new covenant, " a death

having taken place for the redemption of the transgressions

that were under the first covenant " {v. 15). Then, without

any break in the argument, he proceeds to say {hiadrjK'q

being taken in the same sense as in the preceding verse),

" For where a covenant is there must of necessity be the death

of him that made it. For a covenant is of force (/3e5ata)

where there hath been death ; for doth it ever avail {la-xyei)

while he that made it liveth ? " {vv. 16, 17). In the next

verse again without any break in the argument, and with a

connecting particle (o^ej'),the writer continues: "Wherefore

even the first covenant hath not been dedicated without

blood."

Instead of this rendering of verses 16 and 17 the Revised

Version, with which the Authorized Version is in substantial

agreement, has :
" For where a] testament is there must of

necessity be the death of him that made it" (the testator,

A.V.). "For a testament is of force where there hath been

death, etc."
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First of all it may be noted that the changed rendering of

ZiaOrjKT) in these verses can only be due] to a difficulty of

the other rendering in relation to the context.

Accordingly it must be shown by any one who desires to

carry on the meaning of " covenant "into verses 17 and 18,

(a) that the difficulty indicated, though it exists, is not in-

superable, and (6) secondly, that the rendering " testament "

involves difficulties of its own not easily to be surmounted.

The difficulty in retaining the meaning of " covenant "

lies chiefly in the two phrases, " the death of him that made

it " {tov Siadefievov), and, " while he that made it liveth."

But in interpreting these words it must be remembered

that the covenant referred to differs from all other cove-

nants in that " He who made it " is at once the Media-

tor, the Priest and the Victim whose blood ratified the

covenant. In the mind of the writer the thought is of the

personal Christ who made the covenant and ratified it by

His death, and the difficulty of interpretation has arisen

through overlooking the distinctive and unique character of

the sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. For once, in this one true

sacrifice, the Victim is not, as in the typical sacrifices, a

representative of the offerer, it is the offerer HimseK. While

generalizing the binding element of a covenant by a death the

conception of this special covenant and this special Victim

is to be expressed, and the masculine form o Siadifievo^

becomes the natural one to use.

In regard to the second phrase which seems to create a

difficulty in the interpretation of " covenant," ' Doth it

ever avail {laxvei) while he that made it liveth ? " it

may first be noted that these words are explanatory of the

preceding clause, " For a testament is of force {/Se^aia)

where there hath been death," and are thought to point

conclusively to the conception of a will or testament rather

than to a " covenant." But here it may be observed that
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while it is true to say of a covenant that it is not of force or

ratified except on the condition of the victim's death (eVt

veKpoh), it cannot be affirmed that a will is only of force

on the death of the testator. A will properly drawn up and

attested is valid or of force during the testator's lifetime,

unless revoked, although it does not take effect or become

operative until after his death.

This will be seen by a consideration of the terms used.

Be/3aio<; signifies " firm," " assured," " valid." It is applied

to the divine promise (Rom. iv. 16), to a steadfast hope (2

Cor, i. 7), to the security of the Christian calhng (2 Peter i.

10), and in four passages of the Epistle to the Hebrews in

addition to its occurrence here. In all these instances the

firmness or security is a quahty inherent in that of which it

is predicated. The promise, for instance (Rom. iv. 16), is

sure at the time it is made, not at the time of its fulfilment.

Similarly la-)(^vec is used of existing power or validity.

See Matthew v. 13 :
" Salt that has lost its savour is good

for nothing " (ek ovSev laxvet). It is often used of power

or ability to do a thing—power which exists although it may
be latent. Therefore, as used in this passage, both /3e^aio<i

and tV^yet are more applicable to a covenant at the time

of its ratification than to a will or testament after the death

of the testator.

But, apart from the serious interruption to the argument

involved in the generally accepted rendering of hiadi^Kri by
" testament " in this passage, there are further difficulties

to be considered.

It will be admitted that throughout the passage it is the

sacrificial death of Christ upon the cross which is present

to the writer, and which he compares with the sacrifices of

the old covenant. But it is not so much death as the blood-

shedding which was an accompaniment of the sacrificial

death that is the prominent thought. The author of the
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Epistle is leading up to the conclusion that " without

shedding of blood is no remission " {v. 22). But in the case

of the death of a testator this essential element is entirely

absent. And yet the "death" {ddvaro^) of verses 16 and

17 must be closely connected with the " death " of the pre-

ceding verse. For how else can we explain the fydp (for)

of verse 16 ? And the deduction made in verse 18 (intro-

duced by odev) is only explicable on the supposition that

the " death " named in the preceding verses is a death

by blood-shedding.

Another weighty consideration is that this illustration of

a will made operative by the death of a testator, and that

testator Christ, introduces a new conception into the

Christology of this Epistle, if not of the New Testament

generally. And how vastly inferior is that conception to

the inspiring thought in this Epistle of the risen and as-

cended Christ, " ever living to make intercession for us "
;

whereas one who makes a will and by his death brings it

into operation necessarily ceases to act or exercise influence.

He has bequeathed his life's work as well as his possessions

to others.

It is sometimes stated in support of the current interpre-

tation of this passage that in St. Luke xxii. 29, 30, Christ is

described as making a bequest to His disciples. The words

are :
" I appoint (SLarlde/xat) unto you a kingdom, even as

my Father appointed unto me." But in that passage, as

Dr. Plummer remarks, " the verb does not necessarily

mean ' covenant to give ' or ' assign by bequest,' which

would not fit SceOeTo here, but may be used of any formal

arrangement or disposition." It is the gift of a living Christ

to His disciples. There is no thought there of death.

In conclusion it may be said that the passage discussed

must always remain one of some difficulty, but if the above

explanation is of any weight, it will have helped to clear
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away the difficulty already stated of an illustration intro-

duced into the argument without elucidating it. It will

have helped to vindicate the continuity and sustained

reasoning of this great Epistle. Arthur Carr.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY AND THE LOWER
CLASSES.

III.

But we should be giving a very one-sided picture if this

were the one thing that we had to say on the subject of

" Primitive Christianity and the Lower Classes." Primi-

tive Christianity was a religious movement of the lower

classes—that is the next point to be insisted on. It was

not a speculative movement in support of some new theory

of life and the universe, nor was it an emancipatory move-

ment with a tendency to communism. The celebrated

passage in the Acts of the Apostles about the community

of goods m the church at Jerusalem (Acts iv. 32 ff.) has been

greatly exaggerated in historical importance, because the

moral emphasis with which it is formulated has been mistaken

for the language of an official inquiry into social condi-

tions. The Primitive Christian expectation of the kingdom

of God was doubtless of decisive influence in worldly affairs

in so far as it was the expectation of a renewal of this earth

by God and His Anointed and the hope of a great adjust-

ment of inequalities at the Last Judgment. But Primitive

Christianity never sought to organize the proletariat and

so bring about the ideal State by fighting for political power.

All that was to come—and they expected much—was ex-

pected from God. Man's contribution towards the mighty

revolution of things that should come with the kingdom of

God consisted in fitting his own. soul for it by inward reform,

self-denial, and self-sacrifice for the brethren.
T
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And here we have touched the second factor that is char-

acteristic of the relation of Primitive Christianity to the lower

classes. We can express it more precisely thus. Located

in the masses, and sympathizing with the masses, Primitive

Christianity discovered the individual m the masses, set

an unprecedented value on the individual soul and assigned

it tasks hitherto unheard of.

It is no mere accident without significance that we find

the expression " souls," even m earliest Christian usage,

when the masses were being numbered, " There were

added unto them about three thousand souls," so we read

in the Acts of the Apostles (ii. 41). This usage, for which

other passages might be quoted, was not a Christian inven-

tion ; it is found in the Old Testament, and there is a pre-

Christian papyrus letter ^ in which an Egyptian peasant begs

for food to be sent " to save many souls." But the usage

is very characteristic of Christianity. The masses are

regarded as made up of souls, and it is the desire to save

individual souls that urges on the Master and His apostles.

The same Jesus,whom we find standing before the crowd

of five thousand, promises to be present to the twos and

threes that gather together in His Name. The same Jesus

whose grand consciousness of His mission sends Him forth

to the " many " and even to " aU," devotes the most special

individual care to the souls of the lost, the fallen, and those

in danger of fallmg whom their misery casts m His way.

When prayer, the most intimate act of devotion, is concerned.

He who Himself at times sought refuge from the thronging

multitude in the night and in the desert, takes the individual

out of the multitude and out of the street, and bids him

flee into the closet. He even contrasts the many who

are called with the few who are chosen, and He speaks of

his " little " flock. The same Jesus who looks with warm
^ The Tebtiinia Papyri No. 56 (o-wtrat \f/vxa-s iroWds).

VOL. VII. 23
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sympathy on the degenerate mass of the lower orders sees

also the guardian angel of each one of them ; knows that

not a hair falls from their head without God's will ; and

ennobles the individual by showing him the possibility of

joining the company of God's elect. Jesus places the whole

world in one scale and the soul of man in the other, and

the world is found to weigh lighter than the soul of man.

Not a single one of these souls must be lost ; Jesus could

identify Himself with the simplest and the poorest soul. At

the same time it is clear throughout that He places excep-

tional confidence in the human soul which He prizes so ex-

tremely highly, for He makes exceptional demands upon it.

The same polarity of interest, here for the many, there for

the individual, is found also in St. Paul. Driven up and

down the world by a tempestuous missionary zeal, himself

a debtor to the Jews and to the Greeks, he wants to convert

a whole world to obey Christ, and at the same time he is an

accomplished master of the finest arts in dealing with the

individual soul. A typical example is the pastoral care he

lavished on the runaway slave Onesimus and his master

Philemon, of which we have precious testimony in the brief

letter to Philemon. Doctrinaire prepossessions have caused

some people to mistake entirely the peculiar character of

that one priceless page. It is not, as they seem to think, a

pamphlet on the attitude of Christianity to slavery : it

is an instantaneous view of Primitive Christian pastorship.

The pastor who could throw off such a letter had penetrated

deeply on the intricate path of the inner life of man ; the

intoxication of looking after the many had not destroyed his

sober appreciation of the individual. No less typical is the

treatment of another individual human soul in the second

Epistle to the Corinthians—a Corinthian, otherwise un-

known, who had deeply offended the apostle on the occasion
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of the short visit to Corinth. And then St. Paul himself,

the great pastor, represents—how could it be otherwise ?—an

altogether remarkable type of the individual soul, the like

of which will not be seen again, alive to this day in the con-

fessions contained in his Epistles, which witness that St. Paul

had compassed all the heights and depths of man's spiritual

nature with untrammelled freshness and vigour of experience.

Like Jesus, St. Paul ennobled the individual soul by bring-

ing it into connexion with the higher world. The individual

is a temple of the Holy Ghost, a member of the Body of

Christ, elect of God, a co-heir with Christ, a saint, i.e., one

saved from the sinful world and brought into Christ's holy

sphere. The individuals thus saved enter into organic

union with the church of God, with the Body, or, as was said

later under the after-influence of St. Paul, with the spiritual

house in which they are living stones (1 Peter ii. 5), or with

the brotherhood. By such deep conceptions as " saints,"

" body of Christ," " church of God," and " brotherhood "

the apostles establish a line of division within the confused

mass : here the saints, and there those that are without.

And within the ranks of the faithful yet another organic clas-

sification of individuals, according to the gifts and powers

given them by God ; and all, from Jerusalem to Rome, from

Galatia to Corinth, across land and sea, held together by

the spirit of solidarity (especially clear in 2 Cor. viii. 13 &.),

each esteeming the other as his neighbour and brother, and

himself as a slave for Christ's sake.

Our picture showing the Gospel united in the closest

bonds with the lower classes of that age has now been en-

riched by one characteristic feature the more. Primitive

Christianity, its stand taken among the masses of the ancient

world, has discovered the individuals within the masses,

sanctified them, and united them in a living organism.
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The complete picture, then, beneath which we can write

the title of this paper, is this :

—

Far away in the East, on Galilaean soil, from out the ser-

ried ranks of the insignificant many, the weak and the lost,

the babes, there rises the figure of a Redeemer. He towers

above the inferior masses and above the handful of superior

persons, and yet neither cuts Himself off from the masses

nor despises them : He rather embraces the masses with

His whole soul and bids them all to the Kingdom of God.

But in the masses He seeks the individual, raises the indi-

vidual from the masses, makes a soul of the individual, brings

this soul into contact with the higher world, equips and

sanctifies it for the great blessings which God will bestow

on His own in the Kingdom.

A generation later a man is working among the lower orders

of the populous cities of the Hellenistic world of the Mediter-

ranean. It is Paul the missionary, himself a thorough man
of the people, calmly contemptuous of the sham culture

of the superior persons. He gathers together brotherhoods

for the cult of that Redeemer, and though his thoughts are

bent on the evangelization of the world he has the pastor's

loving eye for each individual, so as to build up the house

of saints out of single souls.

The polarity of the two interests—interest in the masses

and interest in the indivdual—is one of the polarities on

which the elastic force of Primitive Christianity depended.

Contact with the masses is the source of the continuous

unaffected simplicity of its religious convictions. Contact

with the masses is the foundation of that homely forceful-

ness which is prophetic of its triumphal progress from the

people to the peoples. The delicacy and depth of its pastoral

care for souls assure ethical energy to Primitive Christianity

and safeguard it from selling its birthright and from degen-

erating into a mere cult.
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With this polarity of interest in the masses and interest

in the individual, Primitive Christianity set succeeding gen-

erations tasks that have remained immeasurably great and

serious down to the present day. For us indeed they have

become greater and more serious than ever before. Never

has the individual soul been so threatened by the fact of its

existence in the mass, and never has the menace to the soul

reacted with such force upon the mass, as now in the machin-

ery of modern mass-existence.

To enter into contact with the masses, to understand the

masses as they are and as they have grown, what they can

do and what they cannot do, to get to love the masses as we

love our mother earth, the spreading cornfield, the wide

forest, and the endless sea ;—then to discover the individual

in the masses, to save the individual from the dangers with

which he is threatened by existence in the mass, to raise the

individual above the mass, and by thus raising the individual

to improve the mass and thereby assure to our great social

communities, the State, Society, and the Church, their natu-

ral foundation—that is the programme that has brought us

together in the Evangelical-Social Congress. It is a pro-

gramme of sentiment. It prescribes to the social politician

the direction but not the exact path to be taken in his

practical work. He must find the path himself. Others may
smile at a programme of sentiment ; we feel ourselves

strong in the certitude that with this programme we are

representing the sentiment of the classical, the creative

period of our faith.

Adolf Deissmann.
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LUKE'S AUTHORITIES IN ACTS I.-XII.^

III.

As vre saw in the preceding part of this paper, Peter's escape

is described to us by Luke in words closely approximating

to those in which the fugitive narrated it to the group

of the Saints at Mary's door within an hour after it oc-

curred. It would be difficult to find any narrative of an

escape from prison better authenticated, or related amid

circumstances which exclude more absolutely the supposi-

tion either of falsification, or of the growth of legend. The

description of the scene at the house must convince the

unprejudiced judge, who examines the evidence critically,

that Luke had hstened to the story as it was related in the

presence of several other witnesses of the scene by Rhoda

herself, and that he intends to convey to his readers that

he had been in the house and heard the story there.

In the story we hear not a word about the conduct of the

guards, of whom three sets had to be passed. Were they

hypnotized, or drugged, or bribed ? Did Peter and the

messenger pass among them without being visible ? The

supposition that they were asleep naturally cannot be

entertained where so many were concerned, all bound by

their duty to be vigilant and all responsible for theh vigil-

ance with their life. Under the head of hypnotism we may

sum up any and every kind of supernatural influence which

prevented the guards from observing what was going on.

The Divine power, if we adopt the theory that the deliver-

ance was accomplished in a supernatural manner, acts

through natural means so far as possible ; and there must

1 In the list of recent writers to whom I have been specially indebted

in studying the Acts, I omitted accidentally the name of Rev. R. B.

Rackham. But, as I said, the present series of articles gives personal

impressions, and is not founded on fresh study of modem commentators.
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have been some reason evident to an observer why the

guards did not take notice of what was going on, not even

of the opening of the outer gate, until the morning.

Peter's story explains in part why he observed so Uttle,

and why the circumstances are left so obscure. He was

wakened out of sleep—evidently a deep sleep—by a blow

on the side ; but he was stiU in such a confused, half-

awakened state, that he believed all was a dream, until out

in the street he found himself alone, after the " messenger

of God " had disappeared. Then at last the cold night

air and the continuous exercise restored his faculties, and

he began to review the situation. He was a practical man,

not an observer and student of psychical phenomena. He
misses out what would interest the man of scientific temper :

" when he was come to himseK he said, ' Now I know of a

truth, that the Lord hath sent forth His messenger and

delivered me out of the hand of Herod, and from all the

expectation of the people of the Jews.' " He pictures to

himself the scene on the morrow, the disappointment of

the people, and the annoyance of the monarch whose

hand and power had proved so feeble. He was conscious

of this side of the situation first ; and then later came the

thought of escape, and of what immediate steps he should

take to save himself. The order of his thoughts shows a

calm and sane intellect, with a distinct sense of humoiu*.

A fussy or timid person would have thought at such a mo-

ment only of fiight and safety. Peter, as we can gather

from this scene, even if we know nothing else about him,

was a man far above the common in respect of coolness,

courage, and presence of mind. He resolved that the best

thing to do was to retire to some obscure spot, after first

relieving the anxiety of the brethren about his safety.

We observe that Peter had to think over the situation

before he came to the conclusion that his deliverer was a
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messenger of the Lord. He had not as yet been conscious

of anything apparently supernatural in the circumstances,

except that the gate " opened of its own accord." ^ He
knew of no agent or instrument pushing it, but saw it open

before him. Otherwise the accompaniments were all

natural : the light was needed in the dark cell : he fastened

his girdle round his tunic, and put on his thick upper gar-

ment and his sandals, before going out into the cold night.

The chains had indeed dropped o£f from his hands ; but

this occurred first of all at the very moment that he was

wakened, and he had no knowledge how the fastenings were

unloosed. The " messenger " or " angel " appeared to

him, therefore, in ordinary human form ; and Peter only

inferred his superhuman mission from subsequent reflexion

about the circumstances. During the escape from the

prison Peter was not in a condition to think ; he simply

obeyed and acted. When, standing alone in the street,

he collected his thoughts and reviewed the situation, he

concluded that the deliverance was the act of God.

Now, since previously the steps of the action had pro-

ceeded without his observing anything supernatural in

the appearance or conduct of the deliverer, it is not

necessary to understand from the conclusion which he

stated, that the deliverer was a supernatural being. In the

life of such people in modern times as Dr. Barnardo, who

from small means have built up vast and beneficial organiza-

tions in reliance on the help of God, that help has come

always in apparently natural ways. When a stranger in a

^ This is a very vague thought in the mind of an Oriental, and is per-

fectly consistent with other explanations besides that of supernatural

action. At the same time, I do not doubt that Luke understood it to

imply supernatural agency. Luke was influenced insensibly by the

western and scientific view, which sharply distinguishes the supernatural

from the natural, and he often is placed in a difficulty by the idea of his

oriental informants, who tended to identify the natural and the super-

natural in a way that he did not fully vuaderstand or sympathize with.
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hotel in Oxford, noticing Barnardo's name in the visitors'

list, told him that he would make the first Villlage Home
for girls, " we need not say that Dr. Barnardo and his friend

received this as an answer to prayer, doubting not that the

hand of God was in it." Was Peter, or were any of the

early Christians at that time, less able or likely to recognize

the hand of God in the affairs of the world than Dr. Bar-

nardo and his friend ? On the contrary, the Oriental mind

is far more prone to see the hand of God in everything that

goes on around us than the English mind is. To the Orien-

tal God is always very close. The Oriental thinks and

speaks of God far more frequently and familiarly than we

do ; and yet in his way of introducing the Divine name

and supposing the Divine presence and action in the most

common affairs of life, there is no irreverence. He does

so, because he feels that God is always moving in all that

goes on, great and small ; that " not a sparrow falls to

the ground without Him." We, on the other hand, tend

to reserve the action of God for the big things, with

the result that the logical mind, which cannot see any

reasonable distinction between the small and the big things,

fails, and must necessarily fail, to see that hand anywhere.

Was not Barnardo more near the truth when he saw the

hand of God in the bestowal of a needed subscription, and

read in this act the fulfilment of his prayers ?

Such is the Oriental view, at any rate ; and there cannot

be a doubt that, whether or not Peter actually knew his

deliverer to be a real human being, he would equally con-

fidently conclude that this was the angel of God. Peter's

words should be judged from his own point of view, as

they were meant. The Church was in the direst need, when

its leader was on the eve of death. The Church engaged in

earnest prayers. The prayers were answered. So much

is certain ; and we may safely assert that, whether the
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deliverer was man or a supernatural being, he was equally

" the messenger of God," in Oriental phrase.

Further, we may take it as certain that the escape occurred

in the darkest part of the night, before the moon rose. The

night following the last day of Unleavened Bread was the

twenty-second of the moon, which therefore rose very late.

The deliverance was doubtless timed, so that Peter should

have a long period of darkness to place himself beyond the

reach of pursuit. All the more remarkable is it that his

escape was not observed until the next morning. The dawn-

ing was not very early at that season of the year ; and

several hours must therefore have elapsed before the guards

observed the facts and began to inquire what had become

of Peter. It is not stated whether the outer gate closed

behind the fugitive, or remained open. Peter observed

only what bore on his immediate movements, and evidently

never looked behind him, until he collected his thoughts

in the street at some distance from the prison. But we

cannot suppose it possible that the outer gate of the State

prison remained open for hours, especially after the moon

had risen, without some one perceiving it and giving the

alarm. The gate, therefore, must certainly have been

closed by the same agency which, unseen by Peter, had

opened it, naturally or supernaturaUy, to let him go out.

Now there cannot be a doubt that the " messenger
"

who struck Peter on the side and guided him had human

form, and had opened the door of the cell, for Peter, who

described the other details so exactly, seems to assume that

this door was open, and that only the outer iron gate at

the top of the seven steps needed to be opened before them. ^

But, though the " messenger" had the form of a man (like

" the messenger " who appeared to Cornelius),^ he was

* The seven steps are mentioned only in the Western Text.
^ Acts X. 30 : when Cornehus tells the story he speaks only of " a man

in bright apparel "
; others speak of a " messenger," or " angel," of God.
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to Peter merely an instrument used by the Divine power.

God works through natural instruments and agents ; and

Peter had none of the desire which we feel to investigate

and state precisely the nature of each stage in his escape.

The supernatural and the natural were not separated to his

mind by any clear dividing line ; the one melted into the

other, and he was not interested in placing the line between

them.

Luke also was not interested to divide precisely the region

of the natural from that of the supernatural. On the con-

trary, it would rather seem that he in many cases purposely

leaves a debatable ground between the two. Those who,

like the present writer, assume as the starting-point of

their thought, that the Divine Power does continually

exert itself in the afiairs of the world, must recognize that

at some point the Divine intervention (which is in its origin

beyond our ken) becomes knowable to us, i.e., at some

point it begins to act through means and in ways that are

amenable to the ordinary laws of experience and reason.

But where does that point lie ? To answer that question

is always difficult. To answer it in the case of Peter's

deliverance is impossible, because Luke intentionally or

unintentionally—the present writer believes, intentionally

—leaves the line of division in obscurity. Does the so-

called natural action in this process begin only when

Peter stood alone in the street, and was it previously all

" supernatural "
? Or did it begin with the agent of the

deliverance, in whose heart the thought was bom and the

means were carefully planned out ? We cannot say with

certainty. But we can say with certainty that every one,

whether he prefers to make the " supernatural " element

larger or smaller, must acknowledge that at some point

that element ceases and the ordinary and " natural
"

begins ; and we can feel great confidence that Luke, who
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was generally disposed to enlarge the sphere of the super-

natural, purposely leaves the transition obscure.

Now there is no doubt that at the court of the Herods,

just as later at the court of many Roman Emperors, the

Christians had friends, sympathizers, and even adherents.

Slight references occur in the Gospels and the Acts, which

may half reveal a considerable background of fact. The

wife of Herod's steward was a follower of Jesus. The
" foster-brother " of Herod,^ Menahem, was one of the lead-

ing Christians, prophet or teacher, at Antioch. Others

have observed and collected these indications ; and it is

not necessary here to enlarge on them. There is therefore

nothing improbable in the supposition that some person

influential in the entourage of Herod Agrippa I. had skil-

fully engineered the escape of Peter. The occasion was well

chosen, as we have seen, in respect of darkness. Even if

Peter had suspected or known who the deliverer was, he

would not have mentioned the name at a street door ; and

he would equally have regarded his helper as " the messen-

ger of God."

This case is typical of what can fairly be expected in the

narrative of the New Testament, and of the limitations which

must be allowed for. The essential facts and the spiritual

truth are placed beyond doubt in this story, for they rest

on evidence of the highest kind. But those who are bent

on knowing the commonplace facts, those who regard it as

the most important part of this historical scene to learn who

managed the escape, and how the guards were evaded, will

be disappointed : it is utterly impossible from the evidence

^ I cannot wholly agree with Professor Deissmann's argument in his

Bible Studies, p. 310 ff., that this term was merely a court title. I think

that every one who comes into contact for a time with the Ufe of the

Levant lands, and knows how great a part in it is played by foster-mothers

and foster-brothers, will be slow to accept some of the sentences in hi$

argument.
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to do more than make a vague conjecture, founded on general

considerations and not on the special evidence, about these

matters. The reason is that such things were indifferent

both to Peter and to Luke : they are mere details, which

do not in any way affect Peter's conceptions of real and

spiritual truth, and the evidence does not even in the remot-

est way bear on matters of this class. The historian and

the sociologist may long to know what was the relation of

the royal court to the new Faith : it would be to such

scientific inquirers a matter of real value to know whether

some person who possessed influence at court managed the

escape. Luke, however, did not write for them. Luke

wrote for the Christian congregations of the Graeco-Roman

world : and he told what was of permanent value for those

whom he had in mind as readers. This principle must be

applied in general throughout the New Testament narrative.

Turning now to the scene described at the assembly on

the first Pentecost (in the second chapter), we observe that

the speech of Peter pictures it after a different fashion from

the narrative given in the preceding verses and especially

in the words attributed to the bystanders. Although Peter

at the outset of his speech quotes some of the words uttered

by the onlookers, yet he does not mention that those who

were now filled with the Spirit were speaking in foreign

languages, nor is his tone consistent with the supposition

that the use of foreign tongues was a characteristic and

important part of the strange scene. He represents the facts

which are occurring as a fulfilment of the saying of Joel,

that in the last days the whole people, young and old, slave

and free, male and female, shall have the gift of prophecy.

What Peter heard around him, and mentions as the great

feature of the scene, is prophetic utterance, and not the

use of strange languages. On the other hand, while the

preceding narrative does not exclude prophetic utterance
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as part of the scene, it represents the use of foreign

languages as being the most striking feature. According

to this account, what impressed the onlookers was that

strangers from remote lands heard the Christians speaking

each in his own language. Those who harmonize every-

thing by methods more or less Procrustean may find these

two pictures in perfect agreement ; but it seems to us

more scientific and far more instructive to admit frankly

their differences, and attempt to understand the origin and

nature of the divergence between the two pictures.

We start from the belief that the speech of Peter is

accurately and adequately reported. We have before us a

precis of the actual words made by some of the audience (or

by Peter himself), who possessed in a high degree the power of

seizing and presenting in brief the essential topics of the

discourse. There is nothing in the first haK of Acts which

more strongly impresses us with the historicity and early

character of the record than the speeches in the Acts

ii.-x. : these are original documents, in the truest sense,

giving us faithfully the thought of that period, unaffected

by later ideas.

We must, therefore, take Peter's speech in the second

chapter as a thoroughly trustworthy account of the scene at

Pentecost, so far as it goes. It was addressed at the moment

to the spectators, and therein lie both the guarantee for

its absolute trustworthiness and the cause of its deficiency.

The speaker could not possibly address to such an audience

a speech that was evidently out of keeping with the patent

facts of the scene. But, on the other hand, he naturally

and necessarily assumed as evident to the spectators, and

therefore omitted from his speech, much that we should like

to know. But, so far as it goes, and especially so far as it

was intended by the speaker to go, it is perfect and conclusive

evidence. Nothing that is directly contrary to it can be
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accepted ; but much that is complementary to it may be

correct, though not mentioned by Peter.

We have aheady stated the opinion that the report of

Peter's speeches and of the scenes in which he appears ii.-x.

comes, not from himself, but from Phihp. Now, is it prob-

able, or possible, that Philip, in addition to reporting ex-

actly the gist of what Peter said, should also report to Luke

his own impression of what he saw ? That such a theory

is possible no one can hesitate to admit. That it would

account for the divergence of the two accounts may also

be at once admitted. The description given at the very

moment by two spectators of such a scene, so strange and

so confused, would certainly differ greatly. Peter, speak-

ing to the crowd, and Philip, relating at a later time his

own impressions, might very naturally and probably lay

stress on different features ; and the two accounts are

not fundamentally inconsistent with one another. The

present writer feels no doubt that they both come from

good authorities. Yet we must hesitate to attribute the

narrative, verses 1-13, to Philip. It has not the character

or spirit of those narratives that are most probably or cer-

tainly his, such as the scenes in Samaria and Caesareia,

It is quite unhke the vivid and natural account of the heal-

ing of the lame man. It bears on its face the impression of

being a later narrative, which attempts to describe to others

by metaphors and elaborate similes a scene which they had

not beheld, and to explain in this way not only the visual

features of the scene but also the mental effects on those

who were present. In verse 3 the remarkable words, " there

were apparent to them as it were tongues of fire dividing

themselves, and it sat upon each of them," present a vague

and confused account and not the vivid picture of a

spectator telling exactly what he sees. What sat upon each

of them ? was it the fire as a whole, or a single tongue upon
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each? Neither answer is satisfactory, either grammatically

or rationally ; and yet there is no other possible. The truth

is that the authority on whom Luke relies, though in himself

good, was not clear on the point in his own mind, because

he is mixing up two purposes, a description of what was seen

and an account of the mental and spiritual process (which he

is trying to make plain by aid of a comparison drawn from

the language of the senses). The Divine influence occupied

the mind of each individual ; and the manner in which it

seized on each and divided itself so as to occupy the mind

of each, is compared to the numerous jets of flame springing

forth separately from a great fire : each jet divides itself

from the mass of flame, and yet each is simply a part of

the flame. The simile or allegory was, in a way, vivid

and instructive to the simple minds of the ordinary Chris-

tians in Jerusalem, to whom the story was told frequently in

the following years : but to the educated and scientific mind

of modern students it is only confusing. It conceals the

truth, instead of revealing it. But Luke was writing for the

ordinary congregations, which contained " not many that

had a philosophic and scientific education or administra-

tive and official experience," ^ and the comparison or

simile was very suitable for his purpose and his audience.

He had to convey a vague rough idea to minds which had

^ It is strange that this phrase of St. Paul's is so often inter-

preted as if "not many" meant "none." Even Professor Deissmann

adopts this misleading interjiretation, Expositoe, March, 1909, p. 221.

His paper suffers from a fault which is probably due to the translator.

It seems to move in a range of thought which assumes that there were
in the Graeco-Roman society only the aristocracy and " the lower

classes," and it tries to demonstrate that Christianity was of the lower

classes—an old idea. I have always maintained that, while early Christi-

anity touched both the governing class and still more the lowest classes,

its main power lay in its hold on the middle class. Professor Deissmann

does not even mention or think of this aspect of the case. It is rather a

characteristic of foreign theologians to ignore this class of the popula-

tion, which, however, is the most thoughtful, the most energetic, and in

the long run the strongest part cf a nation.
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not been trained to demand or to appreciate clear and

definite ideas.

It must, as I think, be inferred that the account in verses

2-4 is that which formed itself in the earliest congregation

at Jerusalem in the years following immediately after the

event, and which was heard by Luke there in a.d. 57. Such

allegory or simile is the beginning of legend : but in this

case we find the process in such an early stage that its char-

acter and origin are clear. Had the process gone on for

forty years longer, through a new generation, we should

probably have had a legend in the fullest sense. As matters

stand, we have the story still controlled by eye-witnesses, be-

cause it was repeated to Luke before the generation which

beheld the scene had died out.

So far, the narrative seems to be only a naive emblematic

way of expressing the same fact that Peter describes in his

speech, viz., the imparting of inspiration and power of pro-

phecy to a number of persons. The following verses 5-11,

however, are different in character, and undeniably describe

a scene in which the inspired Christians are supposed to be

speaking in various foreign languages. This is not neces-

sarily inconsistent with the preceding and the following

verses ; but it certainly adds a new feature. The kind of

prophetic utterance called " speaking with tongues " is

never described elsewhere after that I'ashion ; but it was

certainly a feature of " speaking with tongues " that the

expression was broken, hardly articulate, and not intelligible

without an interpreter. It was the result of an ecstatic

condition of the individual, and did not benefit others.

Hence Paul regarded it with less respect, and classed it

lower, than any other form of spiritual influence. Our view

is that ii. 5-11 give a popular description of the first occasion

on which this influence was manifested in the Church. That

the description is not to be taken as literally correct, but

VOL. VII. 24
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as the current descriptive tradition in the congregation at

Jerusalem, follows from the following considerations.

In the first place, there is contained in it a speech which

obviously was never actually made. The impression pro-

duced on the minds of the spectators is expressed emblema-

tically in the form of a speech ; but none of the spectators

literally said those words. This is the way in which the

popular mind afterwards expressed and described the

thoughts of the crowd, when the story was told and retold

in the Church.

Secondly, the enumeration of peoples (really of languages)

is evidently a rough enumeration such as occurs to one who

was present, and who afterwards told the story, adding at

the end two nations which he had omitted and which re-

curred too late to his memory. The understanding of this

list has been obscured to the commentators because they

take it as a list of countries where the Jews had settled ;

it is a rough list of the languages spoken by or known to

the Jews of the Diaspora (corresponding, of course, in some

degree to the countries where they lived) ; and several are

called by popular terms which cannot be specified with any

certainty, Persian, Median, Chaldaean or Elamite, and North

Aramaic ^ (Mesopotamia), Hebrew or South Aramaic, and

Cappadocian, and some Pontic tongue ^ and Greek (Asia),

Phrygian and the barbarous half-Greek of Pamphylia,^ two

north-African languages, and Latin (spoken by both Jews

and Roman proselytes), finally as an afterthought Cretan

(a dialect of Greek so dififerent from the Koine, as to

seem a distinct language to the Jews) and Arabic. There

is here no classification, but a popular statement, as the

^ 1 use these terms in a rough unscientific fashion.

^ We have no information as to the langviage in any of the various

districts called Pontus.
^ It is known from inscriptions.
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memory moves from east to west, with a supplement of two

omitted languages. This is not Lukan ; it is what Luke

was told, and it comes from the memory of some one who

was present. But why is a list of languages given, when we

may feel certain that almost all of those Jews knew Greek

and that many also knew either Hebrew or South-Aramaic

or both ? The whole passage merely emphasizes in popular

fashion the strangeness of the phenomenon : the tongues

were as intelligible in Persian as in Arabic : j^ou needed

only an interpreter in every case. The striving after em-

phasis, which is characteristic of the popular Oriental mind,

is here carried to an extreme, and brings the narrative to

the verge of legend : yet it is not legend, but an attempt

to make uneducated people appreciate vividly a strange

phenomenon.

In the third place the comparison of Divine inspiration

to fire, which occurs in verses 2-4, was developed in verses

5-11 according to a popular Jewish superstition. That

comparison is natural to the human mind, and was pecu-

liarly characteristic of Hebrew thought and expression.

Metaphors in which high mental excitation or spiritual

enthusiasm is described by such terms as " burning," " flam-

ing," " kindle," etc., are found in every language. But

here the elaborate simile of verses 2-4 recalled to the popu-

lar Jewish mind the thought of a variety of languages, be-

cause a belief had grown up that on Mount Sinai the fire

in which God spoke became a multitude of voices. Mr.

Vernon Bartlet in his Acts, p. 384, rightly says that the

analogy is sufficient " almost to prove the influence of this

Jewish belief upon the present narrative." Such a develop-

ment seems inconsistent with anything except a narrative

current among the people and taking its colour and tone

from their ideas.

Verses 12-13 describe other sides of the onlookers'
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thoughts in briefer fashion, but quite in the same general

style.

We have in this whole passage the popular account of the

scene, as it was current in the Church at Jerusalem. We
have not the description which Philip would give, if we judge

him by the standard of those parts of the follomng chapters,

where his hand is most apparent. But the picture is in its

way a very striking one, and seemed to Luke worthy of

preservation, in order to give full emphasis to the first episode

in the growth of the new Church. He was certainly quite

conscious that the incident contrasted strongly with the

more orderly conduct that reigned in the Philippian Church,

with its official bishops and deacons. He regarded the

scene as an exemple of the Jewish and Eastern spirit, which

even in the Church could not altogether disappear. His

historical purpose was to describe the development of the

Church ; and he knew that Pauline views as to spiritual

life were different from and higher than this. But that

early scene also was the effect of the Divine Spirit, seizing

on the young congregation for the first time and almost

intoxicating them with its fervid enthusiasm. The Acts

as a whole sets before us the picture of a Church growing,

and not of a Church stationary.

We do not maintain that every part of these chapters

can be assigned to some definite authority. Allowance

must be made for the formative and guiding genius of Luke,

and for his habit of using details taken from one authority

to enrich and enliven a narrative taken from some other.

But it seems in the highest degree probable that we can

safely trace the varying origin of different parts of chapters

i.-xii. Philip and his daughters, Rhoda and other persons

in the household of Mary, may be confidently believed to

have contributed by their personal narrative and trust-

worthiness to give greater individuality and vividness to
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the account which was heard by Luke as current in the

Palestinan Church about 57 a.d. Mere popular narrative

tends to become vague, to lose grip of exact details, and

finally to degenerate into legend. In the chapters we

must acknowledge that some parts are more thoroughly

historical and trustworthy than others ; and we see the

reason in the varied authorities on whom Luke depended.

The popular tradition was far more liable than single

educated authorities Hke PhiUp to let its account be coloured

by subsequent events ; and it is therefore of the utmost

importance that we have the tradition at such an early

date. The arguments that Luke's history was composed

and pubUshed about a.d. 60 or 70 rest on facts which really

only imply that he had caught the tradition at that stage

and reported it faithfully. In some cases it is of real value

to have in the Acts a certain reference to subsequent history,

because the history to which it refers is so early. The

tradition even at its worst gives us the views entertained

at an extremely early period. Perhaps the most important

of those views is the conception of Church government

which underHes the Acts. The administrative work of the

Twelve, in which they subsequently needed the supple-

mentary aid of the Seven, is repeatedly termed diahoniay

and once episkope. It is logically necessary to infer that

Luke, who was evidently keenly interested in the practical

side of the history of the Church as an administrative in-

stitution, regarded the diaconate and the episcopate as

both developing out of the apostolate in its capacity of

a governing body. So long as there were any of the Twelve

Apostles left, the government remained with them. But

in their absence and after their death, other devices had

to be introduced. In Syrian Antioch Barnabas and other

" prophets and teachers " formed a governing body, not

essentially dissimilar in character to the Twelve ; Barnabas
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in fact carried with him the prestige of commission from

the Twelve, and of a rank close to theirs. We have still a

semi-Oriental kind of governing authority, not unlike the

colleges of priests at the great Asiatic and Anatolian hiera.

But, when we come to the Hellenic cities of South Galatia,

we find that Paul introduced the Greek system of popular

election to Church office, Acts xiv. 23. This method suited

the democratic spirit of Hellenic towns, and was wholly

alien to Oriental ways. It was perpetuated, for in the

Didache the rule occurs "elect for yourselves bishops and

deacons "
: and it led to evils, as already is evident in

Paul's letters, where allusions are made to the rivahy among

the members of a congregation for distinction and office.

Such rivalry, and the faults to which it is prone, was hardly

avoidable in the Greek and Roman world. In the intro-

duction of this method we recognize the Greek side of the

mind and training of Paul. The pure Jew would never have

instituted such a system of government.

In Galatia it was presbyters that were appointed. In

Jerusalem the presbyters were merely " the elder brethren "

(Acts XV. 23), viz., those members of the congregation whose

experience and age fitted them for dehberation, while the

younger members acted where vigour and physical work

were needed (v. 6, 10) : the distinction is a natural one,

which comes about automatically. But in the Hellenic

cities of South Galatia,^ the presbyters were elected officials.

The difference is profound. The one institution has no

bearing on or inner connexion with the other. Very soon

the " presbj^ters " were differentiated into " bishops " and
" deacons," as we see at Philippi and in the Didache ; and

the two classes came to be regarded as respectively superior

and preparatory. This development and systematization

must have interested Luke keenly ; and the fact that no

^ Doubtless also in the Pauliiie^Church_at_Ephesus.
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word bearing on its initial stages is found in his history is

one of the many reasons which convince me that his work

was never completed, that a third book was in his mind,

and that even the second book, the Acts, never received

its finishing touches. In the year 57, when we leave Asia,

there are only Presbyters. In the year 61 there are at

Philippi bishops and deacons, as we see in the slight glimpse

which Paul's letter to the Philippians permits. The devel-

opment began in that interval, during which the Acts does

not touch Asia or Galatia. A study of the Pastoral Epistles

may throw some light on the subject.

W. M. Ramsay.

LEXICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI.^

XIV.

e^rfKow.—Dr. Stanton {The Gospels as Historical Docu-

ments, p. 100) remarks on Justin's use of " the curious

word a(pf}\oi6ei<i " to denote that Christ was " unnailed "

from the Cross {Dial. 108). The passage is noted by

Sophocles {Lexicon s.v.), who also gives references for the

corresponding verb i^rjXooi. To these last may be added

TbP 3321^*- (a.d. 176) where complaint is made of robbers

who Ta9 6vpa<i i^7]\(o(TavTe(i e^dara^av, " extracting the

nails from the doors carried off " what was within, and

PFi 69^1' 2* (iii/A.D.) i^rjXova-i aavihe^ (accus.).

e^o/xoXoyeco.—For the ordinary Bibl. meaning of " admit,"

" acknowledge " cf. HbP 30^^ (iii/B.c), ovt6 twc irpaKTopt

rj^ovXov €^op,o\\oyrja\aG6ai, " nor were willing to acknow-

ledge the debt to the collector " (G. and H.). The derived

sense of " agree," as in Luke xxii. 6, comes out in TbP 183

(ii/B.c), Tov KU)\ixdpj(\ov i^Q)/jLoXoj7]aa/u,evov exaara : cf. PFi

86^^ (i/A.D.) i^ofioXoyov/jievTjv rrjv Tricmv.

' For abbreviations see the Februarji' an(} March (1908) ExyosxroB, pp,
170, 262.
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e^opKL^o).—^With Matt. xxvi. 63, i^opKL^w ere Kara rov deov

Tov l^(t)VTO(i Xva K.T.X. may be compared the heathen amulet

BU 956 (iii/A.D.), e^opKi^co'vixa^ Kara rov aytov ovofMaro^ Oepa-

rreva-at rov Aiovvatov. The adjective is of constant occur-

rence in the magic papyri, e.g. BM I. p. 67'^ (iv/A.D.), p.

93269 (iii/A.D.).

i^ovala.—The phrase i^ovalav ex^i^v in the general sense

of exhibiting weight and authority (as Mark i. 22, rjv yap

hihcbaKOiv avToix; &)<? e^ovaCav e%&)v) may be paralleled from

FP 125^*- (ii/A.D.), avrtXa^cbv fjv i^ova-cav ex^t^, "using all

the influence you have " (G. and H.). In an interesting

note in his Poimandres, p. 48 n^, Reitzenstein claims that

in the N. T. usage, as in the Hermes dialogue, the idea of

" knowledge " is mingled with that of " power." For the

reference of the word to civil magistracy or rule (as Rom.

xiii. 1) cf. BM III. p. 215 (ii/A.D.), 87;/xap%t/<:77? e|oucr«'a<?,

the tribunicia potestas of Claudius.

eTratreco.—In BM I. p. 32^ (163 B.C.) a recluse at the

Serapeum describes himself as living a0' mv iirairS) iv rw

lepw, " from what I beg in the temple "
: cf. Luke xvi. 3,

eTraireiv al(Tx,vvo/j,at. That temples generally were a pro-

mising haunt for the profession St. Luke reminds us else-

where. 'EirrjrpLa, the Greek for a " beggaress "—to translate

it with an equal novelty—appears as a air. \ey. in Witkowski,

p. 52 (Par P 59), of ii/s.c. : see note.

eTraKoXovOeo).—The use of eV. to denote those who
" checked " or " verified " an account, e.g. the signatures

to a series of tax receipts TbP lOO^o- 21 (ii/B.c), Apevo<i

i'TT'r]Ko\ov67]Ka, 'A/coucrtXao? eTTTjKoXovOrjKa, throws light on

[Mark] xvi. 20, rov Kvpiov . , . rov \6yov ^e^atovvro^ Sm

rSiv eTraKoXovdovvrcov arjfjbeicov : the signs " endorse " the

Word. For an important discussion of the word see

Wilcken Ostr. i. p. 76 f

.

iiravopdojaa,—With the metaph. usage in 2 Tim. iii. 16
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cf. the verb in NP li^ff. (ii/A.D.), el fidOoifit, irapa ra KCKe-

XevcTfieva 7rpd(TaovTa<i,' eTnarpec^ecrrepov v/xa<i e7ravop6(i)[crol^/j,ai.

eirdparo'i.—For this N.T. air. \ey. (John vii. 49) cf. Syll.

810, el 8e tl eKcov e^a^apT[?;(7ei] , ouk epjov €7rapda[^aadai], h'iKri

he eiriKpepbarac ri/u-eupo? uTreXOovrL aTretdv'i Ne/zecreo)?—an in-

scription which recalls the teaching of Rom. xii, 19. The

LXX compound eTrtKardpaTo^ (cf. Gal. iii. 10) is also amply-

attested from the inscriptions, e.g. Syll. 891 ^s- (ii/A.D.),

eTTtKardpaTo^ o<TTi<i pbrj cf^elBotro Kara TOvSe top ')((apov Tov8e

fov epyov (a sepulchral monument).

iTreia-arycoy)],—We have found no instance as yet of this

interesting subst. (Heb. vii, 19, eTreio-wycoryf) 8e KpeiTrovo<i

iXirihos) ; but the verb is used as a terminus technicus in

marriage contracts, forbidding a man to " bring in in

addition" another woman to his house, EP 1^ (iv/B.c), NP
21* (ii/B.c), BU 1050i«. 'ETreiVa/cTo? is founds "im-

ported " in Ostr. 757 (106-5 B.C.) : cf. the use of irapelaaKTo^

in Gal. ii. 4.

kvixco.—For eVep^ft), " pay heed," as in Acts iii. 5, 1 Tim.

iv. 16, cf. FP 1121^^- (a.D. 99), eVe'^ov rS haKTvXiarfi

ZwiXcot. The sense of "delay," "hinder" (as Acts xix. 22),

is found in the legal phrase /iT^Sevo? eTrexofMievov), OP 488^^

(late ii/iii a.d.), TbP 327^7 (late ii/A.D.) : cf. TbP 337^

(ii/iii A.'D.), iv eiro'xfi,
" in suspense," with the editors' note.

iTTTjped^co.—The verb is common = " insult," " treat

wrongfully," e.g. FP 123' (c. a.d. 100), Bta to eirr^pedadai.,

OGIS 484^^ (ii/A.D.), Si' &u eirripea^ov pidXiara rov<i top l')(6vv

7rL7rpda-KovTa<;. The middle is found in an interesting docu-

ment in which a weaver petitions on grounds of poverty

against his name being inserted in the list of those eligible

for the office of Trpea-^vrepof; tt}? Kcofiir?, or village elder,

BM III. p. 131 A.D. 140), ol Se T% Kci)p,'r)<? wpea^vTepot

i7rr]ped^ovr[o jjloi otto)?] dvaScoaco Kai p,ov to KTi^fia et? Trpecr^v-

repeiav Trj^i K(t)fM7]<; d7r[6pov] fxov 6Vto9. For the subst. se§
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TbP 28* (c. 114 B.C.), 8ta TOP . . . e[7r'r}p]eacr/ji6v, "on ac-

count of the insolent conduct."

iiriSeiKvufMc.—For e.=" prove," as in Heb. vi. 17, see

the old marriage contract already cited EP 1' (iv/B.c),

eVfSetfaTet) Se 'HpaK\.ed8r]<; on av iyKoXijt Arj/jbrjrpcat evavTiov

avSpcov rpioiv.

eTnSTjfieco.—The meaning of this word (see Acts ii. 10,

xvii. 21) is well brought out in Par P 69 (iii/A.D.) extracts

from the day-book of a strategus, where it is used of his

arrival and temporary sojourn in a place, as diroBij/jiia} is

of his departure : see further Wilcken Arcliiv iv. p. 374.

The subst. (e.g. 0GI8 517^^- (iii/A.D.), Kara rrjv . . .

AvroKpdropo<i \vT(ovivov iiriSrjfMLai') is thus practically syn-

onymous with the more technical irapovaia, on which see

Thess. 145 f.

€7rt^r;T6&) —From OP 36 (ii/iii a.d.) we learn that if a tax-

gatherer had any suspicion that a merchant had more goods

on his ship than he had declared (aTreypa-v/raTo), he had the

right of requiring the cargo to be unloaded

—

idv he Te\a}vr]<;

iK(f)opricrdrjvai to ttXoIov e7ri^r}T7]ar), 6 efnropo'i eK^opTitira),

The directive rather than intensive force of the com-

pound verb is well seen in such a passage as TbP 411^^-

(ii/A.D.), 6 yap KpcLTLaTO'i i7rLcrTpa.Tr]yo<i Uavo)^ ae iire^tjTrjae,

" has made several inquiries about you "
: cf. Luke iv. 42,

01 o'xXoi i7re^i]Tovv avrov. This has force as illustrating the

meaning Dean Robinson gives to iiroyLVcoaKeiv in his excur-

sus in Ephesians.

eirtkavddvop.ai.—The construction with the ace. in Phil,

iii. 13, while not unknown in classical, is amply attested

in later Greek, e.g. Par P 32ii«- (ii/B.c. =Witk. 43),

iiTLKekrjaOaL rd /jbirpa twv oOovlcov, OP 744^2 (b.C. 1), vrw?

Svvafjial ae einXadelv
;

iiriXeixci.—A curious illustration of Luke xvi. 21, ol Kvve^

, , . eTrekeL^ov rd eXKr) avrov is afforded by Syll. 803^^
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(iii/B.c), where an inscription found in the Asclepieum of

Epidaurus records how a dog healed a boy

—

tuI jXtaaaaL

eOepd-TTeva-e kuI vyci] eirorjae. Upon the presence of dogs in

the Asclepieum see Dittenberger's note in Syll. 631*.

eVtXotTTo?.—See Notes ii., s,v. oiria-co.

iiTLcrKeirroiiai.—The verb is common=" inspect," " ex-

amine," as when a tax-farmer describes how by means of

a bribe he had obtained a y'lew of {eireaKey^d^iriv) the docu-

ment containing his rival's ojGfer, TbP 58 (b.c. 111). For

the meaning " visit," as in Acts vii. 23, cf. LIP 6^ (iii/B.c),

Bia^dvTO'i /xov . . . eTTLcrKi-ylraadai, TTju d86X(j)7]v, a, sense which.

it retains in modern Greek.

eiriaKOTTo^.—To the examples of this important word as

an official title given by Deissmann B8 230 f . may be added

PP III. p. 75^^', eVi roiv aTroSeSecy/jiivoov iiriaKoTrcov, " in the

presence of the appointed supervisors " (Edd.). See also

Notes xi., s.v. Sidvoia.

iirtaTreipco.—With the usage in Matt. xiii. 25 cf. TbP
37513 f. (^,D. 140), et? (T'TTopdv Koi iTriarropdv, "to be sown

and resown." The sense is as old as Hesiod.
,

eVtcTTeWft).—Laqueur in his Quaestiones Epigraphicae et

Papyrologicae Selectae, p. 16 f., has shown that in letters

written by Roman Emperors or Magistrates iTrta-riWco is

always=" write," rather than "send," e.g. CIG III. 3835,

eirecneLka avru) hrfKoiv rb irpdy/jLa o\ov. eireareCka he 'Eairepat

To3 eirnpoirw. With this the N.T. usage corresponds, Acts

XV. 20, Heb. xiii. 22.

iTTiTayrj.—The use of this phrase in Paul to denote a

Divine command (Rom. xvi. 26, 1 Tim. i. 1, Tit. i. 3) suits

its technical use in dedicatory inscriptions. Thus in Syll.

786 Isias dedicates an altar to the Mother of the Gods

KUT eimay-qv, " by command " of Cybele herself conveyed

in dream or oracle, as Dittenberger remarks. He compares

other formulae like KaTo, jxavreiav, KaT ovap, KaB' opa/xa. It
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is at least possible that this connotation may be present in

1 Cor. vii. 6, 2 Cor. viii. 8. Add the Phrygian inscription

^Ayady Ti^X?? ^oXwv i6p6<i Kara eTTLTa'yrjv Ad Aim ev'^rjv koX

iavTM ^Mv, which Sir William Ramsay {Stud, in the East. Rom.

Prov. p. 275) cites in illustration of the old Phrygian custom

of consecrating any sacred place by a grave, " Here Solon,

in service at an Anatolian hieron. was ordered by the god

to fulfil a vow, and in the same act of dedication he made

the grave for himself."

eiTKJiaivw.—The verb is used of the " epiphany " of the

goddess Artemis Leukophryene in a Magnesian inscription

of 221-0 B.C., Syll. 256^ eirii^aLvoixevrj^ avTol<i UpTifiiSo^.

For the corresponding use of the subst. to denote a con-

spicuous appearance or intervention of the higher powers

on behalf of their worshippers, see Thess. 148 and cf.

Deissmann, Licht vom Osten 271 ff. The fresh light thrown

on the Pauline usage in 2 Thess. ii. 8, 1 Tim. vi. 14, etc., is

obvious. To the note in Proleg. 102 on eV6(/)ai/?;<?=Avatar,

add a reference to Mr. E. R. Sevan's discussion of this title

of Antiochus IV. in Journ. Hell. Stud. xx. 28 f . He shows

that Seleucus I. had himself worshipped as Zeus Olympios :

Antiochus replaced Zeus on his coins, the intervening kings

having substituted Apollo. His title meant a claim to be

worshipped as Zeus " incarnate."

iTTc^ooaKco.—A horoscope, BM I p. 132 ff., is dated erov;

Tpirov deov Tltov ^apfiovdl rfj intcficoaKovar] eKT-p, " the third

year of the divus Titus, at the dawn of the 6th Pharmuthi,"

i.e. April 1, a.d. 81 : cf. Matt, xxviii. 1, t^ iin^waKovay

649 jxiav a-a^^droyv.

iiTt'xpprjyea).—Though the simple x'^PVJ^f^ is more com-

mon, the compound verb is also well attested in the

papyri : see e.g. OP 282^^- (a.d. 30-35), where a man states

with regard to his wife ijco fxev ovv ijre'^^op'^'yTja-a avry ra

e^9 Kol virep Svvafiiv, " I for my part provided for my wife
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in a manner that exceeded my resources" (G. and H.).

The passage may perhaps be taken as illustrating the

"generous" connotation underlying the corresponding sub-

stantive, as in Phil. i. 19, iinxop'q'yia'; rov 7rv€Vfjbaro<i Irjaov

Xpicrrou (see Kennedy's note ad I. in the Expositor's Greek

Testament).

iTrfx^pio).—A very striking parallel to the heahng of the

blind man in John ix. 6 is afforded by an inscription prob-

ably from the temple of Asclepios at Rome of the date

138 A.D. : Syll. 807^^^", OvaXeplw ""Airpw arpaTicoTrj Tv(f)\oi

i'^prjfidTtcrev 6 ^eo9 iXOetv Kul Xa^eiv al/xa i^ a\eKTpvwvo<i

XevKOV fxera fJbe\iTO<; Kal KoXXvptov avvrpi-ylrai Kal eTrl Tp€L<;

r,p,epa<i e7n')(^pel(Tai iirl rov<; 6(fida\fxov'i' Kal avi^\e-\lrev Kal

iXjjXvOev Kal -qv-^apiaTqaev Sr]p.ocrla tm deep, " To Valerius

Aper, a blind soldier, the god gave commandment to come

and take the blood of a white cock along with honey, and

to mix together an eye-salve, and for three days to anoint

it on the eyes. And he received his sight, and came, and

gave thanks publicly to the god." (For the tense here note

exact parallel in James i. 24, and note in Proleg.^ 144.).

eVoTTT?;?.—With the application of eTroTrrr)^ to God in the

Greek Bible (e.g. Esth. v. 1, rov irdvroiv eTroTTTrjv 6e6v, 2 Mace,

vii. 35—cf. iii. 39

—

tov iravroKparopo^ eiroirrov 6eov) may be

compared the corresponding use in the inscriptions. Thus

an inscription from Cyzicus describes Pompey the Great as

eVoTTT??? 77}? re Kal 6a\daaT]<; {JHS xxvii. 64), and in Perg.

381 the Emperor Augustus is called [avTOKpdT]opa Kaiaapa

6eov vlhv deov ^le^acrrov [vrao-T;?] 7?}9 kuI 6aXdaari<i [6]7r[o7r]-

T[i;z/] : cf. OGIS 666" (time of Nero), rov "HXiov "Apfiax^v

iiroTTTijv Kal acoTTjpa with reference to an Egyptian Sun-god.

eVot/Lio?.—With the phrase iv erolpLw e-^^oo (2 Cor. x. 6) cf.

EP 10'' (iii/B.c), Tcov XonrSiv iv eToipbwi ovtcov, and to Deiss-

mann's examples of eroifiuyi e%&) {B8 252) add AP 32«'-

(ii/B.c), eroi^ft)? €-)(^6vto)[v 'x^€ipo]ypa(f)elv tov ^aaiXiKov opKov,
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" being ready to subscribe the royal oath," which brings

out very clearly the N.T. construction with the inf., Acts

xxi. 13, 2 Cor. xii. 14.

€v8oK6co.—See Thess. 22 f ., 106, and add BU 1070^ (iii/A.D.),

evBoKovvra rfj alpiaei Trj^; iTrirpoTrrj'i.

evKacpio).—The idea of "favourable opportunity " under-

lying the word comes out well in Par P 46^^ (ii/s.c.^

Witk. 62), avTo<i he, o)? av ev/caipyao), 7rapa^prjfx,a irapecrofiaL

7r/)09 0-6, where Witkowski also draws attention to co? dv of

time with the conjunctive as frequently in the N.T., Rom.

XV. 24, 1 Cor. xi. 34, Phil. ii. 23 ; cf. Prolegg.^ 167. The

subst. (as Matt. xxvi. 16, Luke xxii. 6) is found in NP 55^^-

(undated), evKepiav (1. evKaipiav) evpoov . . . eairevaa Trpoa-

ayopevae (1. -aai) k.t.\. It may be mentioned that Pallis

A Feiv Notes, p. 11, regards Mark vi. 21, <yevofxevri<i i)fxepa^

evKaipov, as an " empty" day, a day without work, a festi-

val ; the meaning is supported from Byzantine (see Sophocles

s.v.) and modern Greek.

evvota.—An interesting illustration of Eph. vi. 7, fier

evvoLa<i SovXevovre'i, is afforded by the will of Acusilaus, OP
494^ (ii/A.D.), where, amongst other provisions, the testator

sets free certain slaves kut evvotav koI (f}L\o(TTopyiav, " for

their good-will and affection towards him."

evae^eia.—As emphasizing the place of this word and

its cognates in religious phraseology (Deissmann B8 364,

Licht vom Osten 231) see Par P 29^0 (ii/B.c), St' rjv e^ere

7rp6<i TO deiov 6v(Te/3eLav, and the payments made e| eva€^6ia<i

to the Socnopaeus temple in TbP 298^^ (^ j, i07-8). The

word occurs also in a very interesting letter of date a.d. 46

in which the Emperor Claudius thanks an atliletic club for

the golden crown which it had sent to him on the occasion

of his victorious campaign in Britain

—

iirl rfj Kara Bperavvwv

veiKT} '^pvaovv aricjiavov r/Sew? eXa^ov avfijSoXov Trepte^ovra

tt}^ vp.€Tepa<i 7Tp6<i yu.e evae^eiw^ (BM III. p. 216^'-*).
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eva-^>;/i(wv.—With 1 Cor. vii. 35, 7rpo<; to eva-yrjfMov, to pro-

mote decorum, cf. the office of eva'xriixwv or guardian of

pubhc morals in Egypt, e.g. BU 147^ (ii/iii a.d.), dpxe(fi6Bot<i

Kul evcrxvM'0(7i K(jo/ju7]<i. So TbP 59-1, Ostr. 1153 (Rom.),

vifji-ylraTe toi'9 €vcr^7]/jL0va<i tou? iirl roiv TrapoXKrj/xl^dTcov),

The use found in Mark x^. 43, Acts xiii. 50, xvii. 12, is also

well supported.

icjiijfiepLa.^A hitherto unknown derivative of this word is

found in PP II. 10 (2)^^, iv roa ecprjfxepevTTjpi.Mc with refer-

ence apparently to the " guardroom, where soldiers remain

all day on duty " (Ed.).

e%&).—This word cannot be discussed at present, but we

may note BM III. p. 210 (iii/A.D.), e%6 aura? [ra? 8pa-x^iJ,d<;]

ei'? /c.T.X.=" spend them on," etc. This might give some

support to the imperative (as R.V. mg.) in Matt, xxvii. 65,

against which the durative tense is a serious objection.

For the phrase jwacKa ex^ty (1 Cor. vii. 2, 12) cf. Syll.

794 irepl 7e<(t)j/e%, r) earai e/c r/}? yvvai,K6<; , , . tt}? vvv e;^et.

"flpav e^eiv in PFi 79 (i/A.D.) will illustrate t'fKiKlav e x^i

in John ix. 21.

^aft).—With the phrase en ^cov in Matt, xxvii. 63 iK€lvo<i

irXdvo'i eiirev en ^wv WLerd rpel^ rjfiepa^ eyeipofiai, cf. such

a monumental inscription as ZwaLp^o^ [jol'i rje/cfoi? . . . koI

eavTM en ^(oy KUTeaKevaaev (Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics

of Phrygia, p. 660).

^coypico.—For the thought of capture for life in Luke v.

10 dyOpdiiTovi ear) ^coypcov (Beza, vit^os capies homines), cf.

Kaibel, Epigrmmnata Graeca 841' ^coypee, heairor dva^, rov

(Tov vaeTTJpa (cited in Herwerden Lexicon, p. 345).

riyefxcov.—The breadth of this word and its derivatives,

which in a single verse (Luke iii. 1) can be apphed to the

Emperor and to the charge d'affaires of a tiny district like

Judaea, is well seen in the pap3n:i. Thus in LIP 4^^ (iii/B.c.)

the editor notes that it means " officier en general, et plus
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particulierement, dans certains cas, officier d'infanterie."

He compares RL xxxvii^, where Prof. Grenfell notes that

the hegemones are " subordinate to the strategi ; never-

theless the Romans chose this title as an equivalent for the

praefectus."

riyov/jievo';.—The participle has become stereotyped as a

noun, like dp'y^cov. We have various uses of this " ambiguous

title," as the edd. note on FP 110 (p. 264) : it may denote

a president, as rj^y. o-vv6Sov in GH 67^ (iii/A.D.) etc., or a

subordinate, as OP 294^^ (22 a.d.), 6 '))y. tov <7TpaT7]yov,

" the marshal of the strategus " (G and H.). As an ecclesi-

astical title it passed into Arabic in later times : cf . Studia

Sinaitica xii. p. 52. The verb in general is not very common.

Its original sense of leading may still be seen, even as late

as OP 128^'- (vi/vii a.d.) rjyetadcD tj')? GirLaroXy)^, " let it

stand in the forefront of the letter." But the would-be

literary taint is on this document : OP 55^ (283 a.d.), airo

yKovfiivov TTL'Xcovo? jvjjivaalov eVt vorov, " leading south-

wards," is at least free from this reproach, as a glance at

its spelling will prove. Since Grimm assumes that ruecadat

is akin to d<ym, it may be worth while to observe that the

harmless necessary h really does matter in etymology. It

Avould have been more to the point to compare the English

seek.

James Hope Moulton.

George Milligan.



THE POSITIVE ELEMENTS IN THE CONCEPTION
OF SIN.

I.

In this and a subsequent article I propose to attempt

to determine, with as much precision as is possible, what

are the elements essential to a concept of actual sin : a

concept such as shall be based upon the knowledge of

human nature that is available to us at the present day

and such as shall at the same time satisfy the require-

ments of distinctively Christian theology and ethics. In

thus endeavouring to define the nature of sin I shall aim at

making my treatment of the subject before us as positive

or constructive as may be. But I may as well explain at

the outset of our inquiry that purely positive statements

concerning the subject that is to occupy our attention would,

in relation to present needs, be somewhat pointless. What
we are to include in our concept can only be discussed with

profit, at this stage in the course of Christian thought, if

at the same time we insist upon the exclusion of certain

disturbing elements which there is some tendency in our day

to regard as comprehended under the term " sin." Allusion

to an analogous case in the history of Christian doctrine will

perhaps best serve to make my meaning clear. The lan-

guage of the Nicene Confession, for instance, is wholly posi-

tive. But it was nevertheless largely determined by the

Church's need to repudiate certain behefs or theories which

she could not assimilate ; and it derives its meaning, to

some extent, from the very necessity of ruling out heretical

VOL. vn. May, 1909. 25
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or dangerous teaching. Exactly so, I believe, will an en-

deavour to present in our day a complete and exact definition

of sin inevitably involve discrimination between sound and

unsound doctrine, express repudiation of such current ideas

as are incompatible with a consistent concept of sin or are

not essential or relevant thereto.

If, then, I shall appear, especially in the earHer stages of

my argument, to be as much concerned with negating and

excluding as with asserting and constructing, and therein

to be breaking the promise implied in the title of these

articles, my apology must be that some negation is

inevitable, and that no more shall be indulged in than is

absolutely necessary to construct a concept at once positive

and free from alloy. I may remark that I find myseK, in

undertaking my task of construction, much in the same

position as the builders of the walls of Jerusalem under

Nehemiah. They that builded on the waU, we are told,

" every one with one of his hands wrought in the work,

and with the other hand held a weapon." I am afraid that

my constructing hand will for a time be so impeded by

adverse forces as to obUge me to call the weapon-hand

sometimes into play.

To begin then. A logically perfect concept is one that

is definite, or unambiguous, and constant ; so that every one

who uses it may be assured when he does so that his mean-

ing is exactly the same as that of every one else who uses it.

We can hardly say that a conception of sin possessing these

characteristics has yet been acquired by Christian theology.

Opinions indeed have differed, and still differ, amongst

theologians, as to the exact content the concept ought to

include. Now all human concepts are framed to some extent

with arbitrariness. I do not mean by that that they are

fashioned capriciously. I rather mean that our concepts are

not generally dictated to us or forced upon us inevitably at
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the outset, but are selected by us as serviceable to some one

particular end rather than any other. Natural science, for

instance, has come to use a certain number of concepts by

which to classify objects and phenomena, not because these

are thrust upon her with any logical necessity, as if there

were just such and so many concepts whereby Nature can

be made intelligible, and no others could be elaborated and

used. Science has, by tentative efforts, found those which

have hitherto best suited her particular purpose, viz., economy

of thought and practical control of phenomena ; but there

is nothing necessary or final about them, for, indeed, they

are continually undergoing revision and replacement. It is

this fact that concepts are artificially fashioned, and that

their component elements are selected from amongst others,

according to the purpose for which they are required, that

constitutes what I have called the arbitrariness in their con-

struction and that causes their content to be determined,

in some degree, conventionally. The meaning of aU words,

indeed, has been fixed by consent. We are perfectly at

Hberty to put as much or as fittle content as we please into

any word that we coin. But in order that our words, and

the concepts they express, may be valuable, we are guided

by various considerations, such as, for instance, that one

term to cover a certain group of qualities is undesirable if,

in virtue of essential differences amid the similarity of those

quahties, two distinct terms are more conducive to exactness

of description, brevity of language, and discrimination

between things that differ.

This is exactly the case with the term " sin " and the

concept of which it is the expression, I shall presently

point out that it is very commonly used to cover a class

of human actions, which, all externally ahke in that they

contravene an objective moral law, and all, so far, logically

classifiable under one single concept, do nevertheless fall
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into two sub-groups, distinguishable by a difference that

is ethically far more signficant than the point in which the

actions all resemble one another ; and I shall plead for the

replacement of the single term " sin," as thus commonly

used to include two essentially different types of conduct,

by two distinct terms : the one of which will be the word
" sin," now restricted to one only of the two sub-classes it

has often been used to embrace, and the other of which -will

remain to be selected. To speak more plainly, " sin " is

frequently predicated of what it would be much better to

call " imperfection "
; and an agreement that technical

terminology should respect the essential difference between

sin and imperfection is much to be desired. For until the

difference between sin and imperfection is clearly recognized,

it will inevitably happen that one theologian, who is inchned

to emphasize it, -wdll sometimes appear to another, whose

tendency is to ignore it, to " call sin not-sin " or to hold views

w^hich " explain sin away." We cannot wish to see this

state of affairs perpetuated, since the question involved is

chiefly, if not entirely, one of words, or rather of appro-

priateness in terminology and consistent adherence to de-

finitions once adopted.

As to the minimum of content that the concept of sin

should possess, there is, of course, general agreement.

Amongst Christians we can perhaps say that there is univer-

sal agreement. How much more we should include under

the term " sin " is, subject to compatibility with other

Christian ideas and doctrines, a matter of expediency, of

convention, of common consent, of definition by selection

and ehmination. This, I hope, has been already made plain :

though doubtless the point will become yet plainer as we

proceed. I shall be contending, in what follows, that a

usage of the term " sin " more restricted than that which

is perhaps most common amongst Christian teachers, is
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urgently called for in the interests of scientific terminology

and of ethical valuation, and is at the same time more

compatible with the presuppositions of Christian doctrine

and more serviceable to Christian theology.

We can best approach the definition of sin with a view to

introducing necessary refinements by setting out from the

brief statement of St. John, that " sin is lawlessness." Or

it will perhaps be better still to adopt for our starting point

the less accurate rendering of the Apostle's words which we

meet with in the Authorized Version : "sin is transgression

of the law." For here we have a proposition which, while

asserted of aixapria, is more immediately and obviously true

of the particular act of sin, a sin,'7rapd^aac^. And to deal with

the individual act of sin is preferable because it is always

easier to be precise when discussing the concrete and the

elementary,'than when occupied with the general,the abstract,

and the complex. But lest adoption of the individual sinful

act as the most convenient and desirable point whence to

begin our investigation should seem to any to savour of the

Pelagian tendency to ignore sin as an inherent state, or to

imply a legalistic idea of sinfulness, I would at the outset

interpolate a few remarks on each of these two points.

As regards the former of them, I would merely say that

any estimate of sin which ignores the fact that individual acts

of sin leave their trace upon the will and tend to produce an

inherent state of sin or a sinful disposition, is altogether

inadequate. It contradicts experience and is inconsistent

with Christian doctrine. In so far as a man's moral dis-

position is the consequence of repeated sins, of the abnormal

exercise of his own will, that disposition renders him blame-

worthy or guilty. If he has thus become less able to do the

things that he would, if his will has become fettered in its

free activity, if his conscience has become seared so that he

no longer condemns, as once he did, his misdeeds, his result-
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ing powerlessness and ignorance do not excuse his easier

transgression of the law ; they are marks of a degradation

which he has brought upon himself by his own will ; he has

acquired them by himseH. Of elements in his natural

temperament, as distinguished from this vohtionaUy acquired

disposition, I do not now speak : they are another matter.

But all will agree that vohtional acts engender habits, that

habits of sin produce an inherent disposition of sinful-

ness, and that such a disposition involves the subject in

guilt.

Again, to seek to base our conception of sin on the defini-

tion that a sin is a transgression of a law, need not bind us

down to a merely legahstic doctrine of sin. For the law of

which the Christian recognizes his sin to be a transgression

is not a body of specific or particular prohibitions, not a

decalogue multiphed thousandfold. The Christian's law is

the living will of God, rather than a code of dead decrees.

It extends, moreover, to his every inward intention as weU

as to his outward deeds. Sin is, for the Christian, evil

regarded rehgiously. It may better be described, perhaps,

as a sin against God than transgression of God's law ; and

it is only in this extended sense that " law " can appear in

the Christian definition of sin. Moreover to be sinless not

only means to do what is pleasing to God, or even to antici-

pate, so to speak, His wishes, but also involves spontaneous

dehght in doing so. Love, and love only, is the " fulfiUing
"

of the law. This is the pecuhar characteristic of Christian

ethic, determined as it is, and coloured all through, by an

abiding consciousness of fihal and loving relationship to a

Personal God who would have us call Him " Father."

Thus safeguarded against possible misconstruction, we

may proceed to analyse the provisional definition of a sin as

a transgression of law, and to seek for the several quahfica-

tions and refinements which it will be needful to read into it
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before that brief formula can stand for an exhaustive and

accurate positive statement of the nature of sin.

We scarcely require reflection to detect that both the

terms " transgression " and " law " are ambiguous. Each

of them has what I may conveniently call a subjective and

an objective meaning ; and the question which first meets

us is, which of the two possible meanings in each case, the

subjective or the objective, is intended ?

We may deal with the two possible ways of interpreting

" law " first. That term in the formula we have cited from

St. John may denote the whole ethical code impHcitly con-

tained in Christianity as a revelation of the perfect moral

and rehgious Hfe. This, as we have previously observed,

will not consist in an elaborate system of tabulated precepts
;

it will be spirit rather than letter ; it will consist in general

principles to be applied to each particular element of

conduct, to each single determination of the will, in any cir-

cumstances that may present themselves. It may require

effort and patience to deduce from the principles underljdng

ideal Christian conduct, as illustrated for us by the life and

teaching of our Lord, the particular adaptation to this or

that concrete case before us ; but we nevertheless beUeve

that such an objective principle or law, whoUy independent

of ourselves and of our particular stage of moral develop-

ment, exists, and that it is absolute. The Christian ideal,

then, is the Christian's " law," in this, the objective sense

of law. Over against this meaning of " law " we may now
set the other, the subjective. It wiU be plain that the

ideal of Cliristian perfectness is never more than approxi-

mately comprehended here by even the saintHest ; that it is

very imperfectly knowable to us in early life ; that there was

a time when each of us had no moral consciousness whatever.

On the other hand, from the moment when moral conscious-

ness dawned in us we have been in possession of some moral
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sanction, some touchstone by which we might try or regulate

a part of our conduct. With reference to the only ethical

standards we could possibly know, at any given stage of our

moral development, there may have been particular occa-

sions when the determination of our wiU was not " lawless,"

though the act in which our vohtion issued may have fallen

short of what we now perceive the Christian ideal to demand*

Each of us, at each stage of moral growth, has had his law
;

that is to say, some fragment of the law, constituting all

that it was then possible for him to know. Such is the sub-

jective sense of " law." It is needless to remark that the

concept of sin will be very different, according as we adopt

the subjective or the objective interpretation of " law."

To turn now to the word " transgression." Objectively

regarded in its outward manifestation alone, an act may con-

travene the letter of a moral law without being immoral.

To cause another's death by pure accident contravenes the

law, " Thou shalt not kill." But this is by no one accounted

transgression. On the other hand, to kneel in prayer or to

drop alms into the treasury is to comply with the letter of

the law, while the act, if it be prompted by hypocrisy, love

of praise or self-seeking, is the outward expression of sin.

Obviously, then, transgression does not essentially consist

in incompatibiUty between external deed and letter of pre-

cept ; the external deed may be irrelevant to the question

whether or not we have transgressed the law. But this

literal interpretation it is perhaps hardly worth our while to

have brushed away. Let us pass on to another objective

sense " transgression " may bear, which it will be more

profitable for us to consider.

A young child, we will suppose, has been allowed to pick

up and to eat fruit which has faUen from a tree in his father's

garden ; and the parents have as yet had no occasion to

lay down for the child the law concerning difference of
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treatment to meum and tuum. On being taken into a neigh-

bour's garden, in which there happens to He about similar

fallen fruit, the child, still unwarned, and at the same time

unbidden, proceeds to gratify his desire. In so doing, he has

plainly, by a vohtional act, violated an elementary moral

law. Here is a palpable " transgression of law " in the

objective sense ; and if the phrase " transgression of law "

must, in our provisional definition, be interpreted thus

objectively, we must say that the child has committed sin

and laid the first foundation of a disposition to steal. If,

on the other hand, we refuse to call an action of this kind a

sin, as I expect we shaU agree to do, we renounce the objec-

tive interpretation of " transgression " at the outset of our

search for a concept of sin at once logically clear and ethically

valuable ; and having made the renunciation we must abide

by it consistently throughout our whole doctrine of sin. In

this case we shall fall back upon the subjective sense of

" transgression," and only account an act to be sinful if it

contravene such a part of the content of the absolute or

objective ethical code as the agent can be, ought to be, and

is, aware of, as constituting for him, at the moment of his

act, a moral sanction binding his conscience and will. Again,

we cannot fail to observe the extremely important nature of

our choice between two alternative meanings of a word in

connexion with our determination of the concept of sin.

Now at the present stage of our investigation, before con-

sequences come in sight, it is open to us, not indeed as indi-

viduals, but collectively and with common consent, to

choose, tentatively and provisionally, which of the two

meanings I have endeavoured to distinguish shall be borne

by the terms " transgression " and " law " respectively.

At present some writers incline to the one and some to the

other ; and it is not infrequently the case that one and the

same theologian consistently adheres to the subjective mean-
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ing when treating of actual sin but unconsciously tends to

adopt the other when what is called original sin presents

itself for discussion.

As I have just said, it is open to us to choose which alter-

native we please. Let us now inquire what considerations

should weigh with us in determining our choice. Firstly,

we shall naturally desire to cause as httle dislocation as pos-

sible in our inherited theological vocabulary. Secondly, we

shall bear in mind that our doctrine of sin stands in a close

relation of dependence to other Christian doctrines, such as

our doctrine of God, which imphes the impossibihty of refer-

ring the moral evil of humanity ultimately back to Him as

its cause. And lastly, we should surely endeavour so to

shape our terminology, and so to fashion our guiding concept,

that " sin " shall designate actions or modes of conduct

which have in common some quality which is of paramount

ethical significance ; and we should deem it a small thing if in

fixing upon this one quality as distinctive and determinative

we were thereby to exclude from the comprehensiveness of

our concept all actions or modes of conduct which, however

similar in outward manifestation and as regards objective

contravention of the letter of the law, do nevertheless lack

the essential characteristic in question, and thereby differ

from those which possess it toto ccelo when regarded from an

ethical point of view. Now there is such a quahty which

characterizes aU acts and states which are transgressions of

law in the subjective sense, viz., guilt. On the other hand,

there are acts and states that may contravene objective

law in an objective sense, but which, I assume, we cannot call

guilty. If this assumption be correct, we have then a very

strong—an overwhelmingly strong—reason for the choice of

one of our alternatives rather than the other. We shall be

led to define sin so that always and everywhere the term is

strictly correlative with guilt ; sin, in its simplest form, will
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be the conscious intention to perform an act perceived by the

subject to be contrary to a moral sanction of which he is

aware, and which he recognizes as binding for his conscience.

I have made the assumption that acts contrary to the

requirements of the moral law done unintentionally, or not

known by their doer to transgress any moral sanction, such

as the example from child-life that I gave just now, are not

guilty actions ; that no moral blame for them is attributable

to their doer by man or by God. That guilt is exactly co-

extensive with accountabiUty, accountability with respon-

sibihty, responsibihty with sufficiency of moral insight to

enable the subject to know, before committing a given act,

that it would be morally wrong : these I take to be a series

of immediate truths expressing matter of intuition alone :

truths, therefore, at once unprovable and indestructible

by any indirect and inferential argument whatever. Per-

sonally, I can no more doubt them than I can doubt the law

of identity or any other fundamental and seK-evident law of

thought. And perhaps when they are thus plainly stated

and isolated from all possible consequences and all relation

to other supposed truths, no one will be found to challenge

them. If they can be challenged by others, it only remains

to say that we have come to an end of profitable discussion.

There is left no common ground on which to erect objectively

vahd ethical propositions. A concept of sin is impossible

unless all normally constituted persons perform these acts

of intuition aUke.

I beheve that all such persons do share these intuitions,

and that everybody who beHeves in moral accountabihty at

all will be ready to assert that where accountabihty cannot

be affirmed guilt cannot be imputed ; and when I come upon

statements that appear to involve the contrary, I cannot

but beheve that there is faulty interpretation of intuitions

somewhere.
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I will not illustrate my meaning here by examining

phrases which are obviously the outcome of mere thought-

lessness or of ignorance of the meaning of psychological

terms ; I would rather choose as an example of apparent

denial of the fundamental intuitive truth I have been

mentioning a statement which occurs in the learned and able

treatise of Professor Domer on Christian Doctrine. In

speaking of the moral experience of a supposed convert from

heathenism to Christianity, Dorner asserts that such a per-

son would rightly hold himself guilty for all such conduct,

previous to his conversion, as he now would find his more

enlightened conscience to condemn. The writer has not in

view here the man's conduct which, in his heathen period,

fell below the standard of such ethical sanctions as he then

could know and act up to, but only that which the convert

could possibly know to be imperfect after his instruction in

Christian principles. Professor Dorner further appeals to

the Christian consciousness to bear him out in his view that

such a convert could rightly call such past conduct guilty.

If he is correct in his own affirmation and justified through

his appeal, there is an end of the assumption I just now pro-

posed to make. And at first sight it seems difficult to get

away from a Christian man's assertion as to his own feelings,

his intuition of guiltiness for past actions. It appears to be

final ; and indeed, if I mistake not, many persons are Uable

to be awed into unquestioning acceptance of statements

that are alleged to embody the deHverances of Christian

consciousness. But the Christian consciousness, hke con-

sciousness in general, is not entirely composed of immediate

and seK-evidencing intuitions ; indeed, highly complex

mental processes are hable to be mistaken for simple intui-

tions by persons unused to performing psychological analysis

of states of consciousness. And in these really complex

processes, involving stages and inferences made so rapidly

i
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that we are unconscious of making them, there is room for

human fallibility to creep in and vitiate the supposed
" immediate " dehverance. Bearing this in mind, we shall

remember that such dehverances, however much they may
be entitled to our respect and reverence, do not necessarily

possess the finahty and certainty that belongs to self-evident

truth. And so we may sometimes venture to question the

objective vahdity of an individual's assertion that he is

guilty in respect of certain conduct in the past. A man may
not always be guilty, even when he beheves himself to

be, and when he experiences all the feelings of shame and

remorse which accompam^ the state of guilt. Let me give an

instance from fiction which has perhaps often been paralleled

in real life. An officer has been captured by the enemy and

put to torture in order that information as to his general's

plans may be divulged. This the torture has failed to ehcit

;

but the desired information was simultaneously acquired

from a traitor. The officer's friends are unable to imagine

how the knowledge which led to their enemy's unexpected

triumph came into the enemy's possession otherwise than

through this man's confession, wrung from him by the rack
;

and he himself, though he cannot remember having revealed

a secret during his sufferings, persuades himself that while

faint and lapsing into unconsciousness through physical pain

he must have betraj-ed his general. The good man feels

all the shame and disgrace of cowardice and treachery ; he

can henceforth look no comrade in the face ; he feels

guilty of what he would rather have died than have done.

There is no explaining away of his consciousness of guilt

;

he has it and he cannot be rid of it. And yet he has not

onlj-been absolutely innocent but heroically brave and true.

Now the case of the converted heathen condemning his

heathen conduct, which only knew heathen morahty and

fuUy satisfied all its sanctions, because now that he has
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acquired superior moral and religious enlightenment he sees

it to be imperfect, and holding himself guilty of sin in respect

of it, is in one point similar to that of the fictitious soldier.

True, there is a difference. The soldier has a correct idea of

accountability, but is mistaken in his belief that he has com-

mitted the deed to which he applies it. The convert has

actually committed the deeds whose moral evaluation is in

question, but he applies to them a false notion of what

constitutes accountability. Thus, in a different way, he is

equally led to accuse himself, and to experience the sense of

guilt, without any objectively real or vaUd ground. I say

the supposed convert has a false idea of accountability.

Between his immediate feeling of guilt and the past conduct

with which it is associated there intervenes a theory of moral

accountability and an inference from it that he is account-

able, both of which he overlooks altogether. The theory is

false, and consequently the inference from it is also false.

He is not guilty. Such a man should indeed feel regret for

the past imperfection of his moraUty
;
just as a devoted wife

who by accident administers poison in place of medicine to

her husband will ever regret her instrumentahty in causing

his death. But regret is not guilt ; and in neither case has

guilt rightly any place. It is only in consequence of a

confusion, of an illogical connexion of ideas, that the

subjectively real feeling of guilt arises in a Christian's

consciousness in relation to conduct whose incompatibiUty

with the ethical standard was at the time unavoidable

through ignorance for which he was wholly irresponsible.

I may then adhere to my assumption that only conduct

for whose ethical imperfection we are accountable is rightly

to be called guilty, and that this is a seK-evident truth, a

statement of immediate moral intuition. In other words,

there are some acts ostensibly out of accord with the require-

ments of the moral law which do not deserve blame or render
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their agent guilty. In making the positive assertion that a

sin is a guilty act and sinfulness a guilty state, I desire most

emphatically to insist at the same time that all imperfec-

tions, nay, all volitional acts which contravene Christian

moraUty while their agent is unavoidably ignorant of the

fact that they do so, must be rigidly excluded from the cate-

gory of sin. The point is most important : it is determina-

tive of our whole doctrine of sin ; and I therefore desire

that the attention of Christian teachers should be focussed

upon it. Hitherto I have pleaded for this distinction and

exclusion mainly on the grounds of expediency from the

point of view of terminology. If sin be exactly co-extensive

with guilt, and guilt with accountability, we are able to iso-

late a class of actions or a kind of conduct which is so sharply

marked off from other classes or kinds, however similar in

outward manifestation, as to deserve a name for itself, and

we arrive at a valuable and self-consistent concept of sin

—

or rather at one positive element in such a concept. On
the other hand, if we are not thus careful at the outset to

distinguish guilty from non-guilty imperfection and only to

call the former kind sinful, we shaU find ourselves driven to

make the comprehensiveness of the term " sin " so wide that

its grave ethical import will become evaporated and its

theological and rehgious significance will be lost. This con-

sequence remains to be drawn in our succeeding article, in

which I shall also have to point out that more than termin-

ological expediency is involved in the question I have raised.

Here, however, we must conclude for the present. We have

taken but our first step ; but it is the first step which costs.

F. R. Tennant.
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COMPETITION AND CO-OPERATION.

The Competition which I am to discuss in this paper is

that which has production and trade for its sphere. It may
be convenient to look at this competition in a rudimentary

form. Let us imagine a few pioneers in a new country. A
has some corn to spare, and would like to have some wool

;

two other men, B and C, have some wool to spare, and

would like to have some corn. B ofifers so much wool for so

much corn ; C offers more wool for the same quantity of

corn. B has to consider whether it is worth his while to

offer a little more wool than C, or to do without the corn

and keep the wool. That is an illustration of what is often

called the law of competition or the competitive system.

I take the following words from a recent speech made by a

Parliamentary representative ^ of the Labour Party : "I

am firmly convinced that Christianity is impossible under

the competitive system." The same speaker denounced

" the inhuman law of competition," and insisted that the

hunger of men and women and children would more or less

speedily abolish it. That is, competition is treated as a

system, as a plan or policy which has been adopted and

which can be changed,—as we could abolish Free Trade,

and bring back Protection. But competition, it must be

evident, comes by nature ; it is not an artificial system,

it is not a law imposed by capitalists ; it is what human

beings tend to do everywhere as a matter of course.

That is a fact which it is important to reahze. To abohsh

a natural instinct, an elementary and universal form of

human activity, is a different thing from substituting one

policy for another. To root out competition from the hu-

man world looks as if it would be quite impossible ; in form-

ing plans for restricting or partially superseding competition

* Mr. Pete Ciirran, Nottingham, Sept. 6.

1
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it is well to bear in mind that we are dealing with what

springs out of human nature. Competitive action is a form

of that struggle for existence, of that endeavour to attain

what is desired and to escape from what is dishked, to which

philosophers trace the whole unconscious evolution of the

created world ; it is an activity which may be kept within

bounds by the charge " Hitherto shalt thou come, but no

further !
" but which, though you may expel it with a fork,

wiU persist in returning. The human race has in it a force

or impulse which will be always seeking advantage with a

natural appetite or hunger, and wiU therefore always desire

to make advantageous exchanges.

But competition means, it may be urged, that one person

gets an advantage which he hinders another from getting,

whilst Christianity and human welfare bid men feel and act

not as competitors, but as brothers and equals. A few

thinkers, impelled by this opposition, and determined to

hold a principle consistently, have exclaimed against the

folly and madness of practices by which we stimulate,

instead of doing our utmost to repress, the competitive

impulse. They point to the educational methods at work

everywhere ; they show how pupils are encouraged to strive

against each other for places, and prizes are profusely offered

for competition. " Here," they complain, " is an activity

—

call it a natural instinct if you please—which is opposed to

Christianity and human welfare ; and you, who profess to

be Christians and to desire the welfare of mankind, are set-

ting yourselves to foster this instinct to the utmost of your

power, and to bring up your boys and girls from their ten-

derest infancy as competitors !
" Here and there an attempt

has been made to conduct education on a non-competitive

plan, but with singularly little success in attracting imita-

tion. In education, it is an eccentricity to contend that

Christianity is impossible under the competitive system.

VOL. VII. 26
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This is surely a remarkable fact, if those are right who say

that competition must be expelled from trade and industry

because it is essentially opposed to Christianity and human

well-being, I do wonder, indeed, that we have not a party,

at least as strong as that of the anti-vaccinationists, advo-

cating the expulsion of competition from all studies and

games. That there is no such party is due to the fact

that studies and games and other enterprises, purged

of the spice of competition, would be found very flat

;

supported by this other fact, that Christian or brotheriy

feehngs, the most warm and sincere, are not only possible,

but are known to be common and easy, between com-

petitors. The closest friendships are continually growing

up between rivals at school and college. If a master or

tutor were askec^^ " Must not the mere contention between

two youths who are striving against each other to obtain

some prize have of necessity or naturally an unfavourable

influence upon the mutual feelings of each towards the

other ? " what answer would he give ? I think he would

reply, that any imaginable or possible feeling of that kind,

natural as it might appear to be, is overpowered by forces

which hold it effectually in check ; by a sense of what is

honourable, by a spirit of the body, by a tradition of mutual

duty and regard, by the Christian affections, by all the un-

noticed impacts and influences of that Divine Providence

which intends human beings to be joined together in a happy

social order. He would add, I take it, that as a matter of

experience education would not get on so well without com-

petition ; that the striving for success seems to have a place

appointed for it in the course of things ; that animation

and progress depend at least in part upon it ; that, if it were

not recognized and brought into the open air and dayhght,

it would work in a covert and disorderly fashion; that it may

be regarded as a force intended not to rule but tobe harnessed,
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and so to do good work. Look where we will throughout

Christendom, we see prizes increasingly offered for the pur-

pose of stimulating competition, without an audible protest

or the faintest misgiving.

But in industry and trade, it vnR be urged by those who

would abolish competition as an anti-Christian and inhuman

law ; freedom to bargain may result, and does actually to

some extent result, in the starving of those who are worsted

in the struggle. All arguments, it is insisted, must yield to

this overwhelming consideration. Men and women and

children must have food and clothing and shelter found for

them as a right, and must be reheved from anxiety about

these necessaries of life, Xo traditions or laws must be

allowed to stand in the way of this provision. Competition

must be swept aside. Liberty must be given up, in order

that fraternity and equahty may prevail. The comforts of

life must be distributed freely amongst all. Every genuine

Christian ought to work for this revolution, and must insist

that men shall labour, not against one another but in concert.

All EngUsh people are agreed that no one shall find starva-

tion inevitable in this country. The only question which

divides us is, on what conditions those who cannot support

themselves should be supported. Not only should we all

wish that every one should enjoy ease and comfort ; we

should be wiUing, I am sure, to make great changes for the

sake of securing that end. But Hberty, we cannot but feel,

has its value. To aboKsh competition is to aboHsh freedom

of exchange ; and to abohsh freedom of exchange is to

abohsh ownership. We cannot easily imagine ourselves not

owning anything ; we cannot easily imagine ourselves re-

ceiving our food and clothes and houses, and our appointed

task of work, from the officials of the community. It is

hardly worth while, it may well be thought, to talk of any-

thing so extreme. I do so, because any attempt to abohsh
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the law or system of competition as inhuman and anti-

Christian leads straight to that extremity of dependence

and subjection.

Let us have—it is often said—Co-operation instead of

Competition. Let us have—I would say—Co-operation,

not in place of Competition, but to keep Competition in its

place.

Co-operative Societies, for distribution and production,

have proved themselves of great value. To belong to a

store is advantageous to purchasers ; it encourages care-

fulness and providence ; it gives its members some experi-

ence and understanding of what trade is ; it fosters a sense

of responsibihty. Productive co-operation is more am-

bitious, and has been found much more difficult, than dis-

tributive ; and it also has a higher moral and social value.

Both kinds secure that the interests of the workers shall

at least be sympathetically considered. But co-operative

societies do not aboHsh competition ; they begin by adding

to it ; it is a charge often brought bitterly against them,

that they compete unfairly wdth existing interests. When
a co-operative society becomes a very large concern, it may
claim to diminish competition by superseding a certain num-

ber of small competitors. But competition on a larger scale

remains. Prices, including wages or the prices of labour,

are stiU everywhere substantially determined by competition.

An attempt to regulate prices arbitrarily cannot be carried

through "uithout aboHshing possession or ownership. Modi-

fications of prices, due to feehngs other than the instinct of

acquisition, are, it is true, quite possible : a wage-payer

may choose and be able, for example, to pay rather higher

wages than those of the market. But such modifications

are delusive if they are taken as proving that by a further

extension of the Co-operative system we could introduce

an arbitrary arrangement of prices or exchanges which would
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not destroy ownership. I admit that the State may do a

great deal in the field of exchange. It has made letter-

carrying a monopoly, with very arbitrary prices ; it might,

if it pleased, carry letters for nothing. The State might

obtain possession of all the railways, and make travelling

free. But to do this, it would have to take the cost of doing

it from pubhc resources, and to pay prices fixed by com-

petition. It might undertake to maintain all children, and

to remunerate mothers ; but, similarly, the taxpayers or

ratepayers would have to contribute the means, and their

contributions would be spent in the markets of the world.

But, though no conceivable extension of co-operative

societies would aboHsh competition, the co-operative spirit

may modify competition and its effects in a most beneficial

degree.

The competitive impulse may be Hkened, I would suggest,

to the bodily appetites. The instinct of acquisition which

is the competitive force, seems to rank T^-ith the cravings of

the body. All sorts of opprobrious language may be appKed

to the desires of the flesh ; that has indeed been done, freely :

but we do not see how the human world could go on without

them. We do not exalt hunger to supremacy ; but we

recognize it, and do not denounce it as anti-Christian. Our

sense of the evil of drunkenness and gluttony and selfish

love of pleasure does not set us upon attempting to abohsh

the natural appetites : nor, I may add, does it hurry us to

the conclusion that men and women and children must in-

dulge them only under the pubhc doctor's supervision. We
hold that, in Christians and civilized beings, the bodily desires

are to be kept in subjection and governed. And we see that

they can be. They are ruled and guided by self-restraint

and wisdom of the most various degrees : but only the most

abject members of civilized societies allow their appetites to

exercise unbridled tyranny over them.
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I have dwelt upon the similar assumption that is uni-

versally made with regard to the competitive impulse as it

operates in a large part of human hfe. We are no more

averse to this instinct, and have no more thought of abohsh-

ing it, in education, or recreation, or in the promotion of any

sort of human attainment, than we set ourselves to eradicate

hunger and thirst as noxious weeds from the human body.

But we do take for granted that the competitive instinct is

not to exercise authority over the action of competitors.

They by nature desire to be before others and to win ; but

they have higher principles of conduct than the impulses of

nature ; and they know and confess that it is by these

higher principles that their Hfe is to be guided.

And may we not apply the same rule of judgment to all

business deahngs ? may we not assume that the competitive

instinct, which is in this department the desire to exchange

advantageously things which we produce or possess, will

survive, and will have some useful work to do, and that the

wheat of Uberty is not to be pulled up with the tares of sel-

fishness and inhumanity ; but that the spirit of humanity

and co-operation is to keep the natural hunger of competition

firmly under control, and to do its utmost, in the sphere

of the mutual dealings of men, to bring about the general

happiness which the Christian spirit cannot but desire ?

Already the divine principle of brotherhood has asserted

itself decisively in the sphere of exchange, and with advan-

tages which no one dreams of questioning. Through laws

such as prevail in all civiHzed countries, and which are en-

forced by coercive penalties, that principle expresses what is

defined as fraud. Laws which forbid fraudulent practices

are a witness that human beings are not sent into the world

to be at war with each other. Their nature may move them

to compete with one another, but they must compete upon

strict conditions. The desire to make advantageous ex-
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changes is sternly warned that it must observe legal rules

of fair deahng. Human societies are plainly justified in

adding to these existing laws any others that they deem

advisable for the protection of their interests from selfish

greed.

Law and its penalties, as we all (unless we are Tolstoyans)

beheve, are of great strength and value ; we cannot imagine

Hfe going on without them. But law may also be pro-

nounced weak through its being Hmited to outward and

definite acts and to outward punishments. Law may pre-

vent a man from steaHng ; but it cannot make him brotherly

in mind or loyal to the spirit of membership.

But the interests of society and the experience of life

have always been pleading for the principle of membership ;

and our Christian calhng with simple directness makes this

principle the rule of conduct for Christians. Our neighbours

are to us fellow-members of the Divine Family, of the Body

of Christ. And when are we to remember our caUing and

to be resolutely loyal to it, if not when there is a special risk

of our being inconsiderate and selfish, and when the want of

humanity may do grievous harm ; that is, when we are

engaged in bargaining, and are going through the processes

of production and trade ?

It would seem that in this department of human life

Christian society has hitherto been rather specially slow to

recognize the duty and the ideal which its caUing sets before

it. Selfishness makes ever3nvhere a persistent fight against

the spirit of membership ; and it has sought to persuade

men that there is some intended separation between rehgion

and the occupations of buying and seUing. No doubt the

subordinating of the whole industrial and trading world to

the spirit of membership is a very difficult task ; it requires

discernment and wisdom as well as disinterestedness. There

is a mysterious law of Divine Providence which ordains that
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the simplest impulses of human kindness shall be sternly-

bidden to restrain themselves, and insists that those who

wish to relieve need shall pause and reflect. We are driven

by experience into the wondering conviction that, if all

Christians who have more were to resolve to share their pos-

sessions with those who have less, they would do harm rather

than good. The ideal of a society thoroughly animated by

the spirit of membership calls for a great deal of thinking

and much readiness to hsten to the voice of experience, which

is the voice of God. The benevolent are bidden by a solemn

monition to hold their benevolent impulses in check : but

this Divine restraint does not mean that the impulses are to

be killed out ; it means, on the contrary, that they are to be

made more sturdy and stronger, and are to cherish and work

for higher aims than that of appeasing the pain of sym-

pathy.

In this age of ours Christendom is hearing a call from

heaven, stirring it to a new and noble ambition, and pointing

to fresh fields of conquest. It is evident that the conquest

will involve some modifications of the existing industrial

and commercial organism, and that loyal Christians are

bound to take courage and not to be too afraid of change.

A more prevailing spirit of membership will be aware of new

dangers to be met, and will not be content to leave our

present customs and regulations unaltered. But it is also

pressed upon us that we must advance thoughtfully and

cautiously in the path of economic reform, feehng our way

tentatively when we cannot see it clearly ; and that we must

keep the higher aims in view, and not assume that the one

thing we have to do is to provide summarily for the bodily

comfort of every human being. It seems hkely enough, does

it not ? that nations may have to learn a similar lesson to

that which individuals, who have assumed that kindness

required them to give to him that asked, have had to learn,
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—that it is possible to lower those to whom you intend to be

kind.

A high and Hving spirit of membership—that is what the

Christian ought both to welcome into himself, and also to

stimulate and cherish in his fellow-members.

This being our duty, we have to be on our guard against

methods and proceedings which would weaken independence

and the sense of responsibihty. Those of us who are able

to keep ourselves, and to look after wives and children and

parents, may sometimes consider with advantage whether

we should hke to belong to a class dependent on pubhc

maintenance and management, and exempted from the

anxieties of freedom. The flesh-pots of Egypt may at times

be tempting ; but the worthy life of the true member seems

to be bound up with duty, and striving, and the exercise of

intelligence, and sacrifice. Man hves not by bread alone,

but by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.

And if some are to be independent and others dependent,

will not the dependent constitute a lower—one might almost

say, a servile—class ? and ought we not to have misgivings

about creating a lower class, hopelessly inferior to our own ?

If we are to reverence the words of Christ, nothing can be

more certain than that He sets, for His disciples, spiritual

good above the bodily needs. The needs of the body He
recognizes :

" Your heavenly Father knows that ye have

need of all these things." He gave those simple precepts

of kindness and unworldliness which seem to bid us part with

all that we have to feed the poor, and trust to be fed Hke

the birds and clothed hke the flowers. But He emphatically

gave the first place to the kingdom of God, that is, the ideal

spiritual society :
" Seek first the kingdom of God and His

righteousness ; and the things of the body, the things which

the Gentiles seek, will be added to you." Aim primarily at

a brotherhood of spiritual members, of men with hving wills
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growing into conformity and fellow-work with the Divine

Will ; and whatever is wanted by men who are made of

bodies as well as souls will not be withheld. That is the

teaching, that the promise, of Him whom we Christians own

as Master and Lord.

It is possible, it has been found nobly possible, to produce,

to trade, to compete, without forgetting that we are called

by our heavenly calhng to honour aU men, to help each other,

to control and repress self, to be slaves not to Mammon but

to the heavenly Father of us all.

There are in this loud stxmning tide

Of hiiman care and crime

With whom the melodies abide

Of the everlasting chime
;

Who carry music in their heart

Through dusky lane and wrangling mart.

Plying their daily task with busier feet

Because their secret souls a holy strain repeat.

To seek to do by laws what laws can do to make Ufe more

regular and worthier for all is work upon which the best

hearts and intellects may fitly employ themselves. But in

all things and in all times the spirit is greater than law, and

will do for those who honour it what law was not designed

to do. We have bright hopes to encourage us : England is

a much better place, town and country, for a poor man to

Uve in than it was when I was young. There is not much

more, I feel, to be desired than that the progress of the

working people should in the next half century equal what

it has been in the last.

J. Llewelyn Davies.
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SYNOPTIC STUDIES.

III. Some Criticisms on Professor Harnack's " Say-

ings OF Jesus."

Circumstances too strong for the best of good intentions

have made it impossible to continue these occasional studies

on any sort of plan ; and I make no further apology for

deserting the subject proposed at the end of my last paper

(July, 1907). Professor Harnack's Spriiche ^ has raised

afresh the most difficult of all Synoptic problems, and I

propose to set down some of the questionings that have

come up in the study of his book, as a small contribution

towards settling the form of Q. What I have to say will

be mainly confined to the earher part of the book, in which

Harnack reconstructs the text of Q. That such a recon-

struction must be tentative at best is obvious, but we may

get a little nearer to our goal by discussing principles.

Harnack's general method proceeds on the theory that

Luke altered Q very freely on styhstic grounds, the altera-

tions of " Matthew " being of a more material character

though less frequent. There are one or two general criticisms

that may be passed upon this theory before we take some

definite examples. In deciding what is linguistically more

primitive Harnack has made some assumptions which can

no longer be taken for granted. One is that if either Mat-

thew or Luke has a compound verb where the other has the

simplex, we must assume that Q had the latter. No attempt

is made to prove this, and we are ultimately shown what

simple Greek the author of Q used because of the great pre-

dominance of uncompounded verbs in his vocabulary. But

^ The quotations throughout are from the Enghsh edition. What a

pity it is, by the way, that more care has not been taken with the proof-

reading ! The Greek accents are shocking ; and a misprint like " casual
"

for "causal" (p. 306—original " begriindend ") might give trouble.
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it does not seem to have been observed before that Mark,

who writes the least cultured Greek to be found in the New
Testament (outside the Apocalypse), has an extraordinary

affection for compound verbs. In proportion to the length

of his Gospel, he has exactly as many compound verbs

as Luke, and he is only surpassed in this respect by the

Epistle to the Hebrews and the Book of Acts, the latter only

by a small amount. Passing from the New Testament to the

papyri, we find that the pre-Christian private letters in

Witkowski's useful Uttle collection ^ show a considerably

higher proportion of compounds, and the letters there which

are marked as ilHterate have this characteristic nearly as

strongly as the educated ones. There are other papyrus

letters which dislike the compounds as much as the Fourth

Gospel does ; but this does not affect the point—the con-

nexion between culture and compound verbs must go,^

and with it a criterion on the strength of which Harnack

decides for Matthew against Luke in dozens of places.

Matthew's preference for the simplex is as likely to have

ousted Q's compounds as Luke's preference for compounds

is to have altered Q's simphcia : we must judge each case

on its merits.

Another important note to make is that Harnack some-

times determines what is literary Greek (and therefore pre-

sumably an emendation of the rougher text of Q) by canons

drawn from the literature alone. But here the papyri must

have their say. 'EirTjped^eLv looks literary enough, and

Harnack assumes it to be Luke's emendation accordingly

(p. 61) ; but it and its noun iir^peia occur in papyrus peti-

tions that owe nothing to the schoolmaster. This is not

^ Epiatulae Privatae Graecae (Teubner, 1906).

^ Professor Burkitt remarks in a letter to me, after seeing my figures,

that in English " Come with me " is literary, " Come along with me " is

colloquial. This is, in fact, a thoroughly typical example.
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the only word which takes a different Hterary complexion

when the vernacular documents are compared. T/iarta-yito?

may or may not be original in Luke vii. 25, but it is a good

popular word. So are ivcoTriov and iTnXavddpeaOai, (p. 84),

aovSdpiov (p. 125), TrapayiveaOat (p. 86), and the phrase

iav ryevrjrac, c. inf . (p. 92—cf. my Prolegomena, p. 17) ; while

atTOfierpiov occurs in the Petrie Papyri and the LXX, and

the fact that its verb is censured by Phrynichus shows that

it was good colloquial Greek. Whether yjrvxv^ airoXia-ai

appeared to Luke the Hellene " too paradoxical "
(p. 114),

we may question when we find awaai yjrvx^^ TroXXa? in a

papyrus of pre-Christian date (TbP 45=Witkowski, p. 74).

There are, I beUeve, a fair number of places where we can

demonstrate stylistic alteration on the part of the first

EvangeHst : the presence of these must naturally affect our

judgement as to the principles of reconstruction. Matthew

certainly dropped some vulgar forms which the literary

Luke retained : that Luke introduced them is surely improb-

able in the extreme. Thus in Matthew vi. 30 the literary

dficfjievvva-tv is obviously, on Harnack's own principles,

less original than the Lukan d/jL(f)idt,6t,, which, however,

Harnack ignores (pp. 5, 140). In Matthew xxiii. 37 (p. 29)

no one will suppose that the Hterary Hellene deliberately

altered the correct iTria-vvaryayecv of Q (so Harnack, p.

143) into the vulgar iinavvd^aL (Luke xiii. 34), which is

at home in the quite uneducated papyri. And this obvious

consideration—which we may be quite sure Dr. Harnack

would acknowledge when brought to his notice—suggests

what seems to me a much more probable account of the

relation between Matthew iii. 12 and Luke iii. 17 than that

which is given on p. 2. In Luke I.e. \^^ reads avvd^ai, of

which one can hardly doubt both awayajelv of j^*B and

avvd^et, of Matthew are alternative and independent correc-

tions. It accordingly stood in Q, with SLaKaddpai ; and
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this construction was very simply mended by Matthew, to

whom it seemed cumbrous. Harnack declares it to be an

improvement on the two indicatives. This is clearly a

matter of taste : the opposite conclusion seems more natural

to me. Anyhow I must claim o-vvd^ai as self-evidencing,

and this reading is only in Luke.

Difference of taste indeed rather frequently makes itself

apparent in these questions ; and one has a natural shrink-

ing from confession of a difference, where the opposite judge-

ment comes from so consummate an authority as Harnack.

One can only record the point and leave other students to

choose. On p. 26 we read that rjOeXtjaav ISelv in Luke x. 24

" is an obvious stylistic improvement " on Matthew's

iTredv/jLTjaav. I have tried hard to see the obviousness,

but cannot resist the conclusion that " longed to see " is

more forcible than " wished to see," which last I feel sure

would never have been admitted by an artist Uke Luke, if

it had not stood in his source. In Matthew iv. 6 we miss

ivrevdev after /3dXe aeavrov, and we are told (p. 46) that

is"aLukan interpolation." Wliat conceivable reason had

Luke for inserting it ?
" The word is found elsewhere in

St. Luke." Yes, once ! Is it not more reasonable to say

that Matthew dropped it as otiose, and Luke kept it because

it was in Q ? There are other points in the restoration of

Q in the Temptation story where I cannot feel confidence

in the result. Would not Matthew xii. 40 justify us in

claiming that " forty nights " is a Matthaean phrase and

therefore interpolated ? Dr. Harnack himself declares

that " the genuine text is the shortest " here ; and there

are many places where one or two parallels are enough to

make him claim a phrase as Lukan and therefore interpo-

lated. Are we justified in crediting Q with the " exceeding

high mountain," when the very vague dvayajcov so obviously

demanded expansion ? That Matthew does thus interpret
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is demonstrable in many passages. When Harnack asks

(p. 45) why Matthew should have changed the one stone

into " stones," it might fairly be rephed that a single loaf

would be absurdly insufficient to satisfy hunger, if the loaves

were like those they make in Palestine to-day, A motive

for Matthew's transposition of " the glory of them " into

the introductory line (iv. 8) might be found in the fact that

avTcov refers back to ^aaiXeiai^ in a very clumsy way :

Luke left it as it stood in Q, but would never have introduced

it. As to Luke's " extravagant " ovk ecpayev ovSev, does

not he use a similar phrase in just the same sense in Acts

xxvii. 33 ? it would be absurd to suppose that the sailors

had hterally taken no food for a fortnight ! I should seek

further instances of Matthew's habit of abbreviating

—

which indeed is what he constantly does with the narrative

of Mark—in iii. 11, where ^aardcrai. "remove" ^ neatly

concentrates the whole content of " stoop down and un-

loose "
; and in xi. 27, where iTriytvaxrKeL exactly expresses

the meaning of the longer phrase yivooa-Ket, tI^ ia-riv found

in Luke, and (as I am convinced) Q.^ That Matthew para-

phrases hard sayings when necessary I should show from

X. 37, as one conspicuous example among many : the para-

doxical /xiaeiv is supported by the Fourth Gospel (in the

parallel to ver. 39 and Luke xiv. 26), and would never have

been introduced by a Gentile Evangelist. That Luke

actually ousted the clear phrase of Matthew (cf. p. 87) in

favour of one which he knew would make readers stumble,

is a view which only conformity to a theory would suggest.

A few miscellaneous points may be collected. On p. 19

Harnack notes that 7ra? is " a favourite word " of Luke's.^

^ A meaning recognized by R.V. in John xii. 6, and abundantly witnessed

in papjai.

* This depends on the interpretation of iwi.yivuaKeii', which I now think

Dean Armitage Robinson has proved in his excursus in Ephesiana. See

my Prolegomena,* p. 113. .

* Cf.2.Plummer, St. Luke, p. 85.
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This may be, though as a matter of fact Tra? occurs 128

times in the W.H. text of Matthew and only 157 times in

Luke: this is repectively 1-88 per page and 2-18—not a

very striking disparity. But Harnack at least twice

accepts 7ra? (or a'7ra<;) for Q because it stands in Matthew

(pp. 5 and 73), though Luke there does not use this pet word

of his. We are told (pp. 20 and 274) that iv avrfj tt} wpa
" is a specifically Lukan expression," on the strength of

six^ occurrences :
" on the other hand, eV iKeivw rS Katptp

is only found in St. Matthew (twice again), and most prob-

ably comes from Q." I cannot understand why the latter

phrase is not on this showing " a specifically Matthaean

expression." When Luke uses " the finger of God " and

Matthew " the spirit of God," we find (p. 21) that the former

" substitutes the Bibhcal expression "
: why then are we

" not certain " whether the same account should be given

of Matthew's " birds of the heaven " as against Luke's

" ravens "
(p. 36) ? Similarly (p. 49) Harnack rejects

Luke's K\al,ovTe<i in the Beatitudes in favour of Matthew's

TTevdovvTG'i, which, however, strongly suggests assimilation

to Isaiah Ixi. 1.

In the well-known difiiculty of Matthew v. 40=Luke vi.

29 Harnack takes for granted that the idea of judicial action

is more primitive than that of the robber clutching at the

garment that comes first. I am afraid I cannot regard this

as self-evident, though I am not going to argue for the oppo-

site view. I could quite imagine that Matthew has after

his manner conformed the precept to the Old Testament,

and made it refer to taking the poor man's garment as a

pledge. On the same page (60) we find Harnack's treatment

of the Lord's Prayer. That the Prayer in Matthew's form

^ Harnack says seven on p. 274. Taking Luke's two books together,

the Lukan avr^ ry ibpg, (with or without iv) occurs eight times, which

would answer to 3"8 times in a book of the length of Matthew.
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has been affected by liturgical use seems to me extremely

probable.^ I prefer this to the assumption that Matthew

has made the additions himself. But if this is so, wh}'- not

regard the SiBov as original, the So? as an assimilation to

the other aorists, appropriate when the Prayer has passed

into daily use ? The isolation of this present imperative

seems to me a strong plea for its originaHty.^ In that case

Luke has the Prayer very nearly as it stood in Q : that the

reading " Let Thy Holy Spirit come on us and cleanse us
"

is the true text of Luke is a decision we must be allowed

to doubt,^ and otherwise Luke's form approves itself in

almost everything.

It seems fair to plead that Harnack is hardly consistent

when he lays so much stress on Luke's styUstic alterations

and then credits him with " a feeble word " which he was
" fond of using " {iyyl^eiv, p. 66). WTien this same word

occurs in Matthew, it is original (p. 81). Now in this place

(Matthew vi. 20) the phrase " dig through " may very well

be repeated from xxiv. 43, where the verb occurs in a Q
passage : Matthew is fond of repeating his phraseology.

And with all deference to the instinct of a great scholar like

Harnack, might I suggest a doubt as to the " feebleness "

of the phrase in Luke xii. 33—" where thief never comes near

it, nor does the moth destroy it " ? We are told on p. 73

that " the falling was great " (Matt. vii. 27) is a " sole-

cism," so that Luke's " great breach " is a correction.

Possibly, but I demur to the " solecism." Perhaps in Ger-

many they have no analogue to " Humpty Dumpty had a

great faU," which in EngUsh at any rate is idiomatic enough.

* I may refer here to an excellent article by Mgr. A. S. Barnes in the

Contemporary Review for August, 1906.

" In Prolegomena, p. 119, I expressed a different opinion: it is altered

in ed.^

^ Chase {The Lord's Prayer, pp. 25ff.)» after citing the scanty but wide-

spread evidence for the clause, suggests a liturgical origin ultimately

based on passages in Acts.

VOL. vn. 27
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Turning a few pages, we have a criticism of tlie order of

clauses inMatthew viii.11,12, andLuke xiii,28,29. It is said

that the clause " There (eVet) shall be the weeping and the

gnashing of teeth " is out of place in Luke, because the eVet

is out of connexion. " The change of order in St. Luke is

due to the transposition of e'/cet k.t.X. to the beginning, for

which the reason is not obvious." Exactly—but is not the

very fact that the transposition is ex hypothesi meaningless a

sufficient reason why the literary Luke should not have ven-

tured upon it ? That Matthew's order is better is a reason

against its being original, if we are to apply the reasoning

by which Harnack is constantly refusing originality to Luke.

There are a great many points in which I cannot feel

satisfied that Harnack has justly set aside Luke's phraseology

;

but it is not worth while to mention them where it is only a

case of taste against taste. Two or three more instances

might be given in which the case does not seem proven.

Why on p. 83 is /x^ (po^rjdrjre in Luke xii. 4 said to be " more

elegant than /xr) ^o/SelaOe " of Matthew x. 28 ? Because it is

more appropriate
—

" Do not be afraid (in the future)
'*

followed in verse 7 by " Do not be afraid (as this prophecy

prompts you to be ") ? Is it not more hkely that Matthew,

with his love for uniformity, levelled a distinction that seemed

otiose ? Later on in the same section there is an " enigma "

which seems to me fairly easy
—

" the existence of the vari-

ants, ' two sparrows for a farthing ' and ' five sparrows for

two farthings.' " I have always assumed the working of

the ordinary commercial principle of reduction on taking a

quantity. " Had sparrows become cheaper ? " is Har-

nack's answer, on the strength of which, as usual, he votes

for Matthew's form. But surely if we are to choose between

the complex price and the simpler one here, it is easier to

assume that Matthew got rid of a superfluity than that Luke

invented one for no apparent purpose ; for the two prices
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must be regarded as equivalent to one another on ordinary

rules. In the Woes on the Pharisees I find it hard to see

" the cold, matter-of-fact tone of " Luke xi. 47, 48 (p. 102) ;

while in assuming that Luke has introduced " greater pre-

cision " in writing oIkov for vaov Harnack appears to over-

look the distinction between vao'^ and lepov. As a matter

of fact vao^ is a better Greek equivalent of oiKoq, which was

a piece of literahsm that Luke would never have admitted

had he not found it in his source. That Luke has avoided

the word Trapovala (p. 107) as belonging " to the sphere of

Jewish Messianic dogma," and " an unsuitable term for that

Second Coming in which Christians beHeved," appears very

strange in view of Paul's frequent use of the word. It has

become clear that the word was a current vernacular term

for a royal visitation,^ and so a most suggestive and natural

word on Paul's lips for the Return of the King of heaven.

Why should a disciple of Paul avoid the word except because

it was not in his source ?

Nearly three years ago, in a paper on the Beatitudes (Ex-

positor, August, 1906) I pleaded for the superior originality

of Luke in this section, and I feel bound to maintain this

still. In that connexion I called attention to the way in

which Matthew is inclined to heighten parallelism : I com-

pared the tendency of the Oxyrhynchus Logia, in which this

is carried yet further. Now Professor Harnack notes (p.

18) that parallelism is frequent in Q, and that Matthew
" has often destroyed it from a desire for brevity." If this

is so, I am convinced that he has also not infrequently

mended his source so as to show poetical symmetry. It is

hard to understand how Luke, with his sense for literary

form, should deliberately destroy such a perfectly balanced

series of parallel clauses as we find in Matthew vii. 24-27. It

is Harnack himself who has laid such stress on Luke's author-

^ See Milligan's Thessalonians, pp. 145 f.
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ship of the canticles in chapters i. and ii. The various motives

which Harnack suggests (pp. 72-4) for Luke's marring of

this passage seem to me beside the mark : it is much more

probable that Matthew worked up a Q passage which Luke

has retained with little alteration. I should, on the same

ground, differ from Harnack's decision (p. 29) that Matthew

xviii. 7& is better than Luke xvii. 16, " because of the parallel-

ism." We may cite Matthewvii. 9, 10 as another example:

in Luke (and Q) we have Fish and Serpent, Egg and Scorpion

—two harmful things given instead of necessary food ; while

in Matthew the parallelism is heightened by prefixing Loaf

and Stone, from which merely useless substitution there is a

climactic rise to the harmful. (Matthew got it probably from

the similar association in iv. 3, and of course he rejected the

superfluous third clause in consequence.) In the same chap-

ter we notice also verses 15-20 with their beautifully balanced

sequence. Now the essence of this passage appears in xii. 33,

which answers to Luke vi. 43, 44 ; the correspondence of verse

45 there with Matthew xii. 35 shows that Matthew's second

presentation of the passage properly belongs to the Sermon,

rather than the first. Matthew has apparently worked up

the rough and disconnected saying of Q to fit its place in the

Sermon, and has then repeated it in a later discourse, with a

form less differing from Q : Luke has kept it nearly as he

found it. Such an account harmonizes with all we find in

the First Evangelist's setting of the Sermon. Recognizing

the fragmentary character of the discourse as it stood in Q,

he gathered together kindred matter from other sources

and from other parts of Q and arranged them with wonder-

ful skill round a connected sequence of thought. He found

the pearls scattered, and he provided a string whereon to

display them. Few would care to say that Luke found the

necklace complete, but broke the string and let half of the

pearls be scattered.
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I should like to close with a note on Matthew xi. 16, 17=

Luke vii. 31, 32. The key to the form of Q seems to be

found in the reading Xeyovre^; for a Xeyei in Luke. This is

attested by D and L, the Ferrar group, six Old Latin MSS. and

the Bohairic : since a Xeyei can be immediately explained

from assimilation to Matthew, this reading seems better,

despite i<B. Now this involves taking Trpoacjxovovcnv as

indicative—" and they call to one another, saying. ..."

In that case Matthew's irpoa^cavovvTa may be based on

a natural misunderstanding, which further caused the

Xeyovre'i to be changed to a . . . Xiyovaiv. Probably also

Tot9 eTepoL<i is a stylistic alteration for aXkrjXovi of Q :

strictly speaking, only one party said this to the other. Now
note that with Luke's reading the parable comes out right,

for the " generation " is represented by the sulky children

to whom " they call." The subject is indefinite, and the

aWrfKoL'i invites mending ; but these are roughnesses due

to Q, which Luke did not remove. Matthew did—but

with the result that the parts in the parable are inverted.

For the well-known crux which Matthew presents in the

context of this passage (xi. 12)—Luke removes it to a dis-

tance, and it can hardly have been connected in Q—

I

venture to suggest that both Evangelists have tried to

interpret by expansion a shorter ambiguous phrase. Sup-

pose that Q had simply ol 7rpocf>rjTai koL 6 v6fjLo<; fi^XP^

(or e&>?) ^loidvov airo Tore rj ^aacXeia rov Oeoii ^id^erat, " The

prophets, and the law, were until John : from his time the

kingdom is being eagerly entered," or " forced on." Matthew

had to adapt this saying, which he took from a different con-

text, and he gave his interpretation of the difficult ^id^eTat

by adding a clause. Luke in his turn paraphrases the word

independently, using easier language for an idea not hkely

to be understood by Gentile readers, but makes a minimum

of change in the words.
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I do not like to close a paper devoted wholly to criticism

without a word of whole-hearted appreciation of these

" Studies " of the great master to whom theology owes so

much. In doctrinal presuppositions he stands more with

German scholarship than with British : even the less con-

servative among us would give much more extended holi-

days to the word " legend " than they are disposed to do

beyond the Rhine ! But for that very reason British liberals

in theology welcome the more heartily the researches of

one who cannot be suspected of bias, and one who writes

with authority unequalled among all our living scholars.

In this volume Professor Harnack gives us some declara-

tions of high importance, which will be eagerly welcomed

by men who try to defend on modern hnes the central doc-

trine of Christianity. The high antiquity and trustworthi-

ness of Q, the argument in favour of our Lord's having used

words about Himself implying a unique relation to God, and

the crushing condemnations of certain latter-day extra-

vagances of criticism falsely so called, will serve as examples.

Nor can one easily forget the excursus in his third volume

{Acts of the Apostles, pp. 290-297) in which he states the

" weighty considerations " in favour of dating Acts "as early

as the beginning of the seventh decade of the first century."

He does not adopt this date, as against " the time of Titus

or the earher years of Domitian "
; but he leaves it open,

and meanwhile gives the case for this astonishingly early

date, with arguments greatly weakening the case for the

later one. Acts in the early sixties and Luke of course to

precede it

—

Mark therefore in the fifties and Q no one knows

how much earlier still ! And this comes to us as a recognized

possibility not from an " apologist," bound hand and foot

to a tradition which itself never pleaded for dates so early,

but from the author of What is Christianity ? and the most

famous scholar in the greatest University in the world. It
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fairly takes our breath away. Perhaps the " legends
"

about the Resurrection may yet be studied afresh on modern

scientific lines—lines lying, one presumes, at more or less

distance ahke from Professor Lake's and Professor Orr's

—

and prove to have some truth in them after all

!

James Hope Moulton.

THE EXCAVATIONS AT OEZER AND RELIGION
IN ANCIENT PALESTINE.^

The opening years of the present century have been marked

by greatly increased activity in the excavation of the ancient

sites of Palestine. Down to the close of the last century

systematic excavation had been largely left to the English

Palestine Exploration Society, and this Society had mainly

confined its excavations to Jerusalem, and in the last years

of the century to Tell el-Hesy (Lachish) and four other

Tells in the Shephelah, which could not be certainly identi-

fied with particular places named in the ancient literature.

Since 1900, excavations have been undertaken on five

sites of ancient fame—Gezer, Taanach, Megiddo, Samaria,

Jericho. At Taanach Dr. Sellin carried through extensive

and successful operations under the patronage of the Aus-

trian government and the Vienna Academy of Sciences in

1902 and 1903 ; he is now superintending the excavations at

Jericho, which have not yet gone far enough to produce

results entirely commensurate with those of some sites that

have been more fully worked over, but which, thanks to

the greater fame of Jericho, have lately attracted the at-

tention of our daily Press. The excavations at Samaria,

under American direction, are also as yet in an early stage
;

no site perhaps promises more for our knowledge of Hebrew

history in particular, if only the work is thoroughly and

^ A lecture delivered to the Jews' Literary Society.
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completely done. Prof. Steuernagel has just lately published

the memoirs of the work which Dr. Schumacher directed on

behalf of the German Palestine Society at Tell el-Mutesellim,

the ancient Megiddo ; and it is obvious that the fruits of

this enterprise have not been less than those yielded by

the neighbouring Tell Ta'annak.

I refer briefly to those other undertakings at the outset

before I turn more especially to Gezer, because it is im-

portant to bear in mind that the meaning of facts yielded

by one site is often only elicited, checked, or confirmed by

results obtained elsewhere. I confine myself directly, though

not also indirectly, to Gezer because it alone has yielded

more of interest than it is possible to deal with on a single

occasion ; and for the same reason I do not propose to

touch upon all the interesting matters illustrated or illu-

minated by the discoveries at Gezer, but merely on a single

group of them—those, viz., which are associated with

rehgion in ancient Palestine ; even in the case of these it

will be necessary to select, without attempting to exhaust.

The identity of the modern Tell Jezer, a few miles from

Ramleh, with the ancient Gezer was definitely estabhshed

by the distinguished French archaeologist, M. Clermont-

Ganneau, who, having previously argued for the identifica-

tion, had^the good fortune to discover in the year 1872 a

series of inscriptions around the Tell bearing the legend in

Hebrew characters of about the Maccabaean period, " Bound-

ary of Gezer" {lU DnJI). The same savant in the year

1898 read a paper on a recently discovered addition to this

series of boundary stones before the " Academic des In-

scriptions des Belles Lettres," ^ and concluded his discussion

of Gezer with these words :

—

"I will add, but without insisting for the present upon a

^ A translation of this paper will be found in the Palestine Exploration

Fund Quarterly Statement, 1899, pp. 118 fi.
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scheme which I do not conceal from myself presents diffi-

culties of every kind, that the tell of Gezer itself would seem

to be one of the most likely spots in Palestine for methodical

excavations. Digging would be carried on there with as-

surance of successful results, thanks to the certainty, unique

of its kind, that we possess relative to the identity of the

site. Everything there would be of interest, from the

layer of the Crusades that covers the surface, to the deep

layers in which are hidden the remains of a past anterior to

the Exodus. Why should we attack, as is so frequently

done, somewhat at haphazard, tells that are anonymous

or of doubtful origin, and neglect this particular one (as has

hitherto been the case), when it possesses the inestimable

advantage of having a name that is known, a personality

that is ascertained and a continuous history of its own, inti-

mately connected with the general history of Palestine

from the most distant times to the era of the Crusades ?
"

\-- This was written at the time that excavations under the

Palestine Exploration Society were being carried out at the

" tells that are anonymous or of doubtful origin " of Es-Safi,

Sandahannah, Ej-Judeideh and^ Zakariya, not very remote

from Gezer. Four years later the same Society obtained a

firman for the excavation of Gezer ; and now (Feb. 1909)

at the end of seven years the work is approaching its com-

pletion. The difficulties which M. Clermont-Ganneau foresaw

have been overcome by the skill and untiring zeal of Mr.

Macalister ; the successful results of which he felt assured

have been obtained.

No site in Palestine has ever been so completely laid bare

as Gezer, or made to yield the full tale of its secrets. A
mere glance at the 300 illustrations in the text of the memoir,

or at the 50 plates of the atlas that accompanies it, will show

how rich were the results of Dr. Schumacher's work at Tell

el-MuteselHm ; but a study of the plan indicating what
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parts of ihe^tell were actually excavated will also show how

much less complete was the excavation than that of Gezer.

In the hope, justified by events, that further search might

recover more Assyrian tablets Dr. Sellin re-opened the

mound of Ta'annak after he had published his memoir ; and

his later work yielded a valuable " Nachlese." The Pales-

tine Exploration Society finding at the end of the period

of the firman that less than half the surface of the tell had

been excavated, decided to apply^for a further firman. Now
at the close of the'second period, and after over five years of

active operations, the work, is nearly complete. The value

of such completeness should be evident ; it increases the

data for the solution of the problems that all excavation

raises ; it diminishes the risk that important objects

should escape discovery. At the end of the first period of

excavation Mr. Macalister discovered tombs of a new and

remarkable character : at the beginning of the second

period he discovered others of the same type : the further

evidence thus obtained reduced the extent of the problem

created by the first discovery.

Let me now briefly'remind you of the chief characteristics

of the site of Gezer and of the chief points in its history as

known to us prior to the excavations. Riding north from

Ashdod one passes, after some three or four hours, on the

right the site of another of the five Philistine cities—Ekron :

at this point Tell Gezer is in sight as a long and conspicuous

elevation ; in another hour or two one reaches the tell

itself, and mounts somewhat steeply to admire the fine view

seawards which commands also the line of march by which

the armies of the Pharaohs marched northwards towards

Syria, or the armies of Esarhaddon or Ashurbanipal south-

wards on Egypt. In a word Gezer borders on the Philistine

country and is a natural stronghold close to an important

mihtary and trade-route. Jerusalem hes barely twenty
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miles in a direct line westward, or let us say, at seven or

eight hours' distance.

In the fifteenth century B.C. Gezer is mentioned among

the towns conquered by Thothmes III. and among the Tell

el-Amarna Tablets (14th cent. B.C.) is one in which Yapahi,

its ruler, protests his fidelity to Pharaoh. Later it was

captured by Merenptah (c. 1230 B.C.). After the Hebrew

conquest it fell to the tribe of Ephraim, but, as the

book of Judges informs us, the Canaanites were not

expelled, but continued to dwell among the Ephraimites.

According to 1 Kings ix. 16, Pharaoh king of Egypt

captured Gezer, burned it with fire, slew the Canaanites

that dwelt in the city, and gave it to his daughter as

her marriage portion when she wedded Solomon. Solomon

then rebuilt the city. Thereafter we hear no more of

Gezer till the time of the Maccabees, when Simon took

it, and built for himself a palace there.

Two points come out clearly : Gezer was a town to be

captured if possible, and from an early period it was subject

to Egyptian influence. As to the last point the meaning

of the inscriptions of Thothmes and Merenptah and the Tell

el-Amarna Tablets is clear, even if we were to grant the con-

tention of some scholars that an Egjrptian Pharaoh would

not have married his daughter to Solomon and that the

original text of Kings recorded the capture of Gezer by Piru

king of Musri, and Solomon's marriage not to an Egyptian

princess, but to a lady from North Arabia.

Both these points are of importance in considering the

significance of the excavations at Gezer for the history of

Religion. Because Gezer was a border town and because

the extent and duration of the effective Hebrew occupation

of it is uncertain, it is necessary to proceed with caution in

drawing conclusions as to Hebrew or Jewish Rehgion in

particular. I have preferred therefore for the present and
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in general to speak of Religion in Palestine rather than He-

brew Rehgion in particular. I shall point out specifically,

where it seems well to do so, the bearing of the more general

conclusions on the question of Jewish Religion. Much cer-

tainly that the excavations reveal with reference to religion

in Gezer belongs to periods long prior to the settlement of

the Hebrews in Palestine, much of it to periods when the

population consisted only very partially of Jews.

As to the influence of Egypt I will merely say at this point

that the excavations entirely confirm the impression that is

given by the literary data : they enable us to trace that

influence further back, to nearly a thousand years before the

time of Thothmes III., whose mention of the city is the

earhest reference to it in literature ; they furnish evidence

also of the nature and extent of Egyptian influence at

various times between that remote period and the fall of

the Jewish monarchy.

There is one general characteristic of all excavations in

Palestine that has its bearing on our special point of view.

This is the paucity of written material that they have

brought to light, the still greater paucity of Hebrew in-

scriptions that have been recovered, and again the almost

entire absence of inscriptions in Hebrew directly bearing

on rehgion. Nothing has been thus discovered comparable

with the Moabite inscriptions of Mesha, the Zinjerh in-

scriptions, the inscription of Zakir, which have shed so

much light not only on the history of their times, but on

the religion of those in whose midst they were erected.

The longest of Hebrew inscriptions—the Siloam—was

discovered by accident and has no religious significance,

being in this respect hke the longest of the Hebrew inscrip-

tions recovered at Gezer, which consists of some twenty

words recording the months of the agricultural year.^

1 Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, 1909, pp. 26-34
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A sufficiently comprehensive list of all the inscribed matter

recovered through the recent excavations can be quickly-

given. The inscribed handle jars were the chief yield of

the Shephelah tells excavated in the nineties of the last

century. Richest in inscriptions of the excavations of this

century have been those at Tell Ta'annak, where Dr. SelUn

recovered a series of letters written in Assyrian, and be-

longing to what may be roughly defined as the Tell el-Amarna

period. Historically interesting and valuable, these letters

raised one question of great rehgious interest. Among the

persons named in them is a certain Ahijami. Is this name

identical with the Hebrew Ahijah ? If so, was the Hebrew

name of God current among the Canaanites ? I do not

propose to re-discuss this much discussed question—a ques-

tion of perennial interest and of great obscurity. It has,

as you are well aware, been recently and thoroughly exam-

ined by Dr. Daiches.^ Gezer has also yielded Assyrian in-

scriptions—two 2 in number, and both of the seventh century,

and not without a bearing on the history of religion. To

these I will return later. Gezer has also yielded one or two

Egyptian inscriptions of some interest, but of no great length.

But of Hebrew inscriptions what have Gezer, Tell el-

Mutesellim and Tell Ta'annak together got to show ? The

Calendar inscription already mentioned, some inscribed

weights and some inscribed seals—the weights of no

rehgious interest, the seals of some by reason of the

proper names which they bear. Of these the seal of Shama'

the servant of Jeroboam has attracted most attention.

This absence of written material leaves much obscure

(also published separately under the title An old Hebrew Calendar-In-

scription from Gezer).

^ Zeitschrift furAssyriologie, 1908, vol. xxii. pp. 125-136.

^ Since this was written, a third Assyrian (Neo-Babylonian) inscription

hfts been found and published (Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly

Staitment, April 1909).
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that might otherwise have been clear. The tombs, of which

so many, and of so many varieties, have been discovered at

Gezer, bear testimony to that important group of reHgious

behefs which gather around death and the dead ; but

there are no sepulchral inscriptions to interpret the frequent

ambiguity of these remains.

In turning now to some of the points in Palestinian Re-

hgion on which these excavations have cast hght we may
well start with this question of the Dead— '

' the mighty

nations of the dead," in the words of the author of Urn-

Burial, who would assuredly have taken a deep interest

in the skeletons of Gezer, numerous in themselves and yet

how puny a remnant of those who died in Gezer during the

two or three thousand years that the history of the city can

be archaeologicaUy traced.

One of the first and one of the most important of Mr.

MacaUster's discoveries was a burial cave which told of two

successive periods in the history of the site. In the first

period the cave was used as a crematorium, in the second for

inhumation. Its use as a crematorium, so the indications

seem to prove, was not singular ; cremation at the period

was not something unusual, but a custom ; the cave was

skilfully adapted by the use of vents to secure the strong

draught requisite to reduce the human body to ashes ; the

mass of ashes, the thickness of the layer, pointed to suc-

cessive incinerations.

The period of inhumation began about 2500 B.C. ; the

period of incineration may extend 1,000 or 1,500 years

behind that date—say to about 4000 B.C. The striking

difference in the customary treatment of the dead suggests,

though by itself it might not prove, difference of race. But

this suggestion was confirmed by an examination of the

human remains : sufficient bones remained even in the

incinerated stratum to permit of conclusions. The early
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population which practised cremation were a people of

slender build and small, but not dwarfish stature, with skull

bones thick and heavy. These, together with other charac-

teristics, appeared to Professor Macalister to indicate a

pre-Semitic stock. The people who substituted inhumation

for cremation were a stronger, larger-boned people, with

skulls larger in size and of thinner bones, with longer faces,

fairly prominent noses and rounded chins, characteristics

that point to a Semitic stock. ^

There is an interesting parallel to the transition from

cremation to inhumation, probably corresponding to a

change in the racial character of a population, in Babylon,

particularly at Nippur. Though archaeological synchronisms

in distant countries must be accepted with reserve, yet

these transitions may have been roughly contemporary
;

it is even more probable that in both countries they were

due to a common cause—the substitution of a Semitic for a

non-Semitic people. ^ For Palestine the conclusion is of

far-reaching interest : so far as Gezer is typical of the

country as a whole, we may conclude that the Hebrews after

the Exodus settled in a country that had for 1,000 or 1,500

years been in the occupation of men of kindred race.

How far customs of that ancient pre-Semitic race in-

fluenced directly, or by way of re-action through aver-

sion,^ the later population is an interesting speculation.

Did the horror of burning the corpse linger through long

centuries, and is the penalty of burning inflicted in certain

gross cases on offenders such as Achan and his family

(Josh, vii.), or the man'who contracts marriage'with a woman
and her mother, a direct survival of the customs of an ahen

and abominated race ?

^ Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, 1902, pp. 353-356.
* Cp. the careful statement and cautious inference of Father Vincent

in Canaan d'aprea FExploration recente, pp. 260-267.
^ Cp. the pig-bp.Jjes in the neo-lithic, i.e. pre-Semitic stratum.
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But while we are thus brought face to face with two

such distinct treatments of the dead as cremation and in-

humation in different periods and probably by differ-

ent races, the beliefs concerning the dead do not appear

in some respects to have differed so widely. There is one

custom, eloquent of the belief of those who practised it,

common to both periods : this is the custom of depositing

with the dead vessels suitable for holding food and drink.

The meaning of this becomes particularly plain in certain

cases where the corpse was so arranged that one hand of the

skeleton was placed, and as placed was found by the excava-

tors, in one of these food vessels. More instructive than

any verbal description are the drawings given by Mr. Mac-

alister,or by Dr. Schumacher in the memoir of Tell el-Mute-

selhm. Enough here to claim attention for the main point

that in the earliest period of society in Palestine the belief

was current that the dead lived ; for their dead they set

apart caves much like their own cave dwellings.

Let us pass to a more special treatment of the dead, sus-

pected before the excavations, and now proved more parti-

cularly by the discoveries at Gezer, Tell Ta'annak and Tell

el-MuteselHm. I refer to certain special forms of human

sacrifice and the extent to which the custom was practised.

Of the existence of human sacrifice among the Canaanites,

of the practice of some of the Hebrews themselves, such as

King Ahaz and many in the days of Manasseh, the Hebrew

scriptures leave us in no doubt. Both at Gezer and at TeU

Ta'annak and also at Tell el-Muteselhm, the practically un-

ambiguous remains of human sacrifices have been discovered,

and they are such moreover as to suggest that the inhabi-

tants of these places foUowed two customs : (1) Of founda-

tion-sacrifice
; (2) Of the sacrifice of new-born infants.

An allusion to foundation-sacrifice has often been suspected

in the curse on the man who should rebuild Jericho
—

" at
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the price of his firstborn (T)D22) shall he lay the founda-

tion thereof, and at the price of his youngest shall he set up

the gates thereof" (Josh. vi. 26 ; cp. 1 Kings xvi. 25). In

the Hebrew practice of the redemption of all male firstborn

some scholars have detected the transformation of an

earher custom of sacrificing the firstborn.

Of the foundation-sacrifices Kttle need be said—the case

seems clear enough. Mere burial under a house need

prove Httle, but the frequent cases in which a single skeleton

has been found buried at the base of a wall, under a thresh-

old, or carefully set in the foundation masonry of a build-

ing yield no uncertain testimony that the custom of founda-

tion-sacrifice which has left its marks in many countries

and in folklore and legend, was practised also by the early

Canaanites. One further point, however, of great interest

has been made clear ; the rite gradually degenerated in

response, as we may safely infer, to the demands of a growth

in moral ideas and humane sentiment. The early foundation-

sacrifices, like the ordinary cases of sepulture, were accom-

panied by offerings of pottery. From the fifteenth century

B.C. these vessels, formerly the accompaniments of foundation-

sacrifices, begin to appear under foundations without the

skeleton. Gradually the accompaniment, which now be-

came the symbol, drove out the reahty. Buildings, whether

important or unimportant, were inaugurated with a rite

as harmless as those which sometimes accompany a founda-

tion stone laying in our country. But the original rite was

practised long. Mr. MacaHster reports cases from the period

of the latter half of the Jewish monarchy (P.E.F. Quarterly

Statement, 1903, 224).

The human beings chosen for foundation-sacrifices were

often, but not exclusively, infants.

The question of the sacrifice of infants not connected with

foundations is more difficult. Not indeed that there need

VOL. VII. 28
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be much doubt that new-born infants were sacrificed ; the

uncertainty begins when we ask how generally and why ?

In any case it is the last point only that I now care to leave

in the form of a question.

The skeletons of infants which first raised the question

of general infant sacrifice were found by Mr. MacaUster in

close proximity to the ancient sacred place of Gezer, of

which the most striking features were the eight great mono-

liths, two of which topped out above| the unexcavated

soil, but the rest of which were first brought to hght by

excavation. The 'place then in which these skeletons were

found is significant ; but so also was the manner of sepulture.

The skeletons were found in large jars ; the bodies had

generally been inserted head first and with two or three

smaller vessels such as bowls and jugs ; finally, the large

vessel was filled up with earth.

As to the " why " of these sacrifices let me quote Mr.

Macalister's suggestions with the above facts freshly and

strongly pressing for explanation before him. " The infants

were all newly born—certainly none were over a week old.

This shows that the sacrifices were not offered under stress

of any special calamity, or at the rites attaching to any

special season of the year, for assuredly some occasion would

arise when a new-born child was not to be found, and an

older child would be sacrificed, whose remains would then

be found with the rest. The special circumstances which

led to the selection of these infants must have something

inherent in the victims themselves, which devoted them to

sacrifice from the moment of birth. Among the Semites

the one cause most likely to have been effective was the

sacrosanct character attributed to primogeniture : and it

is, therefore, most probable that the infants found buried in

jars in the temple of Gezer were sacrificed firstborn children."^

^ Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, 1903, p. 33.
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The force of this argument was partly destroyed by new

facts reported by Mr. Macahster a few months later. "The

uniformity with which the child-sacrifices have been found

to be infants of less than a week old, has been broken by

two cases of children aged about six." ^

Nevertheless Mr. Macalister stands by his theory of the

sacrifice of the firstborn, and with him Father Vincent,

^

with the later as weU as the earHer facts before him, agrees.

Certainly if the necessary conclusion from the Hebrew law

of the redemption of all firstborn males is that they had

previously sacrificed every firstborn child, the most natural

and probable explanation of the infant-burials before the

temple of Gezer is that the god in whose honour the

temple was erected demanded [that the firstborn of each

family should be sacrificed to him, and within eight days

from birth, if we infer again from Hebrew law, and the age

of the great majority of the sacrificed infants at Gezer,

But the conclusion from ancient Hebrew law to which I have

referred is not admitted by certain distinguished scholars,

and the argument on which it rests is obviously not rigor-

ous. On the whole I am for my own part inclined to think

that the discoveries at Gezer, though they establish the

custom of sacrifice of infants, preferably of newly born

infants, do not carry the case for a primitive Canaanite

custom of the sacrifice of every firstborn child much further.

And unless they prove that every firstborn child was sacri-

ficed they obviously by themselves prove nothing at all about

firstborn children : the remains of firstborn children differ in

no way from those of the later born. In his discussion of this

important question Dr. Frazer scarcely draws a sufficiently

sharp line between the custom of offering up some and

sacrificing all firstborn children. He remarks ^ very per-

^ Ibid. p. 223. * Canaan, p. 190 f.

^JThe Golden Bough^, ii. 43.
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tinently : "A people who burned all their children indis-

criminately would soon extinguish themselves, and such

an excess of piety is probably rare, if not unknown "
; but

the somewhat smaller degree of inhuman piety which could

sacrifice the firstborn child of every mother seems to him

very probable. He remarks again, " The conclusion that

the Hebrew custom of redeeming the firstborn is a modifi-

cation of an older custom of sacrificing them has been

mentioned by some very distinguished scholars only to be

rejected on the ground apparently of its extreme improb-

ability. To me the converging lines of evidence which point

to this conclusion seem too numerous and too distinct to be

thus lightly brushed aside, and the argument from improb-

abihty can easily be rebutted by pointing to other peoples

who are known to have practised or to be still practising

a custom of the same sort." He then proceeds to give

instances of " customs of the same sort "
: but in many

of these cases we find sacrifice not of all but of some first-

born. Thus, " Certain families" among the Senjero of East

Africa are obliged to sacrifice their firstborn sons ; among some

tribes of South-East Africa a woman who loses her husband

in battle and marries again, sacrifices the first child of the

second marriage ;
" the heathen Russians often sacrificed

their firstborn to the god Perun," and so forth.

^

That the ancient Canaanites selected firstborn children

by preference for sacrifices is probable ; that they sacrificed

every firstborn child is at best a matter of speculation : it

is not a datum either of literary records or archaeological

discovery.

There are many objects of unmistakable religious signifi-

cance and also of high antiquity brought to light at Gezer

with corresponding objects at other sites that I must not

attempt to discuss, though they are of the highest interest.

^ lb. 51, 52 (italics mine).
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I cannot, for example, attempt to bring out the importance

of the temple at Gezer with its striking monoliths above

ground and with its elaborate subterranean chambers. Nor

must I discuss the altars that have been found : ancient

rock altars with cup-marks, roughly hewn altars with steps,

altars with horns, and so forth. Nor, again, the numerous

objects of worship ; most interesting among these are the

frequently recurring female figures suggestive of fecundity

which have been identified with Ashtoreth and of which,

Dr. Sellin seems to have shown, each city possessed its

dominating type. Nor, again, the remains of other than

human sacrifice.

What further I can say I will consider from the general

standpoint of the external influences to which the excava-

tions have shown that the several sites excavated were open.

Ever since the discovery of the Tell el-Amarna Tablets it

has become a commonplace to remark that before the four-

teenth century B.C. the influence of Babylon had been strong.

With the use of the Babylonian script, which these tablets

proved to have been in use in Canaan in the fourteenth

century, an undefined but possibly enough a large amount of

Babylonian thought and civilization must have passed into

Canaan. It was not difficult to believe that the ancient

Babylonian myths of creation, which the Hebrews adopted

to transform and ennoble, were current at this time in Canaan

and influencing the religious conceptions of the people. It

was, however, possible to hold that the diplomatic use of the

Babylonian script did not necessarily imply a wide popular

diffusion of Babylonian thought.

Recent excavation has carried the history of the use of

the Babylonian script in Palestine a little further. The

Assyrian letters found at Tell Ta'annak were not, as those of

Tell el-Amarna, correspondence between Canaanite prince-

lings and a foreign court, but between an overlord and his
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vassal, both Canaanite, at least both confined, so far as

the letters indicate, to neighbouring Canaanite districts.

These letters go a considerable way towards showing that

what writing was done in Canaan before about 1000 B.C.

was in the Assyrian script.

Gezer, too, has yielded its Assyrian documents, but of a

later date : the two deeds of sale discovered there are dated

in the years 649 and 647 (b.c). Are we to infer that for cer-

tain purposes Assyrian was in continuous use from 1400 b.c,

to later than 650 ? ^ Another interpretation of the Gezer deeds

of sale seems to be more probable, and to make them a vivid

illustration of what we previously knew to be a character-

istic feature of religion in the seventh century, I mean its

strongly syncretistic character with special prevalence of

the cult of the host of heaven. The Assyrian hold on Syria

was maintained far down into Ashurbanipal's reign, below

the year 647. Gezer, as we have seen, was a natural strong-

hold of which ancient as well as mediaeval conquerors appre-

ciated the importance. What more probable than that an

Assyrian garrison was resident there, and that Assyrian

parties to the deed of sale employed an Assyrian notary ?

Certain it is that some of the signatures bear pure Assyrian

names, certain also that one of them bears a name that

is Jewish—Nethaniah. These documents seem to give

us evidence of that close intercourse between Assyrians and

Canaanites, and in particular Hebrews, that facilitated the

pursuit of peculiarly Assyrian cults.

What is really conspicuous about Gezer as revealed by

excavation is the paucity of material signs of Babylonian

influence. Beyond these documents in Assyrian of the seventh

century, there are few Assyrio-Babylonian objects, though

there are two other tablets which may no doubt in them-

selves be interpreted so as to possess particular significance.

^ Cp. Benzinger, Hebrdiache Archdologie,^ 176. :.
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These are two tablets containing animal and other signs to

the number of about sixteen, which have been supposed

to represent the signs of the Zodiac ; the second to be dis-

covered was found in a stratum that Mr. Macahster assigns

to the second or the third thousand B.C.

Mr. Johns, writing on the first discovered, sums up judi-

ciously :
" What seems most significant is the occurrence

on Palestinian soil of such a striking example of the kind

of object which elsewhere is taken as evidence for the

astral reHgion of Babylonia. This is evidence that what-

ever the exact nature and purpose of the emblems, they are

common to Babylonia and Palestine. There is, of course,

the alternative to be considered whether this tablet was

not sent or brought direct from Babylonia." ^

Even if we attribute the greatest possible significance to

these interesting finds we shall no longer confine ourselves

to sober interpretation but launch out on the wild sea of

speculation on which the modern astral mythologists travel

with such enviable ease and comfort, if we follow Dr. Ben-

zinger in explaining the eight standing stones of Gezer as

representing the twelve signs of the Zodiac and the double

row of five monoliths at Ta'annak as a double representation

of the five planets.^ There is reaUy not the sHghtest evi-

dence that the eight monoliths of Gezer were once twelve :

there is at least as much for Mr. MacaUster's opposite theory

that they gradually increased from two ; and it is certain

that one of the stones is of different provenance from the

rest—a fact which at least calls for some explanation and

receives none if each stone stands for one sign of the

Zodiac.

The paucity of Assyrian objects is enhanced by the extra-

ordinary abundance of Egyptian objects from about 2600

^ Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, 1908, p. 28.

2 ^gj,^ ^^cA. p. 320.
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B.C., to which time Mr. Macahster attributes the first group,

to far beyond the end of the Jewish monarchy.

There is, of course, nothing surprising in these evidences

of intercourse with Egypt and Egyptian influence ; a large

amount of what was known of Gezer associated it with

Egypt. Unfortunately we cannot very exactly determine

how deep the influence of Egyptian religion sank : if we

judge from religion in the not far distant city of Jerusalem,

it was not very deep. One detail I may refer to that has

a special interest in connexion with a passage in Isaiah, for

which Lagarde proposed an interpretation of the conson-

antal text, strikingly different from the Massoretic, that

has fascinated a number of later interpreters. According

to him Isaiah (x. 4) threatened the unjust and oppressive

rulers of Judah or Israel that in the day of visitation the

gods whom they trusted would prove useless.

Beltis croucheth, Osiris is broken in pieces,

And xinder the slain they fall.

The assumption underlying this interpretation is that

when the words were written by Isaiah, or as some Lave

thought, by a later writer, Beltis and Osiris were favourite

deities, and the difficulty has been that there is no indepen-

dent evidence that they were. It cannot be said that the

excavations make good this lack of evidence. Images of the

Egyptian god Bes have been found, but the traces of Osiris,

though not wholly absent, are not conspicuous, and do not

occur in strata that come within the period of the age of

Isaiah. In a stratum of about B.C. 1000 there was dis-

covered a fine bronze statuette of Osiris, and in much the

same stratum a stele with a dedication to Osiris. Yet the

conditions which might have made Osiris a general object

of worship in Israel or Judah in the eighth century or later

should have applied to Gezer also, and we might, if such
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worship really was prevalent, have expected to find statues

or other traces of the god in strata of this period.

On one question of external influence—real or hypothe-

tical—the excavations are of merely negative value. We
are all of us aware how one distinguished scholar, who has

devoted a Ufetime to the study of the Hebrew Scriptures,

and laid students under obligations it is difflcult to over-

estimate, has increasingly found the really dominant external

influence over Israel, particularly in matters rehgious, to have

been neither Assyria nor Egypt, but North Arabia. It was

part of Mr. Macahster's ambition to settle by excavation the

vexed question of the supposed North Arabian Musri. We
can certainly claim that the influence of Eg5rpt attested by

the records of Thothmes and Merenptah, whom the hardiest

Musrite will scarcely deny to have been lords of the Nile

Valley and not merely or not even kings of Musri, is re-

flected in the continuity of Egyptian objects throughout

the strata of Gezer. He can claim too that there are no

specific traces of North Arabian influence, or challenge the

defenders of the theory to prove them. But this will scarcely

convince them that a great Musrite kingdom independent

of Egypt in North Arabia is merely a mirage.

In these last remarks I have carefully abstained from

drawing any very precise conclusions. I have been more

concerned to indicate the wide range and importance of the

questions that are touched by such systematic excavations

as have recently been undertaken. The moral of the whole

is, as it appears to me, that precise conclusions on many of the

most important matters can only be wisely drawn when far

more excavation has been carried out ; and conclusions

suggested by the results in one place can thus be checked

by those obtained at a multipHcity of other places. The

field for excavation is wide ; the results already obtained

have done much to vitalize the study of ancient Canaan
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and of its greatest inhabitants—tlie Hebrews ; but these

results are but firstfruits of the rich harvest which continued

excavation should yield.

G. Buchanan Geay.

HOW THE RESURRECTION NARRATIVES
EXPLAIN ONE ANOTHER.

It is proposed to bring together here some of the instances

in which the Resurrection Narratives help to explain one

another : and these are specially interesting as the various

accounts (by the four Evangelists and St. Paul) are so obvi-

ously independent that not one of them can be considered

the source of any of the others. And of course it is imma-

terial for this argument whether the closing verses of the

Second Gospel were written by St. Mark or any one else.

Mere agreements will not be included, or even undesigned

coincidences as they are called, such as St. Paul and St.

Luke both placing the appearance to St. Peter before that

to the Apostles ; but only points in which what is said in

one narrative explains some obscurity, omission, or im-

probability in another. Many of them are, no doubt, well

known, and some I have quoted in my Truth of Christianity,

but it has been thought better to repeat them here, so as

to make the Ust as complete as possible.

(1) To begin with, St. John records Mary Magdalene as

visiting the empty tomb, and finding the stone rolled away

(though St. Matthew alone says who rolled it away), and

then telling the disciples, we know not where they have laid

Him. But to whom does the we refer, as she was apparently

alone all the time ? St. John does not explain matters,

but the other Evangelists do ; for they say that though

Mary Magdalene was the leader of the party, and is always

named first, yet as a matter of fact there were other women
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with her ; and this of course accounts for the we. Later on,

no doubt, she was alone ; but then she uses the words I

know not}

(2) Again, St. Luke says that Peter was the disciple who

ran to the tomb on hearing of the angel's message, without,

however, giving any reason why he should have been the

one to go. But St. Mark, though he does not mention the

visit of Peter, records that the message had been specially

addressed to him ; and St. John says that Mary Magdalene

had specially informed him, and this of course explains his

going. 2

(3) St. Luke then says that when Peter arrived at the

tomb, he saw the linen cloths hy themselves, and went home

icondering. This seems only a trifle, but what does it

mean ? St. Luke does not explain matters, but St. John

does, for he describes how the clothes were arranged.

They were not all in a heap, or scattered about anyhow :

but were carefully placed. Those that had gone round the

body were lying flat by themselves in one place, apparently

as if the body had disappeared without disturbing them ;

while the napkin that was about the head was rolled up by

itself in another place. And this showed that the body

could not have been hurriedly stolen. It seems to have

convinced St. John that the disappearance was supernatural,

and would quite account for St. Peter's wondering.'

(4) Again, St. Matthew narrates that when Christ appeared

to Mary Magdalene and the other Mary, He was at once

recognized, held by the feet, and worshipped ; and they do

not seem to have been at all surprised at meeting Him near

the tomb, in spite of the angel's message that they should

go to Galilee to see Him. Evidently something must have

occurred between, making a break in the narrative after

^ John XX. 2, 13. 2 Luke xxiv. 12 ; Mark xvi. 7 ; John xx. 2.

* Luke xxiv. 12 ; John xx. 6-8.
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verse 8 (see R.V.). And this is quite possible, for the words

And behold do not always imply a close connexion. Indeed,

St. Matthew can scarcely mean that the women were

sent by an angel to tell the disciples that Christ was alive,

and that then, before they had any possibility of doing so,

they were met by Christ HimseK. And from the other

Evangelists we learn what this was. For St. John describes

an appearance to Mary Magdalene alone, when she was

rebuked for wishing to touch Him, apparently in the old

familiar way, as a mere human Rabbi, and without any act

of reverence ; and St. Mark says this was the first appear-

ance. If, then, a few minutes later, she, in company with

the other Mary, saw Christ again, it would quite account

for their absence of surprise at meeting Him, and also for

their altered behaviour in prostrating themselves to the

ground, and being in consequence permitted to hold Him
by the feet, and worship Him.*

(5) Again, we read in St. Luke that Cleopas and his friend,

after referring to the death of Christ, continued. Yea, and

beside all this, it is now the third day, as if the Stranger would

have known the importance of this, and that something or

other might possibly happen then. And yet St. Luke,

though he records Christ's prophecy on the subject, never

hints that it was known to any one except His own followers.

But St. Matthew explains matters, for he says that it was

known to others as well, and that the chief priests had in

consequence obtained a guard from Pilate ; so persons stay-

ing in Jerusalem would probably have heard of it.^

(6) We then read that Cleopas and his friend, after say-

ing that the disciples (as well as the women) had found the

tomb empty, added but Him they saw not. This seems to

* Matthew xxviii. 9 ; John xx. 14 ; Mark xvi. 9. Compare Matthew ii.

1 ; XV. 22 ; xix. 16.

' Lukexxiv. 21 ; Matthew xxvii. 63.
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imply that they thought others had seen Him, and yet if so,

how are we to account for their not mentioning it ? St.

Luke gives us no help in the matter, but St. Mark does

;

for he says that on a subsequent visit one of the women
(Mary Magdalene) did see Christ, only when she told the

Apostles, she was disbelieved. Obviously, then, if this appear-

ance was generally disbelieved, Cleopas and his friends are

not likely to have mentioned it to a stranger, though they

no doubt kept thinking about it themselves, and it thus,

almost unconsciously, influenced their language.®

(7) Once more, St. Luke says that when Christ appeared

to the Apostles in the evening, He was mistaken for a spirit ;

but he gives no reason for this, and it was apparently the

only occasion on which it occurred. St. John, however,

though he does not mention the incident, fully explains it

;

for he says that the doors were shut for fear of the Jews ;

and obviously if Christ suddenly appeared within closed

doors, it would account for their thinking that He must be a

spirit.'

(8) On the other hand, St. John speaks of Christ's show-

ing them His hands (and side), though without giving any

reason for this ; but St. Luke's statement that they at first

took Him for a spirit, and that He did this to convince them

of His identity, quite accounts for it ; so each of the narra-

tives helps to explain the other.^

(9) St. Luke then adds that as they still disbelieved, Christ

asked if they had anything to eat (i.e., if they would give

Him something to eat), and they at once offered Him a piece

of a broiled fish. But he gives no hint as to why they

happened to have any fish ready. St. Mark, however,

though he does not mention either the request or its re-

sponse, fully explains both, for he says they were sitting at

* Lukexxiv. 24; Mark xvi. 11. ' Luke xxiv. 37; John xx. 19.

' John XX. 20 ; Luke xxiv. 37.
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meat at the time, probably just concluding their evening

meal.^

(10) And all this still further explains St. John's narra-

tive ; for we are told that Christ said to them again, the

second time, Peace be unto you, which would be much more

natural if something had occurred between, than if (as St.

John implies) it followed only a few seconds after the first

time.io

(11) Once more, St. Luke records a speech of St. Peter in

which he says that he and the other Apostles ate and drank

with Christ after His Resurrection. This certainly implies

that they had a meal together, and is therefore scarcely

suitable for the meeting just referred to, when Christ appar-

ently only took a piece of fish by Himself, and drank nothing.

And yet St. Luke gives us no other occasion for it, since St.

Peter was not present at Emmaus. But St. John does ; for

he records the appearance in Galilee by the Lake, when it

is distinctly implied that Christ, and most of His Apostles,

including St. Peter, had a meal together.^^

(12) Again, St. Matthew speaks of the Eleven going to the

mountain in Galilee where Jesus had appointed them. And

yet he does not seem to allow any opportunity for making

the appointment. It could scarcely have been done before

the Crucifixion, and the messages to the women did not

fix either .the time or place. But St. John removes the

difficulty, for he records the appearance by the Lake (just

referred to), when, of course, Christ may have pointed out

the mountain where He would appear, and have told His

disciples when to collect the five hundred brethren, if (as is

probable) they were then present.^

(13) Again, St. Mark records Christ as saying, after His

* Luke xxiv. 41 ; Mark xvi. 14.

" John XX. 21. 11 Acts x. 41 ; John xxi. 13.

" Matthew xxviii. 16, 7, 10.
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command to preach the Gospel to all the world, " He that

beHeveth and is baptized shall be saved," though without

any previous reference to baptism. But St. Matthew says

the command was not only to make disciples of all nations,

but to baptize them as well, and this of course explains the

other passage, though, curiously enough, St. Matthew himself

does not refer to it. Neither of these Evangelists, it may be

added, in spite of the importance thus attached to baptism,

says anything about the Apostles themselves being baptized,

or how the omission would be made good. But St. Luke

does, for he records Christ's promise that they should be

baptized with the Holy Ghost in a few days.^^

(14) And then as to the appearance to the five hundred

brethren recorded by St. Paul, None of the Evangehsts

mention this, but it explains a good deal that they do

mention. Thus St. John alludes to the Apostles being in

Galilee, instead of (as we should have expected) staying in

Jerusalem, but he gives no hint as to why they went there.

Nor do St. Matthew and St. Mark, who say Christ told them

to go there, give any hint as to why He told them ; but this

Appearance to the five hundred, who had to be collected in

GaUlee, explains everything.^*

(15) It also accounts for another point. St. Luke, it will

be remembered, omits Galilee among the places where the

Apostles themselves had to preach the Resurrection ; and

yet one would think, considering the number of friends Christ

had there, it would have been specially included. But of

course the fact of there being five hundred witnesses there

aheady made this unnecessary.^

(16) And it probably explains a curious remark in St.

Matthew that when the Eleven saw Christ in Galilee they

^* Mark xvi. 16 ; Matthew xxviii. 19 ; Acts i. 5.

" 1 Cor. XV. 6 ; John xxi. 1 ; Matthew xxviii. 10 ; Mark xvi. 7.

^« Acts i. 8.
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worshipped Him, hut some doubted. This some can scarcely

mean some of the Eleven who had just worshipped, and yet

St. Matthew says nothing about others being present. But

if we assume that the five hundred were there too, it explains

matters at once, as some of them may well have doubted at

first whether it was really Christ, as He was some way off,

and it was before He came to them.^^

(17) Once more, St. Luke says that soon after the Resur-

rection, Christ's brethren were with the other disciples, and

evidently believed on Him. And yet it is clear that they

did not do so shortly before. Obviously something must

have occurred between. And though neither St. Luke nor

any of the Evangelists tell us what this was, St. Paul does,

for he says that Christ appeared to one of them (St. James),

and this would of course account for their changed belief."

(18) Again, St. John relates that on Christ's first appear-

ance He used the words, I ascend unto my Father, and on a

previous occasion it was implied that this would be a visible

ascent, and that the Apostles were to see it. And yet he

never gives us a hint as to whether it ever took place. Two

of the other Evangelists, however, though they do not

mention either of these sayings, tell us that it did take place,

and that the Apostles saw it. Probably in this particular

case St. John had the other Gospels before him, and did not

think it necessary to repeat what was well known.^^

Now, of course, too much stress must not be laid on small

details like these, but still the fact that such short and inde-

pendent accounts should explain one another in so many

ways is a distinct evidence of truthfulness. Legendary

accounts of fictitious events would not be likely to do so.

" Matthew xxviii. 17, 18.

^' Acts i. 14 ; John vii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 7.

1* John XX. 17, vi. 62 ; Mark xvi, 19 ; Luke xxiv. 51.
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

The Previous Instances in a
O = a difficulty of some kind. X = by-

Matt. Mark.

We know not ... X X
St. Peter went to the tomb — X
The cloths by themselves — —
Their absence of surprise O X
It is now the third day . X —
Him they saw not . .

— X
Mistook Him for a spirit — —
Showed them His hands

and side .... — —
The broiled fish ... — X
Again, Peace be unto you — —
They ate and drank with

Clirist — —
The place appointed . O —
And is baptized ... X O
The disciples being in

Galilee O O
No occasion to preach

there — —
But some doubted . . O —
His brethren believed on

Him — —
I ascend unto My Father — X

Lt.-Col

Tabular Form.
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LUKE'S AUTHORITIES IN THE ACTS, CHAPTERS
I.-XII.

There is among many modern people a strong inclination

to doubt such general statements as those in Acts v. 12,

" by the hands of the apostles were many signs and wonders

wrought among the people," or viii. 7, " from many of

those which had unclean spirits they came out ; and many
that were palsied and that were lame were healed." Along

with this doubt follows a general tendency to rate low the

credibility of the book in which such statements occur,

and the intelligence of the author who admits them. But

let us take into consideration the character of an Oriental

population, where physicians and medical attendance are

unknown (except in some small degree among the wealthier

classes), where ignorance and a low standard of hving and

of thought are prevalent, and where that peculiar class of

trouble or disease called in the New Testament " possession

by devils " is rife. I feel convinced that those who can

appreciate from experience the actual situation and con-

ditions of such a state of society will be the slowest to doubt

the credibility of statements like those which have just

been quoted. It is true " that the Hebrew nation was at

that time the most highly educated people in the world

—

in the true meaning of the word education." ^ Yet the

description given in the preceding sentences was quite

fairly applicable to the very mixed population, and especially

to the mass of the inhabitants of cities Uke Jerusalem

and Samaria. Now imagine that amid this Oriental popu-

lation, keenly susceptible to religious emotions and strongly

influenced already by many superstitious ideas and customs,

a great religious idea is introduced and propagated widely

through the degraded masses by one extraordinary per-

^ The Education of Christ, p. 67.
'
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sonality and by a devoted enthusiastic group of followers,

all themselves men and women of eminent power and

magnetic influence. Take into consideration the strange

and yet indubitable facts of faith-heaUng and " Christian

Science." No one who weighs the conditions of this

question can regard these general statements in the Acts

as improbable in themselves or as detracting from the

credibiUty of the book as a whole. The present writer

can only assert his OAvn conviction that those statements

express just what must have occurred.

At the same time it must be frankly acknowledged that

the general prevalence of such conditions must always

lead to the too ready acceptance without investigation

of particular instances ; and that many of the individual

cases would not stand rigorous scientific examination.

Contributory causes would be traced in many such cases

by a medical expert. Imposture and trading on pretended

diseases would be detected in other cases. Yet none the

less do even these examples of common delusion attest the

reaHty of the curative influence. The public mind and

body have as a whole been diseased, and they undergo a

health-giving renovation. The impostor, who deludes

the world with his pretended disease of body, is really

diseased in soul ; and it is no small thing that his mind

should be cured and his life transformed into a healthy one.

But most of the so-called impostors are physically diseased

to some extent as well as morally diseased in their whole

nature. All these cases furnish real proofs of the power

which the new religious idea exerts on those whom it seizes.

The medical expert would not label the disease and the

cure exactly as the popular opinion does ; but there is in

each case a disease and a cure.

There is Httle, therefore, to gain by attempting to investi-

gate each case. There is no proper evidence, and no sufficient
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material to work on. We can lay no stress on many of

the actual instances : we must simply state them as vouched

for by popular behef : the evidence is not such as to satisfy

the critical judgment. Xor wiU modem judgment be

convinced that, because a person who beheves is cured,

therefore his behef is truth. Behef in a delusion may
sometimes produce a curative effect, though only in excep-

tional cases.

But a strong and general popular behef is a great power.

The new idea as preached by the apostles had this great

power supporiiing it and pushing it forward. And there

was no pretence on the side of the apostles and of the

Church. They felt and knew what a revolution they were

making in the worid. They saw with their o"«"n eyes that

the souls and bodies of men were growing healthier around

them ; and they knew that the cause was simply and

solely behef in the Jesus whom they were preaching. Their

own faith was made stronger by those cures, as well as the

faith and character of the f)eople that were cured.

Since the preceding and following paragraphs were

written, I have read Dr. Schofield's remarkable article

on ''
Spiritual Heahng " in the Contemporary Review^

March, 1&09. While he differs in some matters from what

I have said, and especially in admitting (and attesting

from his own experience in a way that seems to me for the

.

present to be conclusive) the existence of a heahng power

in .some people which acts quite independently of any faith I

felt by the patient,^ and also in setting apart from his dis-

cussion the whole range of the phenomena described inj

* Some of my views as expressed recently on the necessity of faiAj

in the patient would require to be re\'ised on the ground of Dr. Schofield'i

evidence. But still there remains no doubt, even on his showing, tl

faith in the patient is an enormously potent influence, and by far the moa

common. Cure bj' the simple power of the healer miast be always

and exceptional. The record of a cure is more credible when it lays stress

on the faith of the person cured.
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the Acts as beins cases of mrraculoiis

who reads the article must, I thrnk. eonclTide that in '.z~

essential point it confirms what I am cc-te- i'^g ::r —z

that those statements which are m£.dr in Tne A::s r : .:

wide and general healing produced by the apcetles should

not be set aside as incredible or as casting any donbt upon

the trustworthiness of the history and the intelligence ol

the historian. With regard to " faith-heaEng " he stironghr

corroborates the view, which has been stated in the preceding

pages of this article., that cnre by faith affords in itself no

direct proof of the truth of the thing beHered in ; but the

indirect proof afforded by it, for which I contend, is. I

think, entirely in the spirit of his remarks. Although I

hare made no change in what I have written, and leave the

two different expositions to stand in their own form, I need

hardly say that I bow humbly to Dr. Schofield's superior

knowledge and more scientific way of stating the facts

—

with the soHtary exception that I do not recognize the

need or propriety of putting the narrative in the Acts

out of discussion as recording a series of examples of a

separate class, called " miraculotis cures."

As we read the case of the lame man in chapter iii. 1-10,

12, 16 : iv. 9-10. 14, 16, 21-22. we cannot but feel that

ire are reading the narrative related to Ltike by sji eye-

witness ^ and recorded by Luke without any essential

change. That eye-witness had seen the man holding Peter

and John, unable to let them depart from him. He knew

the popular behef that the man had been a cripple from

his birth, forty years previously. He had not investigated

evidence for that behef : no such evidence existed, and

none was then needed. The people knew what they saw,

and the apostles knew. The supreme Council of the Jews

* As sJieadj stated, I think rhs: this ev-e-witness?, evidenTly a man of

edncatioii and intellectual pover, was Philip th? Ev^uu^lisi.
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regarded the facts as undeniable without accepting the

inference that the teaching of Peter and John was true.

A modern scientific man would investigate thei facts before

beheving them ; and even if his investigation justified

the popular opinion fuUy, he would not, any more than

the Council did, accept the inference that Peter and John

were teaching the truth : he would probably say that the

cure was effected by the beHef which the people entertained,

and not by the truth of the thing in which they beheved.

That opinion would be the diametrical opposite of the

ancient opinion, which regarded the cure as the final and

complete proof that the beHef was true. Which opinion

is nearest to the truth ?

It must be admitted that the evidence in the case of

Aeneas, ix. 32-34, is weaker than in the case of the lame

man at the Gate Beautiful. The story does not so vividly

convey the impression of being narrated by an eye-witness.

It is far slighter and vaguer. There is no reference to

what was after all the fundamental fact in this kind of cure,

viz. faith. In this case we are brought nearer to the mere

popular story, passing from mouth to mouth amid the

congregations of Palestine ; and such stories can never

be ranked high as regards accuracy of detail. They only

prove what were the general feehng and beHef among the

congregations.

If we knew who was Luke's authority, the story would

at once acquire a more convincing character, even though

it would still rank below the other. The speculation may
be hazarded that Mnason was the authority. I beHeve

that Luke has a historical purpose, when he names obscure

individuals Hke Rhoda and Mnason ; and in both these

cases the reason is probably the same. They had been

the sources of information to the historian. The common

idea that Mnason was Paul's host in Jerusalem must be
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abandoned ; Paul and his company had a two days'

journey at least to make between Caesareia and Jerusalem,

64 M.P., even with the help of horses ; and they lodged

for the night with Mnason. The journey is more fully

described, and the details of the narrative analysed, else-

where.^ The place where they stayed was naturally Lydda ;

and the brethren from Caesareia who convoyed them so

far, brought them to the house of Mnason.^ Luke describes

him as one of the early disciples, suggesting that he had

been settled there for some time, perhaps one of those

who had been scattered from Jerusalem after Stephen's

death. He lived in Luke's memory and narrative as one

of the authorities on whom the historian relied.

The episode of Tabitha-Dorcas is inferior in historicity

to that of Aeneas. The authority is probably the same

for both. The two towns were not far from one another,

and the stories are connected. There is no reason to doubt

that Peter was called to Joppa by Tabitha's relatives and

neighbours. The uncertainty is with regard to her being

really dead. No one can venture to claim that there is

good evidence for that. The people beUeved her to be

dead, and prepared her body for the grave. But how

often is that done to persons who after all recover ! And
how often is premature burial suspected or proved to have

occurred ! In the Levant countries, where burial takes

place with a celerity that seems to us revolting, there is

far more opportunity for such errors to occur than with

^ Pauline and other Studies, p. 266 f.

* The Western Text makes this quite clear ; but even the Accepted Text

is inconsistent with the vulgar translation. The order of events is : they

began to make the upward journey to Jerusalem : they were entertained

by Mnason : they reached Jerusalem. It is sheer mistranslation to put

Mnason in Jerusalem ; but those who do so quote Acts xxviii. 14-16 as

an illustration, mistranslating it likewise. The meaning in the latter

passage is : we came to the city-state Rome (whose bounds were in Southern

Latiimi) : we reached Forum Appii : we reached Three Taverns : we
entered the city Rome (by the Porta Capena).
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us.^ Tabitha seems to have remained unburied for an

unusually long time, in order that Peter might be sent

for and have time to arrive. It is as absurd as it is unreason-

able to stake the truth of Christian history on the correct

judgment of Tabitha's friends as to her death. It is notori-

ously difficult for even the most experienced physicians to

be quite certain that death has occurred. In the rustic

East any person who falls and continues motionless for a

time is assumed to be dead. That Luke heard the story

as he relates it is quite sure. That Mnason and the world

of Lydda and Joppa beheved it is equally sure. Beyond

this we cannot attain any certainty ; and the right way

is to confess that assurance is unattainable.

Closely connected with this topic of faith-cure and wide-

spreading curative influence is a subject of very obscure

character. The " laying on of hands " was an act to which

evidently great importance was attached in the early Church

and by the Apostle Paul or his circle.^ It is sometimes

curative (especially in the Gospels), sometimes ecclesiastical.

The question must arise whether this act, as a part of ecclesi-

astical ritual, was regarded as purely symbolical, or as con-

veying with it some kind of authority or even of personal

power. In the Gospels the Saviour often lays His hands

on those to whom He gives power or imparts curative influ-

ence. It cannot be doubted that here the touch is regarded

as reaUy efficacious and not merely symbohcal. When
we read that sick people were laid where even Peter's

shadow might fall on them (v. 15), and that Paul's hand-

^ I have seen a case in which a man who fainted or died in the field

was brought into the village, washed, mourned over, carried out, and

buried within three hours ; and I have never been able to shake off the

feeling that he had merely fainted on a hot day : the feeling often returns

to me by night.

^ The act is mentioned by St. Paul in the Pastoral Epistles (which many
would consider as originating from the circle of the Apostle rather than

from himself), also by the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
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kerchiefs and aprons carried with them to a distance curative

power (xix. 12), it is equally clear that the populace in

Jerusalem and Ephesus beheved in the efficacy of actual

touch even in the second degree ; and the probabihty

is that Luke (and the circle of Paul's coadjutors along

with him) were also behevers.^ Are we to suppose that

Paul stood apart from the behef of his age and his circle ?

I cannot think so. They thought as he thought : the

behef was common to the early Church as a whole. This

subject, so far as it is ecclesiastical, wiU be more suitably

treated in connexion with the Pastoral Epistles ; and at

present we restrict ourselves to remarking that the Acts

in this respect approximates more closely to the Pastoral

than to the other PauHne Epistles. The Pastoral Epis-

tles are here nearer to the plane of feeHng which char-

acterized the circle of Paul, than that on which he himself

stood ; or shall we say that they form the transition from

the pure and lofty Pauline teaching to the level of his

associates ?

In the episode of Ananias and Sapphira the intention

to point a moral is so obvious as to force itself on the reader.

This excites justifiable suspicion. In real history—and

especially in the book of the Acts generally—the moral

does not he so openly on the surface. But here the purpose

to bring out the contrast between honest real charity and

dishonest pretence at charity is undeniable. The story

is recorded, not for the sake of the importance of the facts

in themselves, nor for the outstanding character of the

^ It is to be noted that Dr. Schofield, in the article quoted above, men-
tions from his own experience similar examples which he considers indubit-

able. Very similar conduct may be seen at the present day in Asiatic

Turkey. At Scutari, opposite Constantinople, the chief of the Dervishes
treads on the sick to cure them ; but, if the sick are very young children,

he merely touches them with his hands and breathes upon them ; and,
if the invalids are unable to come, their garments are brought that he
may touch them.
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persons, nor as a stage in the gro\rth of the Church or in

the development of its organization, nor even from the

simple desire to exemplify the power of the Spirit in the

early congregation, but mainly for the sake of the moral

which it teaches. Now this is the class of story which is

most exposed to sufEer as it Hves on in Oriental tradition.

There is an unavoidable tendency to drop out the points

which do not serve the special purpose, and thereby to

heighten the effect of the points which help to bring out

the didactic purpose.^ The story becomes a moral apologue,

not because it is invented to bear the moral, but because

it has hved through the moral which it bore and it was

remembered only in so far as it was suited to impress this

moral on the hearers of the story.

We are assuming that in certain real facts which occurred

there lay a very evident moral, and that the early Church

tradition preserved the memory of these facts for the sake

of the moral, emphasizing it by selection and perhaps by

slight modification. But the question requires to be investi-

gated whether this moral may not have been observed and

emphasized by Luke himself : in that case the fixing of

the story belongs to a distinctly later period, and its his-

toricity is proportionately diminished. On our assumption

the story was fixed in the early Church, and recorded by

Luke as he heard it about 57-59 a.d. A story whose type

was fixed in that way stands on a much surer and firmer

basis than one to which form was given by Luke himself

at a period about a.d, 80 in a distant country and amid

seriously altered circumstances.

That the form was given to it by Luke may be (and

has been) maintained on the ground that the moral of the

^ How often among ourselves, especially perhaps in University circles,

do we observe the tendency in retailers of anecdotes, which are on the

whole true, to avoid spoiUng the effect of a story by injudicious adherence

to exactness in the details.
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story is very characteristic of that writer. It is true that

he was specially interested in the poor, in charity, and in

everything that seemed to teach the doctrine of the duty

of the richer to share their possessions with the poorer.

But the whole history of the Church in the early centuries

shows that charity was much practised and was regulated

as a Christian duty ; and there is not the sHghtest reason

to doubt Luke's authoritative account of the organization

which was gradually created in the primitive Church for

helping the poor.

There existed much poverty in Jerusalem, which was a

city devoid of almost all opportunity of creating out of

natural resources suflScient means of maintenance for the

population which for various reasons tended to congregate

there. In this city the attention of all must have been

much directed to charitable efforts and charitable system.

Luke foimd in the current ideas of the Church abundant

matter which was akin to his o^vn strong sympathy for

the reUef of poverty and distress. The whole story of the

development of Church organization as primarily charitable

was a natural memory in the congregation at Jerusalem ;

and this story was taken by Luke as he heard it. The

fact was that, as the Church grew in numbers, some organi-

zation was necessary for efficiency and even for existence.

There could not be an effective Church, unless it was well

administered. The congregation, as it existed about 57-59

A.D., beheved that the needs of the poor, and the desire of

the Twelve to satisfy those needs well, had produced the

first steps in organization, viz., the appointment of the

Seven and the formation of a regular Church fund for

charitable purposes. Luke accepted this behef and the

account which was given him of the circumstances. He
did not require to alter the account. The tone and beHef

of the Church in Jerusalem were in harmonv with his own
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ideas, but they were not inreiited by biTn in accordance

with his ideas. Xo one conld even snggest that the idea

of binding close the new Cburch of Antioch, or later the

new Ginrches of Asia. Macedonia and Galatia. to the old

Chnrcli of Jerusalem, was invented by Luke. Yet there we

see that the charitable motire supphes the strongest force

to weld the whole Church together and to promote its

organization.

The account of the facts, therefore, was given to Luke

and not invented by him. It may be accepted as trust-

worthy. Some doubt might be felt whether there may
not have been certain other causes, which co-operated to

drive on the young congregation towards the gradual

formation of a government within its own borders ; but

on consideration of the case we must reject such a sup-

position. The organization did not arise through conscious

desire to insritute a system of government, or through

any aJTnmg at an ideal form in the future. It sprang from

the pressing needs of the moment, and each step in forming

it was taken to suit the immediate occasion. Moreover

in each step we trace the imitation of models existing in

the world around, and the first steps did not lead in the

direction which was ultimately taken. The appointment

of the Seven was an experiment that caused no permanent

eostom. It was too Oriental : it resembled a coUege of

^iests, such as managed one of the Asiatic temples.^ The

fcRiiis in which the organization finally took shape were

cloeer to the Graeco-Roman type. Xow as the organization

grew in obedience to the dictates of occasion and need,

there cannot be any doubt that the most pressing need was

the one on which the rec-ord insists. The memory of the

Church was not wrong in regarding charity and the feeding

of the poor as the most urgent duty after the preaching

* CUiea mtd BiAoprieg of PkrygiOy L p. 293.
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of the Gospel. As soon as the conversion of the world had

begun., the first step in the young Giurch was to ensure

that all its members were properly fed and cared for. Pity

for want and suffering was the most fundamental the

oldest, the deepest, and the strongest feeUng in the Christian

mind ; it sprang from the mind and Hfe of Jesus ; on it

the Church is founded ; and this motive forced the first

steps in the creation of an administrative system.

So far as these considerations go, Luke's history stands

on a firm basis as a record of what was remembered and

thought about a.d. 57 in Jerusalem regarding the primitive

Church ; and the time that had elapsed since the events

was too short to permit memory to grow very d^m or facts

to be invented. But, while we must regard Ananias and

Sapphira as real persons, who sufiered a sudden and terrible

penalty, and who were remembered as a warning, their

story was exposed to sufier from the cause which kept it

fresh in the memory of the Church. Xo one cared to remem-

ber such obscure persons for their own sake. Everything

about them sank into obHvion except the fact that they

had combined to deceive the Church and had been punished

for their act. Hence it is not easy to make out the exact

facts about their fault. They had a property. They sold

it. They brought part of the price as a donation to the

Church fund. This property can hardly have been at

Jerusalem, for in the pubHcity of Oriental life the price

would in that case have been matter of common knowledge,

whereas Luke was evidently imder the impression that

Peter's knowledge about the price was gained through

Divine information—though he does not exactly say this .

Moreover, if the price had been known generally, there

would have been no deception and no crime ; for Peter

says that it was quite open to Ananias to retain the property

as his own. and afterwards to keep the money as his own.
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if he chose to do so. Ananias therefore seems to have

appeared before the pubHc assembly and to have pretended

that he was, like Barnabas, giving to the Church fund the

entire price of his property. This is not stated precisely,

and it looks very much as if Luke was not quite free from

the idea that it was a crime to retain any part of the price

and that it was an imperative duty to give the whole.

That would be an intrusion of personal Lukan feeling into

the story ; but it is at least very slight, and not clear or

certain. The words of Sapphira and of Peter, which are

faithfully recorded, supply the corrective, and show what

the facts were.

Incidentally, we notice that words and speeches in this

part of the Acts are our best authority. They are most

correctly remembered and recorded. Statements of fact

are more liable to modification. This is an extremely

important point in the critical study of the Acts.

We must also notice that in several other places Luke's

personal opinions, i.e. the ideas of the period when the book

of the Acts was actually composed (i.e. about a.d. 80),

can be traced in the work, although as a whole it reflects

most accurately the views and thoughts of the original

authorities about a.d. 57-9. Among these later and

personal ideas I would reckon, for example, the insistence

on community of goods in the early Church, Acts ii. 45,

iv. 32. These expressions are so strong that taken alone

they would be counted, and have often been counted,

sufficient to prove that the principle of absolute community

of property was accepted in the primitive Church. But

they are contradicted by the narrative generally ; and

they must be regarded as too emphatic statements by Luke

of his own impression and opinion. If the principle had

been universally held as fundamental in the Church, it

would be useless to record Barnabas 's individual act of
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charitable sacrifice, iv. 36-37, as deserving special note or

praise. And Peter expressly contradicts that principle

in his words of rebuke to Ananias. It was open to all to

treat their own property as their own, only remembering

always that the poor had a strong claim upon them.

One must also think that the celerity and secrecy of the

burial of Ananias have been over-coloured. It is so repug-

nant to custom and feeling in the East to bury any person

without letting his own family attend to the corpse and

mourn over it, that one can hardly accept the record as

Hterally accurate. True Christianity never tramples on

the deep-seated and justifiable feelings of human nature
;

it strengthens and encourages them. The tradition in

the Church, Hke aU Oriental popular tradition, here sacrifices

exactitude in striving for emphasis.

But such slight modifications do not interfere with the

credibihty of the narrative as a whole. This was the

first example of punishment for sin in the congregation, the

first occasion on which the baser feelings of human nature

intruded themselves publicly into congregational work,

and the difiiculties of managing ordinary men and keeping

them up to a uniformly high level of conduct were brought

strongly before the notice of the people. And it occurred

within less than two years after the Resurrection.

Another place in which we may recognize the hand

and the point of view of Luke is xiv. 22, " exhorting them

to continue in the faith, and that through many tribulations

we must enter into the kingdom of God." Some scholars

have inferred from this that Luke was one of those who were

listening to Paul's exhortations in the Galatian cities. This

opinion is based on the " We-Passages " in the later chapters,

where indubitably the first personal plural pronoun is

used to intimate the personal presence of Luke in the scenes

described. But in those later passages the " We " has a
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different character : it is evidently part of a narrative

recording the travel and personal experiences of a small

number of persons. Here the word means " we Christians
"

as a body. The author of the book feels the truth of this

so strongly that he associates himself with the speaker

and the audience and the whole body of the Church. We
must gather that at the time when he was writing this

truth was strongly impressed on him by the position of

the Christians : in other words, he was writing during a

period of persecution. Now in one way or another per-

secution, milder or graver, was the lot of the Christians

continuously from 64 a.d, onwards, and before that inter-

mittently but always in some part or another of the Church.

The reason for this unusual touch of personal sjmipathy

in the teaching doubtless hes in the fact that at the time

the general state of persecution was specially accentuated by

the Roman State. ^ But it is quite unjustifiable to place

this use of "we Christians " on a level with the other use

of " we," where it is found denoting " our Httle company

of travellers and missionaries " in the sequel of the book.^

This passage has tempted the Bezan Reviser to make

his remarkable addition in xi. 27-28, where Luke is made

to speak as one of the congregation present at Syrian Antioch.

It is evident that the Reviser (who was probably at work

as early as the second century) understood xiv. 22 in the

way which we have rejected. He regarded Luke as having

been Paul's constant companion from the day when he

^ St. Paul the Traveller, p. 123.

^ Mr. Bartlet in his Commentary on the Acts accepts my interpretation

of " we " in this passage as " we Christians," and " as expressing a maxim
of the Christian life which he himself strongly realized and to which he

had special reason for wishing to direct attention in his own day." It is

therefore, strange that he should quote it on his p. 21 and elsewhere as a

proof that Luke speaks as one who was listening to Paul in the Galatian

audiences. You must choose one meaning or the other. You cannot

have both.
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was brought by Barnabas to Antioch onwards. This

opinion we can only regard as erroneous ; it is contrary

to the evidence that can be gathered from Luke's own

words ; but evidently it was widely spread in ancient

times, and isolated manifestations of it have often been

quoted by modern scholars as authority for various details

in the life of Luke.

The apostles are mentioned in viii. 1 as remaining in

Jerusalem through the storm of persecution, although the

rest of the congregation was scattered abroad. This

statement has been often understood as implying that the

whole Twelve remained there ; but that seems to be a

false understanding of the words. The author of the Acts

had a strong interest in the method of administration and

government of the early Church : had he not possessed this

interest, he would not have been such a good historian.

He fully recognized that " the Apostjes " were the original

governing body of the central Church, and that subsequently

in Jerusalem, and from the first in other places, the govern-

ing body of the local Church and of the Universal Church

came to be different in constitution : there could never

be any new apostles in the higher sense of the word after

those who " have companied with us from the time that

the Lord Jesus went in and went out among us " had died

out. We have inferred from the language put in Peter's

mouth i. 17, 20, that Luke understood the bishops and

deacons (as found in his own Philippian Church) to be the

substitutes who had succeeded there to the authority of

the apostles.

There are several passages in which this use of " the

apostles," indicating merely " the supreme governing body

in so far as its members were present in Jerusalem," gives

the key to understand rightly the general sense. For

example, in Acts ix. 27, Barnabas took Saul " and brought

vox.. VII. 30
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him to the apostles." All that Luke intends here to say-

is that Barnabas introduced Saul to the heads of the Church

(so far as they were present at the time in Jerusalem), and

guaranteed his good faith. Accordingly the narrative

proceeds that Saul " was with them going in and going out."

This does not imply that the Twelve were always together

and Saul with them during his visit ; but merely that Saul

was in perfectly friendly and confidential relations with the

leaders of the Church, communicating with them as occasion

required. Paul himself tells us that he saw none of the

apostles on this occasion except Peter and James (Gal. i.

18-20) ; and there is no inconsistency between the two

statements and no reason even to infer that Luke was

ignorant of the exact facts, which he had doubtless often

heard from Paul himself. The apostles were probably

much absent from Jerusalem ; and Acts ix. 32 is typical of a

general fact among them.

From this frequent absence arose the headship of one of

the great apostles, viz. James, whose sphere of action lay

specially in Jerusalem. The new condition of government

had evidently come into force before a.d. 44, when " James

and the Brethren " are mentioned. It would be as fal-

lacious to infer from this that none of the other apostles

were in Jerusalem in the spring of 44, as it would be

to argue from viii. 1 that the whole Twelve continued

stationary in Jerusalem after the death of Stephen. The

same state of things certainly ruled in the Church at

Jerusalem about a.d. 49-50, as we may gather from xv. 19 :

though " the apostles and elders " are usually mentioned

as acting on that occasion. The same was the case in

A.D. 57 (Acts xxi. 17-18).

In general, the governing body of the local Church acted

for the Church ; and in xiii. 2-3 it is assuredly the governing

body which chooses out two of its own number and lays
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hands on them.^ Mr. Bartlet says well that " the whole

Church, in a meeting at which the dismissal took place, was

conceived to act in the prayer and acts of its most gifted

members, ' the prophets and teachers ' (compare xiv. 27,

the report to the Church)."

A modern scholar contrasts the great amount of attention

devoted to Syrian Antioch in the Acts with the scanty

references to that city in the Pauline Epistles, and draws

some inferences from it. I have mentioned elsewhere that

this argument cannot stand examination.^ But it may be

added to what is said there that, considering the epoch-

making importance of Antioch in the development of the

Church as the first Gentile congregation and the mother

of aU the Churches of Galatia, Asia, Macedonia and Achaia,

the remarkable feature in the book is that so little space

is devoted to the foundation and development of this Church.

Compare the space given to the beginning of the Church in

Samaria, or to the episode of Cornelius, with the space

assigned to Syrian Antioch !

I may take this opportunity of drawing attention to a

new piece of evidence bearing on the chronology of the

Acts and of St. Paul's hfe, which has strangely escaped

general notice, though it was pubhshed so long ago as 1905.

It was only in the winter of 1906-7 that I learned that M.

Emil Bourguet had published ^ the long-desired inscription

which gives the date when Gallio governed the Province

of Achaia. The text is unfortunately much mutilated,

and the full meaning cannot be recovered ; but the most

important points for Pauhne [chronology are practically

certain, (1) the document was a letter sent by the Emperor

Claudius when he bore the title Imperator XXVI., i.e. a.d,

^ I rather think that I once erred in this matter ; but 1 at present am
without the means of verifying.

* Luke the Physician, i.

' De Rebus Delphicis ImperatoricB Aetatis, 1905, p. 63. ^
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52, to the city of Delphi, (2) he mentions Junius GaUio

his friend and proconsul of Achaia.^

The date depends on the time when the twenty-sixth

salutation as Imperator was accorded to Claudius. ^ This

is not known exactly ; but according to M. Cagnat's tables,

that Emperor was still only Imperator XXIV. at the begin-

ning of A.D. 52, and was Imperator XXVII. before the

end of the same year.^ Therefore the date must be some

time during that year, and presumbly not too early (for

victories in war causing successive salutations xxv., xxvi.,

xxvii., would naturally take place in the time of summer).

Gallio therefore governed Achaia in the year 52-3, entering

on office according to the usual custom in the spring of

the year.

In my paper on Pauline Chronology,^ the residence of

the apostle in Corinth is placed October a.d. 51 to February

53. This suits exactly the evidence of the inscription.

The trial before GaUio occurred some considerable time

before Paul left Corinth (Acts xviii. 18). On the other

hand it is equally evident that Paul had resided some

considerable time in Corinth before the trial occurred.

We may fairly presume that it took place in the summer

or autumn of a.d. 52. Further, Paul found that Aquila

and Priscilla had arrived in Corinth not long before he came

there, after their expulsion from Rome by Claudius. The

expulsion, according to Orosius, occurred in a.d. 50 :
^ if

^ The words " friend," " of Achaia," and the " Ju " of " Junius," are

all restorations.

'^ Claudius was Imp. XXVII. on December 11, 52 (C.I.L. III. Dipt. I.),

and he was Imp. XXV. in that year (C.I.L. III. 13880) : the latter date

depends on Mommsen's restoration of the number of the Tribunician

authority, but can hardly be doubted.
' The number of his Tribunician authority is lost.

* Pauline and other Studies, pp. 361, 365, making more precise the chrono-

logy stated in St. Paul the Traveller.

* The principle of Orosius's dating by years of Nero is often misunder

stood, and wrong dates assigned as his.
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we suppose that it occurred late in the year, this would

suit their arrival in spring 51. We do not know that

Aquila came direct to Corinth from Rome, without visiting

any other city, but it is evident from Luke's words that

any such visit must have been brief.

The inscription is irreconcilable with Mr, C. H. Turner's

chronology. He places the residence of Paul in Corinth

from late in 50 to the spring of 52. It is still more com-

pletely irreconcilable with Professor Harnack's system,

according to which Paul was in Corinth a.d. 48-50. It

is reconcilable with Lightfoot's view that the residence

in Corinth was a.d. 52-54 ; but the adherents of Lightfoot

have to reject Orosius's date as valueless, and they must

suppose that the trial before GaUio took place rather soon

after Paul's arrival. GaUio's year of office would naturally

run from April 52 to April 53 ; and there is great probabihty

that it was cut short by his illness and voyage to Egypt

for health : while Paul on this system only arrived in

Corinth in the late autumn of 52.

There remains for Mr. Turner's chronology always the

supposition that Gallio governed the Province Achaia for

more than one year, and that the letter of Claudius w^as

sent in the second year of the Proconsul's tenure of office.

The ordinary tenure of Provinces (especially Senatorial

or proconsular Provinces) was one year ; but there are

occasional instances of tenure for a second year. But the

safe plan in chronological reasoning is to follow the general

rule, and refuse to have recourse to exceptions without

clear evidence in their favour. Here, however, as in almost

all chronological questions in ancient history, the reasoning

falls short of certainty ; and those who are bent on sup-

porting any view can always constrain the evidence to

suit themselves by a Uberal allowance of exceptions to the

general practice. W. M. Ramsay.
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LEXICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI*

XV.

rfKiKia.— Luke xix. 3 is the only N.T. passage where

this word must mean " stature "
; apart from it (and the

rather different Eph. iv. 13) the N.T. represents the general

usus loquendi of our vernacular sources. We are indeed

unable to quote any example from these in which " stature
"

is the natural meaning, and hardly any in which it is pos-

sible ; while for " age " we can present a long list. No
one who had read the papyri could question what meaning

the word bore in ordinary parlance. We must not yield

to the temptation of discussing its meaning in " Q "
; but

we cannot resist expressing amazement that anyone could

call it iXd'x^La-Tov (Luke xii. 26) to add half a yard to one's

height ! The Twentieth Century translators boldly render

" Which of you, by being anxious, can prolong his life a

moment ?
"—and we cannot but applaud them. That

worry shortens life is the fact which adds point to the irony.

The desire to turn a six-footer into a Gohath is rather a

bizarre ambition.f—One inscriptional quotation should be

given, as a most interesting parallel to Luke ii. 52 : Syll.

325^^ (i/B.C.) vrreaTTjaaTo re rfkiKia rrpoKOTrrcov kol irpoa'

yofMevo'i €l<; to deocre^elv 6)^ eirpenrev avT(p Trpwrov fiev iTet/jurjaev

Tot'9 Oeov'i K.r.X. The inscription—in honour of a wealthy

young citizen of Istropolis, near the mouth of the Danube

—has many words interesting to N.T. students.

rjiiepa.—The phrase 7rdaa<i ra? rj/Mepwi (Matt, xxviii. 20)

may be illustrated from an important Ephesian inscrip-

tion of ii/A.D., Syll. 656^^, Bib [SeSo^^^ai lepjov rov fiijva rov

* For abbreviations see the February and March (1908) Expositob, pp.

170, 262.

t Is it superfluous to refer to Wetstein's admirable argument and his

citations ?
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!ApT€/j,i(ria)va €l[vaL Traca? T]a'i rj/j,ipa<;. It is accordingly a

vernacular Greek expression=" perpetually "
; though one

does not wiUingly drop the suggestiveness of the hteral

translation in the Great Commission, the daily Bread from

heaven given day by day.

i]pe/jbo<;.—Lest Paul should be credited with a literary

word in 1 Tim. ii. 2, we may quote BU 1019^ (ii/A.D.)

. . . crco](ppoavvrj(^?) iKavov '^povov ripe/jL7](Ta<i fieT7]\6ev.

6avd<TLfj,o<s.
—^The phrase in [Mark] xvi. 18 may be

paralleled by one from a defixio from Cnidus, Syll. 815*,

where a woman devotes to Demeter and Kore top Kar ifxov

eLTravra on, iyto tcoc i/nwi, 'avSpl (jidp/jbaKa iroioo 6avd[aLfj,a]

—if the restoration is sound.

0eio^.—^With 6eLa<i KOivcovol (f)va-e(i)<; in 2 Pet. i. 4 may be

compared the very remarkable inscription Syll. 757 (not

later than Augustus). It is in honour of Alwv, and strongly

suggests Mithraism, though Dittenberger dissents from the

connexion. Vv. '~®'"^ must be quoted entire : Alwv 6 avT6<;

iv TO 4? avTol'i alei (j>v(T€t deiai fiivcov tcocrpbO^ re et? Kara rd

avrd, OTTOto? ecrri Kal r]V Kol ecnai, dp'^^rjv fieaoTTjra reAo? ovk

e'X^cou, ixeja(3o\ri<i dfMeToxo<i, 6eia<i (f)uaeo)<i ep<ydTr]<^ aloovlov

<.KaTd{?)}7rdvTa. Cf. Notes v., pp. 173 f. On the "im-

perial" connotation of the word (=rLatin divinus) see

Deissmann, Licht v. Osten p. 252 ; also cf. BU 473^^ tmv

deicov SLard^ecov, referring to an immediately preceding re-

script of the Emperor Septimius Severus. See Archiv i. 162.

6ei6T7]<i.—Syll. 656^^ (ii/A.D.—see above under rjfxepa)

declares that Artemis has made Ephesus d[7raaa)v ratv

TToXecov] ivSo^oripav Sid t?}? t8ia<? detoTrjTo^;. The context is

an expansion of the last clause in Acts xix. 27. In Syll.

42023 we read of the Oeiorr)'? of Jovius Maximinus Daza

(305-313 A.D.), one of the last Caesars to claim this empty

and blasphemous title. Dittenberger's Index (p. 196) gives

a good many instances of the abstract neuter to delov (Acts

xvii. 29).
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OeoTTvevaro'i.—Syll. 552^^ (ii/B.c.) opens a decree in con-

nexion with the Parthenon at Magnesia with the words

Oela^ eiTLirvoia'i Kal 7rapa(rTda€co<i jepofievi]<i twl avviravrL

7r\7]6et Tov TToiXcrevfiaio'i et? t^v airoKardaracnv tov vaov—
a divine " inspiration and desire " which has impelled the

people to arise and build to the glory of Artemis.

depairevo}.—The most effective point which Harnack {Luke

the Physician, pp. 15 f.) has gleaned after Hobart is his

proof that Luke practised in Melita (Acts xxviii. 10 " hon-

oured us with many honours "). To this Sir W. M. Ramsay

(Exp. VII. ii. p. 493) has added the note that Oepaireveiv

means precisely " to treat " rather than " to heal." A
good example of this occurs at the end of the great inscrip-

tion from the Asclepieum at Epidaurus, Syll. 802 (iii/B.c),

where of a 7ra49 dcSij'i it is said ovro^; vTrap vtto Kvv6<i rwv

Kara to lapov 6epa'Trev6p,evo<i rov'? otttlWov; vytrj'i dirrfkOe.

Four or five centuries later a similar inscription from the

same place {Syll. 8O420) has redepdirevaav, XPV ^^ aTroSiSovai

TO. larpa, " you have been treated, and you must pay the

physician's fee "
; the actual healing is to follow.

0eu8a?.—This name occurs in a sepulchral inscription

from Hierapolis, Syll. 872, where Flavins Zeuxis, ipryaa-Ti]<i*

has two sons, Flavins Theodorus and Flavins Theudas.

On the ordinary assumption (Lightfoot on Col. iv. 15) this

would be hke having a Theodore and a Teddy as baptismal

names of brothers. Are we to infer that Theudas is short

for something else, say Theodotus ? To judge without an

exhaustive study, the abbreviated names were used to-

gether with the full forms much as they are with us : thus

Acusilaus in TbP 409 (5 a.d.) is Acus on the back of the

letter, and in OP 119 (ii/iii a.d.) young Theon calls himself

Theonas in the address.

* Query a frumentarius : he speaks of his seventy-two voyages past

Cape Malea to Italy. His name suggests a late date in i/A.D., or not far

on in ii/.
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dpr]aK€ta.—The already quoted Syll. 656 describes as

dpTjOTKeia the keeping of the month Artemision as sacred

to the tutelary goddess. This fits the characteristic mean-

ing of a word which denotes the externals of rehgion ; hence

its special appropriateness in James i. 26—no other " ritual
"

counts with God!

dpiufi^evco.—A cognate verb appears in BU 106P® (14

B.C.) irepi o)v Koi iv avTrji rrji Xivapv TrapeSodrjaav koX irpo^ to

fiT) eKdpiafi^iadrjvac ro Trpdy/xa dTrelXvOrjaav], " for which

crimes they were deHvered up [to the authorities—cf . Mark

i. 14] in Sinary itself, and were released in order that the

affair should not be noised abroad." (So Dr. A. S. Hunt,

who kindly notes for us Basil, De Spir. Sanct. c. xxvii.,

€K6piap,^€veiv, and Photius, who glosses 6pia/j,^eva-a<i with

8r]fj,o(n€v(ra<;.) This meaning is obviously aUied to that in

2 Cor. ii. 14, " to make a show of," and contributes ad-

ditional evidence against the impossible rendering of the

A.V. {cf. Field in loc).

6v/jiiaTi]piov.—Some quotations may be given from Syll.

In the context quoted above, 804^^, the patient in the

Asclepieum sees iraiSapiov '^jelcrdac 0. e')(pv drfjLL^ov : it is

censer here, obviously. The same seems to be the case in

58312 (i/A.D.)—so Dittenberger—and 58828 (ii/B.c), though

there is nothing decisive : naturally in many contexts we

cannot say whether the censer was fixed or movable. So

also 734i24_ rpj^g
Arcadian 939^^ has the noun dvfxlafjba, in

plural.

'Idei.po<i.—It may be noted that the name occurs in one

of Wilcken's ostraka, no. 1231, of Ptolemaic age.

laTp6<;.—Syll. 857, a dialect inscription from Delphi, of

the middle of ii/B.c, is a deed of sale to Apollo Pythius

—cf. the striking section on this usage in Deissmann's

Licht vom Osten. Dionysius by this form manumits Damon,

a slave physician, who has apparently been practising in
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partnership with his master. So at least we should judge

from the concluding provision : et Se XP^^^^ ^X°'' ^i'Ovv<no<i,

o-vyiarpeveTQ} Ad/xcov fier avrov err} irivTe, receiving board,

and lodging and clothes. The early papyrus HbP 102 (248

B.C.) indicates that there was under the Ptolemies a tax

{iarpiKov) for the maintenance of pubUc physicians : in this

case the payment (in money or kind) is made direct to the

doctor. These two citations show that the profession

practised in antiquity with a wide variety in status.

ISicoTTj^;.—In Syll. 847^^ (Delphi, 185 B.C.) the witnesses

to a manumission (form as above) are the priest, two

representatives of the dpxovTe<i, and five IBtwrat, private

citizens. The adjective IBicotik6<; similarly is used for " pri-

vate " as opposed to SrifM6o-i,o<; (private debts, G.M. iii. p.

149^ of 211 A.D.—a private bank, ib. p. 137^^ I/a.d.).

l/jbaTi^a>.
—" Found neither in LXX nor in prof, auth.,"

says Grimm. TbP 385^^ (117 a.d.), 'Hp(ovo<; IpLaTi^ovTo^ rov

TralSa, and BM iii. p. 149 bis (211 a.d.) with same use of

active " to provide clothing for," will dispel any idea that

Mark coined this word. The derivative t/iartcr/xo? is common.

to?.

—

Syll. 587^^" (329 B.C.), crlh'qpoq Kara^e^pa)/Jbevo<i vtto

Tov lov, illustrates the special sense of rust, found in

Jas. V. 3 etc. Grimm's astonishing statement that this

obvious cognate of Latin virus (Zend vaesa) has " very

uncert. deriv.," is a good example of the ways of the old

etymologists, who strained out gnats, but could stomach

any number of camels.

laropew.—The only N.T. sense of this word (Gal. i. 18)

is paralleled in the interesting scrap of a (i/A.D.) traveller's

letter, B.M. iii. p. 206, where it is twice used of sight-seeing

—'iva ra? ;5j;e[t]/307r[ot]/j[Toi;9 rej^^ya? IcyToprjcrwai, and agam

with an object that is not quite clear. It is used often

thus in Letronne's Egjrptian inscriptions (as 201), once

being translated inspexi.
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Id'yyw.—The special use in Heb. ix. 17, Gal. v. 6, occurs

in TbP 286' (ii/A.D.) voyi.ri uSlko^; [ov]Sev ela'xyei, " unjust

possession is invalid." Its ordinary meaning " to be able,"

without the idea of strength coming in, may be seen early

in EP 17-^ (223 B.C.) hia to fir) elcr'x^vetv auTOV<; Kara/SdXelv

ra.'i XoL7ra<i dva(J3opd<;, " to pay the remaining imposts."

t^i'o?.

—

Syll. 325^ (i/B.c.)—the interesting inscription cited

above under rjXiKta—has a good parallel for Rom. iv. 12

and 1 Pet. ii. 21 : the excellent young man who is the hero

of the laudation comes of a patriotic and pious stock, kuI

auT09 <jTOL')(^elv ^ov\6fM€vo<i Koi Tol<i eKeivoiv c')(^vecnv e7rt/3atvetv.

The agreement with the N.T. use of aToi-x^elv may be noted

in advance : its nearness to irepnraTetv helps to reduce the

Semitism so confidently claimed for the latter, and pro-

visionally conceded in Proleg. 11. The literal use of l.';^vo9

may be illustrated by the tax I'xyovi iprj/jLo^vXa/cla, for

maintaining the desert " poUce " who protected caravans

:

see introd. to FP 67.

'Icovdda^.—This name, found in the exceedingly plausible

reading of D at Acts iv. 6, occurs in PP iii. 7^^ with

reference to a certain Apollonios, o? koI ^vpiarl ^Io)vd6a<i

Kakelrai,.

Kadap6<i.—^The word and its derivatives have a wide range

of use, being applied physically to land, grain, bread, etc.,

and metaphorically to " freedom " from disadvantages of

various kinds. The old idea that Kadapo^ diro is " Hebrais-

tic " has been sufficiently exploded; but HbP 84^ (301

B.C.) alrov Kadapov d'rro irdvTcov is a pecuKarly satisfactory

new quotation, coming as it does from one of the oldest Greek

papyri known.* In BM III. p. 110^' (iii/A.D.) there seems

to be a similar use with slnXof. On the higher pagan develop-

ments of " purity " cf. Notes iv. p. 56 ; and add the inter-

* Cf. also LIP 13^ (244 B.C.) tov (xirov KadapoC 6vtos, and the editor's

explanation of KaOapa-ts.
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esting inscription Syll. 567 (ii/A.D.) prescribing the conditions

of entrance to a temple : Trpcorov fxev koI to fMeytarov, )(elpa^

Kai yvd>fj,r]v Ka6apnv<i Koi vjiel<i V7rdp'^ovTa<i koX firjBev avrol^

Seivov o-uvetSdra?. There follow to, eKTo?—one thinks of

Matt, xxiii. 26 : after eating pease-pudding (aTro ^a/ci}<?) an

interval of three days is prescribed, after goat's flesh three,

after cheese one, after practising abortion forty, after the

death of a relation forty, after lawful sexual intercourse

they may come the same day when sprinkled and anointed

with oil. The tariff is curious, and the mixture on the same

lines of ritual impurity and foul crime : it is an illustration

of the four prohibitions in the Apostolic Decree.

Kuivo'i.—Papyrus usage hardly tends to sharpen the

distinction between kulvo^; and veo?. In PP III 80 a town

named Ptolemais is IIt. rj Kaivq, while in ib. 72 it is ITr. »/

vea. PP III. 22 has %wyaa kulvov contrasted with %. irakaiov ;

ii. 14 has irpo'i ra de^eXia rrj^ Kacvr]<; KaraKvaeco<i, " new

quarters." Ostr. 1142 gives us olvo'i Katv6<; to contrast with

oho<i veo<i in Mark ii. 22. TbP 342^^ (ii/A.D.) to KaracrKev-

aaOev etc Katvrj'i iv HofMoXw Kepa/j,elov. " the newly fitted potters

at Somolo." Two inventories of iii/A.D., TbP 405^, 406",

mention " a new basket " and " a new hnen kerchief "
:

it may be doubted whether stress is to be laid on their

being hitherto unused, though perhaps of ancient manufac-

ture. The " New Testament " in Palhs' edition is 77 vka

hiadrjKr), which suggests that the other word progressively

yielded its territory to its rival.

KaicCa.—For the meaning " trouble," as in Matt. vi. 34

(Aquila in Ps. xci. 10), cf. Rein P 7^^ (ii/B.c.) tou firjBefiiav

evvovav KUKia^
^X^''^>

" because I had no suspicion of mis-

chief."

KaKOio.—TbP 407^ (199 A.D.) [eu Trotr^crei?] yJi] KaKtaaaaa,

" you will do well not to interfere " (edd.), shows this word

in vernacular use in rather a different sense (intransitive).
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KaKw<;.—The combination KaKovf; KaKw<i aTroXiaec avTOv<;

in Matt. xxi. 41 sounds rather literary to us. But cf, o

TovTOiv Tt TTOiSiv KaKo^ KUKfj i^coXeto. airoXoLTo in Syll. 584,

which Michel doubtfully assigns to i/B.c. The inscription is

from Smyrna, apparently from a temple of Atergatis, whose

sacred fishes are protected by this portentous curse : he

who injures them is to die, lx0v6/3p(OTo<; yevo/xevo';. (Cf. the

formation of the adj. aKQ)X7}K6^p(OTo<i, Acts xii. 23). It seems

clear that the collocation kukck; KaKto^ aTroXeadai, starting as

a literary phrase, had been perpetuated in common par-

lance, hke 'our stock quotations from Shakespeare.

Kavcov.—One or two citations for this difficult word may
be useful. Par. P 63 (Ptolemaic) eTrayayovra to BicTa-

^ofievov eirl rov eKKetfievov Kavova, is rendered by Mahaffy

(PP vol. iii. p. 22) " if he appHed the doubtful cases to

the rule provided for him." Wilcken {Ostr. i. 378) says

that after Diocletian Kavcov means ordinary taxes. 8yll.

54.Q108 (175/1 B.C.) iroiwv opda Trdvra TT/ao? Kavova Sirjveicrj

shows K. in its original use as a straight rod. Dr. Rouse

tells us he attended a sale of some leases of church property

in the island of Astypalaea in 1905. " Bills of sale describ-

ing each plot were on the wall ; and when I asked what

these were, I was told, ehe 6 Kavovi(T/j,6<;.^^ He suggests

that Kavcov may have meant the " official description " of

anything : he would apply this in 2 Cor. x. 13.

KaTahwacnevw.—^The rather generaHsed use of this verb

in Acts X. 38 is illustrated by PP III 36 verso Kara-

BeSwdarevfjiai, {sic—^the writer wished to change the tense)

iv rrji (fivXaKrjt, XifMWL vapaTToXXvfievoi;, " I am being harshly

treated in the prison, perishing from hunger "
: though the

agent in Acts I.e. is the devil, the reference is to the physical

sufferings attributed to possession.

KaraKpt/xa.—See Deissmann B.S. 264 f , and Notes i. p. 275.

Add TbP 298«5 (107 a.d.), where the edd. remark that
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KaraKpifiara =&.nes, comparing ib. 363^^ (ii/A.D.), AP 114^,

(do.), FP 66^ (ii/iii a.d.), BU 47P (ii/A.D.

—

diro Kpifxdrcov,

clearly in same sense) : these fines were collected by

TrpaKTope'i normally (cf. Luke xii. 58). We may add BU
1048^2 (time of Nero)—the passage is fragmentary, but

the context suggests the same meaning. It follows that

this word does not mean condemnation but the punishment

following sentence, so that the " earlier lexicographers

"

mentioned by Deissmann were right. This not only suits

Rom. viii. 1 excellently, as Deissmann notes, but it mate-

rially helps the exegesis of Rom. v. 16, 18. There is no

adequate antithesis between Kpi/j,a and KaraKpcixa, for the

former never suggests a trial ending in acquittal. If

KaraKpifia means the result of the Kptfia, the " penal servi-

tude" from which ol iu XpiarS 'Iijaov are delivered (viii. 1),

SiKaicofxa represents the " restoration " of the criminal, the

fresh chance given him. The antithesis is seen better in

ver. 18, for St/ca/wo-i? is " a process of absolution, carrying

with it life " (SH), which exactly answers to KaraKpifxa,

the permanent imprisonment for a debt we cannot pay

:

Matt, xviii. 34 is the picture of this hopeless state.

KaTaXafi^avw.—Many of the N.T. meanings of this com-

mon verb can be paralleled from our sources. Syll. 933 ^•

(iv/B.C), [oifSe] KareXa^ov rdv ')(^(op[av koI erel'^^c^^av rav

itoXlv—the names follow of colonists who " appropriated
"

the land : this is Paul's regular use of the verb in active

and passive. " To overtake," of evils, as in John xii. 35

and assuredly (we think) in i. 5, is the meaning in Syll. 214^*

(iii/B.C.) KOI vvv Be Kaipcov (crises) KaOeiXtjcfiOTcov ofioLwv ttjv

'EXkdSa irdaav. 1 Thess. v. 4 may be illustrated by Syll

803^^ (Epidaurus, iii/B.C.) fiera^u Se d/juepa iTTLKaTaXa/x^dvei,.

For " catching " in a crime (as [John] viii. 3) cf. BU 1024 iii"

(iv/v A.D.) yvvacKa KaTaXr)fi(f)deia-av vtto tov iSc/ci]fievo<i (i.e.

i]BiKr)fjL6vov) fierd fioixov, also LIP 3^8 (iii/B.C.) of oil-sellers

caught selling at an illegal price.
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Karairovovfiai.—BU 1060^'* (14 B.C.) odev KaTaTreTrovrjfievoi,

Trpoijjfxeda 7rpo9 d7r€i\al<; (sc. -a<?) seems to mean definite ill-

treatment of which the petitioners complain. This is the

meaning in Acts vii. 24. Can we not recognize it in 2 Pet.

ii. 7 ? It is not mental distress that is referred to here

—

that comes in ver. 8—but the threatened violence of Gen.

xix. 9. The conative present shows that the angels' rescue

(ipvcraTo) was in time.

KaTa^poveoa.—In Notes iii. it was shown that the verb

regularly denotes scorn acted upon, not merely kept within

the mind. Add Syll. 930^^ (112 B.C.) Kara(f)povrjo-avT€^, the

decree of the Senate and the Praetor and the congress of

craftsmen (Texvlrac, as in Acts xix. 24), they went off to

Pella and entered into negotiations, etc.

KaTe-^^co.—See Thess. pp. 155-7.

KaTOTTTpi^co.—Syll. 802^^ (ii/B.C), aTroviy^raaOai ro irpoa-

WTTov diro rd<i Kpdva<i koI iyKaTOTrrpl^acrdai, el<; to vScop

means of course " to look at his reflection in the water."

It would perhaps be too fanciful to apply this prevailing

sense of the middle in 2 Cor. iii. 18, making the glory of the

Lord the mirror which reveals our own darkness and then

floods that darkness with light.

KrjV(To<i.—An earher example of this Latin word in Greek

(Mark xii. 14 al.) occurs in an inscription from Bizye, which

Mr. Hasluck who pubhshes it [Annual of British School at

Athens, xii. 178) dates in i/B.c.

K\i^avo<i.—PP III 140 {d), ^liXa Kki^dvwi, a furnace fed

with logs of wood, the Kkt^dvan being inserted above the

line.

/cXtvT;.—See Notes i. (p. 279) and iii. In Syll. 877^2 (about

420 B.C.) the word occurs {ex suppl.) meaning bier : so

in Thucydides and Plato. Had we later authority, it would

be tempting to apply this in Rev. ii. 22.

Koifidto.—In Melanges Nicole p. 181 Professor Goodspeed
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gives a wooden tablet " probably for school use," in which

this distich is repeated several times :

—

u> fXT) SiBcoKev Tj rv')(r] KOLfxcofiiva)

fMarrju Spafxelrac kclv inrep AdSav hpdfir).

The thought is parallel with that of Psalm cxxvii. 2, when

read [as R.V. margin, " So he giveth to his beloved in

sleepy

Koivcovia.—It is worth noting that the word is used specially

of the closest of all human fellowships : BU 1051^ (Augustus'

reign, a marriage contract) aweXrjXvdiiac aX\i]\oL^ tt/jo?

/Stof KOLvoiviav, and so the coeval 1052'. So the verb, PFi

36 (iv/A.D.), erepa yvvaiKl KotvQ}V^aavTO<;. We have the

phrase Kara KOLvcovlav with gen., " belonging in common to,"

as PFi 41 (140 a.d.) al. In Syll. SOO^* (170 B.C.) KOLviovia

denotes a commercial partnership : see note there. Ditten-

berger's index (p. 347) gives several examples of Koiva>veh

with temples, mysteries or rites as the object. The N.T.

usage is fully discussed by Dean Armitage Robinson in

Hastings' DB. i. p. 460 S.

KOfi-yjrM'i.—See the new note in Proleg.^ 248.

K6<rfio<;.—^Nero's speech to the Greeks, Syll. 376'^, tov

TravTo? KoafMov Kvpto^, is an eariy example of the meaning

" earth " or " worid." For " adornment " there are several

instances.

/cpa/3aTT09.—See Notes i. p. 276. It is interesting to note

that TbP 406^^ (266 a.d.) has the spelling Kpd^aKTo<;,

characteristic of hi. So the late GH lll^^^ Kpa/3dKTiov, with

the editor's note. In Melanges Nicole p. 184 a probably

Ptolemaic ostrakon shows KpdfiaTo<;.

James Hope Moulton.

Geoege Milligan.



HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE FIRST
EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

Section I. Purpose of the Letter.

The suppressed clause in the beginning of the letter (i. 3)

contains and conceals (so to say) the purpose which the

writer had in mind. The most famiHar fact to those who

have to study the intimate correspondence of ancient writers

possessed of literary power, such as Cicero and his friends,

is the frequency of such suppression of an important verb

or half sentence. The correspondent to whom the letter

was addressed knew what was meant ; and the suppression

was due to the fact that comprehension on the part of the

reader could be counted on with perfect confidence. The

meaning of all such passages depends on the proper supply-

ing of the suppressed part. He who carmot supply it has

not penetrated to the point of view from which the letter

was written ; and the intention of the whole letter may be

distorted, if the wrong thought is suppHed. That is a

difficulty which must be reckoned with. : we have to go

through the process of bringing ourselves into sympathy

with the ancient writer by thinking out afresh the thought

and intention of the letter as a whole, and thus gathering

what it was that the writer expected the original recipient

to be famihar -s^-ith, and what that first reader was expected

to have in his mind as he was reading the letter.

Such a suppressed thought is a proof that the document

in which it occurs is genuinely a letter, i.e. the expression

and product of one human soul communicating with another,

sympathizing with that other, and expecting sympathetic

VOL. vn. JuiiE, 1909. 31
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response and comprehension. The more serious the sup-

pression is, and the more difficult it is to supply the omitted

words, the stronger is the proof that we have a real letter

and not a pretended one. A forger does not express himself

in this'way, for he does not and cannot count on sympathetic

comprehension : the forger is writing to be read by many

persons, and not to be read by one alone.

, It would not be easy to find a stronger example than the

suppressed conclusion of the sentence in the third verse of

this chapter
—

" as I exhorted thee to tarry at Ephesus '*

for certain purposes which are then enumerated—what is

it that Paul was going to put as the conclusion of this sen-

tence ? Timothy understood what Paul had in his mind,

and the rest of the letter must show indirectly what this

was ; but the sentence breaks off, while the writer wanders

away into a description of the situation in which Timothy

and the whole Church at Ephesus were involved, and is

then led on to point after point ; and he never returns to

take up the thread of the sentence. What, then, can be

the conclusion of this sentence except the main purpose

of the letter as a whole ? Now in the letter, though the

treatment of the topics is much mixed up, so that very

frequently the writer touches upon some topic, diverges to

another, and then returns to the former one, yet on the

whole there is one guiding thought and purpose : Paul is

eagerly desirous and anxious that Timothy may rightly

discharge the serious duty imposed upon him, and may per-

fectly comprehend the difficulties that lie before him, and

may know the best means of meeting them.

That this charge and duty have been committed to

Timothy is emphasized repeatedly in such words as " this

charge I commit unto thee " (i. 18), " command and teach
"

(iv. II, V. 7),
" teach and exhort" (vi. 2) : compare also i. 3,

iv. 6, V. 20-21, vi. 17, 20, where the same idea recurs. This
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charge is only temporary, to take Paul's place in his absence
;

but it may last a long time (iii, 15). The personal conduct

on Timothy's part that will enable him to discharge the duty

well is described in various details, especially in iv. 7-8,

12-16, V. 1-4, V. 22-23, vi. 11-13, 17, 20. Advice as to his

personal conduct often passes by an easy transition into

advice as to the kind of teaching which he should give :

see, for example, vi. 17-20.

The method by which Timothy will best discharge the

duty imposed on him is, first, the regulation of the order

and manner of public worship, ii. 1-2, 8-12
; and, secondly,

the right organization of the Church and of the Christian

society which makes up the Church on earth, iii. 1-13, v. 5,

9-11, 14, 16-20, 22, 24-25, vi. 1-2.

The duty and charge have been imposed on Timothy by

the Holy Spirit and by Paul. Prophecy marked him out

and bestowed on him the gift which made him qualified for

the charge, and the laying on of the hands of the presbyters

had formally completed the selection and appointment

(i. 18, iv. 14, vi. 12). But the apostolic authority of Paul

had also co-operated ; or rather this was another aspect of

the process of selection. The Spirit marked him out both

through prophecy and through the apostolic power of Paul,

whose apostleship made his act an expression of the Spirit's

choice. Three times Paul emphasizes his authority as an

apostle and herald of Jesus Christ (i. 1, 12, ii. 7).

This combination of the Spirit and the human authority

in the same action places the thought on the same plane as

that on which the book of the Acts moves (compare, e.g..

Acts xiii. 2-3, xv. 28). The point of view and outlook in

the Pastoral Epistles is strikingly similar to that which we

observe in the Acts. This is due to the fact that although

the Acts was composed as a single book finally about a.d. 80,

yet in those parts where Luke writes on the authority of
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others and not on his own, it presents to us as a whole the

views and needs of a.d. 57-59, when he gathered the infor-

mation which he faithfully reports.^

The difficulties with which Timothy would have to contend

in the execution of his charge are often touched upon, and

evidently were constantly in the writer's mind. They will

be briefly described in general terms in the following Section

IV. For the present our purpose is to show that the charge

imposed on Timothy is the guiding thought of the whole

letter. Paul found that this thought was constantly weigh-

ing on his heart. Timothy was to take his place and was

trusted to do the work which he himself did, when present,

as founder and director of the Church in Ephesus. It is

true that Timothy had been selected because he was the

suitable man for the duty ; he was marked out by the Holy

Spirit ; he was filled with the gift and the grace of the Spirit

(iv, 14) ; he had been much with Paul, and had seen Paul's

manner of confirming the Churches and guarding against

evil and degeneration. I do not doubt for a moment that

the advice given in this letter represents just the course

which Paul himself had taken often in the practical diffi-

culties of Church work, and with which Timothy had be-

come familiar during years of companionship. It has,

therefore, seemed strange and incredible to some scholars

that Paul should write to urge on Timothy's attention ideas

and methods which he knew so well, and his acquaintance

with which was the real cause of his selection. But such

scholars forget what human nature is. Paul could not

' ^ Many prefer to take the view that, because the Pastoral Epistles

approximate markedly to the point of view and standard of thought which

are found in the Acts, therefore the Epistles must have been written at

the same time as the book of the Acts was finally composed. Especially

those who regarded the Acts as a second-century book must necessarily

take this view. The present writer's reasons will appear in the sequel,

and have partly been stated in the Expositor, February to May, 1909.
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shake off the thought and the anxiety about Ephesus,

merely because another, however much beloved and trusted,

was charged with the duty. The thought of Ephesus was

always with him, by day and by night. The hope that

Timothy would keep all the important points in his memory,

and the wish that Timothy should bear everything con-

stantly in mind, led Paul to dictate from time to time

instructions, warnings and advice. The letter has not the

appearance of having been composed at one effort, like

Galatians : it is more like Corinthians (though so much

shorter), having apparently been dictated in parts, accord-

ing as various anxieties occurred and recurred to Paul's

mind from time to time.

This vague anxiety, which was the cause of the letter,

also makes it discursive. Paul's thought moves back and

forwards. One topic suggests another in an undetermined

and casual way. He knew that it was not necessary to

write an elaborate series of instructions to Timothy, and

that to compose such a formal treatise would seem almost

like an intimation of distrust. Yet the anxiety always

drove him on to write, to mention various details, and to

intermingle with them expressions of his own trust in the

perfection of Christ (vi. 14-16), of his own unworthiness of

the mercy which he had found and of the authority which

had been bestowed upon him (i. 12-17), and other thoughts

which presented themselves to his mind.

The guiding thought of the whole letter constitutes the

unexpressed conclusion of the sentence, i. 3, from which

we started. The protasis of that sentence has for its apo-

dosis the letter as a whole : "As I exhorted thee to tarry

at Ephesus, when I was going into Macedonia, therefore I

send this letter to express what I would have thee bear in

mind, and to give suggestions from my Divinely granted

authority—authority bestowed upon one who was utterly
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unworthy of it, but still authority given fully and freely by

Christ Jesus Himself of His own perfect grace.

One consideration may be added to these introductory

remarks regarding the purpose of this letter. Apart from

Paul's natural anxiety for Timothy's success in his charge,

an anxiety which prompted him to make suggestions from

time to time, it was not without its advantages that Timothy

should be able to refer to Paul's written word of instruction,

especially if he had to differ from a member of the Church

older than himself. Such a person he must not rebuke,

but exhort as a father (v. 1). If the exhortation could be

supported by quotation from a written letter bearing on

Timothy's charge, it would be all the more courteous and

respectful from a young man to an old man. Not that

this letter has in any respect the character of a communica-

tion intended for the whole congregation under the guise

of a letter to Timothy. It is the direct communication of

Paul's heart with Timothy's ; in it soul speaks to soul

;

but therein Hes its effectiveness and its permanent value

for the Christian world ; that is what makes it so natural,

so living, and so eternal in its truth.

Section II. The Author op the Letter.

Such a letter as this could not be a forgery. It adds

wonderfully to our conception of the width of Paul's mind

and nature. It is quite true that, if we shut out the Pastoral

Epistles, we can frame for ourselves from his other letters

a picture of the remarkable and extraordinary personaHty

from whom they emanated, and that these Pastoral Epistles

stand outside of, and are not in perfect harmony with that

picture. But it is not right method to assume that the

narrower conception, broad and deep as it is, represents

the entire breadth of Paul's nature and mind. There is

revealed in the Pastoral Epistles a practical sense of the
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possibilities of work among common human beings, which

is necessary in order to complete our comprehension of

Paul's life and work. He was not merely the man who

could think out the lofty theology of Romans and Ephesians,

or write the exquisite panegyric on the virtue and power

of " love " to the Corinthians, after condemning so strongly

the fault and the lovelessness of individuals among them,

or rebuke in such a tremendous indictment the error of the

Galatian congregations. In all those letters we feel that

there stands out before us a personaUty almost too great

and too lofty for the common world of humble, low-class,

immoral, vulgar paganism : we can only with difficulty

understand how a Paul of that kind could ever make himself

intelhgible to such a world : not merely the letters, but also

the speech of such a man, must have contained " things

hard to be understood " ^ by the men and women of the

pagan world. It is the Pastoral Letters which, beyond all

others, show us how Paul could understand the common

man, and bring himself down to the level of his needs, and

how the marvellous and instantaneous effect described in

the Acts and briefly mentioned in Galatians was produced

by his first appearance in the Galatian cities.

Those scholars who reject the Pastoral Epistles as un-

Pauline are shutting themselves off from a most valuable

help to the understanding of Paul. They must, in the con-

struction of history, suppose that there existed some such

other side of Paul's nature in addition to what is shown in

the greater letters. Why not accept the side as it is shown

in the Pastoral Epistles ?

Finally, we must take into account that the transition is

easy from the one Paul to the other. There are many

passages in both letters to Timothy which are conceived in

the spirit and expressed in the tone of the earHer Pauhne

^ 2 Peter iii. 15.
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letters. There is no other writer in the New Testament to

whom the two letters could for a moment be attributed ; they

have practically nothing in common with the other books

except the one common Christian faith and practice ; but

they have much in common with the other PauHne letters,

both in thought and in word. In the post-ApostoHc works

there is nothing which resembles them or throws any light

on them.

While one must not underrate the difficulties involved in

the theory of Pauhne authorship, one must also remember

that true scholarship is a process of triumphing over diffi-

culties ; and that the widening of knowledge means the

union in one view of facts which at first sight seemed un-

connected and barely consistent with each other. It is far

more difficult to frame any rational theory how these letters

came into existence, if they are not the work of Paul, than

it is to understand them as composed by him and as com-

pleting our conception of his character.

Section III. Words Peculiar to the Pastoral

Epistles.

The totally different purpose and chaj'acter of these

letters from those to the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians

and other Churches furnishes a partial explanation of the

marked change of language and the number of new words.

In aU his writings Paul shows himself an innovator and a

creator HnguisticaUy. To express a new system of thought

he created a new method. In the Pastoral Epistles he is

attempting to create a terminology that shall correspond to

the practical facts of an early Church society in one of those

rather amorphous and unorganized original congregations,

which were redeemed from paganism, but not habituated

to a higher plane of action and life. Many of his new words

are the brief expression of something which in his earher
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letters he describes as a process, but which now had become

so common a phenomenon in the practical management of

a congregation that it demanded a special name. Take,

for example, the very first A\-ord in this letter that is peculiar

to the Pastorals. It occurs in i. 3 : "I exhorted thee to

tarry ^ at Ephesus that thou mightest charge certain men

not to teach a different doctrine,'''' krepohihaa-KoKeiv. This

fact that there were in every congregation persons, coming

from without or springing up from within, who taught

doctrines which Paul did not regard as healthy or right, is

a fact that he, in his earlier letters, mentions more than once.

In Galatians i. 6-9 he alludes to such teachers, as preaching

among the Galatian Churches, and says that he had warned

the Galatians against them on his previous visit, i.e., as early

as 51 A.D. He describes the teaching in that case as the

announcing of another gospel. Again, in 2 Corinthians

xi. 4, he describes the same thing as actually occurring in

Corinth a few years later : there are persons who preach

there another Jesus, and a different Gospel and another

Spirit. That kind of un-Pauline teaching was therefore

a continual danger in the Pauline Churches ; and in

1 Timothy i. 3, vi. 3, it is briefly described by the single

verb "to be a teacher of some different teaching." That

a fact which was so frequently met with in Church manage-

ment should force Paul to create a single word for it is not

only not un-Pauline, but is thoroughly true to Paul's mind

and character.

It is not within my purpose or my power to discuss every

^ It is a curious example of pedantry that the word for " tarry " (irpoa-

jjiiivai) is reckoned by some among the words peculiar to the Pastorals

and therefore un-Pauline. The sense of verbal propriety is defective in

a scholar who finds any difficulty in miderstanding that any writer may
occasionally, or even only once, use some compound of a Greek verb,

which he often employs in the simple form. Moreover the word occurs

about Paul in Acts xviii. 18.
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" un-Pauline " word in the Epistle ; but on the whole one

must feel strongly that those who label these new words

as " un-Pauline " are missing a very instructive side of

Paul's life and character. This single case may serve as an

example of the way in which the language of Paul developed

(or varied, as some may prefer to express it) with his purpose

and his subject.

Section IV. Difficulties which Timothy Encountered

IN HIS Charge at Ephesus.

The difficulties which Paul specially feared and which

kept him always in anxiety for his son Timothy were of

two kinds : in the first place, a false conception of Christian

belief and teaching ; in the second place, a wrong type of

conduct and morahty among the congregations.^

The principal passages which allude to the false concep-

tions of belief and thought and teaching in Ephesus and

Asia generally are i. 3-8, 19, iv. 1-5, vi. 3-5. Naturally,

this idea of the danger caused by false teaching easily turns

into emphatic statement of the importance of right teach-

ing : the latter idea is always close to the surface of Paul's

mind as he writes : his greatest anxiety is that Timothy

should always give the right teaching and pronounce the

right judgment in all the difficult situations and cases that

come before him : this idea is very clearly stated in i. 5, iii.

16, vi. 6-7, 14-16, 17. Right rule and order in the society

of the Church is the best preservative of truth in doctrine.

Good government keeps the Church active and pure.

Owing to the overwhelming importance of right teaching,

and the prevalence of wrong teaching, a Avord was coined by

* It would, doubtless, be better to speak of " congregations " in the

plural. As being in charge for Paul at Ephesus, Timothy was to exercise

surveillance over all the congregations and Churches of the Province Asia.

Ephesus was the central point and heart of the whole Church organization

of the Province.
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Paul to express in brief the process of false teaching : the

thing demanded a name and a verb, as has been stated in

Section III.

One of the errors in teaching which Paul mentions most

frequently, and which he evidently hated most strongly, was

the love of abstract discussions on abstruse points, verbal

quibbling and logomachy, and the attention to mere words

rather than the realities of Hfe, This was the vice of educa-

tion at that period : it set words and form above realities

and matter. Even physical science was not experimental

and practical, but consisted almost wholly in abstract

theories and words. Explanations of physical and moral

phenomena were frequently couched in the form of genea-

logies. Even the explanation of changes of name in cities

or rivers, which, so far as they were real changes and did

not merely rest on misapprehension, were usually due to

changes in population, language and nationahty, were ex-

pressed in pseudo-historical fashion by genealogical fictions.

Many examples of this way of putting history in the

form of genealogical fictions may be found in the treatise

attributed (falsely) to Plutarch on Rivers ; but the custom

was not merely a late one. It was quite early, and it springs

naturally from the vice of imagining that, when one has

expressed a phenomenon in some new form of words, one

has given an explanation of it. The subject might be

traced throughout Greek thought, and even earher than

Greek thought. The genealogical fiction as a substitute

for history is extremely old, and is an almost universal

characteristic of primitive thought.^

In the very ancient document incorporated in the Penta-

teuch as the Tenth Chapter of Genesis we find a history

and geography of the known world expressed in that form.

^ See e.g. Luke the Physician, in the essay on Dr. Sanday's Modem
Criticism of the Life of Christ.
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In a choral ode of the Agamemnon Aeschylus expresses the

moral process of degeneration through arrogant pride, and

the destruction in which this degeneration inevitably ends,

in the form of a genealogy.

It is, therefore, unnecessary to see in Paul's mention of

" fables and endless genealogies," or in his warning against

teachers of a different doctrine, any allusion to elaborate

Gnostic theories and systems of teaching that belong to the

second century. The faults against which he cautioned

Timothy were rife in his own time. They sprang up natur-

ally and quickly in the hot-bed of mixed Gentile and Jewish

thought, which existed in every Pauline congregation

throughout the Aegean lands.

Paul regarded the tendency to quibbling and logomachy

as almost the most dangerous enemy in the Greek cities

like Corinth. His first letter to the Corinthians is in its

first part largely prompted by the desire to combat this

evil, to ridicule and to extirpate it. He perceived that

the Corinthians, as they were learning a little, tended

to pride themselves on their philosophic acumen ; and he

pointedly contrasts the simphcity of true teaching with the

pretentious verbal discussion of false philosophy. Their

philosophic discussions were empty and mere words : the

truth was reality and power.

The " profane and old wives' fables " of iv. 7, the " ques-

tionings and disputes of words " mentioned in vi. 4, " the

profane babblings and the antitheses of the falsely-so-called

knowledge," to which he so sarcastically alludes in vi. 20,

all bring before us what is fundamentally the same evil.

That evil was rife in Corinth and in the cities of Asia. It

had to be satirized and stamped out.

The words which Paul uses in his sarcastic descriptions

of this evil are often peculiar to the Pastoral Epistles ;
but

almost every time that he mentions the subject he Intro-
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duces some new term ; and probably, if he spoke about

it fifty times, he would add a great many other terms not

elsewhere employed in the New Testament. Such is the

wealth of language that is characteristic of him ; but the

variety of his terminology is due to the intensity of his

feeUng on this matter.

The other class of difficulties against which Timothy

would have always to contend was false morality and

wrong conduct. The pagan converts had been from infancy

habituated to an extremely low standard of living and

speaking. It was not so difficult to stir them up on some

great occasion to lofty action and noble effort, in other

words, to convert them to the truth ; but the real difficulty

lay in keeping them up to that higher standard permanently

in their every-day life. That difficulty was, for the time,

insuperable. People could not suddenly throw off their

earher character and habits, and rise to a continuous new

Ufe. The old habits would constantly tend to recur. The

same difficulty faces every missionary in a pagan land :

conversion of individuals does not raise them in their ordinary

conduct to the level of people who have behind them genera-

tions and centuries of Christian education and life (except

in the case of rare and remarkable personalities). All that

can be done is to raise men a little, and to trust to the effect

of time and the growth of better habits in the new genera-

tions. Throughout chapter v. and the first half of chapter

vi., especially, Paul recurs often to these faults of life,

small and great, which mark the society of the Asian cities.

Some of them are the faults of human nature generally,

as the love of money (vi. 9-10), and the tendency of young

widows, desiring to be married again, to gad about from

house to house, and to become tattlers and busybodies

(v. 11-13). Others (as in i. 9-10) are of a darker kind. It

is to be noticed that the faults into which the women were
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prone to fall are on the whole of a much slighter kind than

those which were a danger to men : the standard of hfe

was higher, apparently, among the women than among the

men. W. M. Ramsay.

THE DATE OF Q.

Now that the use of Mark by Matthew and Luke (or of a

document so nearly identical with it as to be practically

indistinguishable) is accepted as an almost certain result

of criticism, attention is gradually being fixed more and more

intently on the non-Marcan sections of the First and Third

Gospels. No excuse, therefore, is needed for an attempt to

suggest reasons for fixing the date of the document under-

lying these sections.

It is generally agreed that the use of a common source

written in Greek ^ is the necessary explanation of the great

agreement between these Gospels in sections containing

matter not found in Mark. To this document the name of Q
is usually given, and among recent attempts to discuss it

those of Wellhausen {Einleitung in die drei ersten Evange-

lien) and Harnack (Rede und Sprilche Jesu) are the best

known and the most generally useful. Harnack, indeed, has

gone so far as to reconstruct the probable text of Q, on the

basis of a comparison of Matthew and Luke, and the eHmina-

tion of features likely to be due to their idiosyncrasies.

Although these attempts are certainly on the right Unes, and

are Ukely to yield profitable results to those who follow them

up, it is perhaps not out of place to utter a preliminary word

of caution to those who seem inclined to speak of Harnack's

^ IMany think that this Greek document was a translation of an Aramaic

or Hebrew original, and some that the latter was known to Matthew

and Luke and occasionally consulted by them. But this, though perhaps

probable, does not alter the fact that Q, as directly used by them, was

a Greek document.
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reconstruction of Q as if it were an extant document. The

unwisdom of such a course can be seen if we consider what

we should know of Mark if our Second Gospel did not exist.

The methods of Hterary comparison between Matthew and

Luke would, in the absence of Mark, only result in the identi-

fication of a common source containing all that is now put

into Q, together with the greater part, but not all, of Mark.

It is exceedingly doubtful if literary criticism could get any

further than this. That is to say, instead of at least two

sources we should only think of one. The lesson to be learnt

from this fact is the desirabihty of remembering that Q may
just as well stand for several sources, all known both to

Matthew and Luke, as for one single document ; that it is

practically certain that Q contained passages which are now
found only in one Gospel, and that the probability is almost

equally great that it contained some, though probably not

many, passages which were not used by the redactors of

either of the present Gospels. It is,of course, by no means

difficult to make a tolerably good guess at some of the

passages found in only one Gospel, yet nevertheless probably

taken from Q, but it is obviously impossible to reconstruct

sections which are not found in either Matthew or Luke,

though that such existed is exceedingly probable.

At the same time, although a consideration of the history

of the discovery of the Marcan source suggests caution in

speaking of Q as a single document, it also inspires us

with some degree of confidence in the general results of

research. If we look at their treatment of Mark, we can see

that Matthew and Luke both used it with a considerable

degree of fidelity, except in small points of diction, such as

altering the characteristic historic present of Mark to the

more literary past tense. It is unusual for them both to

alter Mark at the same place in the same way, and the

number of places where they seem to do so ought probably
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to be considerably reduced by textual criticism,^ There-

fore we have good reason for believing that as a rule

the original Q is preserved either in Matthew or Luke, and

an intelligent criticism ought to enable us generally to be

right in our discrimination between the two.

Moreover we know that neither Matthew nor Luke omitted

very much from Mark. We have therefore an a priori reason

for thinking that we have probably got the greater part of Q
in the two Gospels, even though there is a margin of doubt

as to the number of passages belonging to Q which are only

preserved in one Gospel.

We have some additional reason for thinking that Q was

treated by Matthew and Luke in much the same way as

they treated Mark in the fact that they have both followed,

in the main, the same order (presumably that of their source

in the Q passages, just as they have done in the Marcan

ones. That is to say, if we divide up into sections the

matter which probably came from Q, these sections as a

rule follow each other in the same order in both Matthew

and Luke. It is perhaps worth while to show this by a short

table. We find the same order in the following passages

:

(1) Matt. iii. 1-12 = Luke, iii. 1-17.

(2) „ iv. 1-11 = „ iv. 1-15.

(3) „ V. 1-12 = „ vi. 20-23.

(4) „ V. 38-48 = „ vi. 27-36.

(5) „ vii. 1-6 = „ vi. 37-42.

(6) „ vii. 15-27 = „ vi. 43-49.

(7) „ viii. 5-13 = „ vii. 1-10.

(8) „ xi. 1-19 = „ vii. 18-35.

(9) „ xi. 20-24 = „ X. 13-15.

(10) „ xi. 25-30 = „ X. 21-24.

(11) „ xii. 22-37 = „ xi. 14-23.

(12) „ xii. 38-42 = „ xi. 29-32.

^ The main point in favoiir of this contention is that in early times

the text of Matthew was on the whole the norm to which the others were

adapted, and that on the whole Luke has suffered more from this cause

than Mark, which often escaped, because it was the least widely used

The result is that when Luke was corrected so as to agree with Matthew

it often produced a false appearance of an agreement between Matthew

and Luke against Mark,
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Moreover the passages in which the same order is not

preserved are mostly susceptible of easy explanation : for

instance, in Matthew xxiv. 26-28, 37-41 and 29 correspond to

Luke xvii. 20-35 and Matthew xxiv. 43-51 correspond to Luke

xii. 39-46 ; it is fairly plain that Matthew has combined these

eschatological sections with the similar narrative of Mark xiii.

and thus disarranged the order.

Thus if we remember that the symbol Q may possibly

represent more than one document and that this document

is not extant, there is no reason to be unduly sceptical as to

the correctness of Harnack and WelLhausen's views as to the

contents of Q.

To estabhsh the date of the document two methods sug-

gest themselves. The first is to compare Mark Mdth Q,

assuming—what is indeed not improbable—that the

former may be roughly dated as about 70 a.d.^—earlier

rather than later. By this means it would be possible to

say whether it was earlier or later than Mark, i.e. than 70.

This method has been more or less followed both by Well-

hausen and Harnack ; but whereas the former thinks that in

every case where comparison is possible Mark is seen to be

earlier than Q, the latter holds a precisely opposite opinion.

Those who have read both these treatises will probably

agree that the impression made upon the mind of an im-

partial critic is that neither has decidedly the better of the

argument. The passages in question are susceptible of

either interpretation, and there is nothing in any of them

to prove definitely the relative date of Mark and Q.

^ This is certainly a popular hypothesis. Personally, I have never

been able to see anything in Mark which points to one date much more than

another except that before the fall of Jerusalem seems more likely than

after it; and if we could trust the tradition that St. Mark wrote after the

death of St. Peter in Rome, that would leave the six years from 64 to

70 open. But this is very dangerous reasoning on which to build any heavy

superstructure of conclusions.

VOL. VII. 32
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It is perhaps, therefore, desirable to try the other possible

method, that is, to consider the probable dates of the con-

ditions of Christian thought which could have produced

such a document as Q.

The outstanding features of Q are: (1) it began by an

account of John the Baptist, and represented Jesus as first

realizing his divine commission to be Messiah at his baptism.

(2) It shows no sign of polemical motives, but has a purely

Christian character ; it seems to have been written by a

Christian for Christians. (3) It is strongly eschatological,

and expects the immediate coming of the Messiah. (4) It has

no narrative of the death or resurrection of Jesus.

Of these four characteristics the first is unimportant for

the present purpose, because it is equally true of Mark, and

we have no means of sa3dng at what time the point of view

it implies was changed in favour of that found in the Gospels,

while the second is in itself obviously useless for chronological

purposes. The other two remain, and are not essentially

changed if we admit the possibility (I do not beHeve that it is

a probability) that Q had once a short account of the Passion

and Resurrection of such a kind that it was useless for

Matthew and Luke, in the light of the fuller treatment given

in Mark and in the Jerusalem tradition peculiar to Luke.

It might perhaps be argued that this Jerusalem tradition

is identical with Q, but so far as I know this view has never

been taken and seems exceedingly improbable ; for myself

the balance of probabiHty is certainly that Q ended with

the eschatological discourse and never had any Passion or

Resurrection narratives at all.

The main chronological problem, therefore, is to define the

date and circumstances under which a gospel, intended not

for missionary purposes but for the use of Christians, can

conceivably have ended, not with an account of the Passion

and Resurrection, but with an eschatological discourse. In
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other words, we need to ask, at what time is it possible that

the Passion and Resurrection had no personal importance

for Christians ? It is necessary to emphasize that the

question is not concerned with the importance of the Resur-

rection for missionary work, or for polemical purposes, but

merely with the position which it took in the personal reli-

gion of convinced Christians. No one would suggest that

there ever was a time when the fact that Christ was risen

from the dead ^ was not used by Christians as a proof in

controversy that Jesus, in spite of his death, was nevertheless

the Messiah ; but the question is whether there ever was a

time when the Resurrection had no personal importance

for converts after they had become Christians, because

their whole interest was centred in the speedy coming of

the Messiah ? Or, to put the question in still another form,

can we find a chronological importance in the fact that the

characteristic Christian greeting was at one time not—as

it is to-day in the East—"Christ is risen," but " Maranatha,

the Lord is at hand " ? The suggestion is that the writer of

Q belongs to the " Maranatha " period, while the canonical

Gospels belong to that of " Christ is risen."

To answer this question we do best to try to reconstruct

the general point of view of the first Christians, and to notice

the way in which it came to change.

The first stage in the history of Christian thought comes

immediately after the death and resurrection of Jesus. The

dominant feature of this period was the expectation of the

* It should, however, be noted that the speeches in the early chapters

of Acts show that the gravamen of the Christian argument was not that

Jesus had been resuscitated, but that he had been raised and glorified

Mere resuscitation was no argument that any one was Messiah : glori-

fication was. This is why the emphasis is at the beginning all on the

glorification of the risen Lord—on the change in him. Only later, for

other purposes, was the emphasis shifted on to the identity of the risen

body, and the idea of glorification united to the Ascension, regarded as
a different event from the Resurrection.
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coming of the Messiah, his establishment of the kingdom of

God, and the eschatological drama of judgment ofthe heathen.

We are accustomed to speak of the return of the Messiah,

but the first generation of Christians spoke of his Parousia,

or coming, because, although it seems certain that they

identified Jesus as the Messiah even during his hfe, and that

he accepted their identification, this view meant rather, if

accurately expressed, that Jesus was he who was destined to

be the Messiah. From the point of view of personality he was

Messiah, and could properly be spoken of as such, but from

the point of view of function he was going to he Messiah, and

his Parousia had not yet taken place. He was " Son of God,"

but not yet Messiah in more than a proleptic sense of tho

word.

At this stage of development what was the importance

of the Resurrection of Jesus to Christian thought ? It

was primarily the means whereby Jesus had become a

heavenly being, so that he would soon be seen descending

in the clouds to take up the functions of the Messiah.

This point of view seems to be that of the Petrine speeches ^

in Acts (chap. ii. 14-36 ; iii. 12-26 ; v. 29-32 ; x. 34-43).

In all these passages the main argument is that through the

Resurrection Jesus has been glorified and proved to be the

expected Messiah. From the point of view of polemic

against the Jews the Resurrection was evidence of the true

character of Jesus ; but for the Christian, who required no

instruction on that point, it was merely the method by which

he was glorified : the attention of the Christian was fixed

not on what Jesus had done, but on what he was going to

^ It is of course obvious that many of the words of those speeches, and

some of the sentiments are Lucan and not Petrine. Still, when all possible

allowance has been made for these facts, there remains over a very con-

siderable and important amount which is not Lucan, and belongs to the

source, whether written or oral, used by St. Luke, and this source seems

to have so good a knowledge of the doings of St. Peter that the speeches

have a real claim to be regarded as Petrine.
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do. There is in these speeches no clear distinction made

between the Resurrection, Ascension and Glorification,

which are rather different ways of describing the same fact

from various points of view. For instance, chap. ii. 33, St.

Peter says, " This Jesus did God raise up, whereof we all are

witnesses. Being therefore exalted by the right hand of

God, having received of the Father the promise of the Holy

Spirit, he hath poured forth this which ye see and hear."

Here it is clear that the Ascension and Resurrection are

regarded as two ways of looking at the same fact—the glori-

fication of Jesus to a heavenly being—on which all the

emphasis is laid. Moreover this glorification is, when looked

at from the point of view of function, described in chap. ii. 36

as " God hath made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus

whom ye crucified "
; or in chap. v. 31, " Him did God exalt

with his right hand to be a prince and a saviour "
; or still

more plainly in chap. x. 42, " He charged us to preach unto

the people and to testify that this is he which is ordained

of God to be the judge of quick and dead."

All this implies that for Christians of that period the

very centre of their belief was that Jesus, who had been

exalted to the position of a heavenly being, was about to

come in order to establish the kingdom of his followers and

to judge the world outside according to its deeds. The

method of the exaltation was in itself less important, and

had no personal bearing on Christians, in so far as they

had no expectation of going through any experience at all

parallel. They had themselves no thought of Resurrection,^

^ Nor did they look for judgment in the same sense as they expected

it for the Heathen. The Parable of the Sheep and Goats is the most
striking instance of the primitive point of view. It describes a judg-

ment, not on Christians but on Heathen, rd Idvr), who do not know the

Messiah for good or evil, and they are judged in accordance with their

behaviour to the ddeXcpoL—the Christians, who are clearly pictured aa

standing round the throne of the King, as his followers, not among those

who are being arraigned.
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because they had no thought of death. If, therefore, they

had written out during this period a gospel for their own

benefit, not for polemical, and not for missionary purposes,

they would have put the emphasis on the expectation of the

coming of the Messiah and on his teaching concerning it

and concerning their behaviour until he came.

So long, therefore, as this period lasted it is intelligible

that Christians should have written just such a document

as Q. In it we have no definite statement of the death of

Jesus, but the fact as impHed. For instance, in Luke xvii. 25,

which almost certainly belongs to Q, though it is omitted

by Matthew, we read, " but he (the Son of Man) must first

suffer many things, and be rejected of this generation."

Or, again, the wording of the sajdng, that he who does not

" take up his cross " is unworthy of discipleship (Matt.

X. 38, corresponding to Luke xiv. 27) must imply a know-

ledge of the Crucifixion, while the fact that the Son of Man is

expected to come from heaven implies a knowledge of his

Glorification, or, in other words, of the Resurrection.^ No

emphasis is laid on the fact, which is only mentioned in

passing, but great stress is laid on the coming of the Son of

Man in power, and this is clearly expected before the passing

away of that generation. The exact time of the coming of

the Messiah is unknown, and the disciples are warned not to

listen to those who say, " Lo here, or lo there," because the

coming of the Son of Man will be as a flash of lightning

which leaves no room for doubt or question ; but with this

margin of uncertainty the idea that the Parousia would not

^ These passages, added to the general improbability that a Gospel

was written before the Passion, are, I beUeve, the adequate proof that

Sir William Ramsay's hypothesis that Q was written during the life of

Jesus is imsatisfactory. The following arguments are similarly the

proof that he is wrong in thinking that it was only before the Passion

and Resurrection that a Gospel could have been written without

describing these events.
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take place at all in that generation is as foreign to Q as it is

to Mark.

Thus the general background of thought implied by Q is

an expectance of the coming of the Messiah within a very

short time, so short that it made the question of a resur-

rection of no importance for Christians, and an identification

of Jesus with the Messiah. It is equally certain that this

background of thought is that of the earliest Christianity,

and so far as the contents of Q are concerned no date after

the Passion seems impossibly early. It might theoretically

have been written on the day of the Resurrection. So far,

therefore, as fixing the terminus a quo of Q is concerned we

have to rely upon other arguments of a rather vague nature,

such as the general probability as to the time when Chris-

tians began'to write books and as to the probabifity or other-

wise that Q is a translation from an Aramaic original. But

at present it is probably more important to try to fix the

terminus ad quem of Q. To do this we need to ask, how

long did the background described thus continue to exist

unchanged ? Obviously it is not likely to have endured

beyond the Hmits of the first generation, and the Gospels,

with their great interest in the death and resurrection, as

distinct from the glorification of Christ, are a proof that the

attitude of mind implied by Q did not last long. But the

date of the Gospels is not easy to determine, and fortunately

we have better indications in the Acts, and in the Pauline

Epistles inpassages thechronology of which is fairly certain, to

show us the date at which the background of thought impUed

by Q was gradually giving place to one more famihar to us.

In the Acts the most instructive incident for the present

purpose is that of Apollos. It has often been misunderstood

because commentators have had too httle feeling for the

atmosphere of the first century and have tried to force into

it ideas foreign to the time to which it refers.
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Apollos was an Alexandrian Jew who had been attracted

by the teaching of the Forerunner, whose baptism he knew.

That is to say, he was acquainted with the baptism of cleans-

ing and repentance as prehminary to membership of the

Messianic kingdom, but he did not know who the Messiah

was to be. On this basis he expounded the Messianic teach-

ing of the Old Testament which St. Luke, speaking from the

standpoint of Christian knowledge, describes as "the passages

concerning Jesus." He then came into contact with Aquila,

who explained to him the Christian standpoint, and the

result was that he added to his teaching " that the Mes-

siah," whom he had already preached " was Jesus," (tov

XpLtrrbv elvai 'Irjaovv,^ It should be noted that the mean-

ing usually read into this passage, " that Jesus was the

Christ," is a bad piece of translation, into which even the

revisers fell, untrue to the Greek, and obscuring the sense.

The whole point is that there was Messianic teaching before

there was Christianity, and that what Aquila did was to

persuade Apollos to recognize Jesus as that Messiah whose

existence ^ he had long known (that is what is meant by

saying that he was " instructed in the way of the Lord ")

without being aware of his identity.

Such teaching as Apollos must have given after his inter-

course with Aquila would have been probably very like

that of Q, so long as he was not engaged in directly polemical

^ After I had formulated this view, I happened to mention it in con-

versation to ]\Ir. J. H. Hart, who told me that it was also his own, and

had been published in 1904 in the Journal of Theological Studies : I

ought to have known this, but Mr. Hart's very interesting article, which

gives detailed arguments for each step of the reasoning, was published

at a time when I was mostly occupied in learning Dutch, and I never

read it. I venture to mention this, as Sir. Hart and I are thus independent

witnesses, and, as he would express it, "It is written again, out of the

mouth of two witnesses, etc."

* It is scarcely necessary to say that the Book of Henoch is the abso-

lute proof that a " Messianically-minded " Jew would certainly have

thought of the Messiah as already existing.
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work. The Resurrection would be for him merely another

name for the Glorification of Jesus, The details of its accom-

pUshment would be immaterial in comparison with the ex-

pected Parousia, and the death of the Messiah had probably-

obtained no special significance : just as there is nothing

in Q to suggest that redemption—entry into the Messianic

kingdom—depended on the death of the Messiah, so in the

opening chapters of Acts it is " the name " of Messiah, not

his death, which brings salvation.

In the earhest PauHne epistles we also catch a glimpse

of the same state of things, but it is beginning to change,

and the Resurrection of Jesus is obtaining a personal

importance for Christians, in the hght of the fact that

the first generation was beginning to see that their ranks

were not immune from the attacks of death. In 1

Thessalonians the new converts are expecting the Parousia

so momentarily that it is necessary to urge them to

attend to their ordinary work ; but some of them were

distressed at the death of friends, apparently doubting

whether they would not be prevented by death from

entering into the Messianic kingdom which the Parousia

would inaugurate. They are then comforted by St. Paul,

who teaches that there will be a Resurrection at the

Parousia, so that those who remain will not have any advan-

tage over those who sleep. It is especially noteworthy that

he clearly regards those who remain as representing the nor-

mal event—he speaks of them as " we "—and that whereas

ia speaking of the Parousia he assumes that it is well known
—" It is not necessary that I should write to you,"—in deal-

ing with the resurrection of those who sleep he treats it as a

new subject,
—

" I would not have you ignorant."

Here we certainly see the beginnings of that change in

Christian thought which ultimately made the Parousia be

regarded as the resurrection and judgment of all,—including
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Christians—rather than the joyful coming of the Messiah to

join and comfort his own followers and to judge not Chris-

tians, who stand by the side of the judge rather than by those

to be judged, but the heathen world, and to destroy the

powers of evil. But the change has not yet come. The

resurrection of those who sleep is in 1 Thessalonians not a

judgment, but merely the means of restoring Christians

who had died before the Parousia to fellowship with their

surviving friends.

It is obvious that as soon as this—in a certain sense—new

doctrine of a resurrection for Christians became well known,

it gave rise to discussion, and the Resurrection of Christ must

have been used as an analogy for the resurrection of Chris-

tians. That is exactly what we find in 1 Cor. xv. ; for the

first time this analogy is put forward, and put forward so

elaborately as to have a tendency to deceive us as to its

position in the development of Christian teaching. St.

Paul's Epistles are for us scripture, and it is difficult for us

to make the effort to recollect that they were originally

letters written on special occasions to discuss special points,

as to which there was either some difference of opinion, or a

danger of forgetfulness on the part of Christians. Yet

it is most important to make this effort, for without it we

are apt to try to construct systems of Paulinism out of the

Epistles by treating as most important the things on which

he says most. It would only be a somewhat paradoxical

way of expressing the truth to say that the reverse method is

the better. In letters no one discusses the things at the

centre, on which he is perfectly agreed with his correspondent,

but rather the things at the periphery^of thought, where

agreement and difference meet. There is no reason to think

that St. Paul was an exception to this rule ; his Epistles

may be taken to deal most fully with points on which there

was a difference of opinion among Christians, or which had
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not previously been emphasized in teaching. Among these

points was the personal importance of the resurrection of

Christ as an analogy for the resurrection of Christians.

To many people this is a central—or even the central

—

feature of their Christianity, but there was a time when it

was unknown, when, as 1 Thessalonians shows, Christians had

no hope of resurrection because they had no expectation

of death. 1 Corinthians xv. marks the appearance of the

doctrine of a resurrection for Christians and its connexion

with the resurrection of Christ at the periphery of Christian

thought.

The importance of this argument for the dating of Q is

obvious, for Q clearly belongs to the world of thought earHer

than 1 Corinthians xv., to which probably Apollos at

Ephesus and certainly the Church at Thessalonica belonged,

at least until they received 1 Thessalonians.

To translate this result into a definite date is of course

impossible, but it is probably not too much to say that every

year after 50 a.d. is increasingly improbable for the produc-

tion of Q.

At the same time we have no right to dogmatize too much

on this point or to say that a date later than 50 is impossible :

there may have been circles of Christian thought in which

it would not have been impossible. It would be impossible

in the directly Pauline circle after the date mentioned, but

we do not know what was the rate of the progress of

thought in non-PauUne communities, nor do we know whether

Q belongs to a Pauline or non-Pauline circle.

KiRSOPP Lake.
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STUDIES IN THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

VI. The Sanctification of Man.

(1) The Christian salvation is from the guilt and the power

of sin. The guilt is removed, as was shown in the previous

Study, by the righteousness of God. How the power of sin

is broken in the sanctification of man we have now to

consider. Although we may for convenience distinguish

these two aspects of the deliverance in Christ, they are not

to be separated. As has been already shown, the righteous-

ness of God is so revealed in the Cross of Christ that the

means of forgiveness is also the motive of holine&s. The

cancelling of the guilt of sin is the first step towards the

breaking of its power. A burdened conscience goes with a

baffled will. Until the burden of distrust of, and estrange-

ment from, God in the expectation of His judgment is

lifted off, the bondage of evil habit cannot be broken. The

sense of guilt paralyzes moral effort. The pardon of sin

conveys the assurance, inspires the anticipation of the con-

quest of sin. The man who knows himself forgiven can say,

If God is for me, sin cannot at last overcome me. The for-

giveness of sin brings peace with God (Luke vii. 47, 50) ;

and this reconciliation with God is promise and pledge of

complete emancipation. Paul has clearly stated the soul's

assurance, " If, while we were enemies, we were reconciled

to God through the death of His Son, much more, being

reconciled, shall we be saved by His life " (Rom. v. 10).

Without at this point considering the new power that enters

into the life in fellowship with God through Christ, we may

here note that the removal of the sense of helplessness, and

consequent hopelessness, is already the beginning of deliver-

ance from the oppression of sin. There is moral reinforce-

ment in the spirit of adoption, '* Ye are all sons of God,
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through faith in Christ Jesus " (Gal. iii. 26). " Because

ye are sons, God sent forth the spirit of his Son into your

hearts, crying, Abba, Father " (Gal. iv. 6). Although the

phrase " the righteousness of God " may suggest the law-

court, the reality that it expresses is the restoration by

the forgiveness of sin of the fellowship of God as Father

with man as son. This sonship as it gains certainly gives

courage and confidence in the moral struggle. The despair-

ing cry, " O, wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver

me out of the body of this death ? " (Rom. vii. 24) has

already found its answer in the man, who, as justified by

faith, is gaining peace with God (v. 1). As fear weakens

and hope strengthens, pardon is the beginning of power.

(2) But the worth of this gift of forgiveness, and even

more the cost to God of its bestowal in the Cross of Christ,

brings a new motive into the life, and a motive which in its

persistence and efficiency excels any other motive. " The

love of Christ constraineth us ; because we thus judge, that

one died for all, therefore all died ; and he died for all, that

they which live should no longer live unto themselves, but

unto him who for their sakes died and rose again " (2 Cor.

V. 14-15). The love, and especially the sacrifice endured,

gives Christ an absolute claim. " Ye are not your own ; for

ye were brought with a price " (1 Cor, vi. 20). Compare

1 Peter i. 18: "Ye were not redeemed with corruptible

things . . . but with the precious blood of Christ." If we

compare one passage with another, it will become evident

that it is no legal right that the apostle thinks of, but the

constraint of love, a claim more absolute than any legal right

could be, the generosity of Christ's love, or of God's love in

Christ, calls forth the love of gratitude in man. It is not

necessary to give proofs of Paul's dominant mood of thank-

fulness to God. It runs like a golden thread through all the

varied pattern of his writings. He answers his own despair-
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ing cry with his triumphant thanksgiving, " I thank God

through Jesus Christ our Lord " (Rom. vii. 25). He faces

sin, law, and death with the song on his lips, " Thanks be

to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus

Christ " (1 Cor. xv. 57). Such gratitude has a moral potency.

Appetites, ambitions, tastes, interests, pursuits which would

enter into rivalry or conflict with such a motive are consumed

in its glowing fervour :
" Far be it from me to glory, save in

the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world

hath been crucified unto me, and I unto the world " (Gal.

vi. 14). To this motive Paul appeals in exhorting the

Corinthian believers to generosity :
" Ye know the grace of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your

sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty might

become rich " (2 Cor. viii. 9). Gratitude for grace, that is the

new motive of the Christian life. Can we doubt its efficiency ?

Although it was not the new motive alone which made

Paul a new creature in Christ Jesus, yet it was a potent factor

in his moral transformation. There are not a few to-day

who find it difficult to understand what are often called his

more mystical doctrines, the fellowship of the living Christ

and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit ; but surely all

Christians can understand this gratitude for grace as the

dominating motive for the new life. It is true that a popular

revivalism has often been accompanied by moral superficiality

if not laxity ; but that is surely due to the fact that the

grace of God in Christ has not been adequately presented in

its essentially moral character. A plan of salvation for man's

safety and happiness here and hereafter may be so presented

as, even when accepted, to prove morally impotent ;
but

the historical reality of Christ on His Cross in its moral signi-

ficance and value as the revelation of the righteousness of

God, when apprehended and appreciated, cannot but evoke

a love which, as its object is holy, will inspire the desire for,
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and sustain the effort after holiness in the subject. Even

in the Epistle to the Romans the danger of an abstract state-

ment of the way of salvation is illustrated. The question

with which Paul passes from his treatment of the doctrine

of justification to that of sanctification, " Shall we continue

in sin that grace may abound ? " shows the danger of any

theory of atonement that is not charged with moral content.

That in the Cross sin is judged as well as forgiven by holy

love is the presentation of the grace of God necessary if the

response of gratitude in man is to prove a potent moral

motive.

(3) It has seemed desirable to place in the forefront in

regard to the Christian salvation to prove its moral effi-

cacy, these two considerations, which make the widest

appeal ; but it is scarcely necessary to say that here we do

not get the characteristically Pauline doctrine. The grati-

tude for grace is not for Paul the most potent factor of the

new creation he experienced. Not an event of the past,

however pregnant with promise for man's deliverance, was

the source of the new life in him. It was in a constant and

intimate personal communion with Christ that he experi-

enced the sufficiency of the grace of [God, the perfecting of

God's strength in his weakness. If in Galatians ii. 20 he

expresses this living union with the living Lord in an indi-

vidual form as his own personal experience, he does not

claim it as a spiritual monopoly, for in Romans vi. 3, 4 he

makes a general statement on the assumption that this

experience is common to aU Christians. " Are ye ignorant

that all we who were baptized into Christ JesusVere baptized

into his death ? We were buried, therefore, with Him
through baptism into death ; that like as Christ was raised

from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we also

might walk in newness of life." In discussing this pas-

sage it is necessary to make a concession and a distinction.
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We must admit that this union with Christ is not realized

in the common Christian experience in the same degree as in

Paul. His moral passion and his spiritual vision combined

to make the Christ of faith a reality to him as He is but to a

comparatively few souls. But even where there is no

such certain and vivid consciousness of Christ's presence

there may be such trust in His promise, fulfilled in the ex-

perience of such as Paul, as will enable the moral struggle

to be waged with courage and confidence due to the assur-

ance that the human strength is not left unaided, but is

sustained by the divine power of the Saviour whose work-

ing is not limited by the soul's consciousness of His presence.

It is indeed a blessing to be greatly desired that now and

again, if not always, that presence may be felt ; but what

is to be remembered is that the power worketh even where

the presence is not recognized. Down in the vaUey there

is help even for those who have not beheld the glory of

the mountain-top. Christian experience both in its moral

endeavours and its spiritual visions, confirms the truth that

the soul's deliverance from the power of sin is not accom-

plished by the impression made or even the motive awakened

in man by Christ and His Cross, as an event of past history,

but by a constant and potent living and saving presence.

It is a personal influence which is being universally and per-

manently exercised, and exercised even when its reality is

not fully recognized. Nevertheless, as intimate communion

increases the efficacy of personal influence, so the practice

of the presence of Christ is a condition of moral progress.

It is a pity that this phase of Paul's teaching has so often

been called mystical, as the term seems to warn off those

who are most concerned about the moral issues of Christian

faith. It is spiritual in character, because independent of

sense, but is also moral in content, because man's holiness

is its end.
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(4) We may make a distinction between the general fact

of this personal union with Christ and the particular con-

tent which Paul gives to it. It is not the historical Jesus as

He is represented for us in the Synoptic Gospels on whom
Paul meditates and with whom he communes. His atten-

tion is almost exclusively concentrated on the Crucifixion

and the Resurrection ; and to enter into personal union with

Christ is to be crucified and risen with Him. Although he

claims " visions and revelations of the Lord," a rapture into

Paradise, a hearing of " unspeakable words, which it is not

lawful for a man to utter " (2 Cor. xii. 1, 4), yet his moral

progress did not depend on these ecstatic experiences. It

was his meditation on the death and rising again that was

the condition of, and gave content to, his personal communion

with Christ. The thought of many devout and earnest

believers is to-day withdrawn from the Cross and the Grave.

It is in the words and works of Jesus in His earthly ministry

that they find that " inner life " which is to them the reve-

lation of the grace of God. Jesus' absolute devotion to God

on the one hand and His intense compassion for sinners on

the other present to them that blending of mercy and judg-

ment, that " righteousness of God " which Paul saw in the

Cross of Christ. If the " inner life " of Jesus so conceived

does convey to them the condemnation as weU as the pardon

of sin, and so the salvation from sin, we have no right to

forbid them this way of approach to the grace of God.

Nevertheless, we may stiU believe that it is in the sacrifice of

Jesus that the moral energy of God in bringing men to

repentance as weU as assuring them of pardon is most

effectively exercised. It is not necessary, however, to con-

sider these as alternative courses. The death and rising

again need not be detached from the earthly ministry. As

we become familiar with the Jesus of the Synoptic Gospels

the moral conscience and the religious consciousness of the

VOL. vn. 33
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Christ Crucified and Risen become more intelligible to us.

His'attitude to God as Son and His attitude to man as Brother

are made plain and sure to us in His words and works. We
can thus penetrate a little further into His " inner life," and

so mterpret His experience in the Crucifixion and Resurrec-

tion to give to it a fuller spiritual and ethical content.

How far Paul did thus give meaning to the death and rising

again by such contemplation of the concrete reality of the

historical Jesus we cannot now tell ; but there can be no

doubt that for us his teaching of personal union with Christ

as crucifixion and resurrection with Him gains in signifi-

cance and value in the measure in which the historical Jesus

is concrete reality to us, and not a theological abstraction.

We must not, however, ignore what such an experience as

Paul's teaches, that it is in the Cross that the moral purpose

of Christ has its fulfilment. His revelation both of the com-

passion and the severity of God, of God's love as holy, is not

complete until we see sin judged as well as forgiven in the

revelation of the righteousness of God in Christ propitiatory

in His blood. Here is focussed the light and the warmth of

the grace of God.

(5) The content of the personal union with Christ is for

Paul crucifixion and resurrection with Christ. But how

shall we understand this experience ? Shall we interpret it

in terms of the substitution of Christ for man, or of the

identification of man with Christ, or are the two conceptions

but complementary ? In the previous Study it was shown

that what Christ suffered or did was on behalf of man ; He

took man's lot that He might give man His life. Doubtless

Paul's thought was this, He was crucified for, me, and so

I was crucified with Him ; He endured on my behalf what

He saves me from enduring, God's judgment on my sin.

He rose again for me, and I rose with Him ; what He achieved

was for my gain that I might live in fellowship with God
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through Him. " One died for all, therefore all died."

While we must carefully guard our statement against mis-

conception, it seems to the writer impossible to explain Paul's

experience or Christian experience generally without the

recognition of such a suhstitution ; Christ's suffering on our

behalf, to rescue us from the suffering that our sin would

have brought upon us. Are not INIrs. Browning's words in

her poem " Cowper's Grave " true ?

—

Yea, once Irnmanuel's orphaned cry His universe hath shaken

;

It went up single, echoless, "My God, I am forsaken !

"

It went up from the Holy's lips amid His lost creation,

That, of the lost no son should use those words of desolation.

Hermann regards this truth as the necessary confession of

Christian experience. "The believer then says to himseK,

spontaneously looking back on the work of Christ, what we

should have suffered, He suffers" {Yerlcehr des Christen mit

Gott, p. 107). That is not all that Paul means. This

statement regarding Crucifixion and Resurrection is made by

Paul to define clearly the moral attitude of the Christian
;

and so our crucifixion and resurrection with Christ mean our

conscious, voluntary identification of ourselves with Christ

in the moral purpose of His work for us. Christ offers Himself

to us as our substitute, that we may choose Him as our

representative. He identifies Himself with us that we may
identify ourselves with Him. Paul did mean that we made

our own Christ's condemnation of sin on the Cross, and His

consecration of Himself to God in His Resurrection. " Our

old man was crucified with him, that the body of sin might

be done away, that so we should no longer be in bondage to

sin ; for he that hath died is justified from sin " (Rom. vi.

6-7). There is an absolute separation from sin freely willed

by the man who in Christ accepts the pardon of his sin.

He condemns and executes it in himself as it was judged in

the Cross of Christ. Repentance is not only change of mind
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in regard to sin, but a new direction of the will, consent

becomes antagonism. Although there are difficulties in

speaking of Christ's death as the offering of a perfect peni-

tence for humanity to God, yet the penitence of the believer

is his crucifixion with Christ, and the more fuUy he realizes

what the death of Christ involved for Him, and lets the mind

of Christ concerning sin be reproduced in himself, the more

adequate will his repentance become. Thus the faith that

accepts the grace of God in the Cross accepts also the judg-

ment of sin the Cross involves, and accordingly it has an

essential moral influence in severing men from sin. This

crucifixion with Christ is not a single act at the beginning

of the Christian life, but needs in face of constant tempta-

tions to sin to be continuously maintained. It is the

negative phase of moral progress, the reproduction and

expulsion of moral evU from the renewed life. The Resur-

rection of Christ too has a moral meaning which can be

reproduced in the believer :
" The death that he died, he

died unto sin once ; but the life that he liveth, he liveth

unto God. Even so reckon ye also yourselves to be dead

unto sin, but alive unto God in Christ Jesus " (vers, 10, 11).

Until His death on the Cross Christ Himself, though sinless,

stood in relation to sin. He was liable to temptation, sub-

ject to the contradiction of sinners, submitted Himself in

His vicarious sacrifice to the consequences of sin. By His

death He was once for all released from His relation to sin.

He, who had found His meat and His drink in doing His

Father's will, at His resurrection entered into a life so free

of aU the conditions that had on earth opposed His sense

of God, that He could henceforth live unto God, and God

alone. The believer who is united to Christ in Him enters on

a life of such complete dedication unto God. Of course

Paul knew well that neither he himself, nor any other be-

liever, was so entirely dead to sin and alive to God as cruci-
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fixion and resurrection with Christ indicated. It was in this,

however, that he saw the aim set before himself and others,

and an aim, the attainment of which was not hopeless

because of the sufficiency of the grace of Christ which the

faith of man could ever claim. Faith was for him the

condition of perfectness.

(6) We do not recognize all that Paul means when he so

describes the Christian experience unless we lay the emphasis

on the divine grace and the human faith. While faith calls

into exercise, and free and full exercise, the whole person-

ality of man, it is not understood as Paul understood it, if

it is regarded as a task to be done by man's strenuous effort.

If faith were this, salvation would be of works, and grace

would not be grace. The stress in Paul's doctrine is on the

objective facts of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection, the

subjective states of being crucified and risen with Christ

are the necessary effects of these facts, where a man sub-

mits himself to Christ. Faith is not a productive, but a

receptive energy. It is the greater personality of Christ

which inspires and sustains that dependence on, communion

with, and submission to Him which results in a man's

moral transformation. In these days, when on the one hand

the Jesus of history is receding into the distant past, and

the Christ of faith is being sublimated into a moral and

religious ideal, the identity of both needs to be insisted on

to make the one present, and the other real. It is the real

presence of the personal Saviour and Lord which alone

explains Paul's own experience, and the experience which he

assumed to be common to all believers. The moral passion

and power of the apostle can be recovered by the Christian

Church to-day only as it recognizes the moral meaning of

the Crucifixion and Resurrection of Christ, and reproduces

that moral content in personal union with Him.

(7) This is not, however, all that Paul has to teach us in
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regard to the sanctification of man. We find in his writings

what may at first sight appea/an alternative explanation of

the Christian life, but what may on closer scrutiny prove but

a complementary representation. Paul speaks of salvation

through sanctification of the Spirit (2 Thess. ii. 13). The

work of making holy {dyiaafiof;) cannot but belong to the

Holy Spirit {irvevixa ayiov). It is not intended in this Study

to discuss the doctrine of the Spirit generally, for that sub-

ject must be reserved for subsequent discussion ; only the

function of the Spirit in the deliverance of man from the

power of sin. One feature of Paul's teaching must, how-

ever, be mentioned. What may be called the popular view

of the Spirit's presence and power in the Apostolic Church

was closely connected with the Old Testament conception.

In the earlier portions of the Book of Acts dealing with the

primitive Church the work of the Spirit is generally recog-

nized in the miraculous and the marvellous. The ecstatic

charismata, such as speaking with tongues and prophesying,

are especially regarded as the gift of the Spirit. Paul shared

the popular view, for in such a matter he was a man of his

own age and surroundings, but only in admitting the super-

natural character of these manifestations. In two import-

ant particulars he rose above it. In the first place he formed

a much more moderate estimate of the value of these

exceptional phenomena than was current, and he not only

demanded that the exercise of these gifts should be subordin-

ated to the edification of the Christian community, but even

gave a higher place to the three graces of faith, hope, love

(1 Cor. xii. and xiii.). Secondly, for him the Spirit's work

was seen in man's moral purification and elevation. The

Spirit was for him the antithesis of the flesh. As the flesh

was the seat and vehicle of sin, so in the Spirit was the

source of holiness. " Now the works of the flesh are mani-

fest . . . but the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-
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suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, tem-

perance " (Gal. V. 19-23). The Christian lives, is led, walks

by the Spirit (vers. 18, 25) and thus crucifies the flesh with

the passions and the lusts thereof (ver. 24). The being

crucified and risen with Christ is the same as living, being

led, walking by the Spirit. The Spirit is the Spirit of Christ,

and no man is Christ's who has not His Spirit (Rom. viii. 9).

Even although Paul speaks of the Lord the Spirit, and ex-

pressly says the Lord is the Spirit (2 Cor. iii. 17, 18) we should

solve the problem too easily were we simply to identify

Christ and the Spirit. The work of Christ and of the Spirit

is one ; there is no union with Christ that is not possession

and habitation by the Spirit ; and yet there can be no doubt

that Paul distinguishes the Spirit and Christ in the Apostolic

benediction 2 Cor. xiii. 14 :
" The grace of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy

Ghost be with you aU." (Compare 1 Cor. xii. 4-6, and

Ephesians iv. 4-6). The love of God is revealed in the grace

of Christ, and this grace is realized in the communion of the

Spirit ; but while there is one divine work in men the Spirit

is no more the same as Christ than. Christ is the same as the

Father.

(8) How shall we relate the working of the Spirit to the

work of Christ ? It seems to the writer that in so far as Paul

was not conscious of the personal presence of Christ in liis

experience, and yet had evidence of divine activity in his

religious certainty and moral progress, he described that

action of God as the indwelling (Rom. viii. 9), working

(1 Cor. xii. 11), leading (Rom. viii. 14), bearing witness

(v. 16), help (v. 26) and teaching (1 Cor. ii. 13) of the Spirit.

The whole of his " inner life " was not covered by his con-

sciousness of personal communion with Christ. These were

experiences which he could not assign to the exercise of his

own personality alone, but for which he must find a divine
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cause. To discuss the question whether Paul conceived the

Spirit as a power or a person is quite beside the mark. For

him the Spirit did indeed mean power, an enthusiasm and

an energy which human personality could not account for ;

but as the power of the personal God it was necessarily con-

ceived and described as personal. Yet we seem warranted

in affirming that he could not so distinctly distinguish the

operations of the Spirit from the exercise of his own person-

ality as he could distinguish himself from Christ even in

the most intimate personal communion. The demand some-

times made that the Spirit is to be conceived as a person

is self-contradictory, for the Spirit is God in His most inti-

mate working within the soul of man, least distinguishable

from human aspiration and effort. This working of the

Spirit, while it may be distinguished from the personal

communion with Christ, is not to be detached from the reve-

lation of God or the redemption of man in Him. We must

avoid, however, representing the working of the Spirit as

only the subjective effects of the objective facts of the Cruci-

fixion and the Resurrection of Christ as the means of man's

salvation. Only where the grace of Christ is received in

faith is the fellowship of the Spirit enjoyed, and yet the fellow-

ship of the Spirit is more than the impression and influence

of His grace. We do justice to Christian experience only as

we recognize that God as Spirit Himself becomes progressively

immanent in those to whom He reveals Himself and whom
He redeems in His Son. The God who is in all, and through

all, and over all does in measure conceal His presence ; but

in the spiritual life that presence in the thoughts, feelings,

desires, deeds of the spiritual man, is known and felt. The

connexion between justification and sanctification is not

merely human gratitude for divine grace as the motive of a

new life ; it is not only a conscious personal communion

with a Divine Saviour and Lord, a communion that must be
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potent in conforming man to His moral perfection ; but it is,

even when there is no consciousness of the personal presence

of Christ, so long as faith claims grace, a habitation and

operation in man of God by His Spirit, the very life of God

become the life of man.

Alfred E. Garvie.

STUDIES IN CONVERSION.

III. St. Augustine.

If the conversion of the Emperor Constantine is an instance

of the power of dreams and visions, that of Augustine is a no

less striking illustration of how another means of conversion

mentioned in the thirty-third chapter of Job—namely,

testimony—may take effect.

Augustine's life covers the second half of the fourth century

and the first quarter of the fifth, his date being 354 to 430.

He was a native of Thagaste, a town of Numidia in North

Africa ; and most of his life was spent in that province.

Soon after this time Numidia was blotted from the map of

civilisation by the incursions of barbarians ; but, in his day,

not only did it form part of the Eoman Empire, but its

capital, Carthage, was one of the leading cities of the world.

The town of Hippo, where his mature life was spent, has been

restored in recent times by the French, under the name of

Bona, and, at the present day, is a busy seaport, containing

25,000 inhabitants.

Augustine was of good family. His father was a govern-

ment official and, though far from being a wealthy man,

made great efforts for the education of his gifted son,

who was trained first at home, then in the neighbouring

town of Madaura, and finally at the university of Carthage.

The profession for which he was intended was that of a

rhetorician or, as we should say, a professor of literature.
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his pupils being those who meant to practise in the courts

of law. This profession he exercised both at Thagaste,

his native place, and at Carthage, as well as subsequently

at Rome and Milan. But, after his conversion and

baptism, which took place in his thirty-third year, he

abandoned this calling and entered the Church, where he

soon became a bishop and was settled for life in the town of

Hippo, not far from the place of his birth. In this new

position the full force of his genius unfolded itself, and he

became one of the best known men of his age. But his fame

in subsequent centuries has far exceeded even that of his

lifetime. In the Middle Ages his influence was equally

great in the intellectual life of the Church, which we call

Scholasticism, and in the spiritual movements which we

comprehend under the name of Mysticism ; and at the

Reformation the leading Reformers learnt more from him

than from all other teachers, outside the Bible, put together.

In fact, since the Apostle Paul there has arisen no greater

teacher]in the Christian Church. '^

From his own hand we have received an account of his

early life and of his conversion which certainly holds a

leading place among the religious classics of the world,

and perhaps the foremost place of all among personal

accounts of conversion. In literary form it is singular

;

for from beginning to end—and it extends to about

three hundred pages—it is a continuous prayer. It

abounds in sublime and ardent addresses to God such

as we should call prayers. But, besides, the author

recounts minutely—still in the form of prayer—the in-

cidents of his life. And not only so ; but he pauses at

every opportunity to recapitulate the reflections occasioned

^ Zwischen Paiilus, dem Apostel, und Luther, dem Reformator, hat die

christliche Kirche niemanden besessen, der sich mit Augustin messen

konnte, und an umfassender Wirkung kommt ihm kein anderer gleich."

—

Hamack, Eeden und Aufsdtze, i. 53.
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by these incidents in his highly trained and speculative mind,

and still he keeps up the form of prayer. Hence the book is

the most extraordinary melange not only of self-analysis

but of descriptions of the state of society, character-studies

of his friends and acquaintances, shrewd remarks on

human life, psychological observations and glances into

the deepest mysteries of the soul. It ought to be read

in its native Latin ; because the epigrammatic sayings

—some of them the deepest ever uttered—and the sublime

invocations of the Deity have an extraordmary impres-

siveness in that language. The book was penned when

the author was forty-three years of age ; and the whole

may be called an account of his conversion ; for all the

influences both which retarded and which led up to this

event are carefully traced out ; and, very soon after it takes

place, the narrative portion comes to a close.

Although, in the half-century preceding St. Augustine's

birth, Christianity had become the state-religion and had

closed the idol temples all over the Empire, yet the old

religions were stUl far from being overcome ; and the

heathenism of Numidia, which had been of a singularly

dark and intense type, had not by any means entirely

lost its hold, Carthage especially being a notoriously

profligate city. St. Augustine's father was not a Chris-

tian, and he lived with the freedom of a pagan. His

mother, Monica, however, was not only a professor of the

new faith, but one in whom Christianity had accomplished

its most perfect work. She was a woman of rare excel-

lence—wise, affectionate and benevolent—and she proved

the good angel of her son, the God whose servant she

was giving her, before her own life ended, the supreme

satisfaction of seeing both her husband and her son converted

and baptized. The husband, however, died in the son's

seventeenth year, leavmg her a widow, to watch over the
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development of the young man, who was still far from God
and righteousness ; and she remains to all the Christian

centuries the type of what a mother so circumstanced should

be and do.

St. Augustine calls his autobiography Confessions—

a

name which suggests a penitential account of sins. This is

not, indeed, exactly what he means by the word : his book

is a confession of the divine mercies no less than of his own

transgressions ; and its object is the praise of God. Still, the

penitential element is predominant, and the author tells with

frankness, but never with the slightest tone of boasting, at

what points and by what influences he was led away from the

path of virtue.

He goes very far back, confessing even the sins of his

childhood, which he does not remember ; because, he argues,

the anger, jealousy and other vices which he observes in

other children must have existed in him also, when he was a

child. In the account of his boyhood he charges himself

with such sins as lying and petty thefts ; and, in the whole

course of his education, he was possessed with the spirit of

rivalry and vanity—a spirit which, he says, his father and his

teachers encouraged rather than checked. At an incredibly

early age he fell under the power of the sin which especially

became his chain : it is sad and painful to have to mention

—

but the conversion of St. Augustine could hardly be made

intelligible without mentioning the fact—that, before he

had reached his eighteenth year, he had become the father

of a son, with whose mother he had entered into a con-

nexion in which heathen morality saw nothing to blame,

but which Christianity inexorably condemns, and his

conscience also condemned, though he was faithful to

her. He was entangled also in the company of young

men who plunged far more more deeply into vice than him-

self ; and he confesses that, when they were boasting of
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their disgraceful acts, he made himself out worse than he

was, lest he should be jeered at as an innocent. " friend-

ship," he exclaims, " too unfriendly ! thou mysterious

seducer of the soul ; for, when they say ' Let us go : let us

do it,' we are ashamed not to be shameless." ^

Meantime his education was being completed, and his mind

was unfolding its remarkable talents. On the intellectual

side of his nature too, however, he fell into error, in which

he was long held captive, through becoming connected with

the Manichaeans—a sect in whose tenets there was a strange

combination of Oriental mysticism with some elements of

Christianity. Its fundamental notion was that there exists

in the universe an eternal dualism : in both nature and human

nature two principles—the one good and the other evil

—

are forever at war with each other, being incapable of recon-

ciliation. Its adherents made great pretensions to superior

intellectuality and even to sanctity, but they ridiculed the

Scriptures, and their doctrines destroyed the sense of

responsibility for such sins as those to which Augustine had

yielded. " It seemed to me," says he, " that it was not we

that sinned, but I know not what other nature sinned in us.

And it gratified my pride to be free from blame and, after I

had committed a fault, not to acknowledge that I had done

wrong."

Thus, by the time he had reached his majority, he was held

fast by the cords on both sides of his nature—both the side

of the senses and the side of the intellect. Yet influences

of an opposite kind were never wanting ; and—to use the

words of John Owen—in the ashes there gleamed up from

time to time sparks of celestial fire.^

There was always his mother's influence. She had imbued

^ Confessions, Bk. ii. ch. 9.

' Owen has a chapter on the Conversion of St. Augustine in his work on
the Holy Spirit.
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his mind \^ith Gospel truth ; he well knew that she prayed

for him incessantly ; and he had constantly her example

before his eyes. When he began to be wild and to distress

her with his conduct, she had a dream of his conversion, by

which she was greatly cheered. On another occasion she

requested a bishop to converse with him and refute his

Manichaean errors ;
" but he refused," says Augustine,

" very prudently, as I afterwards came to see ; for he

answered that I was still unteachable, being inflated with the

novelty of that heresy, and that I had already perplexed

divers inexperienced persons with vexatious questions, as

she had informed him, ' But leave him alone for a while,'

saith he, ' only pray God for him ; he will of himself,

through reading, discover what the error is, and how great is

its impiety.' He then disclosed to her that he had himself

in his youth been given over to the Manichaeans, but had

come to see, without argument from anyone, how much that

sect was to be shunned, and had shunned it. Which, when

he had said and she would not be satisfied, but repeated more

earnestly her entreaty, shedding copious tears, he, a little

vexed at her importunity, exclaimed, ' Go thy way, and God

bless thee, for it is not possible that the son of these tears

should perish.' Which answer, as she often mentioned in

her conversations with me, she accepted as though it were

a voice from heaven." ^

In his boyhood Augustme had often been visited with the

strivings of the Spirit of God. He mentions one time in

particular when, being in extreme bodily pain and appar-

ently at the point of death, he passionately begged to be

baptized. His mother was at a loss ; but she distrusted the

depth of his impressions ; though he himself, when writing

of the circumstance, is not sure if she took the right course

in refusing his request.

1 iii. 12.
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At a more mature stage of his youth he experienced

another moral crisis in a somewhat singular way—through

the reading of the Hortensius, a moral treatise of Cicero. In

this work the author presented the claims of wisdom, as

against the service of the flesh, with such persuasiveness that

Augustine was almost persuaded to cast off his bonds.

" This book," he says, " changed my affections and turned

my prayers to Thyself, O Lord, and made me have other

hopes and desires. Worthless suddenly became every vain

hope to me ; and with an incredible warmth of heart I

yearned for an immortality of wisdom "
; and he adds the

remarkable statement, " This alone checked me thus ardent,

that the name of Christ was not in Cicero's book. For this

name according to Thy mercy, O Lord, this name of my
Saviour Thy Son, had my tender heart piously drunk in even

with my mother's milk ; and whatever was without that

name, though never so erudite, polished and truthful, took

not complete hold of me." ^

In fact, although he was entangled both in vice and in

doctrinal error, his was still in many respects a noble nature.

Thus he tells that on one occasion, having offered himself as a

competitor for a rhetorical prize, he was accosted by a sooth-

sayer, who proposed, by sacrificing certain creatures in accor-

dance with his art, to secure his triumph, but he indignantly

replied :
" If the garland were of imperishable gold, I would

not suffer a fly to be destroyed to secure it for me." ^

He had a heart full of affection, and in his youth—as,

indeed, aU his life long—he was surrounded by troops of

friends, to the choicer of whom he displayed a rare devotion.

No one has ever spoken more glowingly of the delight of

intercourse with friends
—

" to discourse and jest with them ;

to indulge in an interchange of kindness ; to read together

pleasant books ; together to trifle and together to be earnest
;

1 iii. 4. 2 iv. 2.
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to differ at times without ill humour, as a man would do

with his own self ; and even by the infrequency of these

differences to give zest to our more frequent consentings
;

sometimes teaching ; sometimes being taught ; longing for

the absent with impatience and welcoming the coming with

joy." ^ By the death of one dearly loved friend he was so im-

moderately affected that he could no longer live in his native

town, where he had begun to practise his profession, but

removed to Carthage.
'

' Mine eyes sought him everywhere,"

he writes, " but he was not granted them ; and I hated all

places because he was not in them ; I was astonished that

other mortals lived, since he whom I loved was dead ; and

I wondered still more that I, who was to him a second self,

could live without him." ^ Sentences like these betray what

manner of man Augustine was—a deep, passionate nature,

with an inappeasable thiist for the infinite.

The oft-quoted saying, which occurs in the first paragraph

of the Confessions, is the keynote of his entire life, " Thou

hast formed us, Lord, for Thyself, and our hearts are rest-

less till they rest in Thee." He tried every substitute for God,

but always in vain. He tried sensual pleasure ; but he con-

fesses that he was " scourged with burning rods of jealousy,

suspicion, fear, anger and strife." He tried ambition and

honours. He tried learning and philosophy. He tried

friendship. But an attraction far more divine was ever

drawing him, though he was shy of yielding to it. " So,"

says he, " I fretted, sighed, wept, tormented myself, and

took neither rest nor advice. For I bore about with me a

rent and polluted soul, and where to repose it I found not.

Not in pleasure groves, not in sport or song, not in fragrant

spots, not in magnificent banquetings, not in the pleasures

of the bed and the couch, not, finally, in books or songs did

1 iv. 5.

* iv. 5.
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I find repose. To Thee, Lord, should my soul have been

raised. This I knew, but was neither willing nor able."

It turned out that the bondage of the intellect to error was

the one from which he was to be first delivered. He gradually

lost faith in Manichaeism. This change of mind was partly

brought about by a growing acquaintance with science
;

for the sect had woven into its creed certain unscientific

tenets on scientific subjects ; and, when Augustine dis-

covered that these were mistaken, the whole system crumbled

away in his mind. The process of disenchantment was com-

pleted by his coming in contact with a famous high-priest of

the sect, whom he expected to find able to solve all his

difficulties, but whom he discovered, on close acquaintance,

to be a mere orator with no depth of speculative power.

" And," says he, " what profit to me was the elegance of my
cupbearer, since he offered me not the more precious draught

for which I thirsted? " ^ At this stage he was like to fall

into univeral scepticism, for he had dropped the false faith

but had not yet adopted the true, and, indeed, was to a large

extent ignorant of it, as he had not yet attached himself to

the study of the Holy Scriptures. Certain Platonic books,

however, which feU into his hands at this time, fortified him

with a few elementary convictions. Augustine is one of those,

of whom there have been not a few, to whom philosophy

has served as a schoolmaster to bring them to Christ ; and

he used to compare those who came into Christianity out of

heathenism enriched with the doctrines of the philosophers

to the children of Israel who came into Canaan laden with

the spoil of the Egyptians.

About the time of his emergence from Manichaeism he

transferred his abode from Carthage to Rome. So opposed

was this to the wishes of his mother, who feared for him the

temptations of the capital, that it was only by practising

1 V. 7.

VOL. vn. 34
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on her a cruel deception that he was able to get away. She

prayed against his going, yet, by not answering this prayer,

as Augustine characteristically observes, God was answering

all the prayers of her lifetime ; for, when her son directed his

course towards Italy, he was unawares on the way to meet

the redeeming influence of his life. He was not long in Rome
before he received an enviable appointment in Milan, then

the second capital of Italy and an imperial residence. The

Bishop of Milan, at the time, was St. Ambrose—one who is

now reckoned, along with St. Augustine, among the four

greatest teachers of the Latin Church. He is best remem-

bered perhaps for his eminent service to the praise of the

Church ; but he was, besides, an eloquent preacher and a

solid teacher. Augustine was introduced to him and at once

fell under his fascination. At first, indeed, he confesses,

he went to hear him preach on account of the eloquence of

his delivery and the elegance of his Latinity ; but soon he

was enthralled with the truth itself. From Ambrose he

obtained a view of Christianity and an interpretation of the

Scriptures with which his intellect was satisfied ; and in no

long time he was thoroughly convinced that the teaching of

the Church was the truth of God.

Thus the half of his conversion may be said to have been

accomplished. Yet the decisive step had still to be taken.

His intellect was satisfied, but the bondage of his senses to

lust was as unbroken as ever. His mother had joined him

at Milan, and she started a project of marriage, to which he

assented, and he sent back to Africa the woman who had been

the companion of his guilty life. The marriage, however,

could not take place for two years on account of the youth

of the bride ; and in the interval he miserably fell into a

connexion of the same kind as that from which he had

escaped.

This is the darkest blot on the record of St. Augustine;
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and to us the astonishing thing, betraying how undeveloped

was the morality of the age, is that he seems to have had no

idea what he owed to the mother of his son. Now he expe-

rienced in all its violencethe struggle, described in the seventh

of Romans, between the law in the members and the law

of the mind, and felt all the bitterness and shame of knowing

to do right and yet doing it not. His conversion became, in

short, a stand-up fight between a deep-seated, besetting

sin on the one hand and the law of God and the attraction

of Christ on the other.

The final passages in the struggle are of absorbing inter-

est. Milan, full of Ambrose's influence, was a place where

remarkable religious decisions were taking place, and Augus-

tine could not but hear of them. His soul was shaken and

he burned to imitate them
;
yet he could not make up his

mind. His miserable prayer, he says, was, " Grant me
chastity and continency—but not yet." " To Thee," he

says again, " showing me on every side that what thou

saidst was true, I, convicted by the truth, had nothing to

reply but, ' Presently, lo, presently ; oh, leave me a little

while ; but ' presently, presently ' had no present, and my
' leave me a little while ' went on for a long while."

One day a friend, who held high office in the Emperor's

court, was calling on him and expressed surprise at seeing

a volume of St. Paul's Epistles lying on the table. When
Augustine confessed that he was now a reader of such

literature, the man, who was a Christian, began to testify

to his Saviour, and especially to describe the case of two

feUow-ofiicials, who had recently, in very trying circum-

stances, given up all for Christ. As he listened, Augustine

was overwhelmed with shame, remembering in how many
ways the Spirit of God had striven with him, and with what

trivial pleas he had stifled his convictions. When the visitor

had departed, he threw himself in a tumult of emotion on
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Alypius, a friend who lived with him and who had been

passing through an experience not unlike his own, crying :

" What is wrong with us ? What is this ? Didst thou

hear what he said ? The unlearned are taking heaven by

force, and we, with our learning, but wanting heart—see

where we wallow in flesh and blood."

'

There was a garden behind the house into which he

rushed, followed by Aljrpius, and there, casting himself down,

he resigned himself to the tumult of emotion. The hour

had come ; and it was as if the powers of heaven and hell

were contending for his soul. " Lo," he says, " I said men-

tally, Let it be done now. And, as I spoke, I all but came to

a resolve, I all but did it, yet I did it not. Yet fell I not

back into my old condition, but took up my position hard by

and drew breath. And I tried again, and wanted but very

little of reaching it, and somewhat less, and then aU but

touched and grasped it ; and yet came not at it, hesitating

to die unto death and live unto life. And the very moment

that I was to become another man, the nearer it approached

me, the greater horror did it strike into me ; but it did not

strike me back nor turn me aside, but kept me in suspense." ^

At length, feeling himself about to give way to a rush of

tears, he rose from Al3rpius' side and moved away to a remote

part of the garden ; but, as he went, he heard, from a neigh-

bouring house the voice of a boy or girl, saying, perhaps in

some game, " Take up and read, take up and read "
! In

his excitement it sounded to him as a divine command to

take up and read the Epistle of St Paul, with which he had

been occupied. Returning at once, he took up the roll, when

the first words on which his eyes fell were these :
" Let us

walk honestly as in the day ; not in rioting and drunkenness,

not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying

;

but put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision

^ viii. 8. ^ viii. 11.
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for the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof." ^ This Scripture, it

will be observed, struck straight at his besetting sin : and,

as has happened so often in other cases, the sword of the

Spirit proved to be the weapon needed to cut the cords

asunder ; they fell at his feet, and he stepped out of his bonds

forever. Not only did he at once feel release, but the peace

of God which passeth all understanding flowed into his soul

;

and he returned to the house, to make his mother happy with

the news.

Fortunately the autumn holidays of the institution in

which he was a lecturer were at hand, and he retired to a

ountry-house, at the foot of the Alps, placed at his

disposal by an acquaintance, accompanied by a number of

young men, who had apparently been swept into the king-

dom in his wake ; and there he stayed for six months in

heavenly communion, occupied with the study of Scrip-

ture and literary composition ; for he had resolved to give

up the rhetorician's trade.

At the end of this delightful interval, he was baptized by

Ambrose, along with his son Adeodatus and his friend

Aljrpius ; and immediately thereafter, he set out with them

and his mother for his native Africa. But at Ostia, the port

at which they were to embark, he lost his beloved mother.

She had obtained the desire of her heart, and had nothing left

to live for. Her son tells of a conversation they had at

Ostia, before she was seized with the fever of which she died.

Leaning out of the window of the house of entertainment at

which they were lodged, they spoke long and pleasantly

about the past and the wonderful goodness of God. Augus-

tine began to confess how he had tried her, but she would

not allow that he had ever been anything but kind. Then

their thoughts took a higher flight, and they spoke so inti-

mately of the enjoyments and glories of heaven that they

^ Rom. xiii. 13, 14.
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could scarcely believe they were not in that place of bliss.

Within a week she had actually passed to the better country,

and Augustine had to set forth alone to face the great future

that lay before him.

James Stalker.

PAULINISM AND THE RELIGION OF JESUS.

The true criterion of any religion or system of thought is the

effect it produces upon its followers. And in the case of the

Religion of Jesus this line of evidence is aU the more essential

because it is the evidence to which He HimseK trusted.

Jesus HimseK wrote no book. He never, so far as we learn

from the Gospel narratives, made any attempt to present

His teaching in systematized form. He was content to

implant certain seed-thoughts and truths in the minds and

hearts of his immediate followers, and leave them to ger-

minate and develop there. The disciples of Jesus thus

became in a very special sense His witnesses, to whom the

future proclamation and propagation of His religion were

intrusted, and any attempt to estimate in what the real

significance of Jesus' Religion lay must necessarily start

from their testimony.

Amongst these witnesses, the Apostle Paul occupies an

outstanding, if not the outstanding place. True, it may

at once be said that St. Paul was not himself one of the

original Twelve, nor even a personal companion of Jesus.

But this, so far from being an objection, rather tells the

other way. Historical personages and events are as a rule

best understood not by those who stand immediately under

their shadow, but by those who, while furnished with

adequate knowledge, are able to look at them as it were from

the outside, and under circumstances favourable to an

impartial judgment. And from this point of view where
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can we find a better witness than St. Paul ? His conversion

took place at most within a very few years after the death

of Jesus, and he consequently had the opportunity of free

intercourse with those who had been Jesus' own contem-

poraries ; while, on the other hand, the whole course of his

previous training and mode of life made it imperative for

him to ascertain in what the secret of Jesus really lay.

Nor is this all, but we are in possession of altogether

unexampled means of discovering what the views of St. Paul

regarding the religion of His Master were. If, as Goethe

puts it somewhere, the best memorial a man can leave behind

him is a letter, in the letters of St, Paul we have memorials

of the most trustworthy and convincing kind regarding his

influence and thought. The day has happily gone by when

the authenticity of by far the greater part of the Pauline

Epistles can be seriously attacked. With the exception of

the Pastorals, which stand on a somewhat different footing,

practically all are accepted by such outstanding critics as

Professor Harnack in Germany and Sir William Ramsay

amongst ourselves. And we are also now able—largely

through the labours of the same scholars—to accept as

genuine historical documents the corresponding and supple-

mentary narratives of the Book of Acts. And the general

result is, that not only is St. Paul himself " the most lumin-

ous personaUty in the history of primitive Christianity

"

(Harnack), but that what for convenience we are accus-

tomed to describe as Paulinism—Christianity seen through

St. Paul's eyes, and interpreted by St. Paul's thought

—

is better known to us than any other type of teaching

in the apostohc age.

On the correspondmg influence that Paulinism has

exerted—on the impress that it made not only on the

Apostle's own times, but on the whole succeeding life and

thought of the Church—it is imnecessary to dwell. It is
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reflected in our creeds. It has been the inspiring cause of

our principal religious movements and reformations. Men

like St. Augustine or like Luther have been " unable to

find a religion in Christ until they have entered by Paul's

door." And we have only to trace to their source the

language, the expressions, of which we make use in giving

utterance to our own deepest reUgious convictions to discover

how largely St. Paul is responsible for them.

This very fact, however, that St. Paul has exerted such a

commanding influence in the past history of Christendom

inevitably raises the question as to how far this influence

is justified. And the question is all the more urgent, be-

cause of the attitude that is so frequently taken up at the

present time with reference to it.

Thus we are all familiar with the contention that the

Religion of Jesus, instead of being helped, has rather been

hindered by this close association with St. Paul, and that

not till it shakes itself free from the " burden of Paul" can

it make its true power felt. " Back to Jesus " is the cry

—

" Back from the subtleties and dogmas of the disciple to the

simple and direct teaching of the Master."

Or, conversely, we are asked to see in St. Paul, and not in

Jesus, the real founder of Christianity. The " gospel " on

which the Apostle so prided himself, and which even in his

own days was regarded as " another," has, so we are told,

no real roots in the Person or Words of the historic Jesus :

its " kernel " lies " elsewhere." And as the latest and

most outspoken exponent of this view. Professor Wrede,

does not hesitate even to say, as compared with Jesus, St.

Paul has " exercised beyond all doubt the stronger—not the

better—influence . . . He has thrust that greater Person

whom he meant only to serve, utterly into the background
"

{Paul, Eng. Tr. p. 180).

An attitude such as this, so fearless, so incisive, and at
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the same time so utterly subversive of what we have been

accustomed to regard as the true relation between Jesus

and His foremost follower, has naturally called forth a

number of replies. And writers of the more " advanced

or " hberal " school in Germany—such as Kolbing/ A.

Meyer,^ and Jiilicher^—have hastened to join hands with

the veteran Professor Kaftan* and others in repudiating

the existence of any such deep and impassable gulf between

Jesus and Paul as Wrede thinks he has discovered.

Upon the different arguments they have advanced, or the

different methods in which, while admitting real and im-

portant differences, they have sought to estabhsh essential

agreement between Paulinism and the Religion of Jesus,

it is impossible to enter just now. It would involve us in

endless technicalities, and after all perhaps not carry us very

far, for it is obvious that a full solution of the problem can

only be reached after agreement has been arrived at as to

what is really involved in the teaching of Jesus on the one

hand, and in the teaching of Paul on the other, and then a

detailed examination of the points of likeness and unlike-

ness that have thus emerged. But it may perhaps help

you to put yourselves at the proper point of view for ap-

proaching the study and discussion of this question, which

after all is a question not merely of great historic and literary

interest, but of immense practical significance, if I try

to bring before you one or two considerations of a general

kind that have an important bearing upon it.

1. In itself there is nothing unreasonable in the fact that

out of the fundamental truths of the Religion of Jesus

—

truths, remember, in which His Life as well as His Words

^ Die geistige Einwirkung der Person Jesu auf Paulus (1906).

* Wer hat das Christentum hegriindet, Jesus oder Paulus ? (1907).

' Paulus und Jesus (1907), one of the Religionsgeschichtliche Volksbiicher

like Wrede's Paulus (1905).
* Jesus und Paulus (1906).
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have a place—St. Paul constructed a definite and systematic

exposition of thought.

On the contrary, such an exposition was from the nature

of the case inevitable. Men must think out—interpret

—

the varied bearings of the religious truths on which their

faith rests, if that faith is to continue to have any real

hold over them. And not until they have tried to under-

stand so far as is possible the nature of the relation in which

Jesus stands to God on the one hand and to mankind on the

other, can they hope to realize the full character of the work

He has accomplished. Or, to express this in the language of

Theology, no sooner have we grasped the meaning and

extent of Jesus' claims on our allegiance, than a theory of

His Person, a Christology, entitling Him to make such

claims, must follow. And this Christology carries with it

in its turn a Soteriology, or doctrine of the redemption, which

by His Death and Resurrection He has effected.

The fact, then, that St. Paul, in a sense which I shall define

more exactly directly, is a theologian cannot in itseK be

made any real ground of complaint against him. It may

be that his early Rabbinical training shows itself at times

in a style of argument which we have great difficulty in

following ; and that, at other times, the controversies in

which he was engaged, and which are so clearly reflected in

his Epistles, have led to a certain sharpness of definition

which would otherwise have been wanting. But the broad

fact remains, that in placing the ReHgion of Jesus on a

reasoned basis, he has given us a constructive scheme of

Christian thought, without which that Religion could not

have continued to assert its supremacy over the mind as well

as over the heart of man.

Nor in this connexion is it without significance to notice

that in so doing St. Paul was only carrying out and

developing a tendency of which we have already traces in
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the teaching of the original Apostles. The sermons and

speeches, for example, of the first haK of the Book of Acts

are by no means so untheological as many would have us to

believe. And it is surely a pertinent inquiry to ask those

who are so fond of magnifying the pecuUarities of St. Paul's

doctrinal system to explain how it was that, after undoubted

difficulty and much discussion, his teaching in the main was

ultimately accepted and approved by the " pillars " of the

Church at Jerusalem.

" There is no historical fact," says so great a master of

historical inquiry as Professor Harnack, " more certain than

that the Apostle Paul was not, as we might perhaps expect,

the first to emphasize so prominently the significance of

Christ's death and resurrection, but that in recognising

their meaning he stood exactly on the same ground as

the primitive community " {What is Christianity ? p. 153).

And again
—

" It was, indeed, no insignificant circumstance

that men in whose ears every word of their master's was

still ringing, and in whose recollection the concrete features

of his personality were still a vivid memory—that these

faithful disciples should recognise a pronouncement to be

true which in important points seemed to depart from the

original message and portended the downfall of the religion

of Israel" {ibid. p. 179).

2. We must not, however, in approaching the study of

St. Paul's teaching think of him only or even principally

as a theologian. Though he was Paul the thinker, he was

and remained Paul the man. And only as we regard the

truths he taught in the light of his owti personal rehgious

experience can we hope to understand either him or them.

The point, self-obvious as it seems, is too often forgotten.

Wrede, for example, in the book to which I have already

referred, while rightly denying that we can describe Paul

as a theologian in the modern sense of the word, insists
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emphatically that " the religion of the apostle is theological

through and through : his theology is his religion "
(p. 76).

And we all know how frequently in the ordinary text-books

on Paul and Paulinism the man himself—the eager, pas-

sionate, living man, whose whole self throbs in every word

he writes—is apt to be lost sight of in endless discussions

on the exact meaning or bearing of this or that doctrine •

whereas, nowhere more than in St. Paul's case does the old

maxim hold true :
" pectus facit theologum." Only as we

get at the heart of the man can we hope to get at the heart

of his teaching. Or, to invert Wrede's phrase : "his religion

is his theology."

The central fact in St. Paul's religion, and consequently

in the future development of his religious thought, is of

course the outstanding event in his life, which wejcommonly

call his conversion, as caused by the appearance to him of

the Risen Lord on the Damascus road. And whatever view

is taken of that appearance, whether it is regarded as

subjective or as objective, or better, as both subjective and

objective—subjectivewhenviewed in its effect upon St. Paul's

own mind, and objective because that effect was caused by

no hallucination but by a real manifestation of Jesus in

what the Apostle afterwards calls " the body of His glory
"

(Phil. iii. 21)—I say whatever the exact view taken of that

appearance, as a simple matter of historical fact it changed

St. Paul. Henceforth he was literally a " new man "

—

influenced by new feelings, dominated by new impulses,

looking at all truth from a new point of view, so that it is

not going too far to say with Holtzmann, that St. Paul's

entire system of doctrine or teaching—his Lehrbegriff—
" simply means the exposition of the content of his conver-

sion." ^ Or, in the words of a recent English writer, Mr.

^ Holtzmann's words are :
" Sein ganzer Lehrbegriff . . . bedeutet

einfach die Explication des Inhalts der Bekehrung, die Systematisirung
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Bernard Lucas, which I gladly quote, if only for the sake

of recommending to you his fresh and suggestive study of

Paulinism pubhshed under the title of The Fifth Gospel :

" The Gospel of Paul is an interpretation of the life and

work of Jesus, based upon the revelation to him of Jesus

as the risen Christ ... It cannot be too strongly emphasised

that it was a fact and not a theory, experience and not

argument, which revolutionised his thought" (pp. 15,

63).

3. But if so, we see how inevitable it was that St. Paul's

main interest should centre in this Risen, this Glorified

Christ, who had appeared to him, and in union with whom
he was conscious that his own life was henceforth lived.

He began, in fact, first where the older Apostles ended.

They, starting from their experience, saw in the Death and

Resurrection of Jesus the crowning of the whole of the

earthly life they themselves had been privileged to witness.

But St. Paul, to whom no such earthly acquaintance had

been granted, starting in his turn from his experience, saw

in Jesus first and foremost a Heavenly Being, the " image "

(2 Cor. iv. 4, Col. i. 15) of God, who had come down from

heaven to suffer and to die.

The problem that St. Paul had to face—and this alone

makes his experience so important for ourselves—was What

could this Risen Christ do for one who had never seen Him

upon earth, or at any rate who had never been one of His

personal followers during His earthly ministry ? And his

answer was that He could do all and more than all that the

historic Jesus had done. " He was still a living Personal

Power, still the source of healing, righteousness, and life to

all who would trust Him ; that is the truth of which the

doctrine of justification by faith is the theological expres-

der Christophanie. Das ist die Grosse und das ist die Schwache der Sache "

(Neuteat. Theologie, ii. p. 205).
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sion." ^ For, just as while He was upon earth Jesus ex-

tended His saving ministry to all who showed " faith " in

Him, even so a corresponding faith was still rewarded by

the assurance that the believer was " in Christ," and conse-

quently, as the result of this union, and not as leading up to

it, placed within the sphere of God's forgiveness and justify-

ing love.

It would have been interesting to try and show how the

other great Pauline doctrines of adoption, of sanctification,

of future salvation, are but varying theological expressions

of this great personal experience looked at from different

points of view. But that would carry as too far from our

immediate purpose. And it must be sufficient to empha-

sise that it was the consciousness of the change that had

been wrought in his own life, and that affected his whole

life, that afterwards made it so impossible for St. Paul in his

teaching to dissociate the objective redemption in which his

gospel centred from the new life in which that redemption

found expression. The crude divorce between religion

and morality with which we are so familiar nowadays,

and for which Paulinism is sometimes held responsible,

was certainly unknown to its author. Not less strenuously

than his Master does he insist that it is not the mere " word

of hearing " that constitutes " the believer," but the word

" doing its work," or better " through its Divine inherent

power being made to work " (o? Kal evepyeiTat, 1 Thess.

ii. 13) within the heart. And so far, therefore, from faith

being with him " at bottom belief in a dogma," as Wrede

asserts (p. 164), Jiilicher is nearer the mark, when he finds

in it a convenient contraction to describe the whole life

as it is lived in Christ with the consequent victory over the

lusts of the flesh, or, in a word, a convertible term with

holiness (cf. Paulus und Jesus, p. 21).

^ Lock, (Si. Paul, the Master-Builder, p. 69 f., a discussion to which the

whole of this section is much indebted.
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4. While, however, in virtue of the nature of his own
experience—an experience, I repeat, which is also in its

own degree ours—the Risen and Glorified Christ is the centre

of the whole of the Apostle's theological and ethical teaching,

this is very far indeed from saying that the Jesus of history

has no interest for him.

It is perfectly true that the references in the Pauline

Epistles to the facts of the earthly life and ministry of Jesus

are by no means so numerous as we might naturally perhaps

have expected. But this arises not only from the Apostle's

overwhelming interest in the living Lord, to which reference

has already been made so often, but to the fact that these

Epistles were addressed to Christian communities and indi-

viduals whose knowledge of the more elementary truths

could be taken for granted, and who consequently were in

need not so much of instruction as of confirmation and

edification in the faith.

Nor is this all, but the references that do exist are of such

a nature as to show us that St. Paul could have told us a

great deal more had it lain within his immediate purpose

to do so. When, for example, he refers to Jesus' being

born of a human mother, to His Jewish origin, to His Davidic

descent, to His circumcision, to His brethren, of whom one

was James, to the poverty of His early surroundings, it is

obvious that he had more than a vague knowledge of what

these early surroundings were. And consequently when

we pass to the closing scenes, which from their still deeper

significance bulked so largely in his thoughts, it is not sur-

prising to find that, even if other sources of information were

no longer available, we could still gather from the Pauline

writings alone a wonderfully clear impression of how the

Saviom-'s last hours on earth were spent—His betrayal. His

Crucifixion, His Death and His Burial. While, as regards

the Resurrection, it is to the same source that we owe not
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only the earliest, but in a sense the completest record of

the appearances of the Risen Lord, before He finally ascended

from the earth (I Cor. xv. 5 ff.).

Other evidence that points in the same direction are

the references—few but unmistakable—which St. Paul

makes to the words or teaching of Jesus, and, more important

still, the striking manner in which the whole portraiture

of the meek, the sinless, the loving Christ of the Epistles

presupposes and rests upon just such a personality as is

brought before us in the Gospels. These Gospels in their

present form were of course not available for St. Paul,

But he may well have had in his possession certain written

records of the words and deeds of Jesus, such as are

pointed to in St. Luke's preface, while his knowledge was

undoubtedly supplemented by personal intercourse with the

original Apostles.^

Attempts indeed have been made by Wrede and others

to explain St. Paul's picture of Jesus as due not to the

impression made upon his mind by the account of Jesus'

actual character and words, as to certain Jewish conceptions

regarding the Messiah which had been familiar to him in his

pre-Christian days, and were afterwards transferred by

him to the Christ of his faith. But the evidence appealed

to in support of these alleged parallels is utterly inadequate

to bear the weight laid upon it. And while I am, of course,

^ Resch in his elaborate work Der Paulinismua und die Logia Jesu (Leip-

zig, 1904) is of opinion that immediately after his conversion Paul came

into possession, perhaps at the hands of Ananias, of a primitive Gospel,

the Hebrew Logia of Jesus, and that this was his constant companion

during the three years' solitude in Arabia (p. 533 f.). The conjecture is

more interesting than convincing, as is the case also with many of the paral-

lels that its author seeks to establish between the language of the Pauline

writings and the discourses of Jesus. The whole question of the Testimony

of St. Paul to Christ may be most conveniently studied in Canon Knowling's

judicious Boyle Lectures published under that title (1905), with their

wealth of bibliographical references. See also the valuable monographs by

P. Peine, Jesus Christus und Paulus (Leipzig, 1902), and M. Goguel, L'Apotre

Paul et Jesus-Christ (Paris, 1904).
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very far indeed from denying that St. Paul frequently

clothed his teaching in forms suggested to him by his old

Jewish training, for the essential contents of his thought we

must look, not to any dead system of ideas, but to an historic

personality—the Jesus of Nazareth, of whom His opponents

said that He was " dead," but " whom Paul affirmed to be

alive " (Acts xxv. 19).

" Jesus is Lord "—that is the central, the dominant note

of all St. Paul's life and thought. As the Risen Lord, who

appeared to him on the Damascus road, appeared under the

human name of Jesus (an interesting confirmation of the

historical character of the whole narrative), so with all his

after-sense of dependence upon the Christ of experience, the

Apostle saw ever behind that glorified and heavenly Being

the Christ of history, the religious significance of whose life

and death His resurrection had first made clear. And it is

further highly significant of this need that St. Paul himself

felt of an historical basis to his creed, that in the most

spiritual of all his Epistles he reminds his readers that

thus only can they truly "learn Christ," according as

they have been taught " even as the truth is in Jesus

"

(Eph. iv. 20 £.).

In his Saint Paul, in which he analyses with such mar-

vellous insight the feelings and longings of the great Apostle,

Frederic Myers goes too far when he represents Paul as

regretting that an actual companionship with Jesus upon

earth had been denied to him

—

Oh to have watched thee through the vineyards wander,

Pluck the ripe ears, and into evening roam I

—

Followed, and known that in the twilight yonder

Legions of angels shone about thy home !

Of any such desire the Apostle himself never gives the

slightest trace. On the contrary, whatever the exact

meaning of the much disputed words, all such outward

VOL. vn. 35
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knowledge of Christ " after the flesh " seems to hira a very

small thing indeed as compared with the new knowledge

" in Christ," which is his chiefest glory and hope (cf . 2 Cor.

V. 16 f.). But this is very far indeed from saying that St.

Paul did not constantly look towards the historic Jesus, or

that his faith was of the vague, subjective character that it is

sometimes represented to have been. The indwelluig Christ

was for him no empty abstraction, but a real Person, freed

from all those limitations by which He had been encom-

passed dinging His sojourn " in the flesh," and able to make

His Divine power universally felt. And it is just " from

this Ultimate blending of history and faith, of the subjective

and objective in his mind " that St. Paul's theology resulted •

" in this combination lies its distinguishing feature." ^

We need not, then—to come back to the point from which

we started—have any fear that, in approaching the study

of Paulinism, we run the risk of being influenced by one

who substituted for the religion of Jesus an unauthorised

gospel of his own. St. Paul was not, in Deissmann's happy

phrase, " the second after Jesus, but the fijst ' in Christ '
"

;

and if, in certain respects, his gospel differs from the gospel

of the other Apostles, it is only because he has entered more

fully into the mind, the whole mind of Christ. To him

" Christ is all, and in all " (Col. iii. 11). And so far from

glorying in " persuasive words of wisdom " (1 Cor. ii. 4), his

one ambition is to interpret to the world the Incarnate and

Risen Lord, whom first of all he has discovered for himself.

Therefore, not " Away from Paul and back to Jesus,"

but rather, as one of his recent apologists puts it, " Back

through Paul to Jesus and to God." "^

George Milligan.

» Sabatier, The Apostle Paul, Eng. Tr. p. 85.

* A. Meyer, Wer hat das Christentiim begriindet, Jesus oder Paulua

p. 104.
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THE CAREFULNESS OF LUKE THE PROPHET.

Professor Harnack, whose candour and straightforward-

ness of mind in the best sense of those words have always

been the admiration of his readers, says of St. Luke that

" there is scarcely another writer in the New Testament who

is so careless a historian as he.^ He must indeed be called

an artist in language, but in regard to his subject-matter, in

chapter after chapter, where he is not an eye-witness, he

affords gross instances of carelessness, and often of complete

confusion in the narrative." He then proceeds to give

instances.

I propose to submit some passages in the Acts, whether

describing scenes of which he was an eye-witness or not

(and on this question my sure conviction that St. Luke was

Silas prevents me just now from agreeing with him), which

to the patient examiner exhibit signs of a most unusual

and careful elaboration. The formulated results of this

examination, which was made long before Professor Har-

nack's work appeared, have not a little to do with the ques-

tion of whether Luke was " a careful historian " in the sense

of Professor Harnack's statement, which, taken apart from

the context to which I refer the reader, might appear to be a

much more sweeping statement than he probably intends

it to be. Most readers would be disposed to group the

instances quoted by him as minor discrepancies, slight

omissions, iterations, anticipations, abbreviations in detail.

But the present point is whether the " carelessness " of the

historian is to be strictly limited to his statements of detailed

occurrence in particular scenes and so amounts to nothing

more than incomplete description, or, on the other hand,

extends to a carelessness of writing, apart from the artistic

merit that the critic has rightly attributed to St. Luke.

^ Luke the Physician, p. 112.
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It will appear that there is a balance of carefulness against

the carelessness that has to be taken into account, and that

moreover throws a light upon the innermost mind of St.

Luke which can only lead us to further results of great im-

portance bearing on the question of the authorship of "Acts."

Let us first take the three accounts of the " Conversion "

of St. Paul, which happen to be the first of the instances

mentioned by Professor Harnack, who adds :
" Here the

narrator alone is to blame, for he possessed only one account."

It must be remembered that the " conversion " of Saul is

a term which has no scriptural authority as applied to the

great occiu-rence on the road to Damascus. St. Paul so

far from applying it to himself gives no account of the event

in his Epistles. And in one way it is an objectionable term,

in that it implies that St. Paul was once converted from a

sinful life. What St. Paul is reported as saying is that he

" was exceedingly mad against " the saints, when " I lived

according to the strictest sect of our rehgion, a Pharisee,"

" being zealous for God, even as ye all are this day." His

persecution of the saints is a proof of zeal, not of sinfulness.

His own consciousness of sin is quite apart from his having

been a persecutor before baptism. He " is not fit to be

called an Apostle because he persecuted the Church of

God " (1 Cor. XV. 9), not however because that was " sin"

at the time, but because it was madness or misdirected zeal,

" being more exceedingly zealous for the traditions of my

fathers " (Gal. i. 14). The amazing contrast was indeed

a complete turning round (Gal. i. 23) or conversion, but it

was not so much a confession of previous sin as of previous

insanity or error. The Apostle's self-reproaches of sinful-

ness in Romans vii. have no particular relation to his life

before the occurrence.

However, it must next be observed that whatever fitness

belongs to the term " conversion " in St. Paul's case, the same
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is held by St. Luke to belong to the term in St. Peter's case.

St, Paul was " converted " in Acts ix. because St. Peter

was to be " converted " in Acts x. Let this not be misun-

derstood. Both events were historical and both, I believe,

have been truly described by St. Luke. There was a parallel-

ism in fact, and St. Luke has set forth this parallelism in

history. Neither the description in Acts ix. nor that in Acts

X. has been composed in order to make history ; neither of

them is a fiction for purposes other than the diffusion of the

truth. The parallelism of the Acts is a fact and not a

fancy,^—a fact of critical importance,—but the reasons of it

and the consequences of it generally do not now concern

us more closely than the particular observation that Acts ix.

is parallel to Acts x. It must suffice here to say that the

predisposition of St. Luke's mind exhibited in the parallel-

ism which he has drawn between St. Peter and St. Paul is

abundantly illustrated in the pages of the New Testament.

It is illustrated in the resemblance of events in one apostle's

life and events in another's : in the resemblance of events

in the Ufe of the Master and that of the disciple (for instance,

" Talitha, arise," Luke viii. 54, and " Tabitha, arise," Acts

ix. 40 ; and the words on the Cross compared with those of

Stephen at his death) ; in the resemblance of the historic

occurrence and the prophetic prediction ; in the resemblance

of the New Testament chain of events and the Old Testa-

ment chain of events.

The latter is the most wonderful of all these kinds. If I

were asked what was the most marvellous thing, apart

from the Beauty of Holiness, in the whole Bible, I should

have no hesitation in saying that it was the coincidence

between the names in Joshua in the Greek Old Testament

and the names in the map of Macedonia.^ This coincidence,

^ St. Luke the Prophet, p. 319.

^ See Expositor, 1901 ; St. Luke the Prophet, eh. ii.
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which is gathered from the pages of " Acts," but only re-

motely indicated by St. Luke, is marvellous, undeniable,

unique, antecedently incredible, unaccountable except on

the supposition of the accuracy of the travel-document,

and at the same time altogether consistent with the other

features of St. Luke's writing.

It is time that we came to close quarters with St. Luke's

report of the " conversion " of Saul. It is written, not only

with a sense of parallelism with the Old Testament, but

upon the framework of a certain chapter of Daniel.

St. Peter's conversion is directly stated to have been due

to an ecstasy or state of trance, superinduced, physically

speaking, by fasting (Acts x. 10). The question naturally

arises whether the physical state of Saul on the road to

Damascus was not equally one of ecstasy.^ To some persons

it may appear incredible that the persecuting Pharisee,

however faint and weary with the heat of the midday sun

and the fatigue of travel, could have fallen into a trance.

Such persons would assuredly be disposed to say, as the

men of old time " said one to another. Is Saul also among the

prophets? Therefore it became a proverb" (1 Sam. x.

11, 12), But is it so unlikely that a state of trance which

was habitual with the prophets—of this there is no doubt

whatever—would not befall one who at that time was not

himself a prophet ? Does any student of the physiology

of trance venture to say that a condition would not in the

circumstances given in this particular case account for St.

Luke's language, which we, for convenience, may fairly

sum up in the statement that a trance or ecstasy feU upon

Saul as it fell upon Peter at Joppa ? The Greek Bible was

known at that time to Saul, and he would be especially

versed in the history of his namesake, Saul, son of Kish.

^ This question is partly discussed in St. Luke the Prophet, p. 343 ff.,

but the following parallelism with Daniel had not been noticed by me then.
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The words in 1 Samuel x. 2 would be present to his mind,
" The Lord hath anointed thee for his inheritance to be a

ruler" : he was in fact charged with a High Commission to

deal with certain sectaries accused of blasphemy. Acts xxvi.

1 1 implies this, which, however, is proved on other grounds.

His destined " inheritance " seemed then to him to be " Israel

after the flesh " (1 Cor. x. 18 ; Eph. ii. 11 ; Rom. ix. 3). How
little did he dream then of its fulfilment in the " inheritance

of the saints in light " (Eph. i. 18 ; Col. i. 12) ! Then, further,

he knew that it had been foretold of Saul, the son of Kish,

that " the Spirit of the Lord shall leap upon thee, and thou

shalt prophesy with them, and shalt be turned into another

man." It is a common way of speaking that prophecies

tend to their own fulfilment, and it seems to be credible

that this prophecy so tended in this case of the second Saul

of the tribe of Benjamin. I do not find more than two

traces of the narrative of 1 Samuel x. underljdng the narra-

tive of Acts, but these are worth noting. " It shall come to

pass, when these signs shall have come upon thee, do all

things that thy hand findeth to do, for God is with thee

. . . and I ivill tell thee what thou shalt do''^ (1 Sam. x. 7, 8).

In Acts ix. 6 Jesus says to Saul, " Enter into the city, audit

shall he told thee what thou must do'''' (ix. 16), " for I will shew

him how many things he must suffer (compare Acts xxii. 10).

And the other trace is in the single but volume-speaking

word, also of Jesus, to him (Acts xxvi. 18), " that theyshould

receive remission of sins and an inheritance among the

saints by faith that is in me."

This, however, is only by the way, except that it illus-

trates the profound permeation of St. Luke's mind with the

phraseology of the Old Testament, such as no Gentile could

ever have obtained. It is, I respectfully think, an omission

of Professor Harnack's, that he has passed so very hghtly

over the question of St. Luke's (alleged) Gentile origin.
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We come now to the passage of Daniel x., which underlies

Acts ix., xxii., and xxvi., and it will appear to be a plain

conclusion from the comparison of Acts with its original

that the writer of Acts believed that a trance " leapt upon "

Saul on the way to Damascus. The account in Daniel is

abridged here.

LXX. of Daniel x,

(2) In those days I Daniel was

mourning three weeks.

(3) I ate no pleasant food,

and meat and wine entered not

into my mouth.

(4) I was at the brink of the

great river Tigris.

(5) And I lifted up my eyes

and saw, and, behold, a man . . .

and from his waist was light.

(6) Like brass lightening forth

(7) And I saw this great

vision (Spaaiv LXX, oTrraalav

Theodotion), and the men that

were with me saio not this vision,

and great fear fell upon them.

(8) And I was left alone and
. . . there was not left in me
any strength.

(9) And / heard not the voice

of his speaking {tt)v <pwvrju XoXtSj

avTov) : for I had fallen on my
face upon the earth. (So LXX,
but Theodotion has, " and / heard

the voice of his words, and in my
hearing of him {avrod) I was dum-
founded . . ." {Ka.Tavevvyixivo%.)

(10) And, behold, he led forth

a hand to me (x^tpa -KpoarfYayi

/j.ol) and raised me upon my
knees (ijyeipi ne eirt rwi' yovdroji')

Acts ix. 3 foil., xxii. 6 foil.,

xxvi. 12 foil,

ix. He was three days without

sight, and he ate not nor drank.

ix. As he drew near to Damas-
cus there lightened round him
(wepLrjffTpatpev <pws) (also xxii.) a, light

from heaven.

xxvi. the heavenly vision

{dTrraaig,).

ix. and the men that journeyed

with him stood speechless hearing

(part) of the voice but seeing no

man {aKotjovre^ /j.ii> rrjs (puivij^ jrqMva

Sk dewpovvres)'

ix. And when his eyes had

been opened he saw nothing.

xxvi. We all fell down to the

earth, I heard . . .

xxvi. 14 j8. Because of the fear,

I alone heard a voice {(puv-^v).

xxii. Saw the light, but heard

not the voice {<pwriv) of him

that spake to me {\a\ovvTos).

ix. And he fell upon the earth

and heard a voice {ijKovaei' (pwv^v).

ix. leading him by the hand

they led him into Damascus

(xetpaYWYoO^rer, SO XXU.).

xxvi. But stand up, and stand
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on to the soles of my jeet (e'rt upon thy feet {avdarriei Kal

(7Tr}dc iirl Toi's 7r65as ffov).

ix. And Saul was raised {fiyepd-n

from the earth.

xxii. Arise {avaffras) and go

unto Damascus, and there it

shall be spoken unto thee of all

things that it hath been com-

manded {riraKTai) thee to do.

xxvi. Unto whom / send thee

as an apostle Attoo-tAXw).

ix. The Lord hath sent me as

an apostle {airiertuXk^v fie).

ix. How many things he must
suffer on behalf of my name.

ix. That thou mayest be filled

with the Holy Ghost.

(11) And he said unto me,

Daniel, thou art a miserable

man : understand the commands

(wpoardyixadLv) that I speak unto

thee, and stand {arrjOt) upon thy

place (but rg o-rdo-et, Theodo-
tion), for now I am sent as an
apostle (aweara\T)v) unto thee.

(12) From the first day thou

didst . . . humble thyself before

the Lord thy God, thy word
was heard, and I entered at (?)

thy word {dcTrfKOov rip p-qixaTL (rov).

(14) I came to slwiu thee

[vwoM^al (Toi) what shall befall.

(15) And the general of the

king of the Persians. . . .

(16) And, behold, as it were
the likeness of a man's hand
touched me on the lips, and I

opened my mouth and spake,

and said to him that stood

before me. Lord.

(19) And as he spake with

me, I became strong (i'o-xi'ca)

and said, Let my Lord speak
;

for he strengthened me [ivlax^crev

Me).

In each successive stage of the narrative in Daniel we can

observe how closely St. Luke has followed his original. The

physical condition of the prophet, the general character

of the light, the effect on those who saw, the subsequent

discourse, the recovery, all present us with the closest fea-

tures of comparison. Two observations will readily occur

to the reader : (1) that the physical effect of the vision in

* For the explanation of this see St. Luke the Prophet, pp. 301 f.

ix. I will show him [vvoM^w)

how great things . . .

ix. To bear my name before

both Gentiles and kings {^aaiXiuv),

ix. And he said. Who art thou,

Lord? (rt's €l, Kvpie;)—so xxii.

and xxvi.

ix. And immediately there

fell from his eyes as it were

scales,^ and he recovered sight

. . . , and having taken food he

became strong {evLffxvdv)-
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Daniel is one of temporary dumbness (see Isa.vi. 5, Dan. x.l6),

—and few will doubt that the Daniel narrative has its origin

in the great vision of Isaiah,—whereas in Acts the contrasted

effect was temporary blindness ; (2) that the vision of Daniel

(Dan. X. 5, 6, 12, 19) is chiefly the origin of that in the Apo-

calypse (Rev. i.)—a fact that has often been pointed out.

There is one remarkable point on which further study is

much to be desired, arising out of Daniel x. 8, "I was left

alone,'''' and it will be appreciated by those who are interested

in the admirable theory of the late Friedrich Blass, whose

loss to the cause of scholarship and New Testament theology

is indeed to be deplored, and whose edition of the Acts in

Greek with a Latin commentary is one of the most important

editions of a book of the New Testament in modern times.

Blass has maintained, with complete cogency as I think,

that the Acts as we have it is the second draft (a), and that

he has recovered the first draft (/3), in many portions

of it at least, from the Bezan MS. and other sources. Now

it is not conceivable that any copyist in copying Acts xxii.

14 should have had his mind preoccupied with Daniel x. 8

or any other passage apart from the Lucan narrative or

narratives, where the word ytiovo? {alone) was written.

There is not much reason to suppose that a copyist desired

to emphasize the fact that Saul alone heard a voice saying

in Hebrew, " Saul, Saul," etc. There is no transcriptional or

doctrinal or other reason apparent why ixovoi^ should have

crept into the text. Therefore it is not improbable that

^6vo^ was always in the first draft of Acts. Now it has

not been observed by Blass, though the idea of the two drafts

/3 and a will always be associated with his name, that the

first draft yS shows many traces of being more in the pro-

phetic manner than a, that, in other words, /3 has been cur-

tailed into a by the omission of remarks which would interest

thoughtful readers of Christian prophecy more than others
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of a later time. And upon reflection we may suppose that

after the great and crowning fulfilment of prophecy in the

catastrophe of 70 a.d. the following years, in the course of

which the " Acts" was composed, would bring with them a

waning interest in prophecy generally, together with an

increased interest in the organziation and order of the Church.^

If it is true, as the present writer is persuaded, that /3 is

more prophetic than a, then the presence in Acts xxvi. 14/3

of iJ.6vo<;, which is derived from Daniel x. 8, but has no par-

ticular necessity in Acts, exactly illustrates the mind of St.

Luke as I conceive it to be. He originally wrote ix6vo<i in

; but later, in the revision of ^ which resulted in a, he

deleted the rhetorical and redundant fi6vo<i together with

the accompanying hia tov (j)6^ov iyco, and thus it happens

that no trace of the underlying Daniel narrative in this line

has been preserved to us in the extant authorities for the

text of Acts except in the cursive 137 at Milan, the Phil-

oxenian S3Tiac, and especially the Stockholm Giant Latin

version, which frequently takes us back to readings of the

fourth century in the Acts, and is therefore in many passages

as good an authority as any existing MS. whatever.^

The very old question of the seeming contradictions of

the three narratives is not one that seems to me to need a

further solution. We can be satisfied ^dth the accounts

in the three chapters of Acts as historical. The question

that is raised about Saul's companions hearing or not hearing

the voice is determined by the mere laws of grammar. To

hear part of a voice is naturally expressed by the genitive

case, that is to hear it indistinctly. To hear a voice is ex-

pressed by the accusative, and this is to hear it directly or

distinctly. The companions did not hear it distinctly in

Acts xxii. 9, and they heard it indistinctly in Acts ix. 7.

1 See St. Luke the Prophet, p. 360 foil.

2 Blass, Acta App., p. 29.
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They saw the hght in xxii. 9, they saw no man in ix. 7.

But yet if any one should ask why the historian should be

so careless of seeming contradiction as to put into one

account the statement on the positive side " heard," and

then into a subsequent account the consistent statement

on the negative side " did not hear," or if it should be asked

why he should trouble to describe the effect upon the com-

panions either way at all, then I think the answer is pro-

vided by the reference to Daniel x. He put these state-

ments because, being true to fact, they corresponded with the

ancient account of Scripture in the Book of Daniel. They

mark its " fulfilment." They were among " the things

which have been brought to their fulfilment among us
"

{toov TreirX'qpo^op'qfxivaiV ev rjfjilv Trpay/jbdrcov, Lukei. 1), and

he is giving here a " description " (S^7;77/o-i?) of them as he

promised to do in the preface to his Gospel.^ Not, indeed,

that the " description " or " report " has the same precise

meaning in this case that it bears in regard to the missionary

journeys of the Apostles, after the conclusion of which the

report was regularly required. But when we consider that

this occasion was the call of the persecutor to be an Apostle

and to be sent (Acts xxvi. 7) as Daniel was sent (Dan. x.

20), and that the original uses the term of apostleship

{aTreaToXrjv, Dan. X. 11) precisely as Ananias speaks of his

own apostleship to Saul (Acts ix. 17), we need not be sur-

prised at the insertion of details that many historians would

have passed over more carelessly than St. Luke, to whom

as a prophet and as companion of St. Paul they were instinct

with the deepest interest. And in fact we observe that

the wavering expression in Acts, conveyed by the two

different constructions of "hearing" Vvdth the genitive and

with the accusative case, follows very closely upon the

wavering effect of the original in Daniel, where we compare

^ St. Luke the Prophet, pp. 35, 42 and index.
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LXX Dan. x. 6, " the voice of his speech was as the voice of

tumult," with 9, " / heard not (rrjv) the voice of his speech"

;

and again, Theodotion, Dan. x. 9, " / heard the voice of his

words and in hearing it {iv ra, uKovaal fxe avTov) I was dum-

founded."

That the vision of Daniel x. is represented as the vision of

a trance and not of a dream, and was so understood by St.

Luke, is beyond all doubt. It is not represented to be a

dream, though in earlier chapters (vii. 2, viii. 2) dreams

are narrated. In the ninth chapter (ix. 21), as the sequel to

a period of fasting (ix. 3), Daniel falls into a trance " and,

behold, the man Gabriel, being caused to fly swiftly, drew

near unto me at the time of the evening oblation." In fact

the Book of Daniel represents " Daniel " in progressive

stages. First, he is a learned young scholar (i. 4, 17); then

he is an interpreter of dreams as a dreamer himself (ii. 19,

etc.); finally he is a prophet subject to the state of trance

(x.-xii.). And one reason why the four concluding chapters

of this book have so profoundly impressed the Christian

prophets, and through them all later students of prophecy,

may very well be that they contain the narrative of

Revelations or Apocalypses given in accordance with the

rules of prophecy established in the first days of the Christian

Church. 1

If any one should be disposed to ask why the close con-

nexion between Acts ix. and Daniel X., if it be not imaginary

but true matter of fact, has never yet been set forth, as I

do not think it has, he has only to realize the other very

extraordinary fact that the Septuagint version of the Book

of Daniel has never been easily accessible until the Cambridge

Old Testament in Greek was pubhshed in 1894, edited

by Dr. Swete. Till then, every Greek Bible contained

Daniel in the Greek not of the LXX but of Theodotion, and

^ See The Christian Prophets, 1900, index.
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this was so much a matter of course that it was not considered

necessary even to draw the reader's attention to this notable

exception. The date of Theodotion's version is still uncer-

tain, but it or a close predecessor of it seems to be decidedly

pre-Christian. The writers of Hebrews and Apocal3rpse

resorted to that version. But the remarkable fact is that St.

Luke in Acts ix. has taken the LXX version and not Theo-

dotion's as his basis. He has done the same with reference

to Acts xxi.-xxiii. and Daniel xi.^ Certainly the pubhcation

of the LXX version of Daniel for English readers has been a

means of illumination. But a great and fascinating puzzle

awaits solution. Who will find out the reason why in times

very soon after the Christian era the LXX version of Daniel

virtually disappeared from view ? Is it possible that it

was suppressed dehberately ? If so, is it possible that it

was suppressed by Jewish controversialists because it ex-

hibited certain remarkable features of Christian " fulfilment

"

of prophecy, the admission of wliich it was thought by them

undesirable to make ? Is it possible that it was also sup-

pressed by the dominant portion of the Church in opposition

to the Montanists, who maintained an exaggerated opinion

of the importance of prophecy in the Church at a time when

its work was practically finished and its usefulness was

extinct ? The natural conclusion of St. Mark's Gospel is

" lost." TertulHan's six books upon Ecstasy were " lost
"

and are still " lost." The sequel to Acts xxviii. is possibly

lost. All these works would have thrown Ught upon

pre-Christian prophecy and Christian prophecy in their

mutual relations. There were reasons why both these

groups of persons might wish to remove traces of the close

connexion between the prophecy of the Old Testament and

the prophecy of the New. Whether and how far those

reasons operated practically is a perplexity of theology,

E. C. Selwyn.

^ See St. Luke the Prophet, pp. 67-74.
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LEXICAL NOTES FROM THE PAPYRI*

XVI.

KToJfiai.—See Thess. on I. iv. 5. A good illustration for

Luke xxi. 19 " you shall win your own selves," as opposed

to " forfeiting self " in ix. 25, may be found in Par P 63

jy i26f. Toy? avOpoiirov^ e/c TrfKiKavrri'^ Karacfydopd^ aprlw^

avaKTco/juevovi, " the population just recovering from so great

a distress " (Mahaffy in PP III p. 28). So we say of a sick

man " He isn't himself yet."

Kvpto<i.
—^The word is very common as an adjective, in

legal sense : we must not give space here. In view of

Lightfoot's remark that Kvpie is not used in prayer to God

before apostohc times by any heathen writer, we may
quote TbP 284^ (i/B.C.) Kal &>? deXei 6 SeKve^Tvvi'i 6 Kvpco<:

^eo? Kara/SijcTOfiaL iX€v6epoo<; = the writer has received an

oracular response.

Xao?.—See Canon Hicks in CR I 42. On PP II 4 rot?

iK KepKerjaio^ \aol<i, Mahaffy remarks, " an ancient and

poetical form for people found both in LXX and in papyri :

cf. XaoKpiTui, judges of natives." LIP 16^ (iii/B.c.) eVetS^

Kal aTrepjci^ovrac ol \aoX to Kepp,a tovto eh aptarov, " since

the natives are working off (?) this small tax as well as they

can." Syll. 89'' @eo(f)cXa XeKevKov yvvr) tm Xaw 'x^aipeiv :

Dittenberger says the word is often used in epitaphs like

this from Larisa.

Xi^avcoTo^.—Grimm's note makes Rev. viii. 3, 5 confuse

X.=frankincense and \t^ava)TL<;=:censer. But Syll. 588^^®

(ii/B.c.) has the latter word in the former meaning, so

that the confusion existed " in prof, auth." as well, or at

least in profane inscriptions.

Xoyeia.—Deissmann's restoration of this word {=collec-

* For abbreviations see the February and March (1908) ExposrroB, pp.

170. 262.
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Hon) has been plentifully supported since the publication

of B.S. Two good exx. may be seen in Witkowski (see

index) : they are very numerous. It is instructive that

words like this and the adjective hoKifiLo^, " genuine," should

have disappeared so completely from our literary sources,

when the vernacular used them with such freedom.

Xo7t/c6?.—From the late vulgar Greek of the Pelagia legend

(ed. Usener, p. 20) we have an admirable illustration of

1 Pet. ii. 2. A bishop meets Pelagia and tells her he is

" shepherd of Christ's sheep." She takes him hterally,

and he explains that he means roiv XotyLKcov irpo^droav tov

XpiaTov, TovT ecTTcv T(ov dv6p(07r(ov. So Peter means " meta-

phorical, not literal, ' pure milk '
"

: see on a8o\o<i Notes iv.

Xovo).—An interesting example of this word in its cere-

monial sense occurs in the new fragment of an uncanonical

Gospel, OP 840^**- (iv./A.D.), where a certain Pharisee

remonstrates with the Saviour for walking in the temple

—

fji'^re X,oi»o-a[/ii] €f[ft)] yiA[»7]Te firjv rcbv fiadjjToov aov tow? 7r[6Sa9

^a]7rTia6ivT(ov, " when thou hast not washed nor yet

have thy disciples bathed their feet " (G. and H.) : cf. also

11. 24, 32.

XvTpoa.—The verb and its kindred are well estabHshed in

the vernacular, cf . OP 530, cited Prol. 132 n. : add EP 19»ff-,

t'^io-T[a/ia]t T?)9 7^? ... •^9 XeKvTpwfievoi elalv t^9 7re7rpafiivr)<i

vTrb Mtk(ovo<i, OP 936^'' (iii./A.D.), oviro) XeXvTpcoTai to

(f)aiv6\iv (2 Tim. iv. 13), " the cloak has not yet been

redeemed " from pawn.

"Kvco.—With the use of Xvco in Rev. v. 2, Tt9 a^to9 dvol^ai

TO ^ifiXiov KoX Xvaai Ta9 (T(j>pa^lha<i avrov, cf. OP 907*^

(iii./A.D.), iXvOr] TOV avTov a {gtov^) 'EireLcj), the " opening,"

of a will, and the Editors' reference to BU 326"?i (ii/A.D.),

Kal dveyvcixrdTjaav Trj avTy V/jiipa iv
fj

kol tj SiadrJKr) ekvdrj.

For \.= "set at naught," "break," as in Matthew v. 19,

John vii. 33, see 8yll. 479, where certain regulations are
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followed by the threat, iav Bi rt? tovtcov tl Xvt)l, Kardparo^i

earco. For " breaking " the Sabbath we might compare

Xveiv ra irevdrj, " to go out of mourning," Syll. 879^^ (iii/B.c.)_

In Syll. 226^'^ (iii/B.c.) the middle is used in the sense

of "redeem" property, cf. B.M. III. p. 1465^ (ii/A.D.),

\\v\a-a(76ai, ttjv VTrodiJKijv.

/jLaivofiai.—The proceedings before Festus Acts xxvi. 24 f.

find a striking parallel in the curious interview with an

Emperor (Marcus Aurelius or Commodus) recorded in OP 33,

where the Emperor rebukes the violent language of the

condemned Appianus in the words t( — el)ai6aixev koI r}fiei<i

fxaLvofxevovi Koi aTTovevorj/xivov^; cra}(f)pL{ = o)vL^ei,v, "we are

accustomed to bring to their senses those who are mad and

out of their mind," and receives the answer z^^ ttjv ar]v tv^vv

ovre fiaivofxai. ovre anrovevorjixai. For the subst. fiavia (Acts

xxvi. 24) cf. BU 1024^-3 (iv/v a.d.).

fiaKeXKov.—For this N.T, air. Xey. (1 Cor. x. 25) see the

Magnesian inscription (ed. Kern) 179^0 f- (ii/A.D.), irapairpd-

aei<i re iroLrjcravTa eVrcS /jiUKeWa) iravro<; etSov;, and cf. P.

Herm. i. p. 80, eVro? /xuKeXkov.

fidXaKo^.—In HbP 54^1 (c. B.C. 245) a certain Zenobius

is described as 6 fiaXaKO'i, probably in the same sense in which

the word is found in 1 Cor. vi. 9, rather than simply with

reference to his style of dancing (G. and H.) In a Macedonian

inscription (Duchesne and Bayet, Athos, p. 46, No. 66) the

words 6 fiakuKo^ have been added after the name of

the person commemorated in a different style of writing,

evidently in satirical allusion to his corrupt mode of life.

fid/jufirj.—For the later sense of " grandmother," as in the

N.T., cf. the census return Rein P 49^4 f- (a.d. 215-6),

fjiov ijL't]Tp[6<; KoX tt}]? jjudfifMr]^ Avpr]\i,a<;, and the correspond-

ing adjective in 46^8 *• (a.d. 189), fiepo<{ . . . irarpiKov kuI

P-afMfiLKou, " the share which comes to them in the succes-

sion of their father and grandmother." See also Syll. 381*

VOL. vu. 36
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(c. A.D. 220), 7] 7rpo<i fXTjrpb'i fidfifirj KaWiKXeta koI ol yovel^i

K.T.X.

ixaprvpeoi.—The common occurrence of this word after a

signature, just as we write " witness," e.g., BM III. p. 162 f.

(a.d. 212), may be cited in illustration of the Pauline usage

in 2 Cor. viii. 3. For /i.= "give a good report" cf. 8yll.

197^' (iii/B.c), TroWaKL'i /jie/jiaprvprjKev avrSiv 6 ^aatXev'i,

and for the corresponding sense in the passive just as in

the N.T., see, in addition to Deissmann's examples BS p.

265, Syll. 366^^ (I/a.D.), ap'x^neKTova<i /napTvprjOevra'; virb t?}?

cr€fjivordT7}<i [/SoiA?}?].

fiapTvpofiat.—See Thess. p. 25 f., and add Str.P 5^*

(iii/A.D.), /Si^Xia einZehaiKafxev tm crrpaTT]<ya) avja ravra

fiapTvp6/jb€voi—the judgment of a Prefect.

fiaarrLryoco.—For this word, which is the regular term for

punishment by scourging, it is sufficient to refer at present

to the interesting P.Fi. 61^^ (i/A.D.) where the Prefect,

while pronouncing the accused deserving of being scourged

—ci^io^ fMev ^9 fiaa-Ttjfodrjvat,—releases him as a mark of

favour to the multitude {'xapL^oiiai Be ae rotf o;^Xoi9, cf.

Mark xv. 15).

fj,aaT6<;.—Syll. 804^4 (ii/A.D.), TJyjfaro Si [xov koX t?}? Se^ia<i

Xeipo'i KOI Tov fiaa-Tov : M. Julius Apellas is telling the story

of his cure in the Asclepieum.

/iidxv-—The weaker sense of /u,a%»7, " contention," " quar-

rel," which alone is found in the N.T (unless in Jas. iv. 1) may

be illustrated from Syll. 737'^ (ii/iii a.d.), /a«%»?9 Be edv Ti<i

dp^ijTat,. For the corresponding use of the verb, as in Gen.

xxxi. 36, John vi. 52, cf. Par. P. 18^", idv fjuaxovatv fi€r

ecroO ol dSeX.(/>ot aov.

fx,eya\€Lo<;.—Syll. 365* (i/A.D.), uvtov to fiejaXecov t^9

d6avaaia<i—with reference to Caesar Germanicus. The

subst. /jLe'yaXei6T7]<i is common as a ceremonial title, e.g.

P. Herm. i. p. 21, y fi€<ya\eL6Tr)<i rod XafiTrpordTov r}<^efiovo<i.
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Ixe^aXoTTpeirri^.—This N.T. a-rr. Xey. is frequent in the

inscriptions united with such words as eVSo^w? and KTjSepio-

viKa)<;: cf. also OGIS 308^"- (ii/B.c), where ApoUonis, wife

of Attains I., is described as having left behind her good

proof of her virtue, Sia to Ke^pijaOac kuI deoh eu(7e/3w9 Kal

fyovevaiv oa-iax; o)? kuI 7rpo<? tov lBiov avSpav avf^e^iCdKevai

fieyaXoTrpeTrm, the last two words being translated by

Dittenberger " egregie vixit." In the account of the pre-

parations for the reception of a Roman Senator in Egypt

inTbP 33^ (b.C. 112) it is laid down

—

fieydkoiv} TrpeireaTepov

iyS6)(^07]Tcot, " let him be received with special magnifi-

cence " (G. and H.).

fieya<i.—The frequency with which fMeya<i is employed as

a predicate of heathen gods and goddesses, e.g. OP 886 (a

magical formula, iii/A.D.) /j,€yaXr] 'Icrt? rj Kvpla (cf. Acts

xix. 28, fxeydXrj rj 'ApTeju,i<: lE^eo-ieoz/), makes it the more

noticeable that only once in the N.T. is the same epithet

applied to the true God (Tit. ii. 13) TrpoaSexofievoc . . .

iTTL^dveiav t^9 Bo^t]^ tov fieydXov 6eov k.t.X. : see Thieme,

p. 36f.

For fji6ya<; of height see PP II. 25{i)^ where Mdvpt]'; fiiya<;

is rendered by Mahaffy " Long Manres," though Leemans

(see PPII. p. 32) in similar discriptions prefers the rendering

" senior." In Ostr. 144 (ii/A.D.) fiel^cov appears to be used

in this latter sense, cf. Nos. 213, 1199 ; for its occurrence

as a title of authority see OP 900^^ (Iv/a.d.) [eWi/Jxetv rot?

/xel^oaiv Trepl tovtov, " to appeal to the officials on this

matter," with the Editor's note, and cf. the corresponding

use of the subst. in TbP 326* (iii/A.D.), eVt to aov fieyedo^

KaTa(fievy(o, " I take refuge in your power," the appeal of a

widow to the Prefect with reference to her orphan daughter.

fxeOvaKto.—It seems impossible to draw any clear distinc-

tion between /jl69v<tkco and fxedixa : in 1 Thess. v. 7 e.g. they

are virtually synonymous. But the idea of " status " as
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distinguished from " actus," which belongs more naturally

to the latter, comes out well in the recipe of the magical

papyrus BM I. p. 90^^" (iii/A.D.) enabling a man iroXka

iriveiv Kol fxrj fMedvetv.

/xeXet.—BM III. p. 207^^*- (a.D, 84) olSa yap ifxavTM (cf.

1 Cor. iv. 4) [fiev 1] OTt fxeXet, aot iroWa irepl i/xov, fxeXi^aei,

croi Be CU9 virep ISiou reicvov. cf. Matt. xxii. 16, etc.

fieXi.—OP 936^ (iii/A.D.) 7)/j,i-)^ovv /ieXtro?, " half a chous

of honey." The same papyrus shows iMekiriva aT€(}>dvLa y,

which the Editors render " 3 honey-sweet garlands "
: cf.

the otherwise unknown adj. fieXlaato^; as interpolated in the

T.R. of Luke xxiv. 42, kol utto fieXtaaLov Krjpiov.

fievovvye.—For fi. standing at the beginning of a clause,

a« in Rom. ix. 20, cf . Notes iii. 434 and add BM III. p. 207^»

(a.D. 84) /xevToiye, also OP 53119 (U/a.d.).

fiepifxvdco.—The idea of " over-anxiety " attaching to this

word in Matt. vi. 27 is well seen in TbP 3158«- (ii/A.D.),

<ypd(f)(o 67ra)<i [nr) fxep^i/jbvfjf;, iyo) yap ere aaKvX[Tou] 7ro[i,]^(Ta>,

" I am writing to prevent your being anxious, for I will see

that you are not worried " (G. and H.).

fxepU.—The use of this word in Acts xvi. 12, tt/xutt; t^<?

/Ltep/So? MaKeBovla<i 7r6\t<;, which Dr. Hort objected to on

the ground that " /j,€pU never denotes simply a region,

province, or any geographical division " {N.T. in Greek^ ii.

Notes, p. 96), is now amply justified on the evidence of the

papyri, as well as of later Greek writers generally (see

Ramsay in Expositor V. vi. p. 320). It is sufficient to

cite the almost contemporary TbP 302^ (a.d. 71-2), rrj^

n[oX]eix,covo^ fjuepiSo';, " the division of Polemon " in the

Arsinoite nome : cf. TbP 31 Si^*-, AP 77^ (both ii/A.D.)

al

fjL€po<i.—With Acts xxiii. 9 rov fiipov^; rcov ^apiaaimv cf.

the use of fxepo<i in PFi. 47i'' ^s (iii/A.D.) of the " parties
"

to a suit. The phrase eV yLtepou?, as in 1 Cor. xii. 27, is
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common, e.g., BU SSS^*'- (a.d. 100-1) tov KXrjpov q}<; Kal iy

fxipov<; 7rapet\7](f)afjLev.

/ieo-trr;?.—To the examples of the verb in Notes ii. and iii.

there may be added one or two instances of this important

substantive, Rein P 44^ (a.d. 104), o Kara(TTa6el<i KpiTTj<i

lx6<TLTr]<;, ChP 29"'-^ (c. A.D. 150) fieaeLrrjv rjfieiv S69, both with

reference to an " arbiter " in legal proceedings, and BM II.

p. 251 (ii/iii a.d.), where the reference is apparently to the

" surety " for a debt.

fxera^alvoi.—The ordinary meaning of fi. is well brought

out in TbP 316^0 (a.d. 99), where for purposes of registration

certain ephebi promise iav he ^era^aivtofiGv r/ iySrj/jLw/jbev

fji€Ta8(aaQ)/xev d/xtpoTepoi rat avvfioptdp^rj, " if we change our

abode or go abroad we will both give notice to the presi-

dent of the symmory " (G. and H.).

fieTaSlSco/jLL.—The usage of this verb in the immediately

preceding citation shows that the idea of " sharing " does not

necessarily belong to it ; cf . further BM III. p. 109 (a.d. 144),

d^iovfiev Se rov SiacrroXiKov dvTi,ypa<pov avrS fieraSoOrjvai,

and see Preisigke's elaborate note in the introduction to

StrP 41, where the sense of " responsibihty " conveyed by

the verb in legal phraseology is fully discussed.

fieTaXa/jb^dvQj.—For the ace. construction as in Acts xxiv.

25 cf. AP 39^^- (late ii/B.c), fieTa\a^6i>T€<; Tov<i (rvvT€Te\€(r/j,e-

vov<i 7rpo9 TOL'9 T6/S6i9 'EpjxwvOiTaf; dyoovaf; p.€yd\(o<i e')(^dprjp,ev.

fMerexoi.—With the use of /*. in 1 Cor. x. 17 ol yap irdvre'i

eK Tov €1/09 dpTov fierexofiev, cf. Magn. 44^' /xeTex^tv Ta9 re

6vaLa<i Koi rov dywvo<i, where too the immediately following

Toi»9 Koivo)V7)aovvTa<; Ta9 re 6vala^ proves that here, as in the

Corinthian passage {rov dprov ov KXcofiev, ou;^t KOLVoavia rov

a-(afiaTO<i tov Xptarov eaTiv ;), p,eTe')((o and Koivcoveto must be

regarded as synonymous : see Thieme, p. 29 f . For the

ace. after fierexo) cf. PP III. 32(/)''-^- ^iXoivo^, rov fiere-

Xovro^ fioi, rrjv fiepiSa, " Philon, my partner in the division."
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The corresponding adj. is common in the same sense, ibid.

37(a)"' ' Sta TlaalTo<i koI tq)v fJier6)((ov, cf , Luke v. 7.

fjLiKp6<;.—For the reference to stature rather than to age,

when employed as a personal designation, see Notes iii., and

cf. what is said above under f^eya<;.

/Mia-dof.—For the primary sense of this word cf. OP 724*

(a.d. 155), where a slave is apprenticed to a shorthand-writer

to be taught shorthand /xtcrdov rov (TV/j,7re^Q)V7]fji€vov " at a

salary agreed; upon " of 120 silver drachmas. The verb is

common, e.g. Osir. [1256], ov Kayon rjfirjv ixeiJbL(T6(o^evo<i oikov.

A new compound fiia-OoiTpaaia is found in BM III. p. 164*

(a.d. 212), and is understood by the Editors as denoting

a sale under the terms of a lease.

fioyyLXaXo'i.—With this variant found in Mark vii. 32

and in MSS. of the LXX. cf. fioyyo^ in BM. Ill p. 24P«

(early iv/A.D.) ovk el/nl fioyy6<i.

/jboXvvw.—Cf. the uncanonical fragment OP 840, where

after the words cited under Xoixo we find

—

aWa /xefMoXv-

[/Mfj,evo<;] iirdTTjaai; tovto to lepov t^ottov ovjra Kadapov, " but

defiled thou hast walked in this temple, which is a pure

place."

Iiovrj.—Some further examples (cf. Notes iii.) of this im-

portant Johannine word may be given. In HbP 93^

{iyyvm t fMovPi^), llpi (both B.C. 250) and GH 62i" (fiovm

Koi ifi^avia';—A.D. 211) it is used technically in sureties for

the " appearance " of certain persons. The meaning is

doubtful in this fourth century complaint ChP 15^',

addressed to the riparii of the Hermopolite nome, where the

complainant Aurelia states with regard to violences to which

she had been subjected

—

i(paveptoaa ry uovfi koI tm ^orjdw

rov TrpatTrocrcTov, which the Editor translates, " I have made

known both to the establishment of the praepositus and his

assistant." In a note he dismisses as impossible in the

above context the later sense of " monastery " which fiov^
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has for example in BM II. p. 3332 (vi/vii a.d.), AavLrfk

oUovofiov rr]<i [Movrf^i rod AevKcoTiov, " Daniel steward of the

monastery of Leucotius."

fjLvio).—For the original technical sense of this word,

which may underlie the Pauline usage in Phil. iv. 12, eV

iravTi Koi iv irdaiv fie/juvrj/xat, it must be enough at present to

refer to such passages from the inscriptions as OGIS 530 1'

deoTTpoTToi . . . o'ltiv6<; fivqdivre'i ive^drevcrav, ibid. 764^*

Tat<? 7rapay€yevr}fj,ivai<; 0ecop[ai<; . . . kuI fMvrjdeiaac^. The

N.T. usage of the corresponding subst. fivarijpiov is fully

discussed by Dean Robinson in an instructive note in his

Ephesians, p. 234 ff . See also the interesting notes on MGr
p,vaTrjpLov=marriage, by G. F. Abbott in Nineteenth Century

for April, 1908, p. 653 ff. : he compares the modern wedding

week in Macedonia with the Eleusinian Mysteries.

fi(op6<;.—In the curious nursery acrostic TbP 278^5 (early

i/A.D.) it is said of a lost garment

—

Xecop 6 apa<i, fia}pb<i <o>

a7ro\e<ra9, "a Hon took it, a fool lost it." BU 1046 "22

(ii/A.D.), Mdpwv iTnKa\{ov/jbevo<i) /jLcopo^ shows the word used

as a nickname : so also the great athlete Herminus, 6 koI

Mcopo^ in BM III. passim.

NdpKiaa-o<;.—Thieme (p. 40) quotes instances of this

proper name from Magnesia (Magn. 122 d^*) and Hierapolis

(Hierap. 80), proving that its occurrence outside Rome was

well established, and consequently that the common identi-

fication of Tov<i €ic rwv NapKLaaov (Rom. xvi. 11) with the

household of the well-known freedman of that name is by

no means certain.

v€Kp6<;.—With the use of veKpo^ in Luke xv. 24, 32, Rev.

i. 18, ii. 8, iii. 1, cf. BU 1024^'- 24ff- (iv/v a.d.), iXewa ttjv

BvaB[aiixov]a, oTi ^wcra irpoaec^epero toI<; ySoi;[Xo/xevot9] cu?

v€Kpd. For Rom. iv. 19, KaTevorjaev to eavrov awfia [^S?;]

veveKpwfxkvov, Deissmann, Licht vom Ostenjy. 62, finds a strik.

ing parallel in /wscr. (rraec. III. 2, No. 1355, av^pwTre . . . fiij
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fiov 7rapeXdr]<; awfia to vev[e]/c/9[&)])U,evoi/, " man, do not pass

by my body as good as dead."

j/eo?.—For the relation of v€o<; to Kaivo^ in the papyri

gee under Kaiv6<i. With the comparative in Luke xv. 12

cf. ParP 38^2 (b.C. 162), jiTroWoovLO) rw vecoripo) fiov aSeXtjxS^

TbP 312^ (a.D. 123-4), HacoTreto? vecoripov tov na(OTr€co<;,

" Paopis younger son of Paopis."

ve6(f)VTo^.—See BS p. 220 f., and add OP GOQi^^- (a.d.

225), d/iTreXiKov /cT»;/iaT09 veo^vrov, " a newly planted vine-

yard."

veva).—BM III. p. 233' (a.D. 331), [avBpewva] vevovra ei?

voTov, " [a dining-hall] looking to the south."

ve(oK6po<;.—For the application of this term to Ephesus

as the " warden " of the temple of Artemis, as in Acts xix.

35, it is sufficient to refer to OGIS 48P (a.d. 102-6),

^ApTe/JLlSt ^E(})€(Tia . . . KoX TftJt VecOKOpCOi 'E<f)€(Tl(OV Brj/XOOi,

v.ith Dittenberger's note. Later the city came to be known

as Sk, Tpl<i vecoKopof; : see Ramsay, art. " Ephesus," in

Hastings' D.B. i. p. 772. In a papyrus of B.C. 217 edited

by Th. Reinach in Melanges Nicole, p. 451 ff., we hear of a

certain Nicomachus who was vaic6po<i ( = ve(oK6po<i) of a Jewish

synagogue in an Egyptian village. According to the editor

this term, the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew hazzdn, was

borrowed from the usage of pagan religion, and is still the

current title in Greece for the " sacristan " of an orthodox

church, as well as of a Jewish S3niagogue. See also

Lumbroso in Archiv iv. p. 317.

VI].—For this particle with negatives see Notes iii., and

for its correct use, as in 1 Cor. xv. 31, cf. ParP 49^° (ii/B.c,

= Witk., p. 47), iyoii yap vr) Tov<i Oeoix; ay(ovia>, BM III. p.

207^^'- (a.D. 84), KCKpLKa yap vr] Toif!; deov'i iv ^iXe^avSpeia

iTTLfiivetv.

James Hope Moulton.

George Milligan.
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